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DEBT ISSUANCE AND INVESTMENT
PRACTICES OF STATE AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS
WEDNESDAY, JULY
U.S.

26, 1995

House of Representatives,

Subcommittee on Capital Markets, Securities,
AND Government Sponsored Enterprises,
Committee on Banking and Financial Services,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:02 a.m., in room
2128, Raybum House Office Building, Hon. Richard H. Baker
[chairman of the subcommittee] presiding.
Members present: Chairman Baker, Representatives Cremeans,
LoBiondo, Kelly, Roukema, Hayworth, Bono, Cox, Kanjorski, and
Bentsen.
Chairman Baker. If I can ask everyone to please take seats, we
will convene this hearing of the Subcommittee on Capital Markets.
I'd like to make a brief opening statement as to the elements of
this hearing and intended purposes, and then recognize Mr. Kanjorski for any statement he may choose to make.
We have a lengthy series of panels today which will cover a
broad range of interests, and I will try to move the hearing along
as expeditiously as possible.
I should make clear to everyone that at 11:00 a.m. this morning,
by order of the House, the Committee will recess for an address to
a session of the House of Representatives, and we will stand in recess from 11:00 until noon. It is my intention to reconvene at noon
and then proceed with subcommittee business until we conclude.
The capital markets provide important financial resources to
local and State governments. The complexity of the marketplace,
and the difficulty for managing investments needs to be understood.
It is important we understand potential long-term effects for
State and local governments, of events like the decision of Orange
County to declare bankruptcy.
I believe it important to understand the appropriateness of regulatory constraints, and to determine who is responsible for making
the investment decisions of public funds.
It's further important to understand whether current disclosure
requirements are sufficient, are the rating systems adequate
enough, would a reasonable investor be able to make appropriate
decisions as to the nature of a risk they might assume, whether the
(1)

instrument

is

a derivative or any other type of investment trans-

action.
I think it's important to assess whether the current Federal law
or remedies available under the various states' laws is either sufficient or an inappropriate barrier to debt resolution when market
difficulties do occur.
It's perhaps important to say what the hearing is not about. It's
not an attempt to identify any guilty party in any particular community or state as to recent events, or to assign responsibilities for
apparent actions, but really an attempt to gather adequate information about current market structure, the Federal legislative role,
and to take any action that may be warranted after careful review
of all current facts.
Those who work in the marketplace to provide capital for these
needed public purpose projects must have confidence that the system is stable in order for that delivery of needed capital to continue
to be available. But frankly, I think it's of much greater importance
that we know that there are clear guidelines for those who invest
public funds to ensure that unreasonable risk is averted and that
taxpayers are not made to suffer the consequences from imprudent

business judgments.
I think this overview is important because there are many who
have opinions as to the subcommittee's interests and actions, and
this will be a very slow, measured review of current market practices. And we will take action only if found to be warranted as a
result of our better understandings.
With that, I'd like to recognize the ranking minority Member,
Mr. Kanjorski, for any opening statement.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Richard Baker can be found on
page 113 in the appendix.]
Mr. Kanjorski. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I want to
compliment you for organizing holding these hearings. With the
amount of investment at the local, county and State level and the
need for oversight and reexamination of particularly debt investment in this country and the new products that are within the
market, it is essential that this subcommittee exercise its jurisdiction to make a review of this.
I compliment you that this is not a fault-finding investigation but
merely an inquiry as to whether there is need for additional
legislation.
I

know we have a very thorough number

expertise,

and

I

of witnesses with great

want to take a great deal of time from the
have remarks I will revise and extend. And ask

don't

subcommittee, so I
the indulgence of the Chair because I'll have to excuse myself because I must testify before another subcommittee on the reform of
the administrative law judge procedure, of which I'm an original
co-sponsor.

But

I

congratulate you again, Mr. Chairman, and look forward

to the fruits of this hearing.

Chairman Baker. I thank the gentleman and certainly understand the press of legislative business.
Since there are no other Members present. Congressman Cox, I
want to offer you full opportunity to be heard. I don't think we

call of the House at the moment. I'll recognize you with a
brief introduction.
As a senior Member of the Congress, recognized by elective office
to a leadership position, it certainly is a pleasure to have you come
before the subcommittee this morning and express your views with
regard to this important subject. And assuming we have no intervening call of the House for any recorded vote of any sort, the floor
is yours. Congressman.

have a

STATEMENT OF HON. CHRISTOPHER COX, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Mr. Cox. Well, I'm accustomed to working with the bells, as are
I'll proceed duly warned.
I want to thank you for convening this important hearing on current problems in municipal finance, and I want to join with you
and other members of the subcommittee in welcoming members of
our next panel sitting behind me Matt Fong, California's treasurer; Gaddi Vasquez is chairman of the Board of Supervisors; Mark
Petracca from the University of California at Irvine.
An important part of your focus is on Orange County; it should
be. We should study what happened in Orange County because the
problems can and will be repeated elsewhere.
Orange County is far more typical than you might think. It's one
you, so

—

of America's largest municipalities, with over 2.6 million people.
in every 100 Americans lives in Orange County.
not a particularly affluent county. In fact, the average income
is about equal to the State median. Its per capita household income
is nowhere near that of wealthy counties like San Francisco and
Marin County.
The truth is that except for a few small beach enclaves that drive
up the statistics, the millions of people who live in Orange County
are just everyday folks. Nearly 8 percent of them live below the
poverty line.
This is not to say that Orange County's municipal finances are
like those of New York City or Los Angeles or Washington, DC. To
the contrary, neither the county nor its many political subdivisions
were guilty of Marion Barry-style deficit spending. They lived within their means. They even had surplus money, which they put in
the county investment pool so that it could earn a safe return.
Orange County's investment pool was advertised as a safe bet.
Its strategy, however, was inherently risky. The county treasurer.
Bob Citron, was the manager of the pool. He borrowed money at
the county's low municipal rate and then invested it to try to earn
higher rates.
To get the highest possible return on the borrowed money, he
tried to outsmart the market. He bet that interest rates would fall
but instead, they rose.
The financial markets, and even more so the general public, simply didn't appreciate just how bad a bet Citron had made. But it's
important to realize that the reason that we're here today discussing Orange County's bankruptcy is not that Bob Citron guessed
wrong. It's not that part of the portfolio was invested in deriva-

Today one
It's

tives.

Citron drove Orange County into bankruptcy because he leveraged his portfoHo n6arly three to one and made a very simple and
very wrong guess about the direction of interest rates.
And even though he went back to the market time and again to
borrow more money to keep the risky scheme going, the market
didn't discipline him. It didn't even exact a premium for the risk.
The most important question for this subcommittee to ask about
the Orange County bankruptcy is why almost no one in the market
knew just what Bob Citron was up to and how dangerous his investment practices really were.
Our task is to understand why everyone, including the Securities
and Exchange Commission, Standard & Poor's, Moody's, institutional investors
obvious.

Even a

and the

financial press, all of

them

failed to see the

campaign focused entirely on Citron's risky infailed to gain the serious attention of many people. Bob Citron was the only Democrat elected to office in Orange
County government. He had to stand for election last year in a Repolitical

vestment strategy

publican

enough

county.

One would think

that

would be controversy

to attract press attention.

His Republican opponent, John Moorlach, gave the Los Angeles
Times and the Orange County Register documents showing that a
financial disaster was imminent. But in the words of the American
Journalism Review, the newspapers "blew it." I know because I
was John Moorlach 's campaign manager.
But the truth is, markets shouldn't have to rely simply on information available in the press. That will almost always be inadequate. As the Register publicly admitted, "Moorlach handed everybody the story on a silver platter. Maybe if he had said Citron
hired an illegal immigrant for a babysitter, somebody would have
paid attention."
But almost no one in the press did pay attention. The only reason John Moorlach knew what was going on in the Orange County
portfolio is that he obtained documents only after threatening to request information under California's Freedom of Information Act.
Citron tried to keep him from getting them.
But by May of last year, by May of 1994, John Moorlach had gotten enough information to write a one-page summary of the county

fund showing that of Citron's

total

$21

billion,

$14

billion

was

borrowed.
In May 1994, John Moorlach predicted, in writing shared with
reporters, that the county was headed for a billion-dollar crash as
soon as interest rates rose. The newspapers did not write the story.
The editor of the Orange County Register, Tonnie Katz, said it was
too complicated. She said, "Give us a good fire, a good earthquake,
a nice hurricane that's pretty easy to cover. This is just the reverse. We're talking about financial transactions and numbers."
So instead of analyzing Moorlach's data themselves, the Los Angeles Times and the Orange County Register checked with the exPoor's and
perts. The Register relied, in part, on Standard

—

&

Moody's. But the rating agencies missed what was going on even
worse than the newspapers.
Just last year. Orange County went to the financial markets to
borrow $600 million in order to invest still more borrowed money

in the pool. Standard & Poor's rated this debt A-1 Plus. This was
July of last year. Not until a few days before the county actually
filed bankruptcy in December did S&P put Orange County's debt
on CreditWatch, which means that they were signalling a possible
downgrade.
When the rating agencies failed to see anything wrong in Orange
County's investments, the markets didn't either, and the press sim-

ply followed suit.
But that's not all. The Securities and Exchange Commission also
investigated the investment pool last year, and, according to Citron, the SEC gave him a clean bill of health. The SEC requested
documents that filled more than 20 boxes, and SEC attorneys questioned Citron and his cohorts for 3V2 hours in Los Angeles.
Yet just like the press and the rating agencies and the market
itself, they failed to see anything wrong. The SEC investigation
didn't even rise to the level that merited disclosure to potential
bond buyers, according to the county's bond counsel.
And therein lies the rub. Municipal disclosure rules are virtually
freeform. Unlike the very specific rules for corporate disclosure,
cities and counties can disclose just about whatever they want.
Practice varies widely.
Quite obviously, the manner in which Citron disclosed his strategy and his portfolio was wholly inadequate, since only by months
of research and a threatened Freedom of Information Act request
could Moorlach obtain enough information to figure it out. And yet
it's quite likely that Citron's disclosure was all perfectly legal.
If the market had known and understood what John Moorlach
knew. Citron would have been stopped dead in his tracks. He certainly would not have been able to borrow that last $600 million
in July 1994. He probably would have been forced to accept Merrill
Lynch's offer in 1993 to buy back all the derivatives he'd bought
from them. Had he accepted that offer, the county would have
made a profit and the bankruptcy would never have happened.
Today, municipal government, through its borrowing, competes
unfairly with private securities. Not only is it tax-exempt, which is
proper, but also it doesn't have to comply with the same disclosure
rules. No mutual fund that sells to investors would get away with
the skimpy disclosure that municipalities make. In the future, no
municipality should be able to get away with it, either.
The consequence for our national savings is very dangerous. For
the first time, total outstanding municipal debt is larger than all
outstanding corporate debt in America. Simply put, the unfair advantage that municipal finance enjoys is diverting ever more of our
private savings into government and away from private enterprise.
Since the inception of our Federal securities laws, municipal securities have been exempt fi-om the disclosure rules that apply to
virtually everyone else. We are now reaping the whirlwind from
that unjustified distinction.
While Federal registration is neither practical nor desirable, detailed Federal disclosure rules, enforced by the market and private
rights of action, are essential. The recent changes to rule 15(c)(212)
are only a start. The fact is no rules change can be adequate without new legislation.

Municipal accounting varies widely from jurisdiction to jurisdicNot only the quantity but the quality of disclosure is everywhere lacking. Rating agencies cannot evaluate risks without adequate information, and neither can the market.
All of the investors in Orange County's $600 million issue last
year were sophisticated institutions, but none of them appreciated
the problems with the county portfolio. As we've seen, even the
SEC and the press failed us in the current system.
All too often, the assumption is that government bonds are virtually risk-free, but that is obviously not so. If Orange County's
misfortune can contribute anjdhing positive to the Nation, let it be
this lesson. It is now up to us in Congress to give the marketplace
the disclosure tools to better evaluate these risks before the next
Orange County happens.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Christopher Cox can be found
on page 156 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Cox, for an excellent statement, and I think it clear that your overview of the circumstance
and events do lead one to recognize disclosure was, at best, sadly
lacking, and that perhaps there is some need for standardization
in the market.
And I know Energy and Commerce will carefully review this, and
I'm certain that Chairman Leach will find your remarks to be of
extreme importance and help to us in working with your committee
in attempting to resolve these issues.
But there are really two parts to this difficulty. One is how we
got there, which apparently you feel strongly was built around a
lack of adequate disclosure, and second, what one does when you
arrive at this circumstance. That may be a bit more difficult to
tion.

resolve.
I do thank you for your comments. Would any Member have comments? Mr. Bentsen.
Mr. Bentsen. Yes. Congressman Cox, I have a couple of questions. I had the occasion to read about your interest in disclosure
in the Bond Buyer before I came to this body and you were already
a Member. You were a securities lawyer prior to becoming a Member of the House?
Mr. Cox. Yes, that's right.
Mr. Bentsen. In the corporate sector?
Mr. Cox. Right.
Mr, Bentsen. Did you do any work in the municipal sector?
Mr. Cox. No, I did not.
Mr. Bentsen. OK You've mentioned 15(c)(212), which does provide for subsequent disclosure for secondary market. You don't believe that's adequate at this time?
Mr. Cox. That's a very positive step. I think current real-time
update for the market is important. But what I'm concerned with
is that whereas there are longstanding, well understood market-

tested disclosure rules for corporate securities, there are not such
rules for municipal securities. Rather, we have only the anti-fraud
provision, and the rest of the official statement is rather freeform.
Mr. Bentsen. This may not be a fair question, but do you think
had Orange County been required to register prior to offering, for

instance, the $600 million, the 1994-1995 $600 million taxable
notes, which were effectively arbitrage notes, from what I can
tell

Mr. Cox. That's exactly what they were.
Mr. Bentsen. And whether or not registration and subsequent
filings of some form of 10-Qs and 10-Ks would have made a
difference?

Mr. Cox. Well, I oppose registration of municipal securities, but
do believe that if the quality of the disclosure I'm not now
speaking about the quantity; we know that the SEC looked through
boxes and boxes of documents if the quality of the disclosure had
been on parity with the quality of disclosure required in private finance, I think this would have been communicated to the market.
The risks would have been understood. It was there for someone
to see, if only they knew.
Mr. Bentsen. I would also point, just for the record, and we'll
hear from James Spiotto of Chapman and Cutler later that in his
testimony he does point out the disparity in the number of defaults
and volume of defaults between the corporate and municipal markets. And it is true that the level of defaults in the municipal markets are much lower than that in the corporate markets.
Now, I will add a caveat to that, that the credit is different, although with Orange County maybe we're seeing some difference in

—

I

—

that.

Let

me

ask, Mr. Cox, one final question. I appreciate your compress, and all of us in public office know how difis to get press. In fact, in Houston we used to joke that
to have a motorcycle accident to get any press coverage

ments about the
ficult it

you had

whatsoever, and I still think that may be true.
But you talked about Citron being the only Democrat, and I don't
want to sound partisan, but I do think it's important, for the
record, again, if you look at this official statement, and there are
other official statements that I've reviewed, and they're all pretty
standard, that the Board of Supervisors are listed, as well.
And while the statement is signed by the assistant treasurer,
Matthew Raabe, which is standard practice either the treasurer
or chief financial officer of an issuing authority will sign it is it
your understanding, under California law, that the Board of Supervisors has to approve either an indenture or the offering documents
at some point? Or is this done was Citron able to just conduct
these financings without the Board of Supervisors having any idea
whatsoever as to what was going on?
Mr, Cox. Well, as you know, there is a great deal of litigation
surrounding the nearly $2 billion loss that was occasioned by Mr.
Citron's management of that portfolio. So while I have a pretty fair
idea of what the law is, I don t want to opine because I think there
are others who you will hear from today who can testify with expertise on that issue.
I will say that the reason I mentioned that Bob Citron was the
only Democrat elected to countywide office in Orange County and
that he had to run for election last year is to say that normally
that would be something of a man-bites-dog story. And if there
were controversy in that election, one would think it would receive
adequate coverage.

—

—

—

8
It was despite that inherent, it seems to me, journalistic appeal
that the story didn't get covered. And I find it a tragedy that that
was the result.
Mr. Bentsen. Mr. Chairman, I have a great deal of respect for
Mr. Cox's ability in this area. I sometimes disagree with him, although I have to say, for the record, I have yet to meet a securities
lawyer who would give me an unqualified opinion.

Chairman Baker. Mrs. Kelly.
Mrs. Kelly. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I

reserve

my

right to

add

some comments for the record.
Chairman Baker. Certainly. Mrs. Roukema.
Mrs. Roukema. Mr. Chairman, I'm not going

to belabor this
do appreciate our colleague's testimony today.
And I would simply observe, and I don't have a specific pointed
question for you. Congressman Cox, but I would simply observe,
and you may want to respond, that I do think that we have to go
for more than disclosure. And I recognize the recommendations or
the call for action that SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt called for. To
my knowledge, nothing was done on that score. Is that correct?
Nothing more has been done on that score?

point, but

I

Mr. Cox. On which score?
Mrs. Roukema. With respect to repealing the municipal securities exemptions. Repeal would subject the States and municipalities to the same disclosures that apply to corporations that sell securities. This is evidently what you're recommending here.

Mr. Cox. Yes. Now, I know that you have occasion to hear from
Chairman Levitt.
Mrs. Roukema. Yes.
Mr. Cox. We have had him testify before our Commerce Committee, and I will leave it to the Commission to represent faithfully
what is the Commission and the Chairman's view. But my understanding is that Chairman Levitt does not believe that we should
change the current regime that wholly exempts municipalities and
municipal securities from registration.
For my own part, I think I may have a rather more aggressive
approach, which is to maintain the current situation in which municipalities need not register but to impose, at the Federal level,
much more detailed, explicit and thorough -going rules on the kinds
and quality of disclosure that must be made to the market.
Mrs. Roukema. Well, maybe we're getting, then, to the same
point. I hope it's not just a semantic one, but the definition of disclosure, as opposed to further regulations. And that's where we
might have to explore what we truly mean by this kind of vocabulary. And I'm not quite sure, either, but that's why I'm here today
and anxious and thankful for the chairman having these hearings.
We need to know more about this before there are further terrible
disasters, whether of the bearing type or the municipal type.

Thank you.
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mrs. Roukema.
Congressman, we thank you very much for your
your testimony. I look forward to working with you.
Mr. Cox. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

courtesy and

Chairman Baker,

I'll call the second panel and while that panel
coming forward, announce that we don't believe there will be any
legislative activity until 11:00, and we will recess at 11:00.
For Members arriving after my opening comments, the House
will require our attendance for an address on the House floor from
11:00 until 12:00. It would be our intention to recess at 11:00 and
then promptly reconvene at noon to continue the hearing. We have
a lengthy set of panelists to follow and to avoid concluding these

is

hearings late in the afternoon, it'll be necessary to reconvene
promptly at noon.
Let me say at the outset today we have an extraordinary number
of distinguished individuals with lengthy records of public achievement at State and local level, as well as those from Federal Government. All witnesses' resumes are made part of our record.
In order to expedite time, I will be very brief in my introductions.
I'm sure others may choose to make comment as to their constituents of particular note, but I will be very brief and recognize those
here by virtue of their current position, and would first recognize
the Treasurer of the State of California, who's with us this morning, Mr. Fong, and certainly welcome you here, sir, and I'm looking
forward to your testimony.
Let me further add, for everyone's benefit, to the extent your remarks can be constrained to 5 minutes, your official remarks will
be made part of our record and I assure you every word carefully
reviewed.
So if you can help the subcommittee with that, we have four panels today and they're all rather lengthy. Thank you for your understanding. Mr. Fong.

STATEMENT OF MATT FONG, TREASURER, STATE OF
CALIFORNIA
Mr. Fong. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members. Thank you for
the opportunity to address vour subcommittee on the worst municipal disaster in California's history.
Since taking office in January, I have witnessed firsthand how
the risky and irresponsible investment strategy of the previous Orange County treasurer can throw uncertainty into the municipal
market and cost local government, most of which already face financial difficulties, millions of dollars in penalties.
Bob Citron, the former Orange County treasurer, leveraged his
way into notoriety while the local governing body turned a blind
eye to his irresponsible investment practices, which promised returns that were twice that of most investment pool managers.
Although municipal finance and the trading of municipal securities have changed forever, I believe many of the changes are for the
better.

The Orange County investment pool losses, I believe, represent
an isolated incident that occurred because of an arrogant treasurer
and an inattentive Board of Supervisors. Recurrence should be prevented in the future with simple oversight and limited restrictions
on certain types of investments and investment strategies.
One of the first duties I took after taking my oath of office was
to chair a Task Force on Local Investment Practices at the request
of Grovernor Wilson. The task force recommended restrictions on
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leveraging investment pool securities and limitations on reverse
repurchase agreements. The task force also recommended better
education for local officials about investment practices and the
adoption of investment policies and reporting requirements to local

governing bodies.

These recommendations have been incorporated

into several bills

now

that are making their way through our legislature.
Additionally, investors appear to be demanding better disclosure
information and issuers are responding to those needs. The market
mechanisms are indeed addressing this issue without additional
government intervention. This is the healthy by-product of the

Orange County

situation.
Also, the recently amended disclosure requirements of the

SEC

should further strengthen market confidence that local government
investment practices and other financial information are adequately disclosed.
There has been a significant change in the relationship between
municipal issuers and investors. Investors are much more wary of
the municipal market, the market that was once regarded as a safe
place to invest.
In California, especially in light of Orange County's bankruptcy,
the present relationships are more cautious than in the past.
But unlike the corporate bankruptcy model, municipalities under
Chapter 9 retain democratic control over operations while receiving
protection from creditors. It appears, however, that at least in the

Orange County

situation,

bankruptcy strategies have hindered an

expeditious resolution of the problem.
With the litigious and adversarial culture that surrounds a bankruptcy, the emphasis is placed on winning in a litigation context,
rather than on problem-solving.
This "I've got to win" mentality is the right strategy in a corporate bankruptcy where you can completely shut down the bankrupt business and start in a fresh location. But county governments cannot simply close up shop. They cannot clean the slate
and go out of business, leaving behind as many creditors as pos-

Orange County

will always remain Orange County.
while the county continues to provide services to its citizens,
a workable solution must be sought out through negotiation and
with ongoing creative financial strategies. A strategy that maximizes litigation hurts any county's ability to provide needed servsible.

And

ices.

Unfortunately, in Orange County millions of taxpayer dollars are
being diverted from paying bills into the hands of lawyers, accountants, underwriters and financial advisors.
One of the recommendations of the Task Force on Local Investment Practices was that the Congress and the California State Legislature not overreact to the Orange County situation. What I fear
happening is what I call the "Florida doctor syndrome." When the
doctor in Florida amputated the wrong leg recently, the solution
was not to pass a bill outlawing scalpels because the problem
wasn't the scalpel; it wasn't the instrument; it was the doctor.
And in this case, the problem wasn't the instrument; it was the
treasurer.
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The way to prevent another Orange County is oversight, with a
good dose of common sense.
I don't beheve that regulators and regulations have any potential
for minimizing risk of this kind of catastrophic event in the future.
It will be nearly impossible for them to anticipate every type of situation that arises.
In short, you cannot legislate common sense nor good judgment.
We need to educate the public and its officials about investment
functions, the risk of aggressive and irresponsible investment policies, and the benefits of vigilance, oversight and accountability.
So in conclusion, yes, there was a financial train wreck in Orange County, and the bill for the damage must be paid and there
is no way around it. But municipal markets are more alert and are
demanding more information from issuers, which is, as I said, the
healthy by-product.
And finally, and most importantly, if Congress and State legislatures overreact by outlawing specific types of investment products,
I think two things will happen.
First, you won't be able to keep up with all of the new investments products that will be invented down the road. Wall Street
is just too creative.
But more importantly, you will take away valuable investment
tools that treasurers all over the country use wisely to earn hundreds of millions of dollars for their government operation.
There's only one way, then, to replace those revenues, and that's
through additional fees and higher taxes.
Oversight, education, vigilance, and accountability these are the
watchwords to live by and, I believe, to prevent another disaster.

—

Thank

you.

[The prepared statement of Mr, Matt Fong can be found on page
161 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Fong. We certainly appreciate
your time in being here today and your insights.
Our next witness is the auditor from the State of California, Mr.
Kurt Sjoberg. It's a pleasure to have you here this morning, sir.

STATEMENT OF KURT SJOBERG, AUDITOR, STATE OF
CALIFORNIA
Mr. Sjoberg. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Members. I'm
Kurt Sjoberg, California State Auditor.
Since the Orange County bankruptcy in December 1994, my office has been involved in a series of audits relating to local government investment practices. Initially, at the request of Governor
Wilson, I sent a team to Orange County just after the announcement of the bankruptcy, and then subsequently, the California
State Legislature asked that we look at the other 57 counties in
our State to determine the extent perhaps that these high-risk investment strategies may be employed by other locales.

As a

result of these audits, we've issued a series of recommendaI will outline in just a few moments.
First of all, what we found when we arrived in Orange County
was that the former treasurer. Bob Citron, had employed an investment strategy that basically violated the tenets of prudent investing; that is, he did not ensure that his portfolio was safe and liquid
tions,

which
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before he went about maximizing its yield. And, in fact, by his own
admission, the pursuit of yield became his primary motivator.
I've also been asked many times what caused the $1.69 billion
loss, and it's my view that it was not any single one investment
strategy that was used. It was not simply overleveraging through
the use of reverse repurchase agreements, nor the purchase of volatile derivative securities, although each of those techniques was
used to an extreme.
In fact, in July 1994, the portfolio was leveraged about three to
one, and almost half of the investments were in either inverse
floating rate notes or some other structured security that actually
went down in value as interest rates rose.
So it's my view that it was when these two strategies reacted,
if you will, with the 300 basis point increase in interest, which we
saw in 1994, that this portfolio reached a critical flashpoint.
Now unfortunately, at that moment there were about $13 billion
in reverse repurchase agreements soon coming due. And of course,
the derivative securities that had been purchased with these borrowed dollars had lost significant value.
So what occurred, of course, were collateral calls by those persons who held the pledged securities or collateral. And, as a result,
on December 6 the county filed for bankruptcy protection under

Chapter

9.

Now, what we've found
concerning to
widely,
ones.

57 counties was somewhat
that the investment strategies did vary
do have many small counties, as well as many large

my

and we

However, we found

ment

in the other

office, in

strategies that

six that

employed one or more of the invest-

we deemed

to

be too risky for a short-term

government investment pool. We found some counties with
more than 30 percent of their portfolio in volatile derivative securities; that is, those that were either inverse floating rate notes or
some other type of structured note where principal potentially
local

could be at risK.

We also, in fact, found two counties that had more than twothirds of their portfolio in inverse floaters. We also found others
holding more than 40 percent of their portfolios in reverse repurchase agreements. One county had an 80 percent leverage factor.
And none of these counties had matched maturities. That is to
say they were investing short-term borrowed funds in long-term securities, which is, of course, the formula for potential problems.
And then finally, we found that they were holding securities that
averaged over 2V2 years, average weighted maturity. In fact, one
county had an astounding 27.9-year average weighted maturity in
their short-term portfolio.
Luckily, no other counties in California are on the verge of municipal bankruptcy as a result of their high-risk investing. Each of
the counties that we contacted believe they had sufficient liquidity
to weather out the storm they were in and that they would not
have to realize the losses that they had experienced.
Now, we've made a series of recommendations to the California
Legislature and, in fact, currently more than 30 bills are pending
in Sacramento. We've grouped our recommendations into two
areas.
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One has been discussed some this morning, and that is the area
of disclosure. We believe that there needs to be much more disclosure as to the investment practices of local governments, primarily
through the use of investment committees, local committees, and
also committees wherein stakeholders, these participants in the
pool, can also come forward.
But in these meetings, we think that the type of disclosure that
the treasurer provides is very important. Clearly, there needs to be
an investment marked to market, on a quarterly basis, at least, so
that all of the investing participants know exactly what their current value

is.

We

also think that there needs to be some type of interest rate
sensitivity analysis on the portfolio so one can assess the relative
risk that's being assumed.
also think that the prudent person rule needs to be defined
and, in particular, minimum qualifications for those people who are
making investment decisions.
And then finally, the fiduciary relationship between the treasurer and the investor needs to be established more clearly.
Now, that relates to disclosure and as it relates to limiting investment strategies, we, a lot like the task force of Treasurer Fong,
believe that reverse repurchase agreements should be limited to no
more than 20 percent of the portfolio and then only for specified
purposes; that derivatives and other securities and I want to emphasize that introduce additional risk to the portfolio, as measured by an interest rate sensitivity analysis, like a duration analysis, need to be limited to no more than 5 percent of the portfolio;
and then, finally, that these average weighted maturities need to
be shortened, perhaps as low as 2 to 2V2 years or less.
It's my view that, in conclusion, as it relates to our problem in
California, that if these recommendations are taken and become
law, that future municipal bankruptcies, as it relates to investment
practices, will be avoided.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kurt Sjoberg can be found on

We

—

—

page 165

in the appendix.]

Chairman Baker. Thank you very much, Mr.

Sjoberg, I'm sure

my

companions will have significant questions at the appropriate
time. Thank you for your testimony.
Our next witness is the CEO of Orange County, Mr. William
Popejoy. Pleasure to have you here, sir. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. POPEJOY, CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER, ORANGE COUNTY
Mr. Popejoy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Last December, I was incredulous to read that Orange County
had declared bankruptcy. It lost $1.7 billion due to a financial
strategy which included extreme leverage and the use of derivatives.

As a 15-vear resident of Orange County and someone who has
background in finance, including derivatives, I was astounded and
angry that my county had been allowed to bet the bank, I wondered how a county government could get itself in such a mess.
And while financial leverage and the use of derivatives might be
acceptable for high-risk portfolio managers and management, I fail

—
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to see how such strategy has any place where public tax money is
involved.
In a county of more than 2.5 million and a form of government
more than 100 years old, how could this disaster occur? Our county

treasurer had been on the job over 30 years and had been lauded
throughout the State for his performance. How could he pursue
such a reckless and ill-fated investment program, and how could
that program go undetected?
Where are the other safeguards our elected representatives, our
auditors, our advisors ^the list goes on rating agencies, indeed,
the investment banking community? Well, there still are, as there
were then, many vmanswered questions.
After liquidating its risky portfolio and investing in lower risk securities without leverage, the County Board of Supervisors, the
senior body of the county, sought the services of an interim chief
executive officer, a CEO.
On February 21, 1995 I was designated as the county's first CEO
and given broad powers to manage the county and develop a bankruptcy plan of recovery. Working with county employees, outside
experts, a large number I think you should bear this in mind
a large number of volunteers, like myself, who were also experts
in their fields, we quickly put in place many changes.
Among those, we found it necessary to accept or prompt resignations from six members of senior management of the county, conduct an asset sale, primarily through an auction, of real estate assets owned by the county, merged two very large agencies of the
county, conducted a lay-off of 1,000 employees, did so with little or
no complaints from the employees in terms of legal complaints. We
used extensively job fairs, out-placement counseling to try to help
these employees, who were basically the innocent bystanders. They
didn't cause the problem. They carried the major part of the burden, however, of sacrifice as a result of the cut-back in the county.
Cut our budget, our discretionary budget, that budget where we
have any control, by 41 percent. Not annualized, not over time, but
in a matter of 3 months, cut it by 41 percent,, from $463 million
to $275 million, a reduction of $188 million.
Pushed through a difficult to achieve self-help legislative package
through the State government; negotiated with our experts primarily, our experts did the negotiating a complex settlement
agreement with over 190 entities, basically investors who invested
in the Citron pool. These are schools and cities, water districts, and
so forth. That amounted to some $5.1 billion after the loss that was
experienced by the pool.
Issued recovery notes to help pay the schools up to 90 percent
of the amount of money that they had invested with Mr. Citron;
commenced negotiations with a major litigation defendant for possible settlement.
I think, most importantly, we proposed a bankruptcy plan of recovery to the Board of Supervisors, which was approved unanimously by the board. The centerpiece of the plan was a one-half
cent sales tax proposed for the citizens of the county. Well, that tax
was overwhelmingly, overwhelmingly defeated by the voters on

—

—

—

—

—

June

27, 1995.

—
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On June 29 the Board of Supervisors decided to reinvolve themselves in county's management and rein in my responsibilities.
They basically cnanged the job for which I was hired.
let me underscore tnat while I was disappointed because I
such change could possibly represent a return to the management approach which helped create some of our problems, I respected then and I respect now the board's right to make the
change. They were elected by the people of Orange County; I was
not. I was hired by the board.
On July 6 we completed negotiations with our short-term bondholders this was terribly important for us to avoid default on the
bonds we had outstanding and received a 1-year extension of the
maturities on those bonds.
Once the breathing room of the 1-year extension had been
achieved, I resigned from the county, effective August 1 of this
year. I indicated then and I indicate now a willingness to serve in
the future as an unpaid consultant, but I did not feel I could be
effective leading the county's recovery in the new reduced and restructured role.
What are some of the things that I've learned during my brief
tenure as a government employee, particularly someone who spent
almost all of their time in the private sector?
I found that a chief executive officer with private sector experience can help make a great deal happen in government. We did.
Government workers can and will accomplish much if treated with
respect and given an opportunity to do their jobs.
I also found out that you shouldn't ask the citizens to approve
a tax increase until their sense of betrayal subsides and they're
convinced that fundamental changes have occurred to avoid what
they believe caused the problem.
I also came away from my experience with a very strong feeling
that our current organization of county government just doesn't
work well. It doesn't have I'm not talking about the individuals;
I'm talking about the organization it does not work well.
You have, in effect, five individuals running the county; all five
are chief executive oflficers. You have an elected treasurer who basically doesn't report directly to them. The only qualification to be
the treasurer of Orange County is you get one more vote than your

Now,

felt

—

—

—

—

You don't nave to know how to count.
The next problem we have is you have an auditor-controller that
is elected, does not report to the Board of Supervisors. Now, I suggest respectfully the only reason God made an auditor was to
competitor.

watch the controller, and in this instance we've combined the two
and they don't report to the Board of Supervisors.
So I hope in the future we can see an organizational change, not
only for Orange County, but one that can be looked at to see if it
applies elsewhere in the State.

—

I've also learned
maybe I knew this already, but it certainly
was reemphasized by my experience that we snould we here in
Washington, we in Sacramento, we in Orange County should require high standards of ethics and responsibility of those who do

—

—
—

business with government entities, for the ultimate burden of
buyer beware, the buyer beware business approach, falls on the
taxpayers.
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I also feel, even though I wasn't here when the decision was
made I say "wasn't here," I wasn't part of county government
when the decision was made that bankruptcy for county government seems like a poor substitute when compared to the parties in-

—

—

volved voluntarily getting together and working out a 100 percent
plan of recovery.
But let me repeat, I wasn't there and this was a very complex
matter and one that the advice given to the board was to seek
bankruptcy. But I have had a chance to see some of the acrimony
and divisiveness caused by bankruptcy, and I'm not sure how well
it works in a government situation.
I really do believe the people of Orange County will develop a
program where their debts are honored. This will not only be done
because it's in our economic best interest to do so, but it's the right
thing to do.
Most importantly, as citizens, we must watch, participate and
vote on the manner of our government's conduct. The recent election in Orange County, probably the most important matter ever
facing that county in its 100-year plus history, it was on the front
page of the newspapers, the two major newspapers virtually every
day for several months, and still nearly 70 percent of the registered
voters did not vote on the matter that faced their county on June
28 and it just is something that makes you wonder about what's
going to be in the future, with that sort of apathy.
I also believe that what we have experienced in Orange County
may be, and I hope I'm wrong, a sneak preview of what other counties in California may be facing. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. William J. Popejoy can be found
on page 172 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Thank you very much, Mr. Popejoy. I certainly
appreciate your comments.
Mr. Vasquez, it appears that you might have an actual 5-minute
rule imposed on you. If you would care to proceed, I'd be happy to
recognize you at this time. Or if you want to wait until after the
it's your discretion, sir.
Mr. Vasquez. Mr. Chairman,

recess,

ment of time.
Chairman Baker. Please

I

believe

proceed,

I

can meet the require-

sir.

STATEMENT OF GADDI H. VASQUEZ, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS, ORANGE COUNTY
Mr. Vasquez. I apologize in advance. I will repeat some of the
statements of fact that have been provided to you. My name is
Gaddi Vasquez and I'm the current chairman of the Board of Supervisors in Orange County.
As you already know, on December 6, 1994, Orange County, California filed for protection under Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code
in an effort to stabilize a fiscal crisis that threatened the economic
stability of our county. We are now experiencing one of the most
difficult times in our county's history by virtue of the financial collapse of the Orange County investment pool and the loss of $1.7
billion to the pool.
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All of the county's funds were deposited in the Orange County
investment pool and suffered a loss of $650 million. The school dis-

and cities who invested lost $1.05 billion.
The consequences have included a dramatic reduction, as has

tricts, special districts,

been mentioned, in the county budget, as well as a reduction
and/or elimination of services. I would like to give your subcommittee, however, a brief overview of the Orange County investment
pool's history and again, some of it, unfortunately, will be redun-

move as quickly as I can.
pool was established and managed by the Orange County
treasurer-tax collector, who was an independently elected official
and had served in the same elected office for over 20 years. During
his tenure, he had established a long track record oi performance
and had been recognized by many professional organizations for his
accomplishment as treasurer-tax collector of Orange County.
His records of high yields made the Orange County investment
pool an attractive opportunity for public agencies. His record of
performance prompted jurisdictions outside of Orange County to
participate, and some public agencies even borrowed amounts
above their available resources for the expressed purpose of investing in the pool.
Eventually, 190 agencies became pool participants. Most of them
had elected governing boards and professional experts who reviewed the portfolio's performance. In addition, the portfolio was
audited by an independent outside auditing firm on an annual
basis, and rating agencies had historically, as you've already heard,
given Orange County bonds high ratings, thus creating a basis for
confidence and trust in the performance and management of the
dant.

I'll

The

pool.

In late 1994, the treasurer-tax collector announced that the pool

had suffered a "$1

billion paper loss." That "paper loss," however,
represented a genuine loss in value and evolved into the financial
crisis of 1994.

On December 6, 1994, the Orange County Board of Supervisors
met and evaluated all of the options that were available and determined that a Chapter 9 filing was the only real option available to
the county. To do otherwise would have compounded the crisis and
made our situation worse.
Since December, as has been mentioned, we have made many advances toward resolution while recognizing that many formidable
and difficult challenges remain. The first major step was the liquidation of the remaining assets of the investment pool. Our second
major step was achieving a pool settlement on the distribution of
the remaining funds, which totaled $5.9 billion.
The plan was submitted to and approved by the Federal Bankruptcy Court on May 2, 1995.
Most recently, as has also been mentioned, on July 7, 1995 we
were able to achieve a debt rollover of all of the county's short-term
debt to June 30, 1996 in order to give the county time to develop

and alternatives for repayment of the bond debt.
But now the County of Orange faces the task of reducing its
budget in order to meet obligations and to provide services to the
residents of our county. We have partially achieved that through
budget reductions, as has been mentioned, totaling $188 million.
options
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Our workforce has been reduced by 1,488 employees, and we have
reduced our county general fund budget of $460 million per year
to a proposed budget of $275 million for fiscal year 1995-1996.
We have engaged in the sale of county assets, such as land and
buildings. We are negotiating agreements for importation of solid
waste, which would create a new revenue stream, and the board
has placed, as mentioned, a half-cent sales tax which was rejected
by the voters at the ballot box.
The county is working with the le^slature and other counties
who are also facing financial difficulties to obtain relief from unfunded mandates. The State legislature has already been helpful in
passing legislation that has given us some relief, but much work
remains to be done.
Until late 1994, there were no significant indications that the Orange County investment pool was in jeopardy. No public agencies
had raised concern that management or stability of the pool was
in jeopardy, and those who we relied on to give us on-going appraisals did not raise any form of notice that the pool was going
down a destructive path. That all changed in early December.
Once faced with the facts and realities of the crisis, the board
viewed the filing of Chapter 9 as the absolute last option to avoid
an outright financial meltdown of the investment pool and the
county budget.

We
which

have now established an investment oversight committee
is refining the investment policies of the county and redefin-

ing the disclosure requirements of the investment practices, as well
as proposed changes that are occurring in the treasurer-tax collector's office.

We

have separated the audit function from the auditor-controlwhich had responsibility for auditing the activities of the

ler's office

treasurer-tax collector.

And finally, Mr. Chairman and Members, as a county, we look
forward to moving forward by developing options to address the
longer term issues of debt repayment, which remains a goal of the
county. We have recently issued recovery notes that are secured by
an intercept program oi vehicle registration fees that will be used
to repay the debt, and we continue to work with the legislature and
the governor's office to develop a workable strategy.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you for this opportunity to address your
subcommittee. Obviously, my remarks are much more extended,
and I've submitted those to your subcommittee, but I thank you for
this opportunity.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gaddi Vasquez can be found on
page 177 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Vasquez.
Let me indicate to Members before we recess for the address to
the joint session that we will reconvene as closely to noon as is
practicable. I have several questions of this panel and I'm sure
there are others for the panelists, so there is considerable interest
in not only returning to hear Mr. Petracca's testimony, but also in
addressing some of the issues raised by your comments here this
morning. So we will have a busy and active session starting right
at noon.
So we now stand in recess for 1 hour.
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[Recess.]

Chairman Baker.

reconvene our hearing of the Capital
that Members will be joining us
here momentarily. The session on the floor was just recessed a moment ago and the House will reconvene at 12:15 for business.
So g^ven the window of opportunity we have to proceed without
interruption, I wanted to call on Professor Petracca. Am I proI'd like to

Markets Subcommittee.

I

know

nouncing that name correctly?
Mr. Petracca. You got it.
Chairman Baker. Terrific. Professor, University of California,
Irvine, to give his remarks at this time. Professor.

STATEMENT OF MARK P. PETRACCA, PROFESSOR,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE
Mr. Petracca. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to address the subcommittee on the subject of Orange
County's bankruptcy and its aftermath.
Let me begin by emphatically noting for the subcommittee and
members of the audience that Orange County is not bankrupt.
Though still struggling to emerge from a 5-year recession, the
County of Orange is reasonably healthy, with future prospects for
growth cautiously optimistic.

The government of Orange County is bankrupt, however, and in
more ways than one. Not only is county government bankrupt to
the tune of $1.7 billion, but county government is politically bankrupt, as well. Indeed, Mr. Chairman, a crisis of political legitimacy
plagues and disables Orange County every bit as much as the cur-

rent fiscal

crisis.

Orange County's financial troubles, in my view, cannot be understood without an appreciation of the rather feudal political structure which characterizes the county's political regime. The concentration of political power in my county in the hands of wealthy
developers, landowners, financiers and self-appointed political
kingmakers, coupled with the absence of any countervailing source
of political power, made Orange County's bankruptcy not only more
likely, but makes its recovery far more difficult.
Let me turn my attention to the proposed sales tax, which voters
defeated 61 percent to 39 percent on June 27, hardly a quiet suggestion by the voters regarding their aversion to that tax.
There is a strong aversion to taxation in Orange County, which
was immediately evident in polls conducted for the Los Angeles
Times starting in December, 1994. However, it is important to note
for all those people around the country who have been laughing at
Orange County since December 6, 1994, and who have wondered
about the irresponsibility of Orange County voters since June 27,
it is important to note that on two occasions in just the past 5
years. Orange County voters did support sales tax increases when,
unlike the most recent instance, they were presented with very
specific ironclad expenditure targets and guarantees.
That voters were not prepared to support Measure R, the proposed one-half cent increase in the county's sales tax, in my view
is neither surprising nor is it lamentable. Like most Americans, if
polls are believed, Orange Countians are reasonably suspicious of
government, perhaps a little bit more so in Orange County, given

—
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the local political culture, and given some of the people

who govern

us.
Specifically, they're concerned about the size of government relative to the private sector, the functions provided by government
in relationship to those which could be provided by the private sector,

and the representativeness, honesty and

integrity of govern-

ment officials.
As soon as the Board of Supervisors unanimously called for a
June 27 special election to consider Measure R, Orange County voters began asking why other alternatives to a sales tax increase
weren't being pursued first. They had been told all along, after December

6, that a sales tax would be attempted only as a last resort.
yet, in fact, it was being offered, put before the voters, as the
first step in bankruptcy recovery.
The answers they received to these questions from tax proponents were obviously not very persuasive. None of the money to
be raised by Measure
was earmarked for any specific purpose
not for public education, nor for health care, the elderly, public
safety or, for that matter, even specifically for repayment of bondholders or creditors.
Consequently, a yes vote on Measure
required voters to trust,
to trust the current Board of Supervisors and the political structure
of power within which the board functions, to trust them and that
structure to spend $140 million a year annually for the next 10
years and to spend that money wisely.
Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, as I argue in
testimony in
^eater detail, the Orange County electorate is plum out of trust
in the Board of Supervisors and in that structure of power. Four
months after the bankruptcy, a poll conducted by the Los Angeles
Times showed that fully 87 percent of Orange County voters
thought the Board of Supervisors was doing only a poor or a fair
job responding to the financial crisis. Just in this Monday's edition

And

R

R

my

of the

Orange County Register (July 24), three out of four elected
the county have no confidence in the ability of the

officials polled in

Board of Supervisors to solve the bankruptcy.
Orange Countv voters, Mr. Chairman, are not deadbeats. They're
not arrogant ana they're not irresponsible, as the national and local
press have been so quick to allege, for voting against Measure R.
No, the defeat of Measure R was a completely rational response by
the electorate to a proposed new revenue stream which the Board
of Supervisors could not be trusted to spend.
After all, Mr, Chairman, by their own admission, members of the
Board of Supervisors in Orange County did not know that they had
the statutory responsibility and authority to supervise the county
treasurer's office until they were told so after December 6 by reporters from the Orange County Register. It was incredible. It's
been an incredible 8 months.
In its infinite wisdom. Measure R was the only measure placed
on the June 27 ballot by the board, an election that cost the taxpayers an additional $800,000. Voters were denied any other electoral opportunity to express rejection of county government and the

people running

it.

Knowledgeable voters, in my view, with ample time and opportunity to weigh the merits of the case for and against the sales tax.
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came to a rational deduction, not an emotive, knee-jerk response.
The case was not sufficiently made or validated that despite what
the developers wanted, a sales tax was the only viable recovery
option.

Moreover, voters, Republicans and conservatives, libertarians

—

D Democrats ^yes, there are Democrats living behind the orange curtain, and I'm one of them, which is why
I'm seated to the left of everybody else on this panel, to my right
they were all convinced overwhelmingly that various disadvantages
associated with the increase in the sales tax did not outweigh the
reputed benefits.
Measure R was and is a referendum on county government as
much as it was a proposal for recovery. The electorate sent a loud
message to the board and, in my view, the board has yet to hear
or fully comprehend that message.
One of the very first things that the board did after the June 27
vote was to diminish the authority given to Mr. Bill Popejoy as
county CEO. In response, Mr. Popejoy has honorably, in my view,
tendered his resignation.
Ironically, Mr. Popejoy, even though he was the main visible proponent of Measure R, is the only person in the county right now
with the stature and respect to bring all sides of the Measure R
debate together for the purposes of crafting the new recovery plan.
With Mr. Popejoy's provoked departure, the crisis of political legitimacy will continue. So long as it does, the county will have a very
difficult time recovering from its financial plight.
I go on in my testimony, Mr. Chairman. As a social scientist, I
indicate that I'm reluctant to reason to broad conclusions from a
single case. I urge the Congress's hesitancy in doing so from the
Orange County fiscal debacle. But, in closing, let me make four
quick observations about what I think Congress might learn from
what happened here in Orange County.
First, Congress might consider moving slowly in transforming all
Federal service programs to block grant funding. If Orange County
had been able to tap into the $3 billion it currently gets with State
and Federal strings attached to it, people in Orange County would
be suffering even more than they currently are.
Second, I would argue that the Congress should hesitate to gift
the El Toro Marine Base to Orange County in response to the county's current financial plight. Here I'm referring to legislation pending, offered by Congressman Ed Royce. Revenue generated from
the sale of El Toro Marine Base rightfully belongs to the American
taxpayer, not to the taxpayers of Orange County alone.
Third, I would strongly counsel against any effort to outlaw or
regulate the use of derivatives as an investment instrument. I
would associate myself with Mr. Cox's remarks here. However,
there's certainly a need for legislation, probably at the State level,
to severely constrain the ability of public authorities to play roulette with the public's money.
And fourth, there is one greater area of Federal activity that
seems to be necessitated by the Orange County debacle, namely, an
enhancement of capacity and propensity for regulation and oversight by the Securities and Exchange Commission.
and Democrats, large

"
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In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me thank you and your staff of the
subcommittee for providing a forum to discuss the Orange County
bankruptcy which, in my view, has been far more open and inclusive than any one likely to be found back behind the orange curtain. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mark P. Petracca can be found
on page 185 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Thank you. Professor. I will proceed, Mr. Bentsen. We'll swap back and forth here, maybe in light of the fact that
our participation is rather limited at the moment.
Let me start first, Mr. Sjoberg, responding or reflecting on the
direction of your testimony, which was centered around concerns
about poor maintenance of liquidity and overleveraging of the investment portfolio and, given the study of other counties in the
State, it would indicate that some of these investment strategies
are indeed duplicated by others, maybe to a lesser degree, slightly
different mix, but the elements of concern are still prevalent in

other counties within the State.
If I'm understanding that certain permitted investment practices
which may not be bad but which when used with other practices
could cause too much risk. Do we need to ensure that arbitrary
standards are established so that municipal or State investors don t
exceed the limits.
I'm concerned about applying limitation on investment practices.
It seems to me that market conditions can vary so greatly that no
artificial limit can possibly foresee all market circumstance, that,
as Mr. Fong indicated earlier, the best limit may well be common
sense regulations, audited by outside parties, pursuant to appropriate disclosure.
So others might second-guess your investment strategy but, in
this case, it seems that the fault or problem, more appropriately,
relates to the level of disclosure and perhaps a push by some in
government to achieve a higher rate of return on investments. Additional risk was assumed by Orange County that perhaps wasn't
fully understood by those seeking the high rates of return on

investment.
To put this in a capsule, based on your audit of Orange County
and others in California, what specific investment instruments
should be prohibited from public investment? Do you believe, B,
that arbitrary caps are the most appropriate, or C, should we attach ourselves more closely to a full disclosure requirement, leaving
those other two elements alone?
Mr. Sjoberg. Mr. Chairman, it's my view that I think we need
to begin with full disclosure and, if I might use this analogy, and
then from that, disclosure and an involvement by the investment
stakeholders, the participants, as well as outside investment
committees.
I think that each county is somewhat different or each municipality is sufficiently different that certainly the mix of their investments would likely be different, as well.
But if we were the 190 investors in Orange County and we were
to get together and discuss the relative risk that we could all assume in our portfolio, we may then begin to sort through that, and
I think that there would be the ability to establish a certain level
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of risk which we, the investment stakeholders, would agree is
prudent.
It's our view that one could actually determine that risk by a
number of analyses and we could, if you will, create a numoer
which represented a certain level of risk a duration analysis, for
example. Let's say it would be we can accept a risk of 1.8 in a duration analysis, or some other interest rate sensitivity.
Within that 1.8, we think then the active investor ought to be
able to decide what to acquire, how to hedge and how to balance,
to fulfill that 1.8 duration.
And so our recommendation says that if Orange County chooses
1.8 but Modoc County or some other rural county chooses 1.0, that
they should manage within those constraints and not to acquire a
particular investment that would exceed or contribute to excessive
risk above that threshold that we've all agreed so.
So when we say 5 percent limit, we're sajdng 5 percent limit on
the purchase of securities which exacerbate or go beyond that
threshold that we have all agreed to. And that would vary by
county.
Chairman Baker. But not the necessity for a Federal one-sizefits-all investment portfolio strategy? Rather, a Federal standard
that looks to disclosure on some consistent form that all investors
can read and properly understand, but leave the blend to local administration or State administration as to what's appropriate for
that environment.
Mr. Sjoberg. That's absolutely our view.
Chairman Baker. Mr. Fong, I want to follow up on the two-part
aspect of this problem. One is leading up to the event and then resolution after the event.
As to leading up to it, you indicated that you felt the disclosure
issue was the principal cause for a very complex set of circumstances, to wake up and read, "We have a bankruptcy."
Do you think we should stop short of registration of all municipal
issues or do we move aggressively to a full disclosure in some
standardized form? How far do you think, based on your view of
circumstances in this instance, should we go in a national standardization of this information?
Mr. Fong. Mr. Chairman, I think the two things that led up to
the Orange County situation, one was the lack of disclosure, and
I think disclosure is the prime remedy in that California had legislation. We had a similar problem 11 years ago in San Jose, not to
the magnitude but similar, and it resulted in legislation which re-

—

quired disclosure.

That disclosure legislation sunset, and almost to the day of that
sunset, you could see the former treasurer. Bob Citron, then embark on his very high-risk strategy. So I do think disclosure would
solve and remedy the problem.
He also had another element to this, and that was oversight by
the Board of Supervisors. One of the other elements that we're
looking for, then, is whether it's the supervisors or someone who
they designate to oversee their portfolio, to be a watchdog, so to
speak, and advisor.
We have over 2,000 treasurers in California, from county to city
and other types of government entities, and only one got in trouble.
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there's maybe a handful
that are in the yellow cautionary zone, but the point I'm trying to
make is that by and large, the system worked. The marketplace
today is reacting, and whether you pass disclosure laws or not, the
marketplace is going to demand greater disclosure before they give
their stamp of approval. So I think the marketplace is also adjusting to this new reality.
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Treasurer. Mr. Bentsen.
Mr. Bentsen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have questions for a few of you all. Mr. Fong, and I would ask
this also of the auditor, did Mr. Citron violate California investment law? I know he's pleaded guilty on several counts but did he
violate specific California investment laws that relate to securities
or to duration that we talked about? Or is there any California law
other than permitted investments for public funds?
Mr. Sjoberg. We found that county treasurers have great discretion in what they can purchase. There are some limits in California
statutes, but those primarily focus on the creditworthiness of what
is being purchased, a AAA bond or something of that sort, government-backed securities. And, as we all know, many of them become
the basis for some of these structured notes later.
So in the sense of an absolute prohibition, what we found that
ultimately led to the criminal complaints related not to what he
purchased, but rather the misappropriation of funds, interest, and

Now, our auditor general mentioned that

so forth.

Chairman Baker. Will the gentleman yield on that point?
Mr. Bentsen. Yes.
Chairman Baker. Let me add a point of clarification on that
issue. I am advised that in an earlier appearance before a Senate
committee questions were asked of Mr. Citron if he violated California laws on investments. He answered affirmatively.
Has that been acknowledged, and is that a correct and accurate

summary?
Mr. Sjoberg. I believe he testified that on two occasions he had
purchased, on one occasion, a bond that was perhaps backed by the
German mark or the underlying index was a Grerman mark, and
then that there had been another bond that was a corporate bond
that might have been rated below a certain level, but he had immediately divested himself of that as soon as he learned of it.
Ana I believe certainly none of them were a factor at all in the
bankruptcy.
Chairman Baker. I thank you. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. Bentsen. There is no California law that restricts duration
or that sets a percentage as it relates to repos or reverse repos as
a percentage of the funds?
Mr. Sjoberg. Not currently, although both the Treasurer's Task
Force and my office and others have recommended that there be
some limits placed on reverse repurchase agreements, for example,
not to exceed 20 percent of the portfolio. Those do not exist
currently.

Mr. Bentsen. I'd had the opportunity to check with my State
treasurer of Texas before I came back and I'll note for the record
that they had set a rule of 25 percent for reverse repos in the Tex
Pool.
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Let me point out to the auditor, you've commented that in your
research, as of July 1994, the Orange County Investment Pool had
over half its investments in derivative securities or derivative instruments; is that correct?
Mr. Sjoberg. What I believe I said was over half actually were
structured such that their value decreased as interest rates rose.
He had other structured notes
Mr. Bentsen, Inverse floaters, things like that?
Mr. Sjoberg. Yes, that did not decrease.
Mr. Bentsen. I would, for the record, point out, and I would
imagine the lawyers are already looking at this, but the official
statement dated August 18 actually, dated June 30 I'm sorry,
August 12, 1994 for the Teeter Plan tax exempt notes on page 15
talks about, in the disclosure of the Orange County Investment
Pool, the market value and liquidity of the county investment pool,
it states that as of June 30, 1994, approximately 20 percent of the
county investment pool was invested in derivative products, of
which substantially all were floating rate and inverse floating rate

—

government

—

securities.

This is, again, the disclosure document that is widely used in the
market.
Mr. Chairman, my time is about up. If possible, after the other
Members finish, I have some other questions I'd like to ask this
panel.

Chairman Baker. Certainly. Mr. Bono.
Mr. Bono. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First

of

all, I'd

like to state

that two of the panelists are very close friends of mine and have
been for a long time, Mr. Fong and Mr. Vasquez, and I have great
confidence in both of them.
And second, I got here late, so I don't have the entire gist of the
situation here, but I'll ask Matt, is the question we're looking at
now whether the Federal Government should get involved with a
solution to this problem?
Mr. Fong. I think the issue before the subcommittee

is

to

what

extent should the Federal Government provide some type of uniform standard without being overburden some and still maintaining
flexibility at the local level.
Mr. Bono. OK, thank you. My feeling has always been the same
about the Federal Grovernment getting involved with local government, especially when we have the kind of competency that we
have here. As far as I'm concerned, the horse is out of the bam and
that's the end of that story, and probably the analysis of what occurred has been gone over with a fine tooth comb, and I'm sure
that by now you have an assessment.
I guess my next question would be do you feel at this point that
you need any assistance from the Federal Government as far as
preventing this kind of a situation again? Or can you now handle
this and can we stay out of it?
Mr. Fong. Well, Congpressman, I know in our State, in California,
the legislature is drafting legislation that will deal with this in our
own State and if the Congress wants to adopt something similar
and make it uniform, my only concern is the extent that it becomes

overburdensome.
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We have so many different municipalities, their funds are so different and unique in character, that to try to make a one-size-fitsall may very well have a chilling effect and have a net result increase of fees and taxes to make up for income not earned on an
incremental basis for some of these programs that are being challenged

now by proposed

legislation.

think, very simply, that if the Congress wants to move in
the disclosure section, and not just disclosure of what's in the fund,
but to also require that a strategy be stated, a strategy be stated
of what kind of return and how that return is going to be achieved,
and on a quarterly basis require the measurement of what's done
in that past quarter against the strategy and present that to
whether it's the Board of Supervisors or to the governing board of
the pool, that then gives the kind of disclosure necessary, I think,
I

still

that would have
Orange County.

prevented

something

like

what happened

in

Mr. Bono. Thank you.
I understand you're not a coalition, I'd like to ask Gaddi, Mr.
Vasquez, do you concur with what Mr. Fong has just articulated?
Mr. Vasquez. Mr. Congressman, I do and I believe that we have
been working, over the last several months, both in the State Capof California as well as internally in the county, as I've described in my earlier statement, to work with the legislature to define some of the issues that relate to the function of treasurers in
California. I think Mr. Sjoberg has also referenced that particular
itol

issue.

We are also revamping and redoing our process so that there is
investment overnight by an independent committee. We've separated the auditing function from the auditor-controller function so
that there is that independence, separate and apart from the typical auditor-controller function.
So we are working diligently and,

Mr. Bono. Thank you.

I

see

my

I

think,

making some

yellow light

is

up.

I

progress.

would just

like to say that again, I have a tremendous amount of confidence
in
two friends, and probably the rest of the testifiers here that
as much as we can keep the Federal Grovemment out of this, I
think would be the way to go. If they have a recommendation, I
would certainly concur with that. But I think that they have dealt
with this problem day and night and certainly, at this point, have
a handle that is more of a local handle than a Big Brother handle.
view, Mr. Chairman, is that we limit our participation and
let them take this problem and solve it. The more we get off their

my

My

backs, the sooner they can solve it. Thank you.
Chairman Baker. I thank you, Mr Bono.
If I might follow up with you, Mr. Popejoy, and your comments,
given your unique posture in the current circumstance. You indicated some expression of frustration about the bankruptcy decision,
somewhat surprised by the decision to declare bankruptcy.
Given the fact that there were significant pool withdrawal restrictions at the outset, that I'm counseled that the major investors
had indicated a willingness to leave their funds in the pool. In light
of that, what alternative steps, in your view, could have been
taken, other than Chapter 9 protection, that might have led to a
more appropriate remedy?
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It appears that in the intervening 8 months, there has been some
discussion as to appointment of a State trustee to intervene and
make unilateral decisions about the most appropriate action for
resolution. Is that an alternative that perhaps should be made
available, rather than Chapter 9, for other municipalities or counties facing a similar circumstance?
Mr. PoPEJOY. Mr. Chairman, my thoughts regarding the county's
bankruptcy are not ones that fall in the category of black or white.
^reI would have liked to have seen, with the benefit of hindsight
member, I wasn't there; I wasn't subject to the pressures, the need
for cash, the need to protect the county's ability to pay its bills. I
feel a little awkward, but I do think that bankruptcy doesn't serve

—

a government well.
When people buy the bonds of a government entity, they don't
expect that entity to go into bankruptcy, at least not a United
States government.
So I think going forward, there's going to be more and more concern in the bond market about whether or not this county or this
entity might go into bankruptcy, to Chapter 9, and not pay our
bonds, as they shoiild, or try to.
I guess, once again, with a giant dose of hindsight, Monday
morning quarterbacking, and I'm guilty of that here, Mr. Chairman, that I would have liked to have seen the county try the New
York approach that was adopted in the late 1970's, where they had
a similar problem, for different reasons, and they basically brought
together the parties and worked out a program.
Now, they also got a guarantee from the State, which we have
not sought and do not have, so it made their job a little easier.
We will have, if nothing else, a huge amount of litigation going
forward. I don't know what it'll be but it probably is already approaching $40 million. That probably could have been avoided
without a bankruptcy.
But there's a flip side to this, and the question of whether or not
we could have protected ourselves from withdrawals, if we could
have paid our bills at all, if we could have done a better job protecting the collateral that was held behind the reverse repos it's not
clear, but I do wonder whether or not bankruptcy. Chapter 9 bankruptcy, is appropriate for any government entity because of the
level of confidence that that probably will take away, going forward, for the bond buyers.
Chairman Baker. My question is in relation to the effect on others and the ability to generate capital for future needs, and it appears that the current circumstance is one filled more with uncertainty than it is clarity, that when these untoward events develop,
we don't know what the next step will be.
It would seem advisable that with not acting just in a singular
fashion on the Chapter 9 issue, but with adequate standardized
disclosure, where markets can rate, we can avert this potential;
and then second, perhaps a slightly different procedural process
through which one would engage in order to extricate yourself and
perhaps make it inappropriate for bankruptcy protection at all,
would make great strides toward satisfying investor pools that this
activity is warranted in the future for all local and State governments who use this resource.

—
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And finally, I think it's important from a taxpayer perspective.
You then mitigate, I think, dramatically potential losses and unwarranted litigation costs.
Mr. Vasquez, I'm going to try to be brief because I knows Mr.
Bentsen has further questions, as well. Could you express your
view as to the appropriateness of the bankruptcy remedy? Although
I understand the difficulty the county faced in resolution of this
matter, it seems as though there was a very short fuse between the
announcement of potential difficulty and the finality of the bankruptcy announcement.
Can you enlighten us as to the elements that went into that determination and what, in your view, made that appropriate?
Mr, Vasquez. Well, Mr. Chairman, just generally, the Board of
Supervisors met in session to discuss the options that were available to us. We sought and received counsel from both our county
counsel and private bankruptcy counsel. And I might add that Mr.
Bruce Bennett, who was the legal counsel that advised the board
on the issue of the Chapter 9, is here in this room and is available
to the subcommittee if you so desire.
Essentially, it was a process whereby all of the fiscal issues, the
legal options, the financial options, and the fact that the county
was literally in a financial meltdown, if you will, at the time, that
the board, after evaluating all of the options that were available
and had been placed before us by a number of legal counsel, that
we found no option but to go forward, as painful as it was.
And I can assure you that there are many disincentives, particularly in the aftermath of the filing, that we're certainly cognizant
of for a Chapter 9 filing, but at that particular point in time, the
board believed that it was the only viable option available to us,
in view of the circumstances that were coming at us from a variety
of directions, both the financial markets as well as the general stability of the county's financial

ability to continue to deliver the

Orange County on a daily basis.
Chairman Baker. This may be difficult for you to forecast, but
assume for the moment the problems have been resolved, it's 2
services to the people of

years hence. Some new sophisticated investment opportunity is
presented. The person charged with that responsibility decides to
invest, and the county's again faced with a similar circumstance.
Would you advocate, with your knowledge today, based on your
experience involved with the resolution of this matter, that the
county would again consider that avenue as an appropriate remedy, or would other mechanisms be more advantageous?
Mr. Vasquez. Well, sir, if I understand the question, I would certainly hope that the lessons learned from this experience will result
in the development and implementation of safeguards and provisions that will never again put us or any other county, I hope, in
California and this country, in that position. So that would be my
response to that.
Chairman Baker. Thank you. I appreciate it.
Mr. Bentsen, I'll yield to you.

Mr. Bentsen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Vasquez, in your testimony you said that the pool, the investment pool was established and managed by the Orange County
treasurer-tax collector.

Under

California law. Citron

was able

to es-
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tablish that pool, or did it have to go through the Orange County
Board of Supervisors? Was there some resolution that had to be
adopted, or how did that work?
Mr. Vasquez. There were resolutions that predated my coming
to the Board of Supervisors that had to do with a number of policy
issues. But as I understand it, sir, and I'm not a lawyer and I don't
specialize in the structure in particular, but what I understand it
to be is that the pool was established and had statutes that required certain funds to be deposited that is, the school funds deposited in the investment pool, as per State law and State require-

—

—

ments.
So there were provisions of State law that required that pool to
exist, as I understand it.
Mr. Bentsen. You said that the portfolio was audited by an independent outside auditing firm. Who hired the outside auditing
firm?
Mr. Vasquez. I don't recall specificallv, sir, at this time whether
it was the board or the treasurer- tax collector, but it was
Mr. Bentsen. If you could get that for the record, that would be
great.

Mr. Vasquez. Yes, sir, absolutely.
Mr. Bentsen. Are you familiar with the $600 million 1994-1995
taxable note issue?
Mr. Vasquez. Generally, yes, sir.
Mr. Bentsen. OK. Are you familiar with the reason for the issuing of the notes or what the purpose was for, the use of the proceeds?

Mr. Vasquez. [Nodsl.
Mr. Bentsen. From my reading, it would appear that the notes
were issued for the purpose of investing to earn at least 150 basis
points over the cost of the notes over time, in effect, to earn arbitrage. Is that your understanding?
Mr. Vasquez. Yes, sir.
Mr. Bentsen. OK. And the issuer of the notes is the County of
Orange, California. I read through this and under the authority for
the sale and issuance, the notes are issued in accordance with the
constitution and laws of the State, which includes a resolution duly
adopted by the Board of Supervisors of the county.
In the process of doing this, and the various I've got four or five
official statements up here; I assume that's just California code for
issuance purposes the treasurer comes and presents what the
issue is, the lawyers, the bankers, whoever is working on it, and
explains what the deal is, and then it's adopted in a public forum
by the county, correct, by the Board of Supervisors?
Mr. Vasquez. Yes, sir.
Mr. Bentsen. Did you read the official statement or do you know
if other members of the supervisors read the official statement be-

—

—

fore the issuance?

Mr. Vasquez. The official statement, sir, reviewed by County
Council and reviewed by the staff that we have and reviewed by

my

internal staff.

Mr. Bentsen. I would reference, and I lost my section, but if you
look under risk factors that's in this official statement, it does reference that there's the possibility of insufficient returns on the rev-
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enues and that that would allow for other revenues of the county
to be legally allowable to pay the debt. And I would refer Members
to that. I appreciate your comments on that.
Let me state very quickly for
colleague, I think it's very difficult to come up with some Federal solution to this because I don't
know if anybody knows what the solution is. I think part of our
problem is finding out what the problem was to begin with and
then trjring to address it, and I think we have to be very careful
of that. So I agree with
colleague from California on that.
I have a couple of questions for both Mr. Fong and Mr. Popejoy.
In fact, Mr. Popejoy, let me ask you first. You came to this job from
the private sector. Presumably you were involved with the capital
markets at some time or another during your private sector experience, in the issuing of debt or equity offerings. You've been involved with disclosure, I would assume.
You were just involved with this most recent transaction, I would

my

my

assume, that Orange County did as part of paying some of the
MBIA transaction. So I'm sure you
went through extensive meetings in disclosure of that.
Do you believe, given your experience in both the corporate and
municipal markets, that there is sufficient disclosure procedure in
the municipal markets?
Mr. Popejoy. No. No. The municipal markets have been based
upon trust, and it's almost been a gentleman's club. They have not
had to follow the scrutiny of the corporate markets by any stretch
of the imagination. And fully disclosure isn't even attempted. Parbeneficiaries of the pool, the

probably is a better description. And in a corporate
world, you wouldn't be allowed to issue the so-called casino bonds
of 1994 without much more disclosure regarding the underlying financial strategy of the portfolio.
Mr. Bentsen. If I might, Mr. Chairman, I realize that you were
at the end of a job that you weren't fairly compensated for probably
and you're now giving voluntary assistance, but if you could, for the
record, I think it would be good for the Members if you could list
out 10 or 15 points for the record where you think there is a difference between corporate and municipal disclosure and where you
tial disclosure

would recommend changes in municipal disclosure.
You don't have to do it now, but at some subsequent date for the
record, I think that would be helpful to us.
If I might very quickly ask Mr. Fong a question, you talked about
Measure R failing. You said that the governor is looking into this;
the auditor general has been in Orange County; the legislature is
dealing with this.
What plans does California, the State of California have to deal
with the Orange County situation now? Is there a California MAC
coming? Is there some intervention plan?
Mr. Fong. Well, Congressman, I believe that with the success of
the rollover strategy, which now gives the county a year's time to
work on solutions which Chairman Gaddi Vasquez was laying out
to you, that I do not see and I don't think the State has any type
of a plan to do any kind of a bail-out or type of a MAC.
I think that the conditions for having a MAC or trusteeship
would arise maybe one, if the county asked for it voluntarily, saying, "Gree, we'd like some help from the State; please bring in a
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I don't see them doing that right now; two, if the
county is dysfunctional and services aren't being provided, but if
you drove through Orange County today you'd see everything's
working, the poHce are showing up, firemen are going to work,
services are being provided, so I don't see the critical mass there
for a takeover; or three, if the county totally repudiated its obligations, which it has not. It has technically taken a note which was
due and payable within 1 year and negotiated some might say
cram down the negotiation, but albeit it did negotiate a rollover
and they're paying interests on it.
So without any of those three conditions and a philosophical belief that the State should allow the county to solve its problems
and should not reward, in effect, the county with a kind of a bailout, to the extent that other county treasurers in other counties
have been tightening the screws up and, in effect, to have those
counties now send their money down to help out Orange County,
I think philosophically is what we'd be against.
There are a lot of taxpayers in Orange County that obviously
voted against Measure R, which is why it was defeated. But the
bottom line is that they're not claiming responsibility in that effect.
But the county treasurer was elected, the supervisors were elected.
I see this no different than if your son or daughter, and God forhe's in high
bid, my son's now starting to learn how to drive
school ^but if he were to put the family car into a tree, it's not my
fault as a parent I didn't put the car in the tree ^but I'm still responsible for paying the bill, and it will come home to roost back
in Orange County. And that's, I think, the fundamental position of
the state.
Mr. Bentsen. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Baker. Mr. Cremeans, do you have any questions?
Mr. Cremeans. Mr. Fong, as a former small businessman, I proceed either from the advantage or disadvantage of litigation-related
expenses or, for that matter, county expenses. And one of the purported reasons that Orange County declared bankruptcy was to
control those expenses.
Now, it is my understanding that that was measured somewhere
in the neighborhood of $40 million. Now, after having gone through
this, I guess my question is did that particular approach, Chapter
9, meet your expectations and could you give me any advice or perhaps this Committee any advice as to the future?
Mr. Fong. Yes, Congressman. I think I share Mr. Popejoy's views
that there must be another way to do this because we're spending
an awful lot of money on lawyers and others that should be going
to solve the problem.
The other concern I have about a bankruptcy track, and bear in
mind that we're in new territory. I don't think a county's ever gone
this far with this size, and so the bankruptcy model is essentially
a corporate model, and so the paradigm would one come forward
to solving this problem is one of a corporate restructuring and the
fact that, as a corporate bankruptcy lawyer, your client can change
its name, your client can move out of the State if it wants to, start
afresh and get a new life.

trustee," but

—

—

—

—

—
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But a county can't do that. Wall Street will always remember
and always penalize, as we've seen in Washington and other places
that have had problems, as well as in California.
What we're trying to do in California now is to make it more difbankruptcy, to give assurance to the marketplace,
have a requirement that before a county can file
for bankruptcy, it must get a second opinion, and usually it's from
the state.
Mr. Cremeans. You're talking about just municipalities.
Mr. FONG. Yes. So that one piece of legislation that we're trying
to now present through our legislature is to eliminate a county
from being able to just pull a trigger.
Now, I'm not going to second-guess Chairman Vasquez now because I also was not sitting there, but as you look with hindsight,
a bankruptcy track does not put the players in a win-win solution.
I mean, I'm a lawIt's very much like trying to rack up the score
yer, and if you're in litigation, your attempt is to win for your client. That means getting maior damages.
Well, major damages and your incentives for a corporate bankruptcy are far different than a municipal bankruptcy, and that's
the problem that we're in.
Chairman Baker. I want to express my appreciation to all the
panelists for your time and willingness to participate. In light of
the fact that the subcommittee still has much work to do, I would
encourage any who have. further comment to submit them to the
ficult to file for

and some

states

—

subcommittee in writing.
Likewise, there are Members who have indicated to me an interest in further questions, but given our time constraints, we'll forward those to you at a later time, hopefully for a response as you
see fit. But thank you very much for your participation.
At this time I'd like to call the members up for our third panel
to give testimony, please. By way of introducing our third panel,
thank you first for coming, and second, indicate, as I have to others, that to the extent you're able to limit your remarks to 5 minutes, your formal presentation will be made a part of the record
and carefully reviewed by all Members and staff.
And I first call on Mr. Richard Sigal, senior partner, Hawkins,
Delafield
Wood, who I believe to be correct in stating at one
point was a consultant or adviser to the Orange County in relation
to the current matter that's under discussion. Mr. Sigal.

&

STATEMENT OF RICHARD L.

SIGAL, ESQ., SENIOR PARTNER,

HAWKINS, DELAFIELD &

WOOD

Mr. Sigal. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much
for inviting me to testify at this hearing. As you know, we submitted to you a very detailed response to your many important questions, and I am not going to dwell on the specific answers, as such.
For the record, I should note that our firm was retained after the
County of Orange filed for bankruptcy for a brief period until December 1994, and I am confining my remarks to those not affecting

my attorney-client relationship.
We also, for the record, represent
California, as
raised today.

we

speak, on

many

several counties and cities in
of the questions that are being
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As a senior partner at Hawkins, Delafield & Wood, I do bring to
these hearings over 31 years of experience in municipal fiscal crises
and over 100 years of accumulated experience of our firm. Our experience does range from serving as bond counsel to the Municipal
Assistance Corporation for the city of New York, including the creation of the corporation, working on the structure of those
financings and working out the situation without resort to bankruptcy.
We also served as bond counsel to the city of Yonkers, which we
brought right to the brink of bankruptcy without going into bankruptcy on the theory that that wasn't the proper solution there,
either.

As we sit today, we are representing the Municipal Assistance
Corporation for the city of Troy, New York, which was recently established by the State of New York in order to avert bankruptcy
by the city of Troy.
In the State of Connecticut, we also serve as special counsel to
the state with respect to the city of Bridgeport, which had a brief
experience with bankruptcy for a period, and for the town of West
Haven, which has successfully come out of a controlled situation,
and

for others.

We

are thoroughly familiar with many, many, many municipal
the magnitude and of the problems associated with
Orange County, all of which have been resolved without resort to
the bankruptcy code.
We believe very strongly that this subcommittee can be of great
assistance to the municipal finance community. We have many issues to talk about with you and because we're limited to 5 minutes,
I can't speak to all of them, but I do want to speak to one in particular. That is the opportunity for amending the legislation to
make it more difficult for municipalities to enter into bankruptcy.
We believe, as a condition precedent to even the filing of a petition for bankruptcy, there should be consideration of whether or
not the wealth of the community has been made available to work
out the situation prior to the resort of bankruptcy, that some State
type of approval should be also required prior to filing, and finally,
that a bona fide good faith effort has been made to try and resolve
the fiscal problem short of the bankruptcy.
I recommend this primarily based on my experience that there
are very solid and very good solutions to municipal crises short of
bankruptcy and, if nothing else, what has at least been discussed
so far, it appears that those who have now experienced the situation of being in bankruptcy, it is not a very good system in which
to work out your problems.
The very existence of the Tenth Amendment of the Constitution
makes that an obvious problem. The Federal Grovernment, through
the Bankruptcy Court, cannot change State law. So by definition,
the limitations of the Bankruptcy Court are grounded in the Constitution, and there's very little statutory work we can do in terms
of working out situations, like has been done in corporate bankfiscal crises of

ruptcies.

We

note unequivocally that the counties, cities, villages and
to have to provide essential services and,
not, one of those ways of providing the essen-

towns will continue
whether we like it or

—
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tial services is through bonding. And that is the ingredient that
has not been brought to bear in terms of the bankruptcy code.
And when we are talking about good faith efforts, every single
solution, whether it's the city of Cleveland, whether it was the city
of Philadelphia, whether it was the city of Chelsea in Massachusetts, were worked out through stretching out the problem over a
period of time so that both tne essential services, the capital requirements, and the budgetary problems could be worked out over

time.

Where I'm going and what I'm working on in terms of this testimony is to try and figure out exactly how that balance can be put
in place for the bankruptcy code. I've come down to the concept, at
least, of trying to make it so that bankruptcy is not a business
choice of a municipality and that it is only a harbor of last resort.
It's only a refuge. It's not an inviting harbor as a business choice.

The municipal market has extended extraordinary

efforts every

single time to try and work out the situation short of bankruptcy.
The geniuses in New York, from the governor, from Felix Rohatyn,
and from all those people, including some of the people that are on
your staff today, worked day and night short of bankruptcy to solve

the problem.

There was a consensus that finally emerged from the employees,
from the taxpayers and all of the disparate groups that were, at
not together, came together to resolve the problem. And that
billion problem, or more.
So the issues of disclosure and some of the others that have been
brought up today, I don't believe, as a basic matter, that the corporate model for municipal disclosure is necessarily the right model
because it's grounded on the fact that a corporation can go out of
business, and it's grounded on the fact that the stockholders', if you
will, risk is the value of the stock, if it goes down to zero.
The real wealth of a community, whether it be a county or a village, ultimately is the taxpayers. And the risk there is unlimited.
So for a starter, the corporate model versus the municipal model,
I don't know is the right route to go. And I do believe the record
of municipal financing in this country is extraordinary. It is a safe
investment. It has been for many, many years in that defaults and
the bankruptcies are very few.
And I would suggest that there is, in the disclosure, and particuthe SEC is doing an excellarly Paul will be talking on the SEC
lent job. The secondary market requirements that they have
brought to bear on the market are working. Everyone is cooperating. There are, to my knowledge, and we have a national practice
we do not have one client who is balking at the requirements that
the SEC has put out, and everybody is working to make sure that
not only the primary market but the secondary market complies
with those rules. And those rules are basically modeled on munici-

first,

was a $9

—

pal rules which have worked for many, many years.
So notwithstanding some of the testimony you've heard today, I
don't think it's a disclosure problem. But I do think what the municipal market needs from, I guess, this Congress is some recognition that bankruptcy is not a business choice.
And I think the real problem is that bankruptcy no longer is an
embarrassment, and therefore it seems to be available as a busi-
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ness choice. Certainly in the corporate world it seems to be that
way quite often, whereas in the municipal market it is not that
way.
And in general, and without being specific, we'd like to think of
Orange County as an anomaly, but, at the same time, if there is
not a change in the bankruptcy code and if it is a business choice,
then municipal officials faced with such things as reduction of Federal aid, such things as base closings, fiscal catastrophes, meeting
them, they must, as their public duty, look at the bankruptcy
option.

And if they see a bankruptcy option that appears to simply say
are we unable or are we unwilling to pay our debts, then maybe
they are unwilling. But if they see a bankruptcy provision that
says work it out, work with the State, make a bona fide effort to
do the job before you file, I think we would all be better served.
And frankly, the interest rates that would be saved by eliminating the risk of business choice of going into bankruptcy would be
a savings that's a win-win all the way.
So what I'm suggesting basically, in closing, is that this would
be an amendment without cost to the Congress, to the Federal Government and to the states, and we would eliminate any risk penalty that might be associated with a business choice of a municipality to go into bankruptcy. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Richard L. Sigal can be found on
page 198 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Sigal. Appreciate your
remarks.
The next witness is director of the Office of Municipal Finance
from the Securities and Exchange Commission, Mr. Paul Maco. Mr.
Maco.

STATEMENT OF PAUL

S. MACO, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF MUNICIPAL FINANCE, SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Mr. Maco. Chairman Baker, good afternoon. My name is Paul
Maco, and I'm director of the Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion's Office of

Municipal Securities.

appreciate the opportunity to appear on behalf of the Commission to discuss the events surrounding the bankruptcy of Orange
County and to provide an overview of our activities in the municipal securities markets.
I ask that, with respect to Orange County, you remember that
the Commission is in the midst of an active investigation and I
cannot address nonpublic matters that may become the subject of
action by the Commission.
I have been asked by Chairman Arthur Levitt to make the following statement, which is also supported by Commissioner
I

Wallman.
The Orange County bankruptcy and default followed the loss of
an estimated $1.7 billion in public funds in a risky investment
strategy. There have been reports of other losses, fortunately less
severe than Orange County's. A control board has been established
with control over the spending of our Nation's capital, and Los Angeles County is struggling to close a $1.2 billion deficit.
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This time of difficulty in municipal finance will doubtless produce
lessons for all of us. One lesson we should not draw, however, is
the wrongheaded notion that Chapter 9 may be an alternative to
responsible but unpopular decisions to fulfill the obligations incurred by local governments. Chapter 9 should be a last resort, not
an easy way to avoid debts or a safe haven for faint-hearted
officials.

The real lesson of this crisis is the need for prudent management
of public funds. Our markets have developed complex instruments
that are capable of producing breathtaking returns or breathtaking
losses.

The three basics of public fund management, however, have not
changed: safety, liquidity, and yield, in that order. Exotic instruments should only be considered by entities that have the required
expertise and resources. To make an analogy, electricity is a wonderful thing, but if you don't understand it, you probably shouldn't
try wiring a house by yourself.
The Commission does not generally have, nor does it seek, the
authority to regulate investment decisions by municipalities or
other end users of securities. However, where the anti-fraud provisions apply to the issuers of securities, as they do to the issuers
of municipal debt, or in the case of entities we regulate, such as
money market funds and broker-dealers, the SEC stands ready to
take action.
The Commission continues to believe that efforts should be made
to help promote the use of sound investment strategies and modern
risk management techniques by State and local governments. We
feel that we can play a constructive role in this process. We've
already begun to address these questions at forums with local
officials.

We've made progress on a number of other issues in the municipal markets. In March, 1994, the Commission noted that municipal
issuers need to be concerned that they do not mislead investors,
both when offering their securities and on an on-going basis.
The most effective way to avoid misleading investors is to adopt
a program for providing updated financial information on a continuing basis, and for timely disclosure of material events.
In November, with the help of the industry, we adopted extensive
revisions to existing broker-dealer rules to facilitate annual disclosure of financial information and timely disclosure of events that
affect the value of municipal securities. These measures took effect
this past July 3.

We

took tnese steps in the belief that we should act before the
and because the market had changed in a fundamental
way that required the SEC to act for the protection of investors.
A decade ago, individual investors held about 45 percent of outstanding municipal securities. Today that figure is more than 75
percent. The increasing public nature of this market demands that
issuers and dealers meet standards of disclosure, transparency, and
fairness taken for granted in other markets.
Mr. Chairman, the SEC is deeply committed to reforming the
municipal bond business. To us, this thriving market represents
the schools that teach our children, the water we drink, and ultimately the faith of our taxpayers in the future of our communities.

next

crisis
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It deserves the very highest ethical standards and the very lowest
regulatory burden.
We are confident that, with your support, the Commission can
achieve these goals. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Paul S. Maco can be found on
page 243 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Maco.
The next witness is the executive director of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board, Mr. Christopher Taylor. Welcome, Mr.
Taylor.

STATEMENT OF CHRISTOPHER A. TAYLOR, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, MUNICIPAL SECURITIES RULEMAKING BOARD
Mr. Taylor. Thank you, Chairman Baker. As executive director
of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board I appreciate the opportunity to testify before this subcommittee concerning the municipal securities market and the events in Orange County.
Before I address the Orange County situation, I would like to
provide a brief background about the MSRB. The MSRB's rulemaking authority extends only to securities dealers and only to
their municipal securities activities.
The main focus of the MSRB and its rules is the protection of
municipal securities investors and the municipal securities marketplace. The MSRB does not have the authority to write rules governing the activities of municipalities, either in their capacity as issuers of municipal securities or as investors in securities in general.
So too, the MSRB has no role in municipal bankruptcies.
The MSRB, however, is very concerned about the Orange County
situation and its impact on the municipal securities market.
Since 1987, the MSRB has made significant progress on systems,
through our municipal securities information library, for providing
market participants with more information regarding the description and value of municipal securities and more information about
the issuers of securities.
The MSRB created the MSIL System to improve the flow of information in the market so that dealers could carry out their responsibilities under our rules.
Regarding the situation in Orange County, the MSRB has been
viewing with concern the steps taken thus far to resolve the difficulties. It is too early to tell if this situation is an isolated incident or the beginning of a fundamental change in how municipalities view their commitment to general obligation bondholders.
A number of other issuers in difficult financial situations may determine their own course of conduct based on the outcome of the
actions of Orange County. If Orange County does not completely
fulfill its commitments to bondholders, other issuers may follow
suit. Investors may then lose confidence in this important market
and the market for new issue and outstanding general obligation

bonds will suffer.
General obligation bonds, bonds secured by the full faith and
credit of an issuer with taxing power, have been considered to be
the most secure of all municipal issues because governments have
the power to levy taxes to meet payments of interest and principal.
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Full faith and credit has been interpreted to mean that the issuer will use all available taxes and other revenue sources to the
extent necessary to raise the funds needed to repay the principal
and interest on oonds when they become due.
Historically, the default rate for general obligation bonds has
been exceptionally low. Not only are these bonds desired by investors who seek to minimize risk, but they provide investors with a
lower cost of capital.
When municipalities with a large amount of outstanding general
obligation debt are faced with financial difficulty, most have taken
steps, with the assistance of the state, to stave off default in order
to avoid the stigma of default and bankruptcy and to allow access
to the capital markets at a reasonable cost in the future.
For example, in 1975, New York City was unable to meet its
short-term obligations and was unable to market its debt. New
York State created a financing authority, the Municipal Assistance
Corporation, which was designed to raise money for the city and
created the Emergency Financial Control Board to ensure fiscal responsibility on the part of the city.
In addition, the city of Philadelphia faced severe financial problems in 1991. Pennsylvania stepped in to create an authority to

money and impose fiscal restraints.
The current uncertainty regarding the intentions
County has had a negative effect on the market. A rapid
raise

of Orange
resolution,
through a credible plan of action, will not only resolve the bankruptcy issues and restore credibility to Orange County, but will instill confidence in this large and important market.
The
will monitor the events and actions of Orange County. If we determine that the principles behind general obligation
bonds or an investor perception of the safety and liquidity of such
securities has changed, we will take steps to protect investors
through additional dealer disclosure requirements. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Christopher A. Taylor can be
found on page 307 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Taylor.
Mr. Sigal, I understand your concern with regard to the ease
with which bankruptcy was embraced by Orange County. But short
of barring that as an avenue, which would be difficult to do, it
seems that the uncertainty of what will be done is more detrimental than almost any other factor. It has been 8 months since the

MSRB

bankruptcy

Would

filing.

be a responsible public policy to outline a procedural
step that a local government must take, as you suggested, State
government approval before taking bankruptcy. If action is not
then taken by a local supervisory board, should the State appoint
a trustee? This would possibly allow a friendly resolution earlier in
the process, because ultimately there would be one person to make
judgments about the best interests for all parties.
Is this something that, from your experience in this matter,
would make sense?
Mr. Sigal. Let me try and be a little bit circuitous on answering
that because the answer is yes and no. The Tenth Amendment, as
I

it

mentioned

Chairman Baker. You're

at

home

in

Washington;

I

can

tell

you.
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Mr. SiGAL. The Tenth Amendment is a serious matter for State
local government, and we all know it reserves the power to the
States. So any time the Federal Government starts to intrude on
prerogative of governance, it becomes a problem.
What I'm trying to suggest is a compromise between that. I don't
think the Federal Grovernment should say it must be the governor
of the State that authorizes it. On the other hand, the State of
Connecticut, after having gone through this experience with
Bridgeport, which they provided with a control board and then the
city itself went into bankruptcy and the attorney general went into
court and fought that, they did pass a statute which basically now
says they have a whole stage of tier one, tier two, tier three. And,
in the final analysis, it is with the approval of the governor.
So I'm not saying that that isn't the right solution. It's a question
of how to phrase it at the Federal level so the Federal people are
not seen, as Mr. Bono said, it's not seen that they're intruding on
the prerogatives of State government.
I don't know whether it should be the governor. It happened to
be in Connecticut that way. It might be the legislature. It may not
even be necessary to go to that level, if there is an overall strategy

and

in effect at the State level.

What I am suggesting, though, is that the Federal Grovernment,
because it has the only power to allow municipalities to go into
bankruptcy, it can make the condition for bankruptcy more difficult, so that there is at least something like the corporate world,
where there is fair valuation. The corporations, as I understand it,
just can't walk in. They have to show that their debts far exceed
their fair valuation.

So there can be some preliminary requirements, either of the
bankruptcy court, particularly is the wealth of the community fully
leveraged to solve the problem, or is it necessary to be in bankruptcy? By doing that, you can create, as I've suggested in my actual written testimony, the effort required before you use the bankruptcy court. And in that way, you would get to the point that that
might include using State oversight. State supervision, but without
the Federal Grovernment actually saying to any particular State, or
as a nationwide standard, that it should be the governor.
I think you can let the States work that through on their own,
as long as you don't make the entry level the way it is today.
The earlier bankruptcy code actually had a better standard and
it more difficult. When the amendments came in, this unwillingness or inability became just sort of like a business choice.
There wasn't a fair valuation.
So something that sort of taps in, as has been stated here, like
Philadelphia or even Cleveland. But Yonkers, for instance, we did
it without any State supervision. We just got a new budget act,

made

similar to
lution,

And

what had been done in New Jersey. So there's no one
is an entry level to the bankruptcy court.

so-

but there
just

if I

may

take

1

second more,

I

do believe that in the

some municipalities that frankly are so
poor and frankly have been abandoned by their State and their
local that they do not have any choice. That hasn't really happened
in a general purpose municipality yet, but it could happen. So I

final analysis, there will be
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don't think you

want

to eliminate the option, just

make

it

more

difficult.

Chairman Baker. Thank you.
Mr. Maco, I understand that the SEC, in some capacity, reviewed
the investment pool of Orange County prior to any bankruptcy determination early in the spring of 1994. Can you make comment,
without prejudicmg any interest currently pending, as to what determinations were reached by the SEC pursuant to that inquiry?
And can you tell me on what basis did you review the investment
pool in the spring of 1994, since I understand generally you act in
response to a complaint.
Mr. Maco. Mr. Chairman, our action was not in response to a
complaint; but rather, in late April 1994, the staff read news articles about Robert Citron and the possible risky investment strategy
being pursued by Citron with county funds. The allegations were
made by Mr. Citron's campaign opponent.
On May 2 1994, the staff met with Mr. Citron, assistant treasurer Matthew Raabe, Terry Andrus, deputy county counsel, and
their outside legal counsel in our offices in Los Angeles. At the
time, the county also produced documents to the staff.
The county represented that the pools were invested primarily in
fixed rate securities. The portfolio listing provided to tne staff did
not indicate any derivative instruments. The staff verified that the
investments engaged in by Citron were within his authority under
State law. The staff also verified that all of the securities purchased by the pools were held in a custodial account at Bank of

America.

The staff verified that the county auditor performed quarterly
audits of the funds in the pools. Additionally, the staff determined
that the pools and any of the individuals associated with the pools
were exempt from registration with the Commission.
Finally, the staff was advised that the investment strategy had
been discussed with all the pool's participants and with the Board
of Supervisors. In fact, the annual report had been presented to the
Board of Supervisors after the appearance of newspaper articles describing Citron's strategy.
As a result, the staffconcluded that, while the investment strategy involved a high degree of risk, it was permitted by State law.
The participants did not seem to object to the risk. There was a liquidity reserve in the pool, and the custodial arrangement appeared secure.
Absent an indication of fraud, we do not have authority to act,
let alone question, the investment strategy of municipal governments, which we do not see as a proper Federal role.
Simply put, we did our job.
Chairman Baker. Is it your opinion, then, given the review that
was engaged in at that moment and the disclosures made to you
at that time, that either, one, the disclosures were not adequate for
you to make a full and proper analysis or two, that the disclosures
were somehow inappropriate and did not reflect the real risk associated with that investment practice?
Mr. Maco. Mr. Chairman, unfortunately an answer to that question would begin to stray into the territory that, because of our
pending enforcement investigation
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Chairman Baker. Let me ask it a different way. In the event we
were not talking about Orange County and we're talking about future actions of this Congress, and we were to engage in a public
policy debate as to the necessity for more complete or standardized
disclosure with regard to municipal investment activities, do you
now believe there is a need for such standardization for reporting,
or do you think current disclosure requirements are adequate?
Mr. Maco. Well, Mr. Chairman, I can point out that the Commission has, in an interpretive release, alerted the municipal market
to perceived deficiencies in primary market disclosure.
One of the needs that we highlighted was the need for municipal
issuers to discuss their activities as end users of volatile instruments, such as derivative securities, to fully explain to their investors the potential risks associated with those investments, not only
credit risk but market risk, as well.

We've made that comment and raised that concern under the
anti-fraud provisions, which do apply to offering documents distributed by issuers of municipal securities to investors.
Chairman Baker. Some have suggested that it might be an advisable policy in the construction of investment practices that caps
be established on certain types of investment instruments, whether
they be inverse floaters, whether it be some other sophisticated
leveraging instrument, or that there be a higher liquidity standard.
Do you believe that any of those possible policy determinations
should be advisable from a national policy perspective?
Mr. Maco. Mr. Chairman, the Commission believes that matters
of investment strategy and pennissible investments, in short, the
means by which State and local public funds are protected, are primarily the responsibility of State and local governments, that this
is not an appropriate Federal role.

Chairman Baker. So that, in summary, based on your knowledge
in this general field, that perhaps enhanced disclosure requirements, with perhaps more frequent auditing of compliance with
those disclosure requirements, to make sure investors are understanding what they're buying and that the fund manager understands the risk that he's assuming, may be an adequate remedy for
any potential problem we may face in tne future.
Mr. Maco. Yes, Mr. Chairman, that's correct. As a general matter, I might also add that we have been encouraging State and
local fund managers to consider three measures
a written investment policy, frequent marking to market of portfolio securities, and
an independent oversight board, as manners of providing greater
assurance in these areas.
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Maco.
appreciate it very

—

We

much.
Mr. Taylor, you made a comment that you had some concern
with the actions taken to date by Orange County in resolution of
the current difficulty, and perhaps you can explain for my benefit
what action you think might be appropriate, in light of the current
circumstance, for a timely resolution. Comment if you choose as to
the advisability of a Chapter 9 proceeding, and to the appointment
of a trustee. What do you think makes sense?
Mr. Taylor. I would state that trying to sit at this distance from
Orange County and crafting a specific solution within the context
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of California law and Orange County's specific situation would
probably be inappropriate for me to do.
However, the one thing that markets abhor, and you clearly
pointed this out in your question to Mr. Sigal, is uncertainty, and
we have had 6 months of uncertainty as to how this situation is
going to be resolved.
And although the rollover of the $600 million worth of notes that
came due in early Jul}' has provided some breathing room, we
would look forward to a very fast and rapid resolution of this crisis
so that investors have some certainty as to how general obligation
bonds would be treated in this market, as well as how municipalities who face financial difficulty will resolve those situations.
We, frankly, have 50 States in this union, each of them with
wholly separate sets of laws governing taxing, spending, debt issuance authority, and the like. And trying to craft a solution or suggest a solution as being sort of transportable from one State to the
other or imposed at the Federal level is somewhat difficult to see.
Chairman Baker. Do you think it warranted, however, that some
parameters be established? For instance, if barriers to bankruptcy
filing were adopted, it would be more difficult for an entity to get
to court. Second, there might be some time limit during which the
local political jurisdiction is given time to resolve its difficulty.
I'm trying to deal with the issue of the uncertainty in this, and
I don't know that we've got a good answer. But if we expect the
markets to continue to respond to public financing needs, the markets have to be assured that there's a debt resolution mechanism
with some definitive course of action. Is that appropriate?
Mr. Taylor. I think that's absolutely the case, that you do need
some certainty on the part of market participants. Investors want
some certainty as to what's going to happen when an issuer gets
into trouble.
As Mr. Sigal points out, and I think as most of us who are following the question, there was quite a bit of surprise when Orange
County chose that particular route.
That was not what the market anticipated, and so I think everyone in the market would appreciate knowing exactly what circumstances or when a particular entity who's in financial difficulty,
what route they are likely to take. And if that means changing the
Federal bankruptcy laws or changing the way in which things are
resolved to give investors certainty, we would certainly be very
supportive of that.
Chairman Baker. Thank you very much. I again express my apstill have anpreciation to each of the witnesses tor being here.
other panel so I'll say thanks to you.

We

If there are further written comments you wish to make, I certainly would be pleased to receive them, and I also have some follow-up questions that I'll get to your attention. Thank you.
Good afternoon. Welcome. I appreciate your patience. We've had
a rather long day and certainly appreciate your willingness to
participate.
Let me indicate an interest in encouraging comments to be limited, as far as possible, to 5 minutes. Your entire statement will be
made part of the official record and carefully reviewed, and I'll simply begin by calling on our first witness, Mr. Daniel Heimowitz,
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from Moody's Investor Service,
appropriate,

to

make any comments you deem

sir.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL HEIMOWITZ, MOODY'S INVESTOR
SERVICE
Mr. Heimowitz. Chairman Baker, good afternoon. I'm Daniel
Heimowitz, Director of the PubHc Finance Department of Moody's
Investor Service.
I'd Hke to thank the subcommittee for inviting me to speak today
on a topic of great significance to me professionally and to the industry in which I work.
Since 1909, Moody's has been a publisher of rating opinions. We
maintain 56,000 ratings on the debt obligations of 22,000 municipal
issuers, including ratings on a range of Orange County securities.
We have followed the situation closely since the December bankruptcy filing and have issued credit comments updating the market
on the status of events.
After the Federal Grovernment's own securities, municipal bonds
are the most default-free of publicly offered bonds. Municipal issuers' practices are generally sound, with adherence to good management practices and attention to maintaining creditworthiness, even

under conditions of fiscal pressure.
Defaults on debts issued by established municipalities and paid
out of general municipal resources are extremely rare. Consequently, prior events offer limited precedent, making it difficult
predict the ultimate market impact of the Orange County
events.
The three areas that I would like to discuss today are: investment practices, the decision to file for bankruptcy, and the threat
of debt invalidation. I will speak to the likelihood that other municipalities may follow Orange County's lead and whether the
events surrounding the county's collapse will alter beliefs or practices fundamental to the municipal market.
Orange County's general obligation debt was not directly linked
to its investment practices. Rather, its debt was secured by the
county's general resources. In rating general obligation bonds,
Moody's weighs and relies on current ana historical information regarding a municipality's economy, debt burden, fiscal management,
and administrative skill. This information is provided by issuers in
a number of forms, including official statements and audited finanto

cial reports.

The county was perceived as financially strong, sophisticated, responsible, and well managed. Nothing led Moody's to believe that
the county's investment practices were a threat to repayment of its
own debt or the debt issued by local governments investing in the
county pool.
Other municipalities that incurred investment losses have always stepped up and made payments on their own debt obligations.
This is the behavior the market has grown to expect and by which
Orange County was and is being measured.
Orange County incurred losses through commonly used investment practices: duration, leverage, derivatives. But our nationwide
survey of municipal investment practices confirmed that Orange
County's behavior was beyond the norm.
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Although Orange County is a unique situation, Moody's has responded by requiring changes in the information that all issuers
must provide and by giving investment practices greater weight

and closer, more continuous scrutiny.
As with past financial crises, the Orange County experience has
brought to the public greater understanding and appreciation of
risk, which, in turn, has focussed individual issuers, States and industry associations on better investment practices and improved investment disclosure. We encourage these efforts.
Municipal bankruptcy has been unthinkable, an option of last reGiven the stigma and complexities of operating under bankruptcy, there is no reason at this time to believe that it will be
viewed as a viable alternative to addressing the fiscal challenges
faced by municipal governments.
A broader, related concern is how difficult it has been for Orange
County to deal with its fiscal crisis. The magnitude of the Orange
County experience has heightened the municipal market's awareness of the very real fiscal constraints under which the States and
sort.

their localities now operate.
Of far greater concern is whether Orange County's actions or inactions may undermine or erode the fundamental trust between
municipal issuers and investors. The market expects Orange County to state unequivocally its intention to pay its debts in full and
to act responsibly to those ends.
The resounding rejection of the sales tax proposal, after receiving

only lukewarm support from most county officials, has begun to
fray the edges of public trust. This fraying of trust could become
a breach if Orange County follows through on its threats to invalidate certain debt obligations.
Any county justification for not paying its debts would be an at-

put a moral gloss on what really amounts to a way to stiff
would be naive to think that Orange County could
surgically extract itself from obligations which, in retrospect, it
wished it had not undertaken, without damaging the entire system
by which State and local governments issue debt.
Any such attempt will give the market substantial pause and
could be extremely disruptive. Simply the threat of debt invalidation shifts our analytical perspective by creating an environment of
mistrust. The fact that governments do not disappear and that the
vast majority of governments strive to maintain their creditworthiness and therefore, their access to a continuing source of capital,

tempt

to

its creditors. It

are accepted truths that foster market confidence.
The trust of the marketplace has been appropriately earned. As
a result, the market is rigorous yet accommodating. The market
has and will continue to adjust to events in Orange County. If the
county takes any actions which undermines the trust, it would likely call for a rethinking of the fundamental underpinnings of the
public finance market. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Daniel Heimowitz can be found
on page 317 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Thank you very much, Mr. Heimowitz.
Our next witness is from Standard and Poor's Rating Group, Mr.
Richard Larkin. Mr. Larkin,
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD LARKIN, STANDARD & POOR'S
RATING GROUP
Mr. Larkin. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the
subcommittee.
I'm Richard Larkin. I'm managing director at Standard & Poor's
Public Finance Rating Services. Along with my testimony, which
you have, I have included analytical commentaries previously published in Standard & Poor's Credit Week Municipal, which describe
in greater detail our views on Orange County's bankruptcy filing,
the lessons to be derived from it, and a comment describing our established guidelines for government investment pools seeking to
preserve principal.
Orange County's filing for Chapter 9 represents a unique event
in the history of public finance. As stated earlier, unlike previous
municipal fiscal crises, Orange County's collapse did not result
from a difficult economy or overbudgeting and unrealized projections of operating revenue and expenses. Nor was it attributable or
caused by the issuance of short-term debt in order to mask operating deficits.
Finally, the county's difficulties did not result fi*om cuts in State
and Federal aid, although the limits imposed by Proposition 13
have placed increased pressure on all California counties.
Rather, the Orange County filing for Chapter 9 stemmed from an
investment policy which generated $1.7 billion in losses to the
county, as well as for 180 governmental units.
While a few other municipal market entities have incurred losses
during the 1994 bond market downturn, notably Cuyahoga County,
Ohio and Odessa Junior College District in Texas, to name two,
they did not approach the magnitude of the losses as those realized
by the Orange County pool, either in dollar amount or as a percentage of total spending.
Standard & Poor's considers most of the county's debt apparently
in default, even though the majority of the noteholders agreed to
a 1-year maturity extension. We have also expressed doubts as to
whether the county will be able to repay these notes when they do
become due again in 1996.
In this case, investors were unilaterally confronted with the option of being paid back 1 year later, at a .95 premium, or 95 basis
points, or not to be paid at all.
Now, despite Orange County's actions and the bankruptcy filings.
Standard & Poor's believes the municipal issuers we rate are fiscally sound. So far, market concerns have been largely confined to
investors in California municipal debt.

Market investors

niay, in time, return to

Orange County

if offi-

adopt a realistic, workable plan. If, on the other hand,
the county were to ultimately repudiate debt, the repercussions
would reverberate well beyond the county and State line, and I
would be happy to expand on that comment during questions and
answers.
To date, investor wariness has been primarily confined to Orange
cials there

County and the pool's passive investors, who have remained current in honoring their obligations, and have not followed the county
into bankruptcy, despite these losses.
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Signs of this wariness have been evident during the on-going
short-term note season, which is an annual occurrence in Cahfornia
municipal finance. These issues typically receive Standard & Poor's
highest short-term ratings, based on the strength of expected tax
receipts, as has been the case this year.
A few issuers have had to withdraw the issue and remarket them
at higher yields with credit supports, such as bank letters of credit.
From that perspective, the Orange County bankruptcy has already
cost these counties millions of dollars in increased borrowing costs
for short-term debt, even though their credit fundamentals remain
as strong as they ever were.
Apart from Orange County's Chapter 9 filing, the $1.3 trillion
municipal market remains strong and liquid. The average
unenhanced municipal rating from Standard & Poor's is around A,
and some 40 percent of the total municipal debt market is insured
by private companies and rated AAA by Standard & Poor's.
Orange County's filing for Chapter 9 protection, Standard &
Poor's believes, is noteworthy precisely because it is a unique and
isolated event. In this instance, bankruptcy reversed the established principal of municipal finance that governments had a
moral, as well as legal, obligation to repay their debts. The overwhelming majority of State and local finance officials in the governments and agencies we rate understand and honor their obligations
to bondholders.
We believe the Orange County precedent is an isolated event, a
crack in an otherwise strong foundation. In order to maintain the
security of the municipal finance market, to repair the crack before
it spreads, it is important to ensure bondholders are made whole
in this instance.

The Orange County experience could lead

to

more municipal

could very well be the test case and convince
governments that bankruptcy is not a viable option to be pursued.
Only time will tell, and that will depend upon the negative consequences of bankruptcy, on the county's on-going need for credit,
and they will continue to need credit.
Standard & Poor's places great importance on its integrity and
on communicating with the public markets. Our rating criteria, the
standards by which we rate bonds, is an open book. Standard &
Poor's publishes its complete rating criteria and provides updates
as we introduce new rating innovations or if market dynamics justify a change.
In the course of rating various offerings issued by the county,
Standard & Poor's reviewed documents and met with county officials. As described in extensive detail in one of your attached Credit Week reports, "Orange County, a Unique Disaster," the information regarding the investment pool strategy provided to Standard
& Poors, upon which we based our rating of county debt, proved

bankruptcies or

it

to be unreliable.
Standard
Poor's

&
has a keen interest in supporting expanded
market information. To that end, when an issuer requests a Standard & Poor's rating, they must also agree to provide current, timely
information, including audited financial statements, to adhere to
our surveillance requirements for maintaining ratings.
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This information must be supplied at least annually, more frequently if material events warrant. But, as Orange County demonstrated, disclosure, by itself, cannot guard against fraud.
On the matter of governmental investments and policies and
trends, from our experience, the majority of government investment
pools are conservatively managed. From our perspective, derivatives can be a double-edged sword. Used appropriately, fund managers can reduce interest costs, interest rate risk, and refund bonds

advance synthetically.
However, if used excessively or to speculate on interest rate directions, derivatives can produce losses.
Standard & Poor's is currently surveying 7,000 issuers rated by
Standard & Poor's in order to evaluate investment pool practices
around the country. We are currently gathering the data and expect to have the information available in the near future.
In conjunction with its survey. Standard & Poor's issued published guidelines for evaluating investment pool safety. In brief, a
pool is considered to meet Standard & Poor's safety g^delines if,
number one, the portfolio's weighted average maturity is less than
1 year; two, the pool has adequate liquidity to meet its participants'
in

s exposure to reverse repurchase agreements, securities lending programs and other forms
of leverage is less than 20 percent; four, the pool has little or no
exposure to risky structured notes or risky mortgage derivatives;

projected cash flow needs; third, the pool

the pool is limited to high quality securities, and this is probably the area of least worry, since there is much current State law
requiring minimum credit requirements for investments in most
municipalities; and six, the city's elected and appointed management is fully aware of the investment policies of the issue, portfolio
risks undertaken, and that the pool's investments are marked to
market more than once a year, preferably monthly.
Again, these are guidelines. They're not forceci requirements for
rating by Standard & Poor's.
In moving past Orange County, what lessons have been learned?
First, timely and accurate disclosure is an imperative, but no mandate for disclosure will prevent fraud or the dissemination of inaccurate information.
Short-term debt can lead to credit problems. When financial
problems arise, as they have in Philadelphia, New York City and
now Orange County, the difficulty of making large bullet payments
increases exponentially, especially when compared to just meeting
normal day-to-day operating and debt service expense.
Investors cannot count on outside intervention if a city or county
defaults. While State intervention remains a possibility for Orange
County, the scale of such action is uncertain, given the State's own
fiscal problems.
California and a number of other States have implemented tax
and revenue limits, which may or may not be good public policy,
but they have been partially responsible for rating downgrades
California in the last 3 years.
Finally, while bond ratings are meant to be long-term indicators
of fiscal strength or weakness, Orange County's rapid deterioration
will likely put more weight on short-term factors at Standard &
Poor's, such as current year budget problems if they exist.

five,

m
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What am I saying here? Just that in the event of temporary
budget shortfalls or perspective deficits, anything less than quick,
timely, corrective action clearly leads to serious consideration of

downgrades from Standard

&

Poor's,

now more than

ever.

Again, in closing, I'd like to say S&P continues to believe that
the events we have witnessed are a rarity. That is not to say there
will not be variations on the Orange County experience in other locations and at other times in the future. Indeed, there have been
events similar to Orange County in the past 15 years, of similar
percentage magnitude but not of the same dollar amount.
If there is a final lesson to be learned, it's that Orange County
should not be allowed to become a model to be cloned in other jurisdictions. Rather, it should be seen as a fiscal experiment which
went awry.
That concludes my testimony. I'll be happy to answer any questions at the end of this panel. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Richard Larkin can be found on
page 445 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Larkin.
Our next witness is an attorney with the firm of Hunton & Williams with expertise in the area of bond issuance, Mr. Dean Pope.

Welcome,

sir.

STATEMENT OF DEAN POPE, ESQ., HUNTON & WILLIAMS
my name is
Dean Pope. I am a partner with Hunton & Williams. I have pracMr. Pope. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Bentsen,

more than 20 years.
have submitted to this subcommittee today reflects a belief that (1), Orange County should not create
a crisis in the municipal bond market and (2), with few exceptions,
the issues raised by Orange County's problems are not Federal issues and must be solve by Orange County and the State of Califorticed municipal finance

law

for

The written testimony that

I

nia.

Any discussion of the broader problems of the municipal bond
world should not distract us from the fact that Orange County's
problems, if not unique in every respect, have little to do with the
problems that most localities face.
Orange County got into trouble because of a dangerously flawed
investment strategy and a related dependence on investment income to balance its budget. I know of no local government in my
region facing a situation remotely comparable to Orange County.
By and large, local governments are, quite properly, solely in the
business of being local governments, borrowing not to make money
but to provide public services, and investing not to make up revenue shortfalls but to protect and enhance capital. Most municipalities in most States cannot, as a matter of law, seek relief in bankOrange County has.
Orange County has, however, pointed out a basic problem with
State laws governing the investment of public funds. Most of these
statutes were drafted to ensure that public monies are invested in
securities with a low credit risk, where the party promising to pay
can keep that promise. These statutes generally do not look to protect against the special risks that Orange County took in its deriva-

ruptcy, as
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but of interest
rate volatility.
In simplest terms, these statutes usually address credit risk but
tive investments, the risk, not of creditworthiness,

not market risk.
It may be appropriate now for States to consider amendments to
these statutes. But no statute can ever eliminate the need for local
government officials to exercise good judgment in investing the
public's money. Any law that permits desirable flexibility inevitably
permits the imprudent to act unwisely.
Orange County has also raised the specter of collapsed confidence
in that bluest of blue chip obligations in the municipal market, the
general obligation or "full faith and credit" bond. Commissioner
Richard Roberts of the Securities and Exchange Commission recently warned publicly that Orange County could have a devastating effect on the municipal market by causing investors to question
the sanctity of general obligation bonds.
This, of course, raises the question of what a general obligation
bond is and what is its alleged sanctity. Here we face the fact that
there are 50 states, each with different laws. But while there are
differences from State to state, you should be able to identify a general obligation bond by its two common distinguishing features:
first, a pledge of the full faith and credit of the municipality; that
is, of all its available funds, and as opposed to a limited revenue
stream; and second, an obligation to levy and collect taxes sufficient to pay the debt.
Bond lawyers and academics have long known that there are
practical limits to enforcing the promise of any government to pay.
There has always been right much "faith" in "full faith and credit."
Court cases going back to an era where defaults were, in fact,
common indicate that there have always been devices for avoiding
mandamus and other proceedings to compel payment. But investors in general obligation bonds traditionally have assumed that
these technical problems and unanswered questions about remedies
created no material risk. And in most cases, that assumption was
correct.

What could happen that might result in a differing perception as
to the value of general obligation credits throughout the country?
This is a very important question because even a minor shift in the
creditworthiness of general obligation bonds relative to other forms
of debt could cost local governments billions of dollars.
What could lead to this result? One answer is a series of court
decisions, including bankruptcy court decisions, that go further
than courts have heretofore gone in undermining the integrity of
the "full faith and credit" pledge. Fortunately, I have no reason to
believe that courts will make such decisions.
Orange County in fact suggests that the pressing problems with
general obligation credits is not legal, or even economic, but political.
recent editorial in the Financial Times concluded that decisions to invest in municipal bonds "must now focus as much on the
willingness to pay as on the ability to pay. In a nation with a
strong and growing anti-tax, anti-government sentiment, willingness to pay may no longer be axiomatic."

A
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If Orange County remains an isolated case, the damage, while
real to the municipal market, is likely to be limited in time and in
location.
If, instead, municipalities regularly test the limits of the law in
avoiding or delaying their obligation to pay, all of us will pay higher local taxes to reflect higher borrowing costs.
Here the role of the States will be critical. In the Federal system,
local governments are the creation of the State. It is the State that
can impose severe restrictions and discipline on localities that do
not keep their financial promises. It is the State that decides if municipalities have access to bankruptcy.
So Orange County is a serious problem for the State of California, but it ought not to be a serious problem for the State of Virginia or the State of Louisiana or the State of Alaska. Orange
County is not a symbol for the deficiencies of the law, either Federal or State. It is, instead, Mr. Chairman, a sobering reminder
that ultimately, there is no substitute for sound decisionmaking by
public officials. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Dean Pope can be found on page
462 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Pope.
Our next witness is Mr. James Spiotto from the Chapman and
Cutler firm with expertise in municipal bankruptcy. Mr. Spiotto,

welcome.

STATEMENT OF JAMES SPIOTTO, ESQ., CHAPMAN AND
CUTLER
Mr. Spiotto. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, staff, it's my pleasure to be here. We have submitted
written testimony that outlines in further detail the points that I
wish to make in the statement.
Obviously, we all recognize that municipal finance has been an
important part of the life and breadth of the American experience.
All our roads, in each city, county, and village, by and large, have
been financed by municipal finance. Most of the infrastructure that
we use each day in our towns and villages has been financed
through municipal finance.
It has been done by a unique experience which our Founding Fathers gave to us that no other country has had, where local governments can go out and finance their improvements without asking
the Federal Government for help, aid or involvement.
Now comes a time when people are questioning the effect on the
market when one, purportedly large and financially well-off municipal body goes into a bankruptcy proceeding and makes statements
that certain bondholders and other creditors may not be paid in
full.

The

history has been quite the opposite. Municipalities have a
proud tradition of paying their debts as thev mature. In fact,
with respect to credit and credit ratings, by and large, most municipalities, even the very weakest credits, still are paying and will
pay their debts as they mature. They dip down into their pockets,

long,

they do what they can, and they

The willingness question has
In the future,

it

may

make

sure those debts get paid.
been a real issue.

not, in the past,
be called into question.
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By and large, bankruptcy has been the last resort. Since
when legislation was enacted to prevent municipalities from

1937,
anni-

hilating litigation, there have only been 492 municipal bankruptcies under Chapter 9 and the predecessor statute. By and
large. Chapter 9 has been utilized by special tax districts, small
municipalities who just could not pay their debts who needed an
adjustment, and a fresh start.
Larger municipalities, including the largest, such as New York,
Cleveland, Philadelphia, have solved their problems out of court,
out of bankruptcy, without stigma and to the great pride of the

whole municipal market.
The changes that have been made in the past to the Chapter 9,
which Congress adapted in 1984 and 1988 and again in 1994, were
an attempt to strengthen the credibility of debt obligations in the
municipal market by providing the concept of special revenues to
ensure that if a municipality is in trouble, that if they go into a
Chapter 9, there are certain types of revenue streams that will not
be set aside, that those bondholders will be paid.
There was enacted, in 1994, the requirement that States have to
specifically address, by specific statute, whether or not they want
their types of municipalities to go into Chapter 9. Thirty-one States
have not addressed that specifically by statute. Six have provided
for commissions or authorities that have to review the situation
and then will give authority or not to the municipality to file.
Twelve have specific authorization one is California that per-

—
—

—

—

mits their municipalities to file. One Greorgia specifically prohibits its municipalities from filing.
The problems of Orange County and its bankruptcy is not a real
problem of Chapter 9. Chapter 9 basically works. We have to work
to understand the effects of Chapter 9. The real problem is what
do we do to prevent municipalities from turning to Chapter 9
quickly, instead of using Chapter 9 as a last resort, and sometimes
going into a freefall bankruptcy that impacts the market and others like an earthquake of more than Califomian proportion.
The problem is created not just by Orange County or Chapter 9.
Tax cap legislation, which appears not onlv in California but in
many States and is very popular, is helpfiil to give assurances to
citizens that government dollars will not be wasted. The problem
is, if the cap is unrealistic, if it is arbitrary, and the cash-starved
municipality does not have the revenues to pay for necessary services, such municipalities may go off and do other things. In the
case of Orange County, their third largest revenue source was investment income, which is not a traditional municipal revenue
source.
too early to tell what all the messages from Orange
experience should teach us. However, I think that
it is important to note that Chapter 9, to date, has worked, that
Orange County is an aberration, and that yes, we can do things to
help prevent municipalities from prematurely or unfortunately
going into Chapter 9. Nevertheless, by and large, it isn't necessary
to make drastic changes to the Bankruptcy Code.
In the 1980's, the National League of Cities, the National Association of Bond Lawyers, the Government Finance Officers Association all worked together, with Congress, to come up with what they
It

probably

County and

is

its
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thought was a workable Chapter

9.

Obviously, people will study

Orange County and see if further amendment is necessary.
I think there are some things we can do, though, both on the
State level and possibly at the Federal Government level, to look
at this problem.
First of all, I think that the States have to consider whether municipalities within their borders can utilize Chapter 9 because you
have given them the specific directive in the 1994 amendments,
consistent with the Tenth Amendment, to pass legislation as to
whether municipalities are authorized to utilize Chapter 9.
With that. States should consider whether or not they should follow the example of Philadelphia and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, where they have a State statute that authorizes an authority to provide oversight, and to work with the municipality in
trouble. Only after exhausting the State remedies would a Chapter
9 be considered, and the municipality needs State authority to so
proceed.
Ohio has a similar law. New Jersey has a similar law. There is
a trend in the States in moving in that direction. A State municipal
finance assistance or oversight authority, similar to the Municipal
Assistance Corporation that New York City had in times of need,
may very well be the trend of the future.
The question then is how do we solve the concerns that people
are raising in the market? I think first we have to make sure that
we correct the market perception to correspond with the actual reality. There are structures, there are investments which we need
to better understand and to make sure that the market better understands them, especially in the case of default and bankruptcy.
We need to provide breathing room for municipalities in trouble.
Perhaps we go back to the legislative history of the 1930's and we
look for an interim step, a Federal statute that provides a stay of
litigation against a municipality prior to filing a bankruptcy. The
stay would be approved, say, by a State officer, such as the Grovernor. That stay could be for a 6-month period, which could be renewed. It doesn't resolve the litigation; it provides a stay, so people
aren't spending money on lawyers or time in courtroom or distracted by such activity, but they meet with their creditors and try
to resolve their problems. That could be very helpful.
There should be a discouragement of artificial or unrealistic tax
caps which do not provide, on the local level, the type of tax revenues necessary for municipal services which are required. Likewise, unnecessary and wasteful expenditures should be cut out.
There should be a strengthening of local investment guidelines.
Reference to nationally recognized and respected models such as
the GFOA guidelines and others should be encouraged.
There should be a promotion of disclosure, both at the primary
and secondary market levels, to avoid surprises and to educate and
inform the market of the true condition of municipal issuers. A
more extensive review by municipal analysts should also be

promoted.

The amount spent on research in both the corporate and municipal sectors has probably been cut in the last 10 to 15 years. There
were more writings on municipal credits 10 to 15 years ago than
there are really today. And if a credit is highly rated, many ana-
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because there are few analysts and more credits, will write
about the lesser known and more troubling credits. And that is
why some of the issues with regard to Orange County were not as
detailed and as written about and as analyzed, because the Orange
County issues were viewed as far better credit.
I think there is a way of encouraging, both at the Federal level
and the State level, State finance assistance commissions. As, Mr.
Chairman, you mentioned, perhaps we ought to have a very clear
direction that, prior to bankruptcy, there is a State commission.
The States ought to consider passing legislation for that, and they
should work with the municipalities.
There can be a stay of litigation, through Federal litigation, that
allows them breathing room, and then the State can authorize
them to go through a Chapter 9. And if that doesn't work, or if
they're not successful, the use of a trustee or other more drastic
remedies would then be employed.
But keeping Chapter 9, or even the appointment of a trustee as
a last resort, is very important. Municipalities and States have to
lysts,

explore the ability to refinance and restructure outside of court,
which is very important.
And I think lastly, there ought to be a consideration of Federal
legislation to prevent municipalities from going to the marketplace
and saying^ "This is a valid and binding obligation," and then, a
few years later, when they've misused the funds or they have defaulted, claiming that "it's no longer a valid obligation; it is no
longer legal."
That is what upsets the bond market. And legislation on the Federal level that says you can't use interstate commerce and the markets and then repudiate your debt later would provide assurance
in the market that you can't go out with a bond issue and later
contend, as Orange County is asserting, that those debts are no
longer valid and binding.
And there should be a reaffirmation of the stigma of bankruptcy,
the stigma of default, and a discouragement of the ease to resort
to

Chapter

And

9.

think with that, you will have an educated market, you'll
have aided it by providing breathing room from annihilating litigation, which was one of the fears of Orange County and why it went
into Chapter 9, and you will provide the ability to assess the situation at a State level first, and only as a last resort use Chapter 9,
only in those cases of an extreme nature that require that type of
relief. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. James E, Spiotto can be found
on page 495 in the appendix.]
I

Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Spiotto.
Our next witness is Mr. Marlin Mosby, who's with Public Financial Management, Inc., a debt management consultant. Welcome,
Mr, Mosby.

STATEMENT OF MARLIN MOSBY, PUBLIC FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT, INC.
Mr, Mosby, Thank you, Mr, Chairman and members of the subcommittee, members of the staff. I thank you very much for the op-
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portunity to be here today, I'm going to make my comments very
and we can go to the questions.
There are a couple of just major points that I would like to make.
First, I am a managing director of Public Financial Management.
FPM is the largest financial adviser in the country to State and

brief

local

governments.

And my

particular practice, though, is basically in the Midwest
and the eastern part of the United States. So I have not had direct
involvement in Orange County, and my comments should not be
taken as being involved there, out more from the perspective of the
impact that will have on the rest of the country.
The first point I'd like to make is that the U.S. financial markets
are extremely efficient. That efficiency is based upon, however,
the flow of information and the regulation of the flow of that

information.
If you look at how the Federal Government has controlled that
regulation, there are really two things. They have prohibited certain regulation or certain information from being used, or basically
insider-type information, misleading information. And the second
thing that they have done very successfully is to require information to be provided.
The most recent example of the SEC going through with secondary market disclosure requirements in the municipal market is a
^eat example of how that can be done well. The process of involving local government, involving the different members of the financial community and determining what should be involved in the
regulation has been very successful and, I think, will improve that

market.
The assumption

is that if you provide good information and accurate information, that individuals in the market can then make
sound business decisions. The government's role, therefore the

Federal Government's role

—

—

not to prevent losses but to ensure
market participants have access to important information.
Finally, for those markets to remain efficient, there is a level of
trust that's required. And the municipal markets have been particularly based upon trust. You heard an earlier witness basically
say today, when you asked the question about whether or not the
corporate disclosure was the same as in the municipal market, and
he basically said to you no, it was not, and that the municipal markets have always been based upon a handshake. "This is my word;
this is

what

I

is

will do."

do not claim to be a bankruptcy expert, but I firmly believe that
the worst result of this situation or any situation similar to that
is a loss of that trust in the marketplace. If that were to happen,
all communities will pay a higher cost for their infrastructure, and
many marginal communities will not even have access to the
market.
As a financial adviser to communities, water districts, small communities throughout the state, I am always amazed at how communities that are very small, very weak type communities do have access to this public market today. They are able to put together issues and raise capital and build infrastructure.
That is based upon the assumptions in the market that public
entities repay, regardless of how difficult the situation will be. If
I
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that changes, those are the communities that are going to take the
hardest hit.
I've said before, I've been in pubHc finance for 20 years. In this
time, I have worked for several government agencies that have had
severe economic or financial problems. Throughout all of those engagements, one assumption was always made. If the community
had entered into a prior contractual agreement with bondholders,
they would honor that agreement.
PFM is the financial adviser to the city of Philadelphia. We have
worked for the city for over 4 years. When we came and entered
that engagement, the city was on the verge of they seriously
didn't know if they were going to be able to make the payroll payments week to week.
In all of the discussions on restructuring the city of Philadelphia,
there was never once the question raised, "Do we default on this
debt?" The question always was: "How do we restructure? How do
we get it to the point that we can bring the city back to an investment grade?"
It is one thing for a water district, who has lost or has never gotten its customers, to default on a revenue bond that clearly pledged
revenue from water customer revenues. It's quite another thing for
a general community a county, a municipality who has pledged
the full faith and credit, to decide not to pay their debt simply because the citizens do not want to raise taxes high enough to pay
that debt.
The second point is that market participants are very different.
Therefore, it is very difficult to legislate what are proper investments. A security that is very conservative to one investor might
be highly speculative to another investor.
An example, we have a client, a college, a large college, that has
a very large endowment fund. That endowment fund is invested
with an average return or an average duration or average maturity
of 2 to 2V2 years.
They have, on the other hand, fixed rate debt, a lot of fixed rate
debt. It would appear to be very conservative fixed rate debt. But
when you look at the mismatch between their assets, their endowment fund which, every time interest rates go up, they get a windfall; every time interest rates go down, they take a hit. Their budget goes up and down, up and down because of a mismatch between

—

—

their assets

and

—

their liabilities.

For that particular community, variable rate debt would be a
much more conservative recommendation. They could enter into
variable rate debt, more that particular entity, a college, they could
enter into variable rate debt and match that debt up with their assets, and now they know they've got a fixed spread. Interest rates
go to 14 percent; that's OK. Their debt's going to go up and their
assets are going to go up. Their income is going to go up. But
they've got a fixed spread. If interest rates go to 2 percent, they
have the same spread.
You take that same variable rate debt and move it into the city
like East St. Louis or Newark or any other city who has trouble
meeting their obligations day to day, and you say let's borrow go
in with 1-month or 7-day variable rate kind of debt, it is a disas-

—

—
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trous decision.

It's

a horribly inappropriate

t)T)e of

debt for that

community.

When we start to talk about derivatives, it's really kind of interwant to put derivatives in kind of this box that derivaesting.
tives are all bad. However, if you look at the very simplest derivative, U.S. Grovernment strip, it's been around for a number of years;
strip security is one where we have taken the U.S. Treasury, the
most high quality investment security there is, and we've taken off
of that security the coupons, and we have converted it basically
into a zero coupon bond.
If we were to say a 5-year strip
I have a 14-year-old daughter
and I have a 70 I won't say how old mother-in-law who could afdaughter,
ford to buy that strip and put it in an account for
to help her college. And for her, she doesn't need that money for
the next 5 years. Whether interest rates go up or down is irrelevant to her. That is the perfect investment vehicle for her.
On the other hand, if you take that same strip security and put
it in a city, which you would think would be much stronger or a
much more viable entity than my mother-in-law, that becomes
again, an inappropriate security.
point is it's very, very difficult for the Federal GrovernSo
ment, in particular, and even State governments, to legislate ex-

We

—

—

—

my

my

what people will invest in.
AJnother point I would like to make is that public managers and
private managers are very similar. It is somewhat different. You
look at the public sector, and the public managers are managing
public dollars, and there is some accountability that we would want
them to have.
But if you look at it, at just the level of operation, they're really
very similar people. Their goal is to maximize yield within a given
risk profile. They are inundated, and if any of you have ever been
in a local government finance office, the calls that they will get
it's daily from someone trying to sell them something.
The information, as we are creating new securities or creating
new investment vehicles, there's someone out there who's going to
be beating on your door, trying to tell you this is the best thing
since sliced bread.
Regardless of how smart you are or how financially sophisticated
you are or how financially sophisticated or large your staff is, you
cannot stay on top of all of the new investment products being created and marketed. Very few of the local governments or even the
corporations have the resources to do the research in new products
that are presented to them.
Given that, those different points, it seems to me that if there
is a role for the Federal Government, that that role is in the area
of disclosure and in the area of basic research, where you could
provide value-added to the market.
This is very much, if you've, and I'm sure you have, been following Arthur Levitt's comments at the SEC and what they have been
doing, it's very much in line with what they have been saying for
the last few months. Mr. Maco this morning reiterated that again,
that the role is to provide better disclosure, better information.
actly
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To the extent that the SEC can

set

minimum

disclosure guide-

investment side, as well as the debt side, it seems to
me that that would be useful.
Second, I think the role of providing independent research, where
someone can help fund and distribute the information and the results of that research, would be extremely helpful to local governlines for the

ment and local government officials.
The other final point I would like

to

make

is

we

look at Orange

County, and Orange County really is unique. People have said that
here time and time again. I think that is true. It is a result of communities the whole growth of investment pools in the country is
really a result of local governments not having enough information
to make good decisions and because the pressures at the local gov-

—

ernment level are really not to invest efficiently.
I would venture to say today, if you were to look at really where
the large costs are^-$1.7 billion is a big number, I have to admit,
and that will make up for a lot of small governments. However, if
you were to look at where the losses are, you still have governments throughout this entire country that are investing large sums
of money in checking accounts, in savings accounts, and in CDs at
significantly below market rates.
So if the interest is taxpayer, saving money for the taxpayers,
both of these are, in fact, losses that taxpayers are incurring. We
don't want to do something that will stop a trend that is moving
government into making better and better investments.
I thank you for the opportunity to be here and I'll be glad to an-

swer any questions that you have.
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Mosby.
Mr. Heimowitz, I'm very interested in comments you made relative to the analysis of Orange County's condition, particularly
since, as I understood it, your focus in determining investment
grade quality centers on duration, leveraging, and liquidity issues.
Earlier in today's testimony, there were other witnesses who indicated that on all three points, the county seemed to be somewhat
lacking. How is it that you felt that prior to the bankruptcy determination, that the information Moody's based its determinations on
was unable to reach those conclusions about the Orange County
real investment status?
Mr. Heimowitz. I'll start by saying that in my comments I said
that Orange County's losses stemmed from common practices duration, leverage and derivatives used in a very unusual way. I did
not say that that was part of our analysis, in fact, and it was not.

—

—

As I said, the county's debt was not directly linked to the investment practices of the pool. The county's debt was secured by its
general resources, and that's primarily where we looked.
With regard to the investment pool, the county was acting as fiduciary. It invested on behalf of local governments and therefore
was required to follow the prudent person rules. The investment
pool was audited every year by the county's auditors, and their review of the pool's investment practices was part of the footnotes to
the county's financial statements.
Between the time that, in fact, there was some particular public
attention drawn in the spring of 1994 and the bankruptcy filing,
the county brought to us for ratings eight municipal issues to rate.
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We

relied on the county's disclosure.

We

relied on the official state-

ments that were prepared and the other information which the
county brought forward. None of that information in any way said
that things were different or abnormal, or required a change from
prior disclosure that they had.
rely on their disclosure.
So we had followed the information.
are not auditors. In our practice, we rely on the information
that's disclosed to us. And so when we talk about efforts in the industry to improve disclosure, we certainly are supportive of those,
but we still will rely on the official representations of the issuers
that come forward for ratings with us.
Chairman Baker. Certainly, and I'm not attempting to place responsibility or make any comment as to fault or anything. I'm really trying to understand it because your organization is very sophisticated organization which, if you have an inability to capture the
problem at an early point, certainly an unsophisticated municipal
fund manager or a local government official might certainly be understandably confused by the circumstance as well.
Is this more a case of we accepted the historic principles and
practices as the methodology for determination of value when, in
provided what they were asked, but they weren't
fact, the county
necessarily the right questions in light of the new adventuresome
investment practices the county apparently was engaged in.
Mr. Heimowitz, In that regard, I think the key question is how
closely linked was the county's decision to try to earn above market
rate using the techniques they were using.
Chairman Baker. And that's my point, I guess, that given the
earnings, which was significantly above normal expectations in the
market for the period of time for which it was earned anybody
can get lucky for 90 days, 30 days; in my case, rarely.
But from my review, it appears that they had extraordinarily
high rates of return for a fairly long period of time. No one associated that with an elevated degree of risk?
Mr. Heimowitz. In rating their debt, the first place that was
looked to was, in fact, the general resources that were securing the
debt, and not-

We

We

—

—

Chairman Baker. The underlying
Mr. Heimowitz Not any direct pledge. So the economy, the
wealth, as fifth wealthiest county in the country, their good management record, their low debt levels all those things spoke to
good management.
The earnings were discussed and questioned, and the county had

—

plans to deal with the potential for those earnings to come down
over time. They had built a large reserve. They had dedicated earnings in excess of what they had budgeted each year to an excess
earnings fund, to offset future years in which those earnings might
come down. And they spoke about ways in which they would cut
their budget or otherwise seek fees.
So the fact that they chose this route to add revenues to their
overall operations was somewhat out of the ordinary, but they had
an explanation, and they certainly continued to put forward a position in which they had liquidity in their pool and knew what they

were doing.
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Chairman Baker. Thank you. Mr. Larkin, and

again, please cor-

me

because I made very brief notes as you proceeded, I believe
you reflected on the Orange County information as the data being
"unreliable," meaning that there was one of three possibles: a misrepresentation of some sort, maybe not intentional but incorrectly
categorizing the status of accounts; either an error by omission, either the question wasn't asked or the information was withheld; or
worse and perhaps most remote, outright fraudulent conduct.
Do you believe that to be the elements that were principally involved in not viewing the Orange County investment circumstance
in a proper light, or what elements do you believe were at the
heart of this difficulty?
Mr. Larkin. I don't think I'm able to say which of those three
elements, but I think it could be some or all of them. And again,
in the hand-outs I've given you, we went into a fairly detailed discussion of what we did look at when we were rating the county's
rect

debt.

We

Chairman Baker. But

you're not willing to exclude any of the
the point?
Mr. Larkin. No, I'm not willing to exclude any of the three. It
could be any of them; it could be all of them. It's very difficult to

three

is

know.

The point I'm trying to make is we had a lot of information about
what the county was doing with their investments. What we relied
on, probably the key thing that we relied on where representations
and information supplied to us by the county that there would be
no need for liquidating the investments, that they had fairly captive investments and that, with longer duration, they could ride out
that longer duration because of the cash flow expectations, the outflow of investments to put it another way, the participation in the
county's need to withdraw monies from the fund were felt to be
very low, so they could maintain longer duration.
The credit quality of the investments were never felt to be risky,
and the representations by the county were there was not going to
be need to liquidate those investments, that they could ride them
out to maturity and wait until they get their money. There was
never any doubt about that in our mind and apparently in the

—

county's.

Obviously what happened was a meltdown and massive withdrawals of those funds. The county indicated to us that that was
not going to happen, and gave us documentation to show that.
Chairman Baker. Thank you very much.
Mr. Pope, you indicated you find little necessity for Federal intervention in these matters since investment strategies are best left
to States, reporting and debt resolution mechanisms are best left
to States.

The only concern I have is that although not directly affecting a
community in which I have a direct interest, certainly if this turns
out not to be the unique case which many hope that it is, that it
does affect the cost of funds for everybody else, and that as another
witness pointed out, affects those who are now marginal, at best,
in entering this field of finance, whether it's a volunteer fire department trying to get money for a new truck.
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That's what troubles me,
will, in effect,

is

that the activities of another party

have some direct consequence on currently innocent

parties and that to avert that in the future, at least standardized
disclosure of risk, requiring certain elements to be made known;
and second, steps precedent to a filing of bankruptcy might be advisable so that the markets and the holders of the obligations know
what's going to happen and that we don't get surprises.
Do you feel that inappropriate, in light of my concerns?
Mr. Pope. You have touched on the two issues that I agree, and
my written testimony points out, are legitimate Federal issues, and
that's disclosure under the Federal securities market and bankruptcy law.
I believe there can be three things wrong with disclosure. One,

the law can be inadequate. Two, the law can be adequate but the
disclosure is inadequate under the law. And three, the disclosure
can be adequate but people don't read it and pay any attention to
it. And I think right now, the problem is right much of three and
a declining amount of two.
There are, I think, 50,000 or so different municipal issuers. I'm
very suspicious, Mr. Chairman, and I think all of the professional
ana organizations like the GFOA that have looked at it and produced attempts at standardized disclosure are suspicious of any
format that tries to push Orange County and a rural school district
in Alabama into the same disclosure mold.
The continuing disclosure requirements and the other activities
that the SEC has undertaken in recent years will take full advantage of the remarkable flexibility, I think, of the securities law and
of the concept of "full disclosure" and the concept of "material omission."

Therefore, I believe that the question really is going to be: Is the
enforcement going to be adequate, and if the experience in the next
few years show that enforcement alone won't do it, what changes
are to be made? But I continue to believe that the state of the Federal securities law right now is not the problem.
On the issue of municipal bankruptcy, I hesitate, particularly in
Mr. Spiotto's presence, to make any simple statements about bankruptcy, but I believe, in simple terms, there are four possible effects
from Orange County's bankruptcy, and one of them may trigger a
Federal response.
One is that the bankruptcy proceeding of Orange County shows
that Chapter 9 works and that it does not encourage the promiscuous filing of bankruptcies. That would be the best result of all.
Another result is that it does not show that, and that the fears
that have been expressed here today about the ease with which
bankruptcy can be undertaken are realized. If that happens, then
I think it would be appropriate for the Congress to consider if it
needs to change Chapter 9 to make it less easy for local governments to avail themselves of bankruptcy.
If it chooses not to do that, then the question is back to where
it is right now
with the States. The State of California can decide
that the bankruptcy of Orange County has threatened, as it would
if it were perceived to be something too easy to do, the borrowing
costs of all the borrowing local government entities in California.

—
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As I've said earlier, in my State, localities can't file bankruptcy.
So I don't think the Orange County bankruptcy constitutes a threat
to them. If California views it as a threat and the Federal Government hasn't acted, then California has a decision to make. If California fails to make that decision, and that's a mistake, then local
governments throughout California will pay, in my view, a permanent premium. But I don't think local governments in Louisiana or
Virginia

will.

Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Pope.
Mr. Bentsen.
Mr. Bentsen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Larkin, Mr. Heimowitz, I want to talk a little more about the
taxable note deal, the 1994-1995 taxable note deal, the $600 million deal which was the taxable arbitrage deal. Let me ask a couple
of questions.

One, Standard & Poor's gave a rating of an A-1 plus, it looks
and Moody's a P-1. If I understand this transaction correctly,
this was a deal where the proceeds were going to be deposited in
the fund and invested to yield 150 basis points over the yield on
like,

the notes.
In your review, in providing these ratings, did you review the investment side of this transaction? And did that have an implication
on the rating that your respective firms subsequently awarded to

the issue?
Mr. Larkin. I can answer that first for Standard & Poor's. Yes,
we did look at the investment side. In fact, we had been giving
greater scrutiny to the investment side since that spring, especially
with some of the disclosures coming out in the press that came out
in the campaign about the treasurer's investment strategy.
So I believe it was March, right through to that sale in September, we had several meetings and telephonic conversations, conference calls conversations, with the county officials over their investment strategy, including our rating on that September issue.
Mr. Bentsen. So previously, one of you all had stated that you
didn't look at the pool, you rate their deals, which I understand.
You rate the bond issues that thev bring to the market. And you
rely on the data which is provided oy the issuer or that you request
from the issuer, and I understand that, as well.
But in this case, this was an issue where it wasn't a question of
saying we're going to issue these bonds and they're going to be repaid by some certain revenue stream. If I understand it correctly,
the initial pledge to the bonds or to the notes was from the investments.
So would you have not, then, looked at the investments and
would you have not, at that point, seen that perhaps they were
overleveraged or that there was some risk associated that maybe
wouldn't that subsequently, and I don't want to have you secondguess, but maybe you wouldn't give it an A-1 plus; maybe you
wouldn't give it
Mr. Larkin. I may be wrong, but I don't think the primary security for the debt was specifically the investments made from the
proceeds. I think there was disclosure that they were taking the
proceeds, and those proceeds or those investments, along with
other county investments, would be used as a source of repayment.

—
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But I don't think it was specifically a structured transaction where
that issue's pajmrient was dependent upon the successful investment of those individual proceeds. I don't believe that was the case.
Mr, Heimowitz. I might answer for Moody's, as well.
Mr. Bentsen. Yes, sir.
Mr. Heimowitz. The $600 million of taxable notes were issued
under the note statutes in California, just as their tax-exempt
notes were issued. The debt was not directly linked to the pool. The
pool was not the issuer of those notes. The county was the issuer
of those notes. And they were ultimately secured by the county's
general obligation.
The pool and the bankruptcy filing subsequently were as much
a factor on those notes as they have been for all of the county's
other obligations. In fact, while the county's tax-exempt notes for
operating purposes were not specifically for deposit only into the
fund, the proceeds were initially deposited into the pool and, the
repayment monies, as they came in in December, when the taxes
came in, were to go into the pool.
And so the pool was the county's cash management and was an
integral part of its normal operations, but it was not specifically
pledged. We continued to look to the general strengths of the county and to officials' basic disclosures about its financial position,
about the relative liquidity that the pool offered them to help them
support their general operations.
Mr. Bentsen. Well, if you look at the official statement, it talks
about the proceeds being deposited into a special fund, the repayment fund. It talks about the security, for principal and interest,
being the repayment fund. It talks about that it's going to earn 150
basis points over the cost of the notes.
It says, under "Risk," that the county intends to invest the monies in the repayment fund in the county investment pool. If the investment pool suffers an overall investment loss on the portfolio,
pledge monies may be insufficient to pay the principal off and interest on the notes. In the event of a deficiency, resolution provides
that such deficiency shall be satisfied and made up by the county
from any lawfully available money received in or attributable to fisyear 1994-1995.
So this deal, rather than other deals, seems a little more structured, to me. And my experience with both S&P and Moody's is
quite good. You all tend to ask for a lot of data. You run a lot of
cal

scenarios.

—

Did you ask did you have outside counsel review this deal?
Mr. Heimowitz. If I can start and say in Moody's case, no, we
didn't. We relied on the bond counsel opinions by the county and
the county's experts. Certainly we appreciate your confidence in
our process. Our process was diligent. We always ask tough questions. We did in these cases, but the answers that we got were not
ones which seemed to imply any undue alarm on the county's part
that they didn't have ample liquidity to fully manage their situation and their financial needs.
Mr. Bentsen. Did you require the issuer to prepare any cash
flow analysis regarding liquidity, regarding investment return?
Mr. Heimowitz. We did not require any special cash flows we
accepted the disclosures and the basic normal documentation that

—
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we would have expected from the county. This was not the first
time they'd done an undertaking Hke this. They'd done similar financing the year before, as had other counties in California.
Mr. Bentsen. Let me ask you this. Assume that the city of Houston decided to come to the market next week with a half a billion
dollar taxable note deal that they were going to invest in a fund,
similar to this deal. Would you use the same review procedures, or
have you changed your procedures now as it relates to deals like
this?

Mr. Heemowitz, Our same basic review procedures would be
used.

As

I

said in

my

written testimony,

we continuously

adjust

based on experience and what we learn. By no means do we have
our heads in the sand, in any sense, as we learn from experience.
We are asking different questions. We certainly are looking for better disclosure in these areas and are very supportive of all the efforts by GFOA, by National Association of Counties, by the PSA,
by individual states, to improve disclosure, to update investment
laws and guidelines for states.
That's all to the positive, but at the end, we would, in our process, look to the representations, look to the specific security of the
particular issue, and rate on that basis.
Mr. Larkin. If I could just make some comments, obviously I
can't speak for Moody's or Mr, Heimowitz and he can't speak, as

well, for me.
I didn't want to leave a

misimpression that we did not look at
did look at the investments that the county
was making in September, and earlier. What I was saying before
is we never took this particular issue as a structured issue payable
only from those investments.
Of course, the management of those investments, as well as
other investments made by the county for itself and the pool was
important because it was not just only this deal alone that the
county had to pay debt service on. There were other deals. And, as
Mr, Heimowitz pointed out, the county investment pool was the
primary source of cash, not only to meet day-to-day operations, but
also its debt service.
So I wouldn't want to leave the impression that we didn't look
at the investments at all. We were scrutinizing the investments
fairly carefully since April, even before, 6 months before that deal
was done, and through, although I don't recall oflhand what information we did ask, we did ask for information on cash flows in the
investments in the manner of an update from our earlier discussions, which stretched from April through August.
So in September, we did ask for an update, which probably went
beyond what was just disclosed in the official statement. I just
don't recall exactly what it was.
Mr. Bentsen. But at that time, nothing appeared out of the ordinary that would cause any concern to affect the rating?
Mr. Larkin. At the time, one of the other things we relied on at
the time, the county was still maintaining at least represented to
us a fairly substantial liquidity position of about $1 billion in
short-term again, presented to us, represented to us short-term
marketable securities, which could be used in the event of collateral calls and things like that.
the investments.

—

We

—

—

—
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don't remember the exact number in September, but I
at least $1 billion, and that was the last information
we got prior to the meltdown in early December.
Mr. Bentsen. If I could, Mr. Chairman, on the recovery, refunding recovery bonds, the 1995 Series A, which was an MBIA deal,
a couple of questions on that.
Did either of you all provide a shadow rating for MBIA on this?
Mr. Heimowitz. With regard to the recovery bond, we looked at
the issue in terms of the obligation of MBIA and assigned a
rating based on MBIA's ironclad and unconditional guarantee of
the obligation.
We had expressed at the time our concerns that we saw no certainty in repayment. We expressed that publicly in public comment.
questioned the security pledged to that issue. The issue
was an interest-only issue, I believe, for 6 or 7 years. When principal is due, there's sort of a presumption that things will have
cleared up by then, or the bond will otherwise have been refi-

Again,

thinlc it

I

was

AAA

We

nanced, and we have expressed some concerns that, in fact, this is
not the strongest risk, from MBIA's perspective.
Mr. Bentsen. I would note that in the June 12 S&P Credit Week,
Mr. Larkin, that you made the comment if the referendum failed,
the tax referendum failed or the report made the comment that it
appeared unlikely that Orange County would be able to meet its
note obligations.
Is that still the view of Standard & Poor's?
Mr. Larken. That's correct, and it's been confirmed by defaults
which occurred on July 10 and July 19. The defaults we're talking
about are the notes tnat were sold last year and were due to be
payable on July 10, 19.
They have been extended because the noteholders have I don't
know if you could call it voluntarily extended payment. I don't
think they had much choice. It was either accept it or not get paid

—

—

at

all.

So frankly, yes, I think we still stand by the statement.
Mr, Bentsen. Does your statement carry forward to the next
year, to the roll-over period?
Mr. Larkin. Yes, and I think

I

mentioned that

in

my

testimony

earlier.

Mr. Bentsen. Mr. Chairman, I have some other questions but I'd
be glad to yield.
Chairman Baker. I hate to curtail it, but it appears that we may
have more than just one vote, and I would suggest that I have a
series of questions myself. Perhaps we'd both agree to follow up in
writing to the witnesses and not hold them unduly, because I'm not
certain how long we'll be detained on the floor.
Let me say to each of you, we appreciate your comments. We will
correspond with you. We hope you'll be able to respond to questions
we forward, and do appreciate your appearance here today.
Thank you very much, and our meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:42 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to reconvene at the call of the Chair.]

—

DEBT ISSUANCE AND INVESTMENT
PRACTICES OF STATE AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS
THURSDAY, JULY
U.S.

27, 1995

House of Representatives,

Subcommittee on Capital Markets, Securities,
AND Government Sponsored Enterprises,
Committee on Banking and Financial Services,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m. in room
2128, Raybum House Office Building, Hon. Richard H. Baker
[chairman of the subcommittee] presiding.
Present: Chairman Baker, Representatives Cremeans, Fox,
LoBiondo, Kelly, and Bentsen.
Chairman BAKER. I would like to call this meeting to order. As
you are painfully aware, members have busy schedules. I am certain there will be others joining our hearing as we proceed, but I
would like to keep us as much as is practicable on some reasonable
schedule for your time as well as ours.
Let me briefly outline the interest and scope of today's hearing.
This is the second in a 2-day series relating to the condition of our
municipal finance markets, the implications of the failure to make
repayment obligations by local government entities, and the ability
to provide needed financial resources for improvements for public
purposes by governmental agencies.
The municipal finance market is indeed an important one to the
finance markets. It is certainly and obviously an important element
to local government, but it also is problematic for the taxpayer if
assurances for repayment are not met and taxpayers are faced with
unexpected bills for obligations they were not fully informed of
For these reasons, these hearings are inquiring into the state of
Federal regulatory and statutory provisions to determine their adequacy. No determination has been made as to whether any legislative action is needed, but certainly legislative initiatives will follow
if it is warranted.
Mr. Bentsen has joined us. I will ask if he has any opening
remarks.
Mr. Bentsen. Not at this time. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Bentsen.
With that brief introductory statement, I would introduce the
first witness. For those not here yesterday, I would ask that when
possible please try to keep the verbal testimony to 5 minutes in
order to allow us adequate time for questions. Your full and com(65)
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plete statement will be made part of the record and carefully reviewed by members and staff.
Our first witness is the president of the Grovernment Finance Officers Association and finance director fi-om the city of Dayton,
Ohio, Mr. Timothy Riordan. It's nice to have you with us this
morning, sir.

STATEMENT OF TIMOTHY RIORDAN, FINANCE DIRECTOR,
CITY OF DAYTON, OHIO AND PRESIDENT, GOVERNMENT
FINANCE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
Mr. Riordan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning, Mr.
Chairman and members of the subcommittee. My name is Timothy
Riordan. I am finance director of the city of Dayton, Ohio. Today
I am really speaking in my role as President of the Government Fi-

nance Officers Association.

GFOA is a professional association that represents over 10,000
State and local government officials, both elected and appointed.
Their responsibilities encompass all the public finance disciplines,
including cash management and debt administration.
Today I want to highlight several points that respond to the
questions that you raised in your letter of invitation.
First, you asked if the regulatory structure governing cash management and debt administration for State and local governments
is adequate.
GFOA believes that the current regulatory framework, which includes local policies. State laws and Federal oversight, has successfully governed these areas and has provided adequate investor and
taxpayer protection.
You asked whether Orange County is an isolated case.
GFOA believes that the problems in Orange County don't reflect
a national trend. GFOA believes that the problems experienced in
Orange County have many causes but are primarily rooted in an
investment strategy that was seriously flawed.
What can be done to prevent another Orange County?

GFOA

strongly suggests sly investing. Safety and liquidity
when investing public funds.
Second, our association calls upon governments in their debt policies to reaffirm their commitment to full and timely repayment of
First,

must be given

priority over yield

all debt.

What is being done by associations such as ours that will help
to avoid another Orange County?
is actively working to facilitate self-regulation of local financial practices.
help governments improve their practices
through numerous cookbook type publications and practical training programs.
developed model investment legislation for adoption by State and local governments.
just published and
endorsed a sample investment policy which State and local governdeveloped the discloments can use as a base for their policies.
sponsor a
sure guidelines for offerings of municipal bonds.
certificate program for excellence in financial reporting, a program
that is highly regarding by market participants.
Lastly, we adopt and advocate recommended practices for use by
in a best practices
our members. For example, a year ago
statement urged its members to use extreme caution if they consid-

GFOA

We

We

We

We

We

GFOA
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ered investing in derivatives and provided specific guidelines for
dealing with these volatile securities and thereby avoid some more

problems

in this area.

GFOA's local and State government professionals
will continue to work with Confess, Federal agencies and the private sector to further our objectives.
In addition,

Lastly,

you asked whether the Federal Government should do

more.

There are two important items that the regulators can do. The
one is to provide strong enforcement of sales practice rules. Finance officers across the country report that derivatives have been
aggressively marketed and these finance directors have been inappropriately assured in many cases by the sales forces that the products are safe, government guaranteed and will protect principal.
As a point of special emphasis, GFOA believes that brokers and
dealers should have an affirmative duty to know their customers'
policies, to know their customers' constraints and affinity for risk,
and to determine the suitability of a particular instrument for their
customer. We don't believe, however, that brokers and dealers have
a responsibility to guarantee investment results.
The second thing we would ask of the regulators is to encourage
the use of volatility ratings to aid investors in gauging the risks of
first

particular securities.
Lastly, in terms of Congress, there are two suggestions we have
for actions that they can take. The first is to enact investment
advisor legislation providing for more oversight of investment
advisors.
Second, to exercise committee oversight of sales practice rules.
In my full testimony I have provided other suggestions for improving cash management and debt administration that can be
followed by local. State and national governments as well as the
private sector. GFOA is committed to working with others to
strengthen financial practices and to build on the lessons learned
in

Orange County.

Thank you.
Chairman Baker. Thank you very much, Mr. Riordan.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Timothy Riordan can be found
on page 696 in the appendix.l
Chairman Baker. Our next witness is the President of the National Association of State Treasurers and also the treasurer for
the State of Nevada. I certainly welcome you here.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT SEALE, TREASURER, STATE OF
NEVADA AND PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
STATE TREASURERS
Mr. Seale. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I am Bob Seale, treasurer of the State of Nevada and
president of the National Association of State Treasurers.
State treasurers are the chief financial officers of their States, responsible for cash management, debt management, public pension
fund investment, and a variety of other functions.
I
am joined today by my colleague State Treasurer Ken
Blackwell of Ohio, representing the National Association of State
Auditors, Comptrollers and Treasurers.
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We

aware of the disclosure of unwise practices in
were engaged over the past year.
California State Treasurer Matt Fong yesterday addressed the issues in California. I am pleased that both Treasurer Fong as well
are

all

which a few

well

local fiscal officers

as Treasurer Blackwell are members of the National Association of
State Treasurers Task Force on Local Government Investment
Pools which I created earlier this year to review and update our
1989 guidelines for State-managed LGIPs.
My two-part goal today is to offer NASTs perspective on the
questions you have raised for the subject of this hearing and to
share with you NASTs work to put together the recommended best
practices for prudent investment management by public entities.
Mr. Chairman, no duty is more important in public finance than
the prudent day-to-day management of public monies. This responsibility is more important today than ever in this era of tight budg-

and growing demand for services.
has been working on best practices for prudent investment
management for some time. Indeed, all of our programs include
education directed toward improving the ability of State treasurers
and our staff in handling the most important area of cash manageets

NAST

ment both

for our State funds as well as the local funds entrusted
into our care. In fact NAST has undertaken an ambitious continuing eduction initiative known as the National Institute for Public
Finance, which is taking place right now at the University of

Delaware.

When

I appeared before the Senate Banking Committee in Januindicated at that time that NAST had begun to review investment guidelines for local government investment pools and to take
other steps which would serve to improve investment management.
Now I want to report that we have completed our review of our
1989 LGIP guidelines, and I am pleased to inform you that your
subcommittee is the first to see these new revised guidelines as
well as the results of our LGIP survey.
We specifically call your attention to the revised guidelines for
LGIP managers and participants calling for an even greater emphasis on improved and continuing disclosure of pool investment
policy and operation to participants, including, for example, disclosure of any off-balance sheet obligations. The revised guidelines
also recommend independent third-party oversight and input into
the policies and procedures of the LGIP through establishment of
an advisory board.
Next, the document recommends that the broker/dealer community adhere to the same standards of conduct applying to treasurers and that the private sector is equally responsible for carrying
out disclosure and suitability practices in service to participants.
Further, the revised guidelines call for ongoing education of public officials to maintain their expertise amid changing market conditions in an ever-increasing array of investment options. The
guidelines, however, continue to stress that the overriding goal of
any LGIP investment strategy is and should remain that of assuring safety of principal first, then liquidity, and then yield.
The three most important points maae by the NAST guidelines
are disclosure, disclosure, and then yet more disclosure. Under the
disclosure practices recommended by the guidelines, each partici-

ary

I
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pating local entity will know the risks and benefits of pool participation. Items for disclosure to participants include the following:
The legal authority for and investment objectives of the pool, including any potential limits on the ability to access funds.
The accrual, frequency and method of distribution for earnings,
yield calculation methoaology, safekeeping practices, and policy on
allocation and amortization of gains and losses.
Administrative costs and procedures for proposed changes to
those costs, minimum and maximum account size policies, monthly
statements, distribution of quarterly portfolio holdings and market
values with monthly availability, and a copy of the independent accountant's opinion and report.
This communication to participants and disclosure of information
will also go to an oversight board, contributing to an effective system of checks and balances, something which was lacking in Orange County and other instances. The residents of Orange County
may find little solace right now with this increased emphasis on
oversight, but other citizens across the country will be well served
by systems which prevent crises before they reach the taxpayer.
In keeping with the guidelines' recommendation of ongoing education for public officials, NAST, as I have mentioned, is now holding its first National Institute for Public Finance. It is a week-long,
college level education program which will be held annually. Indeed, I have just come from the campus of the University of Delaware where it is being held, and I will return there later today.
Our participants include not only nine State treasurers and investment staff from 21 States, but other State and local finance officials, including John Moorlach, the new Orange County treasurertax collector.
The Public Finance Institute faculty features experts in the field
of public finance. Some of our faculty are among those witnesses
that you have asked to testify here today.
The vigorous curriculum is tailored to the responsibilities carried
out by State and local government investment officials. It includes
such topics as how we might better finance public investments, the
intricacies of municipal bond pricing and negotiation, and the correct usage of credit enhancements. Many of these responsibilities
were addressed by the NAST LGIP Task Force.
In January I testified that I believe Orange County represented
an exception and not the norm. I don't have a crystal ball allowing
me to make any guarantees, but I still think the States are the appropriate level of governance in this area and that there is already
enough regulatory authority in place. However, in individual instances where unanticipated losses have occurred. States have advanced remedies that are appropriate to address the situation and
are taking steps to make the possibility of losses more remote. I believe that our survey results and the revised NAST guidelines will
be a useful tool for Federal, State and local policymakers. State
and local cash managers, and the public.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Seale. I appreciate your testi-

mony,

sir.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Robert Seale can be found on
page 734 in the appendix.]
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Chairman Baker. Our next witness is the State treasurer from
the State of Ohio, also representing here today the National Association of State Auditors, Comptrollers and Treasurers, Mr. Ken
Blackwell. Welcome, sir.

STATEMENT OF KEN BLACKWELL, TREASURER, STATE OF
OHIO AND MEMBER, EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE AUDITORS, COMPTROLLERS AND TREASURERS
Mr. Blackwell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman and
of the subcommittee, in light of the recent losses of public
funds, officials who have the responsibility for the investment of
public funds must now lead in the efforts to restore the confidence
and trust of our constituents in the investments of their tax

members

dollars.

The leadership and the restoration of public confidence made
necessary as a result of these recent losses can best be accomplished by public fund managers returning to certain simple and
basic investment principles that were once, and again must be, the
proper role in investment objectives for government.
Investors come to capital markets witn diverse needs, risk tolerances and objectives. Individuals who manage the private funds of
others are free to make investment decisions using that money so
long as risk is disclosed. In contrast, public fund investors are managing funds held in trust on behalf of our citizens. The purpose of
this trust is not to maximize investment income but rather to fund
essential governmental services.
Recognizing that even in the investment of public funds there are
differing measures of governmental needs, objectives and strategies, the investment needs and objectives of a cash management
account are quite different from the objectives and needs of, for example, a public pension fund portfolio.
What I am speaking of today is the investment of tax dollars
pending their disbursement to pay for State and local obligations.
In my opinion, the investment objective and the investment strategy of a public funds cash manager must be singularly directed to
the preservation of capital.
political environment makes
for public officials to make decisions to raise taxes or cut
spending, local treasurers and public fund managers are facing increasing pressures to provide more income for their respective
budgets. This leads to riskier investments that might not have otherwise been made under the conservative hierarchy of principles so

Mr. Chairman, because the current

it difficult

first two speakers of safety first, liquidity second, and lastly, yield.
In this respect, the proper investment objectives of the cash management portfolio has been lost. A case in point is the standard rationale for the inherent value of derivatives.
Derivative instruments are sold by market professionals as a
means to reduce or eliminate an investor's exposure to market risk.
However, I question the value of these strategies if in fact we hold
the traditional role of the public fund manager. In my view, an
analogy can be made between derivatives and explosives. Each has
a beneficial purpose but derivatives, like explosives, if they are put

adequately articulated by our
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used in ways not contemplated by the manudo blow people up.
abuse are ripe to occur where market profesfund managers based upon an investment
strategy that is not grounded in a proper investment objective.
When that happens everyone loses.
In Ohio my office has helped draft a bill that would reform permitted investments of cash management portfolios of local governments. Ohio Senate Bill 81 is aggressively conservative and
prohibits most derivatives from use in public cash management
in the wrong hands or
facturer, they can and
Risk, confusion and
sionals sell to public

portfolios.

Protection of taxpayer funds from the creativity of the financial
engineers in the marketplace requires a broad prohibition, but prohibition doesn't mean that all derivatives are bad and that they are
not at some point and in some instances a very valuable tool. However, in the case of public funds cash management portfolios a conservative investment objective requires reining in permissive in-

vestment authority.
In summary, I believe, as does the consensus view of NASACT,
that the existing regulatory structure and current initiatives at the
State and Federal levels are adequate to deal with the recent incidents of financial distress and potential defaults on the servicing

and repayments

of local

government

debt.

encourage the subcommittee to monitor and evaluate the enforcement of existing Federal regulations and self-regulatory organization rules cited in my written testimony. I believe that in doing
so the subcommittee will find that the great majority of State and
I

government financial administrators are highly qualified and
well. I also believe that the subcommittee will
find that State and local government securities are some of the
safest investments available to investors anywhere in the world.
NASACT and I appreciate the opportunity to provide a statement
to Congress on this issue of national importance.
Chairman Baker. Thank you very much, Mr. Blackwell.
local

perform their duties

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ken Blackwell can be found on
page 750 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Our next witness is the director of the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Mr, Philip Dearborn. Welcome, Mr. Dearborn.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP M. DEARBORN, DIRECTOR, ADVISORY
COMMISSION ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
Mr. De.\rborn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My statement today
based on the ACIR reports City Financial Emergencies, done in
1971, and Bankruptcies, Defaults, and Other Local Government Financial Emergencies, done in 1985, and a report that we did on
Understanding State and Local Cash Management in 1977. I was
also an expert witness in both the South Tucson and Bridgeport
municipal bankruptcy cases and bring that to my statement.
In 1971, ACIR, which is an independent commission chartered by
Congress, undertook an investigation of the financial condition of
major cities to determine what might cause financial emergencies
is

and

to

recommend what the

respective roles of State

and national
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in the prevention and treatment of these
emergencies.
We reviewed all past defaults, bankruptcies and other financial
emergencies, and the general conclusion of the report that we issued was that unsound financial management is the most important potential cause and that prevention and treatment should be
primarily a State responsibility.
The commission did recommend, however, retention of Chapter 9
of the U.S. bankruptcy law as a standby remedy, but I think the
conclusions in that regard are important to today's discussion, and
I quote. "The Federal courts are not well equipped to render financial advisory service to a troubled municipal unit. If guidance or supervision is needed to put a municipality on a sound economic
basis, the courts should recognize that a State agency or court appointed commission is likely to be better qualified to render finan-

government should be

management assistance."
The 1985 ACIR report updated the occurrences and causes and,
based on that review, found that there was no evidence that local
cial

governments at that time were experiencing increased financial
emergencies or that they were likely to do so in the future.
I believe that finding is still valid despite the Bridgeport and Orange County declarations of bankruptcy. In both instances there
were unusual circumstances, and we find no widespread evidence
of financial emergencies about to happen.
The ACIR investigation of emergencies, as I said, found that
typically it was bad budgeting practices that caused them in the
past, but in the 1985 report we found two additional causes. One
was unwise investment policies and ironically, that was based primarily on the San Jose, California loss of $60 million from bad investments. The second was large court judgments against small
local

governments.

The Orange County

financial emergency was obviously a clear result of unwise investment policies. ACIR had made a recommendation in its 1985 report regarding such emergencies. It said strict
State laws covering local government investments of inactive cash,
local
and careful adherence to those laws, should be followed.
government must time its investments so that funds will be available when needed. It should invest only in U.S. Treasury securities,
certificates of deposit with full collateral or insurance protection,

A

and other similar conservative investments.

now obvious that the State of California did not have those
laws that were recommended and that as a result Orange
County did not invest conservatively. Preventing such problems in
the future, we believe, should remain the responsibility of State
governments and they should follow our recommendations if they
have not done so.
In addition to recommending ways to prevent local financial
emergencies, we have also reviewed and made recommendations
about what should be done to relieve them if they do occur. The
principal recommendation is that because they result from bad
management and management is really within the purview of
States, it should be a State responsibility to look after the problems
if they occur. There is a record in Michigan as well as in other inIt is

strict
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stances where State supervision has been perfectly adequate to do
that.

There have been no instances investigated by ACIR or by me in
which the Federal Government or Federal courts played an important role in resolving a local government financial emergency with
the exception of New York City, which was unusual because of its
size. The few local governments that have used the Federal municipal bankruptcy provisions have done so mainly to delay or avoid
actions that they otherwise would have been required to take by
State orders or by State court actions.
One clear possibility that could change the outlook, however, is
if Orange County succeeds in avoiding its financial obligations by
use of the municipal bankruptcy law. There are many local governments today that have been forced by budget problems to make
very hard choices involving increased taxes or reductions in vital
services. That is not easy at the local level. Any evidence that such
hard choices can be avoided by use of the bankruptcy law could
trigger similar efforts by other local governments, and I think it's
important that that not occur.
The bankruptcy law should be retained. However, its use should
come only after all available State remedies have been exhausted
and specific State permission for the filing has been granted to the
local government and there is clear evidence of insolvency. If a pattern of abuse of the municipal bankruptcy law should develop as
a result of Orange County, then the law should be amended to ensure that it is used only in the very limited instances in which it
is

appropriate.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Dearborn.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Philip M. Dearborn can be found
on page 757 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Our next witness is a partner in the firm of
Fish & Lederer, Mr. Charles Fish. We certainly welcome you here
this morning, Mr. Fish.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. FISH, PARTNER, FISH AND
LEDERER, MONEY MANAGER, ORANGE COUNTY
Mr. Fish. Thank you. Thank you for having me.
The Orange County bankruptcy has brought to

light a number
of the problems, but not all of the problems, that we have in California in the arena of public finance. I am identifying it as a Californian problem because I am a strong advocate that the States
ought to take care of public finance issues within their own
borders.
As to the question of whether the Orange County bankruptcy is
an isolated situation, I think it is absolutely not an isolated situation. I think maybe in terms of magnitude. The events that took
place there, I think, might not happen next week or next year, but
they will happen in any State where they fail to exercise the type
of leadership and oversight that has been so lacking in California.
I think it is well that before we start changing codes and rewriting regulations and adjusting responsibilities and everything else
that you hear from the investors. I don't think you heard from one
yesterday. I think I'm the only one here today. The investor's per-
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spective
it is

a

is

a

little

and I am telling you from the trenches
and I think that you all need to be aware

lot different,

appalling,

of that.
In my mind, oversight of a public treasurer conducted solely by
elected officials that have no expertise is no oversight at all. The
States have the resources and the authority to provide the type of
oversight to prevent Orange counties, and they need to do it.
Furthermore, the State s presence is needed to discourage local
politicians from pursuing personal agendas at the expense of investors. I know that sounds a bit harsh, but I'm telling you on the
record here today that I have sold bonds that's what I do for a
living, manage people's portfolios
I have sold bonds that were

—

—

highly rated because I discovered through my own efforts that the
issuer had failed to live up to the covenants of the issue. The rate
increases that were supposed to go into effect automatically weren't
imposed because they had been blocked by politicians, because the
local politicians evidently didn't want to incur the wrath of some
of their constituents who were going to have to pay a modestly
higher fee.
Here is the problem. The problem is that no alarm went off. The
trustee didn't have a clue, or if he did, he certainly didn't say anything. Rating agencies were clueless. Probably still are. We were
left entirely dependent on the integrity of the issuer. In this case
obviously that was misplaced.
So among my other recommendations, I certainly feel that a
State should impose the requirements for monitoring and disclosing all of the covenants involved. In my way of looking at this situation, I think that probably should be placed with a trustee. It fits
there better than anywhere else.
I am also well aware that the vast majority of banks that act as
trustees, fiscal agents, paying agents and the like conduct their affairs admirably. But there are certain situations, and I've recounted them over the years, where that trustee, who, by the way,
is usually designated as the attorney in fact for the bondholders,
is responsive to the issuer who is paying their fees and is capable
of providing them with ongoing business.
I will give you an example. Right after Orange County declared
bankruptcy I discovered, much to my chagrin, that a bank acting
as fiscal agent for one of the local district's bonds had invested the
entire reserves in Mr. Citron's pool. I reviewed those documents
and I confronted the trustee with the language in them and pointed out the fact that Mr. Citron's pool wasn't an eligible investment,
pointed out the fact that he had responsibility to ensure the sufficiency of those reserves, and that meant that he had to keep track
of the market value of them, which was an impossibility in the case
of Mr. Citron's pool. His response to me was, "Well, we did that because we were instructed to do so by the issuer, and I have a letter
to prove that."
Well, he was concerned about the issuer and obviously concerned
about protecting himself, but he didn't give any thought to the investors at all.
I don't want to digress on this, because I know our time is very
limited here. I think I gave pretty good coverage in my written
testimony.
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even a worse problem in CaHfomia when
agent or trustee for himself. It just
doesn't work, and the minute there is a little bit of a problem,
there is gigantic conflict of interest. Simply stated, the issuer cannot honor the obligations that a trustee should have to a bondholder and look after their interest simultaneously. It's common

The point

an issuer

is

there

is

tries to act as a fiscal

sense.
I have already stated the problem with the oversight that occurred there. Probably the most glaring example is that on June
14, 1994, when Orange County supervisors approved, by the way,
as a consent agenda item, Mr. Citron's issue of $600 million in taxable notes, thev abdicated their responsibility. This is even more
appalling, for tnose of you who are not aware of it, if you stop for
a second to think about it. A municipality whose largest single line
item of revenue was interest income and their fiscal 1994-1995
budget was in excess of $160 million, way over property taxes, way
over sales taxes, and still they abdicated responsibility.
Just as blatant but overlooked by everybody, including the press,
I think, was about 2V2 months later, when there was another issue,
half of which, the Series B portion, was $110 million in Orange
County pension bonds. They had a put option on them where the
investors could tender their bonds at par with 7 days advance notice. The credit arrangement had been recommended through a
syndicate headed by CS First Boston, the re-marketing agent for
tne bonds.
Part of the plan, however, was abandoned when Mr. Citron, apparently without consulting with any other member of the pool,
claiming or thinking that he could save the county a little money,
insisted on using the countv treasurer's investment pool to be used
as a facility for the standby withdrawal agreements, and he entered into that contract just 96 days before the county declared
bankruptcy, well beyond the period when Mr. Citron surely knew
how precarious the pool's liquidity was.
Any State that has not already done so must provide clear regulations for effectively monitoring the investment practices of any
political subdivision within its borders. Any practice that is inconsistent with State policy guidelines should require approval in
advance.
Further, if a treasurer wants to accept deposits from outside his
district in a common pool, he should be required to provide such
depositors with prospectuses that clearly state the strategic obiectives of the pool and specific investments that will be employed in
reaching those objectives. The use of any tactic or investment vehicle that is not clearly provided for in that prospectus should be
against the law. For obvious reasons, they should use a third-party
custodian and that custodian should report to each depositor
monthly on what the market value is. As has been suggested by
one of my colleagues earlier, stress testing is a darn good idea, particularly if they are going to be using derivatives.
The subcommittee has asked if there has been a fundamental
shift between the issuers and the investors. My answer to that is
yes, absolutely yes. I think two of the main reasons for that fundamental shift being a negative one is the fact that the market
overall from my perspective has less liquidity now, with less true
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market makers

in it, and the other most important thing, I supthat the standing precepts regarding a community's obhgaand abiHty and wnHngness to pay have been severely damaged by the Orange County situation.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Charles W. Fish can be found on
page 760 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Fish. I would like to start the
questions with you. I think your comments with regard to the Orange County perspective are particularly enlightening. It seems to
me, however, that despite the belief by many that the rest of the
market is significantly different in scope and operation from Orange County, I had difficulty in reaching that conclusion given the
circumstance in Orange County. Rating services of national recognition, the Securities and Exchange Commission, people of sophistication and ability to analyze within literally days of the bankruptcy proceeding found no basis on which to doubt the solvency
or financial condition of the county's financial structure.
What also troubles me, though, from a market perspective, given
the covenants, given the circumstance of the issues, there was no
hesitancy by the market to acquire debt issues of the county.
Then the county, acting in response to the troubling financial circumstance, moved very quickly to declare bankruptcy, not, as some
have suggested, only as a matter of last resort. In taking bankruptcy, the State was not counseled. It was almost overnight the
bankruptcy determination was made as a matter of some surprise
to even county officials.
This is a very simplistic observation, I am certain, but it would
appear that our current regulatory methodologies are not keeping
track of the development of new market product. An inverse floater
is a relatively new investment instrument. Matching durations, liquidity analysis, leverage ratios rating agencies apparently didn't
even look at these issues.
How can we not say that significant alteration, if not at the Federal level, at least at the State-by-State level, is not an absolute necessity to prohibit this type of activity from occurring again, because I'm confident clever marketing people are selling municipal
fund managers a lot of things this morning and the customers don't
fully understand the associated risk in spite of the Orange County
circumstance.
I wrong?
Mr. Fish. You make some valid points. A thought that comes to
my mind is "Lady, not only are these bonds AAA rated, but the are
also insured." People grin, because you can say this particular investment is a direct obligation of the U.S. Treasury. It sounds wonderful, but that's because they are only looking at the credit aspect
and they don't know any of the other dimensions of risk that are
involved in managing a portfolio.
I think part of the fundamental problem that we have here, and
it certainly was the case in Orange County, is the people, you may
not expect them to have the expertise, but when they are hiring
people to issue debt, for example, in that part of the CAO's office,
they go looking for county employees that have, like well, I don't
need to mention names. But the point is they had absolutely no
knowledge whatsoever of the securities market or investments in

pose,
tions
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—
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general. They were administrators. They didn't hire anybody with
that expertise. Nor am I aware of any programs they sent them to
to get them up to speed. So they were relying 100 percent on what
the Street was telling them in given situations, and that is just not
going to work over the long haul.

Chairman Baker. With a requirement for some standardized
fuller disclosure would not reasonable persons with sufficient skills
to manage a fund be able to identify the risk they are assuming?
I'm of the opinion now that people with reasonable skills who are
responsible money managers don't get the basic information they
really need.
Mr. Fish. There is no question about that. At the time a transaction takes place everything that is material is supposed to be disclosed. There was no adequate disclosure here. If you talk to an investment manager about derivatives and repos, and so forth, and
so forth, he's not going to get upset, because those are common
tools. If you say that the repos that are used are going to be in excess of 200 percent of the corpus of the portfolio, he'd nave a heart
attack. That type of thing wasn't disclosed. So we have a serious
problem with disclosure, and I really think what the SEC is trying
to do now with CDI may not be the best way to do it, but it needs
to be done.
Chairman Baker. Mr. Blackwell mentioned that there might be
some necessity to absolutely prohibit the utilization of certain investment practices and investment tools. Do you think that is necessarily the course of action we should pursue, to prohibit a municipality from investing in a structured note or inverse floater, or
is the higher standard one to allow money managers to use their
best judgment but to ensure the money manager has the information at hand he needs to fully understand the risk he is assuming?
Mr. Fish. Each State needs to set the standards. All the activities that are taking place in the political subdivisions under that
State have to meet those standards, and if they want to deviate
from it, they should get permission to do so beforehand.
As to whether or not you should say you can't do this and you
can't do that, put an absolute prohibition on certain type of investments, I would hate to see it that cold and black and white,
because I really think ultimately that's at the expense of the
taxpayer.
Chairman Baker. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Blackwell, I didn't know if you would care to comment on
that particular point.
Mr. Blackwell. I think ultimately what happens and what has
happened in Orange County is that the taxpayers are now being
asked to tax themselves a second time for something that they
have already taxed themselves for. So it's a double dip on the part
of a government and taxpayers are paying the cost for misjudg-

ment.
Let

me underscore a couple of points. One, NASACT is fully confident that each State should sort of govern and provide oversight
for local and State investment processes.
My call for a prohibition on the use of derivatives in cash management portfolios, these are portfolios that are designed for the
express purpose of safeguarding investments until they can in fact
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fund services or meet the obligations of local government. What we
believe is that by definition a derivative is inherently too risky to
invest in at that local level for that character of portfolio.
We do not advocate a broad prohibition of derivatives by others
that have other needs and risk tolerances, but we are saying given
the character of cash manager portfolios, derivatives really do fly
in the face of the hierarchy of conservative objectives of safety,
liquidity and yield.
Chairman Baker, I would like to follow up. Mr. Bentsen, I am
taking a little extra time. I'm sure you will be given broad latitude.
Mr. Blackwell, I would be interested in your view. If an investment fund at a municipal level developed problems, would you advocate the municipality taking bankruptcy?
Mr, Blackwell. No, and in Ohio that wouldn't be the treasurer's
unilateral call.

Chairman Baker, Should it be?
Mr. Blackwell. No. I think for Ohio the structure that we have
allows for five officers of the State to make that call. The answer
your question is no.
Chairman Baker. Thank you.
Mr. Seale, given the circumstances that have developed, given
the potential that Orange County might not be able to repay its financial obligations, given my belief that I think that such a failure
will raise the cost of funding for other municipal issues and perhaps limit access by some marginal communities to borrowed
funds, do you think that the uncertainty about resolution of the financial difficulty is a problem that warrants some structured plan
being put into effect? Not that the Federal Grovernment manages
nor gets involved, but that there is a national standard that one
must follow: a certain period of time must lapse; either the State
treasurer or the Governor or someone at the State level must approve the bankruptcy filing; the appointment of a trustee to manage for some period of time to negotiate a settlement.
I find it troublesome to allow a bankruptcy filing and then to
have the Federal judge appoint a trustee to go back and do what
could have been worked out prior to getting into court. You spend
a lot of money and time with attorneys to get what seems to be the
appointment of a trustee. Is there a better alternative, and
wouldn't the elimination of the uncertainty in the market be of
some consequence and benefit everybody?
Mr. Seale. I would agree with that. Clearly the Orange County
situation is one that is of grave concern to tne treasurers and to
the National Association of State Treasurers, which is part of the
reason that we wrote and rewrote our guidelines so that there is
some standard at a national level that not just the States can use,
but also the municipalities as well.
I believe that States have some responsibility, not to necessarily
step in and bail out and become the big brother for all of the municipalities. In fact in Nevada a small locality ran into some trouble
and we took an effort between the governor and myself and others
to devise a mechanism that would preclude this locality from being
in the position to have to file bankruptcy. We were fortunate to
have been able to see the situation before it got to the level that
to

Orange County

did.
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But you are absolutely right. The Orange County bankruptcy is
going to have an impact, certainly on Orange County, certainly on
California, and is more of a concern to the rest of us in the country.
Certainly as a neighbor to Orange County and California, we in
Nevada are concerned. Some mechanism I do not have the answer, sir, as to just exactly what should happen. The debt was incurred. The participants in that locality need to stand up to that
obligation no matter how painful it is, in our opinion.

—

Chairman Baker. Thank you,

sir.

Mr. Bentsen,
Mr. Bentsen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In Washington subcommittee and committee chairmen are allowed to determine time
like no place else. I respect that right.
I have a number of questions. First of all, Mr. Fish, I want to
thank you because you have underscored some arguments that I
made yesterday. We heard some testimony yesterday regarding
Robert Citron as sort of a rogue agent who was out conducting
these investments, and I don't deny his culpability. However, I
think there were others who were just as culpable, and I think you
raised that question.

Again, I would show for the record as I keep going through the
various official statements, this is the pension bond issue which
had the put on Series B bonds, and this statement was signed by
Thomas Riley, who was the chairman of the board of supervisors.
So I think as we go through a look at the issue of municipal finance
we have to understand that there are a lot of parties involved in
this.

You

also raised a question regarding the problems with trustees.
would just say not necessarily as a question but perhaps, Mr.
Chairman, maybe we want to look at the trust indenture issue, the
I

Federal laws that apply to the Trust Indenture Act. I don't think
but I think that that might be something,
Mr. Riordan, you raised a number of points in your testimony.
In GFOA's opinion, what is your opinion as it relates to registration, the Tower amendment? Do you believe that 15(c)(212) will be
adequate, or do you think that we should be looking at registration,
the repeal of the Tower amendment, and if so, what do you believe
the cost would be to municipalities, and would that outweigh the
that's the actual term,

risk?

Mr. Riordan. Mr. Bentsen, we have worked hard with the SEC
put 15(c)(212) and make that work. We think our mem-

to try to
bers will

make it work. We are in fact putting together some video
conferences to help make that work at the national level. So we are
very supportive of that and we oppose repeal of the Tower amendment.
In terms of what

it

to municipalities to

comply with the

will cost municipalities, there will be a cost
rule, but I think it's well

SEC

worth the cost.
Mr. Bentsen. Do you think the cost would be greater

if

you

re-

pealed the Tower amendment?
Mr. Riordan. I don't think there is really going to be any particular benefit from repealing the Tower amendment. Already in
the municipal area the default rate is significantly less than in the
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private area where there is the prior disclosure requirement. So I
think the 15(c)(212) is going to handle those questions.
Mr. Bentsen. In your testimony you expressed opposition to the
issuance of tax exempt securities for the sole purpose of investing
proceeds in higher yielding taxable or tax exempt bonds, which, of
course, the Service looks down upon. What is your opinion on issues like the $600 million 1994-1995 taxable notes which, as best
as I can tell, were taxable arbitrage bonds?
Mr. RiORDAN. I'm not real familiar with that case, Mr. Bentsen,
but my understanding is the same as yours, and our position has
been that we don't favor the issuance of bonds for arbitrage
purposes.
Mr. Bentsen. Yesterday we heard testimony from two of the
three or four major rating agencies. In their testimony, particularly
talking about this issue, they told us that they relied primarily on
looking at the financial statistics of Orange County; they really
didn't consider this a structured note deal; but in fact, when you
read the official statement, it appears that the funds were being invested in the Orange County investment pool to earn excess arbitrage in order to secure the principal and interest.
I realize that your relationship with them is different, but do you
think the rating agencies should be paying more attention to this?
The pension bonds, which included a put facility, a liquidity facility, which was also backed by the pool, apparently the rating agencies didn't take a hard look at that because they gave it a doubleA rating as well.
Mr. RiORDAN. First of all, the rating agencies are in fact asking
a lot more questions. When we issue bonds now, they ask a lot
more questions. I happened to issue a $15.5 million worth of notes
on Tuesday of this week. Several of the investors called me directly. They asked me a number of questions about Dayton, Ohio,
and they also asked me questions about what is our portfolio. After
I explained that, their question was, do you have any derivatives
in your portfolio? So the questions and the awareness on the part
of the investors and the rating agencies is out there, I think.
Mr. Bentsen. Mr. Chairman, I have some other questions. I
know we have some other members here. Hopefully we will get to
come back.
I agree that we need to be careful in some of the things that we
do. I appreciate on page 3 where you talk about looking at Bankers
Trust and the Fed. I think that we ought to take a close look at
the Gibson Greeting and Procter and Gamble cases as well as we
develop any Federal legislative effort. Thank you.
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Bentsen.
Mr. Fox.
Mr. Fox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My questions are for any
panel member that would like to answer.
Do you feel that Orange County should have declared bankruptcy
or taken another route instead of doing that?

Mr, Dearborn.
Mr. Dearborn. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Fox, it is our feeling that
they should not have declared bankruptcy until State court and
State agency actions had been exhausted.
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Mr. Chairman, I wanted to respond to your question about when
if the bankruptcy law should be used. The way it is now written it does contain requirements that the government be insolvent,
that there be State approval, and these other things, but the situation is that a municipality can file in Bankruptcy Court not having
met any of the requirements, and immediately it puts a stay on the

and

State actions and the State court actions until there is a hearing.
Bankruptcy judges, it appears, don't move with alacrity in moving
these to hearings. So the very purpose of delay, which is generally
what is desired, can be accomplished indirectly while the case will
subsequently be thrown out.
This is what happened in the case of Bridgeport, for instance,
and several of these other municipal bankruptcy cases. They didn't
have merit under the law, but the mere act of filing permitted
things to happen. I think that is what happened in Orange County,
that there never was an opportunity for this to be properly addressed by the State and by the State courts before it was removed

from their jurisdiction.
It is my feeling that this would not be in the posture it is in
today had this not been permitted to be a late night filing as it was
but had been left with the State agencies and the State courts.
Mr. Fox. A significant portion of the Orange County investment
pool was invested in government-sponsored enterprise structured
notes. Such notes carry low credit risk but high market risk. Such
notes therefore carry a AAA rating, which can be misleading to
investors. Should such notes also carry some sort of market risk

rating?

GFOA testimony we did recthat the rating agencies do have such kind of ratings and
markings on them. We think it would be helpful to investors if
more people used these kind of ratings to indicate what risk is out
Mr. RiORDAN. Mr, Fox, in the

ommend
there.

Mr. Fox. I have been told that it is not the derivatives that are
the problem but the leveraged use of them that caused the problems. Would you care to comment on that?
Mr. Seale. Clearly the tremendous amount of leverage that was
used in Orange County led to the problems and less so the instruments. The guidelines that we have developed at the National Association of State Treasurers require that this kind of leveraging or
any leveraging be disclosed so that the world can know what it is
that we are doing in our pool. We also discourage the use of
leveraging, particularly to that extent.
I can't imagine anybody going to the extent that happened in Orange County with that kind of leveraging. To the extent that it is
used, we are requiring that it be disclosed so that the world knows.
Mr. Fox. As a follow up, do you think it is important that we
have a minimum standard of financial expertise for treasurers of
municipalities and counties, and so forth, or is the problem one
where we need to have some kind of Federal law passed to provide
the protection to the investors?
Mr. Seale. Education is a huge and important part of what we
are doing, certainly at the State level, and we continue with our
National Institute of Public Finance to try to educate our members.
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We

believe that continuing education is absolutely essential to
those of us who are dealing with public monies.
Mr. Fox. Mr. Blackwell.
Mr. Blackwell. I want to go back to your first question. I think
that there is leverage inherent in the design of most derivatives
that subject these instruments to large price volatility and potential losses. This is my opinion and my advocacy reflects this in
Ohio. I think that they are inappropriate for cash management
portfolios, which is the dominant character of portfolios managed
at the local level.
I want to underscore that there hasn't been a State treasurer in
this country any more vocal than I on the need for education and
standards, particularly on the danger of leverage.
However, I believe that the issue is more than education. It is
a matter of philosophy and principles. You have heard many of us
give credence to the hierarchy of the conservative principles of safety, liquidity and yield. If that is to be more than an empty slogan,
safety means something, and the preservation of the capital and
the measurement of risk to return have to be institutionalized in
our day-to-day execution of our responsibilities.
I think that if you look at the resistance among the public fund
managers at the local level, at least in the State of Ohio, to any
mandated set of requirements or any measure of financial expertise, you only have two routes.
One is you at least mandate continuing education where folks get
exposed to new instruments and new conditions in the marketplace.

Second, you establish by law, based on the character of the portthat they manage, the limits to which they can go. I don't
think that it is any accident that after Proposition 13 in California,
when there was obvious political pressure to roll back taxes and
contradictory pressure not to cut pet projects, that local politicians
would turn to public fund managers, to create the new cash cow
for their respective budgets, new unrestricted revenue, which
meant that what they engaged in was riskier and riskier investments.
We saw the maturity limitations in most States go from 2 years
to 5 years to 10 years and in Ohio to 30 years. Essentially what
we are trying to do now is to roll back these limitations to a more
conservative set that is consistent with the objective of principal
preservation, which is inherent in, I think, the management of cash
folios

portfolios.

Mr. Fox. Mr. Chairman, can I ask one final question?
Chairman Baker. Sure.
Mr. Fox. I would ask the panel, Mr. Blackwell included, if they
would like to answer this.
Is there as a possible solution to not having an Orange County
situation again something like we have in Pennsylvania where we
restrict municipal authorities from certain kinds of investments as
a restriction on the possibility of having a county go under or a municipality go under?
If someone is looking for a silver bullet theory, what answer is
there that we can package up for Congress to look to that you
think with your years of experience and expertise in the field would
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give

Chairman Baker and

his subcommittee something

we should

be chewing on?
Mr. Blackwell. Let

me just say that I don't think there is a
Congressional silver bullet, and I don't think Ohio's solution to its
problems necessarily fits Nevada's. From my standpoint, working
on these at the individual State level is what is inherently prudent.
The second point that I wanted to make is that from NASACTs
standpoint, fi-om positions that reflect broad consensus in the organization of over 170 treasurers, auditors and comptrollers, finding
some way of getting into secondary market disclosure and just putting a lot of things in the sunlight is what is desperately needed
at uie local level.
Mr. Fish. Mr. Fox, I want to give you something to chew on. It
occurs to me that I have in recent history established credit lines
through repo arrangements with major brokerage firms on behalf
of clients of mine that are commercial banks. In my most recent
effort, I think that we finally wound up with a $10 million line. We
were originally offered a $5 million line. But this is with a bank
that had unimpaired capital to the tune of $13 million and probably unimpaired securities, all of which were direct, non-callable
treasuries due in 5 years and less of approximately $40 million.
That brokerage firm was willing, after persuading them to allow
a line by the way, these are very short term repos, 2 weeks or
less
to go along with a securitized line of repurchase agreements
of $10 million. That's against $13 million in capital and $40 million

—

—

unencumbered

How

securities.

could that same securities firm, if they are operating under
those rules and I'm telling you, from national reputation they are
supposed to be the toughest in the business; they don't make exceptions for anybody, but I'm here to tell you when the business was
on the table the exception was made lor Orange County to allow
them to do repurchase agreements amounting to two and three
times the size of the corpus of the portfolio, which is unconscionable. Let alone the fact that the account they were doing it with
was one that had a fiduciary responsibility. Whereas my banks
have responsibility to the depositors and all the regulators and so
on and so forth, you can't really compare it to what that municipality's responsibility was. So where was the ethics?
I guess what I am trying to say here is that even if a public
treasurer wants to shoot himself in the head, the Street shouldn't
be allowed to help him.
Mr. Fox. Thank you.
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Fox.

—

Mrs. Kelly.
Mrs. Kelly.

I

am

sitting here a little stunned by that last relike me and my mother, people

mark. There are people out here

who

really trust that the people are good people who are investing
our tax dollars and taking care of our counties in the way that the
people did in Orange County and are doing it in all good faith, and
we have to trust them.
I think what disturbs me most about this whole hearing and the
one we had before was that according to Congressman Cox's testimony, John Moorlach had issued warnings that the Orange County
fund had taken some really excessive hits. What disturbs me is
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that people like us who are not financially sophisticated, like me
and my mom and people who just pay their taxes and trust the big
guys to do the right thing, how do we know? How do we set it up
so that the disclosures you make are comprehensible and complete
enough that we can know what our risk is all about when you are
handling our tax money?
I'm going to throw this out to the whole board, because I think
it is reallv what is frightening to people about Orange County, that
this could happen anano one seemed to know.
Who wants to tackle that one?
Mr. Seale. Mrs. Kelly, it is disturbing that John Moorlach, who,
I might add, is at the National Institute of Public Finance up in
Delaware that I am attending this week, has made the effort to
come and find out more about what he is doing. But it is disturbing
that he knew and that he told a lot of people and it didn't go anywhere. Someone was asleep at the switch.
One of the problems with this kind of information is that it is
not sexy, it is not really exciting. Where was the press until it blew
up? And then they are all over the situation.
We can create new guidelines; we can adhere to those guidelines.
There has got to be a responsibility of others to investigate these
things. Certainly the oversight boards that we are recommending,
people need to be attending those and hearing what it is that we
have to say and what we are doing. The press should be involved
in that as well. But there are no assurances that every entity is
going to be following our guidelines.
Mrs. Kelly. That is one of the problems, Mr. Seale. I have here
a copy of the 1995 "Survey of Government Investment Practices"
that was included in Mr. Riordan's testimony and I have circled
something here: "Most governments have not modified their investment practices since the Orange County bankruptcy." There is a
bullet right under that: "25 percent have reviewed their investment
policy since Orange County." Other places I have heard figures
higher than that. One implied that most counties have reviewed.
It is hard for the average person who isn't motivated to come out
to the meetings and isn't motivated to read. I realize it is incumbent upon all of us to do this. But it is hard for us to understand
it let alone get ourselves out there to do it. We need to have a certain amount of trust in those people who are handling the money,
and if this figure is true, 25 percent have reviewed their investment policy since Orange County only 25 percent? I think this is
what I am talking about in terms of disclosure.
Mr. RiORDAN. Mrs. Kelly, one of the things in my testimony we
talked about in order to protect you and your mom was to encourage the broker/dealers to understand what your objectives are and
what your ability to handle risk is so that when they sell you something they are not selling you something that is above the kind of
risk that you and your mom are willing to take. We think that is
an important part. It is part of the 1993 Government Securities
Act, and we think these kinds of regulations should be enforced on
the broker/dealers so that this doesn't happen.
Mrs. Kelly. You think also questions should be asked about how
far out those deals are leveraged; is that correct?

—
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Mr. RiORDAN. Yes, Mrs. Kelly. People ought to be disclosing that
to you; they ought to be asking you what is your affinity for risk,
how much of this can you take on, so that then you do it.
I guess in one way it is almost as American as apple pie, and
that is greed. Eventually if you want to go out and try to achieve
a whole lot more in the fixed income market, you can probably do
it, but you are always going to accept a whole lot more risk. I think
that is really what we saw in Orange County. Thev were getting
yields that were significantly above tne market. Well, you don't do
that in this marketplace unless you are willing to accept significant
risk, and eventually you pay the price for that.

Congressman Fox asked the question about the derivative products. Frankly, in these times for governments, where people were
Eushing hard for investors to find more money, there was pressure
ecause the investment yields were going down. I will go back to
your question about the investment policies. I think, however, most

jurisdictions have very good, conservative investment practices that
protect us against most of these situations.
Mrs. Kelly. Thank you very much. My time is up.
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mrs. Kelly.

Mr. Cremeans.
Mr. Cremeans. First of all, I would like to welcome my good
friend and fellow Buckeye Mr. Blackwell and ask him a question
I think relates to the great State of Ohio.
Yesterday I asked the question about the legal fees and accounting fees that have accompanied the bankruptcy in Orange County,
I think to the tune of approximately $40 million. Currently Mr.
Blackwell is the treasurer of the State, but before that I think we
had some problems in one of our municipalities in northern Ohio.
I g^ess my question to Mr. Blackwell would be, if an Orange
County situation occurred in Ohio in a municipality, given at least
the one example that I have illustrated with the legal fees and the
accounting fees, and there are many more, would you have recommended bankruptcy?
Mr. Blackwell. Mr. Cremeans, it is good to be here and I know
that Washington is a safer place with you here.
Let me just say that Ohio was the first State to enact a comprehensive municipal financial emergency law, and fi*om its enactment in 1979 to 1992 and under the terms of the law 22 municipalities were declared under financial distress. Sixteen of these

that

municipalities had the declaration lifted upon successful recovery
distress. In Ohio we have a sinking fund made up
of other constitutional officers that were in place to make sure that
obligations are met but were not there to mandate that municipali-

from financial

bankruptcy.
Mr. Dearborn. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Blackwell is being modest. In
our review we looked at the Ohio law and found that it was, in our
opinion, a model that could very well be followed by other States
ties file

in this regard.

Mr. Cremeans. Now you see why we have him as treasurer.
At present the bankruptcy code leaves the States and its municipality entities the power to avail themselves of the bankruptcy
process. I guess I could address this question to anyone, and I
think it is worthy of highlighting.
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Should the law require a municipality to confer with State government before commencing bankruptcy? Anyone care to respond to
that inquiry?

Mr. Dearborn. Absolutely. That was one of our principal recommendations in both the 1971 and 1985 reports. As I indicated
however, the bankruptcy law has been used in
several instances to do exactly the opposite. In the case of Bridgeport it was because the State agency was about to order it to take
corrective actions and they filed to avoid the State actions. In two
or three other instances it was State courts they were trying to
avoid having rule on them.
Something has to be done to put teeth into this so that you can't
just go in whenever you don't like what is about to come down from
the State court or a State agency and say, we don't want to do that,
so let's just go file for bankruptcy and that will stop the State from
doing this. It should be just the opposite. It should be a requirement that you can't even file until you have discussed this and
dealt with tne State agency.
Mr. Cremeans. Finally, Mr. Fish, do you see the Orange County
bankruptcy as an economic or a political failure?
Mr. Fish. Very definitely a political failure. Probably the best example of that was an independent survey that was taken on the
Measure R vote. For those of you who don't know, the sales tax initiative failed rather miserably, by about a two to one margin. The
poll one of the local papers ran said, if the measure said that if you
vote for the tax, it also means that simultaneously all of the incumbents would be put out of office, how would you vote? And the
thing passed in the 90th percentile.
The problem with the people who were in favor of Measure R
was the fact that they failed to disassociate the increased tax with
an endorsement of the incumbency which was being blamed for the
problem in the first place.
Mr. Cremeans. Curiously, what has happened to the property
values in Orange County since December?
Mr. Fish. May I give you a personal example?
Mr. Cremeans. Yes.
Mr. Fish. I've lost 40 percent of the value of my home in the last
year and a half
Mr. Cremeans. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
to the chairman,

Chairman Baker. Mr. Bentsen.
Mr. Bentsen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just note that I think both the chairman and I, coming
from the Southwest, are familiar with what happens when you lose
40 percent of the value of your house.
Mr. Blackwell, with respect to the local investment practices proposal that NAST has put out, is there unanimous support with respect to that?

Mr. Blackwell. It represents a broad consensus, if not unanimous.
Mr. Seale. We are not complete with our voting, but we certainly have a clear majority and we continue to get full support
from our members. I anticipate that by the end of the week I will
have all of the States back in support.
Mr. Bentsen. Thank you.
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would ask Mr. Dearborn and the State and local finance offineed for uniform public investment law?
We have heard testimony in the last day of one State having a
certain public investment law, another not, one county having one,
another county not. I can tell you from my experience on the other
side of the transaction that you look at each entity's public investI

cials here, is there a

ment law. I am not particularly advocating
ous what your feeling is on that.

one, but

I

am

just curi-

Mr. RiORDAN. Mr. Bentsen, I would say definitely not. It would
be similar to saying we should have one investment policy for all
residents of the United States. There are just different circumstances and different situations and I think each State and locality is going to have to build their own policies.
Mr. Dearborn. I agree, but I do think that the contents of each
State's law should be very similar and it should be very limiting

and very conservative.
Mr. Bentsen. It is ironic, I think, that we are talking about
Chapter 9 and bankruptcy and on the one hand we are talking
about taking away the power from the municipalities or counties
to have the flexibility to utilize Chapter 9 perhaps and have some
prior approval of the states at the same time that this Congress
has been talking about decentralizing everything, to let the counties be the counties and the states be the states and everything
else. But I guess it's just a matter of the issue that you are looking
at.

Mr. Riordan, you talked about looking at sales practice issues related to the sales of securities, primarily, I guess, derivative securities, and that that is something that the Federal regulators ought
to look at and that perhaps Congress ought to look at. You also
talked about bank exemption for sales of securities, which the
chairman and I have talked about from time to time with relation
to the Financial Services Act. I would be interested in your comments. In sales practices, exactly what would GFOA be looking at?
Mr. Riordan. Looking for the broker/dealers to have a more
proactive and affirmative responsibility when they are selling
things. As a finance director over the years, I deal with a certain
number of people at the local or even at the State level that we buy
securities from, but there is a constant barrage of telephone calls
from people who are trying to aggressively sell us. They have no
idea what our objectives are, what our policies are. We try to tell
them that this is what we want and whether this fits or not within
our policy.

What we

GFOA

that there ought to be a reknow and understand what our investment policies and our affinity for risk is. We
think there is language in the 1993 Grovernment Securities Act.
There are rules that are still being developed for that, and we
think those rules ought to come out and be clearly implemented so
that there is a responsibility on the broker/dealers' part to know to
whom it is he or she is selling.
We don't think they should guarantee the investment. They are
not going to be guaranteeing investments, but they ought to know
the policies of the people to whom they are selling.
are suggesting as

is

sponsibility on the part of the broker/dealers to
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Mr. Bentsen. We've heard a lot of stories. I think the Wall Street
Journal has written some articles on what is called toxic waste and
the sale of securities that "had the full faith and credit of the U.S.
Government behind them." Do we need to prescribe some form of
disclosure as

Government

it

relates to various structured notes involving U.S.

securities,

CMOs,

things like that that discuss dura-

weighted average maturity?
Mr. RiORDAN. I guess I wouldn't be in a position to say exactly
what kinds of things we ought to do. What we have talked about
from GFOA's perspective is saying let's let the market and the rattion, discuss variations in

ing agencies make some comment as to the risk involved in those
particular instruments. So put some kind of a notification out that
indicates what level of risk investment this is, and then you also
tie that with the broker/dealers' affirmative responsibility to know
what the customer's affinity for risk is.
Mr. Bentsen. I believe the Congress, before I was here, enacted
legislation relating to the savings and loans, and I believe banks
as well, that set various parameters and tests that financial institutions had to use in order to purchase mortgage backed securities.
There were certain types of analyses which had to be prepared
bearing on changes in interest rates, prepayment speeds. Is that
unreasonable to look at for State and local governments?
Mr. RiORDAN. We don't have a definitive position on that. That
certainly is one of the things that could be looked at. I think it
probably is more in the purview of the States in their State laws.
We, for instance, have put together model State legislation that
we have encouraged the States to adopt or adopt some form of and
have been pushing that for about 8 or 9 years. I am not sure if we
get into the concepts of duration in terms of what is in that model
State investment ordinance, but I would think that is more of an
item that you could do at that level.
However, I still think what you would end up with is talking
about the portfolio, and you still get to whether or not somebody
is going to buy this particular instrument and you still get back to
having to make that decision. You've got a seller and a buyer and
they have each got responsibilities.
Mr, Bentsen. If I might, one more question.
Mrs. Kelly brought up the issue of Moorlach and why wasn't anybody paying attention. Unfortunately, we don't have a copy of it
and my recollection is only from the New York Times a year ago,
I think. Apparently there was a letter from senior executives at
Merrill Lynch, who was acting as one of the primary broker/dealers
to Orange County, stating that they believed that Orange County
was taking excessive risk in the building of reverse repos and in
the investments that they were making.
If I recall correctly, and correct me if I am wrong, not only were
they concerned about it, but I think they maybe even offered to
purchase back some of those investments at par value.
As the article goes on, if I recall. Citron rejected the letter and
in fact wrote back
and it would be nice if we could get these for
the record that if Merrill Lynch wanted to continue doing business with Orange County that they should in effect keep their
mouth shut and go forward.
What is your reaction to that?

—

—
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Mr. Seale. I think your characterization is fairly accurate. It
goes along with my recollection, and my reaction is that it is appalling. I am stunned that he would have done that under the circumstances. This man was clearly very aggressive, far more aggressive than any treasurer I have seen out there. I'm from a State
where we understand risk. There is a certain amount of luck involved. You can calculate it. He would have done well to have
brought his entire portfolio to Nevada and put it on the pass line,
based on the ultimate outcome.
There are and will continue to be people like this who will find
whatever mechanism they can to advance their own agendas. That
was his agenda, I believe, not Orange County's agenda.
You can outlaw derivatives and you can outlaw whatever instrument, CMOs that you may find offensive at this point in time. That
is not going to do any good for tomorrow, for tomorrow the market
will have come up with yet another instrument that we have not
even thought about and somebody like Mr. Citron is going to find
a way to use that for their purposes. But for him to do what he
did I think has given us all a great deal of heartburn.
Mr. Bentsen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Bentsen.
I know you have been here for a while. Mr. Riordan, I want to
wrap up with one more question to make sure I am understanding.
You suggested that the GFO Association has a suggested model for
disclosure that you have attempted for some 8 or 9 years to see
universally adoption. That's a very important point, I think.
Given the environment which we face, the recent failures, and
the fact that it has taken some 8 or 9 years of professional effort
on your organization's part to get everyone to consider adopting a
common approach, I think that is what is troubling the subcommittee this morning, that and the comments of Mr. Seale that no matter what you pass there is somebody in the market who will find
a way to take advantage of an unsuspecting municipal fund manager and put public funds at risk.
The only hope I think we have in this process is a uniform disclosure requirement, require outside audit, and hope the market is
smart enough to identify the risk so they won't buy them in the
first place.
It seems to

me there was enough culpability to go around all over
the place with the Orange County matter, from professional regulators to the market to the issuer. We simply cannot allow, however, these conditions to repeat themselves because of the impact
it has on important public projects that cannot be constructed without access to capital.
If it has taken the organization 8 or 9 years to suggest this to
their members and we still have those who have not yet adopted
the model, isn't it time we discuss some national standard?
Mr. Riordan. Mr. Chairman, our organization made the recommendation and began working with the various States. I would
have to get back to you later to give you an exact number. I think
a number of the States have adopted or have worked off of our
model to make some changes in the State laws that require that.
Chairman Baker. If we took your recommendation and molded
it into a piece of legislation to require what you are suggesting, is
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there some element of that that is offensive? Is it simply that the
Feds ought not to tell the States what to do, or is there some other
reason that we ought not be involved in that?
Mr. RiORDAN. It's part of that in a sense and it is also part that
we come up with a model and we work that with members from
all over the country to put together a model. A model doesn't make
it perfect. You try to include the basic features that you would
need. It is going to have to be massaged by each State to meet the
requirements and the needs of the various States and what their
people say.
We think that it's a good starting point for the States to begin
talking about that and it can point out areas where maybe the
States don't have a few features that our professionals thought
they ought to have. So it becomes more of a starting point. We
don't view it as a standard that ought to be adopted carte blanche,
but it becomes a straw man in effect that they can see these are
the major components you ought to have and you ought to take a
look at it. I don't think we ever developed that model with the
sense that we wanted to insist that every State do it and everybody
do the same thing.
In the last year we also adopted a sample investment policy that
localities can adopt. So we are going to do the same thing with
that. We are going to start promoting that. It doesn't mandate anything to them, but it says these are the kinds of things that you
ought to make sure you have in your policy. So we are going to be
doing a lot of promotion of that.
Chairman Baker. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Blackwell, did you want to respond as well?
Mr. Bi^CKWELL. I was just going to say that disclosure of financial information for risk of investments, derivatives, and so forth,
for State and local governments is under the purview of the Governmental Accounting Standards Board. If the Federal Government
needs additional disclosure, then perhaps they could be subjected
to the same as GASB.
Chairman Baker. Thank you very much. I want to thank each
of the witnesses for being here this morning and for your patience
in staying for such a long time. It was most informative and helpful. Thank you very much.
I am told some members have follow-up questions they will submit in writing at a later time.
I would like to ask the members of our second panel to please
come forward. I would like to welcome the witnesses who are appearing on our second panel this morning. I will extend to you our
appreciation for your patience through what was a longer session
this morning than expected. I will renew my request for your statement of less than 5 minutes if possible. Your full, complete statement will be made part of the record and reviewed by staff and

members.
I would at

this time introduce as our first witness the chairman
of the Public Securities Association and executive vice president of
the Bank of America, Mr. Robert McKnew. Welcome Mr. McKnew.
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STATEMENT

OF ROBERT McKNEW, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, BANK OF AMERICA AND CHAIRMAN, PUBLIC
SECURITIES ASSOCIATION
Mr. McKnew. Thank you, Chairman Baker, very much, and good

morning. We appreciate the opportunity to appear here to present
the views of the Pubhc Securities Association, the PSA. In the interest of brevity, I would hke to focus my remarks on three key policy issues related to the unfortunate events in Orange County:
State and local investment policies; the responsibilities of securities
dealers and institutional investors; and municipal bankruptcy.
As you suggest, I would like to request that my written statement be entered into the record.
It is important and appropriate for public officials at all levels of

government

examine the events in Orange County in order to
affluent and seemingly well managed juriscould be subjected to the largest municipal bankruptcy in

determine
diction
history.

to

how such an

When you do, I think you will find that the enormous investment
losses suffered by the county were not the result of the use of any
particular financial instruments. The losses occurred because the
county's investment managers, apparently with full knowledge and
understanding, engaged in a highly leveraged investment strategy
which exposed their portfolio to extraordinarily high levels of interest rate risk.

With that in mind, I am troubled by some of the policy responses
that have been suggested to prevent occurrences similar to Orange
County's elsewhere. Some legislators, for example, have advocated
restricting the investment of public funds to a short list of financial
instruments deemed to be of "low risk." I believe this approach is
shortsighted because it ignores the responsibility of public officials
to truly

understand their investment decisions and because it is
list of investments that are always appro-

impossible to devise a
priate for

all public investors.
Sensible measures to regulate State and local investment practices and to ensure accountability are needed. However, these
measures should not unduly restrict the investment options for
State and local governments.
First, all public investors should develop and adhere to well defined investment guidelines.
Second, public investors should be required to mark their port-

folios to

market

periodically.

Third, investment managers should be required to report regularly their activities and be subject to stringent oversight.
Finally, it is appropriate for States and localities to establish
minimum standards of qualification for the officials charged with
managing public funds. Such standards would be in the interest of
both communities whose funds are at stake and market participants ourselves who trade securities with State and local govern-

ments.
I would note that, like Bob Seale, I am on my way immediately
after this hearing to the University of Delaware to participate in
NAST's Public Finance Institute.
applaud NAST for establishing this set of qualifications and school to better educate the State

We
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treasurers of the country to the intricacies of the markets in which

they participate.

The Nation's securities markets can operate efficiently only if institutional investors, including State and local governments, are
prepared to bear responsibility for their investment decisions.
In free and open markets losses, although unfortunate, inevitably
occur. Efforts by institutional investors to shift investment losses
to securities dealers carry ominous implications for our markets,
including lost liquidity, higher cost, and less efficient pricing.
market where investors are permitted to reap the benefits of rising
prices but are able to transfer losses incurred through falling prices
back to the dealer who sold the securities cannot work.
In order to clarify this point, the Public Securities Association is
committed to developing a sample agreement for securities dealers
and public sector investors. At the very least, a sample agreement
should recognize the nature of the relationship between securities
dealers in distinct contrast to investment advisers and institutional
investors.
In addition, a sample agreement should embody the principle
that investors, especially institutional investors, must bear responsibility for their decisions.
Finally, the issue of municipal bankruptcy. I would like first to
emphasize that one of the reasons that Orange County's bankruptcy filing is so noteworthy is because actions of that sort are so
rare. Very few municipal governments have sought bankruptcy protection because, first, the vast majority are well managed and fiscally sound. Second, the economic disincentives to bankruptcy imposed by the market in the form of prohibitively high financing
costs or complete loss of normal access are very great.

A

The Orange County bankruptcy and subsequent

default have

roiled the municipal securities markets and have caused some investors to rethink the value of the financial pledge of a general unit
of government. However, the market effects, fortunately, have not
been as severe as many had predicted they would be. I believe that
the Orange County situation is unique. I do not believe that the
county's bankruptcy and default represent a trend among local gov-

ernment borrowers.
The unfortunate events

in Orange County have focused new attention on the unique nature of the trust associated with the investment of public funds. We should seize the opportunity to
rethink some of the principles associated with sound State and
local financial management and the nature of investor responsibility.

It is appropriate, for example, to reassess the soundness of municipal investment strategies, the soundness of municipal investment practices, and the adequacy of State and local information
disclosure and the extent to whicn institutional investors are willing and able to bear responsibility for their decisions.
While recognizing that future investment losses can and will
occur, responsible actions to help minimize and elucidate the risk
to public funds are called for.
The subcommittee's attention to these and similar issues is commendable.
appreciate the opportunity to participate and look

We
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forward to working with Members and your
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Baker. Thank you very much.

staffs in the future.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Robert McKnew can be found on
page 767 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Mr. Craver, I beHeve we have sufficient time
before I must step out for a vote. If you would Hke to proceed, I
would be happy to introduce you in your capacity representing
American Bankers Association and as Executive Vice President and
Corporate Treasurer of First Interstate Bancorp. Mr. Theodore
Craver.

STATEMENT OF THEODORE CRAVER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT AND CORPORATE TREASURER, FIRST INTERSTATE
BANCORP, LOS ANGELES, ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN
BANKERS ASSOCIATION
Mr. Craver. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman and
of the subcommittee, I am Theodore Craver, Executive
Vice President and corporate treasurer of First Interstate Bancorp,
headquartered in Los Angeles, California. I am responsible for,
among other things, managing the corporation's investment port-

members

managing the corporation's interest rate risk, and for the corporation's broker dealer and bank dealer operations, which includes

folio,

municipal underwriting activity.
I appear here today on behalf of the American Bankers Association and the ABA's Securities Association, the latter of which I
serve on its board of directors.
Mr. Chairman, the recent filing for bankruptcy by Orange County and the magnitude of the investment losses suffered by the
county has raised many issues with which this subcommittee
through these hearings is appropriately examining. These issues
are very important to the investing public, the State and local gov-

ernment

issuers, and to State and local taxpayers.
believe we can say that the occurrence of investment portfolio
losses certainly was not unique to Orange County. However, in my
opinion the negative effects of the bankruptcy that resulted from
those losses have largely been localized to Orange County.
Interestingly enough, there have been a number of positive effects which have spread far beyond Orange County. By this I mean
virtually everyone connected with municipal finance has asked the
questions, could there be another Orange County problem and
what should we be doing differently as a result of Orange County?
This is very healthy, particularly for the municipalities, and is
leading to self-imposed reviews and changes to investment policies, to governance, controls, and very importantly, to investment
I

strategies.

Understanding the causes of the investment portfolio losses in
Orange County will lead me to the first important point we at the
ABA and ABASA would like to make to this subcommittee regarding derivatives.
In my opinion the causes of the losses were the result of an overly aggressive investment strategy. Specifically, it was the use of leverage and the intentional mismatching of the portfolio to exercise
a view on the direction and volatility of interest rates that led to
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the losses. The investment instruments, including the derivative
instruments, per se were not bad, but rather the investment strategy itself was flawed.
We believe the Orange County events do not warrant enactment
of Federal legislation aimed at curbing the use of derivative instruments. Any effort to restrict this market would increase costs and
burdens and actually increase risk. Specifically, restrictive legislation could result in market participants, including banks, losing the
ability to control market risk through the use of derivatives, or alternatively, making less credit available to local communities.
In addition, many investing institutions, including banks, could
be denied the ability to acquire investment securities appropriate
to that institution's particular investment philosophy.
This Congress does, however, have an historic opportunity to improve municipal market liquidity through two different pieces of
legislation currently under review, and the restoration of liquidity
or expansion of liquidity is very important given the events of
Orange County.
The first involves raising the small issuer exception limit. As a
direct result of tax legislation enacted in the 1980's, bank holdings
of municipal securities has declined dramatically, from 41 percent
of all tax exempt securities in 1980 to 9.6 percent in 1994. The tax
legislation enacted in the 1980's eliminated the ability of banks to
deduct interest expense on municipal securities except for municipalities that issue less than $10 million debt a year, the so-called
small issuer exception.
The proposals currently under review by the House Ways and
Means Committee will, if enacted, raise that limit somewhat and
thereby encourage additional bank investment in municipal securities of small communities.
Second, the full House Banking Committee has put forth legislation that would allow banks to underwrite municipal revenue
bonds in addition to general obligation bonds which are currently
permissible. If enacted into law, State and local governments will
have better access to the capital markets and their securities will
achieve increased liquidity which in turn results in lower borrowing costs inuring to the benefit of State and local governments and
their taxpayer constituents.
This is made all the more important since a number of high profile Wall Street firms have withdrawn from the municipal securities underwriting business in the last few years.
In summary, Mr, Chairman, although the events in Orange
County have been unfortunate, they have spawned a great deal of
self-examination by all involved in the municipal securities markets. In general, we believe the natural market mechanisms have
responded well and thus we need to take care not to overreact with
a legislative response. There are, however, some opportunities before Congress to improve the availability of financing for municipalities that we hope will be enacted.
We at the ABA commend you, Mr. Chairman, for your leadership
and concern on this issue. We look forward to working with you
and the members of the subcommittee on these issues in any way
that we can. Thank you.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Theodore Graver can be found on
page 786 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Thank you very much, Mr. Graver.
We will stand in recess momentarily pending action on the

House

floor.

We

will return as quickly as possible.

Thank

you.

[Recess.]

Ghairman Baker. We will reconvene our hearing.
Mr. Genader, I'm sure other Members are on their way back momentarily, but I would like to introduce you to make your remarks
as the chairman of the Association of Financial Guaranty Insurers
and senior Vice President of AMBAG. I would like to welcome you
this morning and we look forward to hearing your remarks. Mr.
Genader.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. GENADER, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, AMBAC AND CHAIRMAN, ASSOCIATION OF FINANCIAL
GUARANTY INSURERS
Mr. Genader. Ghairman Baker and members of the subcommitI am Robert Genader, Ghair of the Association of Financial

tee,

Guaranty Insurers, also known as AFGI, and executive

vice presi-

AMBAG

Indemnity Corp. It is in my capacity as the Ghair
of AFGI that I appear before you today.
AFGI is comprised of nine triple-A rated U.S. -based companies
that are active solely in the writing of financial guarantees. Seven
of our member companies serve as primary insurers of municipal
dent of

bonds. The members of AFGI appreciate the opportunity to share
their views with you and stand ready and willing to assist the subcommittee as it addresses critical issues affecting the municipal securities industry as a result of the Orange County bankruptcy.
Our industry insures approximately 38 percent of all municipal
bonds. As of July 19, 1995, the nine AFGI companies have an aggregate par exposure to Orange County municipal obligations of approximately $542 million and an aggregate par exposure of municipal obligations to cities, school districts and special districts which
invested in and lost money in the Orange County investment pool
of approximately $3.3 billion.
Our written testimony concentrates on certain concepts and suggestions, some of which I would like to briefly summarize for you.
First, the municipal bond market functions on trust, honor and
the character of its issuers. Unfortunately, certain legal postures
taken by Orange County in its bankruptcy bring that county's willingness to pay its debts and thus its character into question.
For example. Orange County has reserved its right to challenge
the crucial lease/debt distinction, which is the foundation of the
certificates of participation financing structure, better known as
COPs. A certificate of participation represents an undivided interest in a streain of lease installment payments for the use of a public building, for example, a jail, a courthouse or a parking lot, for
which the county previously received a lump sum payment from
investors.
Investors hold these GOP certificates and receive their proportional interest on a regularly scheduled basis. COPs have accounted for over $37 billion worth of structured financings in California in the last 10 years.
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In addition, the recharacterization of leases as debt

is

a

common

tactic employed in Chapter 11 reorganizations by corporate debtors
to avoid creditors' efforts to force a debtor to assume its leases.

However, such a recharacterization would have an extremely negaimpact on the use of this important financing instrument by

tive

mimicipalities in the future.
Similarly, Orange County has reserved the right to challenge
bondholders' security interests in accounts established specificallv
for the repayment of bondholders. Orange County has also challenged a fundamental premise of California municipal finance
when it declined to set aside tax revenues pursuant to a lien created for the benefit of holders of tax and revenue anticipation notes
or TRANs. This issue is now on appeal before the Ninth Circuit
all

Court.

Orange County's most shocking act to date may have been its
reservation of rights to void its obligation to pay $600 million of
taxable TRANs uiat were issued as recently as 1994. If exercised,
this reservation, more than any other, will strain the county's character and potentially damage the entire California market.
Second, in our written comments we also suggest some specific
changes to Chapter 9. These include requiring a State to specifically authorize a municipality's filing for Chapter 9, which we believe will make the State more accountable for the fiscal condition
of its subdivisions.
We further suggest prohibiting recharacterization of municipal finance transactions.
In addition, Chapter 9 should be revised to permit the appointment of a third-party trustee to protect the interest of creditors in
a municipal bond bankruptcy.
In addition, the exit requirements for Chapter 9 should be revised to require a debtor to make a showing of best efforts to repay
all of its debt in full before the court may confirm a plan which impairs the creditors.
Chapter 9 should also be revised to establish that funds and accounts, especially debt service reserve funds related to bonds and
certificates of participation transactions, are held in trust for the
benefit of the bondholders and do not constitute the property of the
debtor.

AFGI

further suggests that States should enact or review the exand practices and municipalities should be required to adhere to these parameters. Moreover, a municipal investment manager should be required to report
regularly to the local legislative body on the status of the municipality's investment portfolio, and local legislation should require
that these managers should mark to market the securities held by
the municipality on a regular and periodic basis.
Mr. Chairman, municipal bond insurers are an integral part of
the municipal finance industry. We have insured $387 billion of
bonds. We also invest in bonds ourselves. Of the nine companies,
we have approximately $8 billion invested in municipal bonds.
AFGI feels that the Orange County bankruptcy has raised issues
which require serious but measured response on many levels and
in many forms.
We look forward to assisting the subcommittee in that pursuit.
isting parameters on investment policies
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Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Genader. I appreciate your
comments.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Robert J. Genader can be found
on page 805 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. The next witness is the president of the Investment Company Institute, Mr. Matthew Fink. Welcome, Mr.
Fink.

STATEMENT OF MATTHEW P.

FINK, PRESIDENT,

INVESTMENT

COMPANY INSTITUTE
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We are

the representatives
Mr. Fink.
of the mutual fund industry. Mutual funds provide millions of
Americans with the ability to invest in a broad array of municipal
bonds and thus to obtain the tax advantages from those bonds. Indeed, in recent years mutual funds have become by far the largest
purchasers of municipal securities.
As the other witnesses have said, the participants in the municipal market were taken with great surprise when Orange County
filed for bankruptcy because the filing involved one of the largest
and wealthiest counties in the Nation which previously had issued
high rated debt. The bankruptcy and its overall impact on the municipal market are, of course, still unfolding and events seem to
occur on an almost daily basis. Therefore, at this time we can only
offer our preliminary views on the impact of the filing and on our
suggestions for reform.
First, as to market impact. We believe the bankruptcy has the
serious potential of affecting overall investor confidence in the municipal market. As SEC Chairman Levitt pointed out, municipal
bonds represent a contract between the issuer and the investor, a
contract that is bound by trust and confidence. Investors trust municipal bonds because they are based on an implicit agreement by
the issuer that investors will be repaid before anyone else.
An erosion of confidence, even if subtle, will result in higher costs
of borrowing by State and local governments. For example, in recent weeks California issuers report that it has been necessary for
them to obtain credit enhancements or pay higher yields when is-

suing securities.
In terms of our recommendations for reform, we believe that it
may be premature to offer suggestions at the Federal level because
developments are still unfolding. We do believe, however, that this
is a most appropriate time to make specific recommendations for
reform at the State and local level, because, after all, that's where
the core of the problem is, and indeed the States have already
begun considering changes.
We have two recommendations in the State area.
First, State and local governments should impose substantive reauirements on the operations of their government pools, and in
oing so they should look at the precedent of the Investment Company Act, which for 55 years has imposed substantive requirements
on pools such as mutual funds.
Indeed, as other witnesses have testified, in effect the Orange
County pool and similar pools are in fact unregulated mutual
funds. Had the California Orange County investment pool been
subject to the types of very basic requirements imposed by the In-
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vestment Company Act, it is most unlikely that this unfortunate
bankruptcy ever would have occurred in the first place.
Just to give you four kinds of protections in the Investment Company Act that State and local governments should impose on their
investment pools, first, the Investment Company Act requires mutual funds to mark all of their assets to market every day. Not once
a year. Not semiannually. Not once a month. Not whenever they
feel like it, but every day.
Second, the Investment Company Act severely limits the kind of
leveragfing that mutual funds can engage in. The kind of three to
one leveraging that apparently went on in Orange County would be
a felony under the Investment Company Act.
Third, the Act requires periodic reporting to investors with audited financial statements.
Fourth, it requires that all fund officers and employees be bonded against larceny and embezzlement.
We are not alone in recommending that the States and local governments look to the Investment Company Act as a model.
number of other witnesses during these hearings have done the same.
That is our first recommendation, that the State and local governments shape up their requirements and look in drafting those
requirements at the Investment Company Act.
Second, there is an irony in what some States and local governments have been doing, because as they have been going through
their laws a number of them have been trying to put limitations
on investment by municipal pools and State pools in mutual funds
which, as I said, are regfulated under the Investment Company Act.
Instead, I think State and local government should recognize, in
light of the Orange County problem, that mutual funds are an
ideal investment for municipal investment pools because they are
fully regulated by the Investment Company Act and thus offer diversification, professional management and liquidity under a very
strict regulatory regime.
In short, our second recommendation is that instead of States
discouraging investment in regulated pools like mutual funds, they

A

should encourage it.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Fink.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Matthew

P. Fink can be found
on page 888 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Our next witness is the president of the Securities Industry Association, Mr. Marc Lackritz. Welcome, Mr.

Lackritz.

STATEMENT OF MARC E. LACKRITZ, PRESIDENT, SECURITIES
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
Mr. Lackritz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee. I appreciate the opportunity to bat cleanup here at
this hearing. I will limit my testimony to the areas of reform that
we would advocate at this time.
The Securities Industry Association is the trade association of
the securities industry. We have approximately 750 members that
represent around 90 to 95 percent of all securities industry revenue. Our members are engaged in every aspect of the securities
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business, ranging from brokerage to investment advice to dealing
to underwriting and the whole gamut of securities activities.
With respect to the current state of municipal finance, we would
like to make the following three points.
First, efforts to improve public disclosure concerning municipal
securities and municipal investment pools should continue.
Second, State responses to losses suffered by mimicipalities
should be mindful of the need for flexibility in managing an investment portfolio to get the best return for taxpayers and should reflect the reality of the institutional markets.
Third, State and municipal investment managers should be better trained and qualified to invest funds in a prudent and professional manner.
With respect to enhanced disclosure, Mr. Chairman, we believe
that investors in municipal securities and local government investment pools should receive more comprehensive disclosure of the
risks associated with those investments. For example, as Mr. Fink
has already articulated, periodic disclosure of information regarding the value and performance history of an investment pool would
enable investors and taxpayers to evaluate the performance of the
pool's management. In addition, the use of mark to market accounting would also improve disclosure by bringing unrealized
losses to light much earlier.
do not believe that legislation is necessary at this time to accomplish these objectives, and we fully support all private sector efforts to improve transparency in the municipal markets.
Second, with respect to State initiatives in municipal finance, we

We

generally endorse efforts by the States to require municipalities to
establish clear but flexible written investment policies and to require State and local investment officers to receive some minimum
training in finance.
We are concerned, however, with provisions in State investment
guideline bills that would impose stringent restrictions on the use
of "derivatives" or attempt to legislate the relationship between
municipalities and securities firms in a manner which does not reflect the realities of the institutional marketplace.
We believe that municipalities should not be prohibited from
using derivatives or any other investment product. Losses in Orange County and other jurisdictions were not caused by a particular product but by the use of investment strategies whose risks
were not fully understood. Such strategies would have caused
losses even if they had been implemented solely with cash instru-

ments.
For the most part municipalities have used derivatives to manage risks in ways that have saved taxpayers significant amounts
of money. Limiting municipalities' ability to use derivatives for
hedging purposes would only impede their ability to manage management risk to the detriment of both taxpayers and investors.
We are also troubled by provisions in some State investment
guideline bills that would create a presumption that any securities
firm executing a transaction with a municipality is implicitly representing that transaction to be appropriate for that mimicipality
and in accord with its investment guidelines.
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Compliance with such a provision would be virtually impossible,
because most Stat« or municipal entities manage their own investments and use a number of securities firms to execute portfolio
transactions. Because municipal investors tjrpically do not disclose
any information regarding their portfolio that is not directly related
to a particular transaction, most broker/dealers do not have nearly
enough information to make such sweeping appropriateness determinations.

We fear that enactment of such provisions would cause some of
the most responsible and careful securities firms to refrain from
conducting business with entities covered by such provisions, which
ultimately will hurt State and local taxpayers and bondholders who
ultimately pay for investment mistakes.
There are a number of initiatives under way to articulate guidelines for market participants operating in the institutional markets
that we outline in more detail in our written testimony. We hope
these efforts will ultimately strike the appropriate balance between
the respective duties of dealers and their customers.
With respect to financial management, Mr. Chairman, we believe
all participants in financial markets should be responsible for ensuring that they understand how a particular instrument or investment strategy will affect their overall financial position. Investment officers who commit a municipality to a financial obligation
that they do not understand merit neither sympathy nor a remedy
when

losses result.

Municipalities can retain professional financial advisers to assist
investment officers in evaluating transactions and strategies they
do not fully understand. Securities firms who have not been engaged as financial advisers and who do not have the type of financial information necessary to evaluate the appropriateness of a
transaction should not be held responsible for the investment
choices of those municipal customers.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the issues identified by the subcommittee in connection with this hearing are terribly important.
Although improvements can be made in State and local government investment practices, we would caution against legislative or
regulatory actions that could lead to higher costs, increased risks
and harm to taxpayers. We believe, though, that enhanced municipal disclosure, appropriately flexible written investment guidelines,
and better training and qualification criteria for investment managers should alleviate many of the concerns expressed in these
hearings.
We appreciate the opportunity to present our views on municipal
finance practices and we stand ready to work with you and the
subcommittee on these important issues, Mr. Chairman. Thank
you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Marc E. Lackritz can be found
on page 898 in the appendix.]
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Lackritz.
I would like to start the questioning with you, Mr. Fink, concerning one element of the Orange County circumstance that is particularly troubling.
In earlier testimony

we have heard how rating agencies, the SEC
and others examining the records made available did not find sub-
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stance to understand fully Orange County's financial weakness. We
certainly can lay some blame for the circumstance at the fund manager's method of risk taking.
But given the fact that the $600 million issue was to a large extent acquired by mutual funds which serve individual investors,
the fact that there were unaudited financials at least a year old
that were the substance basis on which you would look at the $600
million issue in some cases to back up the claims of that issue, how
is it that the market absorbed the $600 million so readily and did
not at least extract some premium for the apparent risk that was

being assumed?
I am told that the marketing of that $600 million issue proceeded
just as if it was another Orange County issue with no recognition
of the underlying elements, especially in light of the public accusations made, albeit in a political environment, as to the inappropriate conduct in the management of that fund. I have always been
told about the markets it's buy the rumor and sell the fact.
In light of that, what was going on with the marketplace at the
time of the $600 million issue?
Mr. Fink. I think, Mr. Chairman, our answer is probably pretty
much what I gather you heard from the two rating agency issuers
yesterday. They looked at the offering circular and other documents, which is their normal practice. Money market funds are required to make their own independent analysis. There are probably
fifty involved, so we'd have to inquire of each of them. But I gather
generally they made their normal due diligence inquiry.
A lot of them purchased TRANs notes, which are these tax anticipation notes. There they particularly look at the cash flow estimates in the offering circular, and I gather by inference that they
thought those were satisfactory. So their own inquiry, they missed
it.

Second, they also are required bv the SEC to look at the rating
agencies' ratings, and as you heard yesterday, the rating agencies,
I guess, gave the issues a high rating.

So these things happen. I think it was probably inadequate disAs you heard from the rating agencies yesterday, their
duty is to look at the financial statements and not to go under and
do an audit of what underlies those statements.
I certainly think improvements can be made, as the SEC is trying to do through its rules, but I think the key is the breakdown
at the State and local level. In this case, failure to supervise, from
closure.

what I've seen in the record.
Chairman Baker. I read with interest as to the growth in the
municipal bond market, that in 1994 it constitutes $1.2 trillion in
outstanding bonds as compared with $1.3 trillion in corporate
bonds, an extraordinary growth in the number of individual investors holding those bonds, from some 44 percent in 1983 to 76 percent of the market in 1993.
My experience is you are looking at a mutual fund. Someone
says, here's the spread; we've got X percent in tax free munis triple-A rated by Standard & Poor. Today I have a distinctly different
comfort level about that statement than I had 40 hours ago.
People are relying on the mutual fund managers to do the due
diligence to ensure that the risk they are taking is fully com-
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prehended. Are we just simply asking the wrong questions? We
have new investment strategies, new investment tools, and we are
using questions built around financial policy of a decade ago.
Everyone tells me, "We ask the questions we've always asked."

Maybe they

weren't the right questions. Is that possible?
It's possible. We would have to go look at each instance to see what they looked at. I read last evening the rating
agencies' testimony. They did their normal look, and I think one of
them said that if you get fraudulent financial statements it is very
hard to go underneath and find that. A lot depends on who prepares those statements and who reviews them. Professional investors hit problems just like you and I do directly.
Chairman Baker. Thank you.
Mr. Bentsen.
Mr. Bentsen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me follow up a little bit. I think in yesterday's testimony
with the rating agencies, and certainly they are private companies
and their relationship is with the market and their publications in
the market, the whole trust is determined by the market, but the
rating agencies, when we are talking about the $600 million 19941995 taxable note deal, I think they missed the boat on how that
deal was structured.
I've only reviewed parts of the official statement, but they said
they were relying on the financial data of the county and not looking at the structure of the deal. You all may correct me or I may
further review it, but that looked to me like a structured finance
deal. That didn't look like a revenue bond based upon the revenues
of the county.
Mr. Fink, do you think that there should be some requirement
for additional analysis done? I know in structured finance deals
that I've been involved with we run all sorts of cash flow analyses
on duration of maturity, loss, loss recovery. Do you think that is
something that should be considered here?
Mr. Fink. The SEC has a special rule, 2(a)(7), that tells managers of money market funds, taxable or tax exempt, that they
have to do independent credit analysis. I think it would be pretty
hard for the law or regulations to dictate the details because these
deals differ. We would end up with a set of rules for structure and
we would end up with another one for something else. I think it's
hard to dictate that. I think people are looking more closely.
I guess the other thing, Mr. Bentsen, that probably happened
here again, I haven't talked to every one of the fifty groups is
not only did they look at the deal. They are used to, as different
witnesses said, looking at municipal obligations that are full faith
and credit obligations. When a municipality does get in trouble, in
the past examples they have always done their level best to pay the
notes first.
So I think there were two surprises here. First was the economic
surprise of what happened to the Orange County pool, and second
was Orange County filing for bankruptcy.
To answer your question precisely, I think it would be pretty
hard to dictate to money managers precisely what they should do
in each instance because the instances differ.

Mr. Fink.

—

—
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Mr. Bentsen.

respect that none of you all are disclosure counthat the Merrill Lynch letters were material
items for disclosure? I think there were bonds issued subsequent
to those letters being sent to Citron.
Mr. Genader. Sir, I can't answer the specific question about the
Merrill Lynch letters, but I think the industry needs much more
disclosure. You are very right. The mvmicipal market is about the
same size as the corporate market. Yet there is a fundamental
trust in the municipal market based in part upon very low historical default rates, unlike the corporate market where statistics may
indicate that a triple-B bond over a 5-year duration will on average
file for bankruptcy 36 percent. That type of data has not been accumulated on the municipal side because of trust. This was a county
that did not provide enough disclosure in its initial documents.
Also disclosure is a two-sided obligation. There also needs to be
disclosure locally to the citizens and the investment pool so that
they know exactly what is the value of the local investment portfolio at any given point in time.
Mr. Bentsen. Mr. Genader, I may be wrong, but I think that
none of the Orange County transactions in default were insured.
Certainly none of the ones I have looked at. Can you compare for
us the difference in the situation in Orange County with the situation in, I think, Broward County, Florida, where there was a bond
issue that a subsequent board said was not a legal issuance and
now that issue has been raised a little bit with Orange County.
Mr. Genader. It's a matter of how municipal financings are
structured. Both Brevard County in Florida and Orange County in
California issued certificates of participation. However, there are
basically two different types. One is secured by an abatement bond.
That is the type that Orange County had, under which as long as
the County has the use of the facility, they are obligated to make
lease payments.
In the earthquake in northern California, I believe the city of
Oakland had a situation where actually there was damage to a
particular building. Rather than allowing a default in the certificates of participation which financed that building, they chose to
find another use for that building, which still added value to the
sel.

I

Do you think

and permitted them to make good on their obligations. Orange
County, on the other hand, is reserving the right to recharacterize
those leases, thus enabling it to renegotiate their terms.
Mr. Bentsen. Does that lead to the need that I think Mr. Pope
from Hunton and Williams raised at yesterday's hearing for some
sort of national standard for general obligation?
Mr. Genader. I think that is best left to not only the individual
States but the 50,000 issuers that are defining the particular structure that they are issuing and selling to the investor, and the investor should be able to discern the difference.
Mr. Bentsen. I have more questions, Mr. Chairman, if we get a
chance to ask them.
city

Chairman Baker. Certainly.
Mr. LoBiondo.
Mr. LoBiondo. No questions.
Chairman Baker. Thank you.
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I would like to come back to the bankruptcy question again. Mr.
Graver, in your testimony you seem to indicate that the bankruptcy
proceeding was entered into in a responsible manner and that it
perhaps provided time for appropriate steps to be taken to manage
the problem. Many have suggested that bankruptcy be entered into
only as an extraordinaiy fast resort and that perhaps requiring
some State official, the Governor, the State treasurer, someone to
gfive approval to a municipality's bankruptcy filing might be an appropriate step; that there should be a demonstration perhaps that
all reasonable effort had been made to resolve the crisis; that there
was in fact an insolvency that existed, that there wasn't net worth
available to resolve the problem, as politically distasteful as it
might be; that there might be some intervening steps before the expensive filing takes place. Some have even gone further and said
in fact some have entered into bankruptcy to avoid directives to
take appropriate corrective action.
Is it your view that the bankruptcy and the Chapter 9 process
is something that should not be modified in any way, and do you
believe that the Orange County officials acted in the best interest

of all parties?

Mr. Craver. Mr. Chairman, it is a difficult question for me to
answer. I'm not a bankruptcy lawyer. I believe, though, there are
a couple of underlying principles that are important.
The first is that as a banker you are typically going to look for
some means of working out your problems with a creditor. You are
alwavs inclined to want to try to find solutions short of entering
into bankruptcy. This is a normal banking response to the types of
things that we deal with every day.
In that regard, I think bankers would look to bankruptcy as a
last resort or step and actually a generally less than productive
one.
In terms of the

Orange County situation, I think the speed with
which bankruptcy was entered into and the surprise feature somewhat suggests that other remedies were not fully explored. Bankers
would prefer that all other remedies be explored before moving to
bankruptcy.

However, I don't feel I'm really properly educated
law to answer your question more specifically.

Chairman

Bafo-^r.

Unfortunately,

it

doesn't stop

in

bankruptcy

members

of Con-

gress either.

Mr. McKnew, let me address again the question with regard to
the market's response on the issues of Orange County with what
now appears to be the evident indicators that were available. If not
the traditional analytical models, at least common sense: rates of
return above market expectations for an extended period;
unaudited finantials accompanying the issue; public allegations as
to inappropriate investment practices.
Were underwriters looking beyond the obvious and only to the
historic data that is required to be provided, or was there something else that led the market to follow the footsteps of virtually
everyone else in this matter who appeared to make a misjudgment
about what was happening there?
Mr. McKnew. Let me say a couple of things. First of all, we are
dealing in a retrospective here. As I believe someone has testified
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before, the sheer number of municipal obhgations that are issued
every year necessitates some level of generalization when dealing

with

this.

personally do not believe that prior to all of this gaining any
nationwide attention that there was a general lack of recognition
of the situation in Orange County. I personally remember a number of press accounts of the investment prowess of the Orange
County treasurer in managing not only his own funds but the
funds of the investment pool. I believe there was at least within
the professional community a general understanding of what was
I

going on.
Let me also say that a number of financial institutions, broker/
dealers, banks, and so forth, were directly involved in dealing with
the county in one way or another. I believe that all of them in
doing their own analysis of their own transactions with the county
were performing as they should.
I don't think it's possible to answer the question as to whether
the market therefore had reacted in any way prior to all of this
coming out. I suspect that it did. Bankers asking for more covenants, for perhaps a slightly higher interest rate applied to borrowings. I believe there were things like that going on.
In retrospect, was that adequate? The answer is probably no. I
do know that there were a number of institutions, broker/dealers
that stopped on their own particular knowledge dealing in one way
or another with Orange County. I know that simply from reports
in the press.
I think there was some smoke that was out there. Enough to indicate the fire that was really going? Perhaps not.
Chairman Baker. The $600 million Orange County issue was unusual because of the size, the amount of leverage and the aggressive investment practices used. There are 50,000 different units
that can issue debt. Many are troubled financially and looking for
new sources of revenue. Are smaller, less sophisticated, issuers
likely to follow the lead of Orange County?

Are you fairly confident or somewhat troubled at this point after
Orange County with all the discussion being given it that the market has significantly altered its view or that the fund managers
themselves are now more cognizant of the risk? Has the world
changed dramatically, or isn't it operating pretty much as it was
before the bankruptcy?
Mr. McKnew. I think there are at least two questions there.
First of all, I do not believe that there are any circumstances out
there that remotely approach the reported aggressive style that
Treasurer Citron used in Orange County. We are dealing with a
scale here. I am suggesting that from my experience and knowledge there is no one so far out on the scale so as to even remotely
compare with the investment strategy used by Treasurer Citron.
If you are asking me are there circumstances where broker/dealers are not fully comporting with regulation in terms of determining the siiitc^ldiity or the appropriateness of securities transactions
with institutional investors, all I can say is that I believe it is every
couple of weeks in the Wall Street Journal I read in very, very
small print lots and lots and lots of registered representatives who
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are being disciplined one way or the other by the NASD. So I can
only assume that that does go on.
Let me say, though, that 1 don't believe that that in any way represents the general mode of doing business in our industry. The
suitability requirements for institutional investors that the NASD
has promulgated and is now in the process of being vetted by the
SEC that was called for by the GSA will go a long way toward codifying the responsibilities that I think we all have felt in our dealings with our institutional customers in the sense that it will put
down on paper as best as can be written those responsibilities that
we have to deal with the individual situations arising institutional
investor by institutional investor.
Chairman BAiCER. Thank you, Mr. McKnew.
Mr. Bentsen.
Mr. Bentsen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. McKnew I also would ask Mr. Fink this on the other side
of the transaction do you believe there is adequate disclosure
in the municipal market or do you think that we need more

—

—

disclosure?

Yesterday we had Representative Cox from Orange County tesHe criticized fairly broadly the municipal market disclosure.
You are right. There are less bankruptcies in the municipal market. Do you think we need more disclosure? Do you think that
there would have been a difference if there had been registration,
tify.

quarterly reports?

Mr. McKnew. To me, frankly disclosure is kind of an unmitigated religious virtue. Speaking for myself, I think there can never
be enough disclosure. Having said that, disclosure is expensive.
Particularly for smaller issuers, a very high level of formal, independently verified disclosure can be economically just not worth the
benefit that is brought to the marketplace.
The SEC in its new regulations for the first time requires broker/
dealers who are bringing in a primary issuance to be sure in the
form of a contract that the issuer of the security will provide ongoing disclosure primarily of material adverse events such that we,
broker/dealers, in carrying out our suitability responsibilities to
adequately inform our customers as to the nature of the security
that they are buying will know with certainty what is going on
with regard to the financial realities of the issuer of that security.

now starting to come into effect.
you that there have been a number of issues that were
contemplated to be brought to market where an underwriter has
said, "I don't think what you are telling me you are going to disclose in the future is adequate for me to be able to certify my duties under the SEC regulation and therefore I will not underwrite
your issue."
That
I

is

can

only
tell

That's a very powerful thing for a broker/dealer to say to a municipal treasurer and more times than not will bring the municipal
treasurer to the point of contractually obligating himself to provide
what we believe is adequate.
Your basic question is, do I think there is enough? T don't think
there is ever enough, but I think that this SEC regulation will go
a very long way toward improving the situation out there.

Mr. Bentsen. Mr. Fink.
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Mr. Fink. I guess I would echo that, maybe in slightly different
words. I think more disclosure is needed, probably always needed.
I think it would be premature to go to the extreme and repeal
the Tower amendment and have municipalities file and register
with the SEC, as I guess has been proposed somewhere in these
hearings.
Mr. McKnew said the SEC's new requirements just went into effect quite recently. I think I would wait and see how those requirements plus the impact of Orange County are affecting disclosure,
and a year from now I might do some type of survey and see what
kind of disclosure is happening.
My guess is the combination of the SEC's requirements and this
Orange County problem will produce much better disclosure because the dealers and the buyers, the banks and mutual funds will

demand

better disclosure.

Mr. Bentsen. Is there a risk in buying a Treasury security?
Mr. Fink. Yes.
Mr. Bentsen. Is there a similar risk in buying a Treasury security to buying a strip or buying a structured note or buying an inverse floater?
Mr. Fink. Yes.

Maybe

different deg^rees of risk, but they all have
credit risk, but as some of
your witnesses have testified, I think one of the problems the way
these municipalities have run their pools they have only looked at
credit risk and not interest rate risk.
Second, and I think Mr. Lackritz made the point, and other witnesses did, I think when one looks at a pool, be it a mutual fund
or a bank trust fund or a municipal pool, the risk that should be
looked at is the risk of the pool as a whole and not individual securities. I think every security has risk even if there is no credit risk.
Mr. Bentsen.
time is up. I have one quick question and then

interest rate risk.

They may not have

My

have a few more if we can come back to it.
Let's talk about the other side of the transaction for a little bit.
Let's talk about Orange County as a purchaser. Orange County
was an institutional investor. They were a big boy in the market.

hopefully

Do they

I

inherit risk as such?
Obviously there was a political meltdown in Orange County, I
think. Should we be looking at it from that perspective and saying,
sure, there are all sorts of products out there, there are Treasury
bonds that you could buy and you could buy the wrong maturity?
Is this a case of a big boy investor who got in over his head? Should
we be looking at it only from that perspective or should we still be
looking at it from the perspective we talked about in terms of looking at Chapter 9, looking at investment guidelines, sales practices
g^delines?
Mr. Craver. I think it is an excellent question. It's one that I
don't think we have focused on enough here so far today. You have
to have a balance in all of these markets, I think even in society
you have to have a balance. Not everything is going to work because you've got legislation or you've got particular rules in place
or youVe got an auditor or a cop at every corner.
The market really behaves and operates the way it does because
there is ^ood information and because all of the parties bear a responsibility for their part of the transaction. I think certainly the
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issuers have a responsibility; the investors have a responsibility;
the broker/dealers have a responsibility vis-a-vis determining suitability and appropriateness. Everybody has a piece of that pie.
The market will never work properly without each of those participants taking the proper due diligence on their own to determine
whether they are getting properly rewarded for the risks that they
are taking.
I think in this particular circumstance, and I believe the chairman made this comment before, there is probably enough blame to
pass around. There are a number of people who participated in this
thing from a lot of different angles that did not end up perhaps
doing all their homework, their due diligence, as they should, including the investments that Mr. Citron was making.
Mr. McKnew. If I could, just a little extension of that. I think
one of the things that is very important that has come out of all
of this after the fact is talk about the roles of each of the parties
involved here. I think that to the degree that the roles and responsibilities in this case of the supervisors of Orange County, the
treasurer as an institutional investor, any adviser that he might
have had, a broker/dealer, and our regulators, if each of those roles
can be clarified and publicized, the markets will work better.
To the degree, however, that the roles and responsibilities get
merged and confused and made unclear, I think the markets are
hurt and inevitably the participants in the markets, all of them are
hurt.
Mr. Bentsen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Baker. I just have one follow-up, Mr. Lackritz. If this
subcommittee were to take any action at all based on the testimony
we have heard over the last 2 days, it would have to be centered
on some sort of improved disclosure requirement implemented by
the States. The disclosure would cover investment activities. The
disclosure would be simply understood by the individual investor.
Is that something that makes market sense, regulatory sense, investor sense?
Mr. Lackritz. Mr. Chairman, it's a very good question because
you have really hit on conceptually the issue that in fact involves
risk management. Conceptually you want to have disclosure of the
portfolio risk, which may involve its duration, its volatility, and a
number of other characteristics of the portfolio. Trying to reach
some form of quantitative measurement is hard to do in reality because of all the different risk characteristics of all the different

instruments.
There are modeling theorists in each of our firms, and the firms
represented down the table, individuals with Ph.D.'s in mathematics that spend an enormous amount of time constructing models of how portfolios behave under different circumstances. It is
very hard to reduce all of the complexities to either a number or
one concept or one measurement that would in fact be adequate in
terms of fully explaining what all those characteristics are. You
would almost have to have some disclosure of the models and, in
fact, in another context, we have been urging regulators to rely
more heavily on the models used by the firms themselves in terms
of analyzing capital adequacy and that kind of thing in a different
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in the context of derivatives. Here I think you have
touched on exactly the same issue.
In concept it's a very good idea. In terms of practice and putting
it together, you get into the complexity of how to measure this and

context,

how

to disclose fully.

Chairman Baker. But we seem to be in a very difficult circle. On
the one hand you should not invest unless you understand the
portfolio structure, but the answer to that question is too difficult
for us to prescribe on a national basis for each of the 50,000 issuers

of these instruments, but at the same time one would be well advised not to participate unless you understand the risk you are undertaking. Tnere perhaps should be a different statement at the
top. Maybe a Surgeon General's warning on the face of each of
these.

Mr. Lackritz. Proceed at your own risk.
Chairman Baker. Perhaps that's the bottom line here, that you
should know and trust the people that you rely upon for investment advice. Does that lead you to conclude that the current regulatory, statutory provisions we currently have in effect are sufficient in light of the potential risk in the municipal bond market?
Mr, Lackritz. That's why we said that there are a number of developments that are proceeding toward improving disclosure and
that in fact some of the efforts that have been undertaken at the
State and local level to improve this disclosure should be given
some time to work.
Chairman Baker. Wouldn't it be a disservice if somehow wfe have
improved disclosure that doesn't really lead one to understand the
risk and you have the assumption that you are being told all you
need to know?
Mr. Lackritz. You have raised a good question. The fact is increased disclosure over time is going to improve understanding of
risk, and in fact, as more instruments are developed, as portfolio
theory develops, and as more models are being developed, more information and disclosure is leading to increased understanding of
the risks involved, and I think over time the market will continue
adjusting to that.

Chairman Baker. Thank

you.

I

don't

want

to delay the

hearing

unduly. Mr. Bentsen.

Mr. Bentsen. I just had a couple of questions and then I should
be finished.
Mr. Craver, you talked in your testimony about bank eligible
bonds and changes that the Ways and Means Committee may be
looking at, and this may be a better question for the Ways and
Means Committee.
Do you think we are reaping part of the results of the 1986 Tax
Reform Act as it relates to restrictions on arbitrage earnings and
construction funds and other things for municipal issuers, that now
we have these municipal issuers out looking for other ways to
make up those funds and cover negative arbitrage that they have
on other issues?
Mr. Craver. It's difficult to say those are directly connected. I
think we certainly can say that the Tax Act of 1986 reduced bank
investment in tax exempt securities because the interest expense
deduction was eliminated. I mentioned the statistics. Banks held
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41 percent of all tax exempt securities in 1980 and they now hold
less than 10 percent. That's a direct result of that Tax Act change,
in my mind. There are other circumstances, but that's certainly a
very large piece.
We have talked a lot here today about the large municipalities
and triple-A rated and double-A rated type debt. There are a ton
of communities out there that issue unrated debt and the disclosure requirements associated with these issuing communities are
less than what the rating agencies will want.
The primary investors in that debt are banks and have been for
a long time. The banks really understand the small community situation because in many cases they are taking deposits or providing
operating accounts, and so on. So I think banks play a real role not
only in the large municipality financing, but more importantly, in
the small community financing.
The Tax Act has made that more difficult because it makes the
holding of those securities frankly uneconomical vis-a-vis taxable
securities. That is the issue that we at ABA and ABASA have been
trying to raise the visibility on.
I think particularly trying to deal with that small issuer exemption would be very helpful. Also the proposal that we talked about
regarding allowing banks to underwrite revenue bonds. We need to
do some things that restore some liquidity to this market, particularly when some of the high profile Wall Street firms have had to
back away from the market, or have seen fit to back away from the
market.
Mr. Bentsen. You raise an issue that the chairman and I have
discussed before on the ability of banks to underwrite revenue
bonds. It is one of the issues we happen to disagree upon, but nonetheless it's an issue that maybe we will address later.
I would argue that I think there is some risk associated with revenue bonds and that is something we should address, but I think
it's a little unrelated to this hearing, although we may use it as a
later argument.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask unanimous consent to be able
to include additional material in the record subsequent to the closing of this hearing.
Chairman Baker. Without objection.

Mr. Bentsen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Baker. Thank you, Mr. Bentsen.
I am advised that members will have written questions, believe
it or not, to follow up our lengthy hearing. We will forward those
to you as soon as possible.
I thank you, first, for your testimony, second, for your patience.
This meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon at 1:05 p.m. the hearing was adjourned.]
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JULY 26TH and 27TH HEARING ON MUNICIPAL FINANCE

The subcommittee begins two days of hearings on the municipal

finance markets, a vital component on the country's financial
system.

Investors from across the country invest in our cities,

counties, and states by purchasing the bonds of these governments.

These investors range from sophisticated institutional investors to

senior citizens investing a portion of their life savings.

The

revenue realized from these investments are important sources of
income for the investor.

Similarly, the money raised by the municipality is critical to
the well being of its citizens.

The size of the municipal finance

market is evidence enough of why this is such an important topic

-

the Bond Buyer reported that during 1994 local and state governments

raised over $204.4 billion in long- and short-term debt (7/6/95).
Paving roads, building schools, and maintaining our ports are just a
few examples of capital projects financed by municipalities in the

bond market
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Because of the important role that the municipal finance

markets play for the investor and the local government, it is vital
that we make sure the municipal finance markets run as efficiently
as possible.

An inefficient markets jeopardizes both the borrower

and the lender and also affects the borrower's citizens.

An

efficient market benefits all parties and best serves our
constituents.

Municipalities are not only borrowers, they also enter the
capital markets as investors.
sure thing.

As any investor knows, there is no

Investors can and do lose money on their investments,

and governments are no different.

Because of their unique status,

when governments lose money on their investments, the consequences
can be far reaching and deep.

These consequences affect our

constituents, the taxpayers.

During recent months some municipalities have experienced

difficulties with their investments.

Orange County is the most

notable, but clearly it is not the only municipality to incur

problems.

Large cities, such as New York, Cleveland, and

Philadelphia have had severe financial problems.

The reason

I

called these hearings is to examine the municipal finance markets
and see if recent events are isolated occurrences or are trends

beginning to develop.

I

believe the witnesses testifying over the

next two days will provide the subcommittee a wealth of information
so we may better understand the current shape of the municipal

finance markets.

I

want to thank them in advance for their

willingness to travel great distances to help us in our efforts.
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Before turning to the Ranking Minority Member, Mr. Kanjorski,
for his opening statement,

perceive these hearings.

I

want to comment on how some people

During the next two days, the subcommittee

will focus on the state of the municipal finance markets. These

hearings are not "derivatives" hearings.

Many people know that

very interested in derivatives and their use, and that

I

am

I

intend to

have the subcommittee further examine derivatives in the future.

This is not the time for an in depth examination on derivatives.
That being said,

I

realize any discussion on municipal finance must

include some discussion on derivatives.

As

I

mentioned above, these are not "Orange County" hearings.

While Orange County has experienced well publicized investment
losses leading the county to declare bankruptcy, they are not the

only municipality to have such problems.

In addition, the county is

involved in complex litigation, and

impossible to have

it is

comprehensive congressional hearings into the matter when the
litigants would not be able to properly assist the subcommittee.
are looking at the broader issues of municipal finance.
the Orange County incident provides some good lessons and

forward to the testimony of the witnesses.

We

believe

I
I

look
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SUBJECT:

History of Statutes Authorizing Local Agency
Investmsnts

This memorandum diaciiBses the development of Cslifomia
law authorizing local agency investments.

The primary stacuces

regulating local agency iavestmenta are California Governmenc
Code Sections 53600 et aeq.

In particular,

Seccions 53601,'

53635 and 536S1 address the types of securities local agencies

may purchase.

Section 53601 lists Che types OC securities that a

local agency's legislacive body may purchase, whila Section 53635
lists what securities a local agency's treasurer may purchase.

Sections 53601 and 53635 are virtually identical.

defines "Bligifiie Securities."

Section 53651

The category of "Eligible

Securities" is broader than the types of securities listed in
Sections 53601 and 53635.

Section 53652 requires that certain

bank deposits be secured by Eligible Securities.
Before 1967 local agencies could only invest in

government securities, defined as obligations of the United
All sections referrsd to in this memorandum are from
The full texts of California
the California Government Code.
Government Code Sections 53601, 53635 and 53S51 are attached.
Also attached is a chronological chart of the development of
Section 53601.
'

LA1.«73!9J.V:

.
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States Treasury, the SCftte of California and local agencies in

California.

Starting in 1967 the California legislature has

adcptad a series of amendmenta which

ha-v-e

broadened the

investment authority of local agencies

Govemnenb Sponsored Enterprises
In 1967 the legislature auchorlzed local agencies to

invest in obligations of certain quasi-governmental organizations
such as Federal Land Ban)cs, Federal Home Loan Banks,

the

Tennessee Valley Authority and the Federal National Mortgage
Association,*

Beuikers Acceptances

In 1974 Che California legislature authorized local

agencies with large cash balances' to invest in bankers'

The statute required

acceptances issued by commercial banks.*

that the bankers' acceptances have less than 90 days maturity and
not exceed 15% of the agency's investment portfolio

limit was raised to 30% in 1977* and

t.0

.

The 15%

40% in 1984.'

Commercial Paper and Negotiable Certificates of Deposit
1967 Cal. Stat. 1316, sec. 2.

Cities and special districts having treasury balances
greater than $S million and counties having treasury balances
greater than $30 million at the end of the prior fiscal year.
'

*

1974 Cal. Stat. 1354, sec. X.

'

1977 Cal. Stat. 1138, sec. 1.5.

*

1984 Cal. scat. 659,

sec.

2.
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in 1978 tne state legislature authorized large local
agencies'* to invest in conmercial paper and certificates of

deposit."

The cctnmercial paper must have the highest ranking

given by Moody's or Standard and Poor's and its issuer has to
.lave

assets greater than $500 million.

Originally the local

agency could net have more than 15% of its investment portfolio
in conmercial paper and 15% of its investment portfolio in

certificates of deposit.

The 15% limit was raised to 30% in 1932

for certificates of deposit' and raised to 20% in iS83 for

conmercial paper.'"

Repurchase Agreements
In 1979 the California State Legislature authorized

local agencies to invest in repurchaao agreements and reverse

repurchase agreemencs."

The repurchase or reverse repurchase

agreement's ijr.dsrlying security

be one of the types of

trust

securities that the local agency is authorised to purchase.

Hortgage Repurchase Agx&smcnta
In 1984 the state legislature authorized local agencies

to invest money in mortgage repurchase agreements."

The

Local agencies with a population greater than 250,000.
1S78 Cal. Stat.

65,

sec.

1982 Cal. Stat. 508,

sec

1983 Cal, Stat.

sec

550,

1.
.

.

2.
1.

1979 Cal. Stat. 275, sec. 2(i).
1984 Cal. Stat. 741,

LAi<min.vj

sec.

l(j).
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lesislacion required that the invAstmente in mortgaga securities
not exceed 25% of the agency '8 invectownt portfolio.

The

legislature deleted thia specific authorization in 1987, hut
siraulcaneously authorized investments in secured notes, a broader

category cf securities which probably includes mortgage

repurihass agreemente

^"
.

Corporate Kediun-Tera Notes
In LSS6 the legislature authorized local agencies to

invest in medium term corporate notes.

Originally Che notes had

to be rated in the top three note racing categories ty two of the

three largest nationally recognized racing services and could not

exceed 15% of the agency's portfolio.
In 1987 this provision was liberalized to allow the

locea agencies co invest in notes of depository institutions as
well as corporate notes,

in addition the legislature liberalized

Che racing qualirication,

lowering the standard to an "A"

equivalent or better by one nationally recognized rating service.
The legislature also increased the limit on the amount that a

local agency could invest in medium term notes to 30% o£ the

portfolio."

Mutual Punds
In 1985 the legislature authorized local agencies to

invest in mutual funds that invest in securities that are
1987 Cal. Stat. 446,

sec.

1.

1987 Cal. Stat. 446.

sec.

1.

.

..
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authorized for purchnse by local agencies."

The mutual fund

must attain the highest ranking of two of the nationally

recognised rating services or retain an experienced Investment

advisor registered with the Securities and Exchange CoTwaission.
The local agency may not invest more than 15% of Its portfolio in

mutual funds

Secured Notes
In 198 7 the legislature authorized investments in notes

secured by Eligible securities as defined in Section 53S51.'*

Mortgage Backed Securities
In 1992 the legislature authorized local agencies to

invest iu Collateralized Mortgage Obligations and other pass-

through securities.
and have a maximum of

The securities must be rated "A" or higher
5

years maturity.''

The agency cannot put

more than 20% cf its portfolio in pass-through securities.

Term Restriction
In 1988 the legislature added a term restrictircn to the

investments cf local agencies."*

The law requires that the local

agencies invest only in instruments with a maturity of

S

years or

However, a local agency may escape this requirement if the

less.
"

1986 Cal. Stat. 853,

e©c

2.5,

"

1987 Cal. Stat. 446,

6ec

1.

"

1992 Cal. Stat. 173, eec

1.

1988 Cal. Stat. 491,

1.

'*

eec.
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agency's leglslacive body grants express approval
to the
Investment.

L\t-tninyt
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SS3601.

Authorized investmAntB; circuirustancas

The legislative body of a local agency having money in a
sinking fund of, or surplus money in, its creaeury not required
for the immediate neceeeicies of the local agency may invest any
portion of ths money that it deems wise or expedient in those
investments set forth below, However, where this section dose not
specify a limitation on the term or remaining maturity at the
time of the investment, no investment shall be made in any
security, other than a security underlying a repurchase cr
reverse repurchase agreement authorized by this section, that at
the titr.e of the investment has a terra remaining to maturity in
excess of five years, unless the legislative body has granted
express auchority to make that investment either specifically or
as a pare of an invescinenc program approved by the legislative
bo<ay no less than three months prior to the investment:

Bonds issued by the local agency.- Including bonds
(a)
payable solely out of the revenues from a revenue -producing
property owned, controlled, or operated by the local agency or by
a department, board, agency, or authority of the local agency.
(b)
United States Treasury notes, bonds, bills, or
certificates of indebtedness, or those Cor which the faith and
credit of the United States are pledged for the payment of
principal and interest.

Registered state warrants or treasury notes or bonds of
(c)
this state, including bonds payable solely out of the revenues
from a revenue -producing property owned, controlled, or operated
by the state or by a department, board, agency, or authority of
the state.
(d)
Bonds, notes, warrants, or other evidences of
indebtedness of any local agency within this state, including
bonds payable solely out of the revenues from a revenue-producing
property owned, controlled, or operated by the local agency, or
by a department, board, agency, or authority of the local agency.
(e)
Obligations issued by banks for cooperatives, federal
land banks, federal intermediate credit banks, federal home loan
banks, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, the Tennessee Valley
Authority, or in obligations, participations, or other
instruments of. or issued by. or fully g-aaranteed as to principal
and interest by. the Federal National Mortgage Association; or in
guaranteed portions of Small Business Administration notes; or in
obligations, participations, or other instruments of. or issued
by, a federal agency or a United States government - sponsored

6»nterprise.
(f)
Bills of exchange or time drafts drawn on and accepted
by a commercial bank, otherwise known as bankers acceptances.
Purchases of bankers acceptances may not exceed 270 days maturity

l^i.l^13HS.Vl
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or 40 percen- or tne agency's surplus money chat may be invescea
However, no more than 30 percent o£
pursuant to this section.
the agency's surplus funds nay t>e invested in the bankers
of
any
one ccanmercial banJc pursuant to this section.
acceptances

This subdivision does not preclude a municipal utility
district from investing any surplus money in its treasury in any
manner authorized by the Municipal Utility District Act, Division
6 (conmencing with Section 11501) of the Public Utilities Code.

Commercial paper of "prime" quality of the highest
(g)
ranking or of the highest letter and numerical rating as provided
for by Moody's Investors Ser/ice, Inc., or Standard amd Poor's
Eligible paper is further limited to issuing
Corporation.
corporations that are organized and operating within the United
States and having total assets in excess of five hundred million
dollars ($500,000,000) and having an "A" or higher rating for the
issuer's debt, other than commercial paper, if any, as provided
for by Moody's Investors Service, Inc., or Standard and Poor's
Purchases of eligible commercial paper may not
Corporation.
exceed 180 days maturity nor represent more than 10 percent of
the outstanding paper of an issuing corporation.
Purchases of
ccmmercial paper may not exceed 15 percent of the agency's
surplus mcney that may bs invested pursuant to this section. An
additional 15 percent, or a total of 30 percent of the agency's
surplus money may be invested pursuant to this subdivision. The
additional i5 percent may be so invested only if the dollarweighted average maturity of the entire amount does not exceed 31
days.
"Dollar -weighted average maturity" means the sum of the
aanount of each outstanding commercial paper investment multiplied
by the niunber of days to maturity, divided by the total amount of
outstanding commercial paper.
{h}
Negotiable certificates of deposits issued by a
nationally or state -chartered bank or a state or federal
association (as defined by Section 5103 of the Financial Code) or
7urchasaB of
by a stats- licensed branch of a foreign bank.
negotiable certificates of deposit may not exceed 3 percent of
the agency's surplus money which may not be invested pursuant tc
this section.
For purposes of this section, negotiable
certificates of deposits do not come within Article 2 {commencing
with Section 53630)
except that the amount so invested shall be
subject to the limitations of Section 53638.
,

(i)
Investments in repurchase agreements or reverse
repurchase agreements of any securities authorized by this
section, as long as the proceeds of the reverse repurchase
agieement are invested solely to supplement the income normally
received from these securities.
Investment in a reverse
repurchase agreement shall be made only upon prior approval of
the legislative body of the local agency.
For purposes of this
section, the term "repurchase agreement* means a purchase of
securities by the local agency pursuant to an agreement by which

"

.
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the seller will repurchase the securities on or before a
specified date and for a specified amount and will deliver the
underlying securities to the local agency by book entry, phyaiced.
delivery, or by third-party custodial agreement. The transfer of
underlying securities to the counterparty bank's customer bookentry account may be used for book- entry delivery. The term
"counterparty" for the purposes of this subdivision, means the
other party to the transaction. A counterparty bank's trusc
department or safekeeping department may be used for physical
delivary of the underlying security. Ilie term of repurchase
agreements shall be for one year or less. The term 'securiries,
for purpose of repurchase under this subdivision, means
securities o£ the same issuer, description, issue date, and
maturity.

The term "reveres repurchase agreement" means a sale of
securities by the local agency pursuant to an agreement by which
local
agency will repurchase those securities on or before a
the
specified date and for a specified amount.

Medium- term notes of a maximum of five years maturity
(j)
issued by corporations organized and operating within the United
States or by depository institutions licensed by the United
States or any state and operating within the United States.
Kotea eligible for investment vmder this subdivision shall be
rated in a rating category of "A" or its equivalent or better by
a nationally recognized ratina service. Purchases o£ medium- term
notes may not exceed 30 percent of the agency's surplus money
which may be invested pursuant to this section.
Ck.)
Shares of beneficitil interest issued by diversified
mzuiagemenc con^anies, as defined in Section 23701m of the Revenue
and Tajcation Code, investing in the securities and obligations as
authorized by subdivisions (a) to (1) / inclusive, of this section
and which comply with the investment restrictions of this article
and Article 2 (commencing with Section 53630) . To be eligible
for ln*/e8tziient pursuant to this subdivision, these con^acies

shall either:

Attain the nignest ranking or the highest letter and
(1)
numerical rating provided by not less than two of the three
largest nationally recognized rating services.
Retain an investment adviser registered wlch the
(2)
Securities and Exchange Conunission with not less that five years'
ejqjerience investing in the securities and obligations as
authorized by subdivision (a) to (m)
Inclusive, and with assets
under management in excess of five hundred million dollars
,

($500,000,000)

The purchase price of shares of beneficial interest
pvirchased pursuant to this subdivision shall not include any
commission that these companies may charge and shall not exceed
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15 percent of the agency's surplus money Chat nay be invested
pursuant to this section.
;i)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in
this section. Section S3635, or any other provision of law,
raonays held by a trustee or fiscal agency and pledged to the
payment or security of bonds or other indebtedness, or
obligations under a lease, installment sale, or other agreement
of a local agency, or certificates of participation in those
bonds, indebtadnaee, or lease installment sale, or other
agreements, may be invested in accordance with the statutory
provisions governing the issuance of those bonds, indebtedness,
or lease installment sale, or other agreement, or to the extent
not inconsistent therewith or if there are no specific statutory
provisions, in accordance with the ordinance, resolution,
indenture, or agre«nent of the local agency providing for the
issuance.
(m)
Notes, bonds, or other obligations that are at all
times secured by a valid first priority security interest in
securities of the types listed by Section 53651 as eligible
securities for the purpose of securing local agency deposits
having a market value at least equal to that required by Section
53652 f3r the purpose of securing local agency deposits.
The
securicles serving as collateral shall be placed by delivery- or
book entry Into the custody of a trust con^jany or the tract
department of a bank which is not affiliated with the issuer of
Che secured obligation, and the security interest shall be
perfected in accordance with the requirements or the Uniform
commercial code cr federal regulations applicable to the types of
securities in which the security interest Is granted.

[n)
Any mortgage pass -through security, collateralized
mortgage obligation, mortgage -backed or other pay- through bona,
equipment lease-backed certificate, consumer receivable passthrough certificate, or consumer receivausie- backed bond or a
maximum of five years maturity. Securities eligible for
investment under this subdivision shall be issued by an issuer
having an "A' or higher rating for the issuer's debt as provided
by a nationally recognized racing service and rated in a rating
category of "AA" or its equivalent or better by a nationally
recognized rating service. Purchase of securities authorized by
this subdivision may not exceed 20 percent of the agency's
surplus money that may be invested pursuant to this section.

§53635.

Funds of local agency; deposit or investment

As far as possible, all money belonging to, or in the
Custody of, a local agency, including money paid to the treasurer
or other official to pay the principal, interest, or penalties of
bonds, shall be deposited for safekeeping in state or national
banks, savings associations or federal associations, credit
unions, or federally insured industrial loan companies in this

LAi.«7»345.vi
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state selected by ch« treasurer or other official having the
legal custody of the money; or, unless otherwise directed by the
legislative body pursuant to Section 53601, may be invested in
the following:

Bonds issued by the local agency, including bonds
(a;
payable solely out of the revenues from a revenue -producing
property owned, controlled, or operated by the local agency or by
a department, board, agency, or authority of the local agency.

United States Treasury notes, bonds, bills, or
(to)
certiricaces of indebtedness, or those for which the faith and
credit of Che united States are pledged for the payment of
principal and interest.
Registered state warrants or treasury notes or bonds of
(c)
this state, including bonds payable solely out of the revenues
from a revenue-producing property owned, controlled, or operated
by the state or by a department, board, agency, or authority of
the state.
(d)
Bonds, notes, warrants, or other evidences of
indebtedness of any local agency within this state, including
bonds payable solely out of the revenues from a revenue -producing
property owned, controlled, or operated by the local agency, or
by a department, board, agency, or authority of the local agency.
(e)
Obligations issued by banks for cooperatives, federal
land barJcs, federal intermediate credit banks, federal home loan
banks, the Federal Home Loan Bank, the Tennessee Valley
Authority, or in obligations, participations, or other
instruments of, or issued by, or fully guaranteed as to principal
and interest by, the Federal National Mortgage Association; or in
guaranteed portions of Small Business Administration notes; or in
obligations, participations, or other instniments of, or issued
by, federal agency or a United States government - sponsored
enterprise.
(f)
Bills of exchange or time drafts drawn on and accepted
by a cortroercial bank, otherwise known as bankers acceptances,
which are eligible for purchase by the Federal Reserve System.
Purchases of bankers acceptances may not exceed 270 days maturity
or 40 percent of the agency's surplus funds which oaay be invested
pursuant to this section. However, no more that 30 percent of
the agency's surplus funds may be invested in the bankers
acceptances of any one commercial hank pursuant to this section.

This subdivision does not preclude a municipal utility
district from investing any surplus money in its treasury in any
manner authorized by the J&inicipal Utility District Act, Division
6 (commencing with Section 11501) of the Public Utilities Code.
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Commercial paper oc "prime" quailcy or che hlghesc
(g)
ranxing or of the hignesc leccer and numerical racing as provided
for by Moody's investors service, inc., or standard and Poor's
corporation. Eligible paper is further limited to issuing
corporations that are organized and operating within the united
States and having total aasets in excess of five hundred million
dollars ;5500,COO, 000) and having an "A" or higher rating for the
issuer's debt, other than commercial paper, if any, as provided
for by Moody's Investors Service, Inc., or Standard and Poor's
Purchases of eligible commercial paper may not
Corporation.
exceed 180 days maturity nor represent more that 10 percent of
Purchases of
the outstanding paper of an issuing corporation.
commercial paper may not exceed 15 percent of the agency's
surplus money which may be invested pursuant to this section. An
additional 15 percent, or a total of 30 percent of the agency's
money or money in its custody, may be invested pursuant to this
subdivision.
The additional 15 percent may be so invested only
if the dollar- weighted average maturity of the entire amount does
"Dollar- weighted average maturity* means the
not exceed 31 days.
sum of the amount of each outstanding commercial paper investment
multiplied by the number of days to maturity, divided by the
total amount of outstanding commercial paper.
(h)
Negoticible certificates of deposit issued by a
nationally or state- chartered bank or a savings association or
federal association or a state or federal credit union or by a
Purchases of negotiable
state- licensed branch of a foreign bank.
certificates of deposit may not exceed 30 percent of the agency's
surplus money which may be invested pursuant to this section.
For purposes of this section, negotiable certificates of deposit
do not come within Article 2 (commencing with Section 53630) of
Chapter 4 of Part 1 of Division 2 of Title 5, except that the
amount so invested shall be subject to the limitations of Section
53S38.
For purposes of this section, the legislative body of a
local agency and the treasurer or other official of the local
agency having legal custody of the money are prohibited from
depositing or investing local agency funds, or funds in the
cuetcdy o£ the local agency, in negotiable certificates of
deposit issued by a state or federal credit union if a member of
the legislative body of the local agency, or an employee of the
adminietrative officer, manager's office, budget office, auditorcontroller's office, or treasurer's office of the local agency
also serves on the board of directors, or any committee appointed
by the board of directors, or the credit committee or supervisory
committee of the state or federal credit union issuing the
negotiable certificates of deposit.
(i)
Investments in repurchase agreements or reverse
repurchase agreements of any securities authorized by this
section, S3 long as the proceeds of the reverse repurchase
agreement are invested solely to supplement the income normallyreceived from these securities. Investment in a. reverse
repurchase agreement shall be made only upon prior approval of
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For purposes of this
the legislative body of the local agency.
section, the term "repurchase agreement" means a purchase of
securities b^ the local agency pursuant to an agreement by which
the seller will repurchase the securities on or before a
specified date and for a specified amounn and will deliver rhe
underlying securities to the local agency by boolc entry, physical
delivery, or by third-party custodial agreement. The transfer of
underlying securities to the counterparty bank's customer book
entry account may be used for book entry delivery. The term
"counterparty" for the purposes of this subdivision, means the
other party to the transaction. A. counterparty bank's trust
department or safekeeping department may be used for physical
delivery of the underlying security. The term of repurchase
agreements shall be for one year or lass. The term "securities,"
for purpose of repurchase under this subdivision, shall mean
securitiee of the same issuer, description, iseue date, and
maturity.

The texin "reverse repurchase agreement* means a sale of
securities by Che local agency pursuant to an agreement by which
the local agency will repurchase such securities on or before a
specified date and for a specified amount.

Medium-term notes of a maximum of five years' maturity
(j)
issued by corporations organized and operating within the United
States or by depository institutions licensed by the United
States or any state and operating within the United States.
Notes eligible for investment under this siibdivislon shall be
rated in a rating category or "A" or Its ecjulvalent or better by
Purchases or medlun-cerai
a nationally recognized racing service.
notes may not exceed 3 percent of the agency's surplus money
which may be invested pursuant to this section.
Shares of beneficial Interest issued by diversified
(]c)
management companies, as defined in section 2370lm of the Revenue
and Taxation Code, investing in the securities and obligations as
authorized by subdivisions (a] to (k)
inclusive, of this section
and which comply with the investment restrictions of this article
To be eligible
and Article l (conimencing with Section 53600)
£or investment pursuant to this siibdivision, these companies
(i) attain the highest ranJcing or the highest
shall either:
letter and numerical rating provided by not less than two of the
three lairgest nationally recognized rating services, or (2) have
an in-v'estment adviser registered with the Securities and Exchamge
Commission with not less that five years' experience investing
the securities and obligations as authorized by subdivisions (aj
inclusive, of this section and with assets, under
to (m)
management in excess of five hundred niillion dollars
($500,000,000). The purchase price of shares of beneficial
interest purchased pursuant to this subdivision shall not include
any commission that these companies may charge and shall not
exceed 15 percent of the agency's surplus money which may be
invested pursuant zo this section.
,

.

m

,
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Notes, bonde, or other obligations which are at all
(1)
times secured by a valid first priority security interest in
securities o£ the types listed by Section 53651 as eligible
securities for the purpose of securing local agency deposits
having a market value at least equal to that required by Section
53532 for the purpose of securing local agency deposits. The
securities serving as collateral shall be placed by delivery or
book entry into the custody of a trust company or the trust
department of a bank which is not affiliated with the issuer of
the secured obligation, and the security interest shall be
perfected in accordance with the requirements of the Uniform
Commercial Code or federal regulations applicable to che types of
securities in which the security interest Is granted.
(m)
Any mcrcgace pass-through security, collateralized
morcgage obligation, 'mortgage -backed or other pay-through bond,
equipment lease-backed cerciricate, consumer recelvable'passchrough certificate, or consumer receivable-backed bond of a
maximum or five years maturity, securities eligible for
investment 'onder this subdivision shall be issued by an issuer
having ar. "A" or higher rating for the issuer's debt as provided
by a nationally recognized rating service and rated in a rating
category of "AA" or its equivalent or better by as nationally
recognized rating service. Purchase of securities authorized by
this subdivision may not exceed 20 percent of the agency's
surplus money that may be invested pursuant to this section.

§53651.

Eligible securities

Eligible securities are any of the following:
(a)
United States Treasury notes, bonds, bills or
certificates of indebtedness, or obligations for which the faith
and credit of the United States are pledged for the payment of
principal and interest, including the guaranteed portions of
small business administration loans, so long as the loans are
obligations for which the faith and credit of the United States
are pledged for the payment of principal and interest.
(b)
Notes or bonds or any obligations of a local public
agency (as defined in the United States Housing Act of 1949)' or
any obligations of a public housing agency (as defined in the
United States Housing Act of 1937)^ for which the faith and
credit of the United States are pledged for the payment of
principal and interest.
(c)
Bonds of this state or of any local agency or district
of the State of California having the power, without limit as to

U2 U.S.C.A.

§

1460

^42

§

1437a

IJ<\^71MS.V1

U.S.C.A.
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race or amounc, co levy taxes or asseesmencs to pay the principal
ana interest ot the bonds upon all property within its boundarieB
subject to taxation or assessment by the local agency or
district, and in addition, limited obligation bonds pursuant to
Article 4 (commencing with section 50665) of Chapter 2 of
Division 1, senior obligation bonds pursuant to Article 5
(commencing with Section 53387) of Chapter 2.7, and revenue bonds
and other obligations payable solely out of the revenues from a
revenue- producing property owned, controlled or operated by the
state, local agency or district or by a department, board, agency
or authority thereof.

Bonds of any public housing agency (as defined in the
(d)
United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended)* as are secured by
a pledge of annual contributions under an annual contribution
contract between the public housing agency and the Public Housing
Administration if such contract shall contain the covenant by the
Public Housing Administration which is authorized by subsection
(b) of Section 22 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as
amended, and if the maximum sun and the maximum period specified
in the contract pursuant to that subsection 22(b) shall not be
less that the annual amount and the period for payment which are
requisite to provide for the payment when due of all installments
of Ffincipal and interest on the obligations.
(e)

Registered warrants of this state.

(f)
Bonds, consolidated bonds, collateral trust debentures,
consolidated debentures, or other obligations issued by the
United States Postal Service, federal laiid banlcs^ or federal
intermediate credit banks^ established under the Federal Farm
Loan Act, as amended,* debentures and consolidated debentures
issued by the Central Bank for Cooperatives^ and banks for
cooperatives established under the Farm Credit Act of 1933,' as
axnandad, consolidated obligations of the federal home loan banks
established 'ondar the Federal Home Loan Bank Act,' bonds,
debentures and other obligations of the Federal National Mortgage

^42 U.S.C.A.

S

1437c

^12 U.S.C.A.

S

2011 et seq.

U.S.C.A.

S

2071 et seq.

*12 U.S.C.A.

S

2001 et seq.

'12

U.S.C.A.

s

2121 et seq.

'12

U.S.C.A.

§

2121 et seq.

«12

U.S.C.A.

9

1421 et seq.
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Association" or of the Government National Mortgage
Association" established under the National Housing Act, as
amended," bonds of any federal home loan bank established 'onder
that act, bonds, debentures and other obligations of the Federal
Home Loan Mortgage Corporation established under the Emergency
Home Finance Act cf 1970," and obligations of the Tennessee
Valley Authority."
Notes, tax anticipation warrants or other evidence of
(g)
indebtedness issued pursuant to Article 7 (ccmmencing with
Section 53820), Article 7.5 (commencing with Section 53840) or
Article 7.6 (commencing with Section 53S501 of this Chapter 4.
(h)

State of California notes.

(i)
Bonds, notes, certificates of indebtedness, warrants or
other obligations issued by:
(1) suiy state of the United States
or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or any
(except this state)
local agency thereof having the power to levy taxes, without
limit as to rate or amount, to pay the principal and interest of
such obligations, or (2) any state of the United States (except
this state), or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or a department,
board, agency or authori::y thereof except bonds which provide for
or are issued pursuant to a law which may contemplate a
subsequenr legislative appropriation as an assurance of the
continued operation and solvency of the department, board, agency
or authority but which does not constitute a valid and binding
obligation for which the full faith and credit of such state or
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico are pledged, wjhich are payable
solely out of the revenues from a revenue -producing source owned,
controlled or operated thereby; provided the obligacione issued
by an entity described in (1) above, are rated in one of the
three highest grades, and such obligations issued by an entity
described in (2) above, are rated in one of the two highest
grades by a nationally recognized investment service organization
that has been engaged regularly in rating state and municipal
issues for a period of not leas than five yeara.
,

,

,

Obligations issued, assumed or guaranteed by the
(j)
International BanJc for Reconstruction and Development, InterAmerican Development Bank, the Government Development Bank of

"l2 U.S.C.A.

S

1716 et seq.

"12 U.S.C.A.

s

1716 et seq.

"12 U.S.C.A. s 1701 et seq.
"12 U.S.C.A. § 1451 et seq.

"16 U.S.C.A. § 831 et seq.
Ul.f»)4S.Vl
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Puerto Rico, the Asian Development Bank, the International
Finance Corporation, or the African Developnent Bank.
(k)

Participation certificates of the E>i>ort - Import Bank of

the United States.

Bonds and notes of the California Housing Finance
(1)
Agency issued pursuant to Chapter 7 (commencing with
Section 51350) of Part 3 of Division 31 of the Health and Safety
Cooe.

Promissory notes secured by first aiortgages and first
(rti)
trust deeds which comply with Section 53fi51.2.

Any bonds, notes, warrants, or other evidences of
(n;
indebtedness of a nonprofit corporation issued to finance the
construction of a school building or school buildings pursuant to
a lease or agreement with a school district entered into in
coirpliance with the provisions of Section 39315 or 31345 of the
Education Code, and also any bonds, notes, warrants or other
evidences of indebtedness issued to refinance those bonds, notes,
warrants, or other evidences of indebtedness as specified in
Section 39317 of the education Code.
(e)
Any municipal securities, ae defined in
Section 3(a) (29) of the Securities Exchange Act of June 6, 1934,
which are issued by this state
(15 U.S.C. Sec. 79, aa amended)
or any local agency thereof.
,

With the coiiaent of the treasurer, letters of credit
\p)
issued by the Federal Home Loan Bank of Sam Francisco which
consply with Section 53651.6.

11
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July 17, 1995

Ms. Terri Miller
House Conuninee on Banking
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington D.C. 205 1 5-6050
Dear Ms. Miller
Regarding our conversation on Friday about Orange County and our study
rates, 1 have the following conunents:

of municipal default

- On February 6, the Bond Investors Association sponsored a bondholders
meeting in Anaheim at which various experts on municipal defaults and
bankruptcy spoke (see enclosed agenda). SEC Commissioner Richard Roberts
also addressed the group and outlined what role his organization may play. At

was formed and 1 believe its Chairman,
would be an excellent candidate for your committee to call as a

that meeting, a bondholders committee

Arthur

HofiFer,

wimess of wiiiat bondholders

currently feel and are expecting.

- We held this meeting in February because we saw the situation in Orange
County showed signs that it would turn into another disaster such as the $1.25
billion Washington Public Power Supply System debacle of the 1980's. Both Mr.
Hoffer and 1 were active in that default We ran the WPPSS bondholders
committee for eight years with the co-operation of Chemical Bank, the trustee.
We learned many lessons from the WPPSS default and are determined to see that
the same mistakes are not repeated.

-

Regarding your inquiry about our study of municipal default

rates, this report

was prepared from our database of municipal defaults which we have maintained
over the last 12 years. The report is a product we sell and therefor not something
want to put fi«e of charge into the public record. I can cite for you a number of

I

the key statistics which would be of interest to your current inquiry:

-

During the decade of the 1980's investment grade rated municipal bonds

experienced a default rate of 2.7% of the bonds issued or 1.7% of the dollar

number terms, this is 464 issues totalling SI 0.1 billion. Note
bonds were excluded from this analysis.
- Unrated bonds experienced a default rate of 4.1% of the issues or 2.7% of the
dollar amount issued. In number terms, this is 815 issues totalling S5.7 billion.

amount

issued. In

that insured
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The

relative strength of a rating gave no clue as to its likelihood of default In
the better quality bonds had a higher default rate than the lower qualities.
This surprising result is explained by the fact that most of the weak, lower quality
-

fact,

bonds are insured and therefor disappear from this analysis. Thfrtrue default rate
on such issues is not known since insiu-ers don't report when they intervene in a
default situation.

have written on Orange County and its likely long
I anticipate from Orange County's
actions is a change in attitude by investors as to the strength of a general
obligation pledge. Orange County has demonstrated that the ability of a county to
meet its debt (and it is this ability which rating agencies evaluate as 'AA") is
Enclosed are editorials

I

term consequences. The major lasting effect

meaningless

if there is

debts in a crunch.
interest rate saving

not a recognition by the local electorate to honor their

The importance of this perception has meant an average

"AAA" and "AA"
An adverse result for bondholders

of between 15 and 25 basis pomts between

rated municipals and

"AAA"

insured issues.

from Orange County could cause "AAA" insured issues
gap between the yields will

alternative. In this case, the

through uninsured issues having to pay a higher interest

The
into the

ultimate danger here

is

to

become a

close,

preferred

undoubtedly

rate.

unprecedented power
dominate market access. Since

that this in turn will put

hands of the bond insurers since they

will

bond insurance industry is an oligopoly, it is likely that municipalities will
bond insurance a constraint on their ability to control their future
finances. This is because bond insurers will demand special language in the

the

find obtaining

guarantee contract Protective language that mandate tax increases or budget cuts.

would be glad

on any of the above comments if they are of
I have published on
related subjects including a chapter on risk in municipal bonds published in 1994
in "The Handbook of Municipal Bonds" published by Probus.
I

interest to

Very

truly yours,

Richard

Lehmann

President

to elaborate

your committee. Enclosed are various things
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C. Richard

Lehmann
President

Bond Investors Association

A SHORT HISTORY OF DEFAULTS
Municipal defaults have a default history as long as that of bonds themselves.

Government financing in the 800s, combined with the rapid growth of the Republic,
led to numerous misadventures as well as outright corruption. A wave of defaults
1

occurred in the 1870s and again

in the 1890s, paralleling

downturns

in the general

economy at the time.
The Great Depression proved to be disastrous for all types of investment activity,
so it is no surprise that municipal bond defaults were extensive as well. The only effort
of this era was a study done by George Hempel' which,
any others, became the authoritative source for developing a worst-case

to quantify the default history

for lack of

It also became the foundation for developing
bond insurance companies.
Unfortunately, the data used in the Hempel study was lost. It is known, however,
that no records of defaults in dollar terms were being kept by anyone in those days.
Hence the Hempel data depended on a count of issues versus an estimate of the number
of issues actually outstanding.

scenario for the municipal market.
statutory reserving requirements for

This limitation in data is unfortunate because it has undoubtedly given an
exaggerated impression of default expectation in a worst-case situation. We say this
because the more recent record keeping of default histories clearly illustrates that small
issues have a much higher default rate than large ones. Hence, a study such as Hempel's
would have a built-in bias toward overstatement of default risk when one uses the data
to derive dollar-based reserving requirements or default risk

I

Hempel's data is put in context by Robert Godfrey
Municipal Bonds (JAI Press. 1990).

in his

premiums.

book Risk Based Capital Charges for
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Default concern today must be put in a different context from decades past
because the nature of the risk has changed significantly. A general and prolonged
depression is unlikely to recur if one believes we have learned something from the
Great Depression and now know how to moderate and shorten such economic
calamities. The default risk in municipals today is due more to a shift in the type of
boruis and their backing than to drastic changes in economic conditions.
Revenue bonds, which put a narrowly defuied revenue stream behind a bond
issue, have become the majority of the market. In addition, many such issues are
backed by private enterprises rather than government. Hence, the default risk in
municipals today must be examined by market segment in order to get a meaningful
idea of the risk. The history of municipal defaults over the last ten years, broken down

by bond purpose, demonstrates just how significant sector analysis is.
Table shows the issuance and default volumes for the years 1983 through 1992.
(Note: The defaults and issuance numbers do not totally correlate. All percentages are
understated, since year-to-year issuance volumes increased dramatically during this
time period. The intention here is only to illustrate comparative risk.)
1

Table

1.

Ten-Year History of Municipal Defaults by Bond Purpose (1983-1992)
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A failure by individuals to perceive the diversity in the municipal market allows
of many issues that could never be marketed under their sponsor's name. This
use of a municipality's name to provide a patina of respectability beyond its merits is
one of the greatest abuses still occurring in the municipal market and a major source
the sale

of the defaults that occur.
Looking at default rates year by year as a function of all the bonds issued that
year provides the best measure of default risk. Table 2 demonstrates such rates on an
aggregate basis since 1979. Default rates for the years after 1986 are not as high
because the bonds for those years have not had enough time to reflect all defaults.
Table

2.

Municipal

Bond

Defaults by Year of Issuance
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boom.

How bad will it get? No one knows; however, it is not an area one would shop

for bonds.

Similar patterns can be seen developing in areas such as health care. Health care

many facilities were built to accommodate a local
need during a time when "cost containment" was not in anyone's vocabulary. Federal
government attempts to rein in health care costs have pressed many facilities into
mergers and other drastic measures in an often-hopeless effort to siurive. Present plans
issues have been squeezed because

for a national health plan

A

may result in more casualties.
common cause default events

example of

can be seen in the current
budgetary squeeze being felt at all levels of government The sharing of the burden
has not, however, been uniform. As the federal deficit widened, the federal government
cut revenue sharing with state and local governments. As the states were squeezed,
they cut revenue sharing with local government. As the local govemments are
squeezed, they are asking, who do I cut? For now, the expectation is you cut the
firemen, policemen, and any other local services. But for how long? At some point,
local politicians may decide it is in their personal interest to appease their electorate
at the expense of bondholders. So far, this has been only a threat, which frankly comes
as a surprise given that default and bankruptcy has achieved enhanced respectability
over the last decade.
Sometimes defaults are due to changes in economic and social patterns that no
one predicted. A fall in the real estate market, an economic recession, industries that
go bust, power plants that don't produce, severe weather or other conditions in nature,
all contribute indirectly to municipal bond defaults. Even the termination of the Cold
final

War has been blamed for some special assessment district defaults when defense plants
and military bases were closed and housing developments for those workers went
Good intentions gone bad such as alternative energy projects, drug rehabilitation facilities, muring homes and hospitals
are not exempt from failure. Sometimes an idea that looks good on paper just doesn't work in practice. Other times an
area becomes so economically depressed that stores, restaurants, hotels and offices
that were bond-financed close or suffer from such low occupancy that the facilities
are unable to generate enough revenue to pay the bond debt Defaults such as these
happen in all areas of the country from New York City to Wichita, Kansas, to Los

begging.

—

—

Angeles, California.

While occasionally an issue will default for reasons outside human control,
most often be traced to errors in judgment. These can occur while the
bond deal is being put together or after the bonds are sold. Such "misjudgments" can

defaults can

manifest themselves as flawed feasibility studies, sloppy record keeping, inadequate
research, cost overruns, gross oversights, omissions, and sometimes just plain bad
luck.

Adding to the default problem is the fact that many projects financed with
municipal bonds have no ownership cash investment, i.e., all the development capital
is contributed by bondholders. When things go bad, the people in charge of^en have
no shares or money of their own on the line. In such a circumstance, perseverance and
imagination is often lacking.

One the biggest areas of default currently is multifamily-housing revenue bonds,
which are issued to finance apartment buildings. Many such projects defaulted despite
near full occupancy simply because rental fees remained lower than projected. This is
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an example of human miscalculation combined with economic events over which
those involved in the bond deal had no control.

BOND RATINGS AS A DEFAULT INDICATOR
The lack of reliable public infomiation on many municipal issuers has made the
Moody's and Standard & Poor's ratings a principal measure of bond safety. In order
to calculate their ratings, these agencies are given access to information not generally

available to the public and they receive periodic updates. In fact, a rating will be

suspended
facts

not

all

provide them with timely updates. While these
comfort and a sense of reliability to investors, things are

if a municipality fails to

would tend

to provide

so satisfactory.

A

problem with rating reliability stems from the fact that the fee for rating a
is paid by the municipality and not by the underwriter or bond buyer.
Furthermore, once an issue is sold (and provided the issuer has no plans for further
debt issues) continuing to pay the rating agencies to maintain a rating is, in a sense,
municipality

gratuitous.

Rating agencies, when facing a marginal credit situation, are in the unenviable
tell "govemment" that it does not measure up. The reaction by

position of having to

"government" is often political. A recent example was when a credit agency downgraded the city of Detroit and the politicians invoked racism as the cause rather than
their dismal financial prospects. In contrast, during the Presidential campaign in 1 988,
the governor of Massachusetts, Michael Dukakis, was running on his record for good

The fact was, however, that the state's economy was unravThe rating agencies held off downgrading the state's rating

financial administration.

eling at that very time.

until after the election, leading to the not illogical conclusion that politics influenced

would inevitably have been made by the other side
had they downgraded before the election). Even more blatant, however, was the way
the credit agencies were browbeaten by the City of New York in the late 970s to delay
a downgrading. Their failure to give earlier warning of the city's inevitable financial
the credit process (a charge that

1

made the ensuing crisis worse.
an ongoing basis, one of the things credit agencies are reluctant to do is
downgrade an issuer to below-investment-grade, or junk, status. Such a downgrading
draws immediate media interest at the local level and can threaten the reelection
chances of those in power. Hence, ratings of Baa3 or BBB-, the lowest investment
grade rating, have become surrogates for a junk rating. As a result, towns such as
Bridgeport, Connecticut, are rated BBB- right up to the moment they file for bankruptcy despite having threatened to do so months before.
One cannot totally fault the rating agencies for displaying this flexibility. They
collapse only

On

are in business to make money. The contracts to
and represents a highly predictable income source
for them. Also, there are at least four recognized agencies providing ratings. It is no
mere coincidence that most issuers retain two or more agencies to rate them. This
arrangement provides a constant reminder to the agencies that individually they are
expendable. By way of analogy, suppose a corporation retained two CPA firms to
certify its financial statements. Imagine how much more flexible these accountants

are, after all, not

govemment; they

rate a municipality run for decades
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would be knowing

that their relationship

could be terminated without serious disrup-

tion for the client.
In the municipal market, practically the only below-investment-grade issues are

those that got there due to a fall from the ranks of investment grade. The practice is
for issuers to sell bonds unrated unless they can obtain an investment-grade rating.

This

is

made

possible by the fact that the municipal market has such a high reputation

that a third-party credit opinion is not considered critical.

municipality stands behind an issue

is

sufficient

The mere fact that a
to many individual

inducement

most of whom, alas, are unsophisticated. Not that this is the only explanaMany communities are such solid credit risks and have such low financing needs

investors,
tion.

have no difTiculty finding buyers for their debt Also, many buyers of
municipal debt are large institutions who do their own credit evaluation and often end
up buying entire issues or are able to write special protective covenants into the bond
indenture. While ratings have their vulnerabilities, they are far and away the best single
that they

indicator of default risk.

POLITICAL RISK
The

biggest risk to holders of municipal bonds

one

cannot be quantified by a
For our purposes here,
we defme political risk as the defaulting on a municipal debt obligation for nonfinancial reasons. Such defaults can result from a groundswell of public opinion that fmally
expresses itself in default. It also can happen very suddenly following an election result
or political stalemate. When such defaults occur, they are frequently on a huge scale
credit

agency or expressed

in a letter grade.

It is

is

that

political risk.

of the dollar amounts of bonds affected. This is not surprising given that it
amount of money to get public support for reneging on a debt obligation.
review of two recent defaults and one near default will demonstrate just why this

in terms

takes a sizable

A

risk

is

so unpredictable.

THE WASHINGTON PUBLIC POWER PROJECTS
(WPPSS) DEFAULT
WPPSS

4 & 5

on $2.25 billion of debt is a classic example of how politics can
and also obstruct a just settlement. Volumes have been written on
the factors surrounding the default and the subsequent litigation. To focus on just the
points relative to this analysis, the chronology of events can briefly be summarized as

The

default

precipitate a default

follows:

The Northwest, and most specifically Washington State, had attracted powerhungry industries and developed very high power consumption habits due to the
historically low cost of power in the region. This low cost was due in large part to
federally subsidized hydroelectric power. In the early 1970s, when a perceived energy
crisis hit the country, the federal agency for this region, the Bonneville Power
Authority (BPA) urged the construction of nuclear power plants to meet the projected
energy needs. Five plants were eventually authorized and put under constmction.
The Three Mile Island nuclear accident in Pennsylvania in 979 led to a call for
more rigorous safety standards and a dramatic shift in public sentiment against nuclear
1
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power in

general. This quickly accelerated into an outciy

resulting

from

To

fatally

this accident multiplied construction costs

when plant design changes
and necessitated

rate hikes.

complicate matters, the rate hikes demonstrated that electric demand was

highly elastic and, furthermore, growth projections had been seriously overestimated.
Hence, rate increases resulted in consumption decreases so great that they decreased
total revenues. The end result was a decision in 1982 to terminate construction on at
five projects (eventually, four of the five plants were terminated).
Since the plants were not going to be needed, a legal challenge arose over the
supply contracts signed by the municipal utility companies, contracts that constituted
the only collateral for the bonds. The contracts, termed "take or pay contracts," called
for the utilities to pay for the plants whether or not they received any power. The issue
eventually came before the Washington State Supreme Court, a publicly elected body,
which ruled that the municipalities did not have the authority to obligate themselves
least

two of the

under these contracts and that they were therefore null and void.
The trustee for the bondholders then sued the utilities under the state securities
fraud statutes, which were quite liberal in holding issuers responsible. To thwart what
was a clear violation of these laws, the state legislature retroactively amended the
statutes, exempting municipal utility officials. This action effectively cut off the
principal remedy for bondholders. Subsequent litigation and recovery had to be carried
on under federal fraud statutes, which are much more difficult for bondholders since
they require demonstration of intent to defraud.
Because of the strong politics surrounding this default, litigation dragged out
for seven years. Bondholders were characterized as fat cat speculators who took a
chance and lost. The municipal utilities, in contrast, were characterized as the victims.
The villains in this piece, need we add, were the underwriters and stockbrokers. There
was never any serious debate that only bondholders should suffer the financial
consequences from voters electing muffler shop owners and sheep farmers (the
WPPSS board of directors as described on a "60 Minutes" TV segment) to oversee the
simultaneous construction of five state-of-the-art nuclear plants. This was an undertaking described by some as being as complex as the placing of the first man on the

moon.
The weight of accumulated

have been more of a factor in
Had the trustee not had
bondholders would probably have lost

legal fees appears to

eventually obtaining a settlement than the merits of the case.

over $90 million in escrow to fund this efTort,
all rather than getting about 40 percent of their principal back.

THE RICHMOND SCHOOL DISTRICT DEFAULT
This school district came under severe economic stress and in 1991 filed for Chapter
9 bankruptcy. The default shook the municipal market, since bonds issued for such
essential purposes as schools were thought to be immune from default. The fact was,
however, that when it came to a choice between paying teachers and keeping voters

happy or paying bondholders,
and provided backing

for a

was not until they tried

in

(a la

WPPSS) and

the latter lost out.

new bond

The state,

after

two

years, intervened

issue to pay off the old bonds. This, however,

court to have the bonds declared to have been illegally issued

thereby abrogate the obligation entirely!
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THE BREVARD COUNTY GOVERNMENT CENTER COPs
In 1989, the Brevard County Commission authorized S23.9 million in Certificates of
(COPs) to construct a new government center for the county. The COPs

Participation

were backed by lease payments, which had to be appropriated annually. This financing
arrangement was used to avoid having to put the issue before the voters for approval.
The bond issue became controversial because the new center was built in a remote
area and many employees did not want to relocate there. The matter became a
campaign issue locally and resulted in a majority of the new county commission being
elected on the promise to cancel the lease. Pressure from MBIA, who had insured the
bonds, resulted in the question being put to the voters. In effect, voters were being
asked whether or not the county should honor its debts!
While one can agree with letting voters approve a debt issue before it is incurred,
it is quite another matter to put honoring a debt to a vote. As with WPPSS, the issue
was misrepresented. It was framed not as a debt default but rather whether or not a
lease should be canceled as a cost-cutting measure. By a slim margin, voters approved
the continuation of the lease.
Political risk, is the major uncertainty in evaluating bond default risk and it
provides a major rationale for why bond insurance is worthwhile for individual
investors. In the Brevard County example, the bond insurer would have been the loser.
However, had the voters elected to cancel the lease, a dangerous precedent would have
been set, with far-reaching implications.
In the WPPSS default we saw government use its power to default for political
considerations and then to cut off the bondholders' legal recourses. A default occurred
not because the issuer could not afford the debt, but rather because they did not want
to pay. Note that nuclear plants 1 and 3 also were never completed, but since a federal
agency was guaranteeing these bonds, it (the federal government) did not give the
utilities (local government) the option to default.
The Richmond School District represents the most dangerous type of political
risk because it deals with a default brought about by the all-too-common problem of
budgetary pressure. Local government in America provides the most visible essential
services that voters and taxpayers get. Things like police, f\re protection, and schools.
Cutting back on these services in a community with heavy bond debt service is a
formula for trouble. Faced with losing an upcoming election, politicians will search
for ways to pacify their electorate. So far when these crises have occurred, the state
governments have intervened and eventually resolved the crisis. Politics being what
they are, however, such a solution will not always be there.

BOND FRAUD
On

occasion, bonds will default due to deliberate and conscious fraud on the part of

the developer, the underwriter, or
deal.

The

someone

directly or indirectly involved in the

firm retained to conduct a feasibility study, for example, can

bond

come up with

is a viable investment. Many munifinanced projects are conceptualized without benefit of a third-party feasibility study.

contrived projections that indicate the bond deal

Such

studies are of\en

done as an afterthought to

facilitate the sale

of the bonds. Hence,
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one must be extremely skeptical of such reports, especially when they are dated close
to the date of the bond offering.
There is an extensive history of underwriting firms and developers who have
committed fraudulent acts in putting together bond deals that resulted in default with
severe monetary loss to the investors.
In the 1 980s the underwriting firm of Buchanan

& Co. sold over 66 bond issues,

which defaulted. One of the

Buchanan
them nursing
and retirement home issues. Knowing that the elderly are vulnerable and that they
would be more apt to invest in a nursing and retirement home, Buchanan targeted these
people and bilked many of them out of their life savings. He would offer "free advice"
to potential investors and advise them to reduce their risk by investing their money in
several bond issues rather than a single issue. What he failed to mention was that he
was involved in all of the issues offered and one was as bad as the next In fact, over
half the underwritings done by this firm ended up in default.
The First Humanics scandal is another example of bond fraud involving 21
issues totaling $82 million. The bond issuers used a not-for-profit structure to lend
credibility to their intent; however, this structure only provided a means for taking
profit at the front end of a project without investing any equity capital that could be
totaling over

$400

million,

during their heyday was to offer free lunches

lost in the

favorite ploys of

to senior citizens to sell

ensuing default.

While several underwriters have been brought to trial and received jail sentences
for fraudulent practices, bondholders rarely recover even half of their invested capital
despite the fact such issues had first-mortgage liens on real estate.

INTENTIONAL DEFAULTS
Another type of deception
default.

A

that

many

issuers

and developers are guilty of is a staged

staged, or intentional, default, while not as serious as fraud, can

still

result

monetary loss to a bondholder because his or her premium bond is devalued to
par and because there is no opportunity to reinvest the capital at comparable rates of
in a

return.

Staged defaults usually occur when the stated interest rate is higher than the
market average and there are no eariy call provisions on the bond. The debtor will then
force a default in order to implement a refunding or a refinancing of the bond debt.
Some will even threaten to file for bankruptcy if the interest payments on the bond are
not lowered. Unfortunately, staged defaults are rarely if ever proved, hence, oneshould
be extremely wary of paying a premium price for a bond with an above average interest
rate

and no early

call provisions.

BOND DEFAULTS BY TYPE
in Table 1, general obligation municipal bonds, backed by the full
of the issuing authority, rarely default. This is because such issues are
supported by property and income taxes, which are stable and predictable. Aside from
this, such debt issues are generally approved by a public vote and therefore are less

As demonstrated
faith

and

credit

vulnerable to political

risk.

1
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Unrated bonds are the most likely to default. Industrial development revenue
bonds, issued to build a structure that suppwrts the bond debt such as an oflTice
are frequently unrated because of weak sponsorbuilding, hotel, or retirement home
ship and a speculative outlook. There are many factors that can cause insufficient
revenue and cash-flow problems for these types of facilities. Recent default experience

—

—

was

frequently the result of unrealistic projections of inflation and growth. Another
economic downturn in the area surrounding the facility. Anyone buying

factor is an

unrated municipal bonds should remember that interest payments come only from the
revenue generated from the operation of the facility after all operating costs are paid.

Given
is

that debt financing often constituted

usually

little

room

1

10 percent of the required ftinding, there

for miscalculation.

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT DISTRICT BONDS
Roos bonds are special assessment district bonds named after the
sponsors of the 1982 legislation that allows any landowner to set up a special taxing
district and issue tax-free bonds. Similar legislation existed in Colorado in the 980s
California Mello

1

and resulted in defaults on 34 issues totaling over $450 million. Several Texas
Mimicipal Utility Districts (MUDs) have also defaulted, although the losses are not
expected to be as extensive as those in Colorado and California.
Special assessment district bonds provide local governments with a flexible way
to finance infrastructure such as roads, water and sewer lines, and recreational facilities
for development projects. Interest on the bonds, sometimes called "dirt" bonds, is paid
through property taxes levied against the district's individual property owners. Because debt service is paid out of property taxes, such bonds are deceptive in their
appearance of safety. Often they are characterized as general obligation issues by
underwriters and even some institutional investors. If there is an economic slowdown
in the area and construction is stalled, the unlimited tax pledges behind the bonds may

be raised to

levels that inhibit

new construction and sales.

Developers,

who are initial ly

the sole property owners, sometimes subsidize the debt service in order to keep the

tax levies at a reasonable level. But since such developers generally have

own money at stake, their willingness to ftind a shortfall

is

little

of their

usually quite limited.

Most

vulnerable to default are issues backed by districts with mostly undeveloped land
located in a remote area.
In a default, a special assessment district issue can prove to be one of the worst
type of issues to own. With a revenue bond issue, one can force a Chapter 1
bankruptcy and eventually foreclose and sell the assets. A special assessment district,

however,

is

technically a government entity, which cannot be forced into bankruptcy

If it does file for bankruptcy, it comes under Chapter 9 bankruptcy
Since government cannot go out of business, such Chapter 9 bankruptcies are
generally settled by a restructuring of the bonds by the court without so much as a

against

its will.

rules.

by-your-leave from the bondholders. Interest rates and principal amounts can be reset
by the court based on a new feasibility study, which will have little resemblance to the

one used to launch the bond issue. It rarely provides any relief for bondholders should
a turnaround prove more successfiil than forecast in the study, hence there is every
motivation to be conservative in the projections.
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HOUSING ISSUES
In the past three years single-family and multifamily housing issues have topped all
other issues in volume of defaults. Since 1 980, over $4.5 billion of housing bonds have

defaulted. This

is

principally the result of the

deflation that has taken place in the U.S.

1986 Tax Reform Act and the general

economy

in the last decade.

OTHER FREQUENT DEFAULTS
Nursing and retirement home defaults have totaled S2 billion since 1980. As a
percentage of total issuance, they have one of the highest default rates of any bond
type. There are several reasons for this. Such bonds were the subject of extensive
underwriting fraud by Buchanan & Co. and others because they were easy to sell
despite having no ratings. Investors felt they understood this business and often felt
they were doing a public service by investing in such facilities. The facts, however,
were quite different.
Nursing and retirement homes are a difficult business that is made more difficult
by bureaucratic red tape and governmental price controls. The fact is that running a
nursing home takes considerable talent more talent than most nursing home operators have. They are mostly mom-and-pop operators who understand nursing care but

—

know little about

finance, reporting, or operating a business.

Even

large operators like

Beverly Enterprises have found little profit despite all the advantages of centralized
control and a depth of management. Nonprofit religious organizations have also been
active in the operation of such facilities, but they too have not escaped unscarred.
Due to such facilities being vulnerable to governmental price and quality
controls, high staff turnover, and and poor management as a norm, they will probably
always be a high-risk investment area. Investing in such bonds should be left to the
specialists who are prepared to monitor their investment on an active basis. This is not
easily done, given the lack of continuous reporting and disclosure standards for the
municipal bond market.

TYPES OF DEFAULT
default. An escrow, or debt reserve, default will usually precede a "full," or
monetary, default In an escrow default, debt reserve funds are tapped in order to pay
the interest or principal payment due bondholders. While some experts do not consider
an escrow default to be a "true" default, it is certainly a good indicator of problems

Escrow

ahead.

The Bond

Investors Association, the principal organization reporting on

municipal defaults, defines a bond default as any situation where timely interest or
reserve fund payments are not being made or are being made by someone other than
the obligor. In an escrow default, bondholders may be receiving interest and principal
payments on schedule; however, an arrearage situation exists regarding the monthly

payments that the issuer is supposed to make to the trustee.
Monetary default. A monetary default occurs once a scheduled interest or
principal payment to bondholders is missed. Many times this is the first indication the
bondholder has that there is a problem with the bond issue. Bearer bondholders are
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usually notified not to turn in their coupon for payment as there are no fiinds available
to make the payment. The trustee will then advise what action is being taken to cure

or correct the default

THE DEFAULT PROCESS
The

trustee is the first to

know when a bond

issue defaults.

What he

or she does with

from one institution to another. In municipal defaults, unlike
corporate defaults, the trustee is the main source of information for the bondholders
and is the lifeline between the creditors and the debtor. This responsibility sometimes
falls on inexperienced shoulders, with many bondholders fmding out their bonds are
in trouble only when an interest payment is missed. Many trustees have been sued in
class action litigation due to mishandling of bond indenture procedures.
Once a bond defaults, the trustee generally follows one of two courses of action.
She may state that she will take no action unless instructed to do so by 25 percent of
the bondholders. Alternatively, she may request that bondholders meet and form a
bondholders' committee. The committee is there to endorse any actions taken by the
trustee during the default process and may even propose a plan to cure the default.
Such committees rarely have representative talent that will contribute positively to a
that information will vary

solution.
tors

The exceptions

who know how

are

when

large institutional holders or professional specula-

the process should

work

are represented.

Trustees can rack up disproportionate legal and trustee fees, eating up whatever
recovery they might have gained for the bondholders. This comes about due to the fact
that

much of what

the trustee does in administering a default

is

done principally

to

protect his institution. Faced with a choice of actions, he will generally pursue the
is invariably the course of least recovery. A frequent
hand administration of the default over to an outside attorney.
This introduces an added element of cost and delay to a default, since such attorneys
have a client (the bondholders) who have little say over their legal bill.
It is up to the bondholders to see that the trustee is doing everything possible to
correct the default in a way that will result in the most recovery for them as investors.
Any correspondence or notices to bondholders from the trustee regarding the default
should be read thoroughly. It is also a good idea to get on the bondholders committee
if one is formed. Trustees are mixed in their reaction to bondholder committees. Since
such committees are contentious and hard to deal with, many tmstees resist them.
Others, however, recognize that a committee provides an important protection for them
in doing what is right and, at the same time, safe. The endorsement of any trustee action
by a bondholder committee provides the best defense against disgruntled bondholders
later on, esp>ecially if such bondholders chose not to be on the bondholder committee.

course of least resistance, which
recourse for tr\istees

is to

DECLARING A DEFAULT
The indenture

trustee notifies bondholders

via a "Notice to Bondholders," which

is

when a bond defaults. This

sent to

all

is

usually done

registered holders. If the

bonds are

bearer bonds, a notice of default will usually appear in a trade paper such as The

Buyer or The Wall

Street Journal.

An

"Event

Of Default"

Bond

notice gives the trustee
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Defaults

and remedies under the terms of most indenture agreements, but a default
must be declared in order to trigger these rights. Once the trustee declares a default,
certain rights

burden of responsibility increases substantially; hence,
long as possible.

his or her

Significant

improvement

in default administration

by

it is

often put off as

trustees requires modifi-

cation in the powers of trustees to act on behalf of bondholders. Currently, trustees
can hide behind the language of the bond indenture to justify their actions or inactions.

has been proposed that bond trustees be guided by a standard set of guidelines,
enacted by Congress, which supersede any language in the bond indentures. This
would give bondholders greater assurance that trustees will pursue default remedies
on their behalf as vigorously as if the default was on the books of the bank. It also
provides a stricter performance measure by which bondholders can hold the trustee
legally responsible if he or she is negligent. So long as the bond issuer, through the
bond indenture, is allowed to define the remedies available to the trustee when he or
It

she defaults, there will be

little

improvement

in default administration.

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER A BOND DEFAULTS
The trustee may choose to exercise several remedies once a bond default is declared.
The first and most common action is to accelerate the issue, which means that the entire
debt is now due and payable. This is usually a moot action, since there are rarely funds
available to call in the issue. However, acceleration

is required before the trustee can
pursue foreclosure actions or activate certain third-party guarantees.
Often the trustee will first attempt to negotiate a new payment schedule to cure
the default. This can be done via a refinancing or restructuring of the bond debt. If a
bankruptcy petition has been filed, the trustee's actions will be dictated by the priority
of the bondholders' claim. If the bonds represent a first-mortgage lien on the principal
asset of the debtor, the bondholders become the key creditor. In such a situation the
trustee must decide whether it is better to leave the debtor in place to administer the
asset on behalf of the bondholders. The alternative is to ask the court to allow the
trustee to foreclose on the property, remove it from the bankruptcy estate, and seek an
outside buyer. Bankruptcies are frequent in real-estate-backed issues because they
often involve personal guarantees by the project backers. The bankruptcy route is used
by the debtors to get out from under these personal guarantees either through a court

decision or because of the threat of additional loss due to the delay.

agreement cannot be negotiated between the investors and the debtor, the
the bondholders' collateral, which is the project fmanced
by the bonds. This can be an apartment building, hotel, nursing home, manufacturing
plant, etc. Foreclosure proceedings enable the trustee to gain title to the property on
behalf of the bondholders. He or she then inherits the responsibility for managing the
property, marketing it, and negotiating a sale. These are not activities in which most
trustees have great talent, hence there is a strong reluctance by trustees to undertake
If an

priority

becomes protecting

foreclosure.

The property

is

eventually sold or liquidated and the proceeds are distributed to

the bondholders. Rarely will a trustee undertake to restructure the bonds and solicit

the consent of bondholders to accept a lower interest rate and continue with the bonds
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under contract management This

is,

however, precisely what most buyers of such

properties do.

uncommon

of a defaulted issue to use the bonding
new tax-free bonds at a lower interest
rate and a lesser principal amount to finance the takeover of the project. In effect, they
are doing precisely what the trustee could and probably would do if the bank itself
were the lender on the property. Since such deals are generally done at from 40 percent
to 60 percent of the value of the original bond issue, the loss to bondholders is
substantial. Here again, an effective bondholder committee would promote consideration of such a solution.
Foreclosures and liquidations are usually a last resort by trustees for several
It

is

not

for a buyer

authorization of the defaulted bonds to issue

reasons. First, there is almost always a loss to bondholders in a foreclosure. Trustee
and legal expenses eat up a large part of the liquidation proceeds. Many times real
estate brokers must be brought in to market the property (which sometimes takes years)
and property taxes and insurance and other expenses must be paid, always by the
bondholders. Sometimes the property is simply unmarketable. Many times the facility
is abandoned by the debtor because of a severe economic downturn in the area or
because of environmental problems. Contamination problems must sometimes be
corrected before the facility can be sold. In some cases bondholders may be liable for
the clean-up costs. If the facility has been abandoned, it is almost always in poor
physical condition. Sometimes thousands of dollars must be invested in renovation to
make the property marketable, and even then there is no guarantee it will sell quickly

or

sell at all.

While foreclosure and
take,

it is

may be the only avenue left for the trustee
terms of recovery for bondholders.

liquidation

usually the least favorable

in

to

BANKRUPTCY
One of the most common actions taken

in a bond default is a bankruptcy filing by the
Chapter 1 bankruptcy, which reorganizes or
restructures the bond debt, or a Chapter 7 bankruptcy, which liquidates all remaining

debtor. Debtors will

assets

and

file

either a

1

distributes those assets to the creditors.

Commonly,

the debtor will present

bond debt or allow the
bondholders. The bankruptcy court

a reorganization plan that will either restructure the

facility to

be sold and the proceeds distributed to
will often
allow the indenture trustee to propose a foreclosure action, but it can also decide to
invoke a cram-down procedure, whereby a settlement is forced on the bondholders.
There are many factors involved in a bankruptcy filing, most of which have a negative
effect on the bondholders' recovery prospects.
Bankruptcy is used by bond issuers to delay a foreclosure proceeding against
the bondholders' collateral by the trustee. It often allows the issuer to continue to enjoy
paid employment while the bondholders go unpaid. When a bond issuer has personally
guaranteed a bond issue (secondary collateral in a bond issue), he or she will often use
the threat of a bankruptcy filing and the attendant delay and costs as a ploy to obtain
release from the guarantee.
There are no standards for how quickly a default will settle. A good rule of
thumb, however, is the longer the default, the less the recovery for bondholders.
Anything involving the courts and the judicial system will extend the settlement day
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and trustee expenses. However,

it is

usually difficult to setde

type of legal intervention.

THIRD-PARTY GUARANTOR DEFAULT SETTLEMENTS
When an issue is secured by a letter of credit, surety bond, bond insurance, or any other
type of credit enhancement, the issue is said to be guaranteed. This is generally
understood to mean that if a default occurs, the credit enhancer will pay the interest
payments or provide the funds to accelerate the issue and pay off the bond debt While
this is comforting to the bondholders, a default situation still exits. If an insurance

company

or letter-of-credit bank needs to be called in to pay the interest payments,

they will experience the loss. This loss constitutes a default on the bonds even though
the bondholders will be made whole.

An interesting question arising in third-party guaranteed defaults is what hafH
pens when the guarantor collapses? When the letter-of-credit bank or insurance
company goes under, or the corporate guarantor goes bankrupt, there is no more credit
enhancement or guarantee on the bond issue. In these instances bondholders usually
lose. Such was the case with the $1 .6 billion of munis backed by Executive Life and
the $600 million of housing issues backed by Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company.
It can also happen with the various guaranteed issues inherited by the RTC in its
takeover of defaulted savings and loans. The RTC has taken the position that it will
make good on such guarantees on a selective basis. The scope of this selectivity is still
fluid to at this time.

When you
of America

hear of a large corporation such as LTV or Lone Star or Days Inns
bankruptcy, all of the muni bonds they backed or guaranteed

filing for

default as well.

Such

issues

is

become claims

bond
generally an observer on the

priority over the corporate

against the

company with no

special

such defaults, the muni indenture trustee
sidelines rather than a proactive agent for the bond-

creditors. In

holders.

One of the subtleties of third-party guarantees is how they differ in a true default
With bond insurance by a monoline bond insurance company, the company
promises to step into the shoes of the issuer and continue debt service per the original
schedule. Bank letter-of-credit guarantees generally pay off the issue in total when
default occurs. Government-backed issues such as those of the FHA and RTC may
continue debt service for an indefinite period and call the issue only when required to
facilitate the sale of the project. This is of no small consequence to investors, since
guaranteed bonds with high coupon rates represent an irreplaceable investment opportunity in a low interest rate environment.
It has happened that the credit enhancer cannot provide funds to make good on
his guarantee. Most recently we saw Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. go into
conservatorship with the New Jersey Insurance Commissioner. The company provided
a standby guarantee on some 43 municipal bond issues, which financed money-losing
real estate projects in which it had an equity interest. Not only did all guarantees by
the insurer terminate, the bondholders' claims were subordinated to such an extent that
they will likely never be a source for recovery. Even the collateral value of the
bondholders' fu^st-mortgage lien was compromised through an appraisal procedure
situation.
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that wrote such claims down to current market values and gives MBL first claim to
any future appreciation.
If an issue is backed by HUD or FHA insurance funds, a claim is made to the
agency by trustee. Disbursements are made in two installments, with the initial
disbursement being the highest These bonds rarely if ever result in a loss to the

bondholders.

CUSS ACTION SUITS
If fraud or mismanagement can be proved, a class action suit may be filed against the
offending parties. A class action suit is a legal proceeding in which named plaintiffs
sue on behalf of themselves and all other persons similarly situated. Such a suit is
usually grounded on the premise that the original offering prospectus was false or
fraudulent The plaintiffs may contend that the feasibility study was flawed, that the
prospectus contained false and misleading information, that the developer and underwriter knew at the time of the sale that the issue would default, or that relevant
information was not presented at the time of the sale that would show that the bonds
were a risky investment
Anyone involved in the sale of the bond issue can be named in a class action
suit Almost always named are the guarantors and their officers, the underwriters, the

marketing consultants, and the bond attorneys. In some cases the accountants, the
trustees, and the issuing authorities are also named. The results of the lawsuit, generally
reached through an out-of-court settlement are binding on all bondholders who do not
exclude themselves from the class. Bond trustees are of^en named defendants in such
suits simply because they are easy targets. This vulnerability accounts for many of the
nonsensical and costly procedural actions by trustees.

CONCLUSION
Municipal bond defaults run in excess of $1 billion every year. While sizable, this is
small in comparison to the size of the market and to default rates for corporate bonds.
Present debates in Congress, the SEC, and the MSRB are focusing on improving
and even mandating routine periodic disclosure by all municipal bond issuers. Defaults
have been a compelling force behind this perceived need. More compelling, however,
are the defaults that may happen in the future if the chronic illiquidity of the municipal
secondary market leads to a severe curtailment of the new issue market This occurred
in 1990 in the high-yield corporate market with the result that the new issue market
collapsed and a wave of defaults ensued. Such an occurrence in the municipal market
is predictable, possible, and at this point still avoidable.
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STATEMENT FOR CONGRESSMAN FLOYD H FLAKE
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CAPITAL MARKETS, SECURITIES, AND
GOVERNMENT SPONSORED ENTERPRISES
JULY

26, 1995

GOOD MORNING CHAIRMAN BAKER AND MEMBERS OF THE
SUBCOMMITTEE MR CHAIRMAN, I AM PLEASED TO DISCUSS THE ISSUES

SURROUNDING STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT DEBT ISSUANCE AND
INVESTMENT PRACTICES, AS WELL
FILING OF

AS,

THOSE SURROUNDING THE BANKRUPTCY

ORANGE COUNTY. RECENTLY, THERE HAVE BEEN SEVERAL

INSTANCES OF POOR MONEY MANAGEMENT AT THE LOCAL LEVEL, WHICH HAS

RESULTED IN TAX INCREASES OR A REDUCTION IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT
SERVICES TO CITIZENS THESE ISSUES ARE OF CRITICAL IMPORTANCE TO

INVESTORS IN THE MUNICIPAL SECURITIES MARKET, STATE AND LOCAL

GOVERNMENT INVESTORS, AND TAXPAYERS WHO STAND BEHIND LOCAL DEBT
OBLIGATIONS.

HENCE, I WILL PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO WHETHER THERE

ROLE IN THE AREA OF MUNICIPAL FINANCE.

I

IS

A FEDERAL

BELIEVE THAT THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT SHOULD ENSURE THAT PROPER SAFEGUARDS ARE IN PLACE TO
ENCOURAGE MUNICIPAL MONEY MANAGERS TO PRUDENTLY INVEST
TAXPAYERS DOLLARS. WE MUST DEVELOP REGULATORY AND OVERSIGHT
POLICIES

WHEREBY LOCAL GOVERNMENTS CAN CONFRONT FINANCIAL

DIFFICULTIES

WITHOUT EXPOSING TAXPAYERS TO UNDUE RISK.
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I

WANT TO BE ON RECORD AS EMBRACING THE TRADITION OF MUNICIPAL

FINANCE AND THE OPPORTUNITY FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TO ISSUE THEIR

OWN DEBT HOWEVER, ALONG WITH THIS ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, THERE IS
A CORRESPONDING RESPONSIBILITY ON STATES AND MUNICIPALITIES TO
REPAY THEIR DEBTS.

ORANGE COUNTY IS NOT THE FIRST MUNICIPALITY TO FACE A FINANCIAL
CRISIS,
IS

AND UNFORTUNATELY WILL NOT BE THE LAST NOTWITHSTANDING,

IT

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF ALL OF US HERE TO PREVENT ANOTHER FINANCL\L

DISASTER OF THIS MAGNITUDE FROM OCCURRING AGAIN IN ORDER TO PROTECT

THE FINANCL\L MARKETS AND TAXPAYERS

MANAGE MUNICIPAL FINANCE. HOWEVER,

I

IT

DO NOT WANT TO MICRO-

MAY NOT BE UNREASONABLE TO

SUBJECT STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TO THE SAME DISCLOSURE

REQUIREMENTS THAT APPLY TO CORPORATIONS SELLING SECURITIES TO THE
PUBLIC.

OUR GOAL HERE SHOULD BE TO ENSURE FISCAL RESPONSIBELITY AND

PROTECT SCARCE GOVERNMENT RESOURCES

AGAIN CHAIRMAN BAKER, I WOULD LIKE TO THANK YOU FOR HOLDING
THIS IMPORTANT HEARING,

AND PLEDGE MY SUPPORT AND COOPERATION TO
I

YOU AND THE DISTINGUISHED WITNESSES BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE IN
GRAPPLING WITH THESE COMPLEX ISSUES.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF MAXINE WATERS
Hearing on Derivatives and
State and Local Governments
July 26,

1995

commend you for holding this most
Mr. Chairman,
important hearing. There have been a series of
unfortunate incidents involving derivative investments
I

and

government losses

local

--

this includes a highly

publicized incident very close to

my

Congressional

Orange County, California. This
development is extremely troubling, to say the
District in

least.

What

is more disturbing is that the number of highly
publicized losses associated with local governments
could be exceeded by pension fund losses. While
pensions are not the explicit subject of this set of
hearings, there are few issues which are potentially
more destabilizing to more families than pension funds
investments which turn sour. The fact remains that
many money managers, representing millions of

American

citizens,

have chosen

risky financial

instruments to invest their clients money.

The

federal government has a tremendous
responsibility to do all it can to protect pensioners and
local governments from any abuses which might lead
to overly risky and - as was the case in Orange
County -- extremely costly public investments.
It

seems

that

many

of the stories

we

today could have been prevented.
that financial consultants,

many

of

will

There

whom

hear about
evidence
seek out

is
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their customers, do not fully disclose the potential
risks involved with derivative products. If there is
abuse in the selling of these highly complicated

investment instruments,
improper conduct.

we

should explore penalties

for

may

also make sense to develop policies
user, but especially financial
officers representing governments or pension funds, of
the risks that are often involved with derivatives.
Clearly, the preventative measures currently in place
have are not working all the time.

Moreover,

it

which forewarn any

know it was a top priority of
Mr. Chairman,
Chairman Gonzalez last Congress to regulate the use
of derivatives.
hope we continue with those
I

I

and, as part of that process, we look extra
hard at ways to protect localities, who may be victims
of either bad advise or bad administration. If the
federal government cannot use its power to prevent
millions of dollars in unintended losses for its citizens,
we are falling down on our job. This issue is
analogous to federal deposit insurance for taxpayer
contributions to their local governments. It deserves
our attention.
priorities
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Testimony of U.S. Representative
Christopher

Cox

Before the House Banking Committee
July 26, 1995

Thank you

for

convening

this important hearing

on current problems

in

municipal finance.
important part of your focus is on Orange County. We should
study what happened in Orange County, because the problems can
and will be repeated elsewhere.

An

Orange County is far more typical than you might think. It is one of
America's largest municipalities, with over 2.6 million people. Today,
one in every 100 Americans lives in Orange County.
in fact, the average income is
It is not a particularly affluent county;
about equal to the state median. Its per capita household income is
nowhere near that of wealthy counties like San Francisco, or Marin
County. The truth is, except for a few small beach enclaves that drive
up the statistics, the millions of people who live in Orange County are
just everyday folks. Nearly 8% of them live below the poverty line.

This is not to say that Orange County's municipal finances were like
those of New York City, Los Angeles, or Washington D.C. To the
contrary, neither the county nor its many political subdivisions were
guilty of Marion Barry-style deficit spending. They lived within their
means. They even had surplus money, which they put in the county
investment pool, so it would earn a safe return.

Orange County's investment pool was advertised as a safe bet. Its
strategy, however, was inherently risky. The county Treasurer, Bob
Citron, was the manager of the pool. He borrowed money at the
county's low municipal rate, and then invested
rates.
tried to

To

it

to try to

earn higher

get the highest possible return on the borrowed money, he

outsmart the market.

instead they went up.

He

bet that interest rates would

fall,

but
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The

financial markets,

didn't appreciate just

and even moreso the general public, simply
a bet Citron had made. But it's

how bad

we

important to realize that the reason

Orange County's bankruptcy
is

not that part of the portfolio

drove Orange County
portfolio nearly 3 to

1

about the direction of

are here today discussing

Bob Citron guessed wrong.
was invested in derivatives. Citron

is

not that

into bankruptcy because he leveraged his
and made a very simple and very wrong guess

interest rates.

And even though he went back to the market
more money to keep the risky scheme going,
discipline him.

It

It

didn't

even exact a premium

time and again to borrow
the market didn't
for the risk.

The most important question for this Committee to ask about the
Orange County bankruptcy is why almost no one in the market knew
just what Bob Citron was up to and how dangerous his investment
strategy really was.

understand why everyone--the SEC, Standard & Poors,
them-failed

Our task

is

Moody's,

institutional investors, the financial press-all of

to

to

see the obvious.

Even a political campaign that focussed entirely on Citron's risky
investment strategy failed to gain the serious attention of many
people. Bob Citron was the only Democrat elected to office in Orange
County government. He had to stand for election last year. His
Republican opponent, John Moorlach, gave the Los Angeles Times
and the Orange County Register documents showing that a financial
disaster was imminent. But, in the words of the American Journalism
Review, the newspapers "blew it." know, because was John
Moorlach's campaign chairman.
I

But the

I

markets shouldn't have to rely simply on the
in the press.
That will almost always be
inadequate. As the Register publicly admitted, "Moorlach handed
everybody the story on a silver platter.
Maybe if he had said Citron
hired an illegal immigrant for a babysitter, somebody would have paid
truth

is,

information available

.

attention."

.

.
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But almost no one in the press did pay attention. The only reason
John Moorlach knew what was going on in the Orange County
portfolio is that he obtained documents under CA's Freedom of
Information Act. Citron tried to keep him from getting them. But by
May of last year, John Moorlach had gotten enough information to
write a one-page summary of the county fund showing that of Citron's
total $21 billion, $14 billion was borrowed.
In

May

headed

1994, he predicted in writing to reporters that the county
for a billion-dollar crash as soon as interest rates rose.

was

The newspapers

didn't write the story. The editor of the Orange
County Register, Tonnie Katz, said was too complicated. She said,
"Give us a good fire, a good earthquake, a nice hurricane
-that's pretty easy to cover.
This is just the reverse.
We're
."
talking about financial transactions and numbers
it

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

So instead of analyzing Moorlach's data themselves, the LA Times
and the 00 Register checked with the experts. The Register relied
part on Standard & Poors and Moody's. But the rating agencies
missed what was going on even worse than the newspapers.

in

Just last year. Orange County went to the financial markets to borrow
$600 million in order to invest still more borrowed money in the pool.

Standard & Poors rated the debt A-1 Plus. This was in July of last
Not until a few days before the county actually filed bankruptcy
in December did S & P put OC's debt on credit watch, which signals a
possible downgrade.

year.

When

the rating agencies failed to see anything wrong in Orange
County's investments, the markets didn't either. And the press simply

followed

suit.

But that's not all. The Securities and Exchange Commission also
investigated the investment pool last year, and according to Citron, the

SEC gave
that filled

and

him a clean bill of health. The SEC requested documents
more than 20 boxes. And SEC attorneys questioned Citron

his cohorts for 3

1

-2

hours

in

Los Angeles. Yet just

like

the press
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and

the rating agencies

and the market

The SEC

anything wrong.

itself,

they failed to see

even rise to the level
bond buyers, according to the

investigation didn't

that merited disclosure to potential

county's bond counsel.

And

therein lies the rub.

Municipal disclosure rules are virtually

freeform. Unlike the very specific rules for corporate disclosure, cities

and counties can disclose

just about

whatever they want. Practice

varies widely.

Quite obviously, the manner in which Citron disclosed his strategy and
his portfolio was wholly inadequate, since only a man armed with the
product of several Freedom of Information Act requests could figure it
out.

And

yet

it

quite likely that Citron's disclosure

is

was

all

perfectly

legal.

known and understood what John Moorlach knew,
have been stopped dead in his tracks. He certainly
wouldn't have been able to borrow that last $600 million in July last
year. He probably would have been forced to accept Merrill Lynch's
offer in 1993 to buy back all of the derivatives he'd bought from them.
Had he accepted that offer, the county would have made a profit and
the bankruptcy would never have happened.
If

the market had

Citron would

Today, municipal government borrowing competes unfairly with private
securities. Not only is it tax exempt, which is proper, but also it doesn't
have to comply with the same disclosure rules. No mutual fund that
sells to investors would get away with the skimpy disclosure that
municipalities make. In the future, no municipality should be able to
get away with

it,

either.

The consequence
first

our national savings

is

very dangerous. For the

time, total outstanding municipal debt

is

greater than

for

all

outstanding corporate debt in America. Simply put, the unfair
advantage that municipal finance enjoys is diverting ever more of our
investment into government and away from private enterprise.

Since the inception of our federal securities laws, muncipal securities
have been exempt from the disclosure rules that apply to virtually
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everyone

else.

We are

now

reaping the whirlwind from that unjustified

While federal registration is neither practical nor desirable,
detailed federal disclosure rules enforced by the market and private
distinction.

The recent changes

rights of action are essential.

only a

new

start.

The

fact

is,

to rule

1

5c2-1 2 are

no rules change can be adequate without

legislation.

Municipal accounting varies widely from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Not
only the quantity but the quality of disclosure is everywhere lacking.
Rating agencies cannot evaluate risks without adequate information,

and neither can the market. All of the investors in Orange County's
$600 million issue last year were sophisticated institutions, but none
them appreciated the problems with the county portfolio. As we've
seen, even the SEC and the press failed us in the current system.
All

too often, the assumption

risk free.

But that

is

is

that

of

government bonds are virtually
If Orange County's misfortune

obviously not so.

can contributed anything positive to the nation, let it be this lesson. It
is now up to us in Congress to give the marketplace the disclosure
tools to better evaluate these risks in advance, before the next Orange
County occurs.
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Matthew K. Fong
California State Treasurer

Testimony Before

The
Subcommittee on Capital Markets, Securities and
Government Sponsored Enterprises
of the

House Banking Committee
Hearing on Local Government Investment Practices
July 26, 1995
Mr. Chairman and Members:

Thank you

for the opportunity to address

worst municipal disaster

your committee on the

in California's history.

Since taking office in January

I

have witnessed firsthand

how the

Orange County
the municipal market and cost local

risky and irresponsible investment strategy of the previous

Treasurer can throw uncertainty into

government, most of which already face financial

difficulties, millions

of

dollars in penalties.

Robert Citron, the former Orange County Treasurer, leveraged his

way

into notoriety while the local governing

body turned a blind eye

to his

irresponsible investment practices which promised returns that were twice
that

of most other investment pool managers (Or. Co. investment pool was

leveraged by approximately 300%).

Although municipal finance and the trading of municipal securities
have changed forever,

I

believe

many of those changes

are for the good.
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TOrAL GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT PRACTICES
•

The Orange county investment pool

losses, I believe represent

an

and an
Board of Supervisors. Recurrence should be prevented in the
future with simple oversight and limited restrictions on certain types of
investments and investment strategies.
isolated incident that occurred because of an arrogant treasurer
inattentive

•

One of the

first

duties

I

under took

Local Investment Practices
force

recommended

in office

at the request

restrictions

was

to chair a

Task Force on

of Governor Wilson. The task

on leveraging investment pool

securities

and limitations on investments reverse repurchase agreements. The Task
Force also recommended better education for local

officials

about

investment practices and the adoption of investment policies and
reporting requirements to the local governing body.

•

These recommendations have been incorporated
that are

•

making

their

way through

into several bills

California's state legislature.

Additionally, investors appear to be demanding better disclosure

information and issuers are responding to those needs. The market

mechanisms

are indeed addressing this issue without additional

governmental intervention. This

County
•

Also, the recently
fiirther

is

a healthy bi-product of the

Orange

situation.

amended

disclosure requirements of the

SEC

should

strengthen market confidence that local government investment

practices £md other financial information are adequately disclosed.

ISSUER
•

& INVESTOR RELATIONSHIPS

There has been a significant change

in the relationship

municipal issuers and investors. Investors are

between

much more wary of the

municipal market; the market that was once regarded as the safe place to

of Orange County's bankruptcy,
more cautious than in the past.

invest. In California, especially in light

the present relationships are
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MTINICTPAL BANKRUPTCY
•

Unlike the corporate bankruptcy model, municipalities under Chapter 9
retain democratic control over operations while receiving protection

from
•

It

creditors.

appears, however, that, at least in Orange County's situation,

bankruptcy strategies have hindered expeditious resolution of the
problems. With the litigious and adversarial culture that has evolved,

emphasis
•

is

placed on winning rather than on problem solving

This "I've-Got-To-Win" mentality

is

the right strategy in a corporate

bankruptcy where you can completely shut

and
•

start fresh in a

--

the bankrupt business

leaving behind as

many

and go

slate

creditors as possible.

While a county continues to provide services to its citizens, a workable
solution must be sought out through negotiation and with ongoing
creative financial
litigation hurts

•

down

location.

County governments simply cannot close up shop, clean the
out of business

•

new

.

management

any county's

strategies.

ability to

A

strategy that

maximizes

provide needed services.

Unfortunately, in Orange County millions of taxpayer dollars are being
diverted from paying bills into the hands of lawyers, accountants,
underwriters, and financial advisors.

G OVERNM E NT REGULATIO N
•

One of the recommendations of the Task Force on Local Investment
Practices

was

that the

Congress and the California

state legislature not

overreact to the Orange County situation.

•

What

I

fear

is

what

I

call the "Florida

Doctor Syndrome."

When

that

doctor in Florida amputated the wrong leg recently, the solution wasn't
to pass a bill outlawing scalpels!

County
•

I

is

oversight

~

The way

to prevent another

Orange

with a goodly dose of common sense.

don't believe that regulators and regulations have any potential for

minimizing

risk

of this kind of catastrophic event

in the future.

It

will be
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nearly impossible for

them

to anticipate every type

of situation that

arises.

you can

common

sense nor good judgment.

•

In short,

•

We need to educate the public and its officials about investment

legislate neither

functions, the risks of aggressive and irresponsible investment
and the benefits of vigilance, oversight, and accountability.

policies,

roNrujsTONS
•

There was a financial train wreck in Orange County and
damage must be paid. There's no way around it.

•

Municipal markets are more
fi-om issuers. This

•

is

alert

and are demanding more information

The bankruptcy laws of Chapter 9 don't work properly

Finally,

for the

bill

a healthy bi-product.

employs a corporate bankruptcy
•

the

and most importantly,

if a

county

strategy.

if Congress

and

state legislatures

overreact by outlawing specific types of investment products, two things
will happen.

•

First,

you won't be able

to keep

products that will be invented

•

But more importantly, you
tools that treasurers

all

up with

all

the

new investment

down the road.

will take

away valuable investment

over the country use wisely to earn

hundreds of millions of dollars for their government operations.
There's only one
additional fees

•

way

and

to replace those revenues

Oversight, education, vigilance, and accountability

watchwords

to live

~ through

taxes.

by and

— These

are the

to prevent another disaster.

Thank you again for this opportunity
be happy to answer any questions.

to testify before the

Committee.

I

will
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Statement by Kurt R. Sjoberg
California State Auditor
Before the Committee on Banking and Financial Services
July 26, 1995

Good Morning.

I

am

Kurt Sjoberg, California State Auditor.

My

comments today

will

focus on the results of various audits that the Bureau of State Audits recently performed

on investments made by county treasurers in California, as well as the recommendations
to improve local government investment practices.

we have made

Our Review
Upon

of

Orange County

receiving the alarming news in

incurred significant losses causing
that

my

auditors

it

December 1994 from Orange County

to declare bankruptcy.

that it had
Governor Wilson requested

A

office immediately start an audit of the county treasurer's office

from

my

office

The county had one
he resigned.

commenced work

in

Orange County on December

elected treasurer, Robert Citron, from 1973 to

In addition to

managing county funds, the

treasurer

13,

team of

1994

December 1994, when
managed investments

for various public agencies, including cities, special districts, and school districts.

law generally requires that county
the treasurer.

and school

entities

districts deposit their

State

money with

Others, such as cities and special districts, voluntarily deposit their funds

into the county treasury.

The pool proved to be very popular and the number of investors and amount invested
grew over the years. The reason that the pool was so attractive was that it was achieving
investment returns significantly higher than comparable funds.
By December 1994,
nearly 190 public agencies with contributions totaling $7.6 billion were participating in
the county's investment pool. Additionally, some entities found the pool's returns to be
so attractive that they sold taxable notes for the sole purpose of increasing their

investment in the pool. However, this

all

came

to

an abrupt end in early December 1994,

with the announcement that the pool had sustained significant losses and that the county

was unable

to resolve

its

financial

of federal bankruptcy laws.

22 percent, of the $7.6

How did the county

problems without

The

losses

billion invested

lose such a vast

by

were

filing for protection

later calculated to

under Chapter 9

be $1.69

billion, or

participants.

amount of money?

We found that the former treasurer pursued

an investment strategy that violated the basic

principles of prudent investing, namely, safety, liquidity, and yield, in that order.
his investment strategies directly contradicted these principles.

In fact,

His investments were

unsafe, highly risky, extremely volatile, and lacked the liquidity needed to meet the
portfolio's objectives.
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In our opinion, not

one single factor caused the county's

of a dangerous amalgam of several risky

result

assumed a high degree of

losses.

strategies.

The

losses

were the

Specifically, the treasurer

risk using various strategies to increase investment yield:

Investments were highly leveraged through the use of reverse repurchase agreements and
the proceeds from this borrowing were invested in derivative securities where value

declined as interest rates rose. Further, the treasurer invested funds generated from short

term borrowing to purchase long term securities; thus, funds were not available

came

these loans

when

due.

Orange County's Use of Leveraging

The

first

way

in

which the former treasurer incurred

risk

on the county's portfolio was

through the use of reverse repurchase agreements (reverse repos).

owner of a
agreement

security "borrows"

to repurchase

by

by the broker is
owner agrees to pay a stipulated rate of
the cost of borrowing the money. The security owner can then
leveraging the original principal by, in effect, investing the same
it

a short time

collateral for a loan transaction.
interest to the

broker as

invest the cash received,

money

In a reverse repo, the

selling the security to an investment broker with an

The

later.

In effect, the security held

security

twice.

Using reverse repos was a primary strategy

that the

former treasurer used to increase the

As long as the cost of borrowing was less than the earnings that he
received from investments made with the borrowed cash, he would profit from the
transaction However, the way in which the county was able to achieve such a favorable
return was by investing its borrowed funds in long-range investments that paid interest
yield

on

his portfolio.

rates higher than the short-term

borrowing

rates.

In pursuing his reverse repo strategy, the former treasurer did not limit himself to

borrowing only once on a security, but instead incurred multiple levels of borrowing on a
For example, the county would purchase a security that it then used as
borrow money under a reverse repo. The borrowed cash was used to
purchase a second security which was again used as collateral to borrow more cash. This
sequence would then be repeated several more times.
single security.
collateral to

The

treasurer's strategy regarding reverse repos resulted in dramatically increasing the

size

of the portfolio.

By November

30, 1994, the treasurer had increased the size of the

base portfolio representing the participants' original investment value of $7.6 billion to a
portfolio valued at $20.6 billion through the use of leverage.

The $13

billion increase

!
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money obtained by using reverse
was leveraged more than 270 percent, or

represented investments purchased with borrowed
repos.

2.7 to

As
1.

a result of this strategy, the portfolio

Furthermore, a portion of the portfolio representing the county's general fund

was leveraged even more

For example,

significantly.

in

January 1994, the county's

general fund segment of the investment pool amounted to $100 million, but through the

use of leverage was increased to $2.9

billion,

Additionally, because the former treasurer

a leverage factor of 29 to

was "borrowing

short to

1

buy long," he had

to

continually borrow at the current rates to provide collateral for the long-term securities.

As

interest rates rose, reverse repo

borrowing costs

rose, thus reducing, or eliminating the

spread between the borrowing costs and his investment returns
collateral calls increased.

excess of the amount

To

lent. If

Additionally, the risk of

protect their interests, the brokers require collateral in

the market value of the collateral declines, brokers can send

out collateral calls to restore the collateral to

its

original value.

Collateral calls can place

untimely and significant demands on a portfolio by draining

by requiring the premature

securities or

its

cash or equivalent

liquidation of other assets.

Orange Countv's Use of Derivatives

We

found that Orange County's portfolio was also risky because the former treasurer

bought billions of dollars worth of highly volatile derivative securities
In the broadest sense, the term derivatives

where the value depends upon, or

is

is

source such as an underlying asset, reference
kinds of derivatives and not

all

used to define any financial instrument

"derived" from, the performance of a secondary
rate,

or index.

There are many different

are bad investments for a local

government investment

However, the vast majority of Orange County's derivatives were a type of

portfolio.

structured note

known

are structured notes in

as inverse floating rate notes (inverse floaters).

which the

interest rate

moves

underlying index, such as the London Interbank Offer Rate (LIBOR).
rates rise, these securities lose value

By November
32 percent,
treasurer

their

coupon earnings

Thus,

from the
if interest

fall.

1994, the former treasurer's portfolio contained at least $6.6 billion, or

in inverse floaters.

was

and

Inverse floaters

in the opposite direction

By

investing substantially in inverse floaters, the former

betting heavily that interest rates

would remain low or

fall.

However,

during 1994, interest rates rose 300 basis points, causing a steep decline in the portfolio's
value.
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Reckless Investment Strategies Caused $1 .69 Billion in Losses

The former

treasurer's tactic

purchase of higher

to interest rate increases.

a "duration

called

of heavily leveraging the

risk, interest-sensitive

Our investment

analysis"

to

portfolio,

coupled with the

investments, amplified the pool's vulnerability
experts

employed an

analytical technique

provide a quantitative measure of the portfolio's

Based on that analysis, our investment
Orange County's portfolio was four times more risky than funds with
comparable objectives. The former treasurer's high-risk strategies ultimately caused a
$1 69 billion loss to the portfolio and led the county to bankruptcy.
sensitivity to a

percent interest rate change.

1

experts found that

The Former Treasurer Also Violated His Public Trust
In addition to the former treasurer's imprudent investment strategies which resulted in
losses to all pool participants, the treasurer also took certain actions that resulted in the

county benefiting to the detriment of other participants.
office altered accounting records,

$93 million more

in

interest

Specifically, the treasurer's

which allowed the county's general fund

earnings than

it

was

entitled

receive.

to

treasurer's office transferred securities that had lost $271 million in

the county's general fund to the investment pool
loss.

where

all

participants

to receive

Further,

the

market value from

would share

in the

Although these actions did not cause the bankruptcy, they are indicative of the lack

of control that existed over Orange County's investment operations.

Our Review
In

early

of Other County Investment Practices
the California Legislature

1995,

my

requested that

office

determine the

prevalence of risky investment strategies for California's remaining 57 counties.

perform
practices

this audit,

we

To

surveyed the 57 county treasurers to identify various investment

and to obtain other pertinent information.

characteristics contained in the initial county responses,

After assessing various risk

we

selected 8 counties for further

review.

As of June

30,

$29.4 billion

in

1994, the 57 county treasurers

investment funds.

In general,

we

significant discretion in their investment activities.
that they

were responsible

or other governing body.

no minimum

set

to their constituents

The investment

managed

As

and not

skills

a total of approximately

found that county treasurers exercised
elected officials, each believed

their

county board of supervisors

of the treasurers also varied, for there

of standards or expertise required.

is
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5

Most of the

emphasized safety,
none are required to report periodically to local governing boards
or to investment participants on their actual investment activities, and several did not
appear to be complying with their own policies. Further, none of the counties we visited
liquidity

treasurers had established written investment policies that

and

yield, but

utilized an investment advisory committee, although a

them

The

after the audit

results

establishing

of our audit found that several county treasurers employ risky investment

strategies in their

counties

few were considering

was completed.

we

management of these public funds. Specifically, seven of the eight
employ one or more investment strategies that we believe can put

visited

public funds at

risk.

These high-risk

strategies include holding excessive concentrations

of often volatile structured notes, excessively leveraging or borrowing against portfolios
through reverse repurchase agreements, and investing significant proportions of their
portfolios in securities with long-term maturities.
in

concert,

Using these

strategies, either alone or

inappropriate for short-term investment pools like those used by the

is

counties because, like Orange County, they do not emphasize safety and liquidity over
yield and expose the portfolios and their participants to increased risks.

•

Six of the eight counties

we

visited held concentrations

We found that:

of volatile structured notes

excess of 30 percent of their respective portfolios as of

March

31, 1995.

in

Many of

these structured notes were not actively traded and, therefore, are harder to accurately
price and

changes
•

sell,

typically considered less easy to convert to cash, and

in interest rates that

Four of eight counties leveraged
point in

more

sensitive to

can decrease their market value;

their portfolios

1994, with one county leveraging

its

by more than 40 percent
portfolio as

much

as

at

some

80 percent.

Significant use of leverage dramatically magnifies the portfolio's exposure to risk;

and
•

managed portfolios of investments with maturities averaging
more during 1994. The average maturity for one county's investments

Six of eight counties
2.5 years or

was an astounding 27.9

years.

Throughout

all

of California, 27 counties had average

maturities of less than one year, however, four averaged

more than

When most

maturities, the portfolio

is

of a portfolio

much more

is

made up of securities with long

three years.

sensitive to interest rate changes, and the treasurer's ability to

unforeseen cash needs

is

diminished.

meet
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Although

we

found some of the same risky investment strategies as those used

County, fortunately, none of these practices were taken to the extremes that
there.

Nevertheless, the high incidence of county treasurers using one or

high-risk strategies

is

disturbing and points to the need for

in

Orange

we

found

more of these

amending California's current

laws governing local investment practices.

Security Lending by Agents
In addition, our audit of local county investment practices revealed that
are using agents,

who

many

in

some

counties

cases also act as the securities custodians for the

same

on behalf of
reviewed performed hundreds

counties, to execute securities lending and/or reverse repurchase transactions

the counties.

Agents acting on behalf of three counties

we

of millions of dollars worth of securities lending and reverse repurchase transactions that
current regulations and guidelines fail to address.

Therefore, these transactions are not

reported to oversight agencies and pool participants, were not reflected in the counties'

fmancial statements or clearly disclosed in footnotes, and were not considered by the
counties
policies.

when determining compliance with
Moreover,

we

pertinent

delegate their investment authority to agents bear

all

the risk if investment losses occur,

while the agents share between 30 and 50 percent of the
agent agreements
affiliates.

we

investment laws and county

found that the investment pools of the three counties that
profits.

reviewed allowed the agents to buy and

Finally,

two of the three

sell securities

with their

This allowance raises questions regarding the pnidence and ethics surrounding

these investments.

Lessons Learned for Legislative Action

Based on our experience

relating to both the audit of

investment practices of the remaining counties,

Orange County and our audit of the

we made numerous recommendations

for

improving the investment practices of local governments, including recommendations
requiring the

amendment of

current

state

law.

We

have recommended that the

Legislature:

•

Require written investment policies for

all

local entities investing public funds that

are approved and adopted by their local governing body.

These policies should

ensure that the goals of safety and liquidity take precedence over yield;

•

Establish and define a prudent person rule for the local investment officer.

prudent person

rule

should

detail

the

fiduciary

responsibilities

investment officer and establish an expected level of expertise;

vested

in

The
the
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•

Limit the use of reverse repurchase agreements to no more than 20 percent of the

meet immediate or unexpected cash flow requirements, and not
no case should the use of reverse repurchase agreements or other

portfolio, primarily to

for reinvestment.

In

types of borrowing for yield enhancement or risk arbitrage exceed
5 percent

of the portfolio.

Further,

multiple

levels

more than

of borrowing should be

prohibited;

•

Limit the use of derivatives or other structured investment instruments and prohibit
those that put principal at risk. None of these instruments are to be purchased with
borrowed or leveraged funds
Further, the derivatives or structured investments
purchased should be openly traded in the secondary market on a recognized
exchange Any investments in derivatives or other structured notes that increase risk
to the portfolio (as

measured by a duration analysis) should be limited

to

no more

than 5 percent of the portfolio;

•

Limit the average maturities of securities held in county portfolios for short-term,
operating, and surplus cash investments to 2.4 years or less;

•

Mandate investment

reports at least quarterly to the governing

body and investment

pool participants that include detail of the portfolio and investment transactions

during the period, weighted average maturity, current market value, duration or other
similar interest rate sensitivity analyses, and yield calculation for the portfolio; and

•

Include investments

made by agents in statutory limitations regarding specific
when performing compliance reviews. Also, securities

investments and considered

lending and reverse repurchase transactions executed by agents should be reported

in

the counties' annual fmancia! statements and in reports to governing bodies and pool
participants and that dealings with agent affiliates be prohibited

Conclusion

I

believe that if the recommendations

we made

as a result

investment practices in California are implemented,
bankruptcies like the one declared in Orange County.

we

of our audits of county

can avoid future municipal
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Last December,

I

lost $1.7 billion

due

v/as incredulous to read that

to a financial strategy

As

background

fmance, including derivatives,

had been allowed
itself into

a 15-year resident of Orange County and someone

to "bet the bank."

such a mess.

And

I

It

which included extreme leverage and the use

of derivatives.

in

Orange County had declared bankruptcy.

I

who has

was astounded and angry

that

a

my County

wondered how a County government could get

while financial leverage and the use of derivatives might be

acceptable for high-risk portfolio managers, such strategy had no place where the public

tax

money was

In a

involved.

County of more than

years old,

how

thirty years

could

2.5 million people and a

this disaster

governing body
to take place?

-

still

are

ill-fated

state for his

Where were

~ many

performance.

investment program?

the five elected Supervisors of

attorneys, rating agencies,

and

occur? Our County Treasurer had been on the job over

and was lauded throughout the

pursue such a reckless and

form of government more than 100

And how

How could he

could the senior

Orange County - allow

the other supposed safeguards,

i.e.

this foolishness

auditors, advisors,

and the investment banking community? Well, there were

unanswered questions.

~
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After liquidating

the

its

risky portfolio and reinvesting in low-risk securities with

no leverage,

County Board of Supervisors sought the services of an interim Chief Executive

Officer (CEO).

On

February 21, 1995,

powers

to

manage

the

was designated

1

as the County's first

County and develop a bankruptcy plan of recovery.

Working with County employees, outside
were also experts

CEO and given broad

in their fields),

we

experts,

and a large number of volunteers (who

quickly put in place:

1.

An employee

2.

Community communication program;

3.

Adminisu-ative office restructuring (from 92 to 3

4.

Accepted and/or prompted resignations of six members of senior

(including bargaining units) communication program;

1

employees);

management;
5.

Eliminated a "flex-time" four-day work week;

6.

Eliminated reserved parking (parking was established on a

park basis);

7.

Conducted an

8.

Merged two

9.

Conducted a layoff of about

assets sales

program (primarily

large agencies;

1

,000 employees;

real estate);

first

come-fyst
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major outplacement program (including counseling and job

10. Established

placement);

11.

Cut the County Discretionary Budget by 41 percent (from $463

to

$275

million);

achieve self-help state legislative package;

12.

Pushed through a

13.

Negotiated a complex investor (schools,

over 190

difficult to

entities, for

14. Issued crucial

cities, etc.)

settlement agreement with

an amount of approximately $5.1

Recovery Bonds

to help insure

up

to

billion;

90 percent repayment

to

our schools;

15.

Estabhshed a task force to determine the

feasibility

of selling the County-

controlled airport;

16.

Conunenced negotiations with a major

litigation

defendant for possible

settlement;

17.

Implemented changes intended

to

move

three major waste disposal facilities

controlled by the County from operating at losses to generating a profit;

18. F*roposed a

Bankruptcy Recovery Plan

to the

Board of Supervisors which was

approved unanimously by them. The centerpiece of the plan was a 1/2-cent
sales tax increase proposed for the County.

This tax increase was overwhelmingly defeated by the voters on June 27, 1995.

On

June 29th, the Board of Supervisors decided to reinvolve themselves

management and

to "rein in"

my

responsibilities.

They

basically

in the

County's

changed the job

for
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which
the

I

was

hired.

While disappointed, because

management approach which helped

Supervisors' right to change

On July

6th,

we completed

I felt

such change would be a return to

create our problems,

I

respected the Board of

my job.

negotiations with our short-term bondholders (principal

amount outstanding of approximately $812 miUion)

for a one-year extension to

pay our

debt.

Once

the breathing

room of the one-year extension had been achieved,

County, effective August

1,

1995.

I

indicated a wilUngness to serve the

future as an unpaid consultant, but did not feel

recovery in

my now reduced and

resigned from the

County

in the

could be effective leading the County's

I

restructured role.

Here are some of the things I've learned during
•

I

my

time with the County:

A CEO with private sector experience can help make a great deal happen in
government.

•

Government workers can and

will

accomplish

much

if

treated with respect

and

given an opportunity to do their jobs.

•

Don't ask citizens

to

approve a tax increase

until their

sense of betrayal

subsides and they are convinced that fundamental changes have occurred to

avoid what they believe caused the problem.
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•

Change

the organization of

Orange County government from

of five Supervisors (each, in effect, a

CEO)

Assessor, and Auditor-Controller none of

Board of Supervisors

— to

accountability and that

•

is

current form

with an elected Treasurer,

whom are directly supervised by the

a functional organization that

based on

its

is

more conducive

to

ability.

Require high standards of ethics and responsibility of those

who do business

with government entities for the ultimate burden of a "buyer beware" business

approach
•

falls

on

the taxpayers.

Bankruptcy for a county government seems

compared

like a

poor substitute when

to the parties involved voluntarily getting together

and working out

a 100 percent plan of recovery.

•

I

am confident

which

Most

Orange County

their debts are honored. This will

economic best
•

that the people of

interest, but

is

it

im|x>rtantly, as citizens,

will

develop a program

be done not only because

is

in our

the right thing to do.

we must

manner of our government's conduct.

watch, participate and vote on the

I

fear

what we have experienced

Orange County may be a "sneak preview" of what other counties

may be

it

in

facing in the future.

mummm

in

in California
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Mr.

Chairman and Members

My name

is

of the

26,

1995

Committee:

Gaddi Vasquez and

Orange County Board

I

am

Supervisors and

of

the current Chairman of the

thank you

I

for

the

invitation

to participate in today's hearing.

As you know, on December

our

stability

of

difficult

times

collapse

of

billion

to

a

stabilize

to

effort

under

protection

for

filed

the

the

fiscal

county.
in

chapter

our

We

6,

9

crisis

are

county's

1994,

Orange County,
bankruptcy

the

of

threatened

that

by

virtue

All

of

county's

the

funds

Orange County Investment Pool and suffered a

The

school

$1.05
the

billion.

county

services.

of

Orange County Investment Pool and the

pool.

districts,

special

districts,

and

code

of

cities

of

who

most

the

the

financial

loss

of

were deposited
loss

an

in

economic

the

now experiencing one
history

California,

$650

$1.7

in

million.

invested

The consequences have included a dramatic reduction
budget

as

well

as

the

reduction

and/or

the

elimination

lost

in

of
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order

In

Investment

Pool's

my comments

of

committee

a

elected

twenty

During

years.

record

organizations

for

Orange County.

served

Collector

County

who was an independently

same

the

in

had

he

tenure,

his

accomplishments

his

record

His

Pool

Investment

an

high

of

attractive

performance prompted

of

elected

office

a

established

over

for

long

track

as

Treasurer-Tax

yields

made

the

opportunity

for

jurisdictions

outside

public

of

Collector

of

Orange County
agencies.

His

Orange County

and some public agencies even borrowed amounts above

participate

their

Orange

performance and had been recognized by many professional

of

record

had

the

of

would

I

The pool was established and managed by

history.

and

official

perspective,

into

overview

brief

Orange County Treasurer-Tax

the

to

some

put

your

give

to

like

to

available

resources

for

expressed

the

purpose

investing

of

in

the pool.

Eventually

190+ agencies became pool

participants.

Most

of

them

had elected governing boards and professional experts who reviewed the
performance.

portfolio's

independent

outside

agencies had
creating

a

management

In

auditing

historically

basis

addition,

for

given

firm

the

on

portfolio

an

was

annual

audited

basis

Orange County bonds high

confidence

and

of the pool.

Page 2

trust

in

the

by

and

an

rating

ratings

thus

performance

and
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In

had

1994.

late

a

suffered

crisis of

"$1

loss

value

in

That

loss."

and

"paper

evolved

however,

loss,"

the

into

financial

1994.

On December

6,

and

evaluated

of

that

a

county.

paper

billion

genuine

a

represented

Treasurer-Tax Collector announced that the pool

the

all

chapter

9

1994, the Orange County Board of Supervisors met
options

the

filing

was

that

the

were available

only

real

option

To do otherwise would have compounded the

and

determined

available

crisis

to

the

and made our

situation worse.

Since December,
recognizing

while

remain.

The

first

we have made many advances toward

that

many

major

step

formidable

was

the

and

liquidation

challenges

difficult

of

resolution

the

remaining

assets of the investment pool.

Our second major step was achieving a pool settlement on the
distribution

plan

May

of

the

was submitted
2,

remaining
to

funds

which

totaled

$5.9

billion.

The

and approved by the federal bankruptcy court on

1995.

Page 3
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The
to

in

receive

.90

pool

the

each

invested

a

senior

in

cash.

claim

of

.09

on

the

in

on

plus

to

receive

.80

participants

and subordinated

dollar

earned

interest

claim

eamed

interest

non-school

the

participants

subordinated

participants

addition,

In

a

cash,

pool

remainder plus

.10

cents

dollar

school

for

non-school

dollar

cents

.11

of

dollar

the

for

and

resolution

invested

received
claim

each

of

provided

essentially

Orange County case

the

since
of

settlement

since

pool

the

restructuring.

Most
of

roll-over

to

repayment

residents

budget

of the

of

county

bond

the

order

in

on July

county

now

But

the

all

the

give

budget

recently,

to

time

we were

achieve a debt

to

June 30,

debt to

develop

to

able

and

options

1996

order

in

alternatives

for

debt.

County

meet

totaling

of

Orange faces the task

obligations

We
$185

employees.

reduced

by

1,488

deletion

of

budgeted

We

term

short

Orange County.

reductions

1995,

7,

positions,

and

have

partially

million.

This

provide

to

has

retirees

Page 4

services

Our

workforce

been

achieved

and

fiscal

reducing

achieved that

voluntary

have reduced our county general fund budget

year to a proposed budget of $275 million for

of

year

of

1

$460

995-96.

to

the

through

been

has
by

its

layoffs,

terminations.

million

per
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We

have engaged

We

buildings.

waste

placed

Supervisors

the sale of county assets such as lands and

agreements

negotiating

are

would

which

in

importation

for

new revenue stream and

create

a

a

cent

of

solid

Board

the

of

which

was

working with the legislature and other counties

who

1/2

sales

tax

on

the

ballot

overwhelmingly rejected by the voters on June 27. 1995.

The county
also

are

mandates.
legislation

is

facing

financial

The
that

legislature

state

to

difficulties

has

has given us some

obtain

been

already
but

relief

relief

unfunded

from

helpful

in

passing

much work remains

to

be

done.

reductions
to

trying

to

expect.

in

revenue and

maintain

the

Thus,

bond

necessity that had been

Until

late

have

counties

California,

In

1994,

we have

levels

there

with

were

Orange County Investment Pool was
raised

concerns

that

that

borrowing,

financing,

management

subjected

struggled to

service

of

managed

been

make ends meet
constituents

have

while

come

and investing has been a

and accomplishment.

skill

no
in

enormous

to

jeopardy.

or

Page 5

stability

that

the

public agencies

had

indications

significant

No
of

the

pool

was

in
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who we

jeopardy and those

any

raise

not

form

destructive path. That

Once faced
of

Supervisors

option

changed

the

with

viewed

order

in

notice

of

all

in

the

give us ongoing appraisals did

to

the

that

facts

December.

and

realities

of

the

of

chapter

9

as

an

outright

investment pool and the county budget.
incentives

to

chapter

for

file

faces

that

a

case,

we had exhausted

jurisdiction

As

stated

I

of the

advanced

reform

believe

that

reforms

now

in

when

crisis,

the

meltdown

financial

Board

absolute

the

a

last

the

of

fact

in

the

negative

standing

However,

disincentive.

in

our

other options.

the

earlier,

on the issue
to

all

great

down

going

can assure you there are no

I

and

9

a

is

was

pool

early

filing

avoid

to

on

relied

legislature

has

hearings

extensive

held

Orange County bankruptcy and proposals are being
functions

the

is

it

California

that

said

all

and
and

protect

will

latitude

done,
against

of

county treasurers.

there
the

be

will

type

of

I

dramatic
crisis

we

face and prevent a recurrence.

oversight

county

county

level,

committee

which

the

At

and

redefining

the

we
is

have

now

refining

the

disclosure

Pages

established

investment

requirements

of

an

investment

policies

the

of

the

investment
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While

practices.

proposed

the

stages,

draft

final

change

dramatically

will

the

in

still

practices

the

Treasurer-Tax

the

of

policies

Collector's Office.

The county
Orange County

is

evaluating

also

The

charter county form of government.

Supervisors

and

governance

of

such

officials

more

as

the

of

asking

and

latter

people,

a

could

change

the

Treasurer-Tax

Collector

the

voters

of

law county to a

would give the Board

the

importantly,

county

the

merits

our county from a general

convert

to

the

say

greater
status

an

from

in

of

the

elected

of

elected

to

an

appointed position.

We

have

separated

Auditor-Controller's

activities

function

of

the

office

which

Treasurer-Tax

county

of

the

government

had

responsibility

This

Collector.

independent

from

the

auditing

the

function

audit

for

is

and

now

led

by

is

the

a

separate

a

different

person.

But one major factor that must be pointed out

Treasurer-Tax
with

pool.

the

It

responsibility

has

He was an

Collector.

since

of

overseeing,

been

elected

official

managing,

determined

Page 7

that

and
he

role

of

the

who was charged
administering
violated

his

the

own
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investment

misrepresented
pool

still

a

in

pending.

On

by

created

facts

court

So

there

relevant

the

to

1995

and

out

point

misconduct

an

of

Board
he

pled

that

elected

and

of

six

and

reform,

the

problem

official

who

to

felony

proceedings

legal

part

to

guilty

change

for

intentionally

Supervisors

of

additional

need

is

and

willfully

the

to

27,

April

while

he

that

California

and

important

and

reports

participants.

counts

and

policies

had

are

it

is

was
been

entrusted by the voters to adhere to the laws of the state and as well

as the county investment

As

a

county,

policy.

we

will

He

move

address the longer term issues
of

county.

the

secured

by

be used

to

an

We

have

intercept

Mr.

of

Chairman,

I

to

my

by

developing

options

to

debt repayment which remains a goal

program

of

we

notes

issued

recovery

vehicle

registration

fees

that

that

are
will

continue to work with the legislature

develop a workable strategy.

thank

you

committee and would be pleased
best of

forward

recently

repay the debt and

and the Governor's Office

violated both.

for

to

this

opportunity

answer any

ability.

Page 8

of

to

address

your

your questions to the
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1. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to address the
Subcominittee on the subject of Orange County's bankruptcy and its
aftermath. With your permission I have attached a bibliography of
my selected publications on the bankruptcy, the proposed sales tax
hike, and what should come next for Orange County.

2. I am an Associate Professor of Political Science at the
University of California, Irvine where I have taught and studied
politics since 1984.
I have also been a faculty member at the
University of Chicago, Amherst College, and Beijing University in
People's
Republic
of
China.
I hold an A.B. in government from
the
Cornell University (1977) and an A.M. (1979) and a PhD. (1986) in
political science from the University of Chicago.
3. Mr. Chairman I have responded to the questions posed in
your letter of invitation to testify before this Subcommittee,
dated July 13, 1995, within my area of expertise.
I will focus
most of my remarks on the recently defeated sales tax proposal in
Orange County per your suggestion.

SUMMARY 8TATEMEKT
4.
Let me begin by emphatically noting that Orange County is
not bankrupt.
Though still struggling to emerge from a five-year
recession, the economy of Orange County is reasonably healthy with
future prospects for growth cautiously optimistic. The government
of Orange County however is bankrupt and in more ways than one.
Not only is county government bankrupt in the amount of $1.7
billion, but county government is politically bankrupt as well.
Indeed, Mr. Chairman, a crisis of political legitimacy plagues and
disables Orange County every bit as much as the current fiscal
crisis.
5. Orange County's financial troubles cannot be understood
without an appreciation of the feudal political structure which
characterizes the county's political regime. The concentration of
political power in the hands of wealthy developers, landowners,
financiers, and self-appointed king-makers coupled with the absence
of any countervailing source of political power made Orange
County's bankruptcy much more likely and makes it's recovery far
more difficult.
6. Let me turn my attention to the proposed sales tax which
voters defeated 61% to 39% on June 27th. Back in January of 199 5,
if not earlier, members of the elite Business Council in Orange
County, led by Gary Hunt, Vice President of the Irvine Company and
George Argyros, President of Arnel Development started talking
about raising the sales tax as a response to the bankruptcy. This,
well before Mr. Pope joy volunteered to join the county in the newly
created position of Chief Executive Officer.

—
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7. There is a strong aversion to taxation in Orange County
whicn was immediately evident in polls conducted for the Los
Angeles Times starting in late December of 1994.
However, it's
important to note that on two occasions in just the past five years
county voters have supported increases in the sales tax when they
were presented with very specific, iron-clad expenditure targets
and guarantees. That they were not prepared to support Measure R-the proposed half-cent increase in the county sales tax is neither
surprisingly nor lamentable.

—

8. Like most Americans,
if the polls are believed, Orange
Countians are reasonably suspicious of government.
Perhaps even
more so than most Americans given the local political culture.
Specifically they are concerned about the size of government
relative to the private sector, the functions provided by
government in relation to those which could be provided by the
private sector, and the representativeness, honesty, and integrity
of government officials.
9. As soon as the Board of Supervisors unanimously called for
a June 27th special election to consider Measure R, Orange County
voters began asking why alternatives to a sales tax increase

weren't being pursued first.
They kept asking this question
throughout the three month campaign.
The answers they received
from the proponents of the tax hike were obviously not very
persuasive.
10. None of the money to be raised by Measure R was earmarked
for any specific purpose not for public education, nor for health
care, the elderly, public safety, or even repayment of bondholders
and creditors.
Consequently, a yes vote on Measure R required
voters to have trust and faith in the current Board of Supervisors
and the structure of political power within which the Board
functions to spend the $140 million raised annually by Measure R
wisely.

—

11.
Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, as I argue below in greater
detail, the Orange County electorate is plumb out of trust and
faith in the Board of Supervisors.
Four months after the
bankruptcy a poll conducted for the Los Anaeles Times showed that
fully 87% of Orange County voters thought the Board of Supervisors
was doing only a fair or poor job responding to the financial
crisis.
12. Orange County voters are not deadbeats, arrogant, or
irresponsible as the national and local press have been so quick
The defeat of
to allege for voting against Measure R.
No.
Measure R was a completely rational response by the electorate to
a proposed new revenue stream which the Board of Supervisors could
not be trusted to spend.
After-all, Mr. Chairman, by their own
admission the Orange County Board of Supervisors did not know that
they had the statutory authority and responsibility to supervise

—

—

s
-
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the County Treasurer
Register told them so.

until

reporters

from

the

Orange

County

13. In its infinite wisdom, Measure R was the only measure
placed on the June 27th ballot by the Board an election which cost
the taxpayers approximately $800,000. Voters were denied any other
electoral opportunity to express their rejection of county
government and the people running it. Knowledgeable voters, with
ample time and opportunity to weigh the merits of the case for and
against the proposed sales tax hike came to a rational deduction.
The case was not sufficiently made or validated that despite what
the developers wanted a sales tax was the only viable recovery
Moreover,
voters Republicans
option.
and
conservatives,
Libertarians and Democrats (yes, there are Democrats, like myself
who
live
in
convinced
Orange
County)
were
that
various
disadvantages associated with an increase in the sales tax did not
outweigh the reputed benefits.

—

—

—

14. Measure R was as much a referendum on county government
as it was a proposal for recovery from bankruptcy. The electorate
sent a very loud message to the Board of Supervisors who have, in
my estimation, yet to hear and/or fully comprehend it. One of the
first actions taken by the Board after June 27th was to diminish
the authority given to Bill Pope joy as county CEO.
In response,
Mr. Pope joy has honorably tended his resignation and will be
leaving the county on July 31st.

15. Ironically, even though Mr. Popejoy was the most visible
proponent of Measure R only one member of the Board, Supervisor
Marian Bergeson actively campaigned on behalf of the measure he is
probably the only person in the county right now with the stature
and respect to bring all sides of the Measure R debate together for
the purposes of crafting a new recovery plan. With Mr. Popejoy'
precipitous and provoked departure the crisis of political
legitimacy will continue. So long as it does, the county will have
a very difficult time recovering from its financial plight.
This
is one of the reasons, even conservative groups in the county have
started to look favorably upon a proposed state-trusteeship.

—

—

WHY DID COUMTY GOVERMMEIIT OO BAMXROPT?
16.
By now just about everyone in the country is familiar
with the investment strategy which precipitated Orange County's
financial catastrophe.
The county was put in this precarious
financial situation through leverged investments in interest
sensitive derivatives. When the Federal Reserve Board started to
raise interest rates the county was caught short.
It had to pay
more on what it borrowed than it was earning and the general value
of its bond portfolio started to fall. On December 6th, the county
defaulted on a $1.2 billion loan and the Board of Supervisors
claims it had little choice but to file a Chapter 9 bankruptcy to
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protect the county's $20 billion investment portfolio from a Sl2
The county has lost $1.7 billion, not including
billion debt.
enormous expenditures on consultant, accounting, and attorneys fees
associated with what's taken place after December 6, 1994.
17. Two aspects of the Board's filing for Chapter 9 bankruptcy
protection are worth noting.
First, the day after more than 2 00
investors in the Orange County Investment Pool (OCIP) received
their first payment from a behind-closed-doors "negotiated" (some
have said coerced, see "Ricky Young and Kim Christensen, "Deal
Behind Closed Doors," Orange County Register April 9, 1995, pp. l
settlement agreement, U.S. Bankruptcy Judge John E. Ryan
& 24)
ruled that the $5.7 billion pool was ineligible for bankruptcy (see
Ronald Campbell, "Judge: Pool's bankruptcy inappropriate," Oranae
Second, the consulting
County Register May 25, 1995, pp. 1 & 24)
firm that initially discovered the county's investment losses had
presented a "platter of alternatives" to bankruptcy on December
As usual, the Board of
6th,
but its advice was ignored.
Supervisors responded to this revelation in February of 1995 by
saying that they were never told of these options (see Jim
Mulvaney, "Did O.C. have to go bankrupt?" Orange County Register
February 18, 199, pp. 1 & 18).
.

.

.

.

18. However, we're less comfortable explaining why the county
and many local governmental bodies were willing to make and take
such risky investments in the first place.

old-fashioned
19. The conventional explanation is plain,
greed. Indeed, the portrait of Orange County painted by the press
is of a place brimming with yachts, palm trees, well-manicured
lawns, BWMs, and Spanish-tiled homes with spectacular ocean vistas.
But,
Clearly, a distorted image of the county as a whole.
ironically, not inconsistent with the image the county has worked
so hard to fashion and market.
Daily life in Orange County is
That so many people
supposed to be "another day in paradise."
around the country might now take some Faustian delight in the loss
of paradise here is understandable.
But it's
20. To some extent "greed" works as an explanation.
not a very complete or penetrating account. It ignores some of the
palpable conditions which both necessitated and encouraged this
high-risk gamble not as justification, but as explanation.

—

21. To begin with, there have been serious pressures on the
county and local governing entities in California to raise funds
for general operating purposes. At the same time, their ability to
Pressure came from
do so has been seriously constrained.
residents, the state, and developers.
Orange County residents
expect a high level and wide range of services from their
government.
Expectations are as high as home prices and
apartmental rentals in many quarters of the county.
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22. However, during the last five years, government coffers
Tax revenues declined, but
have been hit hard by the recession.
the public demand for the promised "quality of life" in paradise
did not waver. To maJce matters worse, the state has been siphoning
off an escalating share of local tax dollars to pay its own bills;
due to the state-wide recession, federal spending mandates, state
mandated expenditure categories, and budgetary bumbling. [This, in
addition to the fact that Orange County is a net tax exporter to
the state government, receiving far less in revenue from the state
for municipal government and school districts than it contributes.]
Consequently,
governing
bodies from
school
boards
and
municipalities to water districts and transportation agencies had
less money to make financial ends meet.

—

—

23. Meanwhile, Orange County's developers were lobbying the
county for funds to build the infrastructure necessary to make
possible the new construction of homes, retail centers, and
Developers in Orange County along with
commercial office space.
their organized special interests, who help fill the campaign
coffers of most elected officials, can be very persuasive.
In
fact, the expenditure of county funds to build the roads, sewers,
utilities, etc., as a stimulant for development was also viewed as
essential to the county's economic recovery. Keynesian economics
is alive and well in Orange County for the right price.

—

24. Where were the needed funds to come from? Two constraints
made it very difficult to raise funds the "old-fashioned way"
through tax increases, assessments, or user fees.
First,
Proposition 13 makes raising property taxes very difficult, since
approval reqpiires support from two-thirds of the voters.
A few
jurisdictions tried to raise parcel taxes; some came close to the
two-thirds mark, but none made it. Second, leaving Prop. 13 aside,
few elected officials in the county have the political courage to
advocate any sort of tax hike.
Orange County voters are tax
averse.
Elected officials advocating a tax increase could face a
recall attempt and would certainly face trouble in the next
election. Indeed, three members of the Fullerton City Council were
recalled in 1994 for raising the utility tax.

25.
Consequently and not surprisingly,
most officials
throughout the county were very satisfied with the returns their
jurisdiction received from the county's investments. It meant they
could continue to meet their financial obligations without having
to go before the voters and ask for tax increases. Officials were
so satisfied with the returns from Citron's magical investment
portfolio that many borrowed even more money to invest.
In the
"master-planned" community of Irvine, for example, the school board
borrowed $54.5 million in June of 1994 and the city council
borrowed $60 million in July of 1994 to add to what they had
already invested with the county.
26.

In truth, almost no one in the county, save Bob Citron's
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opponent in the June election and a few leaders of the County's
GOP, had an incentive to challenge this risky investment strategy,
least of all the Board of Supervisors. As long as the investments
were paying handsome dividends all was well, until the roof caved
in at the Hall of Administration.
27. The county's risky investment strategy could be viewed as
both an economic and political necessity. But it was also induced
or permitted by the local culture of risk-taking.
Risky economic
ventures are common place in Orange County.
The people who take
them are highly regarded and well rewarded for their success. The
county is filled with individual entrepreneurs willing to gamble
their own money (and often the investments of others) on a new
idea, product, or strategy.
Though it's not the only place in
America where the entrepreneurial spirit is still alive and well,
it's one of the few places where the culture of risk-taking defines
private economic life for so many people.

28. It should come as no surprise that this same attitude
would permeate the public sphere, as in fact it did.
The former
county treasurer, Bob Citron, wasn't the only risk-tzdcer around, he
was joined by countless elected and appointed officials throughout
the county who gambled the public pursue and rode the revenue
stream of county investments. Throughout the ride. Orange County's
famous fiscal conservatives were content to put ideology aside in
favor of big cash returns on the derivative market.
29. For years to
past financial success,
political courage, and
entrepreneurial spirit

WHY WA8 MSABURB

''R"

come we'll all be paying for the county's
a lack of careful oversight, the absence of
the consequences of what happens when the
gets the better of public officials.

DSyKATBO?

30. The voters of Orange County have been unfairly maligned by
the national and in some cases the local press for overwhelmingly
rejecting a proposal Measure "R" to tax the county out of
bankruptcy. Orange Cotinty voters have been called "irresponsible,"
and "arrogant," the outcome of the vote on Measure R has been
referred to as "embarassing," and the county has been characterized
as "deadbeat" and "cultist."

—

—

31. With all due respect, these commentators and editorial
writers most of whom have spent little time living behind the
"Orange Curtain" don't understand why the defeat of Measure R was
a rational and prudent reaction by the voters of Orange County.
I've attempted to offer such an explanation above.

—

—

32. Measure R went down to defeat for one over-riding reason:
Voters have lost nearly all trust and faith in the Board of
Supervisors and the structure of county government. That memebrs

..
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of the Board of Supervisors have yet to realize this problem only
exacerbates the loss of legitimate governing authority.
Orange
County government maybe financially bankrupt, but it is politically
Unfortunately, the latter makes any publicly
bankrupt as well.
approved solution to the former tenuous at best. The evidence for
this conclusion is abundant.
33. Support for county government in Orange County has been
collapsing for some time, as evidenced by data presented in the
Orange Countv Annual Survev prepared by Mark Baldassare, PhD of
UCI. Additionally, recent surveys conducted by Baldassare for the
Los Angeles Times evidence the collapse in public support for the
Board of Supervisors.

34. Prior to the bankruptcy in May of 1994 a survey was
conducted which asked Orange County voters to rate the Board's
handing of various areas of government in the past few years.
Fostering the county as a place to do business? 40% responded
Providing overall leadership?
excellent or good.
31% responded
Maintaining integrity and high ethical
excellent of good.
standards?
29% responded excellent or good.
Representing the
views of local residents? 27% responded excellent or good. All of
these responses were down considerably from the same survey
questions posed to voters back in 1988 (see Kevin Johnson, "Few
Voters Have Confidence in County Leaders," Los Angeles Times May
31, 1994, pp. Al 6 A16)
.

35. Immediately following the bankruptcy in December of 1994
survey respondents were asked to rate the job performance of Orange
County's Board of Supervisors in handling the county's financial
crisis.
Only 21% responded excellent or good. Four months later
voters were polled again and the percentage responding excellent or
good had dropped to 13% with fully 48% of the respondents saying
the Board was doing a poor job (see Mark Platte, "Most Opposed to
Hiking Sales Tax," Los Angeles Times April 11, 1995, pp. Al (

—

.

A18)

.

36. Just a few weeks before the defeat of Measure R another
poll was taJcen.
Supervisor Marian Bergeson received the highest
job performance rating for a Board member, with a score of 191
saying she was doing an excellent or good job. Next, Supervisors
William Steiner, Jin Silva, and Gaddi Vasquez received an ll%
rating of excellent or good, and Supervisor Roger Stanton received
a 9% rating for doing an excellent or good job (see Jodi wilgorn,
"O.C. Sheriff Trains Sights on Bankruptcy," Los Angeles Times July
10, 1995, pp. Al 6 A12)
.

37. There were many reasons advanced for the adoption of this
sales tax hike, some of them potentially persuasive. But nothing
could overcome the prevalent public sentiment that given the
current composition of the Board and construction of county
government, a new sales tax would amount to throwing more money

.

,
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after bad. No amount of money spent by the proponents of Measure
R could overcome this fundamental problem.
38. The campaign for Measure R was led by Mr. Pope joy along
with O.C. Sheriff Brad Gates, and Supervisor Bergeson along with
the League of Woman Voters, the California Teachers Association
the editorial board of the Los Angeles Times
the O.C.
(CTA)
Employees Assn. (OCEA) the Democratic Party of Orange County, and
various developers, landowners, and corporate executives.
The
campaign for Measure R was lavishly funded by the Irvine Company,
Charles Schwab Corp., the CTA, OCEA, Walt Disney Co., Rockwell
International Corp., Boston Co., Pacificare Health Systems, Chevron
USA, Rancho Santa Margarita Joint Venture, and the Orange County
Building Industry Assn. among others (see Debra Vrana, "The Tax
Team," Los Angeles Times June 11, 1995, pp. Dl & D6)
,

,

,

.

The
39.
arguments: (A)
no time to try
tax won't cost
obligation and

case for Measure R boiled down to four major
There is no other viable alternative; (B) There is
any other option; (C) The proposed hike in the sales
consumers very much money; and (D) We have a moral
responsiblty to pay the county's debts.

40. The campaign against Measure R brought together a very
Led by the Committees of
diverse group of participants.
Correspondence and Bruce Whitaker, the campaign against the tax was
joined by the Lincoln Club, the O.C. Republican Party, the O.C.
Libertarian Party, the Chairman of the O.C. Democratic Party (Jim
Tolendano)
United We Stand Orange County, leaders of Asian and
Latino community organizations, small businessmen, automobile
dealers, and prominent opinion leaders from the far right (e.g.,
GOP activist Buck Johns and former State Assemblyman Gil Ferguson)
center-right (e.g., local attorney and talk show host Hugh Hewitt)
and left (e.g., former Irvine Mayor Larry Agran and myself) along
with the editorial board of the Orange County Register
,

.

41. Most municipal officials in the county opposed Measure R,
while a slim majority of school board members supported the tax
proposal.
Every member of the county's state legislative
delegation opposed Measure R.
Three memJaers of the Board of
Supervisors (Bergeson, Vasquez, and Steiner) supported the tax
hike, but only Bergeson actively campaigned for it. The two other
members of the Board (Silva and Stanton) eventually came out
against the tax proposal. Not surprisingly. Governor Pete Wilson
took no position on this controversial issue.

42. During the three month campaign over Measure R there were
an astounding number of public debates and community forums (close
to 200 by my estimate) held on the tax measure throughout the
county. Polls conducted during this three month period showed that
voters were very aware of the issues involved.
43.

The case against Measure R varied depending upon the

.
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The case against Measure R made by
speaker and the event.
Republicans, conservatives, and libertarians tended to focus on the
reduce
scope
to
and expense of county government
the
size,
need
first, the economic impact of a tax hike, the availability and
viability of other non-tax options, the lack of accountability for
the expenditure of funds raised by Measure R, and the inequity of
a single-rate tax hike along with other arg\iments designed to
capitalize on the ant i -government fervor of the electorate.
43. There were also sound, non-emotive reasons for liberals,
progressives and Democrats throughout the county to oppose Measure
Some of these were as follows:
R.

Not
44.
(1) Measure R contained no expenditure guarantees.
dime of the funds raised by Measure R was targeted for
children,
health
care,
public
safety.
expenditure on schools,
or
All claims made to the contrary by the proponents of Measure R
Voters who
amounted to wishful thinking and political rhetoric.
read the measure understood this and refused to be hoodwinked once
again.
a

45. (2) Measure R did nothing to realign the county's penchant
for privileging pavement over people in the expenditure of public
funds

46. (3) The case for a tax hike was never substantiated.
Measure R certainly constituted a way to approach recovery from
bankruptcy. However, it was never shown beyond rhetorical claims,
that all other revenue-generating or revenue-savings options could
not be pursued first.
The hesitancy of the Board to take any
decisive action along these lines fueled the widespread public
perception that a vote for Measure R was a vote to keep county
government that way its been.
Given the widespread distrust of
county government this was hardly a compelling reason to support a
new tax.

—

It
47. (4) Like all sales taxes. Measure R was regressive.
would have placed a larger burden on the shoulders on the poor and
middle classes for recovery, as a function of the higher percentage
Not
of income expended by these groups on taxable goods.
surprisingly, there is a clear correlation between income and the
vote on Measure R. The higher the income the more likely a vote
for Measure R and vice versa.

Everyone would have
48. (5) Measure R was also inequitable.
However, the
to pay the new tax to help bail out the county.
losses suffered by the Orange County Investment Pool were not
distributed equally.
49. (6) Measure R was fundamentally unjust since it asked
thoise citizens in Orange County who benefitted least from Bob
Citron's risky investments to pay a larger percentage share of the
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recovery costs.
50.
Measure
R
contained
(7)
insufficient
expenditure
safeguards. The Oversight Committee proposed in Measure R was an
shell.
It
lacked
empty
the legal authority to audit county
expenditures and was not given the legal power of subpeona.
In
short, the Oversight Committee which was included in the Measure
R no doubt to allay fears about the Board of Supervisors contained
insufficient enforcement capacity to calm anyone's nerves about
giving the Board another $140 million annually for the ten years to
spend as they pleased.

—

—

51. (8) Measure R could be counter-productive for a healthy
First, it might slow or stifle economic growth.
economy.
Small
businessmen throughout the county certainly thought so. Second, by
encouraging individuals to shop outside of Orange County in lower
or comparable sal;es tax jurisdictions, the county could actually
end up losing more total sales tax revenue than it would gain from
increasing the tax.

Measure R is not a particularly reliable revenue
(9)
If the fate of Orange County's recovery hinges on a new
revenue stream, then it probably shouldn't be a sales tax. Sales
tax revenue rises when economic times are good, but when times are
bad, sales tax revenue plummets.
There's been a great deal of
52.

stream.

experience with the latter phenomenon throughout the county during
the last five years. Consequently, if a new revenue stream is what
the county needs, it shouldn't pin its hopes on one which is so
elastic and subject to economic uncertainty.
53.
Finally, nothing contained in Measure R would
(10)
fundamentally alter the structure of decision-making at the County
Hall of Administration or the distribution of political power in
Orange County. Voters understood that a vote for Measure R was a
vote to preserve the status quo
Absent any substantial evidence
that the current structure of decision-making or the distribution
of political power in the county was undergoing significant change,
voters rationally, in my view, rejected the tax as the only
opportunity given to them by the Board of Supervisors for an
expression of public sentiment.
.

54.
In the final analysis, a majority of Republicans,
Independents, and Democrats in the county voted against Measure R.
Out of 31 cities in the county, in only two Newport Beach and
Laguna Beach did a majority of voters support the proposed tax
hike.
A cursory inspection of the election results show that
income, education, and partisanship were linked to the vote on
Measure R. While Measure R was trouned almost everywhere in the
county it came close to winning or actually won only in highly
affluent, highly educated, more Republican neighborhoods (see
Ronald Campbell and Ernie Stone, "Tax foes far, wide," Orange
County Register June 29, 1995, p. News-22.

—

—

.
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WHAT ARE THB ZMPLZCATIOMS OF ORANGE COONTY'8 BAMKRaPTCY FOR FEDERAL
POLICY?
55. Mr. Chairman, as a social scientist I am reluctant to
reason from a single case to broad conclusions.
Indeed, there is
significant danger in designing legislation or changing public
policy in reaction to Orange County's financial debacle and I would
caution restraint in doing so.
56. In general terms, I am not sure there is any need for an
affirmative federal response to the Orange County bankruptcy. What
went wrong in Orange County has much more to do with California's
current political and economic morass, the distribution of
political and economic power in Orange County, and the local
political culture than with the absence of federal legislation.
Orange County's legislative, needs are being and have been
appropriately addressed to the state legislature.

57. Nevertheless, Mr. Chairman, I do have a few preliminary
recommendations and words of advice to offer which are related to
the federal government.
58. First, Congress should move slowly in transforming all or
most important federal service programs into bloc grants for state
and local governments.
Had the Board of Supervisors had the
authority to tap into the $3 billion of the county's budget which
comes to it with federal and state strings attached I have every
reason to believe they would have done so after December 6th to
the authentic detriment of a great many Orange County residents.
Should similar financial crises occur at the state or local level
around the country, governing bodies should not be able to raid
programs funded by federal tax payers and designated for very
specific purposes.

—

59. Second, Congress should not gift the El Toro Marine Base
to Orange County in response to the county's current financial
plight. Here I eun referring to legislation that's been proposed in
the House by O.C. Congressman Ed Royce and supported by O.C.
Congressman Dana Rohrabacher. As you know, the El Toro Marine Base
has been scheduled for closure in 1999. However, it belongs to the
federal government and revenue generated from its sale to the
highest bidder, as Congressman Christopher Cox has proposed, should
go into th« federal treasury. Goodness knows, the federal deficit
is at least a tad more compelling than Orange County's.
60. Third, I would strongly counsel against any effort to
outlaw or regulate the use of derivatives as an investment
instrument.
Derivates didn't cause Orange County to go bankrupt;
an over-reliance upon them as a revenue-generating mechanisms (for
reasons detailed above)
along with bad advice by those paid to
serve the county and the utter lack of appropriate oversight by the
Board of Supervisors is what precipitated Orange County's financial
,

11
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However, there is certainly a need for legislation,
debacle.
probably at the state level, which severely constrains the ability
of public authorities to gamble with the public's money.
We have
amply opportunity for gambling to throughout California and in
nearby Nevada. There is no good reason public officials should be
gambling with public tax dollars. Legislation which enables such
should be promptly revoked and policies at the state level
establish to prevent its reoccurence. Remember however, gambling
loses are not the only cause of impending governmental bankruptcies
as the case of Los Angeles County certainly suggests.
61. Fourth, the one area where greater federal activity seems
appropriate relates to the Securities and Exchange Commission. The
capacity and propensity for investigation of bonds relating to the
provision of municipal services, school districts, new residential
and commercial development, and the privatization of formerly
public services (such as tollroads) must be encouraged and
enhanced. With shrinking dollars for the direct funding of public
projects, governments will increasingly turn to the private sector
for bond funding. The issuing of these bonds and their linkage to
the public pursue must be carefull scrutinized.
There are
innumerable special districts in Orange County that have one to the
bond market as a way of funding various projects which are largely
beyond public scrutiny, even though the good faith of the public
pursue is often invoked to guarantee future payment.

62. In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me thank you and your staff
of the Subcommittee for providing a forum to discuss the Orange
County bankruptcy which is far more open and inclusive than one
likely to be found back in Orange County.
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Introductory Remarks
Thank you for the invitation to testify at this hearing on
state and local government debt issuance and investment practices.
For the record,

should note that several weeks after Orange

I

County, California filed for bankruptcy, it retained my firm as its

bond counsel until December, 1994 and accordingly,

I

have confined

my remarks to those not affecting my attorney/client relationships.
As

senior partner in the national public finance law firm of

a

Delafield

Hawkins,

Wood,

&

I

bring to this hearing 31 years of
issuers

professional practice advising state and local

accumulated

experience

Hawkins, Delafield

United

States

municipal

&:

whose

of

my

firm

over

past

the

100

and the
years.

Wood is one of the very few law firms in the
practice

financial services.

is

We

devoted

exclusively

almost

to

currently have more attorneys

engaged in the full-time practice of public finance and municipal
The firm has

transactions law than any other firm in the country.
served

Bond

as

Counsel,

Special

Tax

Counsel

Counsel

and

to

Underwriters in connection with tax-exempt and taxable municipal
financings in most states in the United States from Maine to Hawaii
(both before and after statehood)

and from Alaska to Florida and

including the District of Columbia,

Puerto Rico and the Virgin

Islands

My specific credentials for this hearing include serving as
Bond

Counsel

successful

in

the

solutions

Connecticut,

conception,
to

municipal

enactment
fiscal

and

distress

execution
in

of

New York,

Ohio and Michigan and familiarity with solutions to

other municipal distress circumstances such as in Philadelphia,
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My experience includes

Pennsylvania and Chelsea, Massachusetts.

the creation and financings of the Municipal Assistance Corporation
for New York City and the Special Finance and Budget Act for the

and most recently assisting with the Municipal

City of Yonkers,

Assistance Corporation in Troy, New York and special legislation
involving Bridgeport, West Haven and Jewett City in Connecticut, as
well

the

as

P. A.

Seeking

93-421

respecting

Economic

Stability

(See Exhibit A)

legislation.
Mr.

Communities

Connecticut

Assisting

and drafting of

development

Chairman,

the many questions set forth in your letter to

me of July 14th are all very important questions for the municipal

financial community and

I

sincerely hope that during your two days

of hearings and from the work that will follow, consensus direction

can be developed.

experience,

I

For the record and based on my expertise and

have

provided

specific

my

short

answers

to

the

questions after these introductory remarks.
As we all know,

between bankruptcy by
a

there is in fact a fundamental distinction
a

corporate and municipal entity, especially

municipality with general taxing power and general public service

responsibilities such as police,
water services.
towns

and

fire,

judicial,

road,

sewer and

Municipal corporations, such as counties, cities,

villages

are

different

from

private

for-profit

corporations because their business is providing public services
and their "stockholders" are their respective taxpayers.

It should

be clear to all that the only asset of such a municipal corporation

•2-
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of significant importance to its creditors and bondholders is its

tax base

.

Some public services may be provided by "enterprise funds",

such as airports, solid waste disposal, electric power facilities,
and,

occasionally,

water and sewer

facilities.

The

source

of

revenues for "enterprise funds" is generally derived from rates and
charges

imposed on

users

of

such

facilities

revenues

based on

While the

derived from use rather than from general taxing powers.

character of such entities is perhaps more similar to the character
of private corporations,

functions

and uses

fundamental

public

of

the

such

uses

significant difference is that the
facilities

and

are

intended

to

achieve

Accordingly,

purposes.

such

undertakings should be accorded under the Federal bankruptcy code
the

respect

currently afforded

private

for-profit

corporations

which provide essential services (such as railroads) to protect the
public interest.
Finally,

there

are

those

private

activity

municipal

financings, commonly known as industrial development bonds whereby
the political

subdivision serves as a conduit for financings by

for-profit and not-for-profit entities.
I

believe

the

distinctions

between

the

various

types

of

municipal entities and financings should be better recognized by
the Federal bankruptcy code thereby eliminating the perception that

The fundamental credit of a general obligation full faith and
credit municipal bond is as follows:
'

All the real property within which is subject
to the levy of ad valorem taxes without
limitation as to the rate or amount.
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all

the Federal bankruptcy-

municipal bankruptcies are the same;

further amended to more accurately reflect

code could be

distinctions

(e.g.

definition

the

of

municipality

these

could

be

subdivided into distinctive categories with separate sections to
follow

similar

thereafter

business.)

this

In

way,

the

to

amendments

1994

investors

the

municipal

in

small

for

bonds,

particularly individuals, will begin to appreciate the significant
differences

credit

in

analysis

of

various

municipal

credit

The SEC in its new disclosure rules has made a very

instruments.

to make

decent effort

and those rules could

these distinctions

serve as a model for the revising of the Code in this regard.

Returning to the primary purpose of this hearing,
the

fundamental

entity such as

find that

purpose municipal

difference between a general

county and a private corporation

a

I

is

not

well

understood or respected and, in fact, the Federal bankruptcy code
itself

may

be

partly

at

fault

for

providing

access

to

such

statutory protection for fiscal distress situations for which such
relief is inappropriate.

In a corporate bankruptcy there is always

the potential of the business disappearing entirely,

value of the stock being reduced to zero;
limit of the loss.

including the

least that

at

is

the

In a general purpose municipal bankruptcy the

"business" of the municipality will and must continue to provide
the essential public services and the exposure is unlimited.

such circumstances,

municipality

is

the real property of

fully

Similar

exposed.

exposure can also be applied to the

corporate

and

personal

income

the

tax
-4-

and

taxpayers within a

concepts

level

In

of

other

a

of

sales
taxes,

unlimited
tax or a
fees

and
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charges,

since those taxes do not

although to a lesser extent,

represent the bedrock of municipal credit

.

Consumers can trade

elsewhere and thereby avoid an excessive sales tax and businesses
and persons can remove themselves from the municipality and thereby

avoid an excessive income tax.
In many states,

from

real

the

municipalities have shifted their dependence

property

tax

base

to

sales

personal

taxes,

and

corporate taxes and other taxes, fees and charges either by choice
or constitutional mandate,
However,

I

posit that

a

such as Proposition 13 in California.

Federal bankruptcy code applicable to all

States should be crafted in such a manner which considers
of wealth of

an entity attempting to invoke that

Code,

a

measure

which is

consistent with continuing to pay for public service expenditures
and

debt

service

on

outstanding

debt.

Such

a

standard would

thereby offer the protection of the Federal bankruptcy code only to
those

municipalities

municipal

who

wealth and not

are

"poor"

those who

by
are

nationwide
"poor"

measures

by design.

of

As

I
refer you to an article of a Hawkins, Delafield & Wood
partner in 22 Virginia Law Review at page 39 entitled "Legal
Problems of Financially Embarrassed Municipalities" written in 1935
wherein reference is made to the 1880 's when municipalities would
adopt all sorts of expedients, often with the aid of state
legislatures, to avoid payment to creditors.

For example,
most of you would agree that a private
corporation that owns a goldmine would not be eligible to petition
for the protection of the Federal bankruptcy code without including
the valuation of the gold even if its corporate board and
stockholders have refused to vote to extract the gold. Similarly,
a municipality with practically full employment and the site of
many substantial and successful persons and businesses should not
be able to avail itself of the protection of the Federal bankruptcy
code simply by refusing to approve an increase in a tax, such as a
sales tax. Yet that appears to be the situation under the Federal
Bankruptcy Code.
-5-
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move

municipalities

away

dependence

from

solely

on

real

the

property tax, and the cost of goods and services and the demand for
more

services

increase,

have

they

also

recognized

their

that

ability to borrow is an essential ingredient of their ability to
provide sufficient municipal services.

For example, the County of

Westchester, New York now borrows to pay for its ongoing capital

programs whereas in the 1930s, for the most part,

it paid for its

capital needs from current tax receipts and revenues.

should

I

also recognize that successful resolution of every major general

service municipal fiscal crisis other than Orange County since the

early 1970s has been accomplished,

m

part,

by the funding of the

accumulated debt and deficit liability through the exercise of the
borrowing power and without seeking the priority protection of the

provisions of the code.
revised in
simply

the

Federal bankruptcy code

The

should be

manner which measures "wealth" by criteria other than

a

real

property tax base.

Specifically,

the

Federal

bankruptcy code should clarify that a municipality is eligible to
invoke its provisions only when that municipality has established
that

it

does

not

have

access

to

the

public

credit

markets

for

purpose of paying its creditors, bondholders and employees.
Thus,

while

the wealth

any municipality

of

is

measured in

large part by the value of its real property and the ratio of debt

and expenditure associated with taxing that base, the very process

through which a municipal corporation reacts to fiscal distress
should

be

a

critical

element

in

determining

whether

such

municipality should be eligible for protection under the Federal
bankruptcy code.

In other words,

-6-
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bankruptcy code what appears to be the prevailing practice and
precedent

and

state

for

local

government

responses

to

fiscal

distress and condition petitions for code protection on a response
has the municipality (and perhaps with

to the following question:

assistance from the State through supervision or other means) tried
ends meet by exercise of

to make

borrowing as well as its

its

budgetary powers?
Specifically,
be

amended

I

recommend that the definition of "insolvent"

read

to

with

"...

follows:

as

reference

to

a

financial condition such that the municipality

municipality,

IS generally not paying its debts as they become due

;i)

unless such debts are subject of

bona fide dispute; or

a

is unable to pay its debts as they become due;

(ii)

and

in either case has made a bona fide effort to access

(iii)

the credit markets without success

.

(underscored material is

"

new)

The

concept

reflect

that

of

"bona

the

debt

effort"

fide

would need to be defined to

offered when attempting to access credit

markets pledged both a promise to pay and to use in good faith the

municipality's general revenue powers to produce sufficient funds
to

pay the principal

becomes due.

of

and

interest

on

(See Flushing National Bank v.

the

obligation as

it

MAC (40 NY2nd 731 at

page 735)
In the alternative to the requirement of a bona fide offering

for

certain

circumstances

where

the

municipality

is

by

all

objective standards obviously "insolvent" and cannot access direct
or

indirect

State

support,

the

Federal

bankruptcy

code

should

.
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provide

probably

waiver

the

for

of

a

bona

fide

offering

requiring the written consent of the Governor of the State
approval of the State legislature)
the

could be drafted to

for bonding and current budgetary analysis, of

include a measure,

fair valuation,

the taxing resources at

provisions

current

(or

The concepts of "wealth" of

.

condition"

"financial

municipality and

by

corporations

private

for

partnership whereby the

analogous to the Code's

such private

sum of

other

than

a

entity's debts

is

required to be greater than all of such entity's property,

at a

fair valuation.

Such a change to the Federal bankruptcy code would provide a

better understanding by caxpayers of the definition of insolvency
for a municipality and,

finance,

introduce

measuring

municipal

municipality

seeking

bankruptcy code

Federal

the

to

the real world of municipal

in terms of

wealth

willingness

and

protection

the

of

the

to

pay

a

method of

prior

Federal

to

a

bankruptcy

court
I

believe such changes would be welcomed by municipal buyers

and municipal bond issuers since the rules for seeking protection
of the Code would be clarified,

practice

and

precedent,

likely and accordingly,
some

would

would be consistent with current
make

the

bankruptcy option

should calm the waters,

thereby avoiding

interest rate penalty that may be currently occurring.

evidence for this belief,

I

less

As

bring to your attention that the common

thread in every successful resolution of municipal fiscal crises
since

the

1970s

is

that

major

municipal

entities

providing

essential services to the public and confronted with the realities
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of

fiscal

elected

stress,

complexities

embarrassment

the

bankruptcy

Federal

the

of

avoid

to

court

and

through

and,

combination of self-help and state support or supervision,

successfully

the

met

challenge

of

governance

have

borrowing

by

a

to

provide the necessary cash to pay its debts and to fund deficits in
its

capital

adjustment

communities

and

of
is

general

funds

The

basic

debt.

seeking

judicial

underlying philosophy of

continuing

their

that

without

and

"business"

of

these

providing

essential public services necessarily included the on-going need to

borrow for certain of its capital and cash flow requirements and
that honoring its debt obligation tim.ely and fully was essential to
its ability to continue to provide those public services.

for an interim period in Bridgeport

desire to repudiate

its

Except

(and for reasons other than a

debt obligations)

no time did these

at

communities signal to the holders of its debt an unwillingness to
pay or seek a "cram down" discount.

extraordinary

efforts

amend

to

authorization and structure
borrow,

so

and

as

each went through

Instead,

to

rearrange
enable

it

its
to

statutory

continue

to

directly or indirectly, in order to meet its creditor and

debt obligations when due and to continue to provide its essential

services.

Creative

municipal

solutions

and

proven

financial

mechanisms are available to provide credit access to municipalities
in

fiscal

Federal

distress without

bankruptcy court,

resorting

to

the

protection of

the

assuming a municipality's wealth and

willingness to pay.
If there is a consensus in the financial,

legal and political

community that there are proven products of municipal finance short
-9-
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of the bankruptcy,

to solve fiscal crisis situations ranging from

multi -billion dollar problems in New York City and Philadelphia to
the 15 million dollar problem in Cleveland, Ohio, a question can be

raised

whether

to

as

there

any

is

reason

real

afford

to

municipalities the protection of the Federal bankruptcy court in
the first place.
I

believe the answer to this question is yes because,

in the

final analysis, there will be situations of fiscal stress that are

simply too substantial and a general service municipality simply
too "poor"

(despite its willingness co try co borrow) to suscain a

successful fiscal solution based on these models.

situation has not yet

occurred.

In my view,

with

addicion,

In

that

respect

to

certain contractual arrangements (other than debt obligations) the
threat of resorting to the benefits of the Federal bankruptcy code
can assist in negotiations.
Let us review some real world problems.
In the corporate world,

for-profit

corporations

to

bad things happen to cause private
seek

bankruptcy

protection

1)

over

expansion and excessive borrowings so debts far exceed ability to
pay from anticipated sales of the company product;

2)

extraordinary

environmental liability from pollution caused by the production of
the

product;

products

3)

later

almost

proven

unlimited
harmful;

4)

liability

liability

accidents resulting from negligent operations;
fraudulent practices of officers; and
of you can add.

•10-
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6)

the

from
5)

sale

of

industrial

liability from

other examples which each
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private for-profit corporations may legitimately seek

Thus,

the protection of the bankruptcy court because their asset base and

their sale of product potential seemingly is not sufficient to meet
their liabilities which in certain of the above cases may be almost

unlimited and the business may need to be completely dissolved or
the creditors must reach accommodation in order to recoup any of

their investments.
Bad
1)

things

can

happen

also

significant corporate relocations;

many

employees

borrowings;

under

municipalities

to

escalating

2)

cost

such

defense closings;
contracts;

4)

3)

as:

too

excessive

environmental liability from improper discharges;

5)

6)

recessionary and other situations resulting in unemployment and
reduced property values;

7)

significant investment losses; and

other situations which each of you can add.

However,

8)

the basic

question, unlike private for-profit corporations, is whether or not
the "tax base" of the municipality can be leveraged to meet that

the

resulting

services.

liability

almost all cases,

In

and

loss

or

it

is

still

provide

essential

not an option of general

service municipalities to be dissolved.
The single question is whether the loss or liability can be

covered through

maturity

long

a

debt offering or series of debt offerings with a

enough

to

accommodate

payment for the essential services.

debt

service

payments

and

We know that a municipality

must maintain its municipal services if people are to continue to
live

in the municipality.

Thus,

the taxing power to be of any

value must be utilized to pay for those essential services.
"bankruptcy"

can

be

selected

as
-11-

an

option,

there
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should be

a
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concrete test of the capacity of the municipality to access its

taxing power for paying for those services and paying its debts.
Thus, the fundamental flaw in the current provisions of the Federal

bankruptcy code is that the criteria for access to the Federal
bankruptcy court does not explicitly reflect the essential element
of

borrowing capability or,

to put

it

another way,

is

the basic

"wealth" of the community so eroded as to preclude its ability to

meet its liabilities and service requirements.

I

do not believe

for municipalities that the Federal bankruptcy court should be the

place to settle or stay disputes over previous practices, whether
they may be political, fraudulent, fiscal or contractual, but only

should be the place of last resort when a municipality is simply
too poor to meet its obligations, has exercised significant efforts
to reach a reasonable municipal

finance solution without success

and therefore cannot access the municipal bond marketplace in order
to meet its current obligations.

concept,

I

bankruptcy

believe,

court

The fundamental fairness of this

should be obvious to all.

becomes

simply

a

"business

If

the

Federal

choice"

for

municipalities to settle its contractual differences or otherwise
adjust its liability to its bondholders and creditors and others

with whom it does its day-to-day business such as investing its
public funds,

then the investors and creditors will necessarily

reflect that risk in its lending or pricing decisions with the
result

that

the

taxpayers

throughout

the

nation

will

pay

the

penalty since there will not be any fundamental way of assessing
the creditworthiness of a municipality because elected officials

•12-
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can and do change and therefore business choices may change,
for an interim period,

happened,

municipality and

a

m

as

"Wealth" of the

Bridgeport.

good faith effort to mine that wealth should be

a condition precedent to filing a petition for Federal bankruptcy

protection.

and

In a very general sense,

according to various public reports

comments

difficulty

this

circumstances.

It

is

is

the

of

Orange

the

perceived by many commentators

County

that

the

"wealth" of Orange County by various criteria traditionally used to

reflect "creditworthiness" can accommodate a solution to its fiscal

problems without the protection of the Federal bankruptcy court and
without

compromising

any

claims

its

of

against

who

those

participated in the investment practices that brought on the fiscal
crises.

The fact that the option under these circumstances of the

Federal

bankruptcy

court

based

on

bankruptcy code has been available,
remedied

by

Congress

because

I

the

words

been

Federal

should be soon

in my view,

have

the

of

informed

that

other

municipalities and states throughout the nation are already paying
some

interest

penalty

in

their

borrowings

as

a

result

of

the

perception that municipalities now have simply a business choice to
seek protection of the Federal bankruptcy court.

In addition, many

municipalities are under tremendous fiscal pressure to reduce taxes
and balance budgets while continuing to provide essential public

services during this period of recessions and federal and state

reductions in assistance.

If

federally

for

approved

option

the

Federal bankruptcy code is a

reducing

its

debt

and

creditor

liability through "cram down" plans, then public officials, as part
-13-
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of

must explore and even choose such option.

their public duty,

However, if the Federal bankruptcy code is clarified so that there
is

drafted

well

a

based

test

"means"

objective

on

criteria

associated with the wealth of the community, which also includes
the municipalities' willingness tc borrow and to pay over time its

creditors

bondholders,

and

well

as

pay

as

for

essential

its

services, then the municipal market forces and municipal officials

will be in balance.

Based on my experience

expertise

and

Bond

as

Counsel,

I

believe such amendments can be drafted and put into place and are

prepared to assist in that effort.
should be taken quickly so that

a

It is

clear that remedial steps

trend does not develop.

Banks have vast holdings of municipal bonds as investments and

requirements and if the

in trust accounts with marked to market

entire municipal bond market is assessed a penalty for the added
then that could result in a more

risk of the bankruptcy option,

severe

problem

fiscal

for

municipal

the

than

market

any other

market element adversely affecting the municipal market since it
has been generally considered a

"safe"

investment market and it

appears to be one of the few financial markets that has come out of
the

without

1980' s

significant

notwithstanding

bankruptcies,
situations.

a

In addition,

its

number
share

of

of

defaults

fiscal

and

distress

the taxpayers of this Country who are

paying for the essential services and infrastructure of municipal
government deserve better than to pay a penalty of higher interest
because

it

is

perceived that

the

Federal

bankruptcy court

has

become a "business" option rather than a last resort for municipal
-14-
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fiscal distress.

The

fact

that

in our

culture it appears that

bankruptcy is no longer an embarrassment to be avoided at all costs
we probably cannot change;

therefore,

it seems critical to revise

the Federal bankruptcy code to reflect a "means" test that must be

documented in an objective manner so that only the truly "bankrupt"
municipalities, in the old fashioned sense, can be protected.
In my answers,

as follows, to your specific questions,

I

have

made more further suggestions with respect to these matters and are

ready to answer any additional questions that you may have.

-15-
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Subcommittee Written Questions and My Answers for Hearing at
U.S. House of Representatives
Subcommittee on Capital Markets, Securities,
and Government Sponsored Enterprises of the
Committee on Banking and Financial Services

QUESTION

1:

Has

there been a fundamental shift in the credit
relationship between che issuers of state and local
debt and investors
the debt?

m

ANSWER:

believe there has been a slight shift, which
could become a "sea change" if certain provisions
of the Federal bankruptcy code, as applicable to
municipal corporations and as currently construed,
are not changed by Congress or judicial decisions
arising out of che many Orange County cases.
(See
Exhibit B.)
In particular, I understand that on
certain credits, in California and even on the Ease
coast,
the security for which is
subject to
appropriation or otherwise dependent on "good
faith"
willingness to pay,
that
certain bond
investment funds are exacting an increased interest
rate penalty for "risk" and/or requiring municipal
bond insurance.
However, there is, right now, an
undersupply
of
municipal
bonds
compared
to
investment cash available so it is hard to quantify
real interest rate penalty.
(See Exhibit C from
The Bond Buver July 20, 1995.)
I

'

a

.

Although this is less a question of law rather than
a matter of marketplace dynamics, notice should
be
taken as to certain conditions which now prevail in
the
municipal
market;
for
example:
(i)
municipalities with taxing power and market access
which are under fiscal pressure may seek protection
of
the
federal Bankruptcy Code against their
general obligation bond and note holders; (ii) a
substantial period may elapse before determination
of insolvency or other prerequisites to filing
during which general obligation holders are faced
with uncertainty thereby adversely affecting market
value;
(lii) super priority obligations may be
issued pursuant
to
Code Section
928,
putting
outstanding bond and note holders in a subordinate
and less secure position; and (iv) the fact
that
recovery of post-petition interest is not assured
appears to be leading to a reevaluation of the
relative security of both general obligation and
"special revenue" obligations (the latter thought
to have been largely excluded from bankruptcy
risk
pursuant to Code Section 928)
-16-
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Erosion of market acceptance of general obligations
based on the taxing power, which is a uniquely
elastic municipal asset, would be both costly and
costly, as not all
limiting for municipalities:
municipal finance needs are readily associated with
adequate revenue streams; and limiting, as the
revenue
liens
will
special
imposition
of
progressively limit the flexibility with which
municipalities may finance non-revenue producing
This may be more
and extraordinary needs.
dramatically the case in light of increasing
participation of rating and valuation sensitive
purchasers such as bond funds

QUESTION
ANSWER:

2:

Should Chapter 9 of the federal Bankruptcy Code
governing municipal bankruptcy be changed?
Yes.

The municipal market has evolved effective methods
allowing a distressed municipality to provide
payment to its general obligation bond and note
creditors and to continue to provide essential
services
municipal
financing
through creative
mechanisms with state support and supervision
legislation and without endangering access of other
State entities to the capital markets.
It should
be recognized that the States have a strong
interest in the continued availability of those
methods as fundamental to assuring the capacity of
the distressed municipality and of
its other
constituent units to finance the provision of basic
services without penalty.
believe the Federal
I
bankruptcy code ought to be changed as an incentive
to municipalities and certain states to utilize
those methods, prior to seeking relief under the
code and thereby make the bankruptcy option more
remote

my
"Introductory
Remarks"
suggestions in this regard.
See

for

specific

The weaknesses of Chapter 9 from a state standpoint
include: (i) the absence of any direct mechanism of
state control once a petition has been filed,
creating the possibility of a runaway municipality;
(ii) the
substantial
damage which may accrue
through delay in a determination of the eligibility
of
a
municipality to file as a debtor; and
(iii) the all-or-nothing nature of a petition,
requiring a municipality to threaten its bond and
note obligation payment ability in order to gain
the benefits of the Code while negotiating with its
other creditors.
-17-
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Applicability of Chapter 9 is dependent upon the
provisions of Code Sections 101 and 109(c) which
condition the capacity of municipalities to file
It should be noted that many
Chapter 9 petitions.
States have not yet adopted legislation in response
to the 1994 amendment to Code Section 109(c) (2)
requiring specific categoric or individual State
law authorization for a municipality to be a
Certain states, however, have adopted or
debtor.
considering legislation conditioning such
are
authorization upon specific instance approval after
consultation with State officials or similar
State
opportunity
for
creating
an
processes
intervention. It would be beneficial for Congress,
rather than the courts, to clarify that State
authorization for purposes of Section 109(c) (2) may
be so conditioned.
The definition of "insolvency" as a condition to
municipal banlcruptcy under the Code is inherently
imprecise with respect to a municipality's ability
While this
to leverage a pledge of tax revenues.
imprecision, and the delay experienced prior to
may
be
particular
case,
determination
in
a
facilitating
access
by
advantageous
in
municipalities to address the broad range of
service
and
economic,
political
potential
pressures, both the uncertain standard and the
uncertainty of particular case determination are
market.
the
municipal
extremely negative
for
Again, this is especially true with respect to the
managers of regulated institutional bond funds.

Code Section 921(c) should be amended to address
The court should be
these concerns as follows:
required to conduct a hearing and determine the
municipality as a debtor
eligibility of
the
The
immediately upon the filing of a petition.
court should be further required to dismiss the
case in its entirety, or with respect to the bond
and note obligations of the municipality, upon
motion of the State.
In the absence of such a
motion, the court should nonetheless be required to
dismiss the case with respect to the bond and note
obligations of the municipality, absent a showing
by the municipality that such a dismissal would
prevent filing of
A conforming
a feasible plan.
change to Section 922 should prevent application of
the stay with respect to timely payment of bond and
note obligations prior to such determination.
Consideration
should
be
given
to
allowing
municipalities the option of excluding bond and
note obligations from their petition. A conforming
-18-
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change should limit the priority available to
secure post petition credit pursuant to Section 364
to parity with pre petition and post petition
A
general obligation bond and note obligations.
conforming change should limit the operation of
Section 903 to indebtedness and creditors within
the scope of the undismissed petition.
In addition, for Federal income tax purposes and
may be
it
for bond
fund portfolio reasons,
advantageous to amend Section 1146 of the Internal
Revenue Code to provide that no alteration to or
exchange of municipal bond or note obligations
pursuant to a plan shall constitute a reissuance.
In addition, this Committee should consider adding
provisions to chapter 9 which require some type of
good faith workout effort by municipalities prior
to invoking the protection of that chapter.

QUESTION
ANSWER:

3;

Does Chapter 9 create incentives
affect the municipal market?

that

adversely

Yes.

Filing of a Chapter 9 petition prevents holders of
general obligation bonds and notes from seeking
traditional remedies in State court and may be seen
as staying, preventing or insulating municipalities
and individual officers from State intervention,
supervision and control.
(See Bridgeport case,
attached
Exhibit D)
Connecticut
as
passed
legislation
after
chat
case
to
permit
its
municipalities to petition for relief under the
Federal bankruptcy act only with the consent of the
Governor.
.

See also my "Introductory Remarks" suggesting that
the Federal bankruptcy code is being utilized for
purposes
other
than
protect
to
a
"poor"
municipality and without a clear "means" test may
become simply a business choice for a municipality
faced
with
fiscal,
political
or
contractual

pressure
Consent:
Section
provides
903
that
State
composition procedures may not bind nonconsenting
creditors,
thus limiting effect of both state
legislation and of any judgement entered under such
legislation.
(Origin
of
provision
is
Constitutional prohibition of states impairing
contractual obligations.
Although this issue is
very complex, it should be reviewed in light of
recent Supreme Court decisions)
-IS-

.
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Further disincentive to
Stay of litigation:
resolving
bankruptcy
officials
municipal
expeditiously, results from the fact that such
officials are generally protected from litigation
charging them personally with responsibility for
by a stay
the municipality's fiscal problems,
ancillary to the stay for the municipality itself.
Under Section 362, courts have long recognized
the power of bankruptcy courts to enjoin litigation
which seeks to obtain a judgement against the
estate or to interfere with property of the debtor,
Courts have extended this
(citations omitted)
automatic stay to actions against key officers,
directors, and employees of the debtor, on the
grounds that the real objective of such litigation
is the debtor, or that continuance of such action
estate
and
frustrate
burden
the
would
reorganization. See, e.g. Johns-Mansville Corp. v.
In re Johns-Mansville
Asbestos Litigation Group
.

(

Corp.)

QUESTION

4;

7

C.B.C:

2d.

1042

(B.Ct.

S.D.N.Y.

1983)

Are there increased incentives for municipalities
to declare bankruptcy in the future?

A precedent has been set but whether or not it will
See
be followed depends in part on future events.
my "Introductory Remarks".

ANSWER:

The fact that Orange County was able to attract a
third party credit provider for its court approved
borrowing,
reportedly
at
a
super
priority
substantial premium and at above-market interest
rates, may encourage other municipal officers to
risk market penalties, which may and, in any event,
would be extracted on subsequent borrowings and
over a period of time, in circumstances where short
term concerns predominate

QUESTION

5;

ANSWER:

QUESTION

ANSWER:

Should Orange County have declared bankruptcy?
have been
I
question.

6;

advised

not

to

comment

on

this

the
Orange
County
losses
and
subsequent
bankruptcy represent a future trend in state and
local finance or represent an isolated incident?

Do

From what I read in The Bond Buyer and other
industry reporting, it appears that the Orange
County circumstances
are
being considered an
anomaly.
However, depending on future events and
results,
will
declaration
of
bankruptcy
be
considered by municipal officials as a business
option
under
fiscal
circumstances
distress
-20-
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acceptable to the municipal market, especially if
the bond markets, once Orange County is out of the
purchase
protection of
the
bankruptcy court,
uninsured bonds at the then prevailing market
interest rate.

QUESTION

7:

steps,
including
states
taking
adequate
Are
to
reevaluation of applicable state statutes,
improve the investment practices of state and local
governments?

My impression is that investment practices of most
state and local governments have always been
governed by prudent person requirements, including,
and repurchase
secured deposits
for
example,
The rating agencies have requested
agreements.
information from most of our clients and have
the
existing
been
satisfied
that
generally
statutes, the governing indenture or resolution and
thereunder
have
met
the
investments
the
requirements.
I believe municipal officials with
whom we work in most cases were already sensitive
to risks associated with swaps and other derivative
products and have statutory provision assuring
supervision.
For example, in Connecticut, the
statute, which was enacted in April, 1993, to
permit various authorities to execute agreements to
moderate interest rate fluctuations requires the
Authority to obtain the consent of the state
treasurer prior to execution thereof and to
document certain financial information with respect
For an update on
thereto.
(See Exhibit E)
legislation pending in California, see Exhibit F.

ANSWER:

'

.

QUESTION

ANSWER:

8:

governing
Should
or
other
rules
disclosure
municipal debt issuance be changed to reflect
municipal investment policies?
At least since Orange County this has become a part
of most disclosure documents and due diligence.

recent amendments to SEC Rule 15c2-12 and
accompanying interpretive materials appear adequate
to cover municipal investment policies particularly
as such policies relate to funds which are pledged
under the governing indenture wherein "investment
obligations" are usually defined.
I
expect that
the municipal market and rating agencies will
require issuers to include as part of disclosure
statements to articulate investment policy as
operating
data,
within
the
meaning of
such
Rule 15c2-12,
as
well
as
statements of
risk
position at a point in time, particularly on

Also,

-21-
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general obligation bond issues where there is not a
master indenture.

QUESTION

9:

How might the responsibilities of regulators (both
rating agencies,
issuers,
federal and state)
lawyers, and market-makers be altered- to minimize
the use of speculative investment policies, losses
and bankruptcies of municipalities in the future?
,

ANSWER:

Municipal market or rating agencies may require
opinions on municipal authority to enter into
articulated
or
Conformance
to
investments.
statutory policies referred to in response to
Question 8 should be audited.

-22-
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EXHIBIT A

Experience and Expertise of Hawkins. Delafield & Wood with
Financially Embarrassed Municipalities
State of New Jersey:

1.

As a result of the depression, we

assisted in drafting a comprehensive set of laws and since
then have

budget

added

several

fiscal

and

enhancements

controls

that

designed

to

provide overall
require

proper

budgeting and to avoid speculation on future revenue resources
and

to

provide

dedicated

revenue

resources

where

fiscal

distress is apparent (Qualified Bond Act) in order to maintain
market access and State supervision to assure compliance.

despite severe fiscal stress during recent periods in

Thus,

places such as Newark and Essex County, these municipalities
have available statutes and State supportive mechanisms that
have allowed market access and protected the taxpayers from
the

expense

and

fiscal

restraints

which

result

from

the

exercise of a bankruptcy option.
2.

Special Finance and Budget Act for the City of Yonkers

:

In the mid 1970' s the City of Yonkers avoided the option of

bankruptcy and elected to impose on itself
of

statutory

requirements

which

we

a

comprehensive set

drafted,

which

passed

without amendment in the State legislature and which permitted
market

access

deficits.

for

bonding out

Subsequently,

its

substantial

accumulated

the State intervened by imposing a

State control board to assure compliance,

continual market access.

-23-
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City of Buffalo:

3.

revenues,

Statutory amendments to intercept tax

establish reserve funds and eliminated the City's

option to seek bankruptcy protection, thereby assuring market
access for its bonds and providing essential services while
the City was eliminating a significant general fund deficit

and balancing its budget.
4.

City of

Lackawanna:

Fiscal

brought

stress

on

closing of the only basic steel manufacturing plant
State which was the major employer in the city

-

by

the

in

the

statutory

amendments to intercept certain taxes and to permit sale of
certain improvement facilities to the County of Erie thereby

permitting market access for bonding out its short term notes.
5.

Municipal Assistance Corporation for The City of New York:

The combined skills and wisdom of the elected officials and

concerned citizens converged to assist The City of New York in
avoiding bankruptcy.
laws

the

in New York

The basic financial tool was rearranging
so as

to establish and permit ^4AC to

capitalize the sales tax stream collected in The City of New
York so as to provide cash to pay off maturing notes.
6.

Bridgeport,

special act

Connecticut:

At

the

request of

(modelled on the Yonkers Act)

the

City a

was passed by the

State establishing the Bridgeport Financial Review Board (for

which

we

serve

as

counsel)

composed

of

State

and

City

officials, imposing certain budgetary and financial controls,
and providing for the issuance of City bonds to fund general
fund deficits and capital improvements and which are secured

by

a

State

supported reserve
-24-

fund.

After the bonds were

.

:
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issued,

a

new mayor led the City into filing for bankruptcy

under the Federal bankruptcy code but the State intervened and

successfully prevented the City of Bridgeport from utilizing
the

bankruptcy

elected
City's

a

statute;

citizens

the

Bridgeport

of

then

mayor who campaigned on a pledge to withdraw the

petition

bankruptcy protection

for

forego

and

any

appeal from the bankruptcy judge's decision dismissing such

petition
7.

West

Jewett

Haven;

City;

Following

93-421:

P. A.

Bridgeport, the State also passed similar legislations for the
fiscal relief of the Town of West Haven and Jewett City and

finally passed Public Act 93-421, the summary of which is as
follows
This

act

establishes

troubled municipalities
to

establishes

system

for

financially

for

increase

prospective

attractiveness
a

to

way

a

their bonds'

buyers.

It

also

whose

municipalities

financial problems make it difficult to enter the

bond market to receive state backing in return for
state scrutiny or control of their finances.
It accomplishes the first end by allowing

any municipality to assure bondholders that it
will

meet

its

debt

service

payments

by

creating a property tax intercept procedure.
This

requires

the

municipality

to

place

sufficient property tax receipts in a special
fund

to

make

the

principal,
-25-

interest

and
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sinking fund paymentis due during the

fiscal

year.

accomplishes the second by creating a

It

structure

two-tier

municipalities

which

in

voluntarily certify their financial problems
in return for state financial support of their

bond

based

are

ciers

The

issues.

on

municipalities' bond ratings, their ability to
and their history of

obtain bond insurance,
deficit financing.
return

In

certified

varying
At

the

levels of
first

(Tier

I),

to

scrutiny.

financial

state

level

submit

must

municipalities

support,

state

this

for

this

involves

reporting quarterly to the Municipal Finance

Municipalities

Advisory Commission.
second level (Tier
financial

II)

plans,

advisory committee,
their

bond

at

the

must prepare multi-year

monthly

report

to

the

and get its approval for
The

issues.

act

allows

the

advisory committee to assess a civil penalty
of up to $10,000 against any municipal chief

executive officer who fails to submit required

information or reports.
The act prohibits any municipality from

declaring

bankruptcy,

except

governor's written consent.
-26-
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the

If he does agree
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to

a

bankruptcy filing,

reasons

to

the

state

must

he

report

treasurer

and

his
the

Finance, Revenue and Bonding Committee.
It

establishes

municipalities
operating

can

conditions

under

bonds

issue

And

deficits.

to

which
cover

allows

it

municipalities to levy supplemental taxes, if
necessary,

to

pay

current

year

operating

expenses

I

am also

familiar with similar extensive

state and local

responses to avoid the Federal bankruptcy option in Cleveland,
Ohio, Chelsea, Massachusetts, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, East
St.

Louis,

Illinois and Washington D.C.
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EXHIBIT B

The TA5HlNCTo^ Post

TmHSDAY. DtCEMBOl it 1»94

M. Dearborn

Philip

The Municipal Bankruptcy Dodge
Wktt

doe*

it

mean wheo

i lool (ov-

ennieDt dedara banknjplcy, as has now
'"[T*'*^ B Oranjc Ccuity, CaUJ To
^jdge by

tlie

reconl lo far 0/

declared b>nkrup(cy. a

frttitautxt
ty. Il

caia

la

gecenl ptvpoae govenvneoU have

vtiidi

is

means

Crying to avtad

Ihit the

(aang

reali-

pvemroeoi
aame way businesKS

does 001 mean that the

iBotk-enl in the

vc vhen

they dedart bankruptcy be-

cause they cannot piy aedrton.

Tbe minopil bonlouptcy code provide* that a govtmnent meniy ha to
dedare bwikruplry to Kt in mobon a
frees (i any lawsjits or claims against
the fCNcnnient and a tranter of al
cticns ID Mate couns to the federal
courts. The code, thert^orc, has been
(Bed, it the few niunxs of munkjptl
bankruplcy. to delay the need to take t
dsuitriul action, or try to
Rducr t ]tpi claim ipatH the dty or

polmcally

county.

action.

To avoid

do

a itite court

order, the dty declared bankruptcy. The
case was thrown out al bankruptcy court

because the dty wa> oot insoivent, and
the aty did what was oeceuary to
its budget
Now, Onuige Couity, one

balance

of

the

m tbe United Satea, has incurred suhatantial kiase* through miamanagement by one of its nffv-uk This
il, and shoukl be treated, as a Cali/amia
prohjem. The state aeated the problem
richest

by giving bcaJ

govemments

the oppor-

make unwise investments. The
oouoty profiled imineniely for many
years by gambling on the market, and
ahouk) DOW bee its kj&sei. Orange County, and the ttate <i Cahfonua. have
ample resources to see that no immkipa) bondholder kaet any money, and
that aS creditors are paid.
tunity to

the

'>^"'~* it

local

federal
bankruptcy oonrts
be prohibited from permittiDg
filing of a munjdpal t^ankrr^itcy
petition unless the pebcioo carrie* the
exphcst approval of tbe guveraut of the
First,

ifaoukl

even the

tate

for that spedfic filing.

Second, after a legal

filing,

the bank-

r\q)tcy court ihoukl be required to bold

an munediale

heariag to
permit a preliminary determiaatian ti
(five

days)

whether the government meets the oth-

b

in-

to crediton, the county has uaed the

ing the bankruptcy filsig lequircmenta

to

federal banknqitcy court to delay action.

worked. Tbe claim-

T)« mere fibvt of a petition by a kxal
fovemment io federal bankruptcy court,
faowevcT iavakd it nay be, immediately
cnabiea a govemment to avoid taking

riuukl be plaoed on the govtnmient
seeking to file.

the city hit on bankruptcy at a
it

way

Bit eveotually lettJed (or leas than his
to

avod proionged

ktigatJOB in

bankruptcy ookOt.

k the Sas Joae Sdiool Oittiict, • new

n^tcy. Tbe deby aid potential for aladnl btigitioo eveatuaDy forced the

any action io correct its problem. Eventually, a judce wiD consider whether the
banlon^tcy petition has merit The Orange CoiBty case wis probably be dialiiaed on the baa* that tbe couity i*
Bol inaoivcrt,
had (ailed to te* the
required pcraiasnk from the Mate to

yoD U> renegotiate tbe oontnct

fie the petitun.

t^ool board Ad

not want to give tbe

ia a oootract

prior board.

ttte

Fortunately,

governments'
declaring
bankruptcy
have been rare, but they may beoooe
more {request at govenuneots aee their
pntmrial To correct tha problem, teveral dungei need to be made.

After exhaustjng aD other appeah,

a>«id payiDg. and

niici

tiona. More isportaot, they have damaged their gcwenunent'i credit nting,
cast doubt on other local govemDents'
finanrrs. failed to pay thoae the comty
owes, and caused exceasve and lanecessary btigation.

er requirements for fihng.
the insofvency requireisenL

a Tucaon pauolman «t>o had bees

award

Hate court

to

ovenight board threatened

either, the

However, to avoid either w*i-'ari)y
making up the kxaes frao oounij <u)da
or having a ttate court order payments

South Tuoon bankruptcy, the
ut want to pay 1 court award to

la tbe
city did

iund

mayor and dty couodl refused

When

oegolialed by the

the leachen (ued iD

court, the board

dedared baik-

la Bridgeport, the mayor was faced
vilb an orde
a Mate ovctvgfat board
Id balance the dt/t budget by niiiog
tBCs or raducDg t**"*"I Wbee the

d

«

b

the mcaotane, 1* n the other three
abowc, public officiilt have
B*cd I feaenl bw npropcxiy to
delay and iopDve their Defoliating po-

caaa dted

^b

Third, tbe burden of

pnnf

particular

for

meet-

Pertupa measise* auch as thcae wiB

m

bankruptcy to thoae guveni enU
that are truly ioKilvBit. and ioroe other
limit

kcal govemneni problem* to be reaolwid locally, or ia state legialaturcB or
alate court*,

Tt>t writtT

where they belong.

auAend * 1985 rtport,

"Bankrupteitt, tkfaulU.

and Otker

G^tmmtnl Financial
Emtrgtndti.'Hil*stifiad»$an
Local

txptrt witnest

tgaimt At

mmnicipalitiu in tetk Ikt Somttt
Tmc»on and Bridgtpurt bankrufky

US
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EXHIBIT C
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EXHIBIT D
129

332

BANKRUPTCY REPORTER

m deep fmancial trouble
and which projected a $16 million budget

dty, which was

the present value of $2,700,000.00 tnd that
its failure to

ID

accomplish that objective was

the nature of a ministerial error.*

Objection sustained.

payments by approximately $125,000.00.
in

the April 9 order, the present

value of the debtor's proposed payments
were insufficient by approximately $125,Therefore, the debtor has

000.00.'

Bankruptcy «>2236, 2255, S481
City, whose Chapter 9 petition included
allegation that it was qualified to file and
1.

aatisi-

fied S 1129(bK2KAKiKII).

Bankruptcy Code,
had burden of proving that it was insolvent

entitled to benefits of

when it filed its
was filed in good

III.

As noted supra
satisfy

defect

at 329-330, the failure to

§ 1129(bK2)(AKi)(II)
in

the Plan.

was the only

is

therefore

The Modification reme-

CONFIRMED,

petition, that its petitioD

and that mayor was

faith,

properly authorized to

Bankr.

file petition.

Fed.Rules

Code, 11 U.S.C-A. {§ 109, 301;

dies that defect, the Plan with the Modification

"insol-

rather than budget deficiency analysis.

will increase the present value of the total

As noted

was

it

vent" at time it filed for bankruptcy, and
thus was not eligible for Chapter 9 relief,
and (2) determination of whether dty is
"insolvent" relies on cash flow analysis,

That change

000.00 from $2,203,000.00.

that

deficit, failed to establish

Under the modification, the lump sum
payment at the end of the fourteen year
period payment is increased to {2,700,-

Bankr.ProcRules 1001, 9009, 11 U.S.CJL

and IT IS

2.

SO ORDERED.

Evidence «=»91
Generally, burden of proof

upon

who

part}'

is

imposed

asserts affuinative of as

issue.

Bankruptcy ^>2236
City, which was in deep

3.

ble

get

In re

Cm' OF BRIDGEPORT.

Debtor.

Bankruptcy No. 91-51519.

"insolvent" at time

it

and thus was not

eligible for

city failed to

!:

Rules

Chapter 9

U.S.CA

11

Bankr.ProcRules

9009,

1001,

11

See publication Words and Phrases
other judicial constructions and

definitions.

2.203.000.00

sold before the lump sum payment is dite in
fourteen years. It is likely that the relatively
small difference between what was offered and
what would be needed to give Pacific the

The present value of the lump sum payment
prior to the Modification was $552,684.40:

Chapter 9
it

for

*. Moreover, although this decision does not
turn on this observation, since there is a reasonably strong prospect that the property will be

7.

that

U3.CJL

petition,

present value of iu claim was the result of
compuution error, not an intention to pay less.

was

{§ 101(32KQ. (32XCXii). 109<cK3). 301; Fed.

and State
of Connecticut objected. The Bankruptcy
Court, Alan H.W. Shiff, J., held thaL (1)
City filed

show

Bankr.Code,

year.
1991.

it

filed for bankruptcy,

would be
unable to pay its debts as they became due
in its current financial year or in next fiscal

D. Connecticut.
1,

million bud-

deficit, failed to establish that

relief;

United States Bankruptcy Court,

Aug.

financial trou-

and which projected a $16

- 2^3,000.00 -

(1.025) ••

3.986

The present value

of the

under the Modification
2.700.000.00

-

is

552,6«4.40

lump sum payment
16T)^70M:
677J70.e0

3.986
shortfall was precisely $124,692.40, and the
increase in the present value of the payments is
$124,686.40. However, luch discounted fvrure
cash flow calculations are necessarily imprecise,
relying as they do on predictions of future conditions, and I find that the debtor has satisfied

The
•

f J129(b)(2)(AXiKII).
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IN

RE CITY OF BRIDGEPORT

QuMin
4.

to

BJL U3 (BkncyD.Coen.

Bankruptcy ^2234, S481
Although Chapter 9 offers t solution
chronic economic distress caused by
and revenues spiraling

costs

when

directions,

opposite

in

city is insolvent

that

it

333

Ittl)

be unable to pay its debts as
in current Hscal year or,

will

they become due

based on adopted budget,

in its

next

fiscal

year.

and othei^

wise eligible to be a debtor, but Chapter 9
unavailable to city simply because

is

Barbara

it is

Brarrel-Massaro,

City

Atty.,

11

Richard D. Zeisler, James Berman, Robert

U.S.C.A. 5§ 101(32)(C), (32KCKii). 109(cK3),

Hankin, Roy W.
M. Zeisler, Barbara
Moss, Zeisler & Zeisler, P.C, Bridgeport,
Conn., for City of Bridgeport

Fed.Rules

801;

9009, 11

Bankx.Code,

distressed.

financially

Bankr.Proc.RuIes

1001,

U.S.CA.

L

Bankruptcy <=>2234

6.

In determining

whether dty

is "insol-

vent" as required to be eligible for Chapter
9 relief, prospective analysis

is

required,

kwldng at whether city will be unable to
pay its debts as they became due, rather
than retrospective analysis requiring city's

T.

Gen., David G. Hetxel, Elliot N. Solomon,

Hebb &

pay

its

debts

in

fiscal

crisis.

ON THE OBJECTION

OF THE
OF CONNECTICUT TO
CHAPTER 9 PETITION

STATE

Bankr.

Fed.Rules Bankr.Proc.RuIes

ALAN

1001, 9009, 11 U.S.C.A.
6.

BACKGROUND

Determination of whether city

is

"in-

solvent" as required to be eligible for Chajv

on cash flow analysis,
budget deficiencj' analysis.
Bankr.Code, 11 U.S.CA. §§ 101(32XC),
(32KCKii), 109(cX3), 301; Fed.Rules Bankr.
Proc.Rules 1001, 9009, 11 U.S.CA.

ter 9 relief relies

7.

than

Bankruptcy *=2234

2.

to

The Bridgepon FiriAncial Review Bo*rd wms
established by the State in June, 19S8, pursiuiat
to Special Act No. 88-80, to review the financial affairs of the town and dty of Bridgeport.
all is order to maintain accew to public credit
mai-kets, to fund the city's accumulated deficits
and to restore financial stability to the town and
ciiy of Bridgeport." Special Act No. Sft-W. { 1.
Set Jn ft dry of BruJ^eport 128 BJL 688
(BAnJtr.D.Comi.1991. BJ.). at 699-703. for a
more detailed discussion of the powers and
duties of the FRB.
Bankruptcy Code § 921(c) provides:
After

any objection

to

the

petition,

the

coun. after notice and a hearing, may dismiss
the petition if the debtor did not file the
peuiion In good faith or if the petition does
not meet the requirements of this title.
i-

On June

6,

1991, the City of Bridgeport,

Connecticut, filed a pet'tion under chapter

The State also objected on the ground that
Bridgepon was not generally authorized to be a

On June

9 of the Bankruptcy Code.

12,

the

State of Connecticut and the Bridgeport
Financial

Review Board

'

(together

"the

State") filed an objection to the petition, see
11

U.S.C

§ 921(c),«

that Bridgeport

be found "insolvent," as required for Chapter 9 eligibilitj-, must prove
Citj-,

1.

H.W. SHIFT. Bankruptcy Judge.

Bankruptcy *=»2234

rather

Hartford, Conn., for State

MEMORANDUM AND SECOND ORDER

Code, 11 U.S.CA. §§ 101(32KC), {32XCKii),
109(cX3), 301;

Gitlin,

of Conn.

current failure or unwillingness or inability
to

Richard Blumenthal, Atty. Gen., Richard
Couture, Joan E. Pilver, AssL Atty.

asserting, inter alia,*

was not

insolvent

when

it

and that the p>etition was
bad faith.* On June 21, the Sute

tiled its petition
filed in

debtor under chapter 9 by nate law. That obwas the subject of a June 26 hearing aad
«vas overruled in a July 22 Memorandum and
Order, familiarity with which is assumed.

jection

4.

Code § 109(c) provides:

An

entity

of this

may be

title if

a debtor under chapter 9
if ""-^ eiuity—

and only

(1) is a municipality:
(2) is generally authorized to be a debtor
under such chapter by Slate law, or by a

fovemmental

officer or organization empowered by State law to authorize such entity to
be a debtor under such chapter,
(3) it insolvent;
(4) desires to

debts:

effea a plan to adjust such

and

(5KA) has obtained the agreement of creditors holding at least a majority in amount of
the claims of each dau that such entity intends to impair under a plan in a case under
such chapter.

—

—
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an amended objection, asserting that
mayor of Bridgeport was not properly

filed

the

fUe

the

authorized

to

Bridgeport

Common

petition

by the

CouncO.

United Aircraft Corp., 299 F.Supp. 8T7,
890 (D.Conn.l969), modified on other
grounds, 534 F.2d 422 (2d Cir.1975), and
many courts have held that the burden of
proving

DISCUSSION

eligibility

under

party filing the petidon.

£

1.

Sons, Inc.

Soc of the

~"Burden of Proof

\

109

E.g.,

on the

is

Tim Wargo

Equitable Life Assurance

v.

Tim Wargo

U.S. (In re

i Sons,

869 F.2d 1128, 1130 (8th Cir.1989);

Inc.),

[1] Bridgeport argues that the State
has the burden of proof because it seeks
dismissal of this case. The State responds

Matter of Morgan Stravberry Farm, 98
B.R. 584, 585 (Bankr.M.D Jla.1989). As re-

that this court should follow the line of

legation that

Code
which hold that the burden of proving that
an entity is eligible to be a debtor is on the
decisions under other chapters of the

party that

the petition.

files

Bankruptcy Rule 1001 provides

in

part

The Bankruptcy Rules and Forms govern procedure

in

cases under

title

11 of

an

qtiired, Bridgeport's petition includes

H

it is

qualified to file

and

al-

that

entitled to the benefits of title 11.

is

I conclude that Bridgeport
has the burden of proving that it was insolvent when it filed its petition; that its
petition was filed in good faith; and that

Accordingly,

mayor was properly authorized

the

to

file

the petition.

the United States Code.

Bankruptcy Rule 9009 provides

The

Official

in

part

Forms prescribed by the

Was Bridgeport Insolvent'

Judicial Conference of the United States
shall be

observed and used with altera-

may be appropriate.
Form 1, entitled "Voluntary

Official

tion", requires

[p]etitioner

tion
11,

Peti-

an affirmation that
is

qualified to file this peti-

only

if

note

4.

debtor.
(

[it]

is

insolvent".

"if

and

See supra

Section 101(32) provides:

means

reference to a municipality,

(C^ with

SOI states that "[a] voluntary

pality

commenced by the filing with the bankruptcy
court of a petition under such chapter by
an entity that may be a debtor under such
title

Section 109 specifies

chapter."

ments under

role is that the burden
imposed upon the party who
a&serts the affirmative of an issue, Lodge
74S, Int'l Ass'n of Maeh., AFLr^IO v.

The general
is

(6) hAS ncfotiated in good faith with creditors and has failed to obtain the agreement of
crediion holding at least a majority- in
amount of the claims of each class thai such

under such chapter;

under a plan is a case

generaUy not paying

(i)

its

debts as

they become due unless such debts are
the subject of a bona fide dispute; or
Gi)

who may

{ 109.

entity intends to impair

is

is

be a debtor. It follows then that an entity
which fDes a voluntary petition implicitly
asserts that it meets the relevant require-

12]

...

provides that a mu-

be a chapter 9 debtor

financial condition such that the munici-

case under a chapter of this

of proof

§ 109(cK3)

may

"insolvent"

and is entitled to the benefits of title
United States Code as a voluntary

Code

Code

[3]

nicipality

tions as

unable to pay

its

debts as they

become due
It is

undisputed that on June 6 Bridgeport

was paying its debts as they became due.
The issue here is whether Bridgeport was
"unable to pay debts as they become due."
Connecticut has delegated
thority

to

its

health, safety,

dties

to

home

provide

rule au-

for

and general welfare of

the
their

(C) ii unable to negotiau with creditors because xuch negotiation is impracticable: or
(D) reasonably believes that a creditor may
attempt to obtain a transfer that is avoidable

under section 547 of

this title.
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Ouu l»
It is

residents.*

Bridgeport, like

J.

many

distressed

financially

many

commonly recognized
cities is

years.

that

the north-

reduced the library budget by 60%, so that
branch libraries are only open one day and

The Chief of

Police,

Thomas

Bridgeport, twenty-two less than the previ-

ous low point in the last forty years; that
in 1990, his department received approxi-

mately 100,000 calls for service requiring
the assistance of an officer; that 430 police

necessary to provide basic, ade-

that there are neighborBridgeport which have been surrendered to drug dealers and in which people are reluctant to leave their homes; that

quate service;
in

there were fifty-eight murders

in

Bridge-

port in 1990; that his staff of tv.-enty-three
detectives,

needed,

is

approximately half of what
so overworked that there

is

is
al-

most no investigation of property crime;
that although Bridgeport has the second
highest rate of automobile theft in the
United States, only one detective investigates those crimes;

and that response to

emergency or so-called "hot" calls is often
delayed because there is no available police
officer.
Tr. July 17, at 10&-18.

The Director of Public Works, Michael
that budgetary contestified
strainis required him to sharply reduce residential garbage collection which contributes to illegal dumping that cannot be collected, the effect of which creates a rodent
and arson hazard; that snow plowing this
Hudzik,

winter will be minimal;

that there

is

only

one street aweeper to clean the approzi-

the main branch

per week.

TV.

is

of approximately $16,000,000.00.
Bridgeport reaiBridgeport Exhibit R.
dents pay the highest effective taxes is the
state, Bridgeport Exhibit TIT, App. 15,
and it has been argued that anything more
than a modest tax increase would be eounterproductive. TV. July 18, at 147-49, 292deficit

93.

Although the State has challenged naany
of Bridgeport's specific claims,

The remedy

plight

was

petition

and

state

69.

Both Sweeney and Hudzik testified that
cuts in their

posed

in

budgets below what

is

pro-

TV.

July

Bridgeport

17, at 106-18.

Exhibits

C and

Bridgeport has recently closed
S.

Set

Conn.GeoSut.

H

two of

7-l««(c), 7-194.

to
TV.

meet
July

In order to meet its obligations,
[4]
each city establishes a budget each fiscal
year which anticipates the expenditures for

those mandated services and the revenue

necessary to fund them.
cess

The budget

pro-

an annual battle fought at the nastate, and local levels of govern-

is

tional,

ment

The State's expert witness, Philip
Dearborn, who has had extensive experience in municipal finance and government,
testified that

budgeting

always a
ini-

(T}he demands

out of balance

spending

is

All budgets start out

always

exceed

the

re-

sources that are available, and this leads
to ... a conflict

.

get process, and

it

times

in

.

.

throughout the bud-

leads to very difficult

balancing budgets

D.
ita

reasonable level of taxation, state

Bridgeport in a health and public safety
also

have continued

The perennial question
is what should be the
proj)er level, priority, and cost of governmental operations, and what should be a

the 1991-1992 budget would put

emergency.

its

of,

S2, at 37-41.

for

67-

not the fact

during the pendency of this case.

two electricians to service

17, at

for,

Indeed, officials at the

filed.

local level

tially

of the build-

clear

Bridgeport's problems had been debated at

owned buildings; and that there are only

July

is

the state and local level long before the

difficult one.

all

it

that state officials are concerned about

[t]he process of

TV.

16, at 28-29:

Bridgeport's 1991-1992 budget projects a

are eighteen custodians to clean 125 City-

and traffic light*.

only open twenty hours

July

mately 275 miles of city streets; that there

ings

all

recreation programs and maintenance for

fourteen of the City's sixteen parks; and

Sweeney, testified that as of July 1,
there were 841 police officers in

hoods

eliminated

is

of the country,

1991,

officers are

335

Iff!)

four senior citizen centers;

and has been for

other' areas

east and

BJL U2 (BkneyD.Cooa.

See

TV.

July

19, at 163.

during that process

aid,

and

'

.
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other fuods. The answer m the first ioBtance must come from the political pro-

not the courts.

,ce8B,

however, a

If.

insolvent under } 109(cK3), and

city is

if it is

oth-

why, under clause

explicit reason

was not paying

its

However,

due.

it

(I), a dty
debts as they became

is

dear from the

Btruction of (32XC) that clause

(ii)

erwise eligible to be a debtor, chapter 9

rate from, not a part of, clause

may be

two parts of

Chapter 9 offers a solution
to chronic economic distress caused by
costs and revenues spiraling in opposite
directions, but Chapter 9 is not available to
a dty simply because it is financially distressed.
Thus, the issue is not whether
Bridgeport was in Randal trouble, but
rather whether it was insolvent when it
used.

filed.

retrospective or prospective analysis
[5]

The State argues that

"[i]t

stands to

reason that, since the city has been

paying

all

of

its

debts,

it

is

.

.

sponds that

Bridgeport

State at 15.

5

spective analysis.

I

agree with Bridgeport
Inc.

v.

U.S^ MoUl

Corp. On re U.S.A. Motel Corp.), 450 F.2d
499, 503 (9th Cir.1971) ("[Tlhe statutory

requirement of

inability to

party 'may do

"The

(a)

or

by the

{ 102(5) provides

" The
sUtes that

legis-

a

"if

then the party

(b)',

do either or both. The party is not
a mutually exdusive choice be-

limited to

tween the two alternatives." S.Rep. No.
989, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 28 (1978),
U.S.Code Cong. & Admin.News 1978, pp.
5787, 5814. See also In re Broad Assoc
Lim. Partnership, 125 B.R. 707, 711
(Bankr.D.Ck)nn.l991).

Moreover,

meet debts as

the

State's

interpretation

would render the second clause mere sa^
plusage, but that result would be contrary
to this court's obligation "to give effect,

if

word Congress used."
Reiter v. Sonotone Corp., 442 U.S. 830,
S39, 99 S.Ct 2326, 2331, 60 LEd.2d 931
possible, to every

"unable to pay" means, as the
i.e., current nonpayment, because of inability to pay, Con(1979).

If

State argues, not paying,

gress could have omitted

(ii)

without chang-

ing the meaning of the statute.

re-

101(32XCKii) requires a pro-

See Caruso Enter.,

Code

not exclusive

lative history of ( 102(5)

may

(i).

also 'able' to

pay those debts." Brief of StaU at IS. It
is further argued that "both clauses of
§ 101(32X0) were written in the present
tense to comprehensively cover a city's
current failure or unwillingness or inability to pay its debts in a fiscal crisis."
Pre-Trial Memorandum of State at 18
(emphasis added). The State therefore rejects an insolvency standard based on "a
projected future inability to pay" as an
unwarranted repudiation of the express
language of § 101(32XC). Pre-Trial Mem-

orandum of

'or* is

sepa-

{ 101(32XC) are joined

disjunctive "or".

that "

eoo-

is

The condusion that

{ 101(32XCXii)

re-

quires a prospective analysis also comports

with the purpose of chapter

man

V.

U.S.

600,

9.

See Chap-

Houston Welfare Rights
608,

LEd.2d 508

99

(1979)

Org., 441

S.Ct 1905,

1911,

("As

cases of

in

all

statutory construction, our task

is to

60

inte^

they mature is not limited to debts which
have already matured."); Matter of Hud$on & Manhattan R.R Co., 188 F^Supp.

the purposes Congress sought to serve.").'
Cities cannot go out of business. Chapter

195, 200 (S.D.N.Y.1955).^

9

101(32XQ were read as the State

If {

suggests, the second clause of that subsection
i.e.,

Sk

t.
7.

would be a subcategory of the first,
clause (ii) would merely provide an
supra at

US

for text of f 101(32XC).

Bankruptcy Act S 130 enumerated specific
matter* that had to be iocorporated in a chapter

X

Subsection (1) required that the
petition date thai "ihe corporation it ... unable
"
That
to pay iu debu as they mature
petition.

—

phrase

is

essentially the sarae at the definition

pret the words of these statutes in light of

is

intended to enable a financially

dis-

tressed dty to "continue to provide its residents with essential services such fts police

sewage and garbage removal, and schools ...," H.R.Bep-

protection, fire protection,

of

municipal

insotvency

provided

in

Code

f 101(32KCKii). ao that decisions constnang
that language in the Act are useful guides for

the interpreution of the comparable languid
in the Code. See Rosenbaum v. Kibon (Matter

of

tiilsoni,

1988).

U

BJL

198.

201

(Bankr.D.Conn.
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No. 1011, 100th Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1988),
U.S.Code Cong. & Admin.News 1988, pp.
4115, 4116, while it works out a pl&n to
adjust

debts and obligations.

its

A

con-

under which a dty
would not be able to seek chapter 9 protection unless and until it was actually not
struction of § 101(32KC)

paying

could defeat that purpose,

its bills

paying

as actually not

bills

could lead to

the non-delivery of services.

The State

is

337

as they become due.

As Borges put

TV.

July

19, at 89.

money was

it the surplus

intended to be a contingency fund to give

Bridgeport "a cushion to allow

meet

to

when

obligations

its

it

to be able

due, [without]

having to do the variety of short term
borrowings the City had traditionally done,
all at a very high interest rate." Id. at 40.
Bridgeport intends to use the $27,908,its focal year 1991-1992

613.00 to fund

correct that the reference

operating deficits.

July

TV.

17,

at 275.

which

point for the insolvency analysis is the peti-

The

See H.R.Rep. No. 1011, 100th
Cong., 2d Sess. 5-6 (1988). That is, it must
be determined as of that date whether
Bridgeport will be unable to pay its debts
as they become due.

persuasive, TV. July 19, at 162, projects

tion date.

budget gap or cash flow analysis

prove that

will

it

budget deficit

The

Cit>'

u-ill

exceed

to

have a $16,000,000.00
year 1991-1992.

fiscal

in

argues that since
its

evidence

offered

Bridgeport

[6]

revenue,

burden of proN-ing that

it

its

expenditures

has satisfied the

it is

insolvent

The

Slate counters that if a prospective analysis is

used, Bridgeport's solvency should be

judged by a cash flow, not a budget defi-

City's cash flow analysis,

that by using those funds,

it

positive cash balance in every

1991-1992

fiscal

I

find

have a

will

month of the

year and $12,547,699.00 on

June 30, 1992, the
Bridgeport Exhibit

day of that year.

last
S.

While any money used this focal year
must be accounted for, contrary
to Bridgeport's argument, it does not have
to be replenished this focal year. TV. July
ultimately

17, at 276;

19, at 40.

July

Tr.

In

18, at 109-10;

July

Tr.

November, 1992, a completed

audit will disclose the exact amount,

if

any,

of Bridgeport's focal year 1991-1992 bud-

a budget

If in fact there is

get deficit

gap, Bridgeport will be obligated to reim-

agree with the State.

burse the contingency funds used to bal-

Section 101(32KCKii) defines insolvency

by

whether Bridgeport will be able to "pay

its

ance the budget but it may do so in focal
year 1992-1993 or focal year 1993-1994.

ciency, analysis.

debts as they
it

I

become due", not on whether

has a budget gap.

The State further argues that Bridgeport
make up any shortfall in its 1991-1992 fiscal year budget
has sufficient cash to

Again,

I

agree with the State, as

it

out of cash this fiscal year (1991-1992).

July

17, at

On July

1,

July

pay
this

19, at 40,

42-43.

duration of cash flow analysis
[7]

Bridgeport argues that even

cash flow analysis

285-86; Tr. July 19, at 162.

onrefuted that

next focal year.

it

is

will
I

the proper test,

if

a

it is

run out of cash early

disagree.

Although the beginning point of the

908,513.00 in cash.

analysis

The bulk of that money was raised as p*ul
of a $58,315,000.00 bond sale in January
1989. Approximately $35,000,000.00 of the
bond sale proceeds were used to elinainate
an accumulated deficit The remainder, according to Francisco Borges, the State
Treasurer and former chairman of the Financial Review Board, was intended to be

neither

and has been used to pay operating costs

be able to

debts as they become due during
1991-1992 focal year.

1991, the fu^t day of the

1991-1992 fiscal year, Bridgeport had J27,Bridgeport Exhibit S.

therefore

It is

will

its

is

uncontested that Bridgeport will not run

Tr.

TV.

apparent that Bridgeport

is

the date the petition

§ 101(32XCXii)

nor

history provide guidance on

its

was

filed,

legislative

how

far into

Under { ISO of
the Bankruptcy Act, see supra note 7, a
chapter X debtor was required to prove
that its inability to meet its debts in the
future was "imminent and certain, not
the future

it

should go.

merely a possibility or speculation." In re
U.S.A. Motel Corp., supra, 450 F.2d at
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603. See also Matter of Hudson & Manhattan R.R. Co., supra, 138 F.Supp. at 200
("If the maturity of the debt is imminent
and the inability to meet it certain, the
debtor is unable to meet debts as they
mature, within the meaning of the stat-

I

city

conclude that to be found insolvent a
must prove that it will be unable to pay

debts as they become due

its

ute.").

Communications Comm'n, 671 F.2d

95,

98 (2d Cir.1978), cert denied, 439 U.S. 820,
99 S.Ct 85, 58 LEd.2d 112 (1978); Alabama ex rel Graddick v. Tennessee Valley Auth., 636 F.2d 1061, 1066 (5th Cir.
1981), cert denied, 454 U.S. 837, 102

142, 70 L.Ed.2d 118 (1981).

S.Ct

Just as a pro-

posed budget is an informed projection of
future revenue and expense, an analysis of
future cash flow is a projection of the
availability of expected cash to meet expected expense. ObN-iously it is necessary
for cities to make informed financial projecIt is just as

tions.

obvious that the longer

suasive evidence that

pay

notwithstanding
refuted that

lies

pay

its

commencement of

at the

will

be unable to

debts as they become due in the

There
are many reasons, not the least of which is
the uncertainty of its cash position during a
fiscal year for which there is not even a
proposed budget As Dearborn testified,
two years, even
"projections beyond
the second year, but beyond two years, are
totally unreliable, they never work out as
the projections show, they virtually never
even come close because of the fact that
you simply can't know all the changes that
are going to take place." TV. July 19, at
166. There are many variables which may
1992-1993

fiscal

year

is

.

unreliable.

. .

effect Bridgeport's fiscal condition in the

1992-1993

fiscal

year

the health of the

be unable

will

its

will

it

to

assertion that

it is

un-

run out of cash early

the 1992-1993 fiscal year.

on the testimony of

its

Bridgeport

in

re-

finance director,

Richard Robinson, that "depending upon

how

audit

year's

this

year's,

my

it's

comes and next

opinion that

is

it

... very

possible the City will run out of cash some-

time during
ber."

July, August, or Septem-

. .

.

July

Tr.

In contrast,

at 87.

18,

Dearborn testified "that going into [fiscal
year 1992-1993], and my guess would be
through 1993, that there should be [a] continued

Bridgeport

it

debts at any time in the future,

its

July
prediction

a longer

ranted, Bridgeport has not presented pe^

sion.

A

if

look at Bridgeport's cash flow were war-

the projection, the less informed the conclu-

this case that

or,

worthy of note that even

It is

Moreover, courts construe statutes in a
way that accounts for the practical consequences of potential interpretations. See
New York Comm'n on Cable T.V. v. Fe±

in its current

based on an adopted budget,
in its next fiscal year. Bridgeport has not
met that burden of proof.
year

fiscal

favorable cash position."

. .

.

19,

at

claim that

August

it

Further,

162.

run out of cash

will

or September of 1992

TV.

Bridgeport's

is

in July,

contradict-

ed by its cash flow projections for the
1991-1992 fiscal year. Bridgeport projects
that it will collect approximately $65 million
in

property taxes

1991, increasing

its

908,513.00 on July

August

31.

position

is

in

July and August of

cash position from
1

$27,-

to $44,633,773.00 on

On September

80,

iu cash

projected to be $32,629,972.00.

Bridgeport Exhibit S. Thus, Bridgeport's
availablf cash is at its highest during July,
August and September. There is no reason to believe, and none has been given by
Bridgeport,

occur

mony

why

a similar pattern will not

year 1992-1993.

See
of Philip Dearborn, Tr. July

in fiscal

Testi19, at

170-71.

regional, state, and national economies; the
level of state

and federal aid to Bridgeport;
by labor unions; po-

CONCLUSION

potential concessions

tential volunt^r^' suspension of tax abate-

ments; potential savings through efHcienincreased tax collection rates; and the
success of any efforts to borrow funds to
offset any budget gap.
cy;

The budget process which generates

con-

and debate every year over the appropriate amount and source of revenue snd
expenditures is at the core of our democracy.
Each year mayors confer, negotiate,
flict

«
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«nd debate with department heads; lepslalive bodies; special interest groups, includ-

dty*! economic problem*

and state and nationThe process,'
al officials and legislators.
described by Dearborn as "very difficult,
between
... in which you have to work
the pressure groups," TV. July IS, at 172,
may take months before a city budget is
adopted. The final product is the result of
a compromise forged by the representa-

wise qualifies under

ing employee unions;

can meet that burden of proof and

many

constituencies.
it is

inadequate state aid and, on the other,
the practical reality that

it

by

can neither cut

$ 109(c),

relief provided

other-

it

the protec-

by chapter 9

will

be

available.

Thus, whDe Bridgeport was undoubtedly
in

deep financial trouble when it
was not insolvent, and

filed its

that, in

petition, it

the context of this proceeding,
gressionally

ruptcy

caught in an
economic bind caused, on the one hand, by
nnaffordable employee union contracts and
Bridgeport claims that

and

tion

. . .

tives of

If Bridgeport

approved

criteria

is

the eon-

bank-

for

Accordingly,

intervention.

the

State's objection to Bridgeport's petition on

was not insolwhen it filed its petition is SUSTAINED, Bridgeport's petition is DISMISSED, and IT IS SO ORDEREli.*
the ground that Bridgeport

vent

nor raise taxes to pay for
The City argues that sustaining the
objection is tantamount to the con-

essential services

them.
State's

Bridgeport

clusion that

bankruptcy relief because
dition

is

On

too good.

argument has appeal.
onstrated that

u«iiisnn«>

not entitled to

is

its

financial con-

the surface that

Bridgeport has demeven

ability to provide

its

minimal sennces to

its

residents

is

strained,

In re

supra at 334-335, and that its financial
condition might get worse if drastic steps
The flaw in Bridgeare not taken soon.

argument

port's

is

Bankruptcy No. 089-0017-21.
United States Bankruptcy Court,

that financial difficulties

short of insolvency

are

E.D.

not a basis for

such conditions are to
be a criteria for municipal bankruptcy Congress, not the courts, will have to make

chapter 9 relief.

If

change in § 109(c). The fact is that
Bndgeport was not insolvent when it filed,
and therefore has no choice but to continue
with the budget and collective bargaining
that

processes.

in

11, 1991.

Customers of insolvent brokerage obmade by trustee
for liquidation of brokerage's business, and

jected to determinations

moved to confirm his determinaThe Bankruptcy Court, Cecelia H.
Goetz, J., held that: (1) customers who had

trustee

written confirmations of sales of securities

order to qualify for bankruptcy

prior to filing of the Sec\irities Investor

however, demonstrate, as a condition precedent to filing,
that in the near future it will run out of
money and be unable to pay its debts as

protection.

It

must,

become due. In the absence of that
it would be an unwarranted intrusion into the political and collective bargaining processes for a bankruptcy court
to become involved in the resolution of that

they

proof,

I

June

York.

Bridgeport that a dty
it runs out of

with

should not have to wait until

money

New

tions.

agree

I

IN>'ESTORS CENTER,
INC.. Debtor.

»e€

Ai the State's objection

is

lustained on the

ground that Bridgeport has not proven that

i»Bn—

it is

Protection Corporation's (SIPC's) applica-

brokerage had claims for
(2) purported
cancellations of confirmed sales were not
effective to negate claims for cash; and (3)
customers' claims were not fully satisfied
by transfer of securities positions and their
tion to liquidate

cash and not for securities;

accounts

but

(4)

to

brokerage's

clearing

agent;

insofar as customers relied on sales

insolvent, I need not reach the State's third and
fourth objections.
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EXHIBIT E

Connecticut

GENERAL STATUTES ANNOTATED
Under Arrangement of the

Official

General Statutes of Connecticut

Volume 2
Titles 1 to 3

1995
Cumulative Annual Pocket Part
Replacing 1994 Pocket Part in back of volume
copyrighted in 1988

Includes

Laws through the February Regular, May Special,
May 25 Special, June Veto, July Special,
July 13 Special, October Special, and

November Special Sessions, 1994
Court Constructions through 650 A.2d 1239

WEST PUBLISHING
ST. PAUL.

MINN.

CO.
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§

PROVISIONS OF GENERAL APPUCATION

1-123

compositjon of the agency's work force by race, sex, and occupation and a description of the
agency's affirmative action efforts; and (7) a description of planned activities for the current
fiscal year.
(1988,

PJl

§ 1-124.

(a)

88-266. 5 42,

eflL

Jan.

1, 1989.)

•

.

.

.

-

Treasurer's approval required for state contribution to or g^uarantee
of bonds, notes, borrowed money

The Connecticut Development Authority, the Connecticut Health and Educational
Higher Education Supplemental Loan Authority, the

Facilities Authority, the Connecticut

Connecticut Housing Finance Authority and the Connecticut Housing Authority shall not
borrow any money or issue any bonds or notes which are guaranteed by the state of
Connecticut or for which there is a capital reserve ftmd of any kind which is in any way
contributed to or guaranteed by the state of Connecticut until and unless such borrowing or
issuance is approved by the treasurer of the state or his deputy appointed pursuant to section
3-12. The approval of the state treasurer or his deputy shall be based on documentation
provided by the authority that it has sufficient revenues to (1) pay the principal of and
interest on the bonds and notes issued, (2) establish, increase and maintain any reserves
deemed by the authority to be advisable to secure the payment of the principal of and interest
on such bonds and notes, (3) pay the cost of maintaining, servicing and properly insuring the
purpose for which the proceeds of the bonds and notes have been issued, if applicable, and (4)
p>ay

such other costs as

may be

required.

the Connecticut Development Authority, Connecticut Innovations, Incorporated, Connecticut Higher Education Supplemental Loan Authority, Connecticut Housing
Finance Authority, Connecticut Housing Authority, Connecticut Resources Recovery Authori(b)

To the extent

ty or Connecticut Health and Educational Facilities Authority is permitted by statute and
determines to exercise any power to moderate interest rate fluctuations or enter into any
investment or program of investment or contract respecting interest rates, currency, cash
flow or other similar agreement, including, but not limited to, interest rate or currencj* swap

agreements, the effect of which is to subject a capital reserve fund which is in any way
contributed to or guaranteed by the state of Connecticut, to potential liability, such determination shall not be effective until and unless the treasurer of the state or his deputy appointed
pursuant to section 3-12 has approved such agreement or agreements. The approval of the
state treasurer or his deputy shall be based on documentation provided by the authority that
it has sufficient revenues to meet the financial obligations associated with the agreement or
agreements.
(1988.

PA.

88-266. § 43,

eff.

Jan.

1.

1989;

1993,

?A.

93-33, §

3, eff.

April 20, 1993.)

Historical and Statutory Notes

Amendments
1993 Amendment 1993, PJL 93-33, § 3, designated existing text as subsec. (a) and added sub-

sec

§

•

(b).

1-125.

Directors, officers and employees not personally liable.
tion

Indemnifica-

The directors, officers and employees of the Connecticut Development Authority, Connecticut Innovations, Incorporated, (Connecticut Higher Education Supplemental Loan Authority,
Connecticut Housing Finance Authority, Connecticut Housing Authority, Connecticut Resources Recovery Authority, Connecticut Health and Educational Facilities Authority and
Connecticut Coastline Port Authority and any person executing the bonds or notes of the
agency shall not be liable personally on such bonds or notes or be subject to any personal
liability or accountability by reason of the issuance thereof, nor shall any director or employee
of the agency be personally liable for damage or iiyury. not wanton, reckless, wilful or
malicious, caused in the performance of his or her duties and within the scope of his or her
employment or appointment as such director, officer or employee. The agency shall protect,
save harmless and indemnify its directors, officers or employees from financial loss and

90
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EXHIBIT

F

COWITTEE ON REVENUE AND TAXATION

LTDATE ON LOCAL IN-\-ESTMENT LEGISLATION
Th£ Saute approvad a package of bills relaud tu local bvestmcat policies on May 1 Tb«r« has
been 00 action on ihcw btUs in toe .AsbSibiy. It is antictpared (hat ihe .Assembly will take some
.

•ctioQ fbUowing the sales tax electiua in

Oraoge Count>- beld on Tuesday, June 27. It is still
Assembly will send the bills to poIic>' committees or bear them as a
commJtT of the wiiole. The current unrest in the .Assembly will undoubtedly iropacc the outcunie
of these bills. We will continiM to report any actions in the L^lativs Bulletin.
unclear whether

ttte

rtffi

The following
1.

bills

have been approved by the Senate aad await action by

SB 13XX (Kopp) • Dekgotlon of Investment Authority:
League

SB

the .Assembly:

CorapetftKc Bids

Oppose

Poeitloa:

ofency from delegating investment authority to a treasurer for more
addinon it requires negotiated competitive bidding or competitive
bidding to retain any financial sen-ice. including bond counsel. TIk measure also requires any
decision involving invcsiment or borrowing of S 100.000 or more be considered as a separate item
of business on tfa^ agenda of the loc&I agency legisladve body.
13.\X prohibits a

local

than one year at a time

SB 14XX (Kopp)
League

Position:

S B 14XX

-

In

Prohlbitton of Specified Investment Securities

Oppose

would exclude money market mumol fUnds,
whose value is linked to
a sbort'term index &om the definition of prohibited derivatives. The bill would permit investment
in repurchase aereemenrs or reverse repurchase agreements if (1) the proceeds of the reverse
repurchav; agre ements are invested solelv tu supplemeru the income normally received from these
securities; (2) if repurchase agreements constitute no more than 10 percent of the surplus funds
portfolio, have a maximum moiuritv of 91 days, and the market value of securities purchased are
prohibits iSe investment in derivatives, but

structured notes consistit^ of callable or step'Up secuntKs or investments

t 102 percent or greater of

the dollars invested and ore adjusted no less than quarteri)-. and (3) if

reverse repurchase agreements constitute

maximum manmt> of 91

no more than 10 percent of the

portfolio,

have a

days, proceeds are used solely for short-term cash needs and the value

it marked to moricet doily. The bill would prohibit inverse floaters, seven day
and leveraging, and provides that no investment by a local agency shall mature in over
five vears, even with the approval of the legislative body. The bill provides public investment
officials are "L'nsophisticated Investors" and local agencies have the right to rescission fur any
mvesimenr transaction. In additioo. ir provides that investment Uw violations are a misdemeanor.

of the securines
floaters

SB 15XX (Kopp) • Prudent
League

Investor Standiird

Position: Vt'yUth

SB 15.W' defines

Ifae

"prudent inv^eklor" standard and pbces priority on

in that order, as inv estroent objectives.

It

would place a

and advisors when dealing with public agencies.

and )ield.
on broker-dealers

safct>-, liquidity

tiduciaiy responsibQit>-
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SB 42 COaydm) • Financial Dbdoturt
Uagtw

W«tcb

Posicoa:

gB62 would

bea cooiribLiDans to local

officiftlt

from bond, inv«tmant or

during odgotiatioDs and for rvo yesrt tboeafte-.

during past two

yean before

It

ftasnciti advisors

also requires diiclocure

of iny ccctru^utiou

voting or making any deciiioo about luch terActt.

SB 264 (Johnston) • Reporting Requlrcincnti
League Poutioa: Support
SB

364 would require i local agency tKUurer to

legislative bod>'.

investments and
policy;

It

file

an annual investment policy with the

oo all lecurities,
a statement of compliance with the investment
agency's ability to meet the pool's expenditure requirements

also requires the treasurer to file a quarterly report

moneys of the

local ageacy.

and a statement of the local

for the tiext six months.

SB 861

(Craven)

League

Position:

SB

•

Delegation of Powers

Support

861 provides that local agencies and their treasurers are trustees and fiduciaries.

It

also allows

governing boards to delegate the authority to invest to the treasurer and the treasurer would

assume

ftiU responsibility for

dto&e transactions until the 8o\'enuDg board revokes

its

delegation.

SB 864 (Craven) • County Treaaotj Oversi^t Comsnittee
League Po&itioa: Support
SB 864 would require

the county treasurer to prepare an annual investment policy

require the counr>- treasury oversight coounittee to review

ttte

repor.

It specifies

and would

Ibe

membership

of the oversight committee.

SB 866 (Craven)
League

Position:

-

Investments

May Not Exceed Terms of Notes

Support

^

SB 866 would prohibit local agencies fiom bvestmg
prooeeda from tax anticipatioa warrants,
revenue anticipation note* and grant anticipation notes or fimds set aside for the repayment of
notes, fix a term that exceeds the term of iie notes.

.
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EXHIBIT G
RICHARD L. SIGAL. Partner. Preparatory Education - Phillips
1960;
Legal
(Andover)
1956;
Yale University - B.A.
Academy
Mr.
Education - University of Chicago Law School - J.D. 1963.
Sigal is in his thirty-first year as a public finance attorney and
He has served for two years as
has been a Partner since 1971.
Chairman of the Municipal Law Section of the New York State Bar
Association and eleven years as a managing partner of the firm.
served as Bond Counsel
or
career he has
his
Throughout
Underwriter's Counsel on various state, municipal and public
authority bond issues and has been a principal draftsperson on a
significant number of financial legislative enactments in various
states, including the legislation establishing the New York City
Municipal Assistance Corporation Act, the Special Finance and
Budget Act for the City of Yonkers, New York, the New York State
Local Government Assistance Corporation which recently completed
financing of the $5 billion Spring Borrowing
the permanent
requirements of the State of New York, and the Connecticut Special
Capital Reserve Fund Program providing credit enhancement by that
State for housing finance, solid waste resource recovery, economic
development and various other revenue producing projects.
Mr. Sigal 's work at the firm has involved all phases of the
authorization, issuance and sale of general obligation and revenue
bonds including advice and assistance with respect to
(i)
legislation and any litigation establishing the authority for the
issuance of such bonds, (ii) negotiation and drafting documentation
creating the obligation and the security for such bonds (e.g., bond
resolution; trust indenture; service contracts), (iii) the official
statement in connection with the offering of such bonds and (iv)
the approving opinions as to the validity of the bonds, exemption
from federal taxation of interest thereon and as to securities law
matters

Since 1973 Mr. Sigal has counseled state and local governments
on many infrastructure financings including for the City of Los
Angeles, California, Montgomery County, Maryland and Onondaga
County, New York and the implementation of statewide programs for
clean water in New York and Connecticut.
Mr. Sigal is also
considered an expert in successful workouts of financially-troubled
local governments such as the City of Yonkers, New York and the
City of Bridgeport, Connecticut.
Most recently, Mr. Sigal was the principal drafter of the
enacted legislation for a ten-year, $1 billion bond program for the
rehabilitation, regional expansion and construction of new research
facilities for the University of Connecticut, known as "UConn
2000."
He is also spending considerable time of late
(a)
counselling municipal clients on the legality and prudence of
various swap proposals and other innovative financial products, (b)
developing proper secondary market disclosure agreements and
methods for municipal and investment banking clients consistent
with the recent SEC rules and releases and (c) creating new debt
-28-

.
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instruments structured and secured by net value added incremental
state and municipal revenue resources rather than the traditional
In addition, Mr. Sigal has been consulted
real estate tax base.
for a variety of international projects related to the development
of municipal bond markets and financing public infrastructure
improvements in and for the Governments of Romania, Hungary and
Bulgaria
He
golfer.

is

a

decent

tennis

player,

29-

but,

reputedly,

a

hopeless
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TESTIMONY OF
PAUL S. MACO, DIRECTOR
OFFICE OF MUNICIPAL SECURITIES
U.S. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

CONCERNING THE MUNICIPAL SECX7RITIES MARKETS
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
JXTLY 26,

1995

Chairman Baker and Members of the Committee:
I

appreciate

the

opportunity

to

appear

on

behalf

of

the

Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") with an overview
of the activities of the Commission in the municipal securities

markets,

as well

as a discussion of

the events surrounding the

bankruptcy filing of the County of Orange,
County", or the "County").

California

("Orange

These issues are of vital importance to

Americans who invest in the municipal securities markets, to the
state and

local

governments that need access to the municipal

securities markets in order to provide financing for public works
and services, as well as to the state and local taxpayers who stand

behind municipal securities issuers and look to local government
officials for the safe management of public funds.
The Commission's testimony today will

(i)

review the public

record' concerning events surrounding the Orange County bankruptcy

filing;

(ii)

make preliminary observations with respect to the

effect the bankruptcy filings and actions taken in the bankruptcy

proceeding may have upon the municipal

securities markets and
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disclosure practices; and (iii) make preliminary observations on
state and local governments as investors in the securities markets.
We also provide a review of the events leading up to the Orange

County

bankruptcy

and

of

our

respect

with

initiatives

to

the

municipal securities markets in the appendices to our testimony.

I.

THE ORANGE COUNTY BANKRUPTCY AND RELATED EFFECTS

On

December

6,

1994,

Orange County and the Orange County

Investment Pools ("OCIP" or the "Pools") ^,
the County,

an instrumentality of

filed for bankruptcy under Chapter

Bankruptcy Code

(the

"Code")

.'

These filings began the largest

municipal bankruptcy in our nation's history.
facts come to light daily,

of the federal

9

Although additional

we can provide at this time a brief

description of the circumstances

in

which,

under provisions of

California state law, Orange County and approximately 190 local
government entities invested public moneys using a strategy that
has resulted in an estimated loss of approximately $1.7 billion
dollars.*

A summary of the events leading up to the filings, based

on the public record, is provided in Appendix A to this testimony.

A.

Orange County Recovery Efforts

.

Orange County's Pool losses included the failure to realize
approximately $152 million of budgeted interest

income,

for an

overall budget deficit of $190 million for fiscal year 1994-95.
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The County prepared a comprehensive recovery plan (the "Recovery
Plan")

to address the budget deficit and OCIP losses and to fund

certain of the Pool participants' principal losses.

Under the Recovery Plan, all creditors, including the holders
of the County's debt, were ultimately to have been paid in full.
However, the Recovery Plan was dependent upon several elements that
A key element, rejected by Orange County

have not been achieved.

voters on June 27, 1995, was a proposed 1/2 cent increase in the
sales tax, which would have provided additional annual revenue of
an estimated $130 million for the County general fund.

A second key element of the Recovery Plan appears to be in
Issuance

jeopardy.

of

million

$500

in

new

long-term

bonds,

supported by enhanced operations of the County's waste management
system,

achievement of which is now in doubt, was premised upon

execution of new supply contracts.'
Two bond issues that were part of the Recovery Plan have been

completed.

On June 16, 1995, the County issued $278,790,000 in 30-

year tax-exempt recovery bonds, the proceeds of which were paid to

OCIP participants as part of a comprehensive settlement agreement.
On

June

"Teeter"

27,

1995,

bonds

the

County

(California

property tax payments)

issued

financings

$155

million

repaid

from

in

20-year

delinguent

that were used in part to refinance $175

million in Teeter notes that were due and paid on June 30, 1995.
The County is working on an alternate Recovery Plan following
the defeat of the proposed sales tax increase, many provisions of

which would require state legislative approval.
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The Rollover Agreement

1.

$975

million

short-term

in

.

notes

Orange County had outstanding

maturing

this

summer.

The

Recovery Plan provided for retirement of a portion of this debt,
but did not provide for payment, when due, of approximately $800

million of notes.

Rather,

the County sought and received from

holders an extension of the due date on these obligations until
June

30,

The

1996.

bankruptcy

court

has

given

the

County

permission to enter into a Second Amended Stipulation of Settlement
and Agreement Respecting Note Debt of the County of Orange

(the

"Rollover Agreement") with the Official Committee of Creditors of
the County of Orange, which was approved by more than 99% of the

County note holders

"Note Debt holders")

(the

on July

7,

1995.*

The Rollover Agreement effectively applies to approximately $800

million in County notes
August

10,

1995.^

(the

Under

"Note Debt")

the

Rollover

maturing on or before

Agreement,

among

other

matters. Note Debt holders agreed to extend the maturity of their

Note Debt until June 30, 1996.
to

In exchange, the County agrees (i)

allow the Note Debt as undisputed claims

proceeding

and

to

waive

certain

state

law

in

the bankruptcy

"Debt

Limitation

Defenses," in each instance subject to reservation by the County of

certain rights;

(ii)

to pay on or before the original maturity

dates of the Notes all accrued interest;
pay,

monthly in arrears,

a portion

of

(iii)

going forward, to

interest due on the Note

Debt, and to accrue the remainder as an administrative expense; and
(iv)

to increase the rate of interest on the Note Debt by .95%.*

Consequently, assuming the ruling of the bankruptcy court approving
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all terms of the Rollover Agreement is not overturned on appeal,

the maturity date of the Note Debt has been extended to June 30,
1996.

Two rating agencies, Moody's Investors Service and Standard &
Poor's, have issued statements classifying the County's rollover

proposal as tantamount to default.'

Challenge to the Validity of Certain Notes and Terms of

2.

Other Obligations

.

Orange County has reserved the right to contend

that $600 million in taxable 1994-95 notes were invalid at the time

they were

issued.

The County also has reserved the right to

contend that the pledge of the $429 million in reserved funds held
in connection with these notes is not a valid security interest.

many

local

County

makes

Like

Orange

governments
use

of

certificates of participation,

a

in

California

financing

or "COPs".'"

and

elsewhere,

structure

called

The County also has

reserved the right to characterize the COPs as debt rather than as
lease transactions, with the result that the COPs holders' position
in the bankruptcy proceeding could potentially be diminished."

To date, the County has not actually challenged the validity
of the notes or the security interest (except with respect to the

obligation to make monthly set-asides of revenue under the 1994-95
Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes, Series A and Series B ("TRANs")
as described below) or challenged existing reserves.

County attempted to recharacterize the COPs.

Nor has the

It is not clear when,

if ever, the County would exercise its reserved right to make such
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challenges.

A challenge to the validity of the Orange County notes

or to the structure and characterization of the COPs could cause

uncertainty in this segment of the municipal securities markets for
California.'^

Default

3.

.

Given

the

effectiveness

of

the

Rollover

Agreement, the County has not failed to pay principal or interest
on any due date of any of its outstanding publicly held obligations
as

of

July

21,

1995.

As

noted

earlier,

however,

two

rating

agencies have treated the Rollover Agreement as a default on the
affected notes."
The County is in default under the terms of a number of its

debt obligations,''': the $110,200,000 County of Orange, California

Taxable

Pension

Obligation

Bonds

Series

Series A and 1994 Series B TRANs'*,

relating

to

$209,840,000

Pension Obligation Bonds,

County

of

1994

B'*

and

the

1994

as well as a swap agreement
Orange,

Series 1994A.'^

California

Taxable

The County also is in

technical default under various financing documents as a result of
the bankruptcy filing."

Lease payments on certain COPs have been

made by draws on reserve funds in excess of $16 million for those
obligations without replenishment by the County, apparently placing
the County in technical default with respect to these obligations
as well.''
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Chapter

B.

9

Of The Federal BanKruptcv Code

The Orange County bankruptcy proceeding is the largest ever

commenced under Chapter

9.^"

Of the handful of bankruptcies that

have been filed under Chapter

9,

most have involved small local

government entities that did not begin to approach the level of
complexity of Orange County.
of Chapter

9

Consequently, many of the provisions

have yet to be interpreted and applied in the context

of a large municipality with a substantial amount of outstanding

municipal debt.

Indeed,

the ultimate resolution of many issues

arising in the Orange County bankruptcy proceeding may provide the
first interpretation of these issues.

As a general matter, holders of municipal bonds have not fared
well as the Orange County bankruptcy case has evolved.

The normal

operation of the bankruptcy laws, particularly the automatic stay,
combined with provisions

of

law peculiar

to

a

state,

such as

California constitutional and statutory debt limitation provisions,
illustrate the types of conflicts affecting bond holders that may
arise in a Chapter

9

proceeding.

Under the automatic

stay

Sections

of

362

and

922

of

the

Code,^' creditors are precluded from taking action against a debtor

to collect or recover on claims.

This gives the debtor,

in this

instance, the County, time to reorganize its financial affairs and

prepare a plan.

municipalities

However, California law restricts the ability of

to

repay

borrowing

incurred

in

one

year

with

.
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revenues received in a subsequent year."

Under these provisions.

Orange County's $975 million Note Debt due this summer is required
to be repaid with revenues received during the fiscal year ending

June

30,

1995.^

Recovery

The

Plan

did

not

identify

funds

sufficient to make such payments.
Under the Rollover Agreement,

the County and its Note Debt

holders seek to resolve this conflict by extending the debt and

entering into a stipulation in which the County waives all defenses
and

objections

to

allowance

Note

the

of

California debt limitation provisions.
approving

the

Rollover

Agreement

Debt

upon

based

the

The bankruptcy court order

has

been

appealed

by

other

The Committee of Pool Participants asked

creditors of the County.

the bankruptcy court for a stay, which was denied, of the Rollover

Agreement pending their appeal.
imposition of

a

stay,

on

the

The Comjnission argued against the

ground of potential

harm to the

markets
Holders of the TRANs have also encountered difficulties in the

bankruptcy proceeding.

Orange County issued $200 million in TRANs

in the summer of 1994, to be paid back with revenues received and

set aside on a monthly basis over the course of the 1994-95 fiscal
year.

After filing for bankruptcy. Orange County stopped making

the monthly set-aside payments, arguing that under Section 552 of

the Code, the lien on the revenues dedicated to the TRANs received

after

the

filing.^

petition

was

filed

did

not

survive

the

bankruptcy

The bankruptcy court agreed with the County,

holding

that the County was not required to make the set-aside payments.
8
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As a result, only $28 million in reserves accumulated prior to the

bankruptcy filing are available to pay holders of the $200 million
The bankruptcy court's decision recently was reversed on

in TRANS.

appeal by the district court,

and the County

has appealed this

ruling to the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
The Orange County experience provides a fruitful area for the

Bankruptcy Review Commission" in its investigation and study of
issues and problems relating to the Code.

Proceedings in the case

have already revealed problems and uncertainties in the municipal

securities

The

area.

ultimate

resolution

in

the

bankruptcy

proceeding of these and other issues relating to the rights of
municipal securities holders may identify the need for amendments
to Chapter 9 to reduce uncertainties remaining in the municipal

securities markets.

Accordingly,

it would be premature at this

time to try to recommend changes that should be made to Chapter 9.

IX.

PRBLIMZMARY OBSERVATIONS OM MARKET RESPONSE TO THE BANKRUPTCY

A.

1.

and

The Municipal Markets After Orange County

The General Obligation Bond

likely

will

remain

attractive

.

.

The municipal markets are

places

for

the

savings

of

investors, particularly retail investors who find the tax-exempt

interest income of these securities appealing.
of

the bankruptcy

and any default on the

The lasting effect

relationship between

issuers and investors in this $1.16 trillion market most likely
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will

itself

manifest

need

the

in

discriminating

more

for

investigation by the market (and corresponding disclosure) of the
legal structure supporting the repayment obligation and perhaps in

higher financing costs and less flexibility for municipal issuers
as well.

the

Until

obligations

County

Orange

often

presumed

were

credit"* of the municipality;

based

on

"faith"

rather

than

carry

to

i.e.

necessary to repay the borrower.

municipal

bankruptcy,

.

the

"full

general

faith

and

the issuer would do what is

That assumption in many cases was
any

legal

obligation

credit

or

repayment right, because the ability of an investor to force an
issuer to raise taxes and divert revenues to repay debt when due

varies from state to state.

In some jurisdictions,

the power to

raise taxes or access general revenues of the issuer may be beyond

A municipality's concern

the power of local elected officials.

about its reputation for credit-worthiness and maintenance of its

ability to easily and cheaply access the debt markets may motivate
an

issuer's timely payment

of

its

debt,

as

much as

any

legal

obligation.

The constitutional and statutory provisions of many states

typically restrict the capacity of municipal governments to incur
indebtedness,

limiting increases in the debt burden and possible

credit crisis that may otherwise result.^
project type financing,
revenue

stream

from

a

in which

Revenue bonds and other

investors look to a dedicated

government

enterprise

or

independent

authority outside state constitutional restrictions for repayment
10
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have, over time, become a common way to overcome constitutional and

hurdles

statutory

state

to

and

local

Essential

borrowing.^'

government functions, such as water and sewer, waste disposal, and
are increasingly financed by an isolated

public transportation,
source

repayment

of

compared

as

to

many

the

financings

present

many

the

of

investment

same

sources

Often, these types

available in a general obligation financing.^
of

revenue

risks

as

corporate enterprises.
The municipal markets also have facilitated efforts by local

governments
schools,

to

public

the

finance
safety,

capital

fire

improvements
courts

protection,

necessary
and

for

prisons,

through financing techniques that are not characterized as "debt"
of the municipality within the meaning of state constitutions and

statutes.

By avoiding characterization as debt, these obligations

also are not subject to state debt limitations.
have

included

appropriation,

lease

structures

including

that

certificates

are
of

These techniques

subject

to

participation

annual
in

the

revenues generated by the leases on local government buildings and
other capital assets.

The

rights

reserved

by

Orange

County

challenge

to

the

characterization of such instruments may question whether the only
real security behind some of these innovative financing structures
is the good faith of the local officials and their electorate to

continue to make contemplated payments and refrain from challenging
the enforceability of the

subject

to

a

risk

instruments.

relating

to
11

an

Thus,

issuer's

investors may be
or

electorate's
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"willingness to pay" that goes to the heart of the many and varied
financing structures not subject to constitutional debt limitations
that permeate the municipal securities markets today.

Orange County's bankruptcy filing also has highlighted the
ability of a municipality to seek protection from creditors under
Chapter

9

to avoid repayment of its obligations and to set aside

the liens and security interests in repayment funds relied upon by
If Orange County successfully avoids the repayment of

investors.
its

outstanding debt,

other,

Chapter

less
9

affluent,

the markets will have to
issuers will

assess whether

likewise take

advantage

of

to solve a financial crisis without having to make the

unpopular decisions to raise taxes or cut services.
If, as a result of the Orange County experience,

longer

attribute

a

high

level

of

security

to

investors no

state

and

local

government general obligation bonds, but rather view them as being
like any other debt obligation,

a

municipality's access to the

markets will turn solely on the strength of the legal structure of
the financing and of the revenue stream available for repayment of

the bonds.

As a result, a revenue bond with a statutory lien on

revenues sufficient to service the debt obligation, that is able to
survive a bankruptcy filing, may prove a stronger credit than a
general obligation bond.'"

The traditional notion that an issuer's

general obligation is its strongest credit will thus have been

turned upside down.

Indeed,

with the proliferation of revenue

financings utilizing every segregable source of revenue, the holder
of a "general" obligation bond may find itself last in line for
12
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the

essentially

with

repayment,

rights

same

as

an

unsecured

creditor.

After the Orange County bankruptcy,

investors may begin to

devote their resources to differentiating among varying issues of
general

obligation

bonds,

alternate

financing

structures,

and

security interests representing the repayment obligation on the
bond based on the perception that an issuer's willingness to pay

may be an element of investment risk.
state

and

local

governments

would

Because of assumptions that

consider

themselves

morally

obligated to pay their debts, the municipal securities markets have
not

significant

any

made

pricing

distinctions

among

general

obligation issuers based on the strength of the remedies available
to investors.

Nor has the market fully differentiated credits on

the basis of the ability of their repayment arrangements to survive

bankruptcy, because no municipality of significant size had sought

protection under the Code prior to Orange County.

market participant, "'When is

a

As noted by one

GO really a GO' will be asked more

often in light of Orange County."^'
These

additional

risks

faced

by

investors

immediate increases in financing costs to issuers.

may

result

in

The market may

insist on compensation for any legal risk inherent in the financing
structure, as well as the costs incurred to analyze properly those
risks.

insurance

Investors
or

a

may

letter

insist
of

on

credit,

credit
rather

enhancement,

than

such

developing

as

the

resources necessary for analysis of the legal risks underlying each
individual credit.

As a result, issuers may incur the additional
13
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costs of providing that enhancement.
in designing

flexibility

Similarly, issuers may lose

innovative financing structures if the

strength of the lien or the legal authority to issue the bonds is
Lease financings based on a municipality's willingness

untested.

to fund essential services on an annual basis likewise will suffer,

particularly because leases may be subject to legal challenge and
repudiation by the municipality, and because the status of leases
in bankruptcy proceedings is, as yet, untested.

The municipalities most likely to experience the effects of
the Orange County default are issuers with weaker credits.

normally the

case

following a market disruption,

As is

"flight to

a

quality" may occur in the municipal securities markets.

Thus, the

stronger issuers may actually benefit by the increased demand for
their securities,

while the weaker credits will have difficulty

raising funds at affordable costs.

2.

Funds

.

Effect of the Orange County Bankruptcy on Money Market
At the time Orange County filed for bankruptcy protection,

most of the Orange County Note Debt was held by money market funds,
and thus indirectly by thousands of small investors.

Money market

funds are mutual funds that seek to maintain a stable net asset
value,

typically at $1.00 per share.

They are widely used as a

substitute for bank deposits by shareholders who depend on the
stability of their share value.
bankruptcy,

As a result of Orange County's

prices for the Note Debt declined and several funds

that held the Note Debt were faced with the prospect of pricing
14
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their shares below $1 per share.
Under

Coininission

rules,

money

market

funds

are

strictly

limited to investing in short-term high quality securities whose
issuers are very unlikely to default."

County's

bankruptcy,

its

securities

At the time of Orange

were

rated

by

the

rating

agencies in their highest rating category and were eligible for
investment by money market funds.

Thus, neither advisers to money

market funds nor their shareholders had any reason to expect that
all of the Note Debt would not be paid in full when due.

Money market funds are typically advised by large advisory
subsidiaries of broker-dealers,

firms,

banks or other financial

These firms are not legally obligated to guarantee or

firms.

otherwise maintain the $1.00 share price of the funds they advise.
Many advisers, however, when faced with the prospect of repricing

the value of their shares below $1.00 took voluntary actions to

support the funds' share prices.

Note

Debt

interest,

Debt."

from

the

funds

at

These actions included buying the
their

par

values,

plus

accrued

or providing some type of credit support for the Note

To date, the Commission is aware of 38 money market funds

holding, in the aggregate, $543 million of Note Debt whose advisers

have taken steps to protect their net asset values.

Because the

advisers to their funds absorbed or agreed to absorb the losses, no

money market fund shareholder lost money as a result of the Orange
County bankruptcy.

In the future, advisers may refuse or be unable

to absorb losses and many small investors in money market funds may

experience unexpected losses as a result.
15
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market funds have been required to disclose on the cover page of
their prospectuses that an investment in the fund is not insured or

guaranteed by the federal government.
is

that

concerned

such

losses

Nevertheless, the Commission

undermine

may

confidence

the

investors have in money market funds.

Disclosure

3.

demonstrated

again

of

to

Repayment
the

Risks

market

Orange

.

County

importance

the

has

reliable

of

information concerning the issuer and its securities, even in the
general

short-term,

case of

obligation,

investment grade rated

To properly analyze the repayment risks,

debt.

concerning

information

financial

the

in addition to

governmental

issuer

or

investors need information, presented in a clear and

enterprise,

understandable

regarding

fashion,

repayment obligation.

the

nature

the

of

issuer's

"Institutional buyers can more thoroughly

research an issuer and laws protecting their debt, but a retail
investor lacks access to this information and may lump together

different credits."^
In

March

its

1994

interpretive release

on

the

disclosure

obligations of municipal issuers and dealers under the anti-fraud
provisions

the

of

federal

securities

laws

(the

"Interpretive

Release") ," the Commission reminded issuers of their obligations

to properly describe the terms of the security and the risks of
repayment, and to disclose any legal risks concerning the issuer's

authority

to

recommended

issue

wider

the

securities.

implementation
16

The
of

Interpretive

disclosure

Release

guidelines

^
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promulgated by the Government Finance Officers Association
"GFOA" )

(the

.

The GFOA Guidelines call for:
•

A description of the securities being offered, including
complete information regarding the purposes of the
offering, the plan of financing, the security and sources
of repayment, and the priority of the securities, as well
as the pertinent provisions of the state constitution,
statutes, resolutions and such other documentation that
authorize or limit the issuance of securities or the
adoption, execution, delivery and performance of the
basic documentation;

•

A description of the government issuer or enterprise,
including information about the ability of the issuer to
impose and collect taxes and other receipts that can be
used to discharge the issuer's obligations, including, in
the case of a limited obligation of an issuer or
enterprise, a discussion of the limitations;

•

A description of the issuer's outstanding debt, including
the authority to incur debt, limitations on debt or any
tax limit of the issuer or enterprise, the legal source
of the limit, and any unused borrowing or taxation
margin; and

•

A description of the basic documentation, such as
indentures, trust agreements and resolutions authorizing
the issuance and establishing the rights of the parties.

As

provide

stated
a

in

the

generally

Interpretive

comprehensive

Release,

road

map

these
for

guidelines

disclosure

in

offering statements for municipal securities offerings.
The Interpretive Release is one of several key components of
the Commission's initiatives to improve the municipal securities

markets, which are described in greater detail in Appendix B.

17
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III. STATE AKD LOCAL GOVERKMENT INVESTMENT PRACTICES

A.

Management of Public Funds

.

Our markets have recently undergone dramatic changes.

Complex

instruments have been developed that are capable of producing both
The three basics of public fund

breathtaking returns and losses.
management,

however,

have not changed.

They are,

in

order of

importance, safety, liquidity, and, only then, yield.

assuring safety is no

In the complex markets of the 1990s,

longer as simple as examining credit quality.

When investment

terms and liquidity needs are mismatched, a volatile market can

quickly eviscerate investments with even the most impeccable credit
rating.

Questionable

1.

Strategies

.

State

and

Local

Government

Investment

Recent disclosure documents issued by Orange County

reveal that the County budget for its recently completed fiscal

year looked to income from County funds invested in the OCIP to

provide $164 million, or approximately one-third of the amount of
its discretionary budget.
In addition to the losses that have most recently occurred in

Orange County, a number of other state and municipal entities also
have suffered losses due to investments of the funds that they

manage

in

derivative

products

and
18

other

types

of

financial
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products."

The aggregate loss attributed to these entities is

approximately

$590

million."

The

entities

that

have

suffered

losses range from states, counties and cities to state colleges.

While no one instance of loss approacb'"' the magnitude of loss in
Orange County,

the

numerous

'tances

questions as to the adequ'^cy

of

loss

raise

'isting measures

important

safeguarding

public funds.
As recently as .larch 31,

1995,

the California State Auditor

found, in a post-Orange County bankruptcy review of the management

of county investment pools in California," that the counties were

applying investment strategies that were inappropriate for shortterm investment pools. ^^
1995 Report

Among other things,

found that several

the Auditor's June

counties held concentrations of

structured notes in excess of 30% of their respective portfolios as
of March 31, 1995; four counties leveraged their portfolios by more

than 40% sometime during 1994, with one county (not Orange County)

leveraging its portfolio as much as 80%; and six counties managed

portfolios of investments with maturities averaging 2.5 years or
more during

1994.

The Auditor's

June

1995

Report

notes

"the

average maturity for one county's investments was an astounding
27.9 years.""'

The Auditor's June 1995 Report also states:
Furthermore, some counties are using agents, who in many
cases also act as the securities custodians for the same
counties, to execute securities lending and/or reverse
repurchase transactions on behalf of the counties.
Agents acting on behalf of three counties we reviewed
performed hundreds of millions of dollars worth of
securities lending and reverse repurchase transactions
that current regulations and guidelines fail to address.
19
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these transactions are not reported to
Therefore,
oversight agencies and pool participants, were not
reflected in the counties' financial statements or
clearly disclosed in footnotes, and were not considered
by the counties when determining compliance with
pertinent investment laws and county policies/^

comments

Such

reinforce

the

need

state

for

and

local

governments to periodically revisit existing investment standards
and laws intended to protect public funds to be sure they remain

up-to-date and address current market practices.

Commission

2.

Investments

.

Oversight

State

of

and

Local

Government

The public has a right to expect that money will be

available when needed to meet the civic needs for which they paid

their taxes.
the interim,

When such funds can generate additional revenue in
so much the better.

However,

a

budget balanced on

anticipated high investment returns may prove troublesome in the
event of sudden market changes.

Using the treasury function as a

profit center is as risky for public officials as for corporate
managers.
The Commission generally does not have, nor does it seek, the

ability to regulate investment decisions by municipalities or other
end-users of securities.*'
returns

generally

Investors seeking higher than average

undertake

higher

than

average

decision generally should be made by the investor.
state

and

local

public

instrumentalities,

risks.

That

In the case of

investment decisions

should be made with the guidance and oversight of state and local

governments
Section

2(b)

of

the

Investment
20

Company Act

excludes

from
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federal registration and regulation state and local governments and

investment pools operated by one or more of these governmental
The broad wording of this exclusion strongly indicates

entities.**

that Congress anticipated that state and local governments would

establish

participate

and

investment

in

effectuate government functions,

pools

as

a

means

to

and concluded that the federal

government should not regulate those pools as investment companies.
Consistent with the statutory language and purpose of Section 2(b)

,

the exclusion has been construed broadly by the Commission staff.'"

OCIP

not registered under the

is

Investment Company Act.**

Presumably, the determination not to register under the Investment

Company Act was made on the basis of the Section 2(b) exclusion.*'
The

Commission

believes

state

that

and

local

governments

should have the authority to manage their cash reserves and monies
in

government

custody

individually

either

or

collectively.

Further, the Commission believes that state and local governments
or the pools created to serve this function should be able to rely
on the exclusion in Section 2(b)

of the Investment Company Act.

State and local governments are in the best position to regulate

the

manner

in

Commission's

which

view,

municipal

absent

funds

special

are

facts,

managed.

reguiring

In

the

municipal

entities to operate in compliance with the Investment Company Act

would represent unnecessary federal intervention into state and
local affairs.

If Congress determines that the Commission should

regulate these pools, it would have to amend the Investment Company
Act to give the Commission the necessary authority and provide
21
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additional resources.**

State and Local Government Investment Policies.

B.

Prudent Management of Public Funds

1,

.

The Commission is

working with state and local government organizations to encourage
sound municipal investment policies.

The Commission believes that

the federal securities laws should not constrain the authority of

state and

local

governments to manage their cash reserves and

moneys in government custody either individually or collectively.

There are three important steps that can help assure safety:
a

written

investment

independent oversight.
policy,

coupled

with

sound

policy,

internal

controls,

and

A written and publicly available investment

current

internal

portfolio

information,

But without an independent review of

reinforces accountability.

actual performance on a frequent basis, a written investment policy
can quickly be reduced to words without substance.

Investment practices of municipalities, including the types of

permitted investments, are controlled by state law.
boards,

and

supervisory

bodies

should

review

City Councils,

their

lists

of

authorized investments regularly, and monitor the results closely.
State and local legislative bodies should periodically review their

statutory
conditions.

framework with

a

view to evaluating

changing market

Surprising investment gains should set off alarms

every bit as loudly as surprising losses.

Frequent valuation, or marking securities to market, is a wise
22
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component of oversight, especially where a high degree of liquidity
Greater "transparency" such as will result from recent

is needed.

efforts to improve price transparency, will help; ready access to

facilitate

will

information

quote

and

trade

mark-to-market

calculations and increase the accuracy of independent reviews of

performance

2.

*'
.

Industry Initiatives and Proposals

For example,

has produced some thoughtful advice.

in

areas

the

repurchase

reverse

of

the GFOA has

The GFOA has developed policy

been active in expressing its views.

statements

This turbulent year

.

agreements,

leveraging and prudent investment practice for cash management and

market risk (volatility ratings)

The GFOA also has approved, in

.

concept, a recommended valuation process that would require states,
local

jurisdictions

investment

and

pools

to

provide

for

the

marking-to-market of the assets in their investment portfolios at
set intervals.^"

model

investment

In addition,

policy

in late June,

designed

to

the GFOA released a

assist

state

and

local

governments in formulating an investment policy that is appropriate
for their specific purposes,

and complies with state and local

laws, regulations and other policies concerning the investment of

public

funds.*'

objectives,

The

standards

model
of

investment

care,

policy

internal

outlines

controls,

the

investment

practices, and valuation policies that should be included in the

formulation of a written investment policy."
The

National

Association
23

of

State

Treasurers

("NAST")

.
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recently conducted a survey of the 50 states with respect to their

practices relating to local government investment pools ("LGIPs").
The survey is to be complemented by an update of NAST's 1989 Policy

Statement

with

respect

to

government

local

investment

pools."

NAST is also sponsoring a week-long institute specifically designed
to address key issues facing financial officers of state and local

governments
The Commission applauds these organizations and all of the

other segments of the industry that have taken the initiative to

develop strategies and policies designed to create a safer market
for public funds and encourages them to continue in their efforts.

Regulators and industry participants alike share the view that
internal controls are an essential element in the management of
risks

associated

with

Recent

derivatives.

experiences

with

derivative products have prompted various groups to produce useful
guidance

regarding

the

design

management and control systems.

implementation

and

of

internal

Although this guidance is directed

towards dealers, there are lessons for end-users of derivatives as
well.
In March 1994,

Futures

Trading

the Commission,

for instance,

Commission,

and

the

U.

K.

the Commodity

Securities

and

Investments Board issued a joint statement setting forth an agenda
for

the

market.**

oversight

of

Recognizing

the
the

over-the-counter
size

and

global

("OTC")

nature

derivatives
of

the

OTC

derivatives market, the joint statement is intended to provide a
framework for enhanced regulatory cooperation.
24
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highlights the importance of securities and futures firms having
effective management controls for OTC derivative products, and the
need for regulatory authorities to encourage the development of
such standards.

In July 1994,

the International Organization of

Securities Commissions ("IOSCO") issued a report identifying, for
firms

with

active

OTC

derivatives

those

business,

management

control mechanisms which regulators should seek to promote."

At

the same time that IOSCO issued its report, the Basle Committee on

Banking Supervision issued a similar report providing guidance on

management

control

mechanisms with

respect

to

the

derivatives

activities of banks.**

Members of the industry also have developed guidance regarding
internal controls.

In a recent report prepared by the Derivatives

Policy Group, six firms that are significant market participants
set

out

a

framework

for

derivatives activities."

the

voluntary oversight of

their OTC

The report adopts as an element of the

framework the implementation of internal management controls for

monitoring and measuring the various risks to which a firm may be
exposed as a result of dealings in OTC derivative products, and the
inclusion of an external audit and verification process.
of

Thirty,

comprising

a

broad

cross-section

of

The Group
industry

participants, also drafted a report offering twenty recommendations
to help dealers and end-users manage derivatives activities.*'

The

first of these recommendations stresses that derivatives should be

used in a manner consistent with firms' overall risk management and
capital policies approved by their boards.
25
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derivatives

governing

policies

that

recommends

should

use

be

clearly defined, that senior management should approve procedures
and controls to implement these policies, and that management at
all levels should enforce them.

recurring

The

themes

these

of

reports

are

the

need

for

internal control mechanisms for the monitoring and measuring of

risks and the need for an external audit and verification process.

Much consideration and professional expertise has gone into each of

Their guidance regarding internal controls

these reports.

for

firms may be useful in other contexts, and particularly, may prove

helpful

to

state

and

local

governments

that

are

end-users

of

derivatives, and are considering internal management and control

policies for their securities activities.

3.

Government Securities Transactions

bankruptcy,

.

as well as other recent events,

The

Orange

County

also has raised the

issue of sales practices; specifically, what rights and obligations

exist and flow between sellers and buyers of securities.

In the

world of corporate and municipal securities, the duties of broker-

Broker-dealers that

dealers have been defined for some time.

recommend

the

purchase

or

sale

of

a

security,

including

a

derivative security, are subject to the anti-fraud provisions of
the federal securities laws, and to the suitability and other "fair

dealing"
("SROs")

self-regulatory

organizations

The anti-fraud provisions prohibit a

broker-dealer

rules
.*'

of

the

securities

from making false or misleading statements.
26
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,
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broker-dealer from making a recommendation to a customer unless the
broker-dealer

has

reasonable

grounds

for

believing

that

recommendation is suitable for the particular customer.'"

the

This

prohibition, which is codified in the Rules of Fair Practice of the

National Association of Securities Dealers ("NASD") and the rules
of

the

Municipal

Securities

Rulemaking

Board

(the

"MSRB")

previously did not apply to government securities.
In 1993,

Amendments,
time,

with the passage of the Government Securities Act

Congress gave the NASD the authority,

for the first

to impose sales practice rules on government securities."

In the past year, the NASD has drafted two proposed interpretations
of its suitability rule, in an effort to codify in a single rule a

standard that would apply to all equity and debt transactions,
except municipals."
on

these

proposals,

investment community.

The NASD solicited comment from its members
and

significant

received

input

from

the

The Commission anticipates receiving a rule

proposal from the NASD regarding this matter in the next few weeks.

The

Commission

also

affirms

the

view

Government Securities Act Amendments:

expressed

in

the

1993

there should be a sales

practice rule for government securities, just as there currently
exist sales practice rules for buying and selling corporate and

municipal securities.

Although sales practice rules play a vital role in the federal
securities regulatory scheme, it is important for each party to the
trade to act in a responsible manner.

For example, all customers

should take responsibility for understanding the product they are
27
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buying.

It would be foolish for a consumer to buy a race car that

he or she didn't know how to operate; the same is true for a very

complex financial investment: if you don't know how it's going to
then you need to figure it out

now as well as tomorrow,

work,

before you make the purchase, or decline to enter into the trade.

IV.

CONCLUSION

losses

involving

events

the

Chairman,

Mr.

funds

public

Orange

in

County

other

by

investment

and

issuers

of

municipal

securities appropriately draw attention to the need for accurate
and adequate disclosure in the municipal securities markets and for
effective, modern safeguards for the investment of public funds.

Improved disclosure will not prevent municipal defaults or all

market
become

disruptions,

insolvent

conditions.

derived

from

investors,

since

due

to

public

even

management

poor

companies

reporting

adverse

or

increased efficiency

However,

the

improved

issuer disclosure will

can

market

the markets

in

benefit not only

by alerting them to potential problems earlier,

but

municipal issuers and their taxpayers as well, who should benefit
from

lower

financing costs.

Improved

disclosure practices

as

called for by the amendments to Rule 15c2-12 and the Interpretive

Release

also

may

provide

unwarranted speculative

the

incidental

activity

by

local

of

deterring

government

officials

benefit

that, if fully disclosed, could harm the issuer's credit rating or

otherwise

impair

its

ability

to
28

obtain

financing.
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disclosure in the municipal markets therefore may result not only
in better markets,

but also may result in better management of

government funds.
Additionally, we believe that, as a general matter, regulation
of state and local government investment practices is best left to

However, we also believe that at the

state and local governments.

federal level, we have both the opportunity and the obligation to

implementation

encourage

management

of

public

of

funds

sound

the

at

assure

proper

government

level.

to

measures
local

Investment risk is not confined to one market;

markets

and

all

it

properly

market

is

also is not

Rather, investment risk and the

isolated in one type of investor.

need to manage

it

the

common denominator

participants.

Investors,

for

all

dealers

and

regulators in our national and international markets are developing
helpful

methods

of

risk

management

that

may

be

useful

and

instructive to state and local governments and their officials

responsible for protecting public money.

At the federal level, we

must do our best to promote awareness of market risks and the tools
to manage risks by seeking opportunities to educate and assist

state and local government officials.
I

thank the Chairman and the members of this Committee for the

opportunity to address these issues here today.
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TESTIMONY OF THE
SECURITIES AMP EXCHANGE COMMISSIOM

ENDNOTES

1.

The information contained in this statement concerning the
events surrounding the bankruptcy filings by Orange County is
The Commission is
based on publicly available information.
currently conducting an investigation into a number of aspects
This statement does not discuss non-public
of these events.
matters relating to that investigation or that may become the
subject of actions by the Commission or by other authorities.

2.

See Appendix A infra

3.

11 U.S.C.

4.

California State Auditor Bureau of State Audits, Orange
County: Treasurer's Investment Strategy Was Excessively Riskv
and Violated the Public Trust March 1995 ("Auditor's March
1995 Report")

,

at A-4 and accompanying text.

§§ 901 et seq

.

.

5.

Mercer & Bennett,
Salomon Brothers and Hennigan,
"Financial and Legal Update, Presentation from the Office of
the CEO," July 18, 1995 at 6.

6.

See infra

7.

The Rollover Agreement effectively applies to the following
note issues: $600,000,000 County of Orange California 1994-95
Taxable Notes, due July 10, 1995; $169,000,000 County of
Orange California 1994-95 Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes Series A, due July 19, 1995; and $31,000,000 County of Orange
California 1994-95 Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes - Series
While the Rollover Agreement also by
B, due August 10, 1995.
its terms applies to $111,000,000 County of Orange 1994-95
(Teeter Plan) Taxable Notes, due June 30, 1995 and $64,000,000
County of Orange 1994-95 (Teeter Plan) Tax-Exempt Notes, due
June 30, 1995, such notes were paid in full on their due date
and are no longer outstanding.

8.

Some non-Note Debt holder creditors argue that the Rollover
Agreement may raise a problem under the debt limit provisions
of the California Constitution. Under the Rollover Agreement,
the County, subject to certain reservations, waives its right
to challenge the validity of the rollover Note Debt and
The
certain long-term debt issues under California law.
California Constitution requires 2/3 voter approval of debt

See

,

page

8.
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that exceeds a locality's income and revenues for any given
year. Cal. Const. Art XVI, § 18. Consequently, the debt must
be repaid out of same year funds. This requirement will not be
satisfied if the Note Debt is rolled over until June 30, 1996,
and paid off with revenues received during fiscal year 1996.
Thus, the County has agreed to waive its right to challenge
payment of the Note Debt. The waiver may not, however, affect
the rights of others to challenge the payments.
9.

See Moody's Investor Service, "Moody's Views Orange County's
Proposed Extension of Notes as a Default," Moody's News, July
5, 1995; Standard and Poor's Corporation, "Defeated Orange
County Sales Tax Means Defaults," Standard and Poor's
Creditwire, June 28, 1995.

10.

A "certificate of participation" or "COP" is a security that
evidences an undivided fractional interest in an underlying
lease or installment sale agreement. A COP entitles its owner
to a proportionate share of a lease (or an installment sale)
California Debt Advisory Commission, Guidelines
agreement.
(1993) at 4.
For Leases and Certificates of Participation
.

11.

This could be harmful to COPs holders if the value of the
the public facility financed through the
collateral ( i.e.
COPs) is less than the outstanding principal. The transaction
would only be treated as a secured claim up to the value of
the collateral; the remainder would be an unsecured claim.
See 11 U.S.C. § 506.
.

12.

The County has not reserved the right to challenge the
validity of the other outstanding 1994-95 short-term debt,
which are two issues of tax and revenue anticipation notes.
However, it has reserved the right to challenge the amount,
validity, and enforceability of the security interests and
reserves held in connection with these notes.

13.

See supra

14.

See $278,790,000 County of Orange, California Refunding
Recovery Bonds 1995 Series A Official Statement dated June 13,

.

note

9

and accompanying text.

1995 at 16.
15.

The bonds provide for puts on seven-days notice to the Pools.
The Pools has defaulted on its obligation to purchase such
See Orange County Special
bonds pursuant to the puts.
Financing Authority $32,375,000 Teeter Plan Revenue Bonds,
1995 Series A (Taxable); $20,625,000 Teeter Plan Revenue
Bonds, 1995 Series B; $34,000,000 Teeter Plan Revenue Bonds,
Series C; $34,000,000 Teeter Plan Revenue Bonds, 1995 Series
D; and $34,000,000 Teeter Plan Revenue Bonds, 1995 Series E
Official Statement (the "Teeter Bonds Official Statement")
dated June 27, 1995 at 51.
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16.

The County is in default on its obligations under the 1994
Series A and 1994 Series B TRANs to set aside pledged amounts
See
in advance to pay principal and interest at maturity.
Teeter Bonds Official Statement at 51.

17.

In connection with the issuance of the County of Orange,
California Taxable Pension Obligation Bonds, Series 1994A, the
County entered into an interest rate swap agreement with
The County
Credit Suisse Financial Products ("CSFP")
currently is in default under the terms of the swap agreement
and has not paid to CSFP the termination payment specified in
See Teeter Bonds Official Statement at
the swap agreement.
.

51.
18.

See Teeter Bonds Official Statement, supra at 51.

19.

See Teeter Bonds Official Statement, supra at 51.

20.

11 U.S.C.

§§ 901 et seq.

21.

11 U.S.C.

§

22.

Cal. Const. Art. XVI,

23.

See United States Bankruptcy Court Central District of
California, Case No. SA 94-22272-JR, Memorandum of Points and
Authorities Submitted by the Official Committee of Creditors
of the County of Orange in Support of "Stipulation of
Settlement and Agreement Respecting Allowance and Treatment of
Certain Indebtedness, Liabilities, and Other Obligations of
the County of Orange."

24.

11 U.S.C.

25.

The Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1994, P.L. No. 103-394, 108 Stat.
4106 (1994).

26.

"Full faith and credit" means that the full taxing and
borrowing power, plus revenue other than taxes, is pledged in
the payment of interest and the repayment of principal of a
government
bond issued by a government entity.
U.S.
securities and general obligation bonds of state and local
governments are backed by this pledge. Barron's Dictionary of
Finance and Investment Terms 150 (2d ed. 1987)

27.

See e.g. Cal. Const. Art. XVI, § 1 (limitation on the creation
of debts or liabilities by the State of California) ; Cal.
Gov't Code § 252 56 (limitation on the contracting of debts or
liabilities by a county); N.Y. Const. Art. VIII, § 2
(limitation on contracting indebtedness by city unless it
pledges its "faith and credit" for the principal of the

362; 11 U.S.C. § 922.
§

18; Cal.

Gov't Code

§

25256.

§ 552.
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indebtedness); See also McQuillin Mun. Corp, § 41.04 (3rd ed.)
28.

The total dollar amount of all revenue bonds issued in 1994
was approximately $106.7 billion, contrasted with total
Comparable
general obligation bonds issued of $58 billion.
billion,
billion and
$28
1984
were $74
figures
for
"A Decade of Municipal Finance," The Bond
respectively.
Buyer July 14, 1995, p. 27; The Bond Buyer, 1994 Yearbook
.

.

(1994), p.

10.

29.

Id.

30.

See, e.g. Jon Birger, "Franklin Manager Doubts 'Full Faith and
"Has
Credit' of GOs," The Bond Buyer July 20, 1995, at 1.
Orange County Popularized Revenue Bonds?" Investment Forum,
The Bond Buyer July 20, 1995, at 8.
.

.

31.

McEntee, "Orange County Losses Cast Shadow Over Darkened
Southeast Market," The Bond Buyer July 6, 1995 (quoting Jim
Vogel, Senior Vice president. First Tennessee Bank)
.

32.

See Rule 2a-7 under the Investment Company Act of 1940.

33.

Many of these actions involved affiliated transactions between
a fund and its adviser or a related party that are prohibited
by section 17 of the Investment Company Act of 1940. The
Commission's Division of Investment Management, as it has done
in the past in similar instances, granted "no-action" relief
with respect to a number of transactions involving Orange
County Notes.

34.

See McEntee, supra

35.

Securities and Exchange Act Rel. No. 7049 (March
FR 12748 (the "Interpretive Release").

36.

Government Finance Officers Association, Disclosure Guidelines
for State and Local Government Securities (Jan. 1991) ("GFOA
Guidelines")

.

1994)

9,

59

.

37.

See David Morris, "Officials in Escambia County, Fla., Wrangle
to Take Over a Troubled Investment Fund," The Bond Buyer June
8, 1995, at 7; Darrell Preston, "Texas College Refunds Bonds
Just in Time to Pay Debt Service," The Bond Buyer June 2,
1995, at 3; Ruth Simon, "Why Your Town Could Get Stung Like
Orange County," Money Feb. 1995 at 20; Patrick Lee, "Orange
County Not Alone in Money Woes Devalued Bonds," L.A. Times
Dec. 10, 1994, at Dl; Aaron Pressman, "Betting on Rates Hurt
Many Municipalities in 1994," The Reuter Eur. Bus. Rpt. Dec.
5, 1994; John O'Dell, "Derivatives: Risky Business; County
Derivatives Game;
Losers
in
the
Heads Long List of
Investments: Dozens of Public Entities Have Lost Hundreds of
.

.

.

.

.
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Millions of Dollars. As long as Fund Managers Seek Big
Payoffs, There Will be More, Industry Insiders Say," L.A.
Times Dec. 2, 1994, at A22; Leah Nathan Spiro and Nanette
Byrnes, "Today, Orange County...," Bus. Wk. Dec. 19, 1994, at
.

.

28.
38.

Id.

39.

California State Auditor Bureau of State Audits, County
Investment
Avoid
Risky
Treasurers
Should
Investments;
Strategies (June 1995) ("Auditor's June 1995 Report")

40.

See Auditor's June 1995 Report, supra at S-1.

41.

Auditor's June 1995 Report, supra at S-1.

42.

Auditor's June 1995 Report, supra at S-2. The report noted
various factors allowing this "off -book" treatment:
For example, there are no current requirements
pool
treasurers
to
inform
county
for
lending
securities
participants
of
Also, since the California
transactions.
specifically
Code
does
not
Government
authorize securities lending, it also does not
specifically state how these transactions
relate to requirements stated in the code. In
addition, there is no currently applicable
standard for reporting on securities lending
Government
transactions
issued
by
the
Accounting Standards Board related to external
financial reports.
Id.

43.

The Commission, under Rule 2a-7 under the Investment Company
Act of 1940, places significant restrictions on the types and
quality of securities that may be purchased by money market
mutual funds. These restrictions are intended to assure that
money market fund investment policies are consistent with the
maintenance of a stable net asset value. In the case of other
types of investment companies, the Commission seeks to assure
that investment objectives and policies are fully and clearly
investments by
disclosed to investors.
In
addition,
investment companies are subject to leverage restrictions and
liquidity requirements. See Investment Company Act of 1940
Section 18, 15 U.S. C. § 80a-18 (leverage restrictions) and
Investment Company Act of 1940 Rel. No. 18612 (March 12,
1992), 57 FR 9828 (March 20, 1992) (limits on investments in
illiquid securities)

44.

Section 2(b) of the Investment Company Act of 1940 states, in
relevant part, that:
34
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[n]o provision in [the Investment Company Act] shall
apply to, or be deemed to include ... a State, or any
political subdivision of a State, or any agency,
authority, or instrumentality of any one or more of the
foregoing, or any corporation which is wholly owned
directly or indirectly by any one or more of the
foregoing, or any officer, agent, or employee of any of
the foregoing acting as such in the course of his
official duty

....

Section 2(b) also exempts from
15 U.S.C.
§ 80a-2(b).
registration and regulation the United States and certain
investment pools created by the federal government, its
agencies and instrumentalities.
45.

On a number of occasions, the staff has agreed that state and
local governments can rely upon the broad Section 2 (b)
exclusion to operate or participate in pools for the
collective investment of cash balances ( e.g.
proceeds from
tax collections and bond offerings) without registering or
complying with the regulatory requirements of the Investment
Company Act of 1940. See Minnesota School District Liquid
Asset Fund Plus (pub. avail. Feb. 27, 1985); Illinois School
District Liquid Asset Fund Plus (pub. avail. June 15, 1984);
Pennsylvania School District Liquid Asset Trust (pub. avail.
Mar. 3, 1982); Pennsylvania Local Government Investment Trust
(pub.
avail. Mar.
State of New Jersey Cash
1981);
2,
Management Fund (pub. avail. Jan. 30, 1978) ; Massachusetts
Municipal Depository Trust (pub. avail. May 23, 1977). In the
Minnesota School District Liquid Asset Fund Plus letter, the
staff noted that, having stated its views on a number of
occasions, it would no longer respond to letters on this
issue.
.

In fact, the staff has never formally taken the position that
a pool sponsored directly by a municipality is not eligible
for the Section 2(b) exclusion. The staff has informally taken
the view, however, that an instrumentality of a state agency,
or an instrumentality of a state instrumentality, is outside

the scope of Section
section's exclusion.
46.

2(b),

and

thus may not rely on the

In addition. Citron, the former Orange County Treasurer, is
not now, and to our knowledge has never been, registered under
the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.
Section 202(b) of that
Act excludes from regulation any officer of a municipality
acting in the course of his official duties. 15 U.S.C. § 80b2(b)
As Treasurer of Orange County, Citron was an officer of
the County and appears to have been acting in the course of
his official duties in his management of the Orange County
funds
.
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47.

To meet the Section 2(b) exclusion, the Pools would have to be
"instrumentalities" of Orange County or other municipalities.
We understand that the Pools were not specifically designated
as instrumentalities of Orange County under California law.
Even though the Pools may not be organized as separate legal
entities, the Pools may be considered instrumentalities under
if they have been operated to carry out
Section 2(b)
governmental functions of the participating municipalities.
The Commission staff has indicated that an entity may be
considered an instrumentality under the Investment Company Act
even if it is not designated as a public instrumentality under
Compare Massachusetts Municipal Depository
municipal law.
Trust (Trust specifically designated as an instrumentality of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts) with Pennsylvania Local
Government Investment Trust (whether Trust is designated as a
public instrumentality not specified)

48.

If Congress were to determine that federal regulation of
municipal pools is warranted, the Commission would need to
review the provisions of the Investment Company Act of 1940 to
determine whether all of the provisions of the Act should be
applied to municipal pools and whether additional provisions
would be necessary.

49.

While enhanced price transparency is needed throughout the
debt markets, including the corporate debt market, the need is
most acute in the municipal bond market, given the broad and
In a completely
diverse investor base in that market.
transparent market, all market participants have egual and
immediate access to all quotations, including the size of the
quotations, and to reports of prices and all volumes in all
Price transparency enhances
trades effected in the market.
market liquidity and depth, and fosters investor confidence,
while a lack of price information impairs market pricing
mechanisms, weakens competition, and prevents investors from
monitoring the quality of their executions.
There are significant structural differences between the
secondary market for municipal debt when compared to the
secondary market for other debt issues. Although there exist
over one million different municipal securities issues, only
an average of 180 issues trade actively in the secondary
Further, most trading activity in
market at any given time.
municipal securities issues occurs shortly after issuance.
Municipal securities also are priced very differently from
based in part on the way they trade.
equity issues,
Nevertheless, these differences should not preclude last sale
reporting to public investors and market participants for
The Commission
actively traded municipal securities.
therefore is overseeing the development and implementation by
the MSRB and market participants of proposals to make pricing
See Appendix B.
information available to investors.
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50.

1995
Government Finance Officers Association, "Memorandum:
Winter Meeting of the GFOA Committee on Cash Management,"
("GFOA Memo")

51.

(Feb.

22,

1995).

Government Finance Officers Association, "Government Finance
Officers Association Sample Investment Policy" (June 21,
Investing Public Funds
see also Girard Miller,
1995) ;
Government Finance Officers Association (1986)
.

52.

Id.

53.

Testimony of National Association of State Treasurers,
presented by Robert Seale, President of National Association
"State and Local Government Cash
State Treasures,
of
Management Practices" before the Senate Committee on Banking,
Housing and Urban Affairs (Jan. 6, 1994)
.

54.

Securities and Exchange Commission, Commodity Futures Trading
Securities and Investments Board, OTC
Commission, U.K.
Derivatives Oversight; Statement of the Securities and
Commission,
Exchange
the Commodity Futures Trading Commission
and the U. K. Securities and Investments Board (March 1994)

55.

Technical Committee of the International Organization of
Operational and Financial Risk
Securities Commissions,
Management Control Mechanisms for Over-the-Counter Derivatives
Activities of Regulated Securities Firms (July 1994)

56.

Basle Committee on Banking Supervision,
Guidelines for Derivatives (July 1994)

57.

Derivatives Policy Group, Framework for Voluntary Oversight;
A Framework for Voluntary Oversight of the OTC Derivatives
Activities of Securities Firm Affiliates to Promote Confidence
and Stability in Financial Markets (March 1995)

58.

Group of Thirty, Derivatives; Practices and Principles (July
Practices and
21,
1993) ; Group of Thirty, Derivatives;
Principles. Follow-up Surveys of Industry Practices (December

Risk

Management

1994)

.

59.

See

e.g.

60.

Id.

61.

Pub. L. No.

62.

See NASD Notice to Members 94-62 (August 1994); NASD Notice to
Members 95-21 (April 1995).

,

.

NASD Rules of Fair Practice, Art. Ill, Sec.

2.

See also NYSE Rule 450.
103-202,

107 Stat.
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APPENDIX A
Events Leading to the Orange County Bankruptcy

1.

recent

County Investment Pools

The Orange
Official

Statement

County

for

As

.

bonds,

stated

"[T]he

in

a

County's

financial health was closely tied to the Pool both because of its

dependence on the Pool for interest income and because essentially
all of the County's liquid assets were invested in the Pool.

the adopted County Operating Budget

equaled

$3.7

billion

and

the

.

.

.

County

While

for Fiscal Year 1994-95

General

Budget

Fund

...

represented $1.6 billion of that amount, the discretionary portion
of the General Fund Budget

portion ($164 million)

...

was $462.5 million.

The largest

of that amount was expected to come from

investment income on County funds in the Pool."'
The Orange County Treasurer managed money for 190

governmental agencies (the "Participants") J

*

separate

By the beginning of

December 1994, the Participants had deposited approximately $7.6
billion

with

the

Orange

County

Treasurer.'

The

Participants

included approximately:
28 cities in Orange County and 6 cities outside of Orange
County,
32
school districts,
5
community college
districts and 53 special district accounts, of which four
are outside of Orange County ... 31 different agencies
that are governed by [the Orange County Board of
Supervisors]
also very large sums of money that are
sent to [the County Treasury] by the municipal and
superior court systems throughout Orange County until
needed.*
.

At

least

one

.

.

city,

Fullerton,

as

well

as

Orange

County,

enabled its employees to place their retirement accounts with the
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Moneys belonging to school districts and other

County Treasurer.'

government agencies within Orange County apparently were required
Other local agencies

to be on deposit in the County Treasury.*

"that have their own treasurer and are not required by

law to

invest with the County Treasurer"^ elected to deposit moneys with
the

Orange

County

Treasurer.'

addition,

In

the

clerk

the

of

County's superior court on behalf of 430 minors had approximately
$6.9 million on deposit with the Treasurer and invested in the

including Orange County as well as

Some local agencies,

OCIP.'

several school districts, apparently issued one year notes solely
In 1994, Orange County

to invest the borrowed funds in the OCIP.

issued $600,000,000

twelve

other

in

taxable debt to invest in the OCIP and

Participants

issued

taxable

debt

totaling

$562.2

million to invest in the OCIP."*

Investment Strategy

2.

Citron

("Citron

Orange

County,

or

and

the

"Treasurer")

Matthew

Treasurer, managed OCIP."

County for over 20 years.
Citron's

investment

Until December

.

R.

the

,

Raabe,

5,

1994, Robert L.

elected Treasurer of

the

appointed

Assistant

Citron had been the Treasurer of Orange
Until the recent bankruptcy filings.

strategy

to

was

use

reverse

agreements" in "a strategy that utilize [d] leverage and

repurchase
.

.

.

the

use of structured or floating interest rate securities that enabled
an approximate leverage figure of

2

to 1.""

This strategy,

as

characterized in a September 1993 report to the Orange County Board
of

Supervisors,

was

"predicated
A-2

on

interest

earning

rates
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to

[continuing]
years,

remain

low

for

a

minimum

the

of

next

three

Citron reported a return of 8.5% for fiscal year 1993>

"'^

and 7.74% for fiscal year 1994."

estimated

An

$7.6

billion

in

deposits

with

the

County

Treasurer had been leveraged to over $20.6 billion,'* including an
estimated $8 billion in structured notes.

A significant portion of

the OCIP appears

in

to have

been

invested

four-year notes and

structured notes issued by federal government sponsored entities
("GSEs"),

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.'^

such as

Some of these

securities were "structured" to provide a rate of return that was
equal to a fixed rate less a multiple of a floating rate index,

commonly called "inverse floaters."'*

market

value

of

the

inverse

This rate feature makes the

floaters

much

more

sensitive

to

interest rate fluctuations than traditional fixed or floating rate
obligations.

If

interest rates decrease or remain stable,

inverse floaters provide a high rate of return.

the

In the few years

of declining rates prior to early 1994, this would have contributed

to the high

rate

of

return achieved by the OCIP.

When rates

increase, however, the interest return is reduced sharply, causing
a corresponding drop in the market or "liquidation" value of the

note.

The numerous increases in short-term rates throughout 1994 had
a

dramatically negative effect upon rate sensitive structured notes

such as inverse floaters.

Such notes carry limited credit risk;

Orange County's difficulties occurred without a single default by
an

issuer

of

the

structured

notes.
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isolated play

investments were not an

combined

were

apparently

with

interest rates;

on

subject

securities,

to

they

reverse

repurchase agreements at short-term rates, to take long-term rate
This, in turn, produced a portfolio highly sensitive to

positions.

interest rate movements.
As rates increased, the returns on long-term obligations no
longer exceeded the cost of funds used to acquire them and their
as did the market value

market value declined,
floaters.

long-term

Where

obligations

were

used

the

of

securities

as

the decline in market

subject to reverse repurchase agreements,

value required additional commitments of securities

posting

The

agreements.

combined

collateral)

additional

with

the

requests

for

negative

subject

(similar to

reverse

to

withdrawal

interest

inverse

deposited

of

return

repurchase

under

the

funds,

reverse

apparently generated a cash-flow squeeze

repurchase agreements,

which precipitated the Orange County bankruptcy.

3.

The Assets of the OCIP as of December

1.

1994.

As of

November 30, 1994, the Treasurer had received approximately $7.6
billion in deposits from various government agencies within and
outside the County. '^

Participant's
"Commingled
accounts

funds

Bond

The County combined its funds and the other
in

a

Investment

(collectively,

the

"Commingled
Pool,"
"Pools")

and
for

Investment
in

specific

Pool,"

a

investment

investment purposes.^

Additionally, the OCIP had outstanding approximately $12.5 billion
in reverse repurchase agreements to which approximately $14 billion
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in securities were subject, boosting the total securities holdings

to approximately $20 billion.^'

December

On

The OCIP's Losses and The County ^s Bankruptcy.

4.

1,

Orange County publicly disclosed that the OCIP

1994,

had suffered a "paper" loss of approximately $1.5 billion.

December

6,

On

Orange County did not meet a substantial obligation

under reverse repurchase agreements to CS First Boston

("First

and First Boston proceeded to liquidate approximately

Boston"),

$2.6 billion of securities it held subject to reverse repurchase

Reportedly, other firms began to

agreements with Orange County.

sell securities subject to reverse repurchase agreements with the

Later that day. Orange County and the OCIP each filed a

County.

petition for bankruptcy under Chapter
("Chapter 9").^

By Friday,

December

9,

of

9

1994,

the Bankruptcy Code
a

substantial part

of the securities underlying Orange County's reverse repurchase

agreements

were

reported

have

to

been

liquidated

the

by

counterparties ^
.

The bankruptcy of a local government with a substantial amount
and diversity of outstanding municipal bonds presents a host of

important issues.
largest

ever

bankruptcies

The Orange County bankruptcy proceedings are the

commenced
that

have

under
been

Chapter
filed

County.

the

level

of

under

Of

the

Chapter

handful

9,

most

of

have

These previous filings did not

involved small local governments.

begin to approach

9.

complexity presented by Orange

Consequently, many of the provisions of Chapter
A-5

9

have yet

286

to

be

interpreted

and

applied

in

the

context

of

a

large

municipality with a substantial amount of outstanding municipal
Furthermore,

bond debt.^*

the approximately

190

local agencies

invested in the bankrupt OCIP also are, in many instances, issuers
of municipal

bonds.

Consequently,

decisions

in

the bankruptcy

proceeding may affect holders of municipal bonds issued by OCIP

participants."
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APPENDIX A
ENDNOTES
1.

See $278,790,000 County of Orange, California Refunding
Recovery Bonds 1995 Series A Official Statement dated June 13,
1995,

at 17.

2.

See Auditor's March 1995 Report, supra ,

3.

G.

Bruce Knecht "Derivatives Lead To Huge Loss in Public
Fund," Wall St. J.
December 2, 1994, A3. A report entitled
"Valuation of County of Orange Investment Portfolio" released
Orange
County
by
financial advisors after the bankruptcy
filing lists the "Amount Contributed by Fund Investors" as
$7.42 billion as of December 12, 1994.
,

4.

County of Orange, California Office of the Treasurer-Tax
Collector Annual 1993-1994 Summary Financial Statement,
September 26, 1994 ("Treasurer's 1994 Report").

5.

Jessica Crosby, "Fullerton Workers' Savings at Risk; CITIES:
78 Employees Have Deferred Savings in County Fund," Orange
County Reg.
December 22, 1994, at 18.
.

6.

See, e.g.
Cal. Educ. Code § 35010; see also Auditor's March
1995 Report, supra
.

.

7.

County of Orange, Office of the Treasurer-Tax Collector Annual
1992-93 Financial Statement, September 10, 1993 ("Treasurer's
1993 Report")

8.

Cal. Gov't Code § 53684.

9.

Auditor's March 1995 Report; see also H.G. Reza, "Injured
Children's Families Fear Losses in Bond Fiasco," L.A. Times
December 18, 1994, at Al.
.

10.

Auditor's March 199 5 Report; see also United States Bankruptcy
Court Central District of California, Case No. SA 94-22272-JR,
Ex Parte Motion of County of Orange Pursuant to Local
Bankruptcy Rule 113(1) for Emergency Order Authorizing Certain
Payments of Amounts Equal to Interest on Bond Obligations of
County due January 1995; Declaration of Gedale B. Horowitz in
Support Thereof; see also Betsy Bates and Marilyn Kalfus
"Analysis: grim view for schools," Orange County Reg.
December 22, 1994.
.
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11.

See Cal. Gov't Code S 53684 (authorizing county treasurers to
invest funds). On December 5, 1994, Citron resigned as county
treasurer and was temporarily replaced by his deputy, Matthew
R. Raabe.

12.

A "repurchase agreement" provides for the "sale" of securities
(generally government securities) by a dealer to a customer,
with a simultaneous agreement by the customer to "resell" the
securities back to the dealer on a date certain or on demand,
generally not more than one year after the original
"Reverse repurchase agreements" are repurchase
transaction.
agreements initiated by the dealer, where the dealer agrees to
"buy" securities from the customer in exchange for funds and
the customer simultaneously agrees to "buy back" the
securities at a later date certain or on demand by the dealer.

13.

Treasurer's 1993 Report, supra

14.

Id.

15.

See Treasurer's 1993 Report, supra 9, and Treasurer's 1994
Report, n.6 supra
Orange County's investment fund averaged
annual returns of 10 percent annually over the past 15 years.
Sallie Hofmeister, "Many Questions, but Too Late," N.Y. Times
December 6, 1994, at Dl.

.

.

.

16.

This "leveraged borrowing," as press accounts characterize the
Orange County holdings, likely reflects the significant amount
Municipal securities and
of reverse repurchase agreements.
government securities are exempted securities for purposes of
§§ 7 and 11 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and
Regulations G, T, U and X, promulgated thereunder, which
govern extensions of credit to purchase or maintain ownership
The requirement that a customer must deposit
of securities.
a certain amount of cash or eligible securities in his or her
account is known as a "margin" requirement.

The original justifications for controls on margin included
protecting "the margin purchaser by making it impossible for
him to buy securities on too thin a margin." Stock Exchange
Practices, Report of Senate Comm. on Banking & Currency, S.
Rep. No. 1455, 73rd Cong., 2d Sess. 11 (1934).
At that time,
government securities were issued predominantly in the form of
traditional, interest bearing bonds.
Unlike corporate and
municipal issues, government debt posed no credit risk to
investors, allowing the federal government to borrow at a
lower cost than individuals, corporations, or municipalities.
Borrowing by investors to purchase government securities
therefore was not an issue of concern to the drafters of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
More recently, there has been a proliferation of government
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securities which are more complex, and riskier, than the
traditional bonds on which they are based. "These instruments
include mortgage-backed securities and real estate mortgage
("REMICS")
issued or guaranteed by
investment conduits
government agencies or GSEs, zero-coupon instruments such as
registered
interest
[separate
trading
of
and
STRIPS
principal], agency mortgage-backed securities stripped into
interest-only and principal-only pieces, and over-the-counter
Department of the
options on government securities."
Board of
Securities and Exchange Commission,
Treasury,
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Joint Report on the
The ability of
Government Securities Market (January 1992)
GSEs to package pools of mortgages into different REMIC
tranches, for example, has permitted investors to earn rates
of return which were higher than those of the mortgage
securities underlying the REMIC itself, and higher than the
In addition, the strong
rate at which investors can borrow.
demand for high yield instruments issued by well-capitalized
GSEs, combined with the tremendous volume of mortgages GSEs
bought and resold in the secondary mortgage markets, enabled
the GSEs to reduce their borrowing costs through structured
notes designed to meet the specific demands of investors.
.

State and local governments, in particular, invest heavily in
due to their reliance on such
government securities,
H.R. Rep. No. 103-255,
investments as "safe" obligations.
State and local
103rd Cong., 1st Sess., at 32 (1993).
governments therefore may face a disproportionate portion of
the risk posed by these investments, which although perceived
generally to pose no credit risk, may actually pose other
significant risks to the investor.
17.

See Leslie Wayne, "Big County Is Facing Huge Loss," N. Y.
Times December 2, 1994, at Dl; Laura Jereski, "Orange County
December 12,
Fund Losses Put at $2.5 Billion," Wall St. J.
.

.

1994, at A3.
18.

"Inverse floaters" are one of a variety of structured notes.
Others include instruments which return an amount of principle
at maturity that may vary in accordance with other indices.

19.

See Auditor's March 1995 Report, supra

20.

see also Michael A.
See Auditor's March 1995 Report, supra
Hiltzik "Portfolio of 'Safer' Bonds Held Some of the Most
Risky," L.A. Times December 28, 1994, at A3

21.

Press accounts describe the reverse repurchase agreements in
terms of loans collateralized by pledged securities. See
Jereski, supra

.

;

.

.
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22.

The bankruptcy filing by the OCIP was dismissed by order of
the bankruptcy judge on May 22, 1995, by holding that the OCIP
was not eligible for Chapter 9 relief because it was not a
municipality and it had not been specifically authorized to
In re County of Orange, a political
file under Chapter 9.
subdivision of the State of California; Orange County
Investment Pools, an instrumentality of the County of Orange
(Bankr. C. D. Cal. May 22, 1995).

23.

According to the New
W.Y. Times (December 10, 1994) at 39.
York Times, all of the repurchase agreement counterparties,
with the exception of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith
Lufkin
and Donaldson,
securities subject to
December 10, 1994.

24.

&
Jenrette had liquidated their
reverse repurchase agreements by

Based on the County's unaudited financial statements for
approximately
fiscal
year
Orange
County
has
1994,
$1,673,926,358 of outstanding long-term debt in addition to
approximate $1.5 billion County and County-related short-term
notes.
The long-term debt is composed of general obligation
revenue bonds,
bonds, certificates of participation ("COPs")
tax allocation bonds, and assessment district bonds maturing
this summer.
,

25.

Pursuant to a comprehensive settlement agreement approved by
the bankruptcy court, approximately 77% of the initial
investment in the OCIP was returned to OCIP participants. An
additional 13% was made available to certain school districts
and other OCIP participants
from the proceeds of
a
$278,790,000 issue of Recovery Bonds.
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APPENDIX B
MUNICIPAL MARKET INITIATIVES

On March 9,

program

1994,

improve

to

the Commission initiated a broad-ranging

quality

the

of

and

access

securities disclosure in the secondary market by

municipal

to
(i)

issuing its

Interpretive Release interpreting existing disclosure obligations
applicable

municipal

to

securities;'

issuing

(ii)

release

a

proposing rule amendments obligating municipal securities brokers
and

dealers

provide

to

obtain

continuing

requiring

assurances

disclosure;^

disclosure

of

that
and

mark-ups

issuers

agreed

proposing

(iii)

in

have

riskless

to

rule

a

principal

transactions.'

1.

Regulation of the Municipal Securities Markets

.

The

market for municipal securities was largely unregulated at the
federal level until the 1970s.

Exchange

Act

were

enacted

Both the Securities Act and the

with

provisions

containing

broad

exemptions* for municipal securities from their provisions, except
for

the

anti-fraud

provisions.

Municipal

securities

received

special exemptions at that time due not only to considerations of

federal-state comity, but also to the absence of perceived abuses
in the municipal securities markets as compared to the corporate

market.

Furthermore, the typical investors in municipal securities

in the 1930s were institutional investors.
In the past few decades, however, this situation has changed.

292

In

the

1970s,

in

response to abusive practices

dealers

by

in

municipal securities, as well as to the increasing number of retail
investors in this market. Congress established a limited regulatory
scheme for the municipal securities markets.

Amendments

of

197 5^

provisions

included

The Securities Acts
the

for

mandatory

registration cf municipal securities brokers and dealers and the
creation of the MSRB.

2.

Rule

15C2-12

.

In

acting

1989,

in

response

to

consistently slow dissemination of information in connection with
municipal securities offerings, the Commission adopted Exchange Act
Rule 15c2-12,* which requires dealers to obtain and review issuers'

official statements prior to selling bonds, and to provide official

statements to customers and potential customers.

Specifically,

prior to recent amendments discussed below. Rule 15c2-12 required
an underwriter of municipal securities

(i)

to obtain and review an

issuer's official statement that, except for certain information,
is "deemed final" by an issuer, prior to making a purchase, offer,

or

sale of municipal

securities;

in

(ii)

negotiated sales,

to

provide the issuer's most recent preliminary official statement (if
one exists) to potential customers; (iii) to deliver to customers,

upon

request,

copies

of

the

final

official

statement

for

a

specified period of time; and (iv) to contract to receive, within
a

specified time, sufficient copies of the issuer's final official

statement to comply with the rule's delivery requirement, and the

requirements of MSRB rules.
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At the time of the proposal and adoption of Rule 15c2-12, the

Commission

also

issued

interpretation

an

concerning

the

due

diligence obligations of underwriters of municipal securities.'
Underwriters, of course, play an integral role in the distribution
of information.

In its interpretation, the Commission emphasized

that underwriters of municipal securities have an obligation to
have a reasonable basis for recommending municipal securities, and
in

fulfilling

that

obligation,

review the

to

accuracy

of

the

offering statements with which they are associated.'

3.

The Staff Report on the Municipal Securities Markets

.

In 1993, the Commission's Division of Market Regulation conducted
a

comprehensive review of the municipal securities markets.

findings,

published

in the

September

Staff

1993

Municipal Securities Market ("Staff Report")

,"

Its

Report on the

underscored the need

for improved disclosure practices in both the primary and secondary

municipal securities markets,

notwithstanding voluntary industry

initiatives to improve disclosure.

In response to Chairman Arthur

Levitt's request for a recommended "market-participant sponsored
solution" regarding these disclosure issues, participants in the

municipal securities industry have worked with the Commission every
step of the way toward the important goal of enhancing investor

protection through improved municipal securities disclosure.

<•

The interpretive Release

.

The Interpretive Release,

published in March 1994, provided the municipal securities markets
B-3
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with an overview of existing disclosure obligations
participants
securities

under

laws

the

anti-fraud

provisions

municipal market disclosure.

market
federal

the

of

connection with both primary and

in

of

secondary

The Interpretive Release was intended

to encourage the ongoing efforts of market participants to improve

disclosure

and

practices,

participants

ia

provided

guidance

assist

to

market

meeting their obligations under the anti-fraud

As the starting point for its review of existing law,

provisions.

the Interpretive Release noted that the disclosure documents used
by municipal issuers in primary offerings of municipal securities,

such as official statements, are subject to the prohibition against
false or misleading statements of material facts,

including the

omission of material facts necessary to make the statements made,
in

light

of

misleading.

the

circumstances

While

disclosure practices
initiatives,

acknowledging
in

which

in

they

are

significant

made,

improvement

not
in

recent years as a result of voluntary

the Commission identified several areas of primary

market disclosure that needed increased attention.
The Interpretive Release stated that municipal issuers must

give greater consideration to disclosure issues arising from their

activities as end-users of derivative products.'"

When either the

issuer or the revenues securing an issue of municipal securities is

exposed

to

investment

related

market

risks,

the

disclosure

documents need to discuss the market risks of such exposure, the

strategies used to alter such risks,

market

risk

and

credit

risk

and the exposure to both

resulting
B-4
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strategies."

With

respect

accounting

to

disclosure,

the

Interpretive

Release pointed out that sound financial statements are critical to
the integrity of the primary and secondary markets for municipal
securities,

just

Interpretive

they

as

are

encouraged

Release

corporate

for

the

use

securities.

audited

of

The

financial

statements and an explanation of accounting principles followed in
the preparation of financial statements,

prepared

in

with

accordance

principles ("GAAP") ."

unless statements were

generally

accepted

accounting

In order to avoid providing investors with

an outdated, and therefore potentially misleading, picture of the

financial

issuer's

condition

and

results

of

operations,

the

Interpretive Release indicated that audited financial statements
should be available as soon as practicable."

Tl^e

Interpretive

Release also stated that unaudited financial statements for the
most recent fiscal year and other current financial information
should

be

provided

in

the

interim prior

to

completion

of

the

audit.'"

In

addition,

the

Interpretive

Release

pointed

out

that

narrative explanations of data may be necessary where a numerical

presentation alone is not sufficient to permit an investor to judge
the financial and operating condition of the issuer or obligor."

Moreover, issuers must assess whether the probable future impact of

currently known facts mandates disclosure.

Disclosure of such

currently known conditions and their future impact is critical to
informed decision-making.
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The Interpretive Release also addressed questions of conflicts
of

and

interest,

noted

about

information

that

financial

and

business relationships and arrangements among the parties involved
in the

securities may be critical to an

issuance of municipal

evaluation

of

an

concerning

information

Failure

offering."'

such

to

relationships,

disclose

material

arrangements,

or

practices may render misleading statements made in connection with
the

process,

offering

statements

including

the

in

official

statement about the use of proceeds, undervnriters' compensation,
and other expenses of the offering."

The Interpretive Release reminded issuers of the application
of the anti-fraud provisions of the

statements
municipal

to

the

issuers'

federal securities laws to

and

emphasized

the

importance

of

establishing

practices

and

procedures

to

market,

disclose material information subsequent to the initial offering on
a timely and continuous basis,

as a way of minimizing the risk of

misleading investors with incomplete or outdated information that
is otherwise made available by the municipal issuer.

to

periodic

secondary

information,

market

base

to

assure

their

that

investment

In addition

participants
decisions

on

in

the

current

information, the Interpretive Release called for timely disclosure
of

events that materially

reflect

on

the

credit-worthiness of

municipal securities issuers and obligors and the terms of their
securities, including principal and interest payment delinc(uencies,
as

well

as

nonpayment

related

defaults;

unscheduled

draws

on

reserves or credit enhancements; matters affecting collateral; and
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rating changes.

Amendments

5.

Rule

to

15c2-12

Concurrent with the

.

publication of the Interpretive Release, the Commission published
a release that

15C2-12,'*

requested comment on proposed amendments to Rule

designed

to

enhance

the

quality,

timing,

and

dissemination of disclosure in the municipal securities markets by
placing certain requirements on brokers,
securities dealers.

On November 10,

dealers,

and municipal

1994, the Commission adopted

these amendments in final form," with modifications that had their

origin

in

extensive

cooperation

from

industry

groups,

and

the

thoughts and suggestions contained in over 390 comment letters,'"
amendments

The

generally

have

reinforce

provided

good

current

quality

market

practices

official

extend those practices to the secondary market.

statements,

that
and

Specifically, the

amendments require underwriters to reasonably determine that an
issuer

or

obligor

has

undertaken

to

provide

annual

financial

information; audited financial statements, when and if available;

notices of eleven specified events,

if material;

and notice of a

failure to provide annual financial information, with respect to

those persons who are committed by contract or other arrangement to

support

payment

of

all

or

a

part

of

the

obligations

on

the

municipal securities, and for whom financial or operating data is

presented in the final official statement.

Underwriters will be required to reasonably determine that the

undertakings specify the identity of each person for which annual
B-7
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information

financial

and

notices

material

of

events

will

be

(either by name or by the objective criteria used to

provided

select such person)

,

as well as the type of financial information

and operating data to be provided as part of the annual financial
the

information;

preparation of

accounting

financial

principles

statements,

to

used

be

including whether

in

the

audited

financial statements will be provided; the date on which annual
financial information for the previous year will be provided; and
to whom it will be provided.

The amendments rely on the parties to an initial offering of
securities

municipal
ongoing

secondary
to

material

an

establish

to

market

which
and

disclosure,

understanding of the

parties
what

will

provide

information

is

securities being offered.

Under the amendments, the financial information and operating data
in

the

final

financial

official

statement

will

determine

the

type

of

information and operating data to be provided on an

ongoing basis pursuant to the undertedcings, and the persons about

which that data will relate.

This approach is designed to provide

meaningful secondary market disclosure under standards that are
flexible, yet enforceable.

The approach is consistent with that

traditionally followed by the Commission with respect to official
statement disclosure, which relies on market discipline and general

anti-fraud considerations to ensure that disclosure provided is
meaningful
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Information Repositories

6.

15C2-12

as

originally adopted,

.

Under provisions of Rule

underwriters must deliver final

official statements to potential customers for a 90-day period
after the close of the underwriting period.

day delivery obligation

shortened

is

to

The underwriters' 90

days

25

the

if

final

official statement can be obtained from a Nationally Recognized

Municipal Securities Information Repository ("NRMSIR")

.

Therefore,

prior to the recent amendments to Rule 15c2-12, NRMSIRs essentially

served the

function of disseminators of official statements on

behalf of underwriters.

Under Rule 15c2-12 as originally adopted,

three private vendors were designated by the Commission as NRMSIRs
through no-action letters.

These three NRMSIRs were the American

Banker-Bond Buyer, the J.J. Kenny Company, and Bloomberg, L.P.
As a result of the amendments to Rule 15c2-12, NRMSIRs will

play an

expanded

role

secondary market

in

the

collection

information.

Under

the

and

dissemination

amendments,

of

issuers'

disclosure undertakings call for annual financial information to be

provided to each NRMSIR and the appropriate
depository

("SID")

,

if

any.

In

addition,

state

information

notices of material

events, including notices of a failure to provide annual financial

information, will be provided to each NRMSIR or the MSRB, and to

the appropriate SID.

Therefore, in addition to the collection and

dissemination of final official statements, NRMSIRs will collect
and

disseminate

material events.

annual

financial

information

and

notices

of

The Commission determined that the three existing

NRMSIRs should reapply to the Commission for recognition, taking
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the expanded information collection and dissemination requirements

These

into account, in order to continue to function as NRMSIRs.

vendors received no-action

letters

under the new standards on June 23,
vendors.

Disclosure

Inc.

recognizing them as NRMSIRs
1995.

Moody's

and

Two new information

Investors

Services,

also

Although

received no-action letters recognizing them as NRMSIRs.

they are not required to do so under Rule 15c2-12, in addition to

disseminating

accepting

and

financial

information,

and

final

annual

statements,

official

notices of material

NRMSIRs

events,

provide other current market information about municipal issuers to
the primary and secondary municipal markets.^'

also

Interest

has

been

expressed

by

states

private

and

entities within states in being designated as SIDs.

Under the

amendments, a SID would be a depository operated or designated by

issuers within the

the state that receives information from all

state, and makes this information available promptly to the public

(including NRMSIRs) on a contemporaneous basis.
of informal inquiries,

considering

the

Based on a number

it appears that many states are seriously

possibility

of

establishing

state

based

depositories."

7.

Secondary MarXet Transactions

.

The amendments also

prohibit brokers, dealers, and municipal securities dealers from
recommending the purchase or sale of municipal securities to which
the underwriting prohibition applied unless they have

in

place

procedures that provide reasonable assurance that they will receive
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promptly any notices of material events regarding these securities.
For

example,

dealer

a

rely

could

on

vendor

a

system

that

electronically reported all material events to the dealer when they
occurred,

to

persons

specific

receipt

available

made

were

reports

these

if

responsible for the recommendations.

obligations

amendments

the

Although

with

respect

to

only

create

material

event

notices,

annual

financial information disseminated into the marketplace must be
into

taken

account

by

dealers

making

in

recommendations

to

investors in order to meet their obligations under MSRB rules G-17,
G-19, and G-30, and their existing obligation to have a reasonable

basis on which to recommend securities to investors."

Material

event notices are the type of information required to be disclosed
to a customer pursuant to MSRB rule G-17.^*

8.

Exemptions

.

The amendments provide an exemption that

reflects the concerns of small and infrequent issuers of municipal
securities.

neither the

If

obligated with

respect

to

issuer nor any obligated person is

more

than

$10

million

in

municipal

securities outstanding following an offering, the offering will be
exempt from the amendments on the condition that an

obligated

person

makes

a

limited

undertaking

to

issuer or

provide

upon

request, or annually to a SID, at least the financial information
or operating data that is customarily prepared, and made publicly

available.

In addition, the undertaking must meet the amendment's

requirement regarding notices of material events.
B-11
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commenter

the

on

proposed

amendments,"

in

71%

1993,

the

of

approximately 52,000 municipal issuers had under $10,000,000 in
Because over

outstanding municipal securities.
issuances

1993

in

under

were

the

$l

million

2

0% of the total

principal

threshold for application of the rule generally,
percentage

of

would

offerings

totally

remain

a

amount

significant

exempt

from

the

amendments.-*

The pre-existing exemptions for offerings that are limited
placements,

short-term

features remain.

securities,

securities

and

with

demand

The amendments add an exemption from the annual

information requirement for offerings of securities with maturities
of less than 18 months.

Effective Dates

9.

over

a

short

period

of

The amendments are being phased in

.

time

allow

to

municipal

underwriters the time to put necessary procedures
comply with the new rules.

issuers
in

and

place

to

requirement that underwriters

The

reasonably determine that an issuer or obligor has undertaken to
provide disclosure went into effect on July

undertaking

conditions

of

the

small

3,

issuer

1995.

The limited

exemption

effective for offerings commencing on or after January
The requirement that brokers,

dealers,

will
1,

be

1996.

and municipal securities

dealers have procedures in place that provide reasonable assurance
that they will receive promptly any notices of material events

regarding the securities they recommend for purchase or sale also
will go into effect on January

1,

1996.

B-12
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APPEMDIX B
ENDNOTES
1.

Statement of the Coimnission Regarding Disclosure Obligations
Securities Act
of Municipal Securities Issuers and Others
Release No. 7049 (March 9, 1994), 59 FR 12748.
.

2.

Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 34961 (Nov. 10, 1994), 59 FR
59590.

3.

Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 34962 (Nov. 10, 1994), at 59
FR 59611. At the same time that the Commission approved the
amendments to rule 15c2-12, as discussed below, it determined
to postpone the adoption of the proposal to require
confirmation disclosure of mark-ups and mark-dovms in riskless
principal transactions.
This decision was based in part on
the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board ("MSRB") and the
Public Securities Association ("PSA") commitment to sponsor
initiatives to improve price transparency in the municipal
securities markets.
On November 9, 1994, the Commission
approved an MSRB initiative to improve price transparency
that, once fully implemented, will make public reports of
prices for all retail transactions in municipal securities on
a same-day basis or sooner.
In a related effort, the PSA has
contracted with two information vendors to use the data
supplied by the MSRB daily report to create two new services.
Bloomberg, L.P. has contracted with the PSA to provide a
generic yield scale of representative prices to be published
in newspapers and other print media.
Since May, 1995, J.J.
Kenny\S&P has operated an 800 telephone number service that
will report both contemporary and historical municipal
securities transaction data.

4.

See Securities Act of 1933 Section 3(a)(2), 15 U.S.C. §
77c (a) (2) (exemption from registration requirements and civil
liability provisions of the Securities Act) ; Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 Section 3(a) (12), 15 U.S.C. § 78c(a) (12)
(defining
exempted
securities
to
include
municipal
securities)

5.

Pub. L. No. 94-29, 89 Stat. 131 (1975).
The 1975 Amendments
did not create a regulatory regime for municipal issuers or
impose any new requirements on municipal issuers.
Indeed,
Section 15B of the Exchange Act expressly limited the
Commission's and the MSRB's ability to establish municipal
issuer disclosure requirements.
Section 15B(d) (1) of the
Exchange Act prohibits the Commission and the MSRB from
requiring municipal securities issuers, either directly or
indirectly, to file any application, report, or document with
the Commission or the MSRB prior to any sale by the issuer.
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This section does not, by its terms, preclude the Commission
from promulgating disclosure standards in municipal offerings,
although there is no express statutory authority contained in
the Exchange Act over disclosure by municipal issuers.
Section 15B(d)(2) of the Exchange Act prohibits the MSRB,
either directly or indirectly, from requiring issuers to
furnish investors or the MSRB with any "report, document, or
information" not generally available from a source other than
the issuer. This section was intended to make clear that the
legislation was not designed to subject states, cities,
any other municipal
authorities,
to any
counties,
or
disclosure requirements that might be devised by the MSRB.
as
the
"Tower
sections are
collectively known
These
Division of Market Regulation, Securities and
Amendment."
Exchange Commission, Staff Report on the Municipal Securities
supra at Appendix A.
Market (Sept. 1993)
,

6.

17 CFR § 240.15C2-12. See Securities Exchange Act Rel. No.
("1988 Release");
(Sept.
53
FR 37778
26100
22,
1988),
Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 26985 (June 28, 1989), 54 FR
Rule 15c2-12 also contains specific
28799 ("1989 Release")
exemptions for three types of municipal securities offerings.
.

7.

See 1988 Release at 53 FR 37787; 1989 Release at 54 FR 28811.

8.

Id.
Soon after * the Commission's adoption of Rule 15c2-12,
the MSRB adopted MSRB rule G-36, which requires brokers,
dealers
dealers,
and
municipal
securities
acting
as
underwriters in primary offerings of municipal securities to
send copies of the issuer's final official statement to the
MSRB.
The MSRB also developed its Municipal Securities
Information Library ("MSIL") system, which currently collects
information and disseninates it to market participants and
information vendors.

9.

Securities and Exchange
Division of Market Regulation,
^Commission, Staff Report on the Municipal Securities Market
JSept. 1993).

10.

Interpretive Release at 59 FR 12751-52.

11.

Id.

12.

at 59 FR 12752.
The Interpretive Release noted that 46
states required, or are in the process of establishing a
requirement, that the state's government financial statements
be presented in accordance with GAAP.
State Comptrollers:
Technical Activities and Functions (1992 Edition).

13.

The Interpretive Release noted that an appropriate period
appeared to be within six months of the close of the fiscal
year, based upon the Commission's understanding of prevailing

Id.
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practice.
However,
many commenters responding to the
solicitation of comments on the companion rulemaking discussed
below took the position that for many municipal issuers, it
was not reasonable to require that they obtain audited
financial statements within six months.
14.

Interpretive Release at 59 FR 12753.

15.

Id.

16.

Id. at 59 FR 12751.

17.

Id.

18.

Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 33742 (March

9,

1994), 59 FR

12759.
19.

Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 34961 (Nov. 10, 1994), 59 FR
59590.

20.

These comment letters represented the comments of over 475
groups and individuals. The comment letters and a summary of
the comment letters prepared by Commission staff are contained
in Public File No. S7-5-94. See also Public File No. S7-4-94.

21.

NRNSIRs are not the only source of information in the
municipal market. The MSRB's MSIL system currently collects
information and disseminates it to market participants and
information vendors. As noted in endnote 8 above, MSRB rule
G-36 requires brokers, dealers, and municipal securities
dealers acting as underwriters in primary offerings of
municipal securities to send copies of the issuer's final
official statement to the MSRB.
The Official Statement and
Advance Refunding Document-Paper Submission System ("OS/ARD")
of the MSIL collects and makes available on magnetic tape and
on paper official statements and advanced refunding notices.
Securities Exchange Act Release No. 29298 (June 13, 1991), 56
FR 28194.
As a part of the MSIL system, the MSRB commenced
operation of its Continuing Disclosure Information ("CDI")
pilot system in January, 1993.
The CDI system is a central
repository for voluntarily submitted continuing disclosure
documents relating to outstanding municipal securities issues.
Securities Exchange Act Release No. 30556 (April 6, 1992), 57
FR 12534. Neither the MSIL, 1 OS/ARD system nor the CDI system
is recognized as a NRMSIR; the Commission has previously
stated that it would consider the competitive implications of
a MSRB request for NRMSIR recognition.
See Securities
Exchange Act Release No. 28081 (June 1, 1990), 55 FR 23333,
23337 n.26.
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22.

See Letter from Elizabeth MacGregor, Branch Chief, Division of
Market Regulation, Securities and Exchange Commission, to Ann
V. Butterworth, Director of Bond Finance, State of Tennessee
(March 2, 1995); Letter from Robert Colby, Deputy Director,
Division of Market Regulation, Securities and Exchange
Commission, to Frieda K. Wallison, Esq., Jones, Day, Reavis &
Pogue (July 7, 1995).

23.

MSRB rule G-17 requires dealers to disclose material facts of
a transaction to the customer, MSRB rule G-19 requires dealers
to ensure that any transaction recommended to the customer is
requires
suitable for that customer, and MSRB rule G-3
for
customer
dealers to ensure that the prices set
transactions are fair and reasonable.

24.

See MSRB Manual (CCH) ? 3581.30 (interpreting MSRB rule G-17
to require that a dealer disclose, at or prior to sale, all
material facts concerning a transaction, including a complete
description of the security). See also 1988 Release at n.50
and accompanying text.

25.

See Comment Letter of the Bond Buyer (July 14, 1994).

26.

Id.
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Summary

of Major Points

The Board's rulemaking authority extends only to securities dealers and only to their municipal
securities activities. The main focus of the Board and its rules is the protection of municipal
securities investors. The Board does not have authority to write rules governing the activities of
municipalities, either in their capacity as issuers of municipal securities or as investors in
securities.

The Board has taken a nimiber of initiatives to

MSIL

market, including creation of the

increase disclosure in the municipal securities

system as a central repository of official statements. In

addition, since January 1993, the Continuing Disclosure Information

System has offered

issuers

and trustees a means of voluntarily disseminating short, time-sensitive, continuing disclosure
notices to the market and the public. Moreover, the Board's Transaction Reporting Program,

which began operation

in

January 1995, provides the public, for the

first

time, with daily

information about certain municipal securities transactions, and will provide enforcement
agencies with a database of all trades for their surveillance activities.

~ bonds secured by the full faith and credit of an issuer with taxing
power - have been considered to be the most secure of all municipal issues because
governments have the power to levy taxes to meet payments of principal and interest. The rate
of default of general obligation bonds has been exceptionally low. General obligation bonds are
desired by investors who seek to minimize risk and the secure nature of these bonds also lowers

General obligation bonds

the interest cost for the issuer.

When

amount of outstanding general obligation debt are faced with
most have taken steps to stave ofiF default in order to avoid the stigma of

municipalities with a large

financial difficulties,

default and bankruptcy and to allow access to the capital markets at a reasonable cost in the
future.

These municipalities are often assisted by the

state to

avoid any interruption of debt

service payments.

It is

too early to

change

in

tell if

Orange County

is

an isolated incident or the beginning of a ftmdamental

how municipalities view their commitment to

Orange County defaults without
to default in the fiiture.

If,

after

general obligation bondholders. If

lasting adverse consequences, other issuers

monitoring the situation,

it

may be more

appears that Orange County

is

likely

not an

and the principles behind general obligation bonds or investor perception of
the safety and liquidity of such securities has changed, the Board would take steps to require
additional dealer disclosure to inform investors of these changes. As a result, the suitability of
isolated instance,

investment in such securities, and their price, would be affected.

The

current uncertainty regarding the intentions of Orange County has had a negative effect on

the market.

A rapid resolution through a credible plan of action will not only resolve the

bankruptcy issues and restore credibility to Orange County, but will
large

and important market.

instill

confidence in this
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Testimony of Christopher A. Taylor
Executive Director of the

Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board
Before the

Subcommittee on Capital Markets,
and Government Sponsored Enterprises

Securities,

July 26, 1995

Chairman Baker and Members of the Subcommittee:

As Executive

Director of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board,

I

appreciate the

opportimity to testify before the Subcommittee concerning the municipal securities market.

Background

On The MSRB

The MSRB's rulemaking
municipal securities

activities.

authority extends only to securities dealers and only to their

The main focus of the

MSRB and its rules is the protection of

municipal securities investors. The Board does not have authority to write rules governing the
activities

of municipalities, either

investors in securities.

however,

is

So

in their capacity as issuers

too, the

Board has no role

of municipal

in municipal bankruptcies.

very concerned about the Orange County situation and

securities market.

securities or as

its

The Board,

impact on the municipal

310
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Since 1987, the Board has
participants with

made

significant progress

more information regarding

the description and value

and more information about the issuers of those

The
issue

official statement for

and the

for a central,

that

a

new

on systems

for providing market

of municipal

securities,

securities.

issue contains the issuer's disclosure of the terms of the

issuer's fmancial condition at issuance.

The Board concluded

that there

was a need

comprehensive collection of official statements for municipal securities issues so

any interested person could obtain complete information about the features of municipal

securities. In 1990, the

Board adopted

rules requiring underwriters to provide copies of official

statements to the Board. The Board's Municipal Securities Information Library t** ("MSILT"^")

System serves as a

central repository for these official statements,

market and the public

more than 60,000

While
the

in

both electronic and paper form. Currently, the

Board concluded

contains

that

understanding an issue of municipal securities,

ongoing information about municipal securities and municipal

securities issuers also is vitally important to the long-term health

their

MSIL System

to the

official statements.

official statements are important to

From a regulatory

making them available

and

liquidity

of the market.

perspective, such information plays a critical role in helping dealers

fulfill

customer protection responsibilities in the secondary market. If issuers do not publicly

disclose material developments affecting their securities after issuance, then dealers cannot

inform their customers of such information or make the necessary
pricing decisions.

suitability determinations

and
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In Older to facilitate the flow of communications from issuers to the market, in 1990, the

Board

filed

System
issuers

a plan with the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") to expand the

to accept certain types

and

trustees. After

MSIL

of continuing disclosure information voluntarily provided by

SEC

approval of this plan in 1992, the Board's Continuing Disclosure

Information System ("CDI System") began operation. Since January 1993, this system has
offered issuers and trustees a

means of voluntarily disseminating

short, time-sensitive, continuing

disclosure notices to the market and the public.

Recent amendments to
use of the

CDI

SEC

Rule lSc2-12 have provided an opportunity for expanded

System. The amendments to Rule

from underwriting an issuance of municipal

1

5c2-12,

among

securities without

other things, prohibit dealers

having reasonably determined that

an issuer has undertaken to provide annual financial information and notices of specified material
events.

Such material events are precisely

the type of information that the Board's

CDI System

is

designed to accept and disseminate. The amendments effectively require issuers to provide such
disclosures either to the

the

SEC. The Board

CDI System

recently revised

or to each of a

its

CDI System

and allow for more and longer disclosure notices

Because the new amendments have been
as to the level

market.

Even

number of other repositories designated by

to

to facilitate use

of the System by issuers

be disseminated.

in effect

only for a few weeks, questions remain

of issuer compliance and the efficiency of information dissemination
so,

we

believe these

new

to the

requirements will greatly improve the amount and

timeliness of information available to the municipal securities market and the general public.
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The Board looks forward

commends

the

SEC on

to greatly increased use

its

efforts to

of the System in the years ahead. The Board

improve issuer disclosure in

this nuirket

and supports the

SEC's amendments.

In an additional step to increase disclosure to market participants, in

to undertake a Transaction Reporting

announced plans

Program

to collect

1

993 the Board

and publish

information on municipal securities transactions. The Board has been publicly reporting
transaction information for certain interdealer trades in municipal securities since January 1995

and plans

expand the program

to

to capture institutional

them closer to the time of trade. The Board believes
benefits to the municipal market, including

and

fair

information that

Program

is

a

dealing with customers.

is

first

that the

retail

customer trades and report

program

will provide substantial

more accurate valuation of individual

enhanced surveillance of the municipal market,
pricing,

and

particularly in the areas

The goal

is

to collect

securities,

and

of sales practices,

and make available transaction

both comprehensive and contemporaneous. The Transaction Reporting

step toward providing transparency to

all

market participants and toward

creating a comprehensive surveillance database of actual transaction data for use by the agencies

responsible for enforcing Board rules.

General Obligation Bonds

In the United States, there are approximately 80,000 state and local governments, about

50,000 of which have issued municipal

securities.

The market

is

unique

among the

world's

3JL3
/
/

,'-5-

major

ci4)ital

markets because the number of issuers

encompasses so many borrowers. Issuers iqelude
and school

is

so large

~ no

states, counties, special districts, cities,

Total mimicipal debt^outstanding through the

districts.

other direct capital market

first

quarter of 1995

towns,

is

/

approximately $ 1 .2

Municipal securities are issued to finance capital projects such as

trillion.

transportation, education, hospital, housing, public power,

issuance has

become an important management tool

in arranging finances

many

municipalities, allowing flexibility

and meeting annual budget considerations.

General obligation bonds
taxing power

for

and water and sewer systems. Debt

— bonds secured by the full

faith

and

credit

of an issuer with

~ have been considered to be the most secure of all mimicipal issues because

governments have the power

to levy taxes to

and credit has been interpreted

to

meet payments of principal and

mean that the

interest.

issuer will use all available taxes

Full faith

and other

revenue sources to the extent necessary to raise the funds needed to repay the principal and
interest

on the bonds when they become due. General obligation bonds usually

full faith

from ad

In

some

states, mimicipalities

and

credit

of the municipality and are not allowed to finance projects

valorem property taxes.
secured by the

may only

are paid

issue general obligation bonds

with other types of bonds.

The

quality of general obligation bonds

is

based on constitutional, statutory, or charter

provisions which assure that sufficient taxes will be collected to pay debt service

For example,

state

law may require

that principal

and

interest

payable during the

on the bonds.
fiscal

year shall

be a mandated part of the budget or that debt service shall be paid before operating expenses.

814
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may

There

also be procedures to require the segregation of tax receipts for debt service

from

funds available for general purposes to assure that there can be no appropriation for any purpose
other than the repayment of the bonds.

Historically, the default rate for general obligation

bonds desired by investors who seek

Not only

are these

principal

backed by the

full faith

to

bonds has been exceptionally low.
minimize

risk

and credit of the taxing power of the

through the safety of

issuer, but the secure

nature of the bonds also lowers the interest cost for the issuer.

Issuers Facing Financial DifTiculties

When municipalities
with fmancial

difficulties,

with a large amount of outstanding general obligation debt are faced

most have taken steps

to stave off default in order to avoid the stigma

of default and bankruptcy and to allow access to the
future.

capital

markets

at a

reasonable cost in the

Recognizing the importance of their obligation to bondholders, these municipalities are

often assisted by the state to avoid any interruption of debt service pa>'ments. In such situations,

states

have played a key role

payments are made. Indeed,

in the oversight

and segregation of revenues to ensure

that all debt

state-created agencies have allowed troubled municipalities to

work

out their financial problems under state supervision while assuring bondholders that they wall be

paid any amounts

owed

For example,

to them.

in 1975,

New York City was unable to meet its short term obligations and

315
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was unable

to

market

Corporation, which

restrictions

on the

its

debt.

The

was designed

state created

to

a financing authority, the Municipal Assistance.

have a dedicated source of revenue. The

city to attain fiscal discipline

and recover

state also

credibility.

In addition, the City of Philadelphia faced severe financial problems in 1991

large long-term operating deficit,

and short-term notes about

to

money and impose

.

With a

mature which the market

indicated could not be refinanced, the city faced the prospect of declaring default.

stepped in to create an authority to raise

imposed

fiscal restraints.

The

state

New sales and use

taxes and a form of income tax were also imposed.

Board

Interest In

Orange County

The Board has been viewing
tell if

Orange County

is

the events in Orange County with interest.

too early to

an isolated incident or the begiiming of a fiindamental change in

municipalities view their

commitment

issuers in difficult financial situations

outcome of Orange County.
other issuers

It is

may be more

to general obligation bondholders.

may

If Orange

determine their

A number of other

own courses of action based on the

County defaults without

lasting adverse consequences,

likely to default in the fiiture. Investors then

the market, and the market for

how

new issue and outstanding general

may

lose confidence in

obligation bonds will suffer.

Indeed, other issuers in California have already incurred negative effects from the actions

of Orange County.

It

was

recently reported that several counties in California have had difficulty

316
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selling notes this

particular,

siunmer and have had

pay higher

to

interest rates to generate sales. In

one recent offering of short-term notes (which went on the market the day

Orange County residents defeated the tax increase) could not be sold without the
enhancement

credit

in the

form of a

letter

of credit. These

lack of confidence in California issuers in the

difficulties

Jifter

issuer obtaining

have been attributed to a

wake of Orange County's actions with

respect to

its

general obligation debt.

If,

instance,

and

after

monitoring the situation,

it

jq)pears that

is

not an isolated

and the principles behind general obligation bonds or investor perception of the safety

liquidity

of such

securities has changed, the

Board would take steps to require additional

dealer disclosure to inform investors of these changes.

in

Orange County

As a

result, the suitability

of investment

such securities, and their price, would be affected.

The

current imcertainty regarding the intentions of Orange

on the market.

effect

County has had a negative

A rapid resolution through a credible plan of action will not only resolve

the bankruptcy issues and restore credibility to Orange Coimty, but will

large

and important market.

instill

confidence in this
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Chairman Baker, Members of the Committee, good afternoon.

I

am

Daniel Heimowitz, Director of the Public Finance Department of

Investors Service.

I

would

like to

me

atopic of great significance to

Moody's
on bonds

is

thank the Committee for inviting

professionally and to the industry in

a publisher of rating opinions.

since 1909 and

now

municipal issuers.

A rating

expression of an

opinion

is

me

which

Moody's has been

Moody's

to speak today on
I

work.

publishing opinions

maintains 56,000 ratings on the debt obligations of 22,000

not a prediction of an outcome in a particular case.

about the relative likelihood

It is

the

of different possible future

outcomes.

With regard to Orange County, Moody's issued
County's

securities,

rating opinions

We

having rated the County's debt since 1938

follow the Orange County situation closely since the

December

6,

comments updating

the market

on the

and have issued numerous
they have unfolded.

credit

(Moody's comments and press

County and an explanation of Moody's bond
Committee.)

releases

ratings

on a range of the
have continued to

1994 bankruptcy
status

on the events

have been

filing

of events as
in

Orange

provided to the
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-After the Federal Government's
default-free

of publicly offered bonds

issuers large

generally

and small

sound,

own- securities, Alunicipal Bonds are the most

The low

cost and relative ease

reflects that strong track record.

with

adherence to

good management

maintaining creditworthiness even under fiscal pressures.

of market access for

Municipal issuer practices are

and

practices

attention

to

Defaults on debts issued by

established municipalities and paid out of general municipal resources are extremely rare.

Consequently, prior events offer limited precedent, making

it

to predict the

difficult

ultimate market impact of the Orange County events.

The

three areas that

1

.

I

would

like to discuss

today relating to Orange County

Orange County's investment practices and the

level

are:

of the County's

investment losses;
2

Orange County's decision
difficulties in

3.

points,

its

to

file

for bankruptcy

fmancial

crisis,

and

its

subsequent

and

Orange County's actions and inactions with respect to repaying

own

These

addressing

in

debt, including

turn,

its

threat

its

of debt invalidation.

address issues raised by the Committee, including the

likelihood that other municipalities

may

follow Orange County's lead, and whether the

events surrounding Orange County's collapse will alter beliefs or practices fundamental to
the municipal marketplace.
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Orange County's Investment

I.

Practices

and the Level of Orange County's

Investment Losses
In rating general obligation
similar to the debt issued
historical

burden,

bonds and other debt paid from general resources,

by Orange County, Moody's weighs and

evidence regarding a municipality's economy,

fiscal

issuers in a

management and administrative

number of forms, including

bonds and the audited

While

skill.

Moody's,

along

management, the State of

with

is

debt

provided by

accompany municipal

by professionals retained by municipal

market

other

California, the almost

on current and

performance,

This information

the Official Statements that

financial statements prepared

relies

financial

200

participants,

County's

the

governments investing

local

own
in the

County's Pool, and the SEC, among others, was aware of the above-market rate of
earnings reported by the Orange County Pool over an extended period of time,

shocked by the unprecedented magnitude of the Orange County investment

we were

loss.

The

County's debt was not directly linked to the investment practices of the Pool, rather, the
County's debt was secured by the County's general resources.

Orange County

is

one of the wealthiest counties

in

In assessing the

the nation.

County's general resources, Moody's focused on the strong and diverse economic base of
the County as an indication of the County's general economic wherewithal and ability to

repay debt obligations.
levels

Prior to the events of late 1994,

of debt and a history of sound

fiscal

management

operating reserves that had accumulated over time.

Messrs. Citron and Raabe, presented
positive credit factors that supported

it,

It

Orange County had moderate
that

was

reflected in

was viewed, and

its

These were

as a sophisticated investor.

Moody's

ratings,

which were

growing

representatives,

in the

A to Aa

all

range.

With regard to the Orange County Investment Pool, the County was acting as a
fiduciary, investing

on behalf of other

follow "prudent person" investment

local

governments, and therefore,

rules.

it

was required

to

The Orange County Investment Pool was

audited every year by the County's auditors, and a review of the Pool's investment
practices and guidelines

statements.

Pool

was

In addition, the

regularly included in the footnotes to the County's financial

County

publicly reported the average annual earnings of the

There had been no history of the Pool's ever having to liquidate securities to meet

the needs of any of its participating entities.

The County

also asserted that

its

Investment
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-Pool had more-than ample
sell securities

and

Official

liquidity to

meet -its-obligations and

and realize losses to meet such liquidity needs.

not.have to

that-it -Avould

The

of regular audits

fact

Statement disclosures showing solid results over the course of many years

pointed to favorable management.

Given these
practices were, or
local

factors, nothing led us to believe that

would

be, a threat to

governments investing

in

governments and municipalities
been

— without
some

dealers,

investment losses.

Much more

Pool.

risk

up and made payments on

that they stepped

No

recently,

the mid-1980's following the failure of a

Florida; and the

New York

their debt

number of securities

debt payments, however, were delayed or otherwise impaired.

to expect and

Orange County incurred

in full

out of its

losses through

1

used those techniques to the same degree or

in

is

in

the

is

the behavior

being measured.

practices:

our December 1994 nationwide

in

we

found

same

dollar magnitude.

(A copy of our

to the Committee.)

in

situation,

we

the information that

have nevertheless

all

issuers

and

focus

monitoring and oversight

is

being given to investment objectives, controls, risk

capabilities.

their

support of their investment practices and by giving

investment practices greater weight and requiring closer, more continuous scrutiny.
this end, particular

that,

those used by Orange County, none

Even though Orange County presents a unique

must provide

This

,400 local government units,

responded to these events by requiring changes
financial professionals

losses, swiftly liquidating the

resources.

Consistent with the idea that Orange

in practices similar to

December 1994 survey has been provided

of $100

Orange County

commonly used investment

norm,

historical

survey of the investment practices of over
while some localities engaged

its

own

by which Orange County was and

leverage, duration, and the use of derivatives.

County's behavior was beyond the

losses in excess

similar in nature to the

Cuyahoga County acted responsibly by recognizing

pool and paying off pool participants

grown

Tempe,

State Dormitory Authority, suffered

Cuyahoga County, Ohio, experienced

county-managed investment pool quite

the market has

local

and incurred losses has

municipalities which had invested in repurchase agreements with the failed

Pompano Beach,

million in a

in

took investment

including Toledo, Ohio; San Jose, California; Beaumont, Texas;

institutions,

Arizona;

—

exception

For example,

obligations.

that

debt or the debt issued by

Our experience with other

County Pool.

the

Orange County's investment

own

repayment of its

In these areas,

the information provided to us by the issuer.

we

will

still

limits,

To
and

continue to rely upon
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The market
risk assessment.

experience

is

continually adjusts to

information, resulting in improved relative

new

The supplementing and deepening of our

nothing

new and

is

crucial to the art

account the changing worid of credit risks and the evolving needs of the marketplace.
with prior

fiscal crises,

the

of

analytic criteria in light

of issuing rating opinions that take into

As

Orange County experience has brought to the public a greater

understanding and appreciation of risk, which

turn has focused individual issuers, states

in

and industry associations, for example, the Government Finance Officers Association, the
National Association of Counties, the National Association of State Auditors, Controllers

and Treasurers; and the Public Securities Association, on better investment practices and

improved investment disclosure.

It

must be remembered that a rating

particular case.

It is

orthodoxy for debt
either

outcome

not a prediction of an

Ratings are expressions of opinion about

or even predictions about, facts.

They

is

in

a

the expression of an opinion about the relative likelihood of different

possible future outcomes.
of,

We encourage these efforts.

In the

ratings.

There

is

not statements

risk,

not now, nor can there ever be, a science or

most basic sense,

pay on time or default and cause a

bonds perform

all

binary manner.

in a

If the future could

loss.

be known, there

might be only two ratings for bonds: good and bad. Because the future cannot be known,

however, credit analysis must reside
credit rating

Until

and

very

operating under bankruptcy, there

to File for

Bankruptcy
the market had no prior experience with

filing,

wealthy general

purpose,

is

no reason

at this

last resort,

unlike

its

use

in

the corporate sector,

Moody's and

any, implications

fiscal

challenges faced by

its

operation

where

it

is

sometimes

and an
utilized

others in the municipal finance industry are

following the bankruptcy proceedings closely to see how,
if

government's

In the municipal arena, bankruptcy has been unthinkable

as a viable business strategy

what,

municipal

time to believe that a bankruptcy

be viewed as an attractive alternative to addressing the

municipal governments
option of

The essence of

Given the enormous stigma as well as the complexities of

operating in bankruptcy.

filing will

the realm of opinion, not fact.

Orange County's bankruptcy

sophisticated,

large,

in

the soundness of judgment that groups bonds into similar bands of risk.

Orange County's Decision

n.

a

is

may have on

municipal issuers. There are no clear implications

in fact.

Chapter 9

will

work and

the analysis of the creditworthiness of

at this time.
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A

broader, related concern raised by the bankruptcy filing

been for Orange County to deal with
revenue limitations, a substantial

level

limited latitude to address

its

will bail

as those in Philadelphia or

debt authorizations.

who may have

The

we

would

its localities.

It

was

this track

Nevertheless, in other fiscal crises such

more

is

in

filing,

adjustment will be necessary

the market has looked for

intention to

make good on

forthcoming

in

if

own

obligations to

creditors

its

the sales tax proposal.
obligations,

it

its

As

issuers and investors,

Since the

December 6

Orange County to reaffirm unequivocally

debt obligations in

such,

and Investors

Orange County's actions and

full.

The County has been
its

own

investment losses might justify less than

its

we were

its

less than

actions, and, indeed,

full

recognition of

its

disappointed by the resounding rejection of

Presented as a means for the County to

make good on

received at best lukewarm support from most County officials, and

opposed by a number of city councils

actively

Issuers

between

taking responsibility for the consequences of

has implied that

legal

a greater appreciation of the very

a fijndamental underpinning of the municipal market

bankruptcy

and

fiscal

their localities operate.

Orange County on the Trust Between

difficult

own

its

the Orange County experience has heightened the municipal

inactions result in an undermining or erosion of the trust

which

not legally

Orange County's timely debt repayment

under which the states and

Effect of

far

is

record that was often cited by market participants

ultimately step in to assure

real fiscal constraints

A

State of California

York, states have taken a central role by establishing

market's awareness of investment risk and resulted

The

has

it

have never based ratings upon the

believed that the State of California, despite

The extreme magnitude of

in.

difficult

system of tax and

boards and other oversight mechanisms, or by enacting special revenue or

financial control

constraints,

out

New

how

debt initiatives appear to give the County very

current emergency.

obligated to pay Orange County's debt, and

assumption that a state

is

restrictive

of mandated service provision, and the need to gain

new revenue and

voter approval for most

The

its fiscal crisis.

its

was

We believe that these events are beginning

to fray the edges of public trust.

Far greater potential damage to public

through on

means

its

that the

trust will

occur

threats to invalidate certain debt obligations.

County may use

in

if

Orange County follows

Irrespective of the legal

an attempt to justify not paying

its

debt,

such
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would be an attempt to put a moral gloss on what

-justifications

Any such

stiff its creditors.

extremely disruptive.
itself

would be naive to think

It

amounts to a way to

really

attempt will give the market substantial pause and could be

from certain obligations which

causing substantial damage to

itself

that

in retrospect

it

Orange County can
wished

it

and undermining the basic

surgically extract

had not undertaken without
trust intrinsic to the

system

by which state and local governments issue debt.

The municipal market has been an accommodating market, providing
access to capital at relatively low cost. While

much of this borrowing

the issuance of general obligation debt, due to debt limitations

borrowing

now

is

increasingly reliant

state constitutions but

from

now would

In truth, the likelihood that

judicial hurdles

start

well.

It

is

underpinnings not from

and practices that have been

Orange County would be successful

The

general purpose

appear to be vulnerable.

in

any attempt

at

State's vocal opposition to debt invalidation and the

which the County would need to overcome make

would even

the County

their legal

state statutes, court rulings,

debt invalidation seems remote.

much

issuers

done through

on other types of debt instruments as

particularly these types of transactions, which derive

developed over many years, that

is still

down

this

it

questionable whether

These actions have increased the

road.

atmosphere of anxiety and mistrust already created by the bankruptcy, and exacerbated by
the County's inability to

make

timely payment on

its

debt maturing this summer.

Simply

the threat of debt invalidation shifts our analytical perspective by creating an environment

of mistrust.

Should the market begin to believe that issuers
to their

own

documents to

find

some

most

result

legally tested instruments.

the public market for

IV.

take an opportunistic attitude

comb through

the

creative justification and basis for not paying obligations that

were consciously undertaken, then the
strongest,

will

obligations, sending their lawyers out after the fact to

many

may be

that the

market

will

accept only the

This could severely limit or eliminate access to

municipal issuers, large and small.

Conclusion

The

fact

that

governments do not disappear, and that the vast majority of

governments are accountable to
and therefore

their citizens

and

their access to a continuing source

strive to maintain their creditworthiness

of capital, are accepted truths

that foster
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The

market confidence
result, the

market

is

trust

of the marketplace has been appropriately earned and, .as a

rigorous yet accommodating

continue to adjust, to events in Orange County.

undermine

this trust,

it

would

of the public finance markets.

The market has

If the

likely call for a rethinking

adjusted, and will

County takes any actions which
of the fundamental underpiimings

.
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Key To Moody's Municipal Ratings
DEFINITIONS

OF LONG-TERM RATINGS

Caa

Aaa

Bonds

Bonds that are rated Aaa are judged to be of the best quality.
They carry the smallest degree of investment risk and are

that are rated

may be

in default

Coa

or there

are of poor standing.

may

Such

issues

be present elements of danger

with respect to principal or interest.

generally referred to as "gilt edge." Interest payments are

Co

protected by a large or by an exceptionally stable margin and
principal
likely to

is

secure.

While

the various protective elements are

change, such changes as can be visualized are most

Bonds

that are rated

Ca represent obligations that are
Such

unlikely to impair the fundamcntxilly strong position of such

tive in a high degree.

issues.

other marked shortcomings.

Bonds

that are rated

Aa

arc judged lo be of high quality by

standards. Together with the

are generally

known

Aoa

Aaa

as large as in

all

group they comprise what

as high grade bonds. They are rated lower

than the best bonds because margins of protection

may

not be

elements present that
in

Bonds

that are rated

C are the lowest rated class of bonds, and

issues so rated can be regarded as having extremely poor

prospecis of ever attaining any real investment standing.

securities or fluctuation of protective ele-

ments may be of greater amplitude or there may be other

what larger than

make

Aoa

the lon(;-icrm risks appear

DEFINITIONS

OF SHORT-TERM RATINGS

some-

MIG 1/VMIC

securities.

1

This designation denotes best quality. There

Bonds

that are rated

attributes

and arc

specula-

issues are often in default or have

to

A

possess

many

favorable investment

be considered as upper medium grade

obligations. Factors giving security to principal

are considered adequate, but elements

may

and

interest

is

present strong

protection by established cash flows, superior liquidity support

or

demonslialcd

broad-based

access

lo

the

maikct

for

refinancing.

be present that

MIG 2/VMIG a

suggest a susceptibility lo impairmeni some lime in the future.

This designation denotes high quality. Margins of protection

Bonds

that are rated

obligations,

i.e.,

Baa

arc considered as

medium grade

an:

ample although not so

MIG 3/VMIG 3

secured. Interest payments and pnncipal security appear ade-

quate for the present but certain protective elements

may

be

bcking or may be characteristically unreliable over any great
length of time. Such bonds lack outstanding investment characteristics

and

large as in the preceding group.

they arc neither highly protected nor poorly

in fact

have .speculative characteristics as well.

This designation denotes favorable quality. All security ele-

ments are accounted for but there
tection

Ba

is

lacking the undeniable

strength of the preceding grades. Liquidity

may be narrow and market

and cash flow pro-

access for icfinancing

is

likely to be less well established.

Bonds

thai are rated

Ba

are judged to have speculative ele-

ments; their future cannot he considered as well assured. Often
the protection of interest

MIG 4/VMIG 4

and principal payments may be very

moderate, and thereby not well .safeguarded during both good

This designation denotes adequate quality. Protection com-

and bad times over the

monly regarded

icri/.cs

bonds

Bonds

that are rated

future. Uncertainty

of position charac-

in this class.

there

B generally lack characteristics of the
desirable investment. Assurance of interest and principal payments or maintenance of other icmis of the conlraci over any
long period of time

may

be small.

as required of an investment security

is

pre-

sent and although not distinctly or predominantly speculative,
is .specific risk.

This designation denotes speculative quality. Debt insirumenLs
in this

category lack margins of protection.
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Key To Moody's Municipal Ratings
MOODY'S RATING SYSTEM
Moody's

ratings provide investors with a simple system of

may be

instruments

MIG 4 (adequate quality). Moody's assigns the
SG to credit-supported financings that have been
identified as speculative quality investments. The SG desig-

through
rating

gradation by which the relative credit qualities of debt
noted. Defmitions for each rating

nation applies to short-term debt instniments and tender

category appear on the reserve side.

features that derive full credit support

Long-Tenn Ratings

whose short-term debt is
by Moody's Corporate Department
institution

from a fmancial

rated

NP

(Not Prime)

There are nine basic rating categories for long-term obliga-

They range from Aaa (highest quality) to C (lowest
Those bonds within the Aa. A, Boo, Ba and B
categories that Moody's believes possess the strongest

MIG ratings are Moody's comMoody's assigns "Prime" ratings to

tions.

Similar to our short-term

quality).

mercial paper ratings.

credit attributes within those categories are designated

the symbols

Aal A1 Bool Bal and B1
,

,

,

by

commercial paper, ranging from P-1 at the high end to F-J
at the low end. Commercial paper issues not considered by

Moody's

to fall within these investment-grade categories

.

are rated NP.

Advance refunded

issues that are secured by escrowed

funds held in cash, held in

trust,

reinvested in direct non-

In the case of variable rate

two-component

rating

is

demand obligations (VRDOs), a
The first component rep-

assigned.

government obligations or non-call-

resents an evaluation of the degree of risk associated with

able obligations unconditionally guaranteed by the U.S.

scheduled principal and interest payments, and the other

government are identified with a hatchmark

represents an evaluation of the degree of risk associated

callable United States

(#)

symbol,

i.e.,

#Aaa.

the

(a)

demand feature. The short-term rating assigned to
demand feature of VRDOs is designated as VMIG.

with the

Moody's assigns conditional ratings to bonds for which
security depends upon the completion of some act or
fulfillment of some condition. These are bonds secured

the
the

by:

When

either the long- or short-term aspect of a

not rated, that piece

designated NR,

is

VRDO

Aoo/NR

is

or

earnings of projects under construction, (b) earnings of

projects unseasoned in operating experience, (c) rentals that

when
which some

begin

facilities are

completed, or (d) payments to

other limiting condition attaches.

thetical rating

The

paren-

denotes probable credit stature upon comple-

Short-term issues or the features associated with MIG.

VMIG. or

SG ratings

e.g..

Con. (Boo).

are identified

by date of

tion to distinguish

each rating from other
is

the secondary market in a "dutch auction" are assigned a

other similar issue of the

and willingness of the issuer to make timely
interest

same

obligor.

tural or credit features.

princi-

payments. Moody's expresses no opinion

as to the ability of the holder to sell the security in a

secondary market "dutch auction." Such issues are identified

by the

insertion of the

name of the

ratings.

words "dutch auction" into the

issue.

Public Finance Department

New York. NY

There are four rating categories for short-term obligations
that define an investment grade situation.

nated Moody's Investment Grade, or

Contact: Sales and Marketing

Moody's Investors Service
99 Church Street

Short-Term Ratings

These are desig-

MIG

1 (best quality)

Each

MIG

ratings termi-

VMIG

rating

expiration will be a function of each issue's specific struc-

long-term rating based only on Moody's assessment of the

and

of

unique with no implication as to any

nate at the retirement of the obligation while

Issues that are subject to a periodic reoffer and resale in

ability

issue, date

maturity or maturities or rating expiration date and descrip-

rating designation
tion of construction or elimination of basis of condition,

pal

e.g..

NR/VMIG1.

(212) 553-(M70

10(X)7

1
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Bca^oe*
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Rating

News

99 OHoch street

NewYoricNnOOO?
(212)SS»)533

ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA RATINGS SUSPENDED
New Yotk, NY - December 6, 1994 - Effective today, December 6, 1994
Moody's Investors Service suspended the ratings on all uninsured, unenhanced
debt obligations of Orange County, California. Orange County ofFictals have
confimied at 8:30 p.m. EST today that they have filed for bankniptcy in Orange
County under Chapter 9 of the United States Bankaiptcy Code. At this time
there is little precedent to draw upon to predict the degree to which the Federal
t>ankruptcy court will protect debt holders.

The following

ratings are suspended:

Prior

Issuer

Rating

CA
CA (TRANs) 1 993-94 (Taxable) Teeter Plan
Orange County, CA (TRANs) 1 994-95 (Pooled)
Orange County, CA (TRANs) 1 994-95 (Taxable Notes)
Orange County, CA (TRANs) 1994-95 (Taxable) Teeter Plan
Orange County, CA (TRANs) 1994-95, Series A
Orange County, CA (TRANs) 1994-95, Series B
Orange County,
Orange County,

!??ir'^ ^''***""'*°" 'm'n *vs baan o

ii»J tarn sojcas tmi»»d

tj>i

to

tM ooouoi* aid

Aa1
P-1

HIG
P-l
P-1

UIG

WG

itfctte. bul

bacoiM

of

M

*m pua

Ir

of
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Prior

Rating

Issuer

Orange County,

CA Airport Revenue Bonds
CA Santa Ana Lease Rental

Orange County Civic Center Auth.,
1972 Rfdg.
Orange County.
Orange County,
Orange County,

CA Pension Obligation (Taxable). Series A
CA Pension Obligation (Taxable). Series B
CA Pub. Fac. Corp., CA Certificates of

Participation, Series

Orange County,

Participation, Series

Orange County.

1986

CA Pub.

CA Certificates of

CA 1 994-95 (Teeter Plan) Tax-Exempt Notes
of Participation dtd. 1-1-91

We will follow with further clarification tomorrow.
CONTACTS:
Karen Krop
Assistant Vice President

(212)

55^^4860

Baibata Rickinger
Vice President • Assistant Director, Far West Region
(212)

553-7736

David Brodsly
Vice President - Manager, Western Regional Office, San Francisco
(415)274-1700

Howan]

Misctiel

Vice President

-

Managing

Director, Regional Ratings

(212)553-4467

Dan Hebnowitz
Executive Vice President • Director,

(212)553-0340

A1
A1A/MIG

PubQc Finance Department

1

Con. (A1)

A

Dtd. 12-1-88

Orange County. CA-Califomia Financial Services (1990 Equip.
Proj.) Certificates

A1

Dtd. 7-1-86

Fac. Corp.,

1988

A1

MIG

1

Con. (A)
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IWOODY'S REPORTS INITIAL FINDINGS OF MEETINGS WITH
ORANGE COUNTY AND STATE OF CALIFORNIA OFFICIALS

New York, NY - Decembers, 1994 - Mood/s Investors Service today
conducted extensive meetings with officials of Orange County, the State of
California, as well as the major participants in the Orange County Investment
Pool (OCIP). Both the County and the OCIP filed for bankruptcy protection
under Chapter 9 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code on Decemt>er 6th. The
discussions with County officials and pool participants focused on the impact of
the bankruptcy filings on the County, related entities and participants in the
OCIP. and their ability to meet ongoing operating and debt servicing
requirements. State officials informed us that they are actively monitoring the
situation, but are not directly involved at this time.

Immediate concerns

exist with respect to school districts

and community college

investment pool. However. County officials report
that scheduled payroll distributions to the districts will take place tomorrow,
Friday, December 9. Not yet confirmed are distributions to districts of certain
Revenue Limit Funds, representing property taxes collected by the County, on
December 20, an important funding source for ongoing operations. Additionally,
districts participating in the

certain other districts

Notes, which

may

have previously issued Tax and Revenue Anticipation

require partial segregation of funds in Decemt)er for notes

maturing later in the fiscal year. Mood/s will closely monitor events to
determine whether these near-term requirements are fulfilled.

tagd Note: Ihe lnft3»motkii» haieln hot been obtdned Horn soucss betovsd to be accuale and nkti». bul because of the poolbWv o(
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We have been informed that the County has created a new fund to accumulate
property taxes as received. We look to the creation of the fund as a possible
revenues critical to the repayment of tax-t>acked
County and other participants In the OCIP. which includes
general obligation bonds, tax allocation bonds and tax and revenue anticipation
notes. However, it is too early to evaluate whether the new fund will provide an
effective mechanism within the context of events that have unfolded in the
County. Ratings on these obligations remain under review pending receipt of
additional infonnation on the OCIP, including clarification of the full extent of
investment losses suffered to date and a review of cashflow data for each pool

mechanism

to protect

obligations of the

participant

CONTACTS: Karen Krop
Assistant Vice President

(212) 553-4860

Barbara Flickinger
Vice President - Assistant Director, Far West Region
(212) 553-7736

David Brodsly
Vice President

-

Manager, Western Regional

Office,

San Francisco

(415)274-1700

Howard Mischel
Vice President - Managing Director, Regional Ratings
(212) 553-4467

Dan Heimowitz
Executive Vice President

212-553-0340

-

Director, Public

Finance Department
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MOODY'S LOWERS RATING ON ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
TAXABLE PENSION OBLIGATION BONDS. SERIES B

New York, NY - Decembers,
announced
million

that

it

1994 - Mocxj/s Investors Service has

has reinstated and lowered

to

Caa the

rating

on the $1 10

Orange County Taxable Pension Obligation Bonds, Series

County has informed Moody's

that

Orange County Investment Pool's
unrestricted funds in

an amount

it

B.

The

has defaulted on these bonds due

inability to

sufficient to

to the

allow the County access to

its

redeem tendered bonds.

Karen Krop
Assistant Vice President
(212)

553-4860

Baitara Flicldnger
Vice President - Assistant Director, Far West Region
(212)

553-7736

David Brodsly
Vice President

-

Manager. Western Regional Office. San Francisco

(415)274-1700

Howard Mischel
Vice President

-

Managing

Director.

Regional Ratings

(212)553-4467

Dan Heimowitz
Executive Vice President

-

Director. Public

Rnance Department

212-553^340
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MOODY'S PROVIDES PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT
OF MAJOR CREDIT ISSUES IN
ORANGE COUNTY, CAUFORNIA BANKRUPTCY
New York, New York - December 12,

- On December 8,

1994

Daniel

Heimowitz, Executive Vice President-Director, Public Finance, and other senior

Moody's

officials

met

with high-level

Sacramento, with senior State

Orange County

officials

Moody's representatives also met with

Orange County Investment
actions since the

December

Orange County Investment
assessments
to

Pool.

who

assessment

6th bankruptcy

the

filing

of

Orange County

make some

£ind the

preliminary

Many factors critical to understanding the

be determined.

of the situation is

in

five of the largest participants in

which debt holders of County and other pool

affected are yet to

and,

Our meetings and the other developments and

Pool, allow us to

of the situation.

officials

are actively monitoring the situatkm.

Critical information

now

extent

participants' obligations will

being sought and

needed

may be

for

a

be

better

aveiilable in tfie

near term including an assessment of the investment pool's conditkm,
projections of

County and

cash

and the

pool.

in-flows,

participEint

extent,

if

upcoming cash requirements and expected

any, of available cash resources held outskle the

Proceedings under the County and pool bankruptcy

for additional

bankruptcy

legal actions

by

filings

employees and among the

creditors, vendors,

govemments are

just

some

filings,

the potential

by other participants and the impact of other

of the

many undetenmined

participating k>cal

factors that will create

some time.

uncertainty for

(Continued)
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The appointment by
Treasurer,

will

to the position of

team should be a

restructuring

Hayes

the County supervisors on

Thomas Hayes,

lead the County's

investment pool.

In

December 8,

Chairman

of fomner State

of the financial

positive step towards clarifying the situation. Mr.

team and

will

have authority over the County's

a similar vein, the hiring of Salomon Brothers, as financial

advisor, to evaluate the securities currently in the investment pool

the County

Illiquidity

in

Poses Concern

The outlook
is

and

to assist

restructuring the pool should contribute to the process.

for investors in

highly uncertain as a

for

Debt Service

County and other pool

consequence

participants' debt obligations

of the crisis precipitated

by the reported

investment pool losses. The most immediate concern for debt holders relates to
the impact on the

The County's

liquidity of

default

the County and other participating govemments.

on Thursday, December

8th,

on $1 10

million

Orange

County Taxable Pension Obligation Bonds, Series B (deniand bonds),

most severe debt holder consequence

Caa

.

to date.

Sanitation Districts 1,2,3,5,6,7,1 1,13,

These bonds are

emd 14

of

is

the

currently rated

Orange County have

reportedly avoided default on their taxable commercial paper notes through

dealer intervention but the $46 million outstanding commercial paper remains a
sizable claim against the pool that

will

place recurring pressure; at this time

there remains the potential of a default. This commercial paper program
currently rated

Beginning

Not Prime

in late

is

.

December and January

there are semi-annual interest

£md

maturing principal requirements on the County's and other pool participants'
outstanding long-term debts.

Some of the monies

intended to pay upcoming

debt sen/ice were undoubtedly accumulated and invested

has compiled,

for publication today,

in

the pool. Moody's

a schedule of upcoming debt service
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requirements for

rated issuers. Outstanding long-term debt obligations

all

include general obligation bonds, Mello-Roos bonds, tax allocation bonds, lease
obligations,

also

in

revenue bonds, and fixed rate pension obligation bonds.

discussion with each rated issuer to detemiine

We are
We

cash condition.

its

expect to publish the results of these sun^eys shortly. Beyond the cash concerns
of

meeting debt sennce payments on long-term obligations are questions about

the legal standing arKl payment
obligations

will

be

Another corx^m
invested

in

priorities.

remains to be

It

clarified

how these

treated.

is

the extent to which unexpended construction proceeds are

the investment pool because of the impact on project completion or

concem

developer reimbursement. This could be a
allocation bonds, lease obligations

contacting each issuer to discuss project status
construction delay

and loss

of

for

Mello-Roos bonds, tax

and revenue bonds.

proceeds

will

We are in the process of

and the

effect,

have on the

ability

if

any, that

to

meet debt

service.

Since rated outstanding tax and revenue anticipation notes (TRANs) mature
during June 1995 or beyond, and segregation for repayment typically occurs

December or later as property taxes are
accumulate cash

filing

December

expended and
recently took

occurred just prior to

10, wfran

TRAN

issuers'

most

TRAN

ttie first

officials
is

typically

at their towest.

presented to us that once

to receive taxes

it

is fully

ail

been

The supennsors

an important step by creating a new investment fund

property taxes to be collected by the County for

The

major receipt of property

proceeds have

cash balances are

in

may be time to

aruJ take other actions r>ec8ssary to protect investors.

pool's bankruptcy

taxes on

collected, tfiere

to receive

all

taxing jurisdictions. County

operational, the

and allow appropriate accounting

for

new fund's purpose

those monies separate
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from the bankruptcy
of the participants'

filing.

It

will

be determined

after

our detailed review of each

cash flow requirements how these flows

participants' ability to

cover

its

will

affect

each

various tax supported obligations including

TRANs.

Teeter Plan TRANs, unlike traditional TRANs, rely upon collections of Xax
delinquencies.

We will

be looking

determine to what extent the pool

at

cash flow projections going forward

was being

upon

relied

to

for potential shortfalls in

collection of delinquent taxes prior to note maturity. Also, delinquencies

collected to date would

have been deposited

in

the pool and

we

verify the

will

extent of these collections and their potential impact on note repayment.

Orange County TRANs (pooled 1994-95)
district

TRANs. This

issue

County investment pool
school

districts.

is

further

is

a pool

secured with

to the extent of

cash flow

of traditional California school

liquidity protection

insufficiency from

We are in the process of gathering

participating school districts to determine

if

there

by the

any

of the

cash flows from each

will

be any need

to rely

of the

upon

that liquidity protection.

The $600

million taxable

other taxable

TRANs

TRANs

issued by the County and the $485 million

issued by various pool participants were issued solely for

investment arbitrage purposes and intended to be paid from these invested
original

proceeds. Absent

some

extraordinary inten/ention, taxable

extremely vulnerable to the pool's

illiquidity

and eventual

Notwithstanding the flow of revenues described
individually

in

how each

are

the resolution for each of the

secured taxable and tax-exempt TRANs, there

questions as to

TRANs

loss allocation.

note's specific segregation

may be

legal

and revenue pledge

will
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be

each other note and

prioritized relative to

to

all

other general fund

obligations.

Bankruptcy Issues
There are many uncertainties
questions as to the legal

relating to the

ability of

Chapter 9 bankruptcy. Because of

the parties to avail themselves of the

protection of Chapter 9, the limited precedent of Chapter 9 bankruptcy

and the

resulting uncertainties of interpretation,

and when these issues

will

we

filings,

cannot speculate as to how

be resolved and what impact they will have on debt

repayment.

Magnitude of Losses to be Determined
the magnitude of the losses of the investment pool and

Yet to be determined

is

how those

be allocated among

losses

will

participants.

County

staff is cun-ently

gathering and analyzing the information necessary to address these questions.

No

specific plans for restructuring the pool

have been announced. At

this point,

the priorities for payment of claims against the pool have also not been

detemiined.

The

pool, contains
priorities for

pool,

payment

While pool losses are

and pool
ability to

some

which

is

subdivided into a commingled pool and a bond

some one thousand accounts for various
is

purposes. Sorting out

expected to be a complex process.

still

undetermined, of fundamental concern

is

participants' ultimate willingness to recognize their losses

the County

and

their

address those losses once allocated. Limited available taxing margins,

recent positioning by public officials to the effect that this crisis

lead to tax increases and substantial reliance by

investment earnings are

some

of the

many

will

many governments on

not

pool

obstacles to the long-term resolution

339

6

of the crises.

Recognition and apportionment of pool investment losses

and compromise on the

require cooperation

importantly, discussions

begun. However,

it

Is

governments operate

direct

of affected local officials

has already

also noted that the approximately 185 participating
In

their relationships to the
little

among groups

will

part of the participants and,

a manner

basically independent from

one another and

County are primarily geographic, as the County has

say or influence over any of

their operations.

State Role

The State

is

actively monitoring the situation

consideration to alternative

ways

that they

and

officials

are giving

can provide assistance. However,

direct State intervention is not currently forthcoming.

The

individual

county

pools are independent, neither supervised nor protected by the State.

understandable that the State expresses a basic
direct responsibility for pool losses.

problems place considerable
flexibility to offer

is

It

is

taking on any

also noted that the State's

own budget

pressures on State resources and

limit its

support given the magnitude of the reported Orange County

losses. However,

because pool

participants are subdivisions of the State, the

State has a fundamental interest
their

It

liquidity

concem about

in

insuring that

its

subdivisions can carry

on

core governmental functions. The State has indicated that any active

involvement could only

come

if

the State were requested to do so

and no such

request has reportedly yet been made.

Long-term Outlook

A more

satisfactory

outcome

fundamental credit strengths

for investors

must ultimately look

include a strong, growing economic base which has

Southem

California recession

to the

many

represented by these issuers. These

collectively

and a long

history of

begun

to recover

from the

sound budgeting and

340

financial

management

the participants.
act to

It

stem a rash

with virtually

no

history of prior fiscal distress

of additional defaults

may threaten access to needed

additional investment which could potentieUly
that

Moody's

frequent contact with County

is

have a long term economic

as damaging as the current financial

consequence

is in

by any of

should be recognized that failure to promptly and effectively

officials

crisis.

and we

will

provide

appropriate informational updates and ongoing analysis of the implications for

bondholders.

CONTACTS:
Karen Krop

Dan Heimowitz

Assistant Vice President

Executive Vice President - Director
Public Finance Department

(212) 553-4860

(212)
Bart>aia RIckinger

Vice President - Assistant Director
Far West Region
(212) 553-7736

David Brodsly
Vice President

-

Manager

Western Regional
(415)274-1700

Office,

San Francisco

Howard MIschel
Vice President - Managing Director
Regional Ratings
(212)553-4467

5530340
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ORANGE COUNTY. CAUFORNIA UPCOMING DEBT SERVICE PAYMENTS
New York, New York - December 14, 1994 - Moody's is reviewing the ability of
Orange County to make upcoming scheduled debt service payments. This
review is part of Moody's ongoing assessment of the impact of the Orange
County bankruptcy filing on the county investment pool participants.
Orange County has two series of debt obligations with interest payment dates
scheduled for January 1 1995. These are:
,

Prior

Rating

Issue

Certificates of Participation dated

(1)

Al

7/1/86

Aal

County Improvement General
Obligation Bonds
(1)

These

County

ratings

were suspended on December 6, 1994.

ofTicials report that

it

is

unlikely that the transfer of funds to the trustee

$488,175 interest payment on the Certificates of Participation will take
place as scheduled for December 1 5, 1 994. However, county officials indicate
that they are making all efforts to meet the January 1 debt service payment
for the

date.

It

unclear how the county's banknjptcy filing will impact the county's
make these debt service payments.

is

ability to

Contact:

Karen

S.

10007

(212)66»OS33

Krop

Assistant Vice President

(212) 553-4860
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MOODY'S CONDUCTS FOLLOW-UP MEETINGS
IN

ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

N«w York, NY - DecamlMr 16,

1994

-

Today senior officials

of Moody's Investors Service

met witt)

various representatives of Orange County, Califomia including Tom Hayes and ottier Senior offidals and their
advisors. Tlie purpose of our trip was to get an updated assessment of the situation and to continue
discussions regarding the status of outstanding detx otiiigations in light of the losses incurred by the County
Investment Pool and the bankruptcy filings of the Pool and the County. We expressed concems about
immediate cashflow needs for upcoming debt service payments as well as future steps necessary to protect

deblholder security.

Among

the topics discussed with County officials were the size of the investment losses and the strategy to
and liquidate the Investment portfolio, the availability of cash resources and the alternatives for

stat)illze

meet compelling needs of the participants, including cashflow necessary to
meet upcoming debt service. Issues relating to repayment of debt obligations remain complicated by the
bankruptcy filings and will likely be subject to a great deal of discussion and legal interpretation before they
interim disbursements of cash to

can be resolved.

We also had discussions regarding the longer-term outlook for the County and the participants relative to the
uHlmate allocation of losses and some of the possible alternative means available to address those tosses.
Moody's officials emphasized that default avoMance will be a critical element in our credit evaluation of the
County and the other participants as they attempt to deal with this situation and restore confidence in their
creditworthiness.

We expect to comment at greater length shortly about our current analysis of the status of various debt
obligations.

CONTACTS:

Bart>ara Flickinger

Vice Presklent-Assistant Director, Far West Region
(212) 553-7736

David Brodsly
Vice President-Manager. Far West Region, San Francisco
(415) 274-1730

George Leung
Vice President-Managing Director. State Ratings
(212) 553-0342

Dan Helmowitz
ExecuUve Vice

Presklent-Director, Public

Rnance

(212)553-0340
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MOODY'S ASSESSES IIMPACT ON SHORT-TERIUI DEBT OF
BANKRUPTCY FILINGS BY ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
AND THE COUNTY INVESTMENT POOL

.

New

York,

New York December 21 1994 -

,

FUTURE PAYMENT STATUS OF NOTES DEPENDS ON STATE LAW, CASH
FLOW AND BANKRUPTCY FACTORS
There are four major types of short-term debt affected by the investment losses
of the Orange County, Califomia investment pool and the filing for bankruptcies
of Orange County and the investment pool. These are: tax-exempt Tax and
Revenue Anticipation Notes (TRANs); taxable TRANs; tax-exempt and taxable
Teeter notes of Orange County; and the Orange County tax-exempt pooled

TRANs

issued for local school

districts.

A

list

of affected issues is attached.

and on time may depend on the
pledged security and
priority of payment; cash available or to be received that the issuer may use for
payment of the notes; and the legal effects on both of the other variables of the
county and investment pool bankruptcy filings. Given the sparse language of
Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code and the lack of relevant precedents for
judicial interpretation of its provisions, there may be a variety of claims and

Whether or not any given issue

is

paid

in full

interattion of three factors: state law affecting the notes'

among general creditors, investment pool participants, underiying units
government, and other interested parties that could result in substantial
disputes requiring time to resolve. The uncertainty is heightened at this time by
the fact that the county has not yet expressed its intentions to its creditors
conflicts
of

through the

filing

of

its

reorganization plan.

(Continued)
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PROJECTED CASH FLOWS WILL DETERMINE CREDTT QUALITY OF
INVESTMENT POOL PARTICIPANTS' (OTHER THAN THE COUNTY) CASH
FLOW TAX-EXEMPT TRANs
There have been notable developments related to the repayment outlook for the
cash flow tax-exempt TRANs issued by pool participants (other than Orange
County). The TRANs are secured by a first lien on certain unrestricted revenue
as described in the authorizing statute and each participant's note resolution. In
addition, each of the notes is a general obligation of the issuer.
While it is possible that cash received post-bankruptcy by Orange County
investment pool participants may continue to be subject to the bankruptcy
proceedings, there so far appears to be broad-based support for efforts to
separate pool participants' (other than the county's) post-bankruptcy cash
receipts

and make them available

for the issuers' use. including

payment

of their

TRANs.

To these ends, the county supervisors have

recently created

a new investment

property taxes to be collected by the county for all its taxing
jurisdictions. County officials have indicated that the new fund's purpose is to
receive taxes and allow appropriate accounting for those monies separate from
the bankruptcy filings. Moody's has been informed that all tax receipts in the new

fund to receive

fund

will

all

be invested

in

short-temn Treasury obligations.

Since outstanding cash flow TRANs rated by Moody's mature during June 1995
or later, and property tax segregation for the cash flow notes typically occurs in
December or later, there may be time to accumulate cash and take ottier actions
necessary to protect investors. The pool's bankruptcy filing occurred just prior to
the first major receipt of property taxes on December 10, at a Wme when most
TRAN proceeds have typically been expended and TRAN issuer cash balances
are at their lowest. Assuming that post-bankruptcy receipts are not made subject
to the bankruptcy and assuming no challenges to their state law lien and priority
of payments, our analysis will focus on funds available for payment at maturity.
While we have requested revised cash flows from the investment pool
participants, most cash flows received to date show only receipts and
disbursements of monies in the new fund for the next 90 days; the cash flows do
not include any funds from the old investment pool. Or)ce we receive, verify, and
analyze more complete partrcipant cash flows, we should be able to complete
the review of the outstanding cash flow TRANs.
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INVESTMENT POOL LOSS ALLOCATION AND STATUTORY CLAIMS WILL
DETERMINE CREDIT QUALITY OF TAXABLE TRANs OF INVESTMENT
POOL PARTICIPANTS (OTHER THAN THE COUNTY)
The

TRANs,

which pool participants other than the county
in the county
investment pool, is considerably less certain. Unlike the tax-exempt TRANs,
these taxable TRANs had a fully funded payment source, the invested proceeds
plus fully funded interest, that was present from the date of issuance, and a
specific lien on that source. It is also important to note that, unlike the taxexempt cash flow TRANs, the 1 994-95 tax and revenue receipts of the Issuer
were not pledged to the taxable TRANs. Finally, like the non-county tax-exempt
cash flow TRANs, the taxable TRANs are backed by the issuer's general
situation for taxable

borrowed money

in

in

the taxable markets and invested the proceeds

obligation.

TRAN

proceeds were invested in the pool and the pool has
Chapter 9, the likelihood of payment of the
taxable TRANs is highly dependent upon the banknjptcy proceedings and how
the losses from the investment pool will be allocated, it is clear that the
investment pool has sustained substantial losses. However, because of
uncertainties as to the survival of state law liens and priority of payments
subsequent to bankruptcy,
is not at all clear whether investment pool
participants will be able to obtain the full value of their pledged security from the
pool or,
not paid in full, it is not clear when, how, and the amount of payments
that will be made to them.

Because these
availed

itself

of the protection of

it

if

SPECIAL CONCERNS FOR THOSE ISSUERS OF TAX-EXEMPT TRANs
WHICH ALSO HAVE TAXABLE TRANs OUTSTANDING
Should investment pool distributions be

insufficient to

pay the taxable TRANs,

the presence of general obligation backing for the taxable

TRANs may

put

pressure on the issuer to pay the notes from other lawfully available funds. Any
payment of the taxable TRANs from an issuer's general funds could jeopardize
the overall financial situation for the Issuer. Additionally, while the lien of the

TRANs on 1994-95 taxes and revenues is clear, should there be a
on an issuer's taxable TRANs, it is conceivable that the holders of the
defaulted TRANs will seek access to the taxes and revenues pledged to the taxexempt TRANs. Resolution of the legal issues may create delays that could
affect timely payment of the tax-exempt TRANs for those issuers with
tax-exempt
default

outstanding taxable

TRANs.
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up with the four issuers of rated taxable TRANs other than the
county, as well as with Montebello, which has a rated tax-exempt TRAN as well
as a taxable TRAN not rated by Moody's, in order to determine their plans

We are following

money from any investment pool
pay the taxable TRANs at maturity.

should they receive less

amount required

to

distribution than the

COUNTY'S BANKRUPTCY FILINGS BRING SIGNIFICANT UNCERTAINTY TO
STATUS OF ORANGE COUNTY'S OWN TAX-EXEMPT TRANs, TAXABLE
TRANs, AND TEETER NOTES
bankrupt party, the legal and financial positions of
TRANs, taxable TRANs, and Teeter Notes, both taxexempt and taxable, is considerably more uncertain than those of the other pool
participants. Again, the lack of specific language in Chapter 9 to resolve survival
of lien and priority of payment issues, the lack of precedents for the court's use
in resolving these same issues, and the current lack of a county reorganization
plan all combine to prevent easy determination of the credit standing of the

As

direct obligations of the

the county's

own cash

flow

various county notes.
Prior to the bankruptcy filings, the legal security for the various notes

was

reasonably well-established pursuant to state law. The county's tax-exempt
TRANs are secured by 1 994-95 tax and revenue receipts, with general
obligation backing. The county's taxable TRANs are secured by note proceeds,
invested in the investment pool, together with an amount sufficient to pay
estimated interest, again with general obligation backing. The Teeter notes are
primarily secured by delinquent tax payments received in 1 994-95. Like the
taxable TRANs, they are granted no claim on 1994-95 taxes and revenues under
the authorizing resolutions but are secured by a pledge of lawfully available
county funds. In addition, they have a standby note purchase agreement with the
investment pool.

The bankruptcy filing has raised a number of issues as to the legal status and
priority of payment of each of those liens. The post-bankruptcy cash flow needed
to pay the tax-exempt TRANs and Teeter notes may be subject to bankruptcy
proceedings which will make it more difficult to establish a post-bankruptcy setaside that goes unchallenged. While the taxable TRANs may have a better
legal claim in bankruptcy to the funds in the investment pool, the lien may prove
a hollow one since the investment pool may provide insufficient funds to fully pay

them.

Because

of their

much more

limited

initial

pledged security, the Teeter notes

have only a claim against lawfully available county funds. While the
Teeter notes have a claim against the county's Tax Loss Reserve Fund, this
fund, too, was invested in the county pool and is exposed to some share of the
effectively
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losses. The legal status of the investment pool standby note purchase
agreement is uncertain; the enforceability opinion on the standby note purchase
agreement provided at the time of sale declined to offer an opinion on its
enforceability in the event of bankruptcy. Finally, the taxable Teeter notes
have a claim over the tax-exempt Teeters under state law prioritization of

may

payments, should these liens survive.
Since there are

and the

many unresolved

legal issues relating to the bankruptcy filing

as to the survival of the state
not currently possible to determine

resulting uncertainties of interpretation

statutory liens

and

priority of

how and when these

issues

payments,

will

it

is

be resolved and what impact

their resolution will

have on note repayment.

UNRESOLVED LEGAL ISSUES STILL AFFECT CREDIT QUALITY FOR
COUNTY'S SCHOOL DISTRICT TRANs POOL
•

The situation for the county's 1994-95 Pooled TRANs is also less than clear.
The mechanism behind the financing was the county's purchase of TRANs from
underlying school districts as an investment and the county's sale of Pooled
TRANs to investors. The pledge to the investors is a lien on the revenues
received by the county from the school district TRANs. To enhance credit for the
pooled financing, the county pool agreed to provide additional funds under a
standby note purchase agreement to cover shortfalls in the event underiying
school district TRANs are not paid.
Like other tax-exempt TRANs, the tax receipts for the school districts may flow
through the newly established fund and may be sufficient to pay each
participating school district's TRAN obligations to the county. We will analyze
each participant's updated cash flows to detemiine the combined cash adequacy
for the Pooled TRANs. However, because of the nature of the mechanism under
bankruptcy, questions arise as to whether the cash received from the school
district

TRANs

the school
will

will

district

in the Pooled TRANs or whether
be deemed the county's monies. These issues

flow through to the investors

payments

will

also require time to resolve.

should there be insufficiency of funds available from the districts to pay
TRANs, the standby note purchase agreement may not be legally
enforceable against the investment pool. Like the similar agreement for the
Teeter notes, counsel to the county declined to opine as to whether the
agreement was enforceable in the event of a bankruptcy. In addition, even if it is
enforceable, the pool may not have sufficient funds available to meet its
obligations under the agreement.
Finally,

the underlying
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Conclusion
relative rarity of municipal bankruptcy filings has left many fundamental
questions unanswerable at this time. We expect to be going fonward with our

The

analysis of each participant's cash flows as meaningful information

and

update our analysis as
outstanding unresolved issues.
available,

to

we

receive clarification

becomes

on the many
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INTEREST

PRINCIPAL

AMOUNT
ISSUER NAME
Anaheim (TRANS) 1994
Anaheim Taxable Notes
1994 [2]
Atascadero (TRANS)
1994-95
Fullerton (TRANS) 1994

Garden Grove Sanitation
District (TRANS)
1993-94

[2]

Huntington BeachHuntington Beach Public
Finance Authority

(TRANS) 1994-95
La Habra (TRANS) 1994
Montebello (TRANS) 1994
Orange County (TRANS)
1994-95 (Pooled)
Orange County (TRANS)
1994-95 (Taxable
Notes)

[2]

Orange County (TRANS)
1994-95 (Taxable
Notes) Teeter Plan
Orange County 1994-1995
(Teeter Plan) TaxExempt Notes
Orange County (TRANS)
1994-95 Ser. A
Orange County (TRANS)
1994-95 Ser. B
Orange County Flood
Control District Taxable
1994-95 Notes [2]
Placentia-Yorba Linda
Unif. S.D. 1994-95
Taxable Notes [2]
Seal Beach (TRANS)
1994
[1] Suspended.
12] Taxable TRANs.

RATING
MIG1

($000)

PAYMENT
DATE

PAYMENT
DATE
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Contacts:

Jamie Burr
Vice President
Legal Analysis

-

Assistant Director

(212) 553-0471

Karen Krop
Assistant Vice President

(212) 553-4860

Barbara Flickinger
Vice President - Assistant Director
Far West Regional Ratings
(212) 553-7736

David Brodsly
Vice President - Manager
Western Regional Office, San Francisco

(415)274-1700

Howard Mischel
Vice President - Managing Director
Regional Ratings
(212) 553-4467

Dan Heimowltz
Executive Vice President
Public Finance

(212)553-0340

-

Director

Department
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street

New York. t4Y

10007
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MOODY'S CONDUCTS NATIONWIDE SURVEILLANCE SURVEY
OF MUNICIPAL INVESTMENT PRACTICES
New

York,

New York- December 22," 1994-

released the results of

Its

Today, Moody's Investors Service

recently conducted surveys

on the investment

exposure of California counties and on the investment exposure

of significant

issuers of municipal debt elsewhere in the United States. In the

wake

Orange County bankruptcy, Moody's has undertaken these surveys

of the

of selected

issuers around the country to determine whether there are investment practices
similar to

Orange County's

enough

that could lead to losses severe

to affect the

credit rating of

a rated borrower. The results of these surveys confirmed

a general

1 )

and

2)

rule:

govemment

do not leverage

to speculate

Califomia counties, this

was

that,

as

issuers follow conservative investment strategies,

on

interest rate fluctuations. In the

survey of

generally taie but Moody's has identified six

counties which require further review and monitoring. Results of the Califomia
counties survey are detailed

in

a release being issued simultaneously with

this

release.

In

the course of the nationwide survey Moody's contacted approximately 1450

issuers throughout the country, which together have over

outstanding rated debt.

The survey was designed

$470

primarily

billion in

as a screen to

quickly identify investment practices involving leveraging, derivative instruments

(Continued)
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Street.
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and other investment strategies sensitive
might give

time sensitivity,

it

was

to recent interest rate

changes which

concerns. Given the survey's large scale and

rise to potential credit

not intended as a general evaluation of the

appropriateness of specific investments or particular investment strategies.

Use of Derivatives and Leveraging Not Seen as a Widespread Concern
In

Orange County, the aggressive use

presence

of substantial

unhedged

of leveraging to

positions

in

enhance

and the

yield

highly interest rate sensitive

derivative Instruments resulted in market value losses, collateral calls forcing
realization of

those mari<et value losses, and,

voluntary participants
identified

in

any rated issuer who

demands

that either they

have indicated they are involved

do not engage

in

strategy

Orange County.
in

not authorized to borrow for investment purposes.

for withdrawal

The survey has

engaged 1n an investment

is

the type and magnitude of leveraging used by

have represented

finally,

the County's investment pool.

by

not

based on

Most issuers

leveraging strategies or are

Many of those

issuers

who

reverse repurchase agreements or securities

lending have represented to us that these agreements

amount

portion of their investment portfolios, are valued frequently

to

a very small

and are

of short

duration.

Our survey found

that

some

municipal investment strategies are not sufficiently

adaptable to the type of martcet changes that are taking place.

have reported

that they

traditional long

Some

issuers

have "unrealized" losses on investments, from both

term bonds and derivatives that are sensitive to interest rate

swings, but most have matched the maturities of such investments to cash flow

needs and plan

to hold the securities to maturity.

Losses

resulting from

investments, particulariy "unrealized" losses, are evaluated by Moody's
context of the credit as a whole.

The concern
(2)

with "unrealized" losses

in

has

the
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traditionally

securities

been and continues

to

be the need

and experience the actual

of

an issuer to

liquidate the

Losses are realized when there

loss.

mismatch between the duration of investments

in

is

a

the portfolio and either normal

cash flow requirements or unanticipated withdrawals requiring

liquidation of

investments prior to their maturity.

Although

many

issuers that Moody's surveyed

have some

portion of their

portfolio invested in derivatives or Interest rate sensitive collateralized

obligations,

it

is

not necessarily the investment

managed which determines whether there
proper understanding and
entire portfolio

second and

As a

based on the general
no

clear

but

mortgage

how the product -is

for credit

sense

concem. With

of priorities for the

principals of safety of principal

first,

liquidity

credit issues are raised.

our survey, only a limited numl>er of credits have been flagged for

further review. While
of this survey,

cause

management and a

yield last, generally

result of

is

itself,

Mood/s

anticipates few,

a more extensive review

instances to determine

If

there

Is

any

is

if

any, rating actions as a result

being conducted

effect

on the

in

those limited

credit position of the rated

debt obligation. Our survey also found that fund managers, govemmental
depositors,

and elected

officials

who are sponsors or overseers

of municipal

investments have been prompted by the Orange County situation to assess their
positions

and

to reevaluate their investment policies.

Going fonward Moody's

will

review and revise, as necessary, our approach to

monitoring the evaluation of investment practices by debt issuers
finance maricet place. This effort

will

in

the public

extend to consideration of the information

required for review, the criteria employed in our analysis

dissemination of this Information to investors.
(3)

and the method

of
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How the Survey Was Conducted
Moody's surveyed issuers
Rico.

The scope

of the

at all levels of

government

survey was determined on a

in all

50 states and Puerto

state by state basis.

In all

instances, issuers with rated short-tenn notes were contacted. All 50 states

and

Puerto Rico were contacted about the investment practices for state-managed
funds. In addition, Moody's questioned state officials in the 29 states that

manage pooled investments on

behalf of localities. In certain circumstances,

state officials responsible for oversight of local investment practices

contacted.

All

major issuers

in

each

state

were included

in

were

the survey, including

the largest cities and other issuers with significant amounts of outstanding debt.

Where Moody's

identified local

investment pooling practices, the

responsible for the investment of the pooled funds
instances, financial advisors or major

was

official

questioned.

bond counsel were called

In

some

to generally

confirm the nature of the investment practices within their state. Included

in

the

survey were 48 state housing agencies, 280 hospitals emd 44 universities with
outstanding rated debt.

In addition,

Canadian provinces, as well as large

Canadian municipalities and regional

US$ 200
sun/ey.

billion of

The

municipalities,

rated debt outstanding

which together have over

were also contacted as

results of the survey reported in this release

reviews done for Orange County or participants

in

the

Orange County

Investment Pool. Results of these reviews have been and
reported on

in

will

continue to

t>e

separate releases.

The survey was conducted by telephone and,
directly responsible for the

issuer

part of our

do not include any

was asked a

investment

in

activity of

series of questions

almost

all

the entity

conceming

cases, the

was

official(s)

questioned. Each

their level of

investment

activity in derivatives eind other interest rate sensitive securities, including

collateralized

Issuers

mortgage

obligations, inverse floaters,

and structured notes.

were also questioned about the existence and extent
(4)

of

any leveraging
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practices. In addition,
realizing

issuer

each Issuer was asked

any losses as a

was

if

they had realized or anticipate

result of selling securities for

cash flow needs. Each

also questioned about the magnitude of any current unrealized

losses.

We are

still

survey.
findings,

awaiting responses from a few issuers contacted as part of this

We will continue to follow up in these instances and will
as necessary.

Contacts:
Regis Shields, Esq.
Assistant Vice President

(212) 553-4974

Barbara Flickinger
Vice President/Assistant Director
(212) 553-7736

Howard Mischel
Vice President/Managing Director
(212) 553-4467

Daniel Helmowltz

Executive Vice President/Director

(212)553-0340

(5)

report our
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Moody's

Puiaiic

Finance Department

Rating Desk

Moody's
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News
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tin
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1

Investors Service

99 Church

street

New York, NY

10007

(212)55>0533

Moody's Assesses Investment Risk of California County Pools

New York, New York - December 22,

1

994. Because of the large investment

losses incurred by the Orange County Investment Pool, which resulted

Pool and the County subsequently

filing for

a survey of the other 57 county investment pools

assessments of their

Orange County. As a

In

Orange County, the aggressive use

unhedged

update our

While various pools have

we

California that exhibits the high risk

result,

any ratings under review, has been taken

substantial,

the

relative to their tolerance of investment risk,

have not identified any other county pool in
characteristics of

in California to

vulnerability to similar events.

undertaken different strategies

in

bankruptcy, Moody's has undertaken

no

rating action, including placing

at this time.

of leveraging to

enhance

positions in derivative instruments which

yield

and

were highly

sensitive to increases in interest rates resulted in market value losses, collateral
calls

which forced realization of those market value losses, and

for withdrawal of their funds

pool.

finally,

by participants who were not mandated

Our survey focuses on the

extent to which these

same

to

demands
be

in

the

risks exist in the

57

otherpoois.

(Continusd)
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(2)

For our survey, Moody's analysts contacted and spoke with

Of these,

counties.

officials

reverse repurchase agreements or derivatives

from 14 counties reported

some use

in their

These counties

discussions and obtained

more aggressive use

at

a

later

of

San Bernardino, San

we have had

extensive

documentation of their portfolios and

We should note that most county treasurers

a statutory requirement that schools deposit

100%

of their funds

the county treasurer. However, one county has indicated that a school
invest

up

(LAIF);

to

we

date but

of either leverage or

are: Monterey, Placer,

some degree

listings of participants in the pool.
it

57

county pool. Officials

we will be following up

Diego, Solano, and Sonoma. For those counties,

consider

all

for concern.

Six counties reported a significantly
derivatives, or both.

from

of either leverage or derivatives, although

the amounts were generally moderate;

see no immediate need

officials

from 37 counties reported that there was no use of

20% of its funds

in

are following up to

the State's Local

clarify

vtrith

may

Agency Investment Fund

the investment requirements for school

districts.

While the managers of each of these pools report

that they

have developed or

are beginning to develop strategies to address the risks posed by the nature of
their pools,

we will be

these pools

in

to better

having further discussions or meetings with managers of

order to verify information which they have provided to us

assess

their strategies.

have been very forthcoming
strategies

To

in their

and the current status

in

order

date, the ofTtcials responsible for the pools

willingness to discuss their investment

of their portfolio.
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(3)

The key aspects

of these six county pools are highlighted below.

Monterey County

The count/s investment
derivatives for yield
risk in

a

rising interest rate environment.

participants are

mandatory so there

demands. According
million

strategy of using reverse purchase agreements

enhancement has exposed the investment pool

is

It

is

important to note that

to

a

and
level of

all

minimal risk of unplanned liquidation

to county officials, the reverse

and these have experienced no margin

repurchase position

calls. Officials

is

$237

also report these

transactions have tieen segregated into a separate pool which could decrease

the risk of unplanned liquidation demands.
to

have a book value of $338

$322

million.

million

The

other 'core portfolio'

and a December

1

,

is

reported

1995 martlet value of

We are requesting additional information and are planning to meet

with county officials to obtain further documentation of their reported strategies
to

address

risks in the portfolio

and

verify separation of the

two pools to ensure

satisfactory liquidity levels.

Contact:

Diane R. Gatewood

(212)553-0849

Placer County

The count/s pool had an unleveraged book value
Decemt>er 15, with an additional $68
repurchase agreements.

of

$378

million in securities

mitlion

as of

financed with reverse
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(4)

The county has been
agreements as
of the pool

is

significantly reducing

interest

invested

its

in derivative securities,

inverse rate mode. Less than

use of reverse repurchase

42%

risen over the past year. Approximately

rates have

10%

about 3/4 of which are

in

an

of the deposits represents voluntary

participants.

Approximately

25%

liquid investments,

of the portfolio, or

which

$140

officials assert is

million, is

more than

invested in short term or

m?et current

sufficient to

cash flow projections and potential unplanned withdrawals. Because of the

complex nature of the county's

portfolio,

we will meet with county

better understand the county's investment risk

Contacts:

officials to

management program.

David Brodsly

Kevoric Khrimian

(41 5) 274-1 739

(21 2)

553-4756

San Bernardino County

The

county's investment pool, totaling neariy $2.5

with a relaiively aggressive
portfolio includes

use of leverage

more than $800

that

it

billion,

enhance

million of reverse

The county has also issued a $300
(not rated

to

its

million taxable note for arbitrage
is

high, the

December

rolled over.

the reverse rep>os are restricted to

County

13,

purposes

County reports

reverse repurchase agreement position

recent market developments; on

agreements were rwt

The count/s

repurchase agreements.

by Mood/s). While the degree of leverage

has been reducing

has been managed

yield.

in light

of

$46.75 million of these

officials

have stated

90 days and also

to

Moody's

that

report that these positions

required margin calls during 1994 of $18.4 million through

November

30.
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(5)

The low

level of

pool

have

will

non-mandatory participants

to liquidate securities

voluntary depositor, Chino
reportedly indicated

its

Hills,

and

has $66

in

the pool mitigates the risk that the

realize

paper losses. The largest

million in the pool

and the

city

has

Intent to maintain these funds in the pool.

We will be following up with county ofTicials to monitor their reported changes in
strategy regarding reverse repurchase agreements

and

to gain additional

information to evaluate the pool's liquidity position.

Contact:

Nikolai

J.

SklarofF

(415)274-1741

San Diego County

The San Diega County Investment
interest rate sensitive instruments

pool has invested

in

a

significant

amount

of

and has sustained paper losses of about

10.7%. While the pool does not have leveraged investments such as reverse

repurchase agreements, the pool's voluntary participants account for about
of the portfolio, which
participants.

makes

The County Employees Retirement Fund, whose

Invest in the pool is not yet clear, accounts for

obligation to

an additional 14.5%. The county

and the major participants of the pool are reportedly taking steps

demands on
Because

25%

the pool vulnerable to early withdrawals by these

to regulate

the pool to prevent realizing losses on the sale of investments.

of the risks presented by the

rate sensitive securities,

as well as a

use of structured notes and other interest

significant proportion of discretionary
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(6)

participants,

Mood/s will

meet with appropriate

Contact

monitor performance of the pool closely, and plans to

officials to further

assess

their strategies.

Kevork Khrimian
(212) 553-4756

Solano County

Solano County has an aggressive investment strategy, with use of about $1 82
million in reverse

repurchase agreements and significant use of derivatives on a

pool with market value of $427 million as of

November

weighted average maturity of the pool's investments

is

30, 1994, Further, the
relatively long at

B75

days. Officials responsible for managing the pool have indicated to Moody's that

they have begun to shorten the maturity of their investments.

While the county's investment strategies have exposed the pool to
rates

and have required cash

for collateral calls,

it

is

rising interest

important to note that there

are no discretionary participants in the pool which could cause unexpected,
large withdrawals of funds.
officials to verify their

We plan to hold further discussions with county

investment plans, to discuss the degree of exposure

resulting from the derivative positions,

assure necessary future

and

liquidity.

Contact:

Ron Junker

^^

(415)274-1736

-^-"'^

to evaluate the County's strategy to
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Sonoma County
The county

utilizes

derivatives to

and inverse

a

significant

enhance the

amount

of reverse repurchase

agreements and

overall portfolio yield. Derivatives including floaters

floaters represent approximately

value of $565 million. Since

December

5,

$322

million of the total portfolio

there have been two margin calls of

$1 .6 million on the reverse positions which were satisfied with cash
securities

and

on hand.

The county has approximately
pool with a

total

eight voluntary city participants in the investment

investment of approximately $75

million.

According to the

county, no participant has requested unusual withdrawals from the fund and

each

is

continuing to

make

additional margin calls

deposits. In light of the exposure to possible

and the Inclusion of voluntary

request immediate withdrawal,

performance of the

Contact:

portfolio

we will

participants

which could

continue to monitor the overall

and the county's

liquidity position.

Diane R. Gatewood
(212) 553-0849
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MOODY'S PROVIDES UPDATE ON SCHEDULED JANUARY 3

DEBT SERVICE PAYMENTS FOR ORANGE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA AND COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICTS
New York, New York - December 29, 1994 - The Orange County

Board

of

Supervisors today took several actions to provide for debt service payments

coming due on January
five

However,

3.

it

is

not clear that these actions, taken just

days before the required payment date

to bondholders,

time to allow timely payment of debt obligations.
represent a

bankruptcy

first

were approved

The county's

step toward acknowledging that, while operating under the

filing,

debt obligations

will

be a

priority.

At the

same

time, the

county's decision to forego segregating funds for the repayment of the

Tax and Revenue
fund to

ratings

Anticipation Notes, as well

make payment on

underscores the

in

actions appear to

eis its

decision to

utilize

1

994-95

the reserve

the Certificates of Participation, Series 1986,

fact that the position of debtholders

remains very tenuous. The

on the county's obligations were suspended on Oecemtier

county and the investment pool

filed for

6,

when

the

bankruptcy because of large investment

losses by the pool.

(Continued)
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County Actions Regarding Debt Repayment
Moody's has been informed by
Supervisors authorized

Bankruptcy Court

make county

to

interest

officials,

it

is

sufficient

of

funds from the county investment pool to

payments coming due on January
to approval

are the legal repercussions,

Series B; 1994-95 Taxable

will

be obtained

made when due on January
if

for interest on;

However, such

3.

by the bankruptcy judge, and, according to

not clear that such approval

debt service payments to be

payments are

Orange County that today the Board

banl<ruptcy counsel to seek permission from the

withdraw

payments are subject
county

its

officials of

3.

It

is

any, should interest payments be

in

time to allow

not clear what
late.

These

1994-95 Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes,

TRANs; Taxable and Tax-Exempt Teeter

General Obligation Improvement Bonds; and Sanitation

District

Notes;

No. 12 Sewer

Bonds.

County

officials

have also informed us that the county

provisions of the resolution for the

$169

million

will

not follow the

1994-95 Tax and Revenue

Anticipation Notes, which require segregation of funds for note repayment of

$34.7 million
failure to set

in

December and $18.7

million in January.

While the county's

aside these monies raises serious concerns, the note resolution

requires that "any deficiency shall be satisfied

and made up from any other

moneys

is

county

of the

will

County

be able

to

lawfully available...".

It

too early to

make up these amounts to make

full

tell

whether the

and timely payment

at

note maturity on July 19, 1995.

County

officials

have also informed us

due on January 3

that the

$488,175 debt service payment

for the Certificates of Participation, Series

1

986,

will

be made

from debt service resen/e funds held separately by the trustee. After this

payment, approximately $3.65

million will

remain

in

the reserve fund.

365
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The county

also has

a monthly

interest

payment due on

Its

Series

Obligation Bonds. Although the county indicated that interest

paid from a

fully

is

B Pension

scheduled to be

funded escrow account held outside the pool, the county could

not confimi whether the January 3 interest

payment will be made.

Update

On School

Officials

from the county and the county board of education have confinmed that

full

Districts'

and timely payment

districts

be made on

five school district obligations.

largely frozen.

revenues received

The January 3 payments

after the pool's

bankruptcy

bankruptcy revenues had been segregated

Finally,

While the

are not bankrupt, their funds were held by the county investment pool

and have been
district

will

Debt

we have been

into

will

filing;

be made from

these post-

a new pool.

informed that for pool participants other than the county,

funds for respective tax and revenue anticipation notes

will

be segregated

in

accordance with the respective resolutions from post-petition monies of the
participants.

366
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Debt Service Due January 3

Orange County

'

Certificates of Participation, Series

1986

General Obligation Improvement Bonds
Pension Obligation Bonds Series B
1994-95 Taxable and Tax-Exempt Teeter Notes
1994-95 Taxable Tax and Revenue
Anticipation Notes
1994-95 Tax and Revenue Anticipation
Notes, Series

B

Sanitation District No. 12

School Districts

Sewer Bonds

^

Centralia School District
Irvine Unified

School

District

Placentia-Yorbia Linda Unified School

District,

994-95 Taxable Notes
Santa Ana Unified School District
Yorba Linda School District (now PlacentiaYorba Linda Unified School District)
1

Interest
^

payments.

General obligation, unlimited tax bonds unless othenwise noted.

Contacts:

Barbara Flickinger
Vice President/Assistant Director
Far West Region
(212) 553-7736

Karen Krop
Assistant Vice President

Far West Region

(212)553-4860
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MOODY'S LOWERS THE RATINGS ON SHORT-TERM AND
LONG-TERM OBLIGATIONS OF ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
New

York,

York - January

New

1995

6,

--

Effective today,

Moody's Investors

number of the short-term and

Service reinstated and lowered the ratings on a

long-term obligations of Orange County, California. These ratings were

suspended on December
and

ability to

6,

1994 pending

clarification of

the County's intention

pay debt service under bankruptcy. While some

recent actions

show

attentiveness to meeting

that the county's ability to fully

its

pay debt service on

its

interest

are

now

and

in

June and July 1995. With

on the County's obligations

principal

reinstating

and lowering the long-term

obligations listed below to
listed

below have been

Not Prime. The
also
to

rating

Caa The
.

reinstated

ratings

is

now clear

is

no

is

ability to

pay

assurance of payment of
for the

ratings

foreseeable future,

we

on the county's

on various short-temn obligations

and lowered

to

S£ (Speculative Grade) and

on the Pension Obligation Bonds, Series B, which was

suspended on December

Caa because

little

it

long-term obligations

severely strained and, absent extraordinary intervention, there

notes maturing

of the county's

debt obligations,

was

6th,

reinstated

and lowered on December 8th

of the investment pool's inability to

honor the tender feature of

the bonds.

(Continued)
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Uncertain Outlook For County Debt

Moody's analysts met recently with county
provided

new cash

officials

flow projections through

receipts received after the

The new cash

flow projections

much

service payments are very

Moody's

that decisions

on

in

if

significant

make

it

who

their advisors

bankmptcy filing would not be

county's operations and debt sen/ice, even

achieved.

and

June 30, 1995,

indicating that

sufficient to

pay the

budget cuts are

clear that in the interim, debt

jeopardy. County officials have indicated to

payments

future debt sen/ice

will

be made on a case-

by-case basis.

Recent actions are indicative

service

of the continued precarious position of

The county has now made

holders.

debt

provisions for bondholders to receive debt

payments which were due January

3,

curing the default which

had

occurred due to the lack of timely payment. The county chose to pay debt
service on the 1986 Certificates of Participation from
fund.

It

its

debt service reserve

has also chosen not to make two segregation payments required

for the

1994-95 Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes. These actions are symptomatic
of the

severe cash flow problems the county

There appears

to

defaults.

experiencing.

be support among some county representatives and

Orange County business community
payment

is

to

make the

Some county officials have

efforts

in

the

necessary to avoid debt

suggested that solutions to the

county's cash flow problems can be found, possibly by restructuring debt,

seeking agreements with bondholders to extend debt payments, or undertaking

a new financing to consolidate county obligations. However, no specific
proposals have been made, there are legal and
proposals,

and

in

any case

support any significant

It

will

new debt

be

difficult

obligation.

political

obstacles to such

to create financial capacity to

369
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The county's
between

county has

lost

has voiced

its

achieve

close to

$160

revenues and expenditures
million in

budgeted

million shortfall

is substantial.

interest earnings

The

and the Board

opposition to seeking other revenue options. While the Board has

approved $40
to

and the $172

financial situation is very precarious

this year's projected

million in

spending cuts, substantial additional cuts

Moody's

this late in the fiscal year.

county's efforts to find solutions to

and endeavor

to

meet

its

short

its

will

be

difficult

continue to monitor the

wilt

cash flow problems, balance operations,

and long-term debt

obligations.

Ratings remain suspended on two obligations: the Orange County Airport

Revenue Bonds and the 1994-95 Pooled TRANs. The Orange County
enterprise system

the bankruptcy
the rating

will

has established a separate fund

filing

to provide for operations

and debt

service.

The

be reviewed once we have assessed the impact on

operations and capital program of the airport's losses on

county investment pool. The rating on the pooled
various school districts

will

we

will

its

TRANs

be reviewed once we have

the pool under bankruptcy. In addition,

need

airport

revenues received

for

after

status of

ttie airport's

funds invested

in

the

issued on behalf of

clarified

to review

the legal status of

updated cash

flows of the participating school districts.

Below are
with

listed the ratings affected

a more detailed description

on the status of

their

of

by toda/s actions.

each

We will follow up shortly

of the County's obligations

debt service payments.

and

report

370
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Rating
Prior To

Rating

Amount

Suspension ($000)

Orange County General Obligation Bonds
Orange County Taxable Pension Obligation Bonds,
Series A

Orange County-Orange County Public Facilities
Corporation, Certificates of Participation
Series '86, dtd. 7/1/86

Con.

(Caa)

Con.

(Al)

13,485

Orange County-Orange County Public Facilities
Corporation, Certificates of Participation
Series 'SB. dtd. 12/1/88

X

81,615

(A)

11,975

ja

785

Orange County-California Financial Services
(1990 Equipment Project) Certificates of

Participation, dtd.

1/1/91

Con.

(Caa)

Cen.

Orange County Civic Center Authority-Santa Ana
Lease Rental 1972 Refunding

Orange County Development Agency Santa Ana

Heights Project Area Tax Allocation Bonds.

Orange County TRANs

1994-9S Series A

Orange County TRANs

1994-95 Series B

Orange County 1994-95 Taxable Notes
Orange County 1994-95 Taxable (Teeter-Plan)
Notes

Orange County 1994-95 Tax-Exempt (Teeter-Plan)
Notes

371
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STATUS OF ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA DEBT
1 1
1995 - On January 6, 1995, Moody's
and lowered the ratings on a number of the shortterm and long-term obligations of Orange County, Califomia. These ratings
were suspended on December 6, 1994 pending clarification of the county's
intention and ability to pay debt service under bankruptcy. The rating revisions
reflect the county's reduced ability to meet debt service requirements. It is clear
that absent extraordinary intervention, there is no ability to pay notes maturing in
June and July 1 995. The following is a brief summary of each of the county's
obligations and our understanding of the status of their debt service payments.

New

York,

New York

-

January

Investors Service reinstated

Orange County Debt Issues

,

Sendee

99 Ctiurch

372

Orange County Debt Issue*

373

Ocange County Debt Issues

374

Rating Definitions

may be in
Caa: Bonds which are rated Caa are of poor standing. Such issues
respect to principal or
default or there may be present elements of danger with
interest.

Con.

(...):

Bonds

for

which the security depends upon the completion of

act or the fulfillment of

some condition

Speculative Grade: This designation denotes speculative
instmments in this category lack margins of protection.

Not Prime: Issuers rated Not Prime do not fall

within

categories.

Contacts:

Karen Krop
Assistant Vice President
(212) 553-4860
Barisara J. Rickinger
Vice President - Assistant Director
Far West Regional Ratings

(212) 553-7736

David Brodsly
Vice President - Manager
Western Regional OfTice, San Francisco
(415) 274-1700

some

are rated conditionally.

any

quality.

of the

Debt

Prime

rating

375

Moodys
Public

Investors Service

Rnance Department

RoHngDMic

N^m

Rating

Moody's

Investors Service

99

Ctiurct\ street

New York. NY

10007

(212)5534)533

MOODY'S CONTINUES TO MONITOR ORANGE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA DEBT SERVICE OBLIGATIONS;

DELAYED NOTE INTEREST PAYMENTS DUE

FEBRUARY
New

New

York,

service

York

-

APPEAR PROBABLE

1

January 31 1995
,

payments scheduled

for

-

February

Orange County has the
1,

following debt

1995:

Series

Rating

IRAN'S 1994-95 Series B

SG

1994-95 Taxable Notes

Debt Service
[2]$1

03,403

Not Prime

[2]$2,888,690

1

994-95 Teeter Plan Tax-Exempt Notes

SG

[21$2 1 2,734

1

994-95 Teeter Plan Taxable Notes

Not Prime

[21$534,408

Pension Obligation Bonds, Series B

Caa

[3]

[1]Aaa

(4]2,654,030

Certificates of Participation

(1]AMBAC

dated

1

1/15/91

insured.

[2]

Monthly interest payment.

[3]

Monthly interest payment. Amount due unavailable.

[4]

Semi-annual debt service payment.
(Continued)
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The county has taken steps

pay February

to

1

debt service

;

however, as

was

the case with January debt service payments, the county's actions are unlikely to
result in

payment on several

has

a

filed

petition with

of

its

The county

obligations in a timely manner.

bankruptcy court to

make

interest

payments on

Tax

its

and Revenue Anticipation Notes, Taxable Notes, and Teeter Notes (taxable and

The

tax-exempt).

petition is similar to

one

filed for

January debt service

payments. The court allowed debt service payments

in

January as requested;

however, debt service due January 3 was paid on January
understanding that the bankniptcy judge
until

February

is still

1

.

The county's

B will be

inability to

that monthly interest

need

1

interest

to petition the

Further,

it

County

The county

is

indicative of the

filed

ongoing

the petition for payment of

indicated to Moody's that absent such request

its petition,

for the

bankruptcy court to respond.

payments on the above note

bankmptcy court by February

indicated to date whether or not
filing will

time.

payment on the Pension Obligation

make timely payments

would take three weeks

March

payments on

debt sen/ice on January 10, 1995. The county did not request

1

emergency action on

the

Moody's

is

paid from funds already with the Trustee.

precarious position of debt holders.

February

It

Assuming the judge approves these debt service payments,

have indicated

Bonds; Series

5.

not scheduled to review this petition

unlikely that noteholders will receive their

officials

it

is

it

In

order to

make

obligations, the county will
8.

will file this petition

The county has
and

if it

does,

not

when such

take place.

as was the case with the 1986

intends to pay debt service on
service reserve fund.

its

The county

Certificates of Participation, the county

1991 Certificates of Participation from

its

also continues to disregard segregation

requirements for the 1994-95 Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes. These
actions are symptomatic of the severe cash flow problems the county

experiencing.

is

debt

377

Mood/s
efforts

Investors Service continues to monitor

toward resolving

County and

its

its

Caa and on

its

short-term debt to either Not

Prime or Speculative Grade (SG) Despite the
.

now below investment
all

efforts to

meet ongoing debt service requirements.

Karen S. Krop
Assistant Vice President

(212) 553-4860

Mary Francoeur
Assistant Vice President

(212)553-7240

J. Flickinger

Vice President/Assistant Director

Far West Region
(212) 553-7736

fact that the county's ratings are

grade, Moody's believes that the county

Contacts:

Barbara

California's

investment pool. Moody's has previously lowered the ratings on

the County's long-term debt to

make

Orange County,

financial crisis following the bankruptcy filings of the

is

obligated to

378
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Department

Public Finance

Rating

Moody's
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Investors Service
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10007

(212)55M)533

Credit Implications of Orange County, California Proposal to
Allocate Assets of Bankrupt Investment Pool

New York.

Newr York

-

Febmary

15.

1995

-

A voluntary settlement to allocate

funds from the Orange County Investment Pool (OCIP) has been proposed by

County business leaders and endorsed by the Orange County Board of
Supervisors.

The proposal represents a

potential step forward in reducing the

uncertainty surrounding the financial status of pool participants, and ultimately in
clarifying the impact of the

County and the pool
participant

100%

of

bankruptcy

participants.
its

filing

investment, an early settlement would provide recovery of

a sizable portion of each participant's funds

case

if

step as
the

a
it

on holders of debt issued by the

While the proposal does not guarantee any

litigation strategy is

sooner than

far

is likely to

pursued. In this sense, the proposal

is

a

be the

positive

could give participants access to sizable amounts of their cash held

OCIP as well as

clarify

developing the county's plan for meeting
perspective, the key question
sufficient to

is

whether

its

obligations.

its

From a

rating

any proposed settlement

this or

enable each participant to meet

is

debt obligations. The value of the

non-cash elements of the settlement described more
evaluated at

in

the county's exposure and provide a starting point for

fully

below, cannot be

this time.

(Continued)
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Moody's

is

currently reviewing the credit quality of the outstanding debt of the

pool participants. Moody's
situation as
their

it

continue to review participants based on the

will

currently stands,

have access

that they

i.e.

to

no more than

funds for emergency purposes. For some participants, access

cash, as proposed, would be

critical to

their ability to

funds invested
ability to

in

adequate cash flow

to support

if

a

Some

debt service without access

to

OCIP. However, even some participants which demonstrate an

meet debt service payments may

downgrades

of

meet upcoming debt

service requirements, particularly for those which issued taxable notes.
participants exhibit

30%

to additional

final

ultimately experience credit rating

pool settlement results

originally invested in the

in less

than

full

restoration of

cash

OCIP.

Outline of Settlement Proposal

The proposal would provide

participants with

77%

of their investments in cash;

the remainder would be provided through a combination of long-term securities,
or "recovery notes," to be issued by the County and through claims on future

revenues, including proceeds of successful

litigation.

The plan

offers a higher

proportion of recovery notes, which the county considers to be equivalent to

cash, to school districts than to non-school participants.
allocation of

77%

of

would be the same

cash

for all

for operating funds,

and taxable note proceeds issued

School

districts

would be formed

to

for

participants

debt service funds, construction funds,

of their investments in recovery notes,

would receive only 3%. A

joint

powers agency

monetize the securities which would be structured with the

intention that pool participants

an

for arbitrage.

would receive 13%

whereas non-school

The plan provides

types of funds invested, so that distributions

would be able

to sell

them immediately

at par.
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(3)

The proposal does

an

not provide sufficient infoimafion for Moody's to render

opinion as to the credit quality of such notes nor likelihood that they could be

converted easily to cash at par value. The security for these notes could also be

converted at the County's option

County revenues

if

a mechanism

is

to repay debt. Participants will

be derived from

future revenues of the County to

have an opinion on the

implemented to intercept

also have various claims

on

Moody's does not

litigation.

merits, potential for success, or timing of

any such

litigation.

The proposal

requires a

minimum acceptance

participants holding at least

90%

level of

80%

of the pool

of the investments (both exclude the county).

Non-school participants may choose a second option which would allow them
receive

77%

of their original investment in cash,

waive

to

their rights to the

recovery notes and other county revenues, and instead seek recovery of

remaining monies through
modified or rejected.

It

process which reportedly

litigation

against the County. The proposal

will

require forty days.

on Holders

Potential Impact of Settlement Proposal

The

proposal,

if

accepted,

is

only one step

faced by the County, although

it

the losses of the pool as well as

does not address the obligation
does

it

propose any means

payments coming due

may be

subject to final approval by the bankruptcy judge, a

is

in

of

Orange County Debt

resolving the fiscal crisis

would better define the County's exposure
its

obligations to pool participants.

of the

for the

County

County

to

to

its

to

The proposal

bond and noteholders nor

meet sizable debt sen/ice

within the next months.

However, the proposal

initiates

381

(4)

an important process:

that of addressing the allocation of investment losses

what the Count/s own losses and related obligations will

defining

issues are resolved, the County can

move forward on a number

important problems, including addressing
the

means by which

to

its

financial

and

As these

be.

of other

problems and

identifying

repay long and short-term obligations. While the newly

appointed Chief Executive

Officer, William

Popejoy, has been reported to be

in

support of avoiding defaults of the County's debt, the Supervisors of Orange

County have not yet reversed
necessary

to

meet

all

their stated opposition to raising

holders. With almost $1 billion in note principal

August,

Mood/s has

taxes

if

of the County's obligations, including obligations to debt

significant

obligations to noteholders.

coming due between now and

concerns about the County's

meet

ability to

The County has taken steps necessary

to

its

meet

monthly interest payments on these notes; however, absent significant
restructuring of
to

be able

its

to retire

debt or identification of

those notes

at maturity

Contacts:

Karen S Krop
Assistant Vice President

(212)553-4860

Barbara Flickinger
Vice President/Assistant Director
Far West Regional Ratings
(212) 553-7736

new revenues,

the County

is

unlikely
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MOODY'S EVALUATES IMPACT OF FEDERAL BANKRUPTCY
COURT RULING ON ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA TAX AND

REVENUE ANTICIPATION NOTES
New

York,

New

York

Bankaiptcy Court
segregate funds

in

for

-

February 27, 1995

-

On February

23, the Federal

Santa Ana. California ruled that the requirement to

repayment of Orange County's $169

million Series

A Tax

and Revenue

Anticipation Notes (TRANs), as covenanted in the

Resolution,

not enforceable under banknjptcy. This ruling affirms the county's

is

practice since

funds

for

it

filed for

bankruptcy on December

note repayment and, as a

result,

6,

1

Note

994, of not setting aside

the ruling does nothing to

change the

repayment prospects for the TRANs, due July 28, 1995. Moody's remains
concerned about the county's

ability to

implement a solution to avoid default,

given the short timeframe and magnitude of the notes coming due. The
are currently rated

SG

TRANS

.

(Continued)
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error. lU
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The

court's ruling addresses a

TRANS,

commonly used

that of setting aside funds for

Notwithstanding the court

ruling,

Moody's believes the requirement to segregate

note repayment funds for California

TRANs has been and will

positive credit feature for other California

cash management

on the

discipline

credit feature of California

repayment ahead of note maturity

TRAN

issuer.

The

issuers,

as

it

continue to be a

imposes a basic

court's ruling could

greatest impact on those financially stressed issuers

have the

where segregation may

otherwise serve to enhance credit quality, but where concerns about bankruptcy

may now diminish the

analytical value of segregation.
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Vice President
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MOODY'S CONTINUES TO MONITOR ORANGE COUNTY.
CALIFORNIA DEBT SERVICE OBLIGATIONS
Bankruptcy Court Releases Funds

in

Time

for

March

1

Payments

NewYork, New York - March 1, 1995 - The Federal Bankruptcy Court, upon
by Orange County, has granted a motion authorizing payments on
obligations due March 1. The order was entered February 27. Unlike the
January and February debt service payments, the county has acted in a
sufficiently timely manner to allow payment of debt service to bondholders on
due date; in the two prior months, filing beyond the deadline for timely
petition

consideration by the bankruptcy judge delayed payment

due

until shortly after

the

the

date.

Orange County has the following debt

service payments scheduled for

March

1,

1995:

Debt
Service

Series

Rating

($000)

SG

$101
$2,830

TRANs, 1994-95 Series B
994-95 Taxable Notes
1 994-95 Teeter Plan Tax-Exempt Notes
1 994-95 Teeter Plan Taxable Notes
Public Facility Corp. COPs Series 1993 A
(Master Lease Program), dated 2/1/93
Pension Obligation (Taxable), Series A
Pension Obligation (Taxable), Series B

Not Prime

1

SG
Not Prime
Aaa[1]

Caa
Caa

$208
$523
$600
$8,207

$428
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Debt
Service
Series

Rating

($000)

California Financial Services (1990 Equipment
Project)

COPs

dated 1/1/91

Orange Co. Development Agency-Santa Ana
Heights Project Tax Allocation Bonds
Orange Co. Development Agency-Financing
Authority Tax Allocation Revenue (NDAPP),
Series

A

Orange Co. Development Agency-Financing
Authority Tax Allocation Revenue (NDAPP),
Series B
Master Lease Schedule 1, dated 9/1/88

(IJFSA
[2]

Con. (Caa)

$419

Caa

$1,705

Aaa[2]

$ 864

Aaa[2]

$ 85

NR

$965

Insured.

MBIA

Insured

According to county officials, payment on obligations that have other available
funds, such as reserve funds or excess interest earnings, will be paid
from the other funds rather than from current revenues. Thus, payments on the
various COPs will be made from funds on hand with the trustees. In addition,
the county reports that it will make payment on three assessment district and
ten Mello-Roos district bonds from assessment and special tax revenues
collected since the bankruptcy as well as from some funds on hand with the
trustees.

Contacts:

Mary Francoeur
Assistant Vice President
(212) 553-7240

Barbara J. Flickinger
Vice President and Assistant Director
Far West Region

(212)553-7736
Karen S Krop
Assistant Vice President

(212) 553-4860
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ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA EVALUATES ASSET SALES
AND PRIVATIZATION OPTIONS TO HELP WITH
FINANCIAL RECOVERY
Proposal Would Provide Only Very Limited Contributions To
Recovery

New York, New York - March

10,

1995

- On March 9,

1995,

Orange County,

Califomia Chief Executive Officer William Popejoy announced several options
for privatizing services

because

and

selling

county assets to help the county
for

bankruptcy on December

of $1.7 billion in losses in

its

investment pool. Moody's believes that

investors should not rely on these efforts being completed

the $1.0

in its

The county filed

financial recovery.

billion in

in

relative to the size of the county's problems;

changes or would

legislative

some

1994,

time to help pay

debt service due by August 10. Further, as the

these options would provide only limited financial resources

6,

in

CEO

indicated,

the long-term

proposals would require

incur offsetting expenses.

Continued
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Among

the sales proposed by Popejoy were 12 assets which could generate

between $28 and $33
were considered

million within

likely to

would take from three

one

12 months. Only two of the assets

to

be sold within one

to 12,

to three

months; the remainder

assuming buyers could be found. The

discussed sale leasebacks, including the county administrative
could contribute from $60 to $71 million
transactions would also create

lease expenses of almost $16 million

Wayne Airport and the

would require addressing

repaying $253 million and $82 million
that the

in

difficult to

support.

county's three landfills were also

discussed, these are not attractive options, particularly
of these assets

also

which

one-time revenues. However, these

in

new annual

which, given the current distressed budget, would be very

While selling the John

CEO

building,

the short-term

in

significant legal hurdles

Sales

as well as

debt respectively. Popejoy suggested

county would be better served by reserving these assets

to provide

collateral for other potential unspecified transactions.

Popejoy also made clear

that privatization of county services

significant savings, in part

because

would not realize

of the county's existing efforts as well

statutory impediments to privatizing certain functions

the most significant would contract out for

He

management

of the county's

investment pool. Estimates of annual cost savings are less than $1

many

options did not yet have estimates for savings.

as the

listed ten proposals,

million;
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The CEO's presentation

to the Boarct of Supervisors is part of

weekly set of presentations

problems. Apriorsesslonoutiined the $187 million

1,000 layoffs which
sessions are an

will

effort

an ongoing,

bi-

to explore various solutions to the county's financial

be needed

to

in

budget cuts and over

balance the 1995-96 budget. These

on behalf of the new

CEO

to inform the

Board and the

public of the depth and different dimensions of the county's bankruptcy, with

the intent of forming a public consensus and support for the solutions.

However, as
the county's

we have

ability to

stated frequently, Moody's remains very concerned about

avoid defaults on

its

short-term obligations coming

June, July, and August, given the very short timeframe and the
logistical,

and

legal obstacles

still

to

be overcome.

Contacts.

Barbara Flickinger
Vice President-Assistant Director
Far West Regional Ratings - New York Office

212-553-7736

Karen
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Assistant Vice President

212-553-4860
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Assistant Vice President

212-553-7240

due

in

many financial,
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MOODY'S EVALUATES RECENT ANNOUNCEMENTS BY
ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
County's Willingness and Ability to Avoid Default
Question

Still in

New York, New York - March 20, 1995 - Recent actions and announcements by
Orange County have contributed to confusion about the county's intention in
honoring its debt commitments and otherwise resolving its current financial
crisis. The proposed one year deferral of repayments on short-term general
obligation indebtedness

as are statements that the
a portion of that indebtedness. Like the county's
earlier decision not to segregate tax receipts originally pledged for payment of
outstanding tax and revenue anticipation notes (TRANs), the deferral proposal
heightens concem about the county's true intentions and ability to avoid default.

may seek

county

is

particularly troubling,

to invalidate

The county has a prime opportunity to clarify its intentions to honor its debt
obligations with the recent announcement of a sales tax increase that may be
put to the voters.

Following extensive study of alternatives, the county's Chief
Executive and the county's professional advisors are recommending the one
half sales tax as an essential piece of a recovery plan. The county supervisors
need to strongly support placing the tax on the ballot and then, with other county
leaders, urge its passage by the voters in June. The county must move strongly
and clearly in this direction and make the difficult decisions which can help avoid
default. County leaders need to make much more explicit that the county's
proposed debt deferral does not represent an altemative strategy, but is an
attempt to identify contingencies in the event that the many pieces of a workout
plan may not be finalized in the short time frame remaining.

Continued
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following comment discusses Moody's reaction to these two recent
proposals by Orange County. In addition, Moody's has outlined the complexities
of potential solutions to the county's eventual recovery.

The

Sales Tax Proposal

The announcement

that on March 28 the County Board of Supervisors will
consider placing a one half cent sales tax before the voters is an opportunity for
the county to finally demonstrate its commitment to solving its financial
problems. Although voter approval is far from assured, strong approval and
unambiguous endorsement by the Board for the tax increase would send a clear
and positive sign that the county is ready to move forward to resolve its
problems. This may enable other elements of the workout plan to coalesce more
quickly and help the county win support and cooperation from key parties,

including creditors

The Board's

and the

state.

rejection, deferral of action, or a decision to put the issue before the

voters but without any leadership endorsement of the tax increase, would be an
indication that there

is

among county supervisors to
problems nor a commitment to avoiding

not yet a willingness

acknowledge the depth

of the county's

default.

While a number of potential actions, including budget cuts, a revenue intercept,
leveraging county assets, and seeking state guarantees, have been proposed,
the resolve and leadership necessary to craft these elements into a workable,
comprehensive solution has yet to be demonstrated. Because time is short and
the details of any proposal will be legally and financially complex, it is quite
possible that these proposals will not move forward quickly enough to avoid
default on the over $1 billion in debt coming due this summer.

County Debt Extension

On March

county proposed a mechanism for a one-year renewal of its
The county expects to seek bankruptcy court
approval of a stipulation approving the renewal proposal and hopes to achieve
consensus among bondholders. However, the proposal does not make clear the
county's intent. If the proposed mechanism represents a forced extension, with
holders given only the alternative of nonpayment, then this proposal should be
viewed as equivalent to default. If, however, in the face of a credible workout
16, the

short-term bonded indebtedness.

plan.
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noteholders are asked to voluntarily extend their debt and are adequately
in order to provide sufficient time for the plan to be implemented,
then setting up a mechanism for voluntary extension may be a realistic
contingency plan. Proposal of such a mechanism recognizes that one of the
cornerstones of the county's potential recovery, the one half cent sales tax, must
first gain approval from the Board of Supervisors and then the electorate. Even if
approved by the Board, gaining voter approval is highly uncertain and the final
outcome will not be known before June 27, when the earliest election can be
held. A voluntary extension, accompanied by a plan to provide cash payment to
those noteholders who choose not to extend, may be a realistic contingency that

compensated

noteholders find preferable to a payment default.

Two

particularly disturbing

elements

of the county's

debt extension proposal are

the county's plans to reserve the right to challenge the validity and enforceability

$600 million taxable notes and to challenge the allocation of available
repayment reserves among the various note accounts invested in the pool.
These two provisions constitute a strategy for a future assault on the taxable
notes, as they would allow the county to invalidate the taxable notes and invade
the $481 million now set aside for their repayment to divert for other uses. These
provisions,
pursued, would totally undermine any hopes the county may
entertain to regain credibility in the financial community, even if the invaded
funds were used to entirely repay other bondholders. Moody's strongly believes
that there should be no distinction made among the different classes of general
obligation debt and believes the county must continue to make all efforts to
provide full payment for all its obligations.
of the

if

County Workout Options are Complicated and Multi-faceted
The remainder of our report outlines our understanding of the status of the three
major components to a county recovery and workout plan. The first, allocating

among participants, appears near final solution. Now the county
must develop a credible plan to restructure its debt and then develop a means
resolve its short and long-term financial problems.

pool losses

to

Pool Settlement Would Be Important First Step

The settlement

under consideration provides

all pool participants
investment in the pool in cash. The county would
give participants "recovery notes" to provide school districts an additional 13% of
their investments, and other participants an additional 3%. The county would
make up the balance with a combination of debt and claims on future revenues.

of pool losses

with approximately

77%

of their

392

The recovery

notes, totaling

$255

million,

would have a senior claim on county

debt service. It is our understanding that to make the settlement proposal more
attractive, the county is working to assure that the recovery notes would be truly
marketable securities at full par value. This may require structuring the notes
with a sufficiently strong legal pledge

and source

of

revenues that would not only

hold up during bankruptcy, but also survive bankruptcy. Another element may be
to seek a guarantee from third parties or identify one or more key purchasers of
the notes.

On March 17, the Pool Creditors Committee announced that they have agreed in
concept to the settlement. Final details are being worked on, and formal
agreement will require approval by 80% of the participants representing 90% of
the funds (excluding the county) to approve the plan. It is our understanding that
will then take the bankruptcy judge 30 to 45 days to review and approve or
it

deny the

plan.

If the settlement is finalized and approved by the federal bankruptcy court, the
county will then know the extent of its liabilities, available cash, and thus the
magnitude of its problem in repaying debt obligations and restoring funds lost in

the pool.

County Cannot Repay Debt Without Significant Restructuring of
Obligations
is settled as proposed, then the county
face a substantial shortfall in resources
to repay its short and long-term debt. To provide full and timely payment, the
county will need to refinance and restructure its debt. As discussed earlier, the
If

the allocation of investment pool losses

have access

will

county

may

can be

finalized.

to

its

cash but

will still

resort to a negotiated deferral of debt service until

a workout plan

revenue sources
pledged security will need to be valid in
bankruptcy as well as under California statute. Two major revenue options that
have been discussed are a one half cent sales tax which would free up a like
amount of revenue for debt and claims repayment, and leveraging the county's
solid waste system. If adequate and reliable new revenues are enacted, a
mechanism for protecting and isolating the revenue stream may be helpful. A
state intercept of pledged revenues for debt service is being considered by the

Key
for

to

a debt restructuring

repayment

will

be the

of debt. In addition, the

California legislature.

identification of credible

393

has very strong powers to approve financings
and dedicate revenue sources to debt repayment. It remains to be seen what
approaches the county will use and whether or not will take advantage of
debtor in possession financing mechanisms to refinance its considerable
obligations. Because municipal financings under bankruptcy are virtually
unknown, there is little precedent for how the county should properly structure its
future obligations. However, to the extent that a workout plan envisions use of
unprecedented revenue sources for unprecedented purposes, transactions may
benefit from seeking judicial validation as well as approval by the bankruptcy
court. Depending on the details of the particular proposals, validation may be a
Additionally the bankruptcy court

it

requirement of a rating review.

New Revenue Sources Necessary

to Maintain Basic

Government Functions

final piece of the restructuhng package involves reestablishing county
government as a viable entity. Although there will be significant downsizing, the
county needs to be able to define and go forward with essential government
functions. The county's General Fund has been decimated by the loss of
interest income and the county is proposing severe cuts in its 1995-96 budget.
Using general revenues to secure new debt will further reduce resources
available to the General Fund. The restructuring package must address both the
1994-95 deficit, as well as the structural budget gap carried into future years.

The

The new county executive, William Popejoy, has publicly stated that raising the
sales tax is the only means of completing a package to restructure county
government and meet all obligations to bondholders and pool participants. A
half cent increase in the sales tax is projected to generate approximately $134
million annually.

passage
for the

to envision a successful financial recovery without
as there would not be sufficient general fund revenues
support the additional debt and maintain any semblance of
It

is difficult

of the sales tax,

county to

govemmental

functions.
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County Has Limited Time

to

Implement Workout Solution

of the county's restructuring plan are each essential and
forward together. Neither the county nor the pool participants can

The three elements
need

to

move

for fiscal 1 995-96 without settling the allocation of
be virtually impossible for the county to make full and
timely payment on its debt as currently structured, it is still possible to put into
place a workout solution to ultimately satisfy its obligations in full. However,
using general revenues to support new debt without successfully replacing
revenues taken from the General Fund would require the dismantling of most
general government functions.

reasonably expect to budget

pool losses. While

it

will

If a vote on the sales tax is not successful, the probable scenario is that the
county will default on its debt obligations. While the county appears to have the
potential to generate the resources required to solve its problems, it remains to
be seen if there is the political will to take painful, necessary steps to solve its
problems in a timely manner.

Contacts:
Barbara Flickinger
Vice President/Assistant Director

Far West Region
(212) 553-7736

Karen S. Krop
Assistant Vice President

(212)553-4860
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ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA PROPOSES RECOVERY PLAN
Major Obstacles Could Hinder

New York, New
bankruptcy

The plan

York

filing,

-

March

31,

1995

-

Its

Implementation

Four months after

Orange County has made

results from the efforts of the county's legal

the backing of the

new

its

December

7th

public a plan for financial recovery.

and

financial advisors with

Chief Executive Officer. County supervisors have not yet

endorsed the plan and although they voted

to

seek voter approval

of

a half cent

sales tax, at least two of the Supervisors have expressed personal reservations

against this central element of the overall financial recovery plan.

The

plan,

if

implemented, would allow the county to reach several goals:

•

make

•

pay

pool participants whole

off

in

the long-run:

bond and note holders so

that the county retains

access to capital

markets; and
•

continue to provide county residents with a level of service consistent with
maintaining public health and safety.

Continued
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While the plans goals are laudable and

economic capacity

to

move

successful implementation

the

its

is far

its

current fiscal problems,

from assured. As proposed

objective of default avoidance.

critical

components together provide the

the county out of

review the elements of the plan and

The purpose

it

of this

would not achieve

comment

identify potential obstacles to

is

to

its

Implementation.

Their B^st Case Scenario Does Not Assure Default Avoidance

Even

if

all

of the elements of the

expeditiously as possible,
timely debt service
to negotiate

it

announced recovery plan are put

appears impossible

payments

this

for the

county to

place as

summer. The county would additionally need

a debt deferral with noteholders or obtain some

financing to avoid default.

into

make full and

A debt deferral,

sort of bridge

achieved through voluntary extension

or renewal negotiated through a consensual process with existing noteholders,

could represent a necessary and acceptable element of the recovery. Any such
negotiations could last almost to the notes' maturity dates, as noteholders
likely

want

to

debt deferral.

a payment
notes

know the outcome

of the sales tax vote prior to agreeing to

A forced extension would

default,

and as such,

may have the

is

will

any

be viewed by Moody's as equivalent

not an acceptable alternative.

to

The Teeter

best potential to avoid default as they could be refinanced

separately on a self sustaining basis.

A review of each of the plan's elements
continue to be over the coming months.

illustrates

how difficult this process will
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The Problem
The county has

identified

a

deficit of

almost $2

billion.

as the county's budget

Because

due

shortfall

This

to the loss of interest

of the deficit, the county will

deficit

includes the

and the pool participants as well

loss of funds invested in the pool by the county

be unable

to

income

repay $1

in

1994-95.

billion in

short-term

debt coming due this summer. The recovery plan attempts to eliminate this
deficit

through a combination of debt restructuring and fee increases.

county has also

made

extensive budget cuts to balance

The

budget going

its

forward.

The county

means

is

also considering asset sales and privatization as two additional

of raising

revenues and reducing expenditures; however, neither of these

options are viable

meaningful

relief

in

the short-tenm. While such alternatives

over the long-term, they

their financial potential is currently

will

Measure

M sales tax that finances transportation programs.

sales tax

is

legally distinct entity from the county.

that authority's

OCTA

to redirect the

The Measure

M

Redirecting these revenues

bond indentures and may require 2/3 voter

Board approval, as well as

actions taken to divert

Measure

that of the participating cities

protect existing bondholders.

consequences on the

Any

M funds must occur in conjunction with the

defeasance of outstanding debt or must be accomplished

would

is

pledged to bonds of the Orange County Transportation Authority

would violate
approval,

provide

undetermined

Another alternative under consideration by the Supervisors

(OCTA), a

may

take a long time to implement and

in

such a way as

to

Othenwise, this would have severe negative

OCTA credit rating;

proposals to borrow funds from

similarly negatively affect the Authorit/s credit quality.

OCTA
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While

it

a worthwhile exercise for the county to pursue other options and

is

sources of revenue, there

is

a

risk that

may

these efforts

distract

from the

urgency of passing a sales tax and implementing the other elements of the

"

proposed recovery plan.

The Restructuring Plan

The

components

critical

increase

of the recovery plan are four

waste tipping

in solid

an increase

fees,

In

new debt

issues,

the sales tax,

and

an

significant

General Fund budget restructuring

.

Recovery Notes
with a

million of

is

in

-

will

provide pool participants

taxes due

in

receive between
will

If

settlement

75% and 86%

of

be used to make school

non-school participants

80%

whole.

$1 50 million of notes to restructure the existing Teeter

program. The Teeter plan

methodology

will

cash. Recovery notes

90% whole and

Teeter Notes

taxes.

bonds which

reached, the participants

investments

districts

.

$234

greater percentage of their investments in the pool.

accord
their

-

is

an

alternative property tax distribution

that provides taxing entities within the county with

exchange

for relinquishing penalties

The Teeter program would be

and

interest

100%

of

on delinquent

restructured as a self-sustaining

revolving fund operated by a Joint Powers

Agency separate from the county.
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5
•

Motor Vehicle License Fees
repaying the county's

revenue source

deficit;

for the

$750

million of

however, as the

General Fund,

its

bonds. This

MVLF

a key element

is

currently

diversion to support debt v^^ould

require identification of a replacement revenue so that General

operations can continue. The proposed sales tax increase
replace the loss of

•

MVLF

to the

million of

1995-96 General Fund Budget
reduction

in

-

in

to

Leveraging the
of out-of-

landfills.

Proposed budget represents a 41 %

discretionary spending, from

million in 1995-96.

been made

deficit

degree requires both rate increases and importation

county garbage to Orange County

•

Fund

designed

revenue bonds to refund

outstanding solid waste bonds as well as to fund the
to this

is

General Fund.

Waste Management System - $500

system

in

a major

is

$463

million in

1994-95

to

$275

Annualized reductions of approximately $70 million have

the current fiscal year. The balance

is

to

come from

significant

program and personnel reductions.

Pool Participants Are Not Enthusiastic About Proposed Settlement

The county has made some progress

in

reaching agreement with pool

The

creditors

to the proposal;

however,

participants over allocation of the remaining assets in the pool.

committee representing the participants has agreed
the settlement must

still

be voted on by the pool members and

is

subject to

bankruptcy court approval. Of some concern

is

has been forced on the

they do not agree to this particular

participants; that

is, if

the sentiment that the proposal

settlement which includes surrendering certain legal rights, they

receive their pro-rata portion of the remaining pool assets

in

will

not even

a timely manner.
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The recovery notes are a

critical

element of the pool settlement. The county has

indicated to pool participants that they

cash.
5,

If

the county cannot provide a

will

be able

means

these notes to

to convert

of converting

them

to

cash by June

the participants have the option to accept their pro-rata portion of the pool's

remaining assets while pursuing
the agreement altogether.
litigation

The

which would delay

litigation for

latter

would

the balance, or to walk

result in

indefinitely the county's

away from

a long, complicated

emergence from Chapter 9

as well as potentially pushing some of the pool participants

into

insolvency

themselves.

There are many obstacles

to monetizing the recovery notes.

have a specific revenue stream pledged
priority lien"

These notes

to them; rather, they will

on the county's General Fund. Although intended

security derived from the

powers

notion in the municipal market

bondholder could take from

of the bankruptcy court, this

and

it

to

is

in

not

be strong

an untested

remains to be seen what level of security a

this pledge.

Further, the super priority lien

subordinates debt service on the notes to General Fund operations which
severely stressed

will

have a "super

the coming years.

will

be

401

7
Without Sales Tax, County

is

Limited in Ability to Implement Other

Recovery Elements

The proposed

half cent increase in the sales tax will allow the county to maintain

governmental operations while diverting an existing General Fund revenue
source to debt service on bonds. Without
county

will

be able

to

proceed with a

this increase,

critical

element of

it

its

is

unlikely that the

recovery plan, the

issuance of bonds backed by Motor Vehicle License Fees. The proposed

96 budget already represents draconian reductions
residents.

It

unlikely that General

is

in

995-

1

service to county

Fund operations could even continue

Motor Vehicle License Fees, which provide approximately $100

if

million of the

remaining $275 million budget, are diverted without a replacement revenue
source.

On March

28, the County Board of Supervisors voted unanimously, but with

strongly expressed reservations, to seek voter authorization of a sales tax
increase.

The

tax measure,

special election to be held
until

January

1

,

1

Measure R

June

27.

If

,

will

be placed before voters

996. Voter approval of Measure

on the experiences

R

of other entities in the state that

Passage

a process which could delay

of the sales tax in

a

is

far

its

from assured

Based

have voted increases

sales tax, advisors to the county believe that the increase
legal challenge,

at

passed, the tax would not be collected

will likely

in

the

be subject

to

implementation.

June would be important

verification that

county

leaders and residents are serious about meeting their obligations to bondholders

and resolving

this fiscal crisis.
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Credit Strength of Motor Vehicle License Fee Backed

Bonds Depends on

Passage of Legislation

If

the sales tax passes and

to divert its existing

enhance

intercept
debt.

found to be

The recovery

million in bonds.
to

is

to provide

The second attempts

legislative

the legislature.
to early to

The

final

money

Even

if

bonds

to

first

have the capacity

in state

law designed

strengthens the existing state

directly to the trustee or

lien ori

paying agent on the

pledged revenues.

to

be progressing very quickly through

version of the intercept must
it

will

the legislation

guarantee a level of security
the

The

package does not appear

evaluate whether

viewpoints.

will

to provide greater protection against future

bankruptcy by providing a statutory

The

county

plan includes two changes

security to bondholders.

program

valid, the

stream of Motor Vehicle License Fees to support up to $750

still

work properly from

is

passed

in

be enacted and

legal

a timely manner,

sufficient to provide

it

is

and administrative
it

does not

an investment grade rating on

be issued.

Leveraging of Solid Waste System

The other

significant

source of funding

leveraging the integrated waste

for the recovery plan involves fully

management system.

In

order to achieve the

financing goals, the county would have to both raise tipping fees
the

amount

of

garbage sent

Orange County. Since

this

to

its landfills

and increase

by importing garbage from outside of

cannot be relied upon

in

the near term, the county's

financing plans should not anticipate receiving increased revenues from

imported garbage.
enterprise system.

The county would

also have to refund outstanding debt of the
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The county asserts

that raising tipping fees

because the current $23 per ton

rate

is

low

would be
for

financially feasible_

southern California and thp

surrounding counties also prohibit importation of garbage to their

landfills.

Raising the fee only requires a majority vote by county supervisors. There
already appears to be

some

fees since refuse collection
action

on

this fee increase

additional financing that

is

resistance by cities
is

in

the county to raising these

often subsidized by city General Funds. Early

would be an appropriate step since

is

It

one source

of

completely within the county's control.

Importing garbage from outside the county would require the rescinding of an
existing ordinance that prohibits such importation.

It

would also require

environmental approval that could take an indefinite amount of time.

Teeter Plan Revisions Require Legislative Changes

The

refinancing of outstanding Teeter Notes could proceed without

implementing the rest of the recovery plan. This would allow

$175

million of outstanding notes, generate approximately

for the county's
million.

legislative

reasonable and could be

utilized

obstacle to the Teeter revisions
in

payment

of

million annually

General Fund, and release reserves of approximately $60

The proposed

move forward

full

$10

changes

in

the program appear to be

by other counties

is

in

the state.

The primary

the danger that the legislative

changes do not

a timely manner.

The county must focus on

getting

legislature in order to achieve this

its

legislative 'tool box*

and other elements

of

through the state
Its

recovery plan.
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10

Conclusion

Given the numerous obstacles to the successful implementation of this plan, the
outlook for the county's noteholders
faith efforts to

achieve

accommodate

timing problems,

its

alternative courses of action to

The

is

To

and State

appropriate action to resolve
in

it

its

The county can make good

must also design contingencies

in

this

has not suggested

recovery plan

is

either not fully

time to avoid default

officials

own

if

have called

for the

financial problems.

county to take

However, a breakdovm

the recovery process has implications that go beyond the county

noteholders.

more

active

The
and

State of California

may have

to reconsider

direct role to prevent sizable defaults

the municipal market

in California.

Contacts:

Karen

S.

Krop

Assistant Vice President

(212)553-4860

Barbara Flicklnger
Vice President and Assistant Director

Far West Region
(212) 553-7736

to

case key elements of

alternatives in

date, the county

be used

not implemented

financial markets

not good.

and develop

the program are not successful.

implemented or

is

goals; however,

and

its

and

role

its

own

and take a

potential disruption of
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OBSTACLES ENDANGER ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

RECOVERY PLAN
Less Than

New York, New York
Orange County,

make

full

-

Full

Payment Should Not Be An Option

1995

April 28,

California

-

Moody's has expressed concern that

not be able to fake remedial actions sufficient to

will

and timely payment on

its

General Obligation debt. This concern

speaks

first

and

high level of short-term indebtedness, and second

its

to the difficulties

posed by the magnitude

legal constraints specific to California that

appropriate solution. While the
reality of the

full

and

The county

its

investment losses

to

the considerable

must be overcome

in crafting

nature of the circumstances

an

and the

governing constraints necessitate a deliberate and complex

restructuring,

than

difficult

of

it

is

nevertheless

timely

is

payment

of

totally
all

unacceptable

to

have any objective other

debt obligations.

publicly pursuing a plan to reach an economically sufficient

solution; however,

its

implementation of the components of this plan

less aggressive than otherwise required for timely execution.

Continued

seems

to

be

406

The
is

cxjunty also appears to

based on less than

be positioning

itself for

repayment of debt

full

an alternative

The

obligations.

plan,

failure to

one

that

endorse

the sales tax, delay on other required measures, and settling with pool
participants for less than

full

payment, seem

to represent

gain leverage on noteholders to accept less than a
strategy

may

damage

creditworthiness. Until such time as the county

outstanding debt,

credit worthiness.

county out of

Full

it

its

will

the county's

makes provisions

to fully

repay

not be able to access the credit market relying on

Any borrowing

fiscal crisis

must be

Restructuring Complex,

Orange County's outside

and eventually

blatant disregard for the sanctity of general

obligation debt repayment would irreparably

own

a potential strategy to

settlement. While this

allow the county to operate under bankruptcy

emerge from bankruptcy, such

its

full

to provide

financially

Outcome

new resources

and

its

or to help the

legally insulated.

Uncertain

advisors, investment bankers,

and lawyers have put

fonward a proposal to resolve the County's bankruptcy. This proposal attempts
to

reach three goals: providing participants

100%

in

the county investment pool with

of their investment over time; repaying county debt holders;

and

maintaining basic levels of government service for county residents.

County supervisors, county residents, and the California legislature must take
several steps

•

in

order for the recovery plan to be

The investment pool
the participants,

is

settlement, which has

fully

implemented.

been agreed

subject to bankruptcy court approval

to

by the county and

and

potential

challenges by other county creditors.
•

The county must find a means
will

be given

to

invested funds.

of monetizing so-called recovery notes

which

investment pool participants to increase their recovery of lost

407

•

The county supervisors must increase

solid

financial feasibility study of the system.

waste fees and complete a

They also must rescind an ordinance

against importation of out-of-county garbage. Importing garbage

will

also

require a lengthy feasibility study and environmental approvals.
•

The

•

County supervisors must

voters must approve

legislative support for

intercept
•

If

It

the Teeter

in

agenda and gain

state

Program and the motor vehicle

mechanism.

Is

a debt repayment plan.

able to Implement

have devised a recovery plan
Although

half cent increase in the sales tax.

changes

The county must devise

the county

a

actively pursue a legislative

all

of these

that offers

remains unlikely that the County

debt payments

this

summer, the

In

will

be able

a timely manner,

some

it

will

sufficient solution.

to

make

obtain a voluntary debt

ability to

deferral from noteholders or to obtain

elements

an economically

full

and timely

payment

sort of take-out bridge financing to

avoid default would be greatly enhanced by implementation of the rest of the

recovery plan.

Some

of the key elements of the plan are within the control of the

county supervisors.

To date they have taken some

important steps, including placing the sales tax

vote on the ballot and approving the 1995-96 budget. However, additional
actions are necessary to demonstrate their commitment to resolving their fiscal
crisis

and meeting

their obligations to noteholders.

perhaps unwillingness
raises a

Solid

The

number

to

make

substantial progress

inability or

on the elements of the plan

of concerns.

Waste Financing Slows

lack of progress to date

on the

the county's greater emphasis on

and

The county's

solid

waste component of the plan

financially feasible solution to

political
its

typifies

considerations rather than on a timely

problems.

The county has proposed an

408

increase

in

fees and the importation of garbage at

revenues are expected
which would be used

to support net

to

its landfills.

bond proceeds

of about

The

resulting net

$360

million

repay noteholders. The county's approval to study the

importation of garbage and to raise the

landfill

gate fees has been postponed

several times.

These delays

result, in part,

from the county's

ramifications of the fee increases

has been discussing a

solid

efforts to

ease the

political

and imported garbage. However, the county

waste financing as part of

its

recovery plan for

several months, which should have included the early stages of developing host

Consultant reports support the fee Increases. Positive action on

city support.

the fee increase

now would

represent a good faith

effort

from the county

the plan work as well as provide the system with the resources for
infrastructure before

it

is

leveraged

in

to

make

its

the county's recovery plan.

Sales Tax Vote Does Not Have Strong Board Support

Passage

of a half cent increase in the sales tax

has been presented as the

linchpin of the recovery plan. Without the increased revenues to support the

General Fund, the county cannot

divert

Motor Vehicle License Fees from the

General Fund to secure new bonds that would be used to refinance the county's
debt and obligations to pool participants. The sales tax increase
voter approval as well as potential legal challenge.

is

Some members

subject to
of the

Board

of Supervisors remain frozen in their unwillingness to actively support the

measure. The Board of Supervisors' posture

a

to "let the voters decide" is hardly

demonstration of a determined willingness to pay.

The vote

is

not scheduled to take place

until

implement alternative plans to avoid default
county has very few options

if

June 27, leaving
if

the vote

the sales tax increase

is

is

virtually

no time

unsuccessful.

defeated.

It

is

certain that the state of California would step In at that point to protect

to

The

not at

all

409

noteholders.

In fact,

such a way as
recovery plan

to

that,

creditors less than

many avenues for the

there are not

prevent default.

The county appears

absent passage of the sales
full

's

settlement.

to

must give up
If

Partial

pool settlement proposal gets

and requires the county
participants

state to interfere in

have designed a

has as

tax,

its

only option giving

payment.

Pool Settlement Sets the Stage for

The county

to

participants

Payment

some funds

make up investment

legal claims against the

county

do not relinquish some or

on which option they choose, and agree
pursue a lengthy and expensive

to participants quickly

losses over time, but

all

in

order to accept the

of their claims,

litigation strategy in

to

order to receive even a pro-

A sufficient number of pool

rata share of the remaining pool assets.

depending

have

to the settlement, they will

participants

approved the proposed settlement and the bankruptcy court has scheduled a
hearing on the settlement for

May 2. For those

selecting Option A, the

settlement promises up to $0.14 per $1.00 invested
Notes.

The Recovery

Notes, as detailed

in

in

the pool

in

Recovery

the settlement agreement,

'superpriority lien' over the administrative costs of the bankruptcy.

they cannot interfere with the county's
welfare of

its

citizens in

an already

ability to

tight

have a

However,

provide for the health, safety and

1995-96 budget. The County agrees

provide the credit support for the automatic liquidation of those Notes by June

The

county's failure to monetize the notes returns the parties to a litigious

posture.

to
5.
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Alternate Strategy Could Take County in

The

pool settlement, with less than

full

Wrong

Direction

payment and the extraction of

concessions from participants, may represent an ominous precedent

same

debtholders. At the
all

of

its

creditors,

it

is

for

time that the county claims to be attempting to repay

also identifying as legitimate strategies the invalidation or

elimination of noteholder rights. This includes either invalidating the claim that

Taxable

TRAN

holders have on proceeds of those notes invested

even contesting the

were issued with a
their terms.

validity of the

valid note

The county has

Taxable

may be an

TRAMs may have no
for

full

in

the pool, or

These notes

valid claim

repayment

in

beyond

diminished or invalidated

attempt to provide the county with leverage

acceptance of less than
not at hand.

itself.

counsel opinion and should be paid according to

1994-95 revenues. Surfacing the potential

claims

Issuance

also suggested that without the County's

acquiescence, holders of tax-exempt
fiscal

TRAN

the event that an

in

a negotiation for

economic

solution

is

411

Conclusion

Orange County

is

obligated, as are

avoid defaulting on

has the means
county

On

is

municipal issuers, to devise a plan to

such a

months

plan. After five

In

will,

to

pay

it

has developed various mechanisms

off its short-term

late

On

debt obligations.

to

this

county

bankruptcy, the

pursuing two divergent paths with no clear statement of

has been unnecessarily
funds to

ail

obligations to bondholders. With political

to support

the one hand,

money

its

its

intentions.

attempt to raise

the other hand, the county

making debt service payments, has used reserve

make payments on some

debt,

and has negated

its

pledge

to set

aside

funds for note repayment. These three negative actions are more consistent
with corporate bankruptcy practices than with a local government approach to

public debt.

one common
entity

-

is

A

corporate approach should be viewed with extreme caution since

result of a corporate restructuring

-

liquidation of the

clearly inconsistent with traditional public policy goals.

objective should be to rehabilitate

itself

and continue

government. Payment default or any attempt
with that approach.

Contacts:

Karen S Krop
Assistant Vice President
(212) 553-4860

Mary Francoeur
Assistant Vice President

(212) 553-7240

Barbara Flickinger
Vice President and Assistant Director
Far West Region

(212)553-7736

to function

to repudiate

debt

bankrupt

The county's

as a municipal

is

clearly at

odds
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ORANGE COUNTYTCALIFORNIA: CONSEQUENCE OF DEFAULT
ON EVALUATING CALIFORNIA DEBT
New York, New York - May

17,

1995 -On May

16, 1995.

the California Senate

Special Committee on Local Government Investments held a special hearing on
the Orange County, California bankruptcy. Daniel N. Heimowitz, Executive Vice

President

and Director of Public Finance, presented testinmny on the

consequence of a

default

by the county and how it would affect Moody's

evaluation of Califomia debt The following testimony

Senator Craven, Senator

At the outset,

I

would

Killea,

like to

members

I

commend

for inviting

good afternoon.

me to speak with

me and others the nature of repercussions

from the Orange County situation are at
deduction, but

delivered.

of the committee,

thank the committee

you today. As you may hear from

was

this jurK:ture

a matter of speculation and

the committee for contemplating the future rather than

waiting to dissect the past.

Continued
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It

is difficult to

predict the market impact of default. Municipal

the federal government's

The low

debt.

and

large

own

securities, the

bonds

are, after

most default-free of publicly offered

cost and relative ease of market access for issuers and issues

small, reflects that strong track record.

stemmed from some

Most municipal defaults have

kind of project failure. Defaults

on debt paid out

of general

municipal resources are extremely rare. Therefore, prior events offer limited
precedent.

My firm, Mood/s

Investors Service,

creditworthiness

- that

accordance with

legal

remarks

to

is

is

a rating agency engaged

in

evaluating

the likelihood of debt repayment on time and

promises made to debtholders.

concerns relating

to creditworthiness,

I

I

will

also qualify

is

on short-

an important aspect of a creditworthiness assessment.

my

statement by noting that the concerns

broad generalizations while credit ratings are arrived
of the

my

and not about debt

marketability, although market access, particulariy for issuers reliant

term financings,

in full in

largely confine

will

at

I

will

discuss are

by thorough examination

unique circumstances presented by each borrower for each of

its

separately secured debt issues.

Orange County's banknjptcy has already redefined
view of

local

government finance

Issuer investment practices

in

to

credit

assessment and the

a substantial degree.

California

and elsewhere are being subjected to

closer scrutiny and issuers are being asked to provide

much more

information

than they had previously. That a local government's investment portfolio could

amass such losses as those
volatility of

its

incurred by

Orange County speaks both

to the

investments and investment strategy and to the inadequacy of

monitoring and reporting mechanisms.

regarding investments has proven

The

information that

insufficient.

was presented

Future credit reviews

will

have a
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in this

investment returns through

riskier

consequence

of lower ratings

Also, there is

a growing

on

who choose to seek

regard and issuers

higher disclosure standard

their

higher

may do so at the

investment practices

own debt.

belief that the structural underpinnings of local

government finance here

in

California are fragile

and

The post

fairly unforgiving.

Proposition 13 limits give Orange County few options to deal with a fiscal

emergency. While the circumstances and magnitudes

in this

instance are

extreme, extreme cases tend to expose a system's relative weakness or
resiliency. This

system has not proven

reassessment of California

resilient.

While no wholesale

local credit is currently

being undertaken by Moody's,

the lessons learned from Orange County

will

reflected In future rating decisions for

California local debt.

These first two concerns - the need
and a greater weight placed on the
financing structure-

an appropriate cost

and investors

Much

may
if

be considered and

for closer scrutiny of

in fact

some

all

government

issuers.

There

Is

the Orange County situation has alerted analysts

debt issues.

Orange County bankruptcy will depend on the

of events yet to unfold, but
of

investment practices

limitations of the state's local

to the true risk profile of California local

consequences

I

think

of the potential

it

is

appropriate to consider the

outcomes

spillover effects for California kxirrowers generally

about

to

result in greater borrowing cost for

of the future impact of the

outcome

all

have

I

will

comment first on the

and then comment

how alternative outcomes may affect assessment

of

specifically

Orange County's

future creditworthiness.

Should Orange County find a means
short-term debts at maturity,
will

be restored

in

a short

I

to refinance, or otherwise

pay

all

of

its

believe. In general, confidence in municipal credit

time.

Timely repayment of this debt under the most

416

difficult

of circumstances will reaffirm

obligation debt gets paid

The county may

default

timely revenue raising

will

on

its

an old market adage

hell or

The

that general

high water.

debt due to

constraints

and

adequate and

to take

its inability

and debt issuance actions

refinance maturing debt.

from acting

come

sufficient to

pay

off or

county

limitations preventing the

forever be viewed as systemic

weaknesses

that prevent

California localities from appropriately responding to adversity.

The market
been

learns from adversity. For example disclosure requirements have forever

tightened since the

New York City

default

significantly tighter legal protections for

Should the county

and the

WPPSS defaults

many types

led to

of debt.

default, the limited role played thus far

by the state

will

also

contribute to a reconsideration of the confidence placed in California local

government
of

its

credit.

Orange County

is

governmental functions relates

mandated programs, and the

role of

a

political

subdivision of the state.

to the operation of state
its

treasury as the designated investment

vehicle for certain other state political subdivisions within the

boundaries

is

a matter of state

statute.

connection between the county and the
districts within its

boundaries

is

Much

funded and

I

Orange County

would also point out that the only real

cities,

school

districts,

overlapping geography.

and special

A county

Is,

designated as a superior level of government or otherwise involved

in

no way,

in local

operations that are subject to state authority. Given Orange County's essential
role in carrying out state purposes, the limited scrutiny

by the state

prior to the

bankruptcy and the ineffectiveness of limitations intended to protect public
investments, a default would put to rest any belief that the state would provide a
fiscal
is

backstop for

its localities.

actually quite limited in

issue debt for

how

it

It

has also been suggested

could help.

It

is

to

us that the state

not clear the state could act to

Orange County, guarantee any county

obligations, invest state

funds through a purchase of county debt or authorize a revenue to be collected
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in

Orange County to support a debt

sense on the hook
stepped up
to

in

While states are not

refinancing.

to secure local debt issues, other states

New York

cases of adversity.

New York City's

recovery after

its

1975

was quite

State

any

in

have nevertheless
active with respect

default, the state of

Ohio was

directly

involved follov«ng the 1978 default by Cleveland and the creation of the Chicago

School Finance Authority and the Philadelphia intergovernmental Cooperation
Authority

1992 represent

in

significant state

Recognition of limited local

flexibility

responses to

and the

part of the state to get involved in the

inability

Orange County

greater wariness and more credit scmtiny, but
state's position

inappropriate as

is

of available legal protection for

state has

no

The more

frightening prospect,

far greater

through on

it

is

I

am

local fiscal crises.

and/or hesitance on the
situation

may

lead to

not suggesting that the

wholly consistent with the understanding

Orange County's

debt.

We all understand the

legal obligation to county creditors.

concern to Moody's,
its

which should be of concern
is

that

threats to repudiate a portion of

its

tax

note debt. The repudiation of municipal debt has

and

to the state

Orange County might

is

of

actually follow

and revenue anticipation

little

precedent

in

the

twentieth century.

Given

its

intense

visibility,

could be extremely

bonds were

any attempt by Orange County to repudiate

chilling.

illegally issued.

The

The county would

legislative actions in issuing debt,

and

enforceability of the obligations, but

it

its

laid out, but

it

debt

not only have to

deny

its

own

county counsel opinions opining to the

would also have

underiying legal underpinnings of the obligation.

been

its

only basis for repudiation would be that the

to challenge the

No formal argument has yet

has been suggested that the debt was not properiy

authorized under the state constitution or statutes. That would be a very

dangerous argument. The

state constitution

says

little

about debt, primarily a
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short limitation drafted in the 1870s following that decade's railroad
defaults. Public finance in California

of legal theories,

some

is

bond

based on an extremely complicated web

of which are found in the statutes,

many

of

which have

evolved through court decisions over the past 100 years. About three fourths of
the public financing done

In California,

counties, school districts,

and special

by the state

districts, is

itself

as well as

its cities,

not defined by the Constitution.

This includes lease financings which allow local governments to rent-to-own
public facilities

and numerous enterprise-based financings

and some

public power,

bridge the cycles of revenues at tax-exempt rates.

Orange County can
it

wished

local

governments manage

one thread,

it

sewer and

It

would be naive to think that

surgically extract itself from obligations which, in retrospect,

not had undertaken, without

it

for water,

of the short-term note offerings that allow the state to

their

damaging the system by which

resources

in this state.

By

state

starting to pull

and

on

this

threatens to unravel the complicated fabric of California public

finance.

One

of the

first

recovery plan
fall

by

victims of this assault would logically

is filled

be the county

itself.

with extremely creative financing techniques,

all

Its

own

of which

outside the definition of debt defined by the constitution or the tools created
statute.

It

is

beyond our comprehertsion how the county could,

seek the investment community's support
instruments at the

Invested

in

proposed
seeks

same

time that

it

in

one breath,

such innovative investment

threatens to stab them

securities which, frankly, are

tort

for

much more

in

the back for having

straightforward than the

settlement recovery warrants and refunding recovery bonds

it

to issue.

In truth,

the likelihood that Orange County would be successful

repudiation

cannot

seems remote. But

control,

and which

will

it

starts the

cost

all

state

in

any attempt

county on a slippery slope which

and

at

it

local goven-iments in California
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by increasing the atmosphere of anxiety and mistrust already created by the
banknjptcy, and which would be exacerbated by a default this summer.

Simply the threat of repudiation by the county, following within two years the

Richmond

Unified School District's attempted repudiation, shifts our analytical

perspective by creating an environment of mistrust. Public financings are
heavily

documented

court rulings

and

and

transactions,

rely

on the one hundred^ears of

practice alluded to above.

The system has worked,

statute,

restraining
-

public obligations within carefully controlled parameters,-whtte^attowtng-public

access
likely to

But

to the lowest cost capital markets.

the borrowers

if

in that

market are

take an opportunistic attitude to these obligations, sending their lawyers

out after the fact to

comb through

system should not be

relied

the small

upon anymore.

print,

then perhaps the existing

every action

If

is

subject to

challenge, you must look more skeptically, perhaps more cynically, at every

element of the government

obligation.

Participants in the U.S. municipal market have always expressed a basic trust so

long as that trust

is

not breached.

Issuers, after

enjoy and benefit from the

all,

financing independence afforded them through access to a market source of
capital at competitive market interest rates.

away, that they are accountable
their creditworthiness
capital,

The

to their citizens

and therefore

their

access

fact that

and
to

governments don't go

that they strive to maintain

a continuing source of

are accepted truths that foster market confidence. The trust element

the market has manifested

The market

itself is

itself in

not tightly regulated with issuers falling outside direct

jurisdiction. Financial disclosure

standards have improved slowly, but are

on par with the regulated corporate market. Issuers
securities to the market

designed

to facilitate

- many

of

in

a rigorous, but yet accommodating market.

which

limit

the issuer's

a borrowing yet circumvent

the financing from being undertaken on a

full

bring

an enormous
liability

SEC
still

not

variety of

and are

legal restrictions that prevent

faith

and

credit basis.

An

often

420

discussed, but seldom seen underpinning of this market,
discipline

- that

willingness to

access

for

if

do

a borrower fails to honor

all

it

can

its

New Yori< City did

behalf for six years after default and Cleveland for

access

for three

years due to

its

serious -fiscal

However, these concepts of trust and market

the notion of market

would be lack of market

to avoid default, the penalty

an undetermined period.

is

commitment and demonstrate a

not borrow on

difficulties,

discipline

its

own

Philadelphia lost market

five.

and

never defaulted.

it

have eroded over time

and following the Orange County bankruptcy may be forever discarded as quaint
concepts of the past.

It

appears-that Orange County, even

without any clear sign that

it

will

trying to avoid default, can, at

For

some

price, continue to

it

is

in

bankruptcy and

even

have access

fully

committed

to

to the market.

additional yield or a sufficient irisurance premium, market participants

appear ready

Moody's

a

avoid default or that

to

be accommodating.

Orange County borrowings

rating position regarding future

but not punitive.

will

be

strict

We will evaluate the risks as we understand them and

appropriately reflect these risks

and with the threat

of

in

our ratings. While the county

is in

bankruptcy

imminent payment default on the notes, and because the

county avoided statutory set-asides

for noteholders

reserves to meet debt service payments,

newly proposed financings as having

to

we

and invaded bondholder

are looking at each of the county's

be structured as

truly

independent of the

county. While current proposals for recovery notes and Teeter notes include

some

distancing from the county, they

may

not be sufficiently well structured to

merit ratings higher than the county's current default level. At this juncture,

would be
county

totally inappropriate for

will,

if

it

us to place any weight on the belief that the

not compelled, act to honor

it

obligations or act in

ways

that will

maintain future market access.

Paradoxically, the potential market access available to

bankruptcy,

may be

Orange County, even

in

representative of the likelihood of higher borrowing costs for
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everyone else

in

the state. With no comfort derived from market imposed

discipline and tougher standards with less presumption of willingness to pay

and more exacting

attention to legal

and

financial nuances, there will likely

be

higher transaction costs and higher standards for attaining creditworthiness.

We at Moody's are extremely concerned at>out the long-term consequences of
the events that have already transpired, and are even more concerned about

events that
hysteria.
real,

are

may transpire

shortly.

Some have accused

likely to

be

lingering,

and

that the perceptions of the risks associated

with investing in California governments, in particular,

seeking higher returns
operate. Of course,
policy to

Wall Street of false

We don't think that accusation is fair. We think the concerns are very

for

we

those

risks.

That

is

could be wrong, but

gamble against the market.

it

will

translate into investors

how an

efTicient

seems

to us to

market would

be

foolish public
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One final

thought. There

finance, which relies
inappropriate,

While

thing.

may be people who feel

extra-constitutional

However,

is

the cun-ent system of public

extra-statutory legal authority, is

not agree with this position on the current structure of
plenty of

room

in California, to

by

would be inappropriate.

for

and

to allow public law

government
litigation,

and

and would therefore see the Orange County mess as a good

we would

public finance, there
policy.

on

disagreement on matters of public
policy,

which affects

be crafted by a county
It

would also

in

all

levels of

bankruptcy, by default and

likely

be unsuccessful

in

achieving any goal short of costing state and local government more
money.

Contact:

Daniel N. Heimowitz

Executive Vice President
Director of Public Finance

(212) 553-0340
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MOODY'S RAISES QUESTIONS ON ORANGE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA REFUNDING RECOVERY BONDS
Obligations Enter

Little

Charted Waters

in California

New York New York - May 24, 1995 - Orange County, California, is moving
forward with several bond issues designed to facilitate the county's recovery
from the fiscal crisis that precipitated its December 6, 1994 bankruptcy filing.
Permanent financing of the Recovery Notes is a priority in the count/s financing
plan. These obligations will fund part of the county's settlement with the school
districts and other local agencies that participated in the Orange County
Investment Pool (OCIP). In the settlement agreement, the county is obliged to
.

make

the notes equivalent to cash by June 16th. Refunding Recovery Bonds,
initial and preferred mechanism, are encountering challenges from

the county's

county creditors. The form of the permanent financing
attempts to devise a marketable security.

is in flux

as the county

Refunding Recovery Bonds, like any of our ratings, is
fundamental issue of the authority of the issuer to issue
the debt. We look to an unqualified opinion of recognized bond counsel that
states that the debt is authorized under state law and is a valid and legally
binding obligation of the issuer, without relying on bankruptcy court proceedings.
The second tier of analysis reviews the security provided to the bondholder. In
the case of Orange County, this question centers on the ability to insulate the

Moody's analysis
multi-tiered.

of the

First is the

the general credit of the county. Third, we look at the particular
aspects of the issuer, such as finances, coverage, debt levels and

new debt from
credit

management.
Continued

10007
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Before Moody's can assess the security or credit quality of the bonds, the firstconclusion on the validity of the debt must be established. While validity is
often clear for municipal bonds, Orange County's authority to issue the
Refunding Recovery Bonds is less clear. Thus, Orange County is pursuing
proceedings through the state court system to receive a judgment on the validity
of the debt. If successful, the county would move ahead with the sale of the
bonds with the current structure and security, presumably in June. Mood/s
believes that the untested nature of municipal banlvuptcy and the unique state
law issues that drive the nature of the bonds warrant.a full discussion of the
uncertainties that might otherwise go unaddressed in the count/s urgency to

tier

move forward

with the settlement.

Orange County Explores New

Territory with

Recovery Refunding Bonds

Under the California constitution, debt issued by local governments must be
approved by two-thirds of the voters, unless the bonds meet the criteria for an
exception. One such exception is obligations that result from an "involuntary
obligation imposed by law." The Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
entered by the bankruptcy court in connection with the settlement of the pool
states that the claims settled by the agreement are "claims arising in tort or
pursuant to obligations othenwise imposed by law." The county is seeldng a
judicial determination that the wan-ants (the obligation to pay the pool
participants) and the bonds (that would refund the wan-ants) result from an
involuntary obligation imposed by law and, thus, fall within the judicial exception
to the constitutional debt limitation.

Moody's has expressed concern

to

Orange County and

its

advisory team about

the application of the constitutional exception for obligations imposed by law to
the Recovery Refunding Bonds. These questions include:

Are the Warrants arid Bortd Obligations Imposed by Law?
If the "tort judgment" contemplated by the Settlement Agreement and approved
by the bankruptcy court order is not an obligation imposed by law, the county's
obligations under the Settlement Agreement would be invalid as contrary to the
constitutional debt limitation and the applicable California statutes would not
authorize issuance of the wan-ants. Even if the tort judgment were to constitute
an obligation imposed by law, the county's financing mechanism might not
necessarily constitute such an obligation.

The

California

cases have

legislature or state courts.

all

involved obligations imposed by action of the
the issue of whether an obligation

None address

imposed by law may t)e imposed by a federal bankruptcy court on a political
subdivision of a sovereign state, or what the effect of the count/s consent to
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such an obligation may mean

to

its

voluntary nature.

protects debtor municipalities from intrusion

might

t>e

on

The bankruptcy code
The obligations

their operations.

construed as such an intrusion and thus not under the purview of the
if budgetary

court or subject to repudiation by the county at a later date

pressures became too severe.

Orange County's Obligation to Issue the Recovery
Voluntary or Involuntary?

te

Bonds to Pool Participants

The

California courts have repeatedly stated that an obligation imposed by law
must be involuntary to fall within the judicial exception. The judicial exception
has developed in cases involving (1) specific statutory duties imposed by law
and (2) liabilities imposed as a result of tort judgments. Obligations that a
county voluntarily incurs are not entitled to be treated as obligations imposed by
law and would be subject to the constitutional debt limitation, unless otherwise

excepted.

The facts and circumstances

related to Orange County's bankruptcy and
subsequent actions appear to involve voluntary as well as involuntary conduct.
The Settlement Agreement represents a negotiated arrangement among the
county and pool participants before adversarial proceedings had developed to
any meaningful extent. Even the findings of the bankruptcy court acknowledge
that the agreement between the county and the pool participants was

consensual.

None

of the pool participants

pursued

litigation

who will

against the county.

receive the warrants under the settlement

The agreement has been

crafted to

characterize the claims against the county as sounding in tort, but fails to identify
those torts. The torts that may be alleged against the county are unlikely to fall
clearly within the judicially determined tort liabilities at issue in the California
In addition, to the extent that claims against the county are based on
breaches of trust, they may not constitute torts. Under these circumstances, the
California cases do not clearly support the conclusion that the county's actions
are "involuntary within the meaning of the judicial exception.

decisions.

Validation Proceedings

The

-

Benefits and Limitations

California code of civil procedure provides a process by which questions of
municipal authority can be addressed by the state courts through a validation
process. A municipality files a complaint seeking a court determination of the
validity of the municipality's action under state law and gives notice to the public.
The court considers the municipality's arguments and, if no party challenges the
validation, typically enters a default judgment.
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Municipal governments have used the validation process when issuing debt
under the exception of an "obligation imposed by law.' The principal court
cases related to the debt limitation exception for "obligations imposed by law"
date back to 1919. In the absence of more recent court rulings, bond counsel
have sought judicial validation of transactions through a judgment in superior
court.

There

California

is

limited

case law on the validation process itself, and the
not opined on the constitutionality of the validation

Supreme Court has

process.

Orange County has filed a complaint in Superior Court seeking validation of the
warrants and refunding bonds to be issued as exceptions to the constitutional
debt limitation as an obligation imposed by law. Mood/s raises the following
-^ _

questions:

What assurances does

the validation proceeding provide on the validity
and the bonds?

and

enforceability of the warrants

scope is limited to rely on
does not authorize the courts to confer
municipal power v^tiere such power does not exist under state law or where such
power may exceed constitutional limitations. Validation has been used in
several states, including California, to provide a judicial determination that

Validation

is

an

interpretive process.

Its

interpretations of existing law. Validation

bond related statutes and
absence of a sufficient body of case
law on which bond counsel might otherwise rely. Moody's has rated debt of
California municipalities that has been validated by state superior court.

clarifies

ambiguities and inconsistencies

in

constitutional provisions, particularly in the

facts related to Orange County and its bankruptcy and the issues that are
sought to be resolved through a judgment obtained in a validation proceeding
raise significant legal issues. It appears that the validation proceeding is using
the bankruptcy court order to confer municipal power on the county that does not
otherwise exist or to validate an obligation that may fundamentally violate

The

constitutional restrictions.

Is

a judgment subject

to collateral attack?

a broad provision that cuts off all rights of
any person to contest a validation judgment on issues that were or could have
been raised in the validation proceeding. This broad statutory provision clearly
precludes a future effort to overturn a court's validation judgment with respect to
matters of statutory interpretation. However, several issues of constitutional
significance are raised by the statutory validation procedures and the facts
related to the County and its bankruptcy, including whether the validation
proceedings can cut off the right of an interested person to claim that the bonds
California's Validation Act contains

violate the state constitution. Without conclusive determinations from the

.
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Supreme Court on the validation process, future challenges might
successfully brought against the validity of the obligations.
California

be

Satisfactory answers to these questions, accompanied by an unqualified bond
counsel opinion, may provide Moody's with sufficient comfort that these bonds
are valid and legally binding obligations of the county. This would satisfy the
first tier of the analytic process. However, an investment grade rating would

require closer scrutiny of the structure and credit quality of the obligations.

To Achieve Investment Grade
Orange County

Status,

Bonds Must be

Insulated

From

. .

to the validity of 4he Recovery Bonds, there are
must be examined. Moody's currently rates the
long-term debt of Orange County below investment grade at the Caa level Even
if the county is successful in emerging from bankruptcy, it will face severe
financial pressures going forward due to the loss of interest earnings which
supported the General Fund, the loss of accumulated reserves in the investment
pool, and expense of new obligations to repay pool participants, as represented
by the Recovery Bonds. As such, it is unlikely that the county's credit position
will be significantly strengthened in the near future.

Moody's can obtain comfort as

If

many

levels of credit quality that

Given the County's current weak

credit position,

it

may seek

to find

ways

of

strengthening the credit quality of new bond issues through unique security
features or issuance structures. It is Moody's position that any future bond
issues will have to be both financially and legally insulated from the county in
order to achieve a credit rating better than the county's existing credit rating.
would look for a specific pledge of a revenue stream to bondholders
providing a lien that would survive a future bankruptcy filing by the county.
Otherwise, repayment of the bonds could be subject to budgetary pressures for
the provision of health, safety and welfare, services with which the bankruptcy
court cannot interfere.

We

.

.

.

And Bonds Must Possess

the Credit Qualities of Investment Grade Debt

Finally, once Orange County has satisfied concerns over the validity of the
bonds and the ability of such bonds to withstand future county fiscal distress, it
must still demonstrate that it has.the ability and willingness to repay that debt.
This will be indicated by the quality of the revenue stream backing the bonds
and the legal security provided to bondholders through the various provisions of
the bond indenture. Mood/s will look to traditional Indicators such as overall
debt levels, coverage of debt service by the pledged revenue stream, the ability
to issue parity debt, and the impact of the debt issuance on other county
operations as well as on the holders of outstanding debt.
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the case of the Recovery Bonds, which will be paid from the county's General
Fund, there could be a negative effect on existing certificate of participation
holders whose debt may be subordinated to the new debt Further, the diversion
of a General Fund revenue source without replacement by the increased sales
tax, should that not receive the required voter approval, could impair already
reduced General Fund operations. These are not indicators of investment grade
In

credit quality.

Conclusion
territory. The Recovery Refunding
Orange County in its plan to emerge from
bankruptcy, go deeper still into untested areas of state law. The interaction of
municipal bankruptcy and state law will be key to Moody's analysis of the validity
of the obligations and will start with Moody's looking for the unqualified opinion
of bond counsel that any obligations issued by the county are valid and legally
binding under state law. Only from there can we assess the credit quality of the
obligations based on their structure, security provisions and other fundamental

Municipal bankruptcy

Bonds, the

first

is relatively

unknovwi

financing proposed by

credit characteristics.
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Moody's Addresses Credit Quality of Orange Co., CA, Refunding Recovei^ Bonds

NEW YORK, NEW YORK - JUNE 12, 1995
Orange County. California, plans to sell $295 million Refunding Recovery Bonds tomonrow, June 13. Moody's
will rate ttie bonds Aoa based upon an insurance policy provided by MBIA. although aspects of the insured
In addition. Moody's is providing comment on the underlying credit
The bonds represent one component of the county's attempted recovery plan and. as
such, have a bearing on the outcome of this unprecedented bankruptcy. Moody's continues to watch these
developments closely, and we will continue to comment on all financings, whether credit enhanced or not. fo;
the implications on the county and more broadly on the public finance marke'

transaction warrant further discussion.
quality of the bonds.

Aaa Rating Based on MBIA Claims Paying

Ability

and Commitment

The Refunding Recovery Bonds will be used to partly compensate for losses lo participants in the Orange
County Investment Pool. The county's deadline lor meeting that obligation is June 16. The Supenor Court of
California entered its default judgment on validation proceedings for the bonds on Monday. June 5. that the
bonds are valid obligations issued in accordance with state law. The county presently plans to deliver the bonds
on June 16 In accordance with its deadline to participants. This transaction is fully insured, and we have
received assurance from MBIA that the policy covers the validity of the underlying bond obligation.
Underlying Credit Quality Linked to Well-Below Investment Grade Debt Outstanding

The Refunding Recovery Bonds must be examined in the context of the county's bankruptcy and present state
of distress. As we have slated previously, any new debt obligation of the county would have to be financially ard
legally insulated from the county to have credit quality above the county's current long term debt rating of Caa
Under the current circumstances, the credit quality of the Refunding Recovery Bonds, absent the insurance.
would be substantially below investment grade for reasons outlined below. The bonds present appropriate
elements of protection, but there is a presumption that current problems will be solved; either the sales tax will
be approved by voters, or the county will have sufficient budget flexibility in the future, notwithstanding legal
pressure and uncertainity
direction

of

access

to

the markets for cash flow.

and include the county's threat

of

In fact,

events to date point

in

the opposite

debt repudiation.

Legal Structure Uses Bankruptcy Toots and State Intercept

The bond indenture provides

five levels of security:

(1)The bonds have a general obligation pledge, payable from
raise taxes to pay detjt service.

all

(Continued)

lawfully available funds.

The county cannot
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(2)Debt service has a super administrative priority claim under Section 364(c)(1) olthe Bankruptcy Code. This
when the county emerges from bankruptcy.

claim would expire

(3)Under Section 364(c)(2) of the Bankruptcy Code, debt service has a
general creditors, including existing debt holders.

priority lien

over the interests

of

other

(4)ln addition, the county has pledged to the payment of the bonds the Motor Vehicle License Fees collected by
the state and distributed by formula to cities and counties.

(5)The county has elected in the Indenture to have the state intercept the Motor Vehicle License Fees and
provide them directly to the trustee for payment on the bonds. This mechanism results from legislation (SB-8;
recently enacted by the state to assist Orange County.

Limitations on Security
of security to bondholders. However, its value is limited. First.
intended to enable the municipal entity to continue operations while addressing its
claims. The superpriority Hen and senior claims granted to the bonds are thus subordinate to the county's
operating costs, particularly Its obligations to meet the health, safety and welfare needs of its residents. The
bankruptcy court cannot Interfere with the exercise of these police powers. Farther, the county has specifically

The indenture provides an enhanced degree
Chapter 9 bankruptcy

made

is

the superpriority lien junior to

payment

of the county's attorneys

and consultants.

the Motor Vehicle License Fees to the bonds dedicates a revenue stream that averages 890
million per year to the repayment of the bonds. The intercept recently approved by the legislature provides a
mechanism that potentially removes the county from the flow of funds to the bondholders: however, the
intercept as enacted in SB-8 does not protect bondholders against future bankruptcy. Further, the state is not
limited in its ability to alter the funding formula and divert revenues from the county.

The pledge

of

Given the potentially competing interests of the debt service and the county's operational obligations, these
be examined in the context of the county's ability to atlord the debt. Orange County's
is 40% lower than the 1995 budget with a 16% decrease in
staff planned, yielding reduced services throughout the county. These cuts are untested, and could impair the
county's ability to meet the fundamental health, safety and welfare obligations to its constituents. Difficulty
meeting these operational requirements could result in litigation that might interrupt the flow of funds for debi
service on these bonds.
security features must

discretionary general fund budget for fiscal 1996

Even

it

budget cuts, they remain inadequate to meet all obligations. Without the
will consider on June 27. the county does not have a viable plan
debt. The sales tax continues to receive no support from the Board of Supervisors, and passage

the county

1/2 cent increase
to

Is

in

successful with

its

the sales tax, which voters

repay all its
from certain.

IS far

Recovery Bonds is most evident m the debt's structure. The up
debt is minimal The county will pay interest only for the next live years, and only begin principal
amortization in the sixth year. Teeter bonds will be issued shortly to refund outstanding notes and provide
revenues to the county. These revenues result is a zero net cost for the Recovery Bonds in 1 996.

The

lack of effort by the county in paying the

front cost of the

Credit Quality Reflects Ability and Effort

While the Refunding Recovery Bonds are separately secured from the county's other obligations now rated
Caa or SG (Speculative Grade), they are not insulated financially and legally from the county. Their credit
quality remains entwined with the county's other obligations. We cannot review the credit quality of one
obligation in Isolation while the county Is approaching default on other obligations.

The county has proposed an extension with holders

of other notes due this summer, while retaining its rights to
The county also continues to use reserve funds to make payments on its
and, again, has retained the hght to seek to invalidate of these obligations The sales
tax that could make the county's recovery plan achievable may lack the support needed for a successful vote
Without an intensive effort by the county to address Its revenue requirements and honor all of its debt

invalidate certain of these obligations.

certificates of participation

i
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obligations, the credit quality

on the Refunding Recovery Bonds, absent

credit

enhancement,

is

consistent with

the county's other obligations, which are well below investment grade.
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California

Teeter Bond Credit Quality

NEW YORK, NEW YORK - JUNE 23, 1995
Orange County. California, plans to sell $155 million Teeter Plan Revenue Bonds on June 27 through a newl>
(ormed Joint Powers Agency, the Orange County Special Financing Authority The bonds will be secured by a
irrevocable direct-pay letter of credit to be issued by The Industrial Bank of Japan. Limited. Although the rating
on the bonds will reflect the credit quality of the IBJ letter of credit. Moody's is providing comment on the
underlying credit quality of the bonds. As with the Refunding Recovery Bonds sold on June 13. the Teeter
Bonds represent another component of the county's attempted recovery plan Moody's continues to monitor t-county's proposals and we will comment on all financings, whether credit enhanced or not. for the implicatior:
on the county and more broadly on the public finance market.
Teeter

Bond Structure

The county is issuing the 1995 Teeter Bonds in part to refund SI 75 million o) outstanding 1994-95 Taxable ar
Tax-Enempt Teeter Notes. The balance of the funds needed to retire the notes will come from money availab'iin the existing Teeter Fund. The one-year notes mature June 30, 1995 (S1
million taxable notes and 364
million tax-exempt notes) and were backed by a standby purchase agreement with the Orange County
Investment Pool. The county must issue the 1995 Teeter Bonds in order to avoid defaulting on the 1994 Teete
notes. Bond proceeds will also be used to purchase new property tax receivables and to fund in part the Tax
Loss Reserve Fund.
1

Credit Quality of
Participants

1

Bonds Issued by Joint Powers Agency Derived from Below Investment Grade

As

with other bonds being issued by Orange County, the Teeter Bonds must be examined in the context of the
county's bankruptcy. Moody's has stated previously that any new debt obligation of the county would have to C6
financially and legally insulated from the county to have credit quality above the county's long-term debt ratine

ofCaa.
The county has attempted to insulate the Teeter Bonds from the county by selling the property tax receivables
to the Authority and having the Authority issue the debt. While this approach does achieve some degree of
separation, the county is not making a "true sale" of receivables to the Authority, retains significant control ovei
the Authority, and the county will act as servicer for the receivables. As a result, the Authority is not fully
insulated from the current or any future bankruptcy of the county. Therefore, the credit quality of bonds issued
by the Authority would reflect the credit quality of the Authority's participants.

(Continued)

;
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Teeter

Bond Credit Quality

— do indicate stronger

its

credit quality than the

exposure to bankruptcy risk results in
grade for the reasons outlined belovi/.
Teeter

—

economics, legal provisions, and the lien provided to bondholders
county currently provides to its other long-term debt. How/ever. the
credit quality, absent the letter of credit, that would be below/ investment

Certain elements of the bond structure

Bonds to Be Issued through New Joint Powers Agency

The Teeter program

is

a method

of distributing

secured property tcixes to

local taxing

agencies. Participating

agencies, which include the county, all school districts, and other cities and special distncts who have chosen to
participate, receive the full amount of their share of property taxes on the secured roll, including property taxes
that become delinquent which are yet to be collected. The county forwards the delinquent taxes to the other
entities in

exchange

fund the payments

and

delinquencies with interest and penalties. The county issues debt to
agencies and repays that debt through the collected tax delinquencies, interest

for the right to collect

owed

to the

penalties.

The county

bonds through the Orange County Special Financing Authority, which is a joint powers
Orange County and the Orange County Development Agency. The primary reasons for
financing through the joint powers authority are to separate the Teeter Program from the operations of Orange
County, and to allow the issuance of longer-term bonds than the county would be permitted to issue itself for
this program. Historically, counties were limited to issuing one-year notes to finance the Teeter Plan, but now
can issue seven-yeair debt. There are no limits on the maturity of the bonds issued by the JPA.
is

issuing the

authority consisting of

if

Links between County and Authority Limit Ability to "Bankruptcy

Proof

Although the county intends the Teeter Program to economically self-supporting, there remain significant
linkages between the county and the Authority, such that a future bankruptcy filing by the county could impair
the Authority's ability to make timely debt service payments.
is made up of the county and the County Development Agency The County Board of Supervise
as the Board for the both the Development Agency and the Joint Powers Agency. County staff acts as the
staff of the Development Agency and will be the staff of the JPA The county will be the servicer with respect to
the delinquent tax payments and the receivables. The county is not making a "true sale" of the receivables to

The

Authority

acts

the Authority.

Future County Fiscal Distress Could Impair Authority Debt Service Payments
Although the bond documents say that the county is selling the receivables to the Authority, the transaction
more closely resembles a secured transaction; that is, the county Is giving the authority a lien on the asset
rather than selling the asset outright. Since the county is not transferring all right, title and interest in the
receivables after the sale to the Authority as It would In a true sale, the receivables would be subject to the
jurisdiction of a bankruptcy court both In the current bankruptcy and In the event of a subsequent bankruptcy
The court could determine that the sale arrangement, for purposes of bankruptcy law. constitutes debt of the
county. This would subject debt service payments to an automatic slay unless the consent of the bankruptcy
court Is obtained to metke debt service payments even from funds held by the trustee.

Bondholders will have a lien on the delinquent tax revenues and associated interest and penalties. This lien
would survive the current and any future bankruptcy filing so that bondholders would ultimately receive full
payment If the revenue stream Is adequate. However, timely payment could be interrupted in a subsequent
county bankruptcy.

The county will also act as the Servicer of the Teeter Program. It will be responsible for collecting delinquent
taxes and transferring them to the Authority. Any future Insolvency or bankruptcy could Impair the county's
ability to adequately perform its obligations under the Servicing Agreement. Further, in a bankruptcy filing, the
county could reject the Sale and Servicing Agreement Itself as an executory contract.

The county Is also retaining some of the benefits associated with the revenue stream since It will be receiving up
$10 million annually for the General Fund. However, the county Is not taking on any obligation to make debt

to
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Teeter

service payments on the Teeter

and

Bonds from any sources other than the delinquent taxes,

penalties, interest.

tax loss reserve fund.

Teeter Expected to Be SeK-SupportJng Revolving Program
Pursuant to the Sale and Servicing Agreement, the county will sell its current and future property tax receivables
the Authority. The Authority will use the delinquent tax. interest and penalty revenues derived from that sale
to (1 ) pay debt service on the bonds; (2) purchase new tax receivables each year; and (3) transfer excess funds
million to the county's General Fund.
not to exceed $1
to

make all of the above payments. The county has a five-yeai
foreclosed and sold. The county typically recoups taxes,
penalties and interest exceeding the full amount of the original delinquent taxes within three years. Amounts
collected in the fourth and fifth year are excess revenues that the county can use for any purpose and are
essentially compensation for the risk taken by the county in advancing full property tax revenues to participating
The projected cash flow appears to be

sufficient to

collection cycle, after which delinquent property

is

agencies.

The proposed Teeter structure appears to work economically. The existing revenue stream is adequate to
support debt service and annual purchases of receivables while generating excess to be transferred to the
county. In fact, the issuance of the bonds using the proposed structure could be used by the county to meet
other obligations since it will enhance General Fund resources.

its

Legal Provisions

The county is also pledging to bondholders the Tax Loss Reserve Fund (TLfi'^) All counties that participate m
the Teeter Plan are required to maintain a TLRF in prescribed amounts in case the sale of foreclosed property
does not fully cover delinquent taxes. Historically, the TLRF has not been pledged to bondholders. Orange
County proposed this legislative change which was enacted in SB 7. the legislation which aso allowed ici the
transfer of the

TLRF

from the county to the Special Financing Authorrty.

Other legal provisions include an additional bonds test that requires the county to maintain a 1 1 5 asset-toliability ratio for the Teeter Program, a limit on and a coverage test for the amount of excess revenues that can
be transferred to the county, and a requirement to maintain a minimum fund balance in the Teetei Fund
Exclusive of the implications of the county's bankruptcy and current legal anc financial piobiems. these legal
provisions do provide some protection for bondholders over the life of these bonds.

Teeter

Bonds

Potentially Stronger than County's Direct

Debt but

Still

Not Investment Grade

The Teeter bonds exhibit some characteristics that support a credit rating above that of the county's direct dec.
including the lien and other legal protections provided to bondholders, and the self-supporting nature of the
is fiscally distressed, ir bankruptcy, and threatening to
repudiate debt, the Teeter Bonds would be below investment grade due to the close relationship between the

revolving revenue stream. However, while the county

county and the Authority and the lack

of

a true sale

of the assets

by the county

to the Authoiity

Contacts:

Karen
(212)

S.

Krop

553^860

Mary Fiancoeur
(212) 553-7240

(212)553-
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Moody's Comments on Failure of Orange County, California Sales Tax Vote

NEW YORK, NEW YORK New York, New York, June 28, 1995 • The overwtielming-rejection by ttie Otange County, California voters of
the proposal to Increase

ttie

sales and use tax by one half of one percent represents a niajor setback to the
emerge from bankruptcy. It has been dear from ttie start of

county's cteditors as well as to the count/s desire to

would need significant new revenues. At this time, tfie count/s alternatives ate
sustain further budget reductions and California counties have only a
It is difficult to envision any option that could l>e implemented in ttie near term
ttiat would not be subject to nearly insurmountable political and legal ctudlenges. Mood/s is concerned that tfie
county is moving ever doser to acting on its often cited threat of debt repudiation.
ttiis fiscal crisis

that the county

not obvious since

it

will

limited ability to raise

be

difficult to

revenues.

If the tax increase had been approved, a temporary extension of the $800 million remaining notes ($600 million
in taxable notes due July 10, $169 million in Series A notes due July 19, and $31 million in Series B notes due
August 19) may have t>een achieved voluntarily. IHowever, as noteholders have no better prospects of getting
paid next year then they have today, any extension sought under the current circumstances will only t>e
achieved under the threat of repudiation, which Moody's would view as tantamount to a default. The rejection of
ttie sales tax increase sends a clear message that the voters of Orange County have effectively disavowed tfieir
general obligation debt Absent extraordinary intervention, we now expect a default or forced extension on ttie
July 10 note maturities, at which time further rating downgrades would t>e forthcoming. In tfie worse case, the
County may even choose to repudiate the notes.

(Continued)
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would lead to a cash Insuffidoncy, preventing the
It
that In the six months since the
timely payment on all short-temi debtf^at is outrageous and unprecedented Is
actions and their consebankruptcy filing. Orange County has utterly failed to take responsibility for its own
Is hardly surprising that the $1 .8 billion investment loss

quences, and has demonstrated anything but the unfailing committment to full restitution to its creditors that
expected of any government. Through the threat of repudiating its debt, the county seems bent on inflicting
long-lasting damage to its govemmental rejiutation and creditworthiness, and is demonstrating near-total
disregard to the
borrowers.

is

damage this will also inflict on the hard-won trust generally awarded to other municipal

Contacts:
Daniel Heimowitz, Executive Vice

President and Director
(212)553-0340
Bartiara Rickinger, Vice PreskJent-

Assistant Director Far

West Region

(212)553-7736
Mary Franceour, Assistant Vice President
553-7240

(212)

Karen S. Krop, Assistant Vice President

(212)553-4860
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Moody's Views Orange County's Proposed Extension of Notes as a Default

New York, New York
due

ttiis

- June 30, 1 995 - Orange Count/s plan to extend the maturities on some of Its notes
summer received bankruptcy court approval on Tuesday, June 27. Noteholders will vote by July 7 on

whether to accept

ttie

proposed extension.

appears that the count/s perspective is to seek the extension because it does not have the resources to fully
repay the noteholders at this time. Thus, the rollover, which would affirm the count/s obligation on the notes, is
an effort at accomrrKXJatlng the municipal market to maintain access for the county. It Is important to note that
the county, because it is in bankruptcy, is under no obligation to nrtake payment on the notes by the stated due
dates. From Mood/s perspective, the count/s affimiatk>n of its obligatk>ns shoukl be unconditional and outsxJe
ie terms of an extension agreement. An extension agreement should be intended to compensate creditofs for
It

their consideration.
If the county had offered noteholders a voluntary workout plan that adequately compensated those wtK>
accepted an extension and offered others payment from available cash, it coukJ have represented a realistK
contingency in the attempt to gain order during a difficult period in the count/s bankruptcy. Instead, as
discussed below, the county Is agreeing that payment on the notes is not limited to revenues from fiscal year
1 994-95, in contrast to the state constitution's debt limitation provisions. But the county offers no signifkxmt
compensation to noteholders for extending the maturity and the count/s wavier may still be subject to
challenge. The county, in effect, is attempting to pressure noteholders to accept extension through the threat of
nonpayment.

In addition, the county has not identified any potential cevenue-stceams to repay ttie debt next year. The half
cent sales tax vote failed on Tuesday, and expected increased revenues at its landfill through imported gait>age
are unlikely. Tfiese revenue streams would have supported debt that could have finarKed a means by whk:h to

pay notehokiers next year.

Now the prospects for an economk»lly sufficient plan remain dismal for the coming

year.

The folk>wing Is a
The Dilemma

review of the evolution of the extenskxi agreement,

its

terms and

Its

shortcomings.

The county has $800 millton in short-tenm notes due in July and August that wouM be affected by ttie rolk>ver.
comprised of $600 million Taxable Notes due July 10; $169 miirion Tax arid Revenue Antk:ipatk>n Notes, Series
A, due July 19; arxl $31 mlllk>n Tax and Revenue AntkspatkHi Notes, Series B, due August 10. The Taxable
Notes were issued to provide attntrage earnings to the county as a source of operating revenues; the Tax and
evenue Anticipation Notes were Issued to finance ttie count/s cash flow requirements for the 1994-95 fiscal
The county has otfier notes not affected by the agreement which it expects to repay from various sources.

year.

(Continued)
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Teeter Notes, due June 30, are expected to be repaid with \he proceeds of Teeter Bonds sold
'RANs are expected to be repaid with the money school districts have set aside.

tt>is

week: Pooled

The county's dilemma from the pool's losses was two fold: the investment income it expected for operations has
not been realized, and the money set aside to repay some of the notes was reduced by the investrnant losses.
In sum, the county does not have the resources to meet its financial obligations at this time, including the
payment obligation on the notes.
With the filing of the bankruptcy and loss of investment income, the county elected to not make set askles as
promised when it sold the Series A&B TRANs. This actk>n was contested by the notehoMers, but was upheM by
the bankruptcy court. Thus, while funds would have normally been set aside for TRAN repayment throughout
the fiscal year as revenues were collected, no post-petition set asides were made by tt>e county. Only $29
million in pre-petition set asides remain.
the county to provide money fo generate investment income. The proceeds
Taxable Notes were invested in the Orange County Investment Pool, and were tiius decimated by the
pool's losses. The investments made with the proceeds of the Taxable Notes, which were specificalty intended
for note repayment, were valued at $429 million when the pool was Ik^uidated in late December, well below ttie

The Taxable Notes were issued by
of the

$600

million principal

amount due.

The Proposal
After protracted negotiations, the county's final proposal

Payment of interest on the current due dates
rate interest payments have been made);

*

*

An extension
Interest

would be paid
'

of maturity

full

principal of

all

at existing rates,

seeks noteholder approval of the following:

the Taxable Notes

obligattons to

and Series B TRANs,

nnonthly variable

June 30, 1996;

although a portion would be paid monthly and

ttie

balance

at maturity;

A premium of 95

The

on the

on the extended notes

(for

basis points on the note principal, payable at maturity.

payments would be an administrative expense of the bankruptcy, which would provide them with a
higher priority to some other creditors. However, any payments yet to be made remain subject to a later attack
interest

or renegotiation under the bankruptcy code.
In addition to

and related documents addressed several legal issues.
the treatment of the extended short-tenn notes under Califomia's debt limitatk>n

the terms of the extension, the agreement

Key among these issues

is

laws.

The County's Waiver of Right to Assert Constttutlonal Debt Limitations May

Still

Be SubjecHe

Challenge
Califomia law limits a local govemmenf s ability to incur obligations in one fiscal year that would be satisfied
from income and revenues derived in future fiscal years. With certain exceptions, expenditures in any given
fiscal year cannot exceed the resources available in ttiat fiscal year to pay them. The issuance of short-term
notes does not fall within that debt limitation because the revenues available during ttie fiscal year are expected
to

be

sufficient to

repay the notes.

The county has posited
inteipreted as

a loss

ttiat its

lack of resources for fiscal

1995

resulting from the investment losses

of security for the notes issued during the year.

1 995 may be less than the potential expenditures - operating costs and repayment of TRANs
the county would be violating the debt limitations to cany over any liabilities into subsequent fiscal years.

the revenues for
-

may be

The county has suggested that, given that

.s

part of the stipulation, the county "agrees that

each of the issues of ttie note debt
shall constitute a valkl,
and non-contingent, undisputed and enforceable daim against ttie county." It goes on to state
County waives and releases all defenses and objections to any of ttie debt under ttie Bankruptcy Code

fully liquidated

that ttie

-

or related to

ttie

application or operation of the state debt limitation provisions.

.

.

.
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"If you agree to extend for a year, we will agree that you have a
However, while the tmnkruptcy court has approved the count/s
anothei interested person, such as a taxpayer, could seel< to invalidate the obligation as

Basically, the county is saying to noteholders,
valid claim not subject to the debt limitation."

waiver of these rights,
a violation of the constitutional debt

limitation.

County Maintains Right to Repudiate ttie Taxable Notes
than the coercive nature of the extension agreement and the potentiaJ for third party objection is
on retaining the right to seek to invalidate some of the obligations it is presently asking
holders to extend. Specifically, the agreement would enable the county to retain the right to c intend that the
Taxable Notes did not constitute a valid and enforceable obligation of the county at the time of issuance. We
lulore troubling

the county's insistence

find the

Such

count/s attempted retention of this right in the context of an extension agreement to be unacceptable.
a dangerous precedent that would affect all California municipal issuers.

action would set

Difficult

Decision

Notehoklers are faced with the following, limited choices: accept the count/s proposal, and have the county
acknowledge some, but not all, of its obligations; or reject the count/s proposal with the likelihood of default and
litigation. Even with approval of the agreement by noteholders, given the count/s lack of resources and
retention of rights to repudiate the Taxable Notes, litigation may ensue.

The county coukj have demonstrated a good faith effort toward noteholders by

releasing the accumulated

reserves toward repayment of the notes. Instead, the county has chosen to retain the note reserve possibly to
use the money for other county purposes or to reallocate among creditors. The extensk>n merely offers
noteholders what they already had, a pledge of the county to repay the obligations when due. The extension, as

proposed, woukj

t>e, in effect,

a default on these obligations.

Contacts:

Mary Francoeur, Assistant Vice Presklent
(212)553-7240
Karen S. Krop, Assistant
(212)

Vne President

553-4860

Bart}ara J. Rk:ldnger,

Vice President and Assistant Director
Manager, Far West Regional Ratings
(212)

553-7736

Katiwrine

McManus,

Vice PreskJent and Assistant Director
Manager, Legal Aralysis Group
(212)

553-4036
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Moody's Reinstates and Confirms MIG 1 Rating on
Orange County, California, 1994-95 Pooled TRANs
Issued on Behalf of 27 School Districts

Funds for Note Repayment

Fully Set Aside

New York, New York

- July 18. 1995 - Moody's Investors Service has reinstated and confirmed the MIG 1
on $299 million Orange County, Califomia, 1994-95 Pooled Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes, whrch
mature July 28, 1995. The rating on the Pooled Notes was suspended on December 6 when Orange County
filed for bankruptcy protection and the standby purchase agreement with the Orange County Investment Pool
was no longer available to correct any shortfalls In school district repayments.

rating

The county issued these notes on behalf of local school districts. Moody's confirmation reflects the fact that
funds required for note repayment have been set aside. To arrive at the rating reinstatement, Moody's also
reviewed the legal structure of thq notes in light of Orange County's bankruptcy and has received sufficient
assurance from the county that the notes will be repaid from moneys the county receives from the school
districts to repay their individual notes as outlined in the settlement agreement approved by the Bankruptcy

all

Court.

Set Aside of Funds for Note Repayment Accomplished

Moody's has been advised by the Orange County Department of Education that all 27 school districts that
issued TRANs to Orange County have made their full and final May segregation of fiinds for note repayment. All
funds for principal and interest have been fully set aside and are held by the County in separate repayment
accounts. These funds are intended to be used by tfie county to repay the 1994-95 Pooled Tax and Revenue
Anticipation Notes. The districts' actions to meet ttiis covenant prior to disbursements from the pool settlement
was a positive step in affirming the obligatk)n to noteholders.
Legal Status of School District Repayments Addretoed through Investment Pool Settlement Agreement

The repayments from the school districts to the county are pledged by the county for the repayment of the
Pooled TRANs. As outlined in the settlement agreement between tfte county and the f>ooI participants, ttie
county acknowledges that it has collected, and agrees to continue to collect, school district property taxes as
security for the repayment of the Pooled TRANs, and will use those property taxes to repay the Pooled TRANs.
According to the county, the bankruptcy court has approved the count/s plan to pay the Pooled
the court's approval of .the settlement agreement
Ability to

WKtistand Pool Losses Appears to Vary

t>y District

(Continued)

TRANs through
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Moody's Reinstates and Confirms MIG 1 Rating on
Orange County, Caiifomia, 1994-95 Pooled TRANs
Despite the count/s beinkruptcy, the districts have beer) able to manage financially through receipt of postbankruptcy revenues and cash distributions from the pool. The school districts received a pro-rata distribution of
the cash In the Orange County Investment Pool on May 19 and the proceeds of Recovery Bonds on June 16,
which together provided a total of $0.90 for each $1 .00 Invested In the pool. The remaining $0.10 will be
payable by the county as a general unsecured claim.

Cashflows provided by the districts demonstrate that each will t>e able to meet its obligations for the fiscal year,
including ITtAN repayment. However, a few districts are ending the year with cash balances that indicate limited
flexibility. While no district has stated such an intention and our review of the cashflows indicates that such a
scenario Is unllltely, a bankruptcy filing by a school district prior to the repayment of Vhe notes might result in a
stay against that districts segregated funds, thus potentially precluding full payment to holders of the Pooled

TRANs.
The Callfomla Department of Education's Second

Interim Report for the 1 994-95 school year identified Orange
as having Qualified Certification. (Negative Certification Is assigned to districts that will
not meet their financial obligations for the remainder of 1 994-95 or 1995-96; Qualified Certification Is assigned
to a district that may not meet its financial obligations for 1 994-95, 1 995-96, or 1 996-97; Positive Certifications
are given to districts that are expected to be able to meet their obligations.) However, a subsequent letter from
the Orange County Department of Education Indicated tiiat after the second Interim period which ended April
15, 1995, that office changed the certifications of all 27 districts to positive upon a subsequent review of the
districts and release of cash and recovery payments from Orange County. The state has Indicated that under
state law, the districts will remain with qualified status because the law does not provide subsequent certifications after April 15th. However, the state views the districts as financially solvent for the current and two
subsequent fiscal years.

County school

districts
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Pooled TRANt Participants
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Testimony by Richard Larkin
Managing Director, Standard & Poor's
Before the Subcommittee on
Capital Markets, Securities, and Government Sponsored Enterprises
of the

Committee on Banking and Financial Services

House

United States

July 26,

introductory

managing

behalf of Standard

market

in

1995

Remarks

Good morning,
Larkin, a

of Representatives

Mr. Chairman,

members

director with Standard

&

Poor's,

the aftermath of

I

&

of the Subcommittee.

Richard

On

appreciate your invitation to testify on the municipal debt

Orange County's

CreditWeek Municipal which describe
filing,

am

Poor's Public Finance Rating Services.

default.

Along with

included analytical commentaries previously published

bankruptcy

I

in

in

my testimony, have

Standard & Poor's

greater detail our views on

the lessons to be derived from

it,

I

Orange County's

and a comment describing our

established guidelines for government investment pools seeking to preserve principal.

For the record, Standard
in

New York,

Boston, Chicago,

&

Poor's

San

is

a worldwide rating agency with U.S. offices

Francisco, and Washington. Standard

&

Poor's

is

recognized by the Securities and Exchange Commission as a Nationally Recognized
Statistical

Rating Organization and has been rating bonds since 1916. Our Public
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Finance department has approximately 200 analysts and support personnel
the range of municipal debt issues

my

Virtually

where

I

in

the $1.3

entire professional experience

have been a municipal analyst

chairman of the Municipal
ratings criteria.

group and

am

am

I

trillion

Criteria

currently the

for

who cover

market.

has been with Standard & Poor's

20 years. At Standard & Poor's,

I

am

Committee, the policy-making board for municipal

head

of our department's structured finance ratings

responsible for overseeing the development and publication of criteria

pertaining to municipal bank-supported debt, structured securities, derivative products,

and pension fund
developments

1

am

of former

a

Hampshire,

Congressman

I

lead internal rating teams that follow

Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Oregon, Washington,

New York

member of the

recommended
the

In addition,

in California,

New

Maryland,

ratings.

City

and Philadelphia.

Municipal Analysts Group of

Beryl Anthony's

New York and was

member

commission which reviewed and

revisions to tax law on municipal debt issuance.

Government Finance

a

Officers' Association National

I

have also served on

Task Force on State and Local

Budgeting.

A

Unique Event

Orange County's
public finance.

filing for

Chapter 9 represents a unique event

Unlike previous municipal fiscal crises.

economy

in

the history of

Orange County's collapse

driven by falling property values or employment.

not result from a

difficult

bankruptcy

cannot be blamed on overbudgeting, unrealized projections of

filing

did

operating revenues and expenses, as

was

the case

in

New York

City

in

1975. Nor

The

was

447

it

attributable to the issuance of short-term debt

accounting lapses, or
in

state

Rather, the

all

Orange County

units.

Texas, to

Chapter 9 stemmed from an investment

losses for the county as well as for 180

While other municipal market

- Cuyahoga

name two - they

did not

owes approximately $1.6

and other county funds.
discretionary budget of

As
in

In addition,

$463

entities

have incurred losses during

County, Ohio; Odessa Junior College

approach the magnitude of the losses as

As a

those realized by the Orange County pool.
general fund

operating deficits,

imposed by Proposition 13 have placed

filing for

billion in

the 1994 bond market downturn

district,

mask

Califomia counties.

which generated $1.7

governmental

order to

the County's difficulties did not result from cuts

federal aid, although the limits

and

increased pressure on

policy

Finally,

shortfalls.

in

billion to

result,

recent estimates indicate the

noteholders, pool investors, vendors,

according to recent county forecasts,

million will run

the committee knows. Standard

&

a $188 million

deficit in fiscal

its

1996.

Poor's considers the County's

$600

million

taxable notes which were due July 10 and $169 million of tax revenue anticipation

notes which were due July 19

in default,

even though a majority of the noteholders

agreed to a one-year maturity extension. Nevertheless, Standard & Poor's assigned
the default ratings because, under well-established principles governing the bond
market, the County

agreements
the county

was unable

to

repay principle under the terms of the note

at the time of origination.

will

be able

to

(We have

repay these notes

also expressed doubts as to whether

when due

in

1996)

In this

case, investors

448

were

unilaterally confronted with the option of being paid

premium, or not be paid

at

we

believes the municipal issuers

degree upon how the
Market investors

realistic,

its

its

bankruptcy

rate are fiscally sound.

filing,

So

far,

Standard & Poor's

market concerns have

largely confined to investors in California municipal debt, although that will

issues.

workable plan.

investor wariness has

courts, county

will in

and state

officials

proceed

time return to Orange County

if

on the other hand, the county were

If,

debt, the repercussions

investors

a .95%

all.

Despite Orange County's actions and

to a

later at

Remains Strong

Municipal Finance

been

back one year

in

primarily confined to

who have remained

current

in

resolving the

officials

adopt a

to ultimately repudiate

would reverberate well beyond the county

been

depend

line.

Orange County and the

To

date,

pool's passive

honoring their obligations.

Signs of this wariness have been evident during the ongoing short-term note
season, an annual occurrence

in

California municipal finance. California counties issue

short-term tax and revenue anticipation notes to cover expenses during the

and

fall.

Being extremely safe offerings, these issues

typically receive

summer

Standard &

Poor's highest short-term ratings based on the strength of the expected tax receipts, as

has been the case

this year.

and remarket them
or

However, a few issuers have had

at higher yields or with credit supports,

bond insurance. From

that perspective, the

these counties millions of dollars

though

their credit

in

to

withdraw the issue

such as bank

letters-of-credit

Orange County bankruptcy has cost

increased borrowing costs for short-term debt, even

fundamentals remain as strong as they ever were.
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As

for

Orange County

notes and $175 million

in

the County recently issued $255 million

itself,

Teeter notes.

In

recovery

in

order to market the issues, both issues

required credit enhancements, either a letter of credit or bond insurance.

Even

with

those third-party protections, underwriters had to offer investors higher yields than

comparable notes,

in

one case a

full

Beyond Orange County and
fundamental

shift in

percentage point more.

California,

officials

remains too soon to

whether a

tell

the relationship between investors and municipal issuers

emerge. Absent a substantial body of case
question must wait

it

until

we see how the

deal with these issues

response to the

law, a definitive, long-term

courts, the State of California,

will

and county

the months ahead.

in

No Trend
Apart from Orange County's Chapter 9
liquid.

some 40%

insured.

Orange County's

is

filing for

noteworthy precisely because

it

the $1.3

trillion

municipal debt

The average unenhanced municipal

market remains strong and
of the market

filing,

rating

is 'A'

Chapter 9 protection. Standard & Poor's believes,
is

and

is

unique, an isolated event. In this instance,

bankruptcy reversed the established principle of municipal finance that governments

have a moral obligation

to repay their debts

The overwhelming
and agencies we

majority of state

rate understand

dealings with municipal

officials

based on

and

their

full faith

and

credit.

local finance officials in the

and honor their obligations

governments

to bondholders.

every day, they have demonstrated their good

In

our

450

intentions tlirough their provision of timely accurate information to Standard

and the general

investors,

isolated event,

a crack

in

public.

We

believe the

could lead to

bankruptcy

more municipal bankruptcies

is

or

it

for

our

letter

will tell.

grade

ratings,

we

its

integrity,

rating criteria is

understand our rating process and analytics, Standard

dynamics

In

&

and provides updates as we introduce new

justify

and on

an open book. While we

also publish extensively to inform the market

about issuer strength and trends that could affect them.

rating criteria

is

it

Criteria

communicating with the public markets. Our

known

spreads,

could convince governments that

Standard & Poor's places great importance on

are

it

whole. The Orange County experience

not an option to be pursued. Only time

Standard & Poor's Rating

an

is

order to maintain the

In

security of the municipal finance market, to repair the crack before

made

Poor's, to

Orange County precedent

an othenwise strong foundation.

important to ensure bondholders are

&

In

order to

make

clear issuers

Poor's publishes

its

complete

rating innovations, or

market

a change.

the course of rating various offerings issued by the county. Standard

reviewed documents and met with county

As described

officials.

the attached CreditWeek Municipal comment. Orange County:

'A

in

&

Poor's

extensive detail

Unique Disaster,

my colleague Jane

Eddy, the information regarding the investment pool's strategy

provided Standard

&

be

unreliable.

Poor's upon which

(Standard

&

Poor's

we based

'

in

by

our rating of county debt proved to

was never asked

to rate the pool.)

As

the committee
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knows, there are pending criminal investigations and the former treasurer has pied
guilty to securities violations.

&

Standard
information.

To

Poor's has a keen interest

that end,

must also agree

when an

in

supporting expanded market

issuer requests an Standard

&

Poor's rating, they

to provide current, timely information, including audited financial

statements, to adhere to our surveillance requirements. This information must be
supplied at least annually,

more

frequently

if

matehal events warrant. But, as Orange

County demonstrated, disclosure cannot guard against

fraud.

Government Investment Pools Generally Sound

From our experience, the
conservatively

majority of

government investment pools are

managed, although there have been some exceptions. From our

perspective, derivatives can be a double-edged sword.

If

knowledgeable and uses approphate derivatives, such as

the asset

interest-rate

and forward purchase agreements, fund managers can reduce
rate risk,

and refund bonds

to speculate

ratings

on

in

advance

synthetically.

interest rate directions, derivatives

However,

our view,

some

is

swaps, caps,

interest costs, interest

if

used excessively, or

can produce losses which lead to

downgrades, as was the case with Odessa Junior College

In

manager

District in

of the riskier instruments include structured notes,

Texas.

such as

inverse floaters, riskier mortgage derivatives, such as interest-only and principal-only,

instruments and inverse-floater tranches of collateralized mortgage obligations.

452
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Because of the issuers involved, these are secure investments from a default
perspective, but are volatile investments highly sensitive to interest rate moves.

Standard

&

Poor's

is

surveying 7,000 issuers

pool practices around the country.

have the infonnation available

In

conjunction with

its

in

We are currently gathering the data and expect to

the near future.

The

•

The pool has adequate

•

The

a pool

In brief,

portfolio's w/eighted

average maturity

liquidity to

meet

its

published

considered to meet Standard &

is

is

less than

one

year;

participants' projected

its

cash flow needs;

pool's exposure to reverse repurchase agreements, securities lending

programs, and other forms of leverage

•

Poor's reissued

if:

•

to

&

survey. Standard

guidelines for evaluating pool safety.

Poor's guidelines

order to evaluate investment

in

meet unexpected cash flow needs,

The pool has

little

is

less than

20% and

rather than to

enhance

reverse repos are used
yield.

or no exposure to risky structured notes (such as inverse floaters,

range notes, and dual index notes) or

risky

mortgage derivatives (such as

interest-

only and phncipal-only strips, residual tranches and other instruments);

•

The

pool

•

And

the pool's

is

limited to high-quality securities;

management

is fully

aware

and the pool's investments are marked
monthly.

to

of the investment policy, portfolio risks,

market more than once a year, preferably

453
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Orange County's Lessons

In

moving past Orange County, what lessons have been learned?

lessons learned, as enumerated
timely, accurate disclosure

is

in

a recent

In brief,

comment by Ms. Eddy and Steve

an imperative. But no mandate

for disclosure

the

Nelli,

\n\\\

prevent

fraud or the dissemination of inaccurate information.

Short-tenn debt, \Nhen used to cover operating

problems.

When

financial

deficits,

problems ahse, as they have

making

and Orange County, the

difficulty of

exponentially, especially

when compared

in

can lead

to credit

Philadelphia,

New York

City,

payment increases

large, bullet

to just meeting

normal operating and debt

service expenditures.

Asset management of all municipal assets

As analysts we focus on the

credit strength.

accrued receivables and

liabilities,

is

an important factor

and pension fund management.

state intervention remains a possibility for

California

which may, or
for rating

own

determining

municipalities' investments, infrastructures,

Investors cannot count on outside intervention

uncertain given the state's

in

fiscal

if

a

city or

county defaults. While

Orange County, the scale

of

such action

problems.

and a number of other states have implemented tax and revenue

may

not,

is

be good public

policy, but

limits

they have been partially responsible

downgrades. During the past three years. Standard & Poor's has lowered the

long-term ratings of nine California counties, affecting $4.8

billion in

debt.

The

454
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downgrades were exacerbated by
revenue

limits further inhibit

Again, Standard

witnessed are a

in

lesson to be learned,
to

be cloned

in

the counties' available options

is

not to say there

other locations

it

is

economic downturn. But these
in

restoring fiscal strength.

we have

Poor's continues to believe that the events

That

rarity.

County experience

&

California's lengthy

that

in

will

other times

not be variations on the

in

the future. But

Orange County should not be allowed

other jurisdictions. Rather,

it

should be seen as a

if

to

fiscal

Orange

there

is

a

final

become a model
experiment

which went awry.

That concludes

you may have.

my tesfimony, and

I

would be happy to answer any questions

—

STANDARD & POOR'.

CREDITWEi
MUNICIPAL

WINTER/SPRING 1995

THE AUTHORITY OM CHEDfT QUALITY

ORANGE COUNTY: A UNIQUE DISASTER'
S&P on April

sent the message that they did not necessarily

Onmge

intend to repay all the county's obligations. In
most other cases of severe municipal fiscal
stress—even those involving default the debtor
contmued to try to pay its obhgations and did not
hint at any desire to abrogate them
Should the county and its residents take sub-

12, 1995 hosted a conferma to discuss
County, Calif's bankruptcy filing and its

impact on the creditworthiness of muniapal debt. The
conference was attended by 150 investors, issurrs,
bankers, financial advisers,

and

state officials.

The

adapted from a speech delivered by
SCfP director fane Eddy. A speech about Orange
County investment pool participants delivered
S&P director Steve Nelli can be fourui in the Credit

following article

is

^

Comments section.
It would be nice to be able to start by putting
Orange County's situation in a context that allows comparison with historic precedent. However, Orange County's situation is uiUike any
other

—

stantial steps that signal their intention to fully

honor their obligations, the impact of the filmg
might be lessened. But, the bankruptcy is an action creditors will contmue to be mindful of, as
the county has demonstrated that it views bankruptcy as an option, not necessanly even an option of last resort.

fiscal crisis.

The county's problems do not stem from economic stagnation as was the case in Philadelphia m 1990 and Cleveland in 1978 or from

INFORMATION PROVIDED

overbudgeting or "cooking the budget books"

tion county officials provided to

like New York City in 1975. Nor was it the result
of issuing short-term debt to mask operating deficits or accounting lapses or shortfalls. Finally, the
problems do not stem specifically from intergov-

ernmental

on in assigning and maintaming the county's
debt ratings. Hopefully, this will answer some of the
questions asked us and clanfy the record. Unfortunately, a number of outstanding questions about the
pool remain that preclude a full accounting of it

counties.

StP relied as it has always done on the accuracy and completer«ess of information provided by county officials when assigiung ratings

—

—

cuts, although the transfers made by
the state in 1993 and 1994 of what previously
were county funds and the limits imposed by
Proposition 13 have pressured all California

What occurred is a unique disaster, and the
path taken thereafter bankruptcy an unprecedented approach. One of the truly unique facets

—

—

Orange County ordeal is the way in which
180 governmental uiuts have been involuntarily

of the

drawn into the bankruptcy of both the county and
the pool.

Could the county have avoided taking the
enormous step of filing for bankruptcy, an action
that will raise questions over the long term about
its willingness to honor its obhgations? The issue
of whether the county might have managed the
situation by negotiating with the broker-dealers
and pool investors remairu uiuesolved and probably will never be fully answered. However,
through the bankruptcy filing, county officials

Before discussing the outlook for the county's
I would like to outline some of the informa-

ratings,

SiP and

that

we

relied

currently.

—

—

SUP frequently
discussed the pool's condition with county offiincluding the chief admmistrative officer
for finance, the assis(CAO), the assistant
tant treasurer, and the assistant auditor/controller and repeatedly was given assurances of its
underlying sti en gtl t These officials addressed
the questioiu S&P posed and pirovided purportedly reliable informadon. Unfortunately, this mformation did not foretell the collapse of the pool.
Last spring, county officials told SUP the pod
was leveraged from about $8 billion to $20 billion.
They described the mismatch between the term
of the reverse repurchase agreements generally
six inonths
and the average maturity of their
secuiities 2.1 years leveraged to a 3 1/2-year
to the county's de*>t obligations.

cials,

CAO

—
—

ORANGE COUNTY
COVERAGE

—

.
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They explained that they could manage
the exposure this strategy introduced because of
the following
Hist, no early liquidation of their securities was
aiUiapated, as 75% of the fuiuls were invested in
the pool on a mandatory basis according to state
law. Based on precedent and a survey of each

$300 million of

duration.

isted:

County

and 30%

had a track

record of forecasting cash flow needs with a 95%
accuracy. The term of the deposits was, therefore,

mvestment

manage

the pool's potential exposure because of
maintauung a high level of liquidAccortling to the information we were grven,
the liquidity position of the pool ranged between
SI billion and $13 billion from the end of 1993
through September 1994. In addibon to these
funds, during this period, the county claimed to
have between S200 million and $700 nullion of
their policy of

105 basis points that occurred k>etween May and
that information been reliable,
we would be en)oying the luxury of discussing the baggage handling system at the Deiv
ver Aiiport instead of a potential $1.1 billion de-

ity.

value in U,S. Treasury or ageivcy obligations.

November. Had
today

fault.

THE COUNTY TODAY
The current condibon of the county is very
The county estimates that the general fund
cames a S2 billion lOU, represcntmg monies
bght.

SStP was aware that a porbon of the portfolio
was mvested m mverse floaters and other mterest
rate-sensitive denvabves. Given these posihons
and the mismatch t)etween the duration of the
reverse repurchase agreements and the secun-

was concerned about the sensitivity of
the poitfoUo to rising interest rates.
Agam, response to our questions about these
issues, county officials asserted that their investment strategy was not a cause for ooncon. In
May, they told us that collateral calls of S300
bes, SStP

m

owed

to noteholders, pool investors, vendors,

and other county funds. The county also forecasts
that Its $463 million discrebonary budget will
have a $188 nulUon structural budgetary shortfall
for fiscal 19%.
The county has proposed a plan to address both
gaps. The plan mdudes the followmg elements:
• Selling $750 million of bonds secured by an
mtercept on the motor vehicle license fees

million—or 3,8% of the value of ttie unleveraged
investments had occurred siiux January 1994.
They stated that the $700 million then held as
unpledged secunbes would fully cover collateral
calls that might ensue upon an addiborul 100-basis>-point increase
the six-inonth Treasury bill

—

m

rate, which was the treasurer's benchmark. Furthermore, they stated that the county could manage even a 200-basis-pomt increase without selling secunbes at a loss. Should this scenario arise,
the county said, it would use some of the $13
billion of liquidity in the pool and/or some portion of the SI billion of revenues anbapated to be
received through December 1994 to satisfy collateral calls or pay down the reverse repos.
Importantly, county officials also told S&P that

they plarmed to hedge agauut interest rate
swings and excKise the option, upon further interest rate jngnsw, to unwind ttie reverse repurchase agreements.
The county's claim that the pool could withstand interest-rate movements seemed entirely
reasonable, smce the 112-basis-pomt increase
rates from January to May 1994 had led to only

m

MPWNTiD

strategy.

Unfortunately, a huge question mark surrounds the collapse of the investment pool StcP
was provided purportedly reliable informabon
indicating that the pool could manage the sixmonth Treasury bill mterest rate movement of

antiapated to exceed the term of the securities
which S&P understood were to be held to matunty
Second, county offiaals asserted their ability to

unpledged secunbes on hand.
Third, county offidais pomted to the high credit
quality of the investments, with over 75% by par

i

it followed a practice of meeting frequently with several broker-dealers to assess the
overall pasture of the pool, allowing the county to
manage the pool's posibon acbvely and prudeitly.
They also asserted that the secun ties would be held
to matunty.
Furthermore, SitP was assured that the board
of supervisors understood and approved of the

far three to five

offioals ciauned tiiey

the

stated that

m

far five years or more,
years.

officials told

S&P unde

involuntary member, the county had detemuned
on average, these funds renamed the pool
for five yeais. Of the 25% of funds invested on a
vohmtary basis, 50% was expected to be on deposit
that,

collateral calls

S&P that two pools exbond fuiul and the coiruningled fund
st ood that the fomter was marked to
market annually, while the latter was itot formally marked to market. However, ttie cotmty
County

noM wtumMaa a pook's auanwiu unmiapAL

(MVLF)

the state collects for the county;

$500 million of debt backed by bp fees
by the Integrated Waste Management Distnct for trash disposal (about $200
million of this finanang cannot be effected,
accordmg to county estimates, for one to two
years, given legal considerabons);
• Refmanong $1 75 million of Teeter notes commg due this June and stretchmg the amortizabon for up to 25 years an acbon that could
free up $60 million
reserves;
• Providing pool parbapants with, on average,
76% of their prebankniptcy deposits from
cash and short-term securibes denved from
• Issuing

collected

m

—

the Uquidabon of the pool;
about $240 million of so-called recovery notes backed by an enhanced general fund
hen. This would provide school distncts that
mvested
the pool with 90% of their piebankruplcy deposits and all other non-county

• Selling

m

enbbes 80%;
• Placing before voters a

referendum to

in-

crease the sales tax by one-half cent;
• Establishing asset sales

and

sale-lease

back

arrangements; and

wmnn/SMHNa i»*«
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• Cutting the discretionary portion of the gen-

hind bv around S207 million, or 45% of its
pre-bankmptcy levels.
county
also is pursuing legislabve changes
The
that nught ease the cost of funding state maneral

MVLF bonds unless the voters approve the sales
on June 27 because of the ramihcaThey also do not becan sell the solid waste system bonds
until the environmental permitting issues are settled These factors push the nrrung of these bond
sales past the note due dates and probably into
fall or winter.
The countv bebeves its current resources for repaying noteholders are short by $430 million and
asserts its inability to cover this gap without proceeds
from the proposed long-term debt issues For these
reasons, the county has proposed extending the note
ma tunties by a year and IS trying to obtain the consoit
tax increase

tions for the general fund.
lieve thev

dates.
If it is fully enacted, the plan would raise SI .4
from bonds—or $li billion over the next
nine months of which the county would receive
just over $1.1 billion in net proceeds. Assuming
the successful sale of the bonds over the next nine

billion

Others who must cooperate mclude noteholdThe countv does not believe it can issue the

ers.

—

months, county

officials

have stated

that their

hrst-pnonty payments among the $2 billion of
debts IS to cover the shortfall of $430 million due
to noteholders and the estimated $342 million
owed to pool partiapants on a secured basis.
Unfortunately, this statement must be heard in
connection with the county's earlier and recently
reiterated threat to challenge the constitutionality
of its $600 million of taxable notes in order to
legally default" on them. As I menboned before,
proceeds also would be dedicated to refunding the
$240 miUion of recovery notes, which the county
hopes to monetize this spring. These three obligations add up to$l billion, dose to the $1.1 billion the
county expects to receive on a net basis from bond
saks. This leaves $100 millicm to cover a gap of $785
million for amounts due vendors, coimty losses in
other funds and the subordinated repayment
claims of pool members.
The county expects the sales tax increase to
yield $130 million per year, but only about $60
million of these revenues would be available to
pay the remaining claims; the net amount of the
sales tax yield simply plugs the gap created by
pledging the MVLF revenues to debt service on
the expected $750 nullion financing. For full repayment of all its lOUs, county officials are relying on btagation settlements, asset sales and other
miscellaneous potential revenue sources.

The county estimates that asset sales and saleleaseback financings could yield about $100 million from the proposals that could be implemented with any certainty. Over the past few
days, there has been more discussion about ceding ownership of the John Wayne Airport to the
county transportahon authority in exchange for
financial assistance to the county of about S200
We will evaluate the proposal
with an eye to understanding what, if any, impact
the transfer might have on airport bonds, the transportabon authority's debt, and the compliance of
the airport with FAA regulations.
million, on a net basis.

THE PLAN'S VIABILITY

How achievable is this plan?
First, it requires many parties to cooperate. The
has to amend current law to allow the stretching of the Teeter notes and possibly sign off on environmental permitting for the
imposition of higher bp fees. County offiaals also
believe the state must enact legislation strengthening the intercept mechanism to attract potential
buyers of the MVLF-backed bonds. County officials hope that these legal changes will be
adopted this spring.

ofitsnoteholxiQS.

Other key players mclude county residents and
the board of supervisors A ma)onty of county
voters must approve the sales tax liike before it
can be implemented. The adoption of the increase
appears far from certain. For their part, the board
still must adopt the tap fee adjustment, which
increases these fees to $35 per ton from $22.75.
This increase only covers debt service on $300
million of debt, not the $500 million described
previously.
The second step, and a painful but necessary one
to allow for the full $500 miUion of bonds, requires
the county to change laws to allow trash to be
imported into the county This IS likely to be contro.

versial, especially

m the three dtaes where the land-

are located.
The board also has to enact the dramatac cuts
necessary to balance the fiscal 19% budget. The
fills

m

$40 million of cuts made
fiscal 1995 have not
yet been realized, although operating departments are optamistic about achieving their targets. Cuts of the magiutude required for fiscal

m

19% will lead to significant losses health care,
public protection, and court- and library-related
among others. The signihcant spending
reductions, especially in health care, result in
losses of state and federal matching aid, amplifying the effective reductions Whether these cuts
are sustainable and ultimately acceptable remains
to be proven. It is important to note tfiat, even before
the bankruptcy, the county's general fund operations were considered "lean" and overstaffmg was
not an issue.
Other participants critical to the plan are pool
investors. It appears that the county will receive
a quorum agreeing to the plan, but only if it can
monetize the $240 million of recovery notes by
June 5. This requires the cooperation of the state,
the public markets, other pool participants, or
perhaps some combinahon of the three.
services

state legislature

unumiB raoM itanbakd a reea's auonwiuc muniopal

StP't VIEW
How does S&P view the plan? Naturally, we
hope it IS successfully adopted and implemented.
Details on the financing structure for the bonds
are sketchy; however, we would consider it e»sential that debt security provisions shield bondholders from the tremendous problems of the
general fund in order to consider assigning in-
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the county's credirworthmess for a long time
Furthermore, to create a potentially creditwor-

vestment-grade ratings to future financings. General fund resources are terribly strained and probably will remain that way for some time Competition for these limited resources will be great for
a

number of

thy obbgation, the repayment revenue stream to
bondholders must be bankruptcy-proof. Any secuntv toT the bonds must survive a subsequent

years.

bankruptcv without the possibility that an automatic stay could disrupt the flow of funds to
bondholders. Agam, it would be naive to assume
that, once out of bankruptq.-, the county would
never agam choose that option should tough
times arise
lane EdJv

Given the county's recent unwiUmgness to
honor bond covenants, we are hard pressed to
assume as we might in other instances that
the county will honor its obbgahons to bondholders if difficult decisions about allocatmg morues
becomes necessary, as is likely. A demonstrated
lack of willingness to pay on the part of the county
is a problem that will iriluence our evaluation of

—

—

(2:2) 20S-868'6

ORANGE COUNTY POOL MEMBERS: VICTIMS OR ACCOMPLICES?
is an acerptfroma speech Steve Nelli,
S&P's Public Finance Department, delivOrange
Count}/ in San francisco.
There are two broad ways to view Orange
County investment pool participants:

The key will be whether the county and
elected officials appear to benefit both immeand in the long run from taking this bold

decisions.

The following

a director in

its

ered on April 12, 1995 at a conference on

diately

•

As innocent victims

step.

DISTRIBUTION
willing participants

sufficient

it

does not appear that the pool

of the county's mistakes,

who should rightly
shaie in the blame and the losses.
Your view (which, realistically, can include a
mixture of both perspectives) depends on
whether you believe the participants received
As

far,

tions.

or
•

Thus

participants desire to emulate the county's ac-

ongoing disclosure from the county

to

make informed investment decisions. Ultimately,
of our opinions will be determined by the
outcomes of the ongoing local, state, and federal
all

inquiries and law enforcement investigations mto

the collapse of the investment pool.
While it may still be too early to determine
levels of responsibility, it's certainly not too early
to evaluate the credit implications of the postbankruptcy actions of the 57 S&P-rated pool participants. In general, SStP has been impressed by
the rated participants' willingness to make tough
decisions and desire to honor their contractual
obligations. Furthermore, the rated participants,
in conversations with S&P, have unanimously
expressed an understanding that investors could
impose short- and long-term risk penalties on
them should they default. As a group, they have
expressed a desire to avoid such a situation.

The partiapants easily could have blamed the
county and crafted a rationale for defaultmg on
their obligations, or even worse, filing for bankruptcy protection. To their credit, none have ex-

—

pressed a desire unless forced as a last resort
to use these options. The participants, instead,

have sought solutions to their liquidity problems,
mcluding legislation in Sacramento, lines or letters of credit, and voluntary debt restructurings.
Default and bankruptcy are not the options of
choice for the rated participants, and this should
be reassuring to the debt market. The jury is still
out on the "desirability" of bankruptcy as an
option (particularly early on in the problem) for
distressed credits, and the outcome in Orange
County probably will influence future municipal

PUN

The county and the pool participants have
reached a tentative agreement to distribute cash
by mid-June. This will improve the likelihood of
debt repayment by the participants. For most, the
improvement in credit quality will be dramatic.
However, even if the plan is implemented fully,
there could be problems for certain issuers in
repaying all their obligations in full and on time.
The problem credits wall likely be entities with
extremely large short-term debt transactions maturing in the summer. Restructurmgs and supplement sources of liquidity could be necessary to
avoid defaults for these issuers.
Participants have varying degr ees of exposure
to both ultunate principal losses and the liquidity
strain caused by the bankruptcy court's freeze on
pool assets.
The degree of exposure is largely determined
by the interplay of four key factors:
• Level of cash and securities held outside the
pool,
•

Timing of debt service payments, particularly

TRANs,
•

Alternative sources of liquidity, and

•

Revenue and expenditure

flexibility.

Now, let us examme these factors as they apply
to different types of issuers.
Cities. Rated dties vary widely in their pool
exposure and creditworthiness. For instance,
Anaheim, Irvine, and Placentia all have significant taxable note, TRAN, and COP transactions
outstandmg. However, Anaheim held only 20%
of its cash and investments in the pool at the time
of the bankruptcy filing, while Irvine (66%) and
Placentia (91%) had most of their assets invested

m the pool.
Anaheim, which recently was able to retire its
taxable notes, has had its G.O. rating affirmed at
'AA', although it remains on CreditWatch with
negative implications. However,

UMUmiD raOM tTANOAKO A POOt'S OUOITWUK MUNiaPU.

its

G.O. rating.
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through annual lease payments if proceeds
are used to repair the facilit\ and

The contract requires Florida to meet debt
ser\ice. and the state hirther recogni2es that
Standard

&

Poor

s

rating

on the outstanding

,

•

certificates reflects the creditworthiness of the
state as an obligor, not lust the limited contractual relahonship ben\'een the state and the

vate manager, the legislative appropriation
for the faciliti.' should be in place to protect

corporation,
•

•

will have personnel at the facilitv' to
monitor the dailv operahons of the prison,
which should reduce the risk that the pnvatelv operated prison will be run significantly differently from a public faciliti,-,

The state

The

facilit\' is,

techiucally, a state prison

and

simpiv being operated privately, which
the state liable for meeting operating
standards This is very different from the normal pnvatuation model, where prisoners are
sent to an entirely pnvate prison and the coris

makes

—

•

—

porahon not the government is responsible for meeting health and safety standards,
The state is responsible for maintaining insurance on the facility, and, if damage occurs,
investors should be protected with either an

state Department ot Corrections retain.the right to step in and operate the prison,
should it be unsatisfied with the pri\ati- management; therefore, with or without the pri-

The

investors

The Flonda example demonstrates how a government can priv atize services and still offer investors sufficient protections to achieve an investment-grade rating Such protections should
lower costs bv enabling the corporation to borrow construction funds at the government's
lower cost of capital The government, however,
must realize, that it will have to take on more risk
than it might in a typical per diem privatization
Investors, likewise, should be careful, as the not
at the Elizabeth facilitv

nate

amount

demonstrates the inordi-

of risk that can lurk

private leases,

compared with

m

securitized

typical municipal

financings.

Stm Nelli (2121 208-8975

early redemption with insurance proceeds or

Rov Chun (212) 208-8509

COUNTY POOL EVALUATION SUMMARIZED

CALIF.

After examining 25 California county investment

pools

m the wake of Orange County's bankruptcy

Standard & Poor's has found that 13 do not
Its guideUnes for investment of municipal
operatmg funds. This is due to the pools' degrees
of leverage, use of derivatives, and their portfolios' average maturihes of more than a year
Although It does not rate the pools. Standard &

Poor's will continue to monitor the pool's per-

formance and cash position

in light of the

of the potential

pool and cash flow needs of participants

Poor's believes the pools' liquidity

and

risk levels

are important factors in rating the issuers that

m them.

Rating actions for the counhes and pool investors are not warranted at this
time, because the cash flow projections for the
pools suggest that they possess sufficient liquidity to meet normal operating requirements for all
their participants without selling securihes at a
loss before maturity However, the evaluation
does not suggest that these pools are protected
from future investment losses
All of these pools include largely mandatory
participants, and the counties have indicated that
the risk of withdrawals by voluntary participants
is remote. In addition, several pools have reduced
their exposure to derivatives and reverse repurchase agreements (reverse repos) and improved
their liquidity positions smce Standard & Poor's
exarruned them a few months ago. The drop in
interest rates from the beginiung of 1995 to May
31, 1995 also helped several of the pools recover
participate

their losses.

Some of the counties, such as San Diego, have
taken advantage of the falling rates by sellmg part
of their structured notes without realizing

any

losses. However, for pools that deviate significantly from the published guidelines. Standard &

l^'WBf wtautrtOlkt

impact

movements in interest rales on the

filing.

satisfy

Investment pool review summaries for
Alameda, Contra Costa, Fresno, Kem, Monterey,
San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Solano, Sonoma,
and Ventura were published in the June 12, 1995
CreditWeek Municipal; the San Diego County pool

summary was published

in

the June

5,

1995

CreditWeek Municipal; and pool summaries of Los

Angeles, Riverside, Sacramento, and San Bcrnardmo counties were published in the June 19,
1995 CredilWeek Municipal

POOL REVIEW METHODOLOGY
The pools were reviewed by

analysts in the

Public Finance Department to see if they met
Standard & Poor's published guidelines for investment of operatmg funds. Pools that significantly exceeded Standard & Poor's guidelines
were further scrutinized by the Managed Funds

Department to assess
changes

their vulnerability to inter-

est rate

A

considered to meet the guidelines if;
• The weighted average maturity of the portfolio is less than one year;
• The pool has adequate liquidity to meet the
projected cash flow needs of the voluntary
•

pool

is

and mandatory participants;
The pool's exposure to reverse repurchase
agreements, securities lending programs (see
box), and other forms of leverage is less than
20% of the portfolio and reverse repos are

JIINt 96,
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used to meet unexpected cash flow needs. If
reverse repos are used to enhance yield, the
proceeds should be invested in high-qualitvsecurities whose maturihes match the term of
the reverse repos. Similarly, the cash collat-

from lendmg securities should
be invested in high-qualit\- securities whose
maturities match the term for which the secueral received

rities

•

are lent;

The pool has

little

or no exposure to risky

—such as inverse
risky
range notes, and dual index notes —
mortgage derivatives—such as interest-only
structured notes

floaters,

«ind

and principal-only strips, inverse floater
tranches, and residual tranches of CMOs;
• The pool is Unuted to high-quality securities;
and
• The pool's management is fully aware of the
investment policy and the portfolio risks and
the pool's investments are marked to market
more frequently than once a year (preferably
once a month). This is
portfolio is very short.

less of a

concern

if

Contra Costa, Fresno, Los Angeles, Madera, Mer-

Mono, Santa Barbara, Santa Clara, Santa
Cruz, San Luis Obispo, San Mateo, and Ventura
ced,

SECURITIES LENDING PROGRAM
Several coimty pools in California engage in securities lending programs to earn incremental
returns on their portfolios. Examples of poob
that have engaged or currently engage in securities lending are those of Sonoma, San Diego,
Sacramento, and San Mateo. Sacramento discontinued its securities lending program as of June
12, 1995, and San Diego is in the process of
ending its program.
Under the securities lending program, treasury and agency securities owned by the county
pool are lent to a broker/dealer through an agent
bank. The borrower of the securities posts cash,
typically

is

LOCs

102%

as collateral. The collateral
of the market value of the lent

securities.

The transaction is terminated when the borsecurities to the lender or the
lender recalls the securities from the borrower.
The most common form of securities lending is
where cash is posted as collateral by the borrower. During the term of the loan, the lender or
the county has the use of the cash collateral. The
county's agent bank invests the cash by purchasing other securities For the use of cash the
county or the lender pays a rebate (typically
equal to money market rate of return on the cash
minus lending fees) to the broker/dealer.
The county profits if its agent bank invests the
cash collateral and earns a rate of return higher
than the rebate. The profit typically is split between the agent bank and the county.
rower returns the

tTANDAVB « POOR'S CNIDirWIlK MUNiaPAl

tured notes.

The remainmg seven pools deviated
cantly from Standard

&

signifi-

Poor's guidelines

and

have exposure to denvatives, reverse repos, or

and

average portfolio maturities are
longer than one year These are the investment
pools of San Diego, Solano, Sonoma, Placer,
Alameda, San Ben\ardino, and Monterey counboth,

their

ties.

the

INVESTMENT GUIDELINES
Twelve of the 25 pools reviewed are conservatively invested and meet Standard & Poor's operating fund investment guidelines. They are the

securities, or

county investment pools The Riverside, San
Francisco, Sacramento, Butte, and Humboldt
county pools generally meet Standard & Poor's
guideUnes but have average portfolio maturities
longer than one year They do not have any exposure to derivatives or reverse repos, and thev
have demonstrated that they have adequate liquidity to meet the operating cash flow needs of
their participants. The Kem CounU' investment
pool also generally meets the guidelines, with a
weighted average mah4nt\' of 271 days, but it has
approximately 16°o of its assets invested in struc-

CASH FLOWS
Projected monthly cash flows for each of the
pools that deviated significantly from Standard

& Poor's investment guidelines were examined.
The cash flows

for all of the pools indicate adequate liquidity The cash flows demonstrate that,
barring any unexpected or unreported disbursements, all of the pools have the ability to meet
disbursements related to normal operating ex- ^

However, rewards do not come for free; seculending programs have risks. Programs in
is received as collateral and is rein-

rities

which cash

vested are similar to reverse repurchase agreements. As in reverse repos, the county is exposed

market risk and collateral call risk. The county
must return the cash collateral at termination of
to

the transaction. If the cash is invested in longerterm or lower-quality securities, the market
value of the reinvestment may fall below that of
the cash collateral if interest rates move up or the
credit quality of the securities deteriorates.
This risk can be mitigated largely by investing
the cash in high-quality securities that have the
same maturity as the term of the securities loan.
In addition, the securities that are lent are
marked to market daily. If the lent securities
decline in value, some of the cash collateral
would have to be returned by the county.
The county also is exposed to counterparty
credit risk. "The borrower may be unable to or
unwilling to return the securities to the county.
The county, however, has the right to close out
a loan in default. The county can take control of
the collateral and buy securities in the open market. The county suffers losses if the collateral is
not sufficient to buy back securities with similar
characteristics as the lent securities. The county
becomes a general unsecured creditor of the
failed broker/dealer.
This risk can be mitigated by limiting the securities loans to high-quality counterparties.
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Government Sponsored Enterprises
Committee on Banking and Fmancial Services
U.S. House of Representatives

July 26, 1995
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Statement Submitted hv Robert Dean Pope. July 26. 1995

Mr. Chairman and members, my name is Dean Pope. I am a partner in
Richmond office of the law firm of Hunton & Williams. I have practiced
municipal finance law for more than 20 years. While my practice has been
the

primarily centered in the Southeast,

problems
through

that this

my

Subcommittee

is

I

have had considerable exposure

to the

addressing today at the national level

participation in the activities of the National Association of

Bond

Lawyers, as a member of the Anthony Commission on Public Finance, and as
an advisor to the Committee on Governmental Debt and Fiscal Policy of the
Government Finance Officers Association.

Summary

.

My

testimony today reflects a belief that Orange County

should not create a crisis in the municipal bond market.

It

will also address

municipal bond market, (2) the growth of
"subject to appropriation" and other types of obligations that are not traditional

(1) the

changes

"full faith

in recent

years

in the

and credit" indebtedness,

(3) the current state

of disclosure to

investors in the public finance area, (4) the limits of state statutes governing

investment of public funds, (5) the status of "full faith and credit" obligations
and the security they offer investors and (6) the importance of the states in
protecting the integrity of the municipal bond market. It will reflect a belief
that, with few exceptions, the issues raised by Orange County's problems are
not federal issues and must be solved by Orange County and the State of
California.

The Reaction To Orange County . The issues addressed by these
hearings are of course complicated by the very nature of the federal system.
We have 50 states with different public finance laws, each with multiple statutes
governing
entities.

There
are

cities, counties, towns, special districts and other governmental
Accordingly, generalizations on the law of public finance are suspect.

are,

however, certain general principles both of law and of practice
to state and local governments in this country.

that

common

Everyone involved in public finance is concerned about Orange County
and the reaction to it among the public, investors and regulators. Orange
County raises important questions that often have been overlooked. The current
answers to these questions, however, I believe, are generally reassuring. There
are plenty of problems in the municipal bond world.

Orange County; some do

not.

There

is,

Some

however, no great

of them relate to
crisis in the
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integrity of municipal bonds. If public officials and private investors show
good judgment, there is no reason for there to be any such crisis. That is not
to say that Orange County may not create costs for all local governments,
especially in the short run, and especially in California. Orange County's
problems obviously will create costs for itself and its citizens both now and in

the future.
least one of the problems raised by Orange County relates to an issue
properly the concern of the Federal government, the issuance and sale of
securities in the national securities markets. Many questions, however, are not

At

that is

matters of concern to the Federal government and are best solved by the states

and

localities.

government

large,

is

not a problem for the federal

The Subcommittee has asked for information in particular on the effect of
Orange County crisis on general obligation bonds. Again, with the laws of

the

50

Orange County, by and

to try to solve.

states applicable, there is

bond, but customarily

prompt payment.
part of the country

It

is

it

no uniform description of a general obligation

a pledge of the locality's "full faith and credit" to

is

the gilt-edge of municipal securities.

where

I

practice law,

obligation credits as a result of

I

Certainly in the

sense no negative reaction to general

Orange County.

Investors

still

quite properly

on the general obligation promise to pay as being the strongest that a local
government can give and one upon which a local government defaults at its
rely

considerable peril.

The Modern Municipal Bond Market

will return to the subject of
concerned about the other
kinds of bonds in the municipal bond market than I am about general obligation
bonds. Many people have not focused on how much the municipal bond world
has changed in recent decades. Thirty years ago the entire universe of
municipal bonds was reassuringly dull. By then the defaults of the 1930s, oldfashioned credit failures reflecting hard times, were gone. Most bonds were
general obligation debt and most revenue bonds were secured by traditional
governmental revenue-producing facilities such as water systems. Banks were

general obligation bonds, but frankly

I

.

I

am more

substantial investors in the bonds of the localities they knew so well. Local
governments were restrained by conservative investment bankers and by state
laws that dramatically limited the ability of local governments to borrow
money.
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Over recent decades,

the

demand

for

new

public services and especially

the remarkable creativity of bankers, lawyers and financial advisors have
multiplied many times the size and complexity of the municipal bond market.

Accordingly, investors must realize that the fact that a security is called a
little assurance as to what it really is or how credit
worthy it is. I am still struck by how many people believe that anything called
"municipal bond" provides

a municipal bond is a sound and suitable investment for anyone. Municipal
bonds range from the thrice triple-A rated bonds of the Commonwealth of
Virginia to unrated junk bonds secured solely by start-up retirement facilities
not yet built.

To Appropriation Debt and Moral Obligations One
worrisome area is the huge increase of local government obligations

Subject
particularly

.

that are not, legally speaking, indebtedness.

financing forms sometimes

known

I

am

referring to a variety of

as moral obligation bonds, "subject to

appropriation bonds" and other arrangements in which the borrowing

and credit" and indeed does
pay in the future. Many
of these obligations are sold in the form of tax-exempt certificates of
participation or "COPs," giving the investor an undivided interest in a lease
under which a municipal government is obligated, more or less, to make lease
payments that will pay principal and interest on the COPs.
governmental entity does not pledge
not technically incur debt,

Here, as always
generalization difficult.

in

i.e.,

its

"full faith

a binding obligation to

municipal finance, the complexity of state law makes
In at least

one

equivalent of a general obligation, and
subject to state law restrictions on

its

state, lease obligations are,
in

almost, the

several states they are treated as debt

incurrence.

Their enforceability

may vary

greatly.

But the following generalization
wishes

to

borrow

to finance a project.

is

accurate in

many

Traditional debt

is

cases.

The

locality

either legally

impossible because of debt limits or politically impossible because it requires a
referendum or other approval that cannot be obtained in the current political

environment, an environment

in which voters regularly reject most proposals
government debt. So a lease or other arrangement is
undertaken; the bonds or certificates of participation are not direct obligations
of the locality but are payable from lease payments, which are normally subject

for

more

local

466

annual appropriation. Because future city councils or county boards in
theory can choose not to appropriate, the obligation is not "debt" and therefore
not subject to the range of restrictions most states put on local government debt,
to

restrictions designed precisely to
their

keep local governments from getting

in

over

heads financially.

Some of these transactions have been undertaken for appropriate reasons.
Others have been undertaken for the sole purpose of avoiding the debt
limitations that are designed to prevent imprudent borrowing. In some cases
these financings have been undertaken even after the voters have specifically
turned

down

proposals to finance the project in question with traditional general

obligation debt.

This

is

part of a broader

The

throughout the country.

borrowing for

problem for

public in general

is

local

governments

reluctant to approve the

capital projects that elected officials in general regard as

necessary.

There are several
legally debt.

One

is

results of this practice

of incurring debt that

is

not

end up costing the public more because of
The rating agencies have usually rated "subject to

that the projects

higher interest rates.

appropriation debt" one

full credit rating

below

that

of the general obligation

been sold.
no simple way to describe them. Some involve meaningful credit
pledges to protect the bondholder, including mortgage security and other direct
credit of the borrower.

There

Billions of dollars of these obligations have

is

obligations of the issuer that, while not long-term debt,
the benefit of bondholders.

Some may be

into a current legal obligation

may be

enforceable for

convertible in certain circumstances

of the borrowing municipality to pay the debt.

Others rely exclusively, or almost exclusively, on the belief that no local

government would be foolish enough to exercise its legal right to walk away
from its nonbinding obligations because such an ill-judged action would
undermine its bond rating and therefore its ability to borrow at attractive rates.
Several years ago a major municipal issuer came very close to defaulting on its

COPs, i.e.,
After much

exercising

This

most

state

legal right not to appropriate debt service

payments.

from investors and rating
make the payment. After a brief

made the decision to
moved on as if the risk were gone.

agencies, the issuer
the market

its

publicity and wailing and pressure

blip,

may be a time bomb ticking away in the municipal market. While
and local governments that have used "subject to appropriation" debt
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have not done so in amounts that threaten their creditworthiness, the protection
of state laws on debt, the primary bulwark against reckless borrowing, is
missing. It is true that both the bond market and the rating agencies exercise
discipline over this process by taking into account such "non-debt debt" in
credit evaluation. My home state of Virginia imposes strict rules on its use of
But what will happen when a municipality in financial
pay all its "non-binding obligations" in
addition to its general obligation indebtedness and the cost of essential public
services? It is not difficult to guess what choices will be made.
such obligations.

difficulty has insufficient funds to

A

series of defaults

on these kinds of obligations could quickly eliminate

or substantially reduce the ability of localities to use this particular mode of
financing. It also could create investment losses for thousands of investors who

already

own such

securities.

I

am

not suggesting that this will happen.

I

not suggesting the state governments should eliminate this option entirely.

am
I am

suggesting that states should consider carefully what risks are created and what
controls are appropriate.

And

behind the obligation to pay

in

investors should read carefully exactly

such cases.

what

is

Current practice suggests a

disturbing gap between what local government officials believe

is

the

appropriate level of borrowing and what state law or political reality permits.

This

in turn

restrictions

suggests that states ought to rethink the effectiveness of their

on

local

government debt.

Modifications

encourage approval of appropriate borrowings and

may be

financings that constitute evasion of state restrictions on debt.

should not be

made

Disclosure

.

in

in

order both to

to eliminate or control

These decisions

Washington.

The

disclosure of the special risks of municipal bonds to the

national securities markets

is

a legitimate federal issue.

Disclosure

offering of municipal bonds has changed dramatically during

my

in the

career.

20 years ago reflected the perceived absence of risk and the simplicity
Today, in my experience, most initial offering documents for
municipal bonds provide thorough and complete disclosure on the credit and
risks involved. The most nagging concern in recent years has been the
Practices

of the market.

unavailability of information in the secondary market, a subject that has been

tackled directly by the Securities and

Exchange Commission in the new
These provisions will have a profound effect on
municipal disclosure. While I cannot say that I approve of every provision of
new Rule 15c2-12, most people involved in public finance are grateful and
provisions of Rule 15c2-12.
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relieved that the Securities and

Exchange Commission and

its

staff

have done

such a thorough and conscientious job in attempting to understand the
peculiarities of local government finance and to draft regulations that take into
account those peculiarities.

new

do not create real costs, especially
in the minds of many local
government officials, the new rules are yet another unfunded federal mandate.
There will be problems in the implementation of the new system.
That

is

not to say that the

for smaller political subdivisions.

rules

They do, and

These new requirements should be given time to work in terms of the
problem they address, i.e., the continuing availability of information
to the market on existing municipal credits. It is, I believe, impossible to
justify new regulatory initiatives on municipal disclosure until and unless
current law has been tried and found wanting. While Orange County has
focused attention on the need for disclosure on the investment policies of
municipalities selling bonds to the public, that attention reflects the normal and
appropriate continuing analysis of what is "material" about a credit and
particular

therefore should be told to an investor.

Historically, the investment policies of

concern to investors. Orange County indicates that such
policies may be extremely important, but there is no need to alter the concepts
of "full disclosure" and "materiality." Nothing in the Orange County saga
suggests any need for changes in the federal securities laws as they apply to
localities

were of

little

municipalities.

While disclosure by and large has been good and

is

getting better,

disclosure cannot ensure that investors will read and understand what
It

is

written.

cannot ensure wise investment decisions.

The whole theory of

the Federal securities laws

risks, significant risks, if those risks are

much of

is

that

properly explained.

people can take

As one who has

producing bond disclosure, sometimes remarkably
grim and negative disclosure, I wonder if some investors read any of it.
spent

his career

Sometimes

I

believe

we

could put

in

bold letters

in a

prospectus a

statement that the bonds are unlikely to ever be paid under any circumstance,

and they probably

still

would be bought.
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This problem of ignored disclosure is sometimes exacerbated by
Lawyers and investment bankers are understandably reluctant
ever to try to limit disclosure. When in doubt, disclose it, even if the result is
a prospectus 100 pages long. But the risk, as the Securities and Exchange
overdisclosure.

Commission pointed out

in

March, 1994,

is

"overly detailed, legalistic, and

This remains a serious problem, especially for
large municipal issuers that produce massive amounts of information.

possibly obtuse disclosure."'

Banks

in

Market I might add in passing that one of
Tax Reform Act of 1986 was the provision

the Municipal

unfortunate aspects of the

.

the

from the market for many municipal bonds by
Local banks are
often especially well situated to analyze local credits and to price them
appropriately. For many years they provided smaller localities access to
borrowing without large transaction costs and with little risk to the market.
The change in tax law in 1986 that dramatically reduced bank participation in
the market for bonds may, or may not, have been good tax policy, but it clearly
was not good for smaller localities and the market for their bonds. I urge this
Subcommittee to consider carefully how the beneficial participation of banks in
local government finance can be encouraged.
effectively excluding banks

eliminating "bank deductibility" for such bonds generally.

Local Government Investments
Any discussion of the broader
problems of the municipal bond world should not distract us from the fact that
Orange County's problems, if not unique in every respect, have little to do with
the problems most localities face. Orange County, a healthy and vibrant
.

one reason and one reason alone, a dangerously
flawed investment strategy involving hundreds of millions of dollars at risk and
locality, got into trouble for

dependence on investment income to balance its budget. I know of no
government in my region facing a situation remotely comparable to
Orange County. In Virginia, the ghost of Harry Byrd is alive and well in terms
of government fiscal policy. While some local governments have experienced
a related
local

I am not aware of any case where their basic
pay their debts has been materially impaired by their investment
policy. By and large they are quite properly solely in the business of being a
local government, borrowing, not to make money, but to provide public

losses as the result of investments,

ability to

SEC
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services, and investing, not
enhance principal.

to

make up revenue

shortfalls, but to protect

and

Orange County, however, has pointed out a basic problem with the laws,
which all states have, governing the investment of public funds. Orange
County suggests that these state statutes (1) should be considered in light of
Orange County's experience and (2) are not, and can never be, a substitute for
prudent judgment.

Most of

these state statutes

were drafted

to

ensure that investment of

public funds be restricted to securities with a low credit risk, i.e., obligations

where
that.

the party promising to

They eliminate almost

pay could keep
all

that

The

promise.

do
These
that Orange

statutes

repay as promised.

risk of failure to

statutes, however, generally do not protect against the special risks
County took in its derivative investments, the risks, not of creditworthiness, but

of interest rate

volatility.

In simplest terms, these statutes usually address

"credit risk" but not "market risk."
statutes

were written, such

This

is

understandable.

risks did not exist in

When

these

any meaningful fashion for

most local governments, both because they invested only in short-term
investments and because highly leveraged derivative investments did not exist,
at least in a form that made them qualified investments for local governments
under state law.

One of

the ironies is that the high-risk derivative securities purchased by
governments were clearly qualified investments under many state
statutes governing investment of public funds because the promise to pay was a
highly rated promise to pay, even if the economic value of that promise was
subject to dangerous decline.

some

local

Local governments investing
private investors.

While the

in derivatives

faced the

same temptations

as

exposure to derivatives might be through an
appropriate investment designed to hedge a particular risk, derivatives can

become

addictive.

The

initial

pattern

is

understandable.

Having

first

dabbled

derivatives to hedge a particular investment and having, as a result,

in

made a potload of money, investors, public or private, have been tempted to buy more
derivatives, not for the purpose of hedging, but simply to make more money.
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This temptation for local governments has been exacerbated by an undue
on the state law on investments, by an assumption that any investment

reliance

permitted by state law was a good investment. Here again, there is no
substitute for prudence. Frankly, it is difficult for me to believe that any local
finance official could not understand, and should not have understood, the risks
inherent in derivative investment products with extended maturities.

It

may be

appropriate for states to consider

some amendments

in

these

market risk as well as the credit risk in investments of
public funds. But no statute can ever eliminate the need for local government
officials to exercise sound judgment in investing the public's money. The
federal securities laws and related regulations appropriately impose on those
who sell investments to local governments a responsibility to determine
statutes to address the

That responsibility must be carried out in light of the sophistication
and expertise of the local government. But securities dealers are rightly
offended when local officials, specially charged by law with responsibility for
suitability.

the investment of public funds, attempt to shift all responsibility for their

imprudent acts onto those

who

filled their

order requests and acted on their

specific instructions.

Regulatory overreaction
regulators should

make

it

is

prudent use of derivative investment products.
can reduce

risk.

In

Statutes and regulations cannot

practices of local government.
flexibility inevitably will

Neither state nor federal

also inappropriate.

impossible for local governments to engage in the

Any law

many

cases, such investments

micromanage

the investment

that permits the desirable level

of

permit the imprudent to act unwisely.

Orange County and Genera! Obligation Bonds While other bond
by the Washington Public Power Supply System, have
.

defaults, such as that

shaken the municipal bond market generally. Orange County has raised the
specter of collapsed confidence in that bluest of blue chip obligations in the
municipal market, the general obligation or "full faith and credit" bond. It

my

understanding that the Orange County obligations

traditional full faith

in

is

question are in fact not

and credit obligations secured by taxing power, but they are

apparently close enough to raise fears.

bankruptcy, any effort by a municipality

And while
to

I

am no

expert

in

municipal

seek protection in bankruptcy has

implications for general obligation bonds, a subject on which other witnesses
will testify.

Commissioner Richard Y. Roberts, who recently resigned from the
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Securities and

Exchange Commission,

last

month warned

that

Orange County

could have a devastating effect on the municipal market by causing investors to
question the sanctity of general obligation bonds.
This, of course, raises the question of what is a general obligation bond
Ordinarily it is the highest promise a locality
its alleged sanctity.

and what is
can give to

its

creditors.

each with different laws.

Here again we face the

We

fact that there are

also face the fact that there

may be

50

states,

debt

instruments that are treated by the market as the functional equivalent of general
While there are differences from state to state,

obligations but in fact are not.

you read the small print carefully, you should be able to identify a general
bond by its two salient features, first, a pledge of the full faith and
credit of the municipality i.e., of all of its available funds as opposed to a
limited revenue stream, and second, an obligation to levy and collect taxes
sufficient to pay the debt. This is the ultimate promise that local governments
if

obligation

give.

By way of example, Tennessee Code

Section 9-21-201 defines general

local government incurs a
by pledging the full faith, credit and unlimited
taxing power of the local government as to all taxable property in the local
government ... to the payment of the principal of and interest on such bonds."
The Tennessee statute, like many others, goes on to authorize, in Section 9-21216, the holder of any bond by mandamus or other suit or action in court to
compel local government officials to levy and collect taxes sufficient to make
payment. That is the best that localities can give, and if it means what it says,
it is very good indeed.

obligation bonds as "those bonds in

which the

definite and absolute obligation

A

number of

have gone even further in bolstering the security of
bonds of their localities by revenue intercept and other
programs designed to ensure payment of general obligation debt. Attached
hereto are descriptions of such programs in Virginia and North Carolina. They
provide great comfort to municipal investors.
states

the general obligation

Bond lawyers and academics,

at least,

have long known

that, despite the

high reputation of general obligation bonds, there are practical limits to
enforcing the promise of a government to pay. There has always been right

much

"faith" in "full faith

and credit."

Court cases going back

to

an era when
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defaults

were common

mandamus and

indicate that there have always

other procedures to compel payment.

been devices for avoiding
Courts, even while

honoring the principle of enforcement, sometimes have mitigated remedies in
order to prevent hardship on the local government. We have always known
that there was practical risk and that bondholders were unlikely to get paid
before the police and firefighters. But courts, by and large, have made a
genuine effort to enforce bondholder remedies and ensure the integrity of the
pledge.

And localities have paid even in times of distress because they knew the
market would remember their sins when they needed to borrow again. Officials
in my home town of Richmond take great pride in recounting that, during the
Civil War, the city smuggled gold through the Union lines to pay Yankee
bondholders and therefore preserve Richmond's financial good name.
the kind of behavior the bond market remembers.

Proper disclosure has always been appropriate
risks in enforcing the debt of states

example,

in the sale

of

its

and their

to deal

with the special

political subdivisions.

general obligation bonds, the

That's

For

Commonwealth of

Virginia routinely discloses that the principles of sovereign immunity and the
limits

by

on the

ability

a legislative

An example

of courts to force a payment by a state or an appropriation

body could

limit the absolute

of this disclosure

is

attached.

promise of the Commonwealth.

Despite the risks disclosed, the three

national rating agencies rate Virginia's general obligation credit as triple

A,
by

quite appropriately, and the market essentially regards the risks described

such disclosure as not being material

to the value

of the bonds.

Investors in

general obligation bonds traditionally have assumed that these technical

enforcement problems and unanswered questions about remedies create no
material risk. In other words, they assume that a general obligation pledge
self-enforcing without delay.

In

most cases

that

assumption

is

is

correct.

What could happen that might result in a changing perception as to the
value of general obligation credits throughout the country? This is an important
question, because even a minor shift in the creditworthiness of general
obligation bonds relative to other forms of public and private debt could cost
local

governments

billions

of dollars.
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What could

lead to this unfortunate result?

One answer

is

a series of

court decisions that go further than courts heretofore have in undermining the
integrity of the "full faith and credit" pledge. The issue was fully engaged in a

New York Court of Appeals decision relating to the Municipal Assistance
Corporation, which was created in 1975 to assist New York City with its
financial woes. In Flushing National Bank v. Municipal Assistance
Corporation .' the majority found unconstitutional special state legislation that
deprived holders of short-term notes of New York City of their right during a
three-year moratorium to be paid when due on their "full faith and credit
obligations."

Under

was delayed.

But the Court

the legislation, the obligation to
still

said no.

The

pay wasn't canceled;

it

court majority found a "full faith

and credit" obligation an absolute promise to use in good faith the city's general
revenue powers to produce sufficient funds to pay principal and interest when
due. Any deviation from that, the court held, would be a violation of the
pledge.

Court decisions like Flushing National Bank are one reason why full faith
and credit obligations have enjoyed such broad acceptance in the market. The
dissenting opinion in Flushing National Bank instead declared that the full faith
and credit obligation must be subjected to a balancing act and found that a full

and credit pledge "requires no more than that the city make a good faith
"This
its resources, credit and powers to pay its indebtedness."
effort," the dissent argued, "must be measured in light of the city's over-all
faith

effort to use

financial condition

and

its

overall obligation to

its

citizens

and others."

While

may sound reasonable, it is a formula for disaster in the municipal
Any such political and economic balancing act, taking place in an

such a view
market.

inherently political environment during time of financial stress,
investor confidence.

Investors inevitably will

repayment can easily be delayed or diluted

in

would destroy

demand higher interest rates if
the name of public emergency by

a local judge trying to balance the interest of investors with local
interests.

Fortunately,

I

have no reason

government

to believe that courts will

make such

decisions.

Orange County
obligation credits

is

in fact

suggests that the pressing problem with general

not legal or even economic but political.

before, there has always been a fair

•

amount of

40 N.Y.2d 731, 358 N.E.2d 848 (1976).

As

pointed out

"faith" in "full faith

and credit."
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There have always been opportunities for municipal borrowers, through
bankruptcy or other proceedings, political and legal, to evade or delay the
payment of their general obligation borrowings. Fortunately, few have ever
attempted to do this. But Orange County clearly raises that concern in
investors' minds. An editorial in The Financ ial Times on June 29, 1995.
noted, somewhat sarcastically, that the "willingness of voters in Orange County
to risk their municipality defaulting on its debts is a fine old American

"The lesson," the editorial concluded, "is that lending decisions
must now focus as much on the willingness to pay as on the ability to pay.
nation with a strong and growing anti-tax, anti-government sentiment,
willingness to pay may no longer be axiomatic."
tradition."

In a

That is perhaps an exaggerated comment, written by an editorialist who
England, where investors have elephant-like memories, as the State of
Mississippi discovered several years ago when it found out that its ability to
lives in

borrow funds

in

London was impaired by

Mississippi's last default

~ which

the fact that investors

still

remember
The

took place well before the Civil War.

view expressed by The Financial Times however, should not be ignored.
Orange County remains an isolated case, the damage, while real, is likely
,

limited in time and in location.

If instead municipalities

If

to

be

regularly test the limits

of the law in avoiding or delaying their obligation to pay and if state
governments and courts do not punish them for such transgressions, all of us
will pay higher local taxes to reflect higher borrowing costs. The law may be
able ultimately to make localities pay their debts. But the law alone can never
ensure that payment will be prompt.

Here the role of the states will be critical. In the federal system, local
governments are the creation of the states. States provide them with their
powers, impose restrictions on them and control much of their money. It is the
state that can impose severe discipline on localities that are tempted to avoid or
delay paying what they promised. And each state has a strong vested interest in
doing so because of the devastating effect of one bad apple on localities
throughout that

state.

So Orange County

is

a serious

problem for the State of California.

But

ought not to be a serious problem for the Commonwealth of Virginia or the
State of Louisiana or the State of Alaska. Orange County also should be a

reminder

to investors that all municipal

bonds are not created equal and

that

it
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disclosure should be read and understood.

It

also should encourage the local

bankers and lawyers who help prepare bond
prospectuses to remember that the concepts of full disclosure and materiality
must be examined constantly in light of new developments, such as risky
officials, financial advisors,

Orange County demonstrates that the
judgment of public officials are the foundations on which a
reputation in the bond market is constructed. Orange County is not a

investment policies by local governments.
quality and
locality's

symbol

for the deficiencies of the law, either state or federal.

sobering reminder that there

is

It is

instead a

no substitute for sound decision-making by

public officials.

Robert Dean Pope
Hunton
Williams

&

951 East Byrd Street

Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 788-8438
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LIST

OF ATTACHMENTS

Tennessee Code Sections on General Obligation Debt
Description of Virginia Intercept Program (Official Statement of Isle of Wight

County dated

May

16, 1995)

Description of Powers of North Carolina Local Government Commission

Disclosure on the security for general obligations of the
Virginia (Official Statement dated June 22, 1993)

Commonwealth of
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TENNESSEE CODE SECTIONS
ON GENERAL OBLIGATION DEBT
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LOCAL GOVEBNUBNT PUBUC OBUGATIONS LAW

153
(D)

A

(E)

An itemixed dMcription of th«

9-21-201

brief daacripcioii of tha Mcurity for the debt obligation;
costs of iMiHTvrn of tb« debt obligmtion

including fiw^iri^l advijory faoi, bond counMl Cm*, othar legal £»«•. paying
Bgvnt and reglatrar feaa, trustee £Ma, cradit enhanrament Cecs, liquidity
fees, remarketing agent £eea, radng agency £Ma, undanmters' diacount,
printing and edvertiaing bee, and other similar ezponaea; end
(F) A copy of the diadoaure docxunent. if any.
(2) The atate funding board ahall adopt by reaoiution a form to be uaed for
the aubmiaaion of such information. The director shall prepare an annual
report to the general aaeembly containing information on public entity debt.
(c) Upon diacovcry by the public entity of a failun to timely file the information required by aubeection (b), the public entity may immediately requeet
penniaion from the director to permit a lata filing of such infsnnatioBL In
addition, upon diaeovery by the director of the failure of a public entity to file
the informatioa required fa^ subeorhon Cb). the director shall notity the public
entity of fuch failure and the public entity may requeet permiaaion firoxn the
director to permit a late filing of auch information The public entity may
requeet permiaaion fior a late filing by wibmitting the required information
The director ahall respond to the public entity within thirty (30) daya following reoetpt of the requeet and ahall grant the requeet upon a finding that all of
the information required by this aectioa haa been filed with the director.
(d) The director ahall maintain a current liat of all public entltiee that haTe
failed to respond to the director'a notification of failure to file. The liat of
public entitiee who have failed to comply with the reqiiirementa of this section
ahall be a public record and the directar shall immediately rwpond to any
requeet conoeming whether a public entity ia cturently on the liaL Upon
receipt of the infionnatian required by aubeection (b) for any debt obMgationa
for which such infiirmatian ia deficient, the director shall remove the public
entity from the liat and notify the public entity a£ its removaL If a public
entity ia on the director's liat of pohlic entitiee which have failed to comply
with thia sectian aa deecribed herein, no debt obligatiana may be iaaued by
such public entity without submitting to the directar all the infbrmatios r^quired by aubeectioB (b) for any debt obligations for which such infiormalioB la
deficient and receiving notification from the director that auch public entity
haa been removed firom the liat (Acta 1989, ch. 402, i 1; T.CA., i 7.63^12J
This MO-

Past

2—Gxnuui.

Oiuoation Bondb

1^21«20L Aathoriaatloa for the ieenanre of general obUgatUm
bonds. -^ (a) Any local government ia authorised to iaeue general obligatioa
bonda under porta 1 and 2 of thia chapter for a public worka project. "General
obligation boida" mean thoee bonda in which the local government incurs a
definite end ebeolute obligatian by pledging the fUll faith, credit and unlimited taxing power of the local government ea to all taxable ptuperty In the
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PUBUC FINANCES

9-21-202

164

goT«nunf&t or of a portian of the local govemmant, if applicable^ to the
payment of the principal of and intaraat on *uch boode.
(b) The bondb may be sold in such blodu aa the goveminf bodjr may by

local

resolution determina. [Acta 1986. ch. 770. } 2-1.]

it rcfemd tA ia tl 9-21-201
»>2i-ai6.
».2i-ao6, »-ai-2i4

—

—

»-2 1-203,

—

All
9>21*202. Sal* of general obUftinn bcada at balow par Talu*.
general obligation bonds iaaued by any local govammant uiulflr the authority
of parts I and 2 of thia chapter shall be sold ibr not leaa than ninety-eight
percent (98%) of par value and aoerued interest aa the governing body of the
local government may direct Nothing in thia chapter ihall be construed to
prevent the sale of particular bonds conatitutinc a part of a single issue or
series of bonds at a price below that herein ipecified, aa long aa the total price
paid by the purchaaer far the entire iaaue or sehee of bonds offered for sale on

any given date shall be not leee than ninety-ei^t paromt (96%) of par value
of the entire iseue or leriee of boxida and accr\iad intereet; provided, however,
if any part of such issue or series of such general obligation bonda are to be
sold at a sero (0) rate of intereet or at an original iaeoe discount, such bonda
may be sold at net less than ninety-eight percent (96%) of the original reofiaring price of such <^i«^««wt bonde and accrued int er est. [Acta 1986, ch. 770.
§ 2-2.]

—

—

NotLoea.
Any local
9-21*aoa. Sale of genarai obUo^ioa bonda
government propoaing to sell genarai «*KHyti/>Ti bonda under the proviaiona of
parts 1 and 2 of thia f^'ft^" ia authoriasd to sell such bonda at a competitive
public sale. Tlie local government shall publish a notioe of sale at leaat five (5)
days prior to the date on whidi the bonds are to be sold, both in a xumwpaipmr
having general drculatian in the local government and in a finanrial newspaper published in New York, New York having national cimilatioa, The notice
nf
of lale shall set forth the time, date and pLaoe of sale, »h> mawimmti f^nmTit
bonda to be aold, the m^^^mnw* interest rate, the tw'wSmmw discount, if any^ in
dollars or aa a percentage of par value, that will be pemtitted, and the baaia
upon which the bonds will be awarded. Publishing a notice of sale in a financial newspaper publiahad in New York, New York having national dmilation
shall not be required in any sale wfaace the total amount of general obligation
bonda to be sold is not greater than one nullion dollars ($1,000,(X)0). [Acta
1986, ch. 770. i 2-3,]

Safe of genarai obUgatkm bonda lo a sUta or fedaral
bonda are to be sold ponniant to a coae*
mitment of a state or foderal agen^ to pnrefaaaa the same, sudi bonda may be
sold at a private negotiatad sale to the state or foderal agency without the
neceeslty of any public advartiaement of the sale or of the approval of the state
director of locaS finanea. Seven (7) days before the adoptaon of the tax reeolur
tion, a notice of the meeting of the governing body at which such reeolntinw
9-21-204.

Ofeiiey.

—

If any general obligation
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PUBLIC riNANCxs

9-21-216

162

on tb» boxuii, shall bt paid into tha trMsory of tha local gorsnuiieiu and
uaed to reimbuTM tha traaaury for anj axnounta paid out of the treaavury to pay
th« principal of and interMt on such bonda; and such maamju rumbuiaed to
tha treasury may bo uaod. under the direction of the governing body of tha
local government, for any lawful oorporata purpoaa for which tazee may be
legaUy levied and coUectad. (Acta 1986. ch. 770. i 2-16.]
est

tioe

ia

niami

to in i

Ml-Mft.

—

9-21-216. RfWiKtlaa of general ohligatton boadhoidenL
Any holder
of general obligatian bonda iaaued porauant to tha proviaiona of parts 1 and 2
of this chapter ahall have tha nght, in aditition to all other hghta:
(1) By mandamua or other auit* action or profeeiliin in any ooozt of oompatent jurisdiction to en&rce euch holdar't hghta againat the loeal govaremant,
the governing body of the local government and any officer, agent, or em>

ployee of the loeal government, indoding. but not limited to, tha right to
require tha local government, tha governing body and any proper offloer,.
agent or employae of the local government to aaaeaa, levy and coliaci tazee,
and to fix and collect £ma, lanta, toUa, or other chargaa adequate to carry oat
any agreement aa to, or pledge ot such tazee, fisea, rente. toUa, or other
chargea. and to require tha local govammant, tha govaming body of tha local
government and any officer, agent or employee of the local govanmeBt to
carry out any other covenanta and agreements and to peiikeut ita and their
dutiea imder thia chapter. No holder or holders of bonda payable exclusively
from the revenuea of a public worka proi^eee ahall ever have the right to compel
the levying end collection of taxea to pay such bonds and tha intarsat thereon;

and
(2)

By

action or

nit

in

aqoi^

unlawful or a violation of the

to

ogoin any acts or things which

rigfata-

may

be

of such holder or holdaia of giBaral

ohligation bonda. [Acta 1986, ch. 770. f 2-16.)

Paki
•-ai-Ml.

3—Rbvuiub

AothoriaatkM far the

Any local govenunent

»

Bourn
r

ai

euthoriaad to iaeue revenue bonds under parte 1
and 3 of thia chapter Car a public worka progact. Revenue bonda are defined ee
those booda whidi are payable eieluBvely from the revenues aC ooa (1) or
more public worts prqjecta.
(b) The bonda mey be aold in eucb bloeka ea the governing body mey by
nwohitinn determine. [Acta 1986, eh. 770. f 3-L]
(a)

to

ntmrmA

to ta

H
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9-ai-Mt. Mi^aot. 9.ai4ia
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—

••ai.SOt.
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(D)

A

(E)

An itemized dMoiption of the coeu of iiwietwK

9-21-201

brief daacripftion of the Mcurity for the debt obligatiaii;
of the debt obligmtioD

inciudiAg ftwn"*> advieory fees, bond couneel £«•, other legal fieee, payinc
Bgeat and registrar feet, tnutee Smb. credit enhancement Ceee, liquidity
feee, remarketing agent feee, rating agency fJeee, undarwnters' diaoount,
printing and advertiaing Cwe, and other similar expenaea; and
(F) A copy of the diadoaure document, if any.
(2) The atate funding board ahall adopt by reeoiution a ibm to be uaed for
the aubmiaaion of such information. The director ahall prepare an annual
report to the general aaeambly containing information on public entity debt
(c) Upon diaoovery by the public entiQr of a failure to tamely file the information required by aubaection (b), the public entity may immediately request
permi«ion from the director to permit a late filjag of auch infonnatioo. In
a(Hit1on, upon diocovery by the director of the failure of a public entity to file
the infonnatioa required by aubeoctioo (b). the director ahall noCi^ the public
entity of euch failure and the public entity may request peiBiaaion froia the

The public entity nay
request pcrmiaaion for a late filing by nubmitting tha required information.
The director ahall respond to the public entity within thirty (30) daya following receipt of the request and ahall grant the requeet upon a finding that all of
the informatian required by thia esctioa has been filed with tha director.
(d) The director ahall maintain a current list of all public entitiee that have
tailed to reapond to the director'a notification of failure to file. The list of
public entitiee who have foiled to comply with the requirementa of thia aeccfon
shall be a public record and the director ahall immediately respond to any
request conceniing whether a public entity is cuxrently on the list Upon
receipt of the infonnation required by subeection (b) for eny debt obligationa
for which auch infonnation ia deficient, the director ahall remove the public
entity from the liat and notify the public entity of ita removaL If a public
entity is on ths directoc's list of poblie entitias which have foiled to comply
with thia sectian as described hsxnn, no debt obligatioais may ba issued 1^
such public entity without submitting to the director all the informatian r^
quired by subeection (b) for any debt "**''gBtiori for which such infonnation ie
deficient and receivinf notafieatiaBL firam the director that such public entity
director to permit a late filing of luch information.

haa been removed from the list [AcU 1989,

Uoa

« 48-a-«)8.

Past

2—GKNsmAL

ch. 402. ( 1;

ia

ratand

T.CJL.

{

7.63-312J

to ia I 4ft4-308L

Oeugaiion BoNns

A-Ql'ML Aothoriaation for tba ""*«*^— of genaral obUfatloa
hands.
(a) Any local government ia authorised to issue genaral obligatioa
bonds under parts 1 and 2 of this chaptsr far a public worlu prqiect "Qenernl
obligation boad^ mean thoee booda in which the local government incnra a
definite mad abaolute obligation by pledging the Aili foith, cradit and unlimited taaiag power of the local govenuient as to ell taxable properly la the

—
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goTenunfnt or of a porticn of the local govenimant, if applicable, to the
payment of tht principal of and interest on such bonda.
(b) The bonda may be sold in such blocka as the governing body may by

local

resolution determine. [Acta 1986. ch. 770, ( 2-1.]
Saetioa to S*etl«a
It

re&md

tA

la

9-31-206, »-ai-2i4

lUfaniiMJW

Sf 9-21-201

—

—

l^ia

pvt

»-21-203,

»-ai-ai6.

—

All
9>ai*a02. Sale of feneral obUfKtion bonda at below par valoa.
general obligation bonds iaaued by any local government under the authority
of parte 1 and 2 of this chapter shall be sold for not leas than ninrrty-eight
percent (98%) of par value and accrued interest as the gowning body of the
local government may direct. Nothing in this chapter shall be oonstoved to
prevent the sale of particular bonds constituting a part of a single issue or
series of bonds at a price below that herein specified, as long as the total price
paid by the purchaser fior the entire issue or series of bonds ofEsrad for sale on
any given data shall be not leas than ninaty-eight percent (98%) of par value
of the entire issue or series of bonds and accrued interest; provided, however,
if any part of such issue or series of such general obligation bands are to be
sold at a zero (0) rate of interest or at an original issoe discount, such bonda
may be sold at not lass than ninety-eight percent (98%) of the original reoffsr*

ing price of such disfntint bonda and accrued interest [Acts 1986, ch. 770,
.

5 2-2.]

—

—

NotioasL
9>21*aoa. Sale of geaanl obUgmlioD bonda
Any local
government proposing to sell general obligation bonds under the provisions of
parts 1 and 2 of this *'*«t*^" ia authorissd to sell such bonds at a competitive
public sale. The local government ahall publiah a noties of sale at least five (5)
days prior to the date on which the bonda are to be sold, both in a newspaper
having general dxculation in the local govammant and in a finanrUi newspaper published in New York, New York having national circulatioa. Thm notice
of sale shall sat forth the time, date and place of sale, the **'-""'"'" amount of
bonds to be sold, the *«»»'*"""" interest rata, the "wrimnwi discount, if any, in
dollars or as a perrentags of par value, that will be permitted, and the baaia
upon which the bonds will be awarded. Publishing a notice of sale in a finan*
cial newspaper publiabed in New York, New York having wtinnji dirulation
shall not be required hi any sale whece the total amount of general obligation
bonda to be sold is not greater than one million dollan (91,000.000). [AcU
1986. eh. 770, I

2^1

ft'ai-aM. Sale of gMMnl obUgatkm bonda to a aula or fadaral
agency.
If any gsneeal obligation bonda are to be sold pursuant to a coee*
mitment of a state or fodaral agan^ to porchaae the same, such bonda may be
sold et a private negotiated sale te the state or Csdcral agency without the

—

neceeaity of any public advertiaanient of the sale or of tba appreval of tba state
director of local finance Seven (7) days before the edoptioa of the tax reaolution,

a notice of the meeting of the governing body at which such reeolotioB
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on th« bonds, stull be paid into th* xxmasarj of tin local gorsmment and
to reimbuxw tha ti«aauiy for any amounta paid out <tf the treaaiuy to pay
^g
tha principal of end interast on such bonda; and such monaTS laimbuxaed to
tha tnasuzy may ba uaad, under the direction of the goveming body of tha
local govenunant, for any lawful corporata purpoM for which taxaa may ba
legally levied and collected. [Acta 1986, ch. 770. 9 2-15.]

est

^

TUs Me*
tioB
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raterad io ia

i 9>31-a06.

—

Any holder
9-21-216.
tii lif of general obligatiaa bosdholdera.
of general obligation bonda iamiad pursuant to tha {woviaiona of parta 1 and 2
of this chapter shall have the right, in additian to all othar rights:
(1) tty i«.^j«i« nM nrr cAmr Mijc ^gtioii flf fg nreiiiing in env eomt flf eemna-

F^m

taot jurisdiction to enforce such holder's righta against tha local govanunant,
the governing body of the local govanunant and any oflBcer, agent, or em^
ployea of tha local government, indoding, but taot limited to, tha right to
require tha local government, tha goveming body and any proper officer,.
a^ent or employee of tha local government to assaas, levy and collect tazea,
and to fix and oolleet foes, rents, tolls, or othar cfaargaa adeq[uata to cany oat
any agreement as to, or pledge of, such taxaa. Cms, rents, tolla, or other
cfaargeo, and to Tequire the local govammeat, the goveming body of the local
government and any officer, agent or employee of the local govemmaot to
carry out any othar covenants and agreementa and to peifiann ita and thair
dutiw under thia chapter. No holder or holders of bonda payable exclusiv<dy
from the revenuee of a pnhlie worka pniJaet shall ever have the right to compel
the levying and iirlle^'*i* of taxaa to pay such bonds and the intacest thereon;

and
(2) By aetifla or snit in sqoi^ to ogoin any ads or things which may ba
unlawful or a violatiea of tha rights of suoh holder or holders of geoeral

obligation bonds. [Acta 1986. ch. 770. i 2-16.1

tiM

rateni

«» ia •

S-U-SU.

Par 3—RcvmuB Bmaa

—

Aothoctentiaai tor tbe leenaiw at rsveniw baada;.
Any local govanunant ia authorised to iaaua revenue bonda under paita 1
andSof thia chapter for a public worka progecL Revenue bonda are defined aa.
»-ai-401.

(a)

those bonds erfaiefa aie payable exclusively frian the revenuee ti one (1) or
mora public works prqiecta.
(b) Tlia bon^ may be sold ia such bloeka aa the gevamiag body maj by
nwohitifm determine. [Acta 1986. ch. 770. i 3-1.]
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Ihi DiraEt «r tadbKt Fartidfuu or the BaMTidal
impmci to (A) ibt tt^aej of aa; nooHi w iM Umii d by DTC or aay Diraa or ladiract
HrtkipMt; (B) iIk pcjfBml by Mr Dinct or iaAnd Pwtkiput of uy aoMiM diM to any Bcncficul OwMT
ia iwpoct of Ibt priKipd of aiid prMuwB, if My. Md itftrvt oa ihc Boadi; (O tbc ddifcry or tinMlii^
of ddircry b7 aBT Dinet or Imiiiii FutidpMl of My Mlicc to My BcMfidal Owner tkot is roquirad or
tfat tanav «f the Bood Bwuliitiiia lo ba ftraa to Boadholdcn; or <D) aqy etbo- actioo taken
pamioad
it* —JMi. Coda A Co.. aa Biiailaililar. iartirfiig tba affactiwnaai of aay actioa lakan r""""'
by DTC,

TlH rn—lj tef ao nifwIWIIlj ar •MigaliMi i»

OwMn

wilfe

^Ar

w

to

M OwnibMl hntj.

So im^ aa Cada * Co. ia Itaa rafotarad awMT tt Ibc Boadi, a* aoauaaa of DTC. refcrcacas in thb
Ibc BaaaTtcial
Cada
Co. aad cbaO eat
OfTidal y»alwawil to tba Onvam of Iha Baadi ahaU

mma

dcm

A

Ownan.aadCade*Co.wfllba»MladHibcoalyBoachildarorBoadiforaU|NirpoaH wdar

the

Boad

The CooMty awy ntar iaio ancaAaoD to Hm atiauauii with DTC or tutttmot agreeoiaiu with a
ifraMii aaoMitiai depeailary nlalim to tba baak witry ayitam io ba miintaiawl «>iib raapact to tba Boodc
wniBBt of W iMllrl a l Owacw or ieaawldat.

fritfaaat tba

SECUUTY AND SOURCES OF PAYMENT OF THE BONDS
Tbe Boadi will be |caea9 obti|aiioai of ibe Couoiy for itae paymeat of wbieb iu fUU iutb aad credit will be
imwocably pl adgad, Tbe Couaiy Boaid of Saptrnaaa ii aaiboriaDd aad raquind. iMlian otibar fuada aie UwftiUy
availabU aad appropriatad for tiady payaMot of Am Boodt, to (evy aad eoUact aa aoaual sid valoreoi tax,
aad
above all oibar laaea autboriaad or licoiiid by law aad %nibaiii baflatioa as to rate or utouDi, ca all laaable
ptopatty ia tbe Couaiy mfficicai to poy tba pnacipal of aad piBnium, if aay, aad iataraat ae tbe Boads.

ew

Tba CouBiy baa nevar
Boadholdcn' Raautfa

(lafaaitad ia payaiaai of aitber

ia tba

phaapal of or

iataiaat

oe aay ladebudaaai.

E?aat of Drfaalt

Saciion 13.1-Z27.61 of tbe Code of Vvfiaia of 1950. ai aandad. pnvidat that upoa lifidavit filed with Ibc
Coveraor of tbe rommrwi waeHh of VirgiBia (tbe 'Cammeowaalih*) by aay boldn of or »«)na| a|«ai for a feaeral
Oblifatieo bond or aoia ia deteili
to paymat of priadpel of, praaiua. if wy, or unrr :«, the Covaner tball

u

eoodact a luniiDary iavaaiifalioa to bis iiali»fir>ino Hd. if attified that Mcb deCuili hat occun^, ibe Coveraor
iball order tba State CoatptiofAcr to wiibbold all fiiedt ippropriaiad Md payebU by ibe ^">
>> 10 iba
political oibdiviiMO ao la default aad apply inch fuadt to payaeai of the da^uhad priactpaJ. premuia aad islcrcaL
'

i^iwerad rmmm 1 of aicb hooda or txaa of tba default ead
ttai 10 daa ao order io withhold had* purwaai
to Secttoa 13. 1-227 .61, or its prida'iiaii prcviaoo, Seesioa 1S.I-22S. hes ever baea iinml
Alibough omtbar
Soetioe IS.1-2Z7.61, aor iu i
rameiui provisioa, Smaxm 1S.1-22S, baa beaa approve by « Viipnia cmut. Ibe
AHoraey Ceaenl of Viifinia bae ruled that apprsprislad hadi ney be "-'Miild p—n-an' t>> t^t eediaB. Is fiieel
yeer eadad ime 30, 19M, total diiact appropfiatioai paid by the Coaiaoaweahb to lbs Ceanty ^ n*"""^ to
appmiimatcly S1,410.SII. wbieh was dsiiraiieil ia the Couaty'i Caacral Faad.

Sodiao

IS. 1-227.61 alao providea for ootiee to tbe

the availabibty of withheld fiadc.

Tbe Siau CoapuoUcr advjaea

My rrimsrliri thai would be
m
if «ay or ioictvi oa tbe
Boads. aor do they eoetaia eay provisioa for tba eppoia ftiunt of a inmee 10 pretaet aad eefacrx Ibe inlaraau of iha
dabuk.
Upoa aay default ia tba payaaeat of priacipel.
boedboldert or aoteholdere i^poa tte occwrtaea of such a
prcaium or iaiereet, a hnadholder or aoteholder Bay, easeai other ibiacs. aaak 10 obiaia freaa aa apprepriaie court
a writ of iwandaiiaw laqoiriai the Couaiy Beard of Supervisota to levy aad coUact laua aa deacnbed ebove. Tba
mirlsiniii leaily, ho«ii«var, aiay ba inpraeticabis aad difiicull la caforea. Fisrthanoort, tbe ri|ht le levy aad
coUeet laaea aad to eafbree paysKat of Ibe Boada nay be linitad by baakniptcy, iaaolvaaey, looriaaiatioa.
Neither the Beads bbt ibe preoaadiafs with respact Ibatato lyi rifir elly previa
the peynaoc of priacipel of, pramiua.

available to e hnnriholdrr if the Couaiy detsulu
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THE NORTH CAKOLINA LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMISSION
The Commission is composed of mnn meinhcrs: Llio SULo Treasurer, the Sccrcuary of Slate, die
(thrntf by Uie Governor,
State Auditor, the So-n.-uary of Il«veuue. ajid Ove others by appointment
one by the Lieutenant Cuvemor, and ono hy thr. Speaker of the House of Rtiprcacnta lives). Ilic
who hoads ihc.
.Suie IVcasurer serves us Chairman and selects the Secretsry of tlie Commisbion.
administrative staff sen' my; the Commission.
A major funriion of tjie Commission is the approval, sale and delivery of all North Carolina local
trovernmunt bonds anc! notes A second key function is monitoring corUin f«cal and accounting
standards prescribed fi>r uniii* of local government by 'Ilie Local Govern mciii Budget and Futcal
Control Act (see Appendix B). In adflition. the Commisaion furnishes, upon requnsl, on-site
assistanee rn unirs of local government concerning existing financial and accounting systems as woll
as aid m establishing new systems Further, educational programs and materials are provided for
local officials concornint-; ^ance and cash management
Before any unit of kjcal government can incur bonded indebtedness, the proposed bond issue
must be approved by tiie Commission. In determining whether to give such approval the
Commiseion may contidor, among othor thmgs. the unit's d»bt manatfemitnt procaduros and
pohcies, Its compliance with The L<x;al Government Budget and Fiscal Control Act, and its ability to
service the proposed debt All {jeneral obLgation issu^ are customarily sold (m the basis of formal
scaled bids submitted at the (;nmmiKSions oIQces m Raleijjh and are subsoyucntly deUvered ia the
successful bid(U>r by l.ho Commission 'I'he Commission maintainK recurdK for all uniL«> of nil
principal and interest paymenU commg due m the current and future years and monitors the
payment by the xinits oi tlicir debt service rJirough a system of monthly reports.

m

assistmu and monitoring tlie fiscal programs of units of local government,
As a port of its role
Commission attempts to ensure that the units follow generally accepted accountmg prmciples,
systems and practices The Commissions stalT also counsels the units in treasury and cash
management, budget preparation, and investment policies and procedures. Educational programs,
in the form of seminars or classes, are also provided by the Commission in order to accomplish these
tasks The inonjtonng of ?.he units' financial systems is accomplished through the examination and
analysis of the annuMl Hudil.«d flnancml siatementis and other required roport.s. The Local
Government Budget anr' Fiscal Control Ac( requires each unit to have its accounts audited annually
by a certified public accijuniant or by an accountant certified hy the (>>mmission as qualified to
audit local t'ovemment accounts (see Appendix B). A written contract must he submitted to the
SiiCiciAry o[ the Conmurdiun for his approval prior to the commencement of thn audit. As of this
date, no audit contract to be performed hy an accountant other than an independent certified public
accountant has been ap;!cx>vcd.
tlie

The Commisiiion

hn-f

the

Rt.atiit/>ry

aiirhnrity tn

impound thn

btiokK

Mnd

riirr>rdR

of

Mny unit of

local govummont and a.s^ume full control of all its financial affairs if the unit defaults on any debt
service payment or, in the opinion of the Commission, will default on a future debt service payment
if the financial policies and practices of the unit arc not improved. If the ('ommLssion elects to
exercise tliis authority, it is vested with all of the powers of the unit's guvoming board as to the
levy, of taxe.s, expenditure of money, adoption of budgets and ail other financial powers conferred
upon the govRniing hoaid hy law. Moreover, if a unit defaults on a required payment of principal or
inturciKt on i>>f outiiijiniiint; dobt aiid remains ui default for 90 days, the Commission may take such
action as it deems advisable to mvesugat« the unit's fiscal affairs and negotiate with lU croditore in
order to assist the unit in working out a plan for rerinancing or adjusting sucb dnht. The
([k)mmii<sion is authorised to enter an nnic^r finiling n plan to be equil^lble und wiQiin the ability of
the unit to meet and to advise Iho unit lo take tiie necessary st«ps to implement such plan. If tlie
unit dnrluies to do so wiUun 90 days, the Commission may enter an order directing the unit to
miplement such plan and may apply for a court, order to enforce such order. Whon a refinancing
plan has been put int^k nffrtrt, tho unit mu.><t m:iki< such fin;ini:ial rcp<irr>i tii \hr Cnmmi.s.sinn as
required by the dkimmis^iion and must iibiain thft Approval of tlie Sccrutary of tlie Commission of its
annual budget ordinancL- until the Coiiiuiission is satisfied tliat the tuiit has performed or will
perform the duties rei|uired of it
the relinancing plan and until agreements made with tlic unit's
creditors have been performed in nccnrdaiiee with such plan.

m
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NEW ISSUE

Ralil^;
Standard
(Sec

Bond Counstt. under

AAA

ritcfa:

BOOK-ENTRY ONLY

Moodyi:

Aaa

& Poor's:

AAA

"Ralinp"

herein)

and

subject to coiuHtions described herein i/i lAc section entitled
Tax Mauers.' interest on the Bonds la) will not be included in gross income for Federal income tax purposes, (b) will not
be an item of tax preference for purposes of the Federal alternative minimum income tax imposed on individuals and
corporations and <c) wit be exempt from income taxation by the Commomvtalth of Virginia and by any political subdivision
/n iht opinion of

eziiiing la»>

on she Bonds may be included in the caiculation of a corporation's alternative
subject to other Federal tax consequences as described herein.

thereof. Interest

holder

may be

minimum income

tax.

and a

$100,000,000

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Public Facilities Bonds

1993 Scries

B
Dm: DMembcr

DalHl: June 15, 1993

The Bonds

will be issued only in book-entry

fonn initiaUy regisiered

in Die

name of Cede

1,

as staawa below

A Co.. as naoiinee of The

Depository Trust Company. New York. New Yoik ('DTC). DTC will act as aacuhiies depository of die Bonds. The Bonds
will bear interest fiom June IS. 1 993. payable semiannually on December 1 and June 1 . contunencini December 1 1993.
.

The Bonds arc subjca
The Bonds
and

interest

will

to

redcmptJoD prior

to maturity as

provided

hereiit.

be general obligatioiu of ihe Commonwealth of Virginia thai are secured as to the payment of principal
full faith and ciediu

by a pledge of iu

MATirRITTES. AMOirNTS TNTF.RFST BATES

AlSfn

VIEinS nW PRirgS
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THE TREASURY BOARD MAY ENTER INTO AMENDMENTS TO THE AGREEMENT WITH
DTC OR SUCCESSOR AGREEMENTS WITH A SUCCESSOR SECURITIES DEPOSITORY.
RELATING TO THE BOOK-ENTRY SYSTEM TO DC MAINTAINED WITH RESPECT TO THE
BONDS WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF BENEFICIAL OWNERS.
Optional Redemption

Bonds nuuiring on or before December 1, 2UU3 are noi subject lo optional redemption pnor lo inauriiy.
2004 are redeemable at the opuon of the Treasury Board on or after
Bonds nutunng on or after December
December 1, 2003, in whole or in pan at any umc. at iltc redemption priccsi siet forth below (expressed as a
percentage of the principal <unouni of ilic Bunds lo be rcdccincdj plus iniercsi accrued thereon to the date fixed
1 .

tot redemption:

Redemption
-n PTVK

Redemption Period
fhnth rfatw inf lusivf 1

December 1 2003 to
December 1.2004 to Novcmba 30. 20US
December 1. 200S and UicrBafi«r
.

—

November 30. 2004

1

02*

lOi
„..

100

Mandatory Redemption
Bonds maiuring on December

1.

2013. arc required to be redeemed prior to moturiiy. in poru on December
100% of Uic principal aniouni thereof plus interest accrued
I

m the years and amounu and at a redemption price of

thereon to the dale fixed for redemption as indicated below:

YgHr
2012
2013

Ainiiunt
Si.000.000
5.000.000 (Final Maturity)

The Treasury Board may roccivc a credit ufiuinsi tlic redemption rojuirenicnts lor any Bonds subject to such
requirements fur Bonds of tJtc same maturity tliui luvc been purchiuicd and canceled or optionally redeemed
before such redemption dale and not previously applied as a credit against a mandatory sinking fund requiremenL

Manner of Redemption
Whenever Bonds are to be redeemed. iJie State Ircusurer sluill cause notice ol the call fur redempiiooio be
sent by registered or ceriiricd mail not Icsk Uian 30 nor more thui) 6ti days before the rcdcmpiion dau, to the
registered owner of any Bond to be redeemed. 11' lcs.v liian all of il)c Bonds arc called for redemption, tlie ^nds
U) be redeemed shall be selected
such manner as may be dciurnimcd by the State Treasurer to be in the best
interest of the Commonwealth. If less than all of die Buik1.'< uf a single iiutluriiy urc called for redcmpuon. the
Bonds 10 be redeemed shall be selected by lot. During ilic period iliat DTC or ils nominee is registered owner of
the Bonds, the State Treasurer shall not be responsible fur mailing notices ul redemption to the Beneficial

m

Owners.

SECURITY FOR THE BONDS
Pledge of Full Faith and Credit

Each Act povidcs that "[tjlic full faitii and credit of tJic Cummunwcaltli is licreby irrevocably pledged for
payment of tlie principal of and the interest on iJic bond^." Section 9(b) of Ariiclc X of the Constitution
provides in part: "LT sufficient .''unds arc not apprupriaied in the budgci for any fiscal year lor llic limely payment
of die interest upun and insiallnicnls of principal ol (Section 'Ht>)\ debl. llicre shall be set apart by direcuor of the
Governor, from the ftrst gcnerul fund revenues received during sucli ri.si;al year and Uicrealu;r. a sum sufficiem lo
pay such irsiercsi and installments of principal." Each Act creates a sinking fund and pruvidcs for tlie annual
deposit therein oui uf any available moneys in tlic General Fund ul Uic State Treasury, or fruni any other source,
a sum sufncicnt la pay the princiF>ai of and tl>c inwrcsi on the Ixjnds authuri/cd liiercin becoming auc in each
year. Certain financial and dcmograpliic inldnutiion cuncenimg iliu Cummuiiweal Ji in cunuin«d in Appendices
and B. respectively. The Commonweal ill's financial siaicmenis lor tlic year ended June 3fl. 1992. audited by
the Auditor of Public Accounts, are included in Appendix C.
(he

A
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P^rh Bond when duly issned and paid

for will constlute a coiuncx

between

ttte

Commonwealdi and

ihe

holder ihereoL
In the event of • -deftult in the payment of piiitcipai of or iniereit oa any of the Bonds, legal remediu
available to a bondliDlder lo enforce paymeat agaiiut ibe Conunonweahh would be limiied by itae doctrioB of
sovereigD inmninii) and the Uih Afnendmeot of the United StaiM ConaiJiniloa. which prevem luin againtt the
Commonwealth without its consent. The Commonwealth has conirntcd to suiu in iu own couru on its
contractual obligations (Article 18, Chapter 3. Title S.Ol of the Code of Virpua of 19S0. as amended). However,
a court has no anihority to enforce paymeiu of any judgment against the Commonwealth by levy or execution
agaiiui property of the Codunanweallh as in the case of judgments against private penons. Any such judgment
can only be sattsTted by a special appropriation by the General Assembly.

Slice the Goveiiior't duty to set aside the first general fund revemies received lo make paymem on the
in the event the Geaeral Assembly falls lo appropriate tbe necessary funds is not discreuonary, a
bondholder may seek to obtain from an ippraptiaie coun a wrli of mandamus reqnirinf the Govemar to perform
his doty. The mandamus remedy, however, may be impracticable and difllcnlt lo eofoioe. The right to enforce
payment of the Bonds may be hmiied by banknipicy. insolvency, reorganizatioo. moratorium and similar laws
and equitable principles, which may limit the specific enfoieemem of certain icmedies.

Bonds

FUTUKE GENERAL OBLIGATION BORROWING PLANS
that so other general obligaiioa debt will be issued before the end of the fiscal
For an explanation ti Ihe types of geiieral obligation debt in the Commoowealih, see Appendix A,
"Indebtedness of^ihe Commoowealih.''

The Treasury Board ezpecu

year.

COfmNUING DISCLOSURE
Cenain financial and demographic infonnation concerning the Conmonwealih is emtsinrd in Appendices
A snd B. respectively. The Commmwealth's Qiuncial statetnmB for the year ended June 30. 1992. audited by
The Commonwealth regularly prepares annual
the Auditor of Public Accouais, are included in >^>pendix
financial repotu. which are available to letiuesting parties but not fativided generally to bondholders except upon
request However, it does not eivea lo provide mom frequent iofbrmation on iu fiiunces snd operations and nas
no obUgation to provide any such imenm infotraatian to the bondholden or any other party.

C

LITIGATION OF THE COMMONWEALTH
in

The Common wealdi. iu officials and employees are named as defeodana in legal proceedings which occur
the noimal course of govcnmienial operailans. same involving substantial amoimia. It is not possible at the

present time to estinuie the ultimaiB outcome or liability, if any. of the ComoKsnwcalth with respea to these
tawsuiu. However, the ultimate liability resulting bom these suiu is not expected to have a mttfriil adverse
effea on the financial condition of tbe Commoowealih.

In Davis v. Michitan (decided March 28. 1989). die United States Supreme Coun itiled unconstinitiona!
Michigan's siamie exempdagfioraataie income tax the retirement beacfitt paid by die state or local govcmmenu
and not exempting retirement benefiu paid by the federal jovemmeDL At dw lime of this ruling, Virginia
exempted sute and local but OM federal govanmem benefits. At a Special Session held in April 1989, the
General Assembly approved an vawnAntm B> die Code of Virginia fepealing die exemption of state and local
reiiremau benefiu and pnmding an exdusitm for cenain retirement tncome received by public and private
pensioners.

Following the decision in Ootir, ftva suiu for refunds of Virginia income taxes, some with muiiipie
were Tiled by fedoal redrees. On February 12. 1990. die Circuit Coiot of the City of Alexandria ruled
favor Of ihn Coaaianwaailh
danlod iuAhkIi io lh« taxpayws. Ob Manb 1. 1991. the Virginia Supmma
Coun affiimed the Clreuit Coun ruling. taltiaRS for review were filed hi the United States Supreme Court. The
United States Supreme Coun remanded die cases to the Virgioi a Suprenw Coun for funher consideiaiioo in li^
of Jama B. Stan Dutiitint Ce. v. GtorgM (decided June 20. 1991). On November 8. 1991. the Virginia
Supreme Cout aOtimed iu March 1. 1991 niling denying refuodt, and petitions for review were again filed In
Elaintiffs.
I

nd
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U.S.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Subcommittee on Capital Markets, Securities,
AND Government Sponsored Enterprises of the
Committee on Banking and Financial Services

Hearings on
Debt Issuance and Investment Practices
OF State and Local Government

July 26, 1995

TESTIMONY OF jAMES E. SPIOTTO
Partner, Chapman and Cutler
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

•

The Importance of Municipal Finance in the United States
Our system

of federalism grants local governmental bodies the independence and the

freedom to be able (with the consent of their citizens) to finance various necessary
improvements through the issuance of municipal bonds. In most other countries, the local
governmental body, regardless of the merits of such proposals, must first request approval,
or financing itself, from the central government before the local government is able to
proceed with such commonplace municipal improvements as bridges, sewers, roads, and
public buildings. However, our Founding Fathers ordained that certain independence and
power should be given to the states and their local government bodies. ^
During the late 1700s and early 1800s, a method of finance evolved whereby municiwould issue their own debt obligations either based on their full faith and credit
(general obligation bonds) or based upon the revenues to be collected by the municipal body
in connection with the financed improvement (revenue bonds). This system of municipal
finance has allowed citizens to determine, on a local basis, what improvements they desire
and to finance such improvements without the need for federal financing or approval, and

palities

often without state financing or approval.

As our
financing.

municipalities have

The confidence of

grown and prospered, so has

their need for continued
bond market is essential, and municipalities
honor their public debt obligations. States have

the municipal

traditionally have made every effort to
enacted statutory provisions waiving sovereign rights in connection with financings to assure
the bondholders that if they purchase the revenue bonds of municipalities within these states,

the pledge of revenue to the bondholders cannot be diverted or terminated. These statutory
provisions were not only for the benefit of bondholders but also for the citizens of the state,
so that all municipalities could make use of municipal bond financing when necessary.

Currently, both large and small municipalities are facing economic hardships, which can
bond market.2 Ironically, during these times of financial

create uncertainty in the municipal
crisis,

a municipality needs the support of the municipal bond market the most.

See The Federalist No. 31 (Alexander Hamilton). A more extensive discussion of this topic and Chapter 9
of the Bankruptcy Code can be found in the chapter written by James E. Spiotto which appears in the
treatise State and Local Government Debt Financing, edited by Professor David Gelfand, published by
Clark Boardman Callaghan.

One group that compiles default

statistics,

the

Bond

Investors Association, reports that during the

first

half

of this year, there have been 26 disclosed defaults in the municipal market totaling $745 millioa This is as
compared with the $451 miUion in defaults the Association found during the first two quarters of 1994.

The Association has indicated that, by comparison, the total amount of corporate bonds that went into
default in 1994 was approximately $3.8 billion. This same group reported $1.7 billion in new corporate
defaults in January of 1995 alone. In the years 1900-1943 U.S. corporate bonds defaulted at an average
annual rate of 1.7% of the outstanding; from 1944-65 at an annual rate of less than 1/lOth of 1%; and after
1965 the annual default rate has risen to pre-1943 levels. Between 1839 and 1969 there were 6,195

499

Chapter 9 of the bankruptcy code

Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code was not designed to be a problem for municipaliand the purchasers of their debt obligations. Indeed, Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code
can be an acceptable alternative to endless litigation for both fiscally troubled municipalities
and the municipal bond market, provided the principles and practical reahties of municipal
financing are not disturbed. It has been used with success in Colorado and elsewhere to
mitigate damage in the "special district" area of the municipal marketplace which grew out
ties

of overzealous real estate development (and lack thereof).

•

The Source of the Orange county problem
recent bankruptcy of Orange County has raised issues which challenge

The

some

basic

Orange County drama is being observed not just by other United
States municipalities. The Orange County crisis is taking place at a time where there is
increased interest in municipal finance by emerging Eastern European and third world
countries. At a time when others are turning to the form of financing which has flourished
in the United States, its creators are calling into question the most basic principle of such
financing: the willingness of local governments to repay what they have borrowed.
principles.

Ironically, the

Orange County

is

not the

severe financial difficulty.

first

large municipal issuer of public debt to experience

In recent years, Cleveland,

New York

City, Philadelphia,

and

Bridgeport, Connecticut also have grappled with serious financial crises and sometimes with
it is likely that Orange County will not be the last municipal issuer to
However, the manner in which Orange County, the State of California,
the Federal Court System, the municipal bond market, and the Congress of the United States
react to Orange County will have a significant impact on the future of municipal finance.

defaults.3

Moreover,

experience distress.

Orange County are best attributed to the desperate
which had faced shrinking revenues in relationship
to expanding costs because of a constitutionally imposed tax cap (Proposition H)."* The
difficulty with an artificial and unrealistic tax cap and similar constitutional limits on taxation is that there are certain municipal services that are required and expected by the
citizenry. If revenues available to municipalities are capped in an unrealistic and artificial

The investment

losses suffered by

efforts of a revenue- starved municipality

way, obviously the ability of municipalities

to

supply those services

is

significantly curtailed.

recorded defaults of municipal issues. Between 1945 and 1970, municipal bonds in the principal amount of

$400,000,000 went into default.

On

the other hand, in just

one year, 1970, over SI, 000,000.000 of

corporate bonds went into default See Spiotto, The Problems of Indenture Trustees

and Bondholders,

Law Instimte).

1995 (Practising
3

A more detailed discussion of the problems of certain of those municipalities is attached as Appendix A.

*

Article

XUIA

§

1

of the California Constimtion.
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That

not to say that there should not be limits on the spending of public dollars or that

is

taxation should be allowed to

in the hands of a misguided or
merely to state the obvious fact that, when there is a
costs and expenses, there will be a tension.

become an unlimited resource

misdirected governmental body.
ceiling

on revenues unrelated

to

It is

Orange County turned to "creative" investments in order to obtain non-tax
Orange County had as its third largest revenue source the
some $ 1 72 million for the
investment income from those creative investment vehicles
last fiscal year. Clearly, municipalities should not be forced to resort to a unique form of
off-track betting in order to function, but such was in part a consequence of the adoption of
Proposition 13. Mistakes with regard to unhedged derivative transactions have been discussed at length and described as imprudent and lethal to the fiscal health of a municipality.
However, some comfort can be taken from the fact that Proposition 13 is not a national
phenomenon, that exotic investment practices by local treasurers are far from universal, and
that California is the home of some of the more unique and complex forms of municipal
debt instruments because of the constitutional limitation on long-term debts (1 year or
more). It is the convergence of the reverse repurchase agreement strategy and the somewhat
unique nature of the obligations for borrowed money with strange names like "TRANs"^
and "COPs"6 that has made Orange County such a headache. The investment strategy and
In essence.

dollars to

5

make ends meet.

"TRANs" means "Tax and Revenue

—

Anticipation Notes" which are a type of short term obligation used to

balance cash flow during a fiscal year. Generally a municipality receives most of its revenue in two or three
months of a year (real estate tax bills being usually done in two installments) while it may have relatively

monthly expenditures. It is conunon, therefore, to do an annual borrowing in anticipation of receipts
(and to invest any proceeds of the borrowing until needed to meet current expenditures). The tax law
imposes limitations on the investment of those proceeds. Under state law, and particularly for California, if
level

the obligations are short term, payable

from receipts of the particular

fiscal year, then

such obligations are

not "debt" for state constitutional purposes and do not require referendum authorization from voters.
Purchasers of such obligations run a risk that available revenue from the fiscal year may not be sufficient or
available at maturity and therefore statutes authorizing such
to

6

be

filled

TRANs often create a repayment fund which is

with monthly receipts and pledge to repayment, secured by a stanitory liea
"Certificates of Participation" and refer to "individual participation interests," evidenced

"COPs" means
certificates in

a municipal lease or other municipal obligation.

An entity

by

other than the municipality will

own a municipal

asset and lease it to the municipality. The rent paid by the municipality will be treated as
having a principal and interest component for federal tax purposes. If there are constitutional limitations
imposed on incurring "debt," the municipality's lease obligation can avoid these debt limitations if it is a

renewable each year. In such case, the more "essential" the leased property is to the municipallikely it is to "renew" the lease and continue to make payments. For state constitutional
purposes, however, it may be important that there be a legal right to abandon the property and cease making
payments. Thus, each year the municipality must include the year's rent in its budget and appropriate
money to pay that rent Since much municipal property is iwt readily marketable to other people, the market
lease that
ity,

the

is

more

depends upon the municipaUty continuing
risk"

is

to lease the property until the

long term lease
basic risks to

is

not treated

COPs are paid.

This "appropriation

pay generally. In California generally the
as a debt as long as the municipality has the right to occupancy and use so the

directly related to the municipal' ty's 'unwillingness to

owners of California COPs are

risks of

construction of the leased asset

-s-

damage

"

or destruction or a failure to con^)lete
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the nature of the "debt that

government

to

is not a debt" are
respond to Proposition 13.

flip sides

of the coin that was used by local

Orange County: The
Bond

Oranee Countv's

Players
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The Impact of orange county

Ultimately, the impact of Orange County on the municipal debt market as a whole will
depend on how Orange County is resolved. If, at the end of the day, Orange County recognizes its responsibility, and despite the defeat of Resolution R, comes up with the revenue to
pay in full the legitimate obligations which it has incurred, the municipal debt market may
not extract a high price for the Orange County trauma. Recent statements by representatives
of Orange County that its security holders will be paid 1000 on the dollar are encouraging.
But robbing other municipalities to pay Orange County bondholders is not a feasible plan.
Rather, such a plan really transfers one financial crisis to numerous other municipal bodies.
Indeed, one thing that the Orange County situation illustrates is the degree to which the
financial offerings of various municipalities and the market participants with which they deal
have become interrelated. If Orange County ultimately tries to utilize approaches similar to
those exhibited by the issuers of high yield corporate debt who, in the late 80's and early
90's, tried to transfer the pain and suffering to the investing public by paying cents on the
dollar, then we can expect a change in the municipal debt market. The municipal debt
market could be transformed into a market similar to the corporate debt market, where
issuers can, at various times, be excluded totally from the market, and the interest rate for
the risk of non-payment will be significantly increased.^ One troubled high yield corporate
bond issuer recently returned to the market at an interest rate of over fifteen percent. If, in
the future, the municipal market refuses access to troubled credits or requires the payment
of an additional 200, 300 or even 400 basis points over ten years, the costs will be significant
and felt by those very communities which desperately need financing.

Has There been a Fundamental Shift in the Credit
relationship between issuers of state and local debt
and investors

in

debt?

THE "WILLINGNESS TO PAY" ISSUE
It

may

be too early to determine whether a fundamental shift has occurred in the
between issuers of state and local debt and investors because of Orange

credit relationship

County.8 Indeed, there may be other concerns which are just as important to the municipal
market at the present time, particularly the threat of a tax law change which could affect the
exemption for interest paid on the debt of all units of local government. However, there
certainly is a general concern about the "willingness to pay" aspect of Orange County which
'

This consequence

is

more

serious in the municipal market than

it is

in the corporate market. Municipalities

no municipal equity market possibility. And, because of the tax
laws, banks are limited in their ability to benefit from the tax exemption and are therefore no longer major
purchasers of tax-exeiiq>t securities issued by large municipal borrowers.
raise capital only in debt markets: there

8

See the discussion of Orange County

is

that begins

on page

-5-

1

of The

Bond Buyer.

July 20, 1995.
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has been absent from other fiscal crises of the past. Historically, the market has assumed
that there would be a willingness on the part of municipalities to pay their obligations if

The problems of Cleveland, New York City, Philadelphia and Bridgeport were
caused in part by the factors traditionally facing aging municipalities with shrinking
revenues.^ Orange County is unique because it is a wealthy municipality which recently has
not been reticent to express its disinterest in paying previously validly issued municipal debt.
Very troublesome indeed was the position taken by Orange County and the bankruptcy court
ruling that there was no requirement or ability to set aside pledged revenues for the payment
of the Tax Anticipation Notes ( "TRANS") even though the County's resolutions and state law
specifically provided for such payment. ^^ The district court recently overturned that ruling,
holding that a statutory ben survives the filing of a Chapter 9 petition. ' The case is now
possible.

•

on

its

way

to the

Ninth Circuit.

Undoubtedly, there

is

a concern in the marketplace in reaction to

Orange County

about the "willingness to pay" question. This same concern arose a number of years ago in
connection with certificates of participation issued in Florida. 12 In both instances, the concern in the market arose when, after bonds were issued, the issuer asked voters to affirm or

provide a

new

source of revenue to

fulfill

existing obligations.

While the voters narrowly

affurmed the obligation in Florida, the negative results on Proposition R are troubling the
market. Such a situation, of course, is destructive of the bond holder trust. However, it

may be
Chapter

the peculiarities of California's constitutional provisions and not necessarily
9,

which have created the

See Appendix A.

A

situation

which has led

study of past financial difficulties

taxation during the Depression.

is

to rebellion.

instructive, particularly regarding the levels of

The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental

Relations, in the study

City Financial Emergencies: The Intergovernmental Dimension, 21 (1973), reports that, during the Depres-

Palm Beach rose to over 40% of assessed valuation, and in Asheville, North
was 85% of assessed valuation. The same study comments on the
devoted to debt service during that time period. In West Palm Beach, only 7% of tax

sion, the property tax in

Carolina, the city's tax burden
[jercentage of taxation

revenues went for the operation of the
the Depression,

city,

and

the rest

went

to

debt service. In the city of Detroit during

76% of tax revenues went to debt service, and the tax delinquency rate was 36%.

10

/„ re County of Orange, 179 B.R. 185 (Bankr. 1995).

11

In re

Orange County, No.

SACV 95-34 1-GLT

[AR] (CD. Ca. July

12, 1995).

Brevard County, Florida issued COPs to finance the relocation and construction of a new County
Government Center. The Project was controversial locally and in part contributed to the election of a new
governing body which opposed the Project. The voters and the governing body sent tremors through the
bond market by suggesting that they would exercise rights to not make the annual appropriations for rent
Ultimately, the voters approved the Project and the rent obligatioas in a close electioiL
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THUS Far, the orange county debate Has centered on
Short-Term debt

Moreover, most of the dispute thus far in Orange County over Orange County's oblimoney have centered on short-term borrowings issued in anticipation
of future receipts. One should note that these obligations are not the typical long-term general obligation bonds. General obligation bonds typically require either that they fall within
some statutorily or constitutionally provided debt limit or that they are authorized by voter
referendum. Because of Proposition 13, there are not very many California long-term
general obligation bonds. California and its municipalities, including Orange County, have
become large issuers of one year obligations. Such obligations are used to balance the cash
flow needs of relatively regular monthly expenditures against receipts which are concengations for borrowed

trated in two or three months of the year. Such obligations are not debt, but rather are
current obligations payable solely from anticipated receipts during the particular fiscal year.
Since they are not debt, they need not be authorized by referendum. They do contain the

risk that if the receipts for the fiscal year are inadequate, then lawful

To

payment

is

threatened.

protect against this risk, the state statutes authorizing such borrowings contain provisions

to pledge

and

set aside receipts

each month for the payment of the obligations. Most market

participants believe that the state statute creates a "statutory lien" on that set aside money,
and that a Chapter 9 proceeding cannot interfere with such statutory lien. Given the recent

decision of the district court, reversing the bankruptcy court and holding that the lien securing the TRANS is a statutory lien which survived the filing of Orange County's Chapter 9
petition, this impression has

•

been supported by court decision. '3

THE Need to Understand the Ramifications of Tax Caps
One

effect of

Orange County

is

that the

market

may

begin to fully analyze the impli-

The issuance of debt that is not "debt"
has become common as a result of Proposition 13. As previously alluded to, it was the tax
cap mentality and the need to develop non-tax revenues that was a proximate cause of the
creative investing in Orange County. The existence of such constitutional limitations may
become a more prominent consideration in any analysis of the quality of a municipal obligation.
Moreover, bond purchasers and other market participants may more carefully

cations of mandated tax caps such as Proposition 13.

consider the real nature of the instrument being offered by the municipality and

all

the risks

inherent in the security's structure.

Orange County problem may be that neither the governmental leaders nor
up to the full implications of I>roposition 13. When it was adopted, voters
were sending a message to their political leaders: "don't incur unnecessary debt without a
referendum and don't increase taxes without a referendum." There also were certain corollaries to that message such as "and don't expect a referendum to be successful" and "shrink
Part of the

the market faced

13

In re

Orange County. No.

SACV 95-341-GLT[AR] (CD.

-7-

Ca. July 12. 1995).
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Apparently not everyone got the message. Government services
and expenditures have not been radically reduced. Voters continued to be skeptical and
unhappy. Mechanisms to borrow money were developed which comply with the letter, if
the size of government."

not the

spirit,

of Proposition 13; these obhgations are lawful, but limited obligations.

are not the legal equivalent of a long term general obligation

They

bond which was approved by

referendum. In addition, that same Proposition 13 created a need to search for creative new
revenue sources which made the aggressive investment style of the Orange County Invest-

ment Pool welcome and led many

to

overlook the important question of whether or not

those investment returns were too good to be true.

•

The Unanswered Question

But the problem that may be created by Orange County is that the special relationship
which has existed for almost 200 years between issuers of municipal debt and the investing
public could be irreparably damaged. If a municipality can file bankruptcy and contend that
it is no longer obligated on bonds which it offered to the investing public, and if the municipality can continue to reserve its rights as to whether or not the bonds it issues are valid and
binding obligations, then investing in municipal securities becomes a game of chance.
Because of the commitment of municipalities in the past to repay their obligations, even

when

capital has

been sparse, municipalities always have found a willing and accessible

market. However,

if

that public feels that a municipality

wiU only repay

convenient or believes that the municipality can attempt to repudiate

its

its

debts

when

it is

prior obligations

without regard to prior statements and assurances to the market, the relationship between

municipal issuers and the market will be irreparably altered. The question is whether
anything can be done by means of Federal legislation to remedy the problem. The Federal

government cannot directly

legislate a willingness to pay.

SHOULD Chapter 9 of the Federal Bankruptcy code
GOVERNING Municipal Bankruptcy be Changed?

II.

Previous amendments to Chapter 9

In

November of 1988, based upon

a joint effort by,

among

others, the National

Government Finance Officers Association ("GFOA"), and the National
Association of Bond Lawyers, substantive amendments to Chapter 9 were enacted which
corrected some of the inconsistencies between existing bankruptcy law and municipal law.
The Municipal Bankruptcy Amendments were designed to harmonize bankruptcy law with
existing municipal law and financing practices. The focus included assurances that liens on
League of

Cities, the

"special revenues" not be extinguished, that pre-petition payments on bonds and notes be free

from the

taint of possible preference attack,

general obligation bonds.

and that revenue bonds not be transformed into

Further, the Municipal Bankruptcy

Amendments made

pay debts the criterion for municipal insolvency and
purpose of these Municipal Bankruptcy Amendments was
failure to

general

eligibility for filing.

to

The

ensure that troubled

.

.
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would have access to the municipal market even at times of dire financial
The Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1994 responded to a split in lower court decisions

municipalities
distress.

with regard to the nature of the state authorization to be a debtor under Chapter 9 of the
Bankruptcy Code. Previously, a municipality qualified as a Chapter 9 debtor if it was

Now a municipality will be authorized as a
Chapter 9 debtor only if, by state law, it is specifically authorized in its capacity as a
Presently, most states do not
municipality or by name as a debtor under Chapter 9.
specifically authorize municipalities to file a bankruptcy petition. Only twelve states have
specifically authorized municipalities to file Chapter 9 petitions. Six other states expressly
require approval by state authorities before a municipality may file, and at least one state has
specifically forbidden its municipalities from filing Chapter 9 petitions.''*
"generally authorized" as such by state law.

•

ARE FURTHER AMENDMENTS NEEDED?

wake of Orange County, some have questioned whether there are additional
bankruptcy law which are advisable. As with respect to all
of the matters discussed, until the Orange County case is brought to a conclusion, it may be
too early to decide that changes to the Bankruptcy Code are required. It may be that, as the
case develops, what the market perceives as justice will be done. The most recent decision
In the

amendments

to the municipality

by the district court reversing the bankruptcy court on the issue of the statutory lien's validand the continuing validity of the set aside provisions of the TRANS is the best example
of why it is too early to make changes to the Code itself. However, at this relatively early
stage of the proceedings, a few possible areas for consideration come to mind if fine-tuning
of the Bankruptcy Code is advisable at all.
ity

Any

must begin with an understanding of certain basic points about Chapter 9
First, its predecessor statute was adopted in response to crushing

analysis

of the Bankruptcy Code.
14

Only twelve (12)
Ala.

states

Code

§

have specifically authorized
1 1 -8 1

Ariz. Rev. Stat

Ark.
Cal.

their municipalities to file

Ann.

Chapter 9 petibons:

Idaho Code § 67-3903
Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 66.400.

-3

§ 35-603.

Code Ann. § 14-74-103.
Gov't. Code § 43739.

Mont. Code Ann. § 7-7-41 11.
Okla. Stat.

Ut.

SC Code Ann.

Colo. Rev. Stat § 32-1-140.
Fla. Stat § 218.01.

62, § 283.
§ 6-1-10.

Tex. Local Gov't. Code Ann. § 140.001.

In addition, six (6) other states statutes expressly require approval by state authorities before a municipality

may file under the

federal bankruptcy laws:

La. Rev. Stat Ann. § 39-619.

MSA

§ 5.3188(222);

NJ Rev.

On

Stat. §

MCL

§ 141.1222.

52:27-40.

NC Gen. Stat. § 23-48.
Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 133.36
Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 53, § 11701.261.

the other hand, at least one (1) state has specifically forbidden municipalities from filing Chapter 9

petitions:

Ga. Code Ann. § 36-80-5.

-9-
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which arose out of the calamities of the Great Depression. It was understood that,
some municipalities might simply find that it was impossible for them to pay
1000 on the dollar for all of their obligations, and that accordingly the "fresh start" of a

litigation
at

some

point,

bankruptcy restructuring could be beneficial to all parties. Second, notwithstanding a desire
Federal level to provide for a municipal fresh start via bankruptcy, under the U.S.

at the

government and the services provided and the obligations incurred
by municipal government are matters to be determined by the states, not the federal government. The third point is that Chapter 9 does and must balance these first two points.
Accordingly, no one can force a municipality into bankruptcy. Further, each state must
make a decision as to whether or not, and upon what conditions, it will permit any or all of
its municipalities to use the provisions of the Federal Bankruptcy Code.
Constitution, municipal

LIMITING ACCESS TO CHAPTER 9

Given the amendment that occurred in 1994, whereby it was clarified that the state
must specifically authorize a municipality to be a debtor under Chapter 9, each state now
has the responsibility to determine whether or not, for the sake of access to the municipal
bond market, there should be limitations on the ability of municipalities within its borders to
utilize municipal bankruptcy. 15 A number of states require a municipality to have been
subject to proceedings before a special commission or to participate in an elaborate hearing
procedure before the municipality can adopt the bankruptcy route. While not an amendment
to the Bankruptcy Code, more specific state legislation in this regard can be encouraged.
That
It

is

is to

say that

much can be done by

the states themselves to alleviate market fears.

perfectly permissible for the states either to

deny municipalities the

ability to use

Chapter 9 or to impose sensible conditions to such use. For example, in Chapter 9, only the
debtor can propose a "plan of debt adjustment." Orange County has been in Chapter 9 since
December 1 994, and no feasible plan is yet in sight. That fact creates serious uncertainty. It
would be relatively easy for a state to provide that no municipality can file a petition pursuant to Chapter 9 unless and until it had formulated a plan and had that plan reviewed and

Such a provision might help the state to appropriand assure that a particular financial problem for a single
municipality does not become a problem for other of the state's municipalities.

approved by an appropriate

state agency.

ately supervise the situation

It

whereby

might also be feasible for

states to

develop an interim step

in the

Chapter 9 process

a distressed municipality, having demonstrated to an appropriate state official that

was true and that a solution was possible, would be given interim protection
from lawsuits for a limited period of time while a long-term plan was developed, on the
condition that, to the extent possible, such municipality continued to meet its current obligathe distress

1

5

The

filing

OCIP was

Orange County Investment Pool ( "OCIP" ) was dismissed because the court found

that the

not a municipality within the meaning of Section 101(40) of the Bankruptcy Code. In re

Orange

by

the

County. 1995
authorized to

WL

319205 (Bankr.

CD.

Cal.).

The coun

file.

-10-

also found that

OCIP was

not specifically
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tions to the municipal market

on

its

instruments for borrowed

money and

its

current

This could be accomplished, for example, by means of a federal statute
which stayed the effect of litigation against a municipality for six months if the governor of
the state approved the request of the municipality for such a stay. A federal statute could
permit a stay of an additional six months if so requested and approved by the governor as
operating expenses.

room to a troubled municChapter 9 are invoked. '^ It
task of explaining the ramifications of a

reasonable and necessary. This type of stay could give breathing
ipality

which now appears

to be absent unless the protections of

could also assist local political leadership

in its

This breathing room could help the municipality assess its
options, current revenues, deficits, new revenue sources, and the elimination of unnecessary
expenditures as shown in the following chart.
financial crisis to

16

The

its

electorate.

stay envisioned here should not run afoul of constitutional requirements or violate Section

Bankruptcy Code. The stay

is

voluntary debt restructuring.

The product of a voluntary debt

not an impairment of contract because the stay

is

903 of the

granted as part of a

restructuring and negotiation with creditors

could be, under certain circumstances, a prepackaged Chapter 9. If resort to Chapter 9 became necessary,
it would not be a freefall bankruptcy but a filing in which the ultimate outcome was predictable. Chapter 9

when an agreement was reached with the vast majority of the creditors of the
was impossible to obtain one hundred percent voluntary consent. In such a case, the
ability of the bankniptcy court to confiim a plan which bound all creditors would provide real value.
could be of

utility

mimicipality. but

it

-11-
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MUNICIPAL FINANCIAL CRISIS
CONTINUING BUDGET
DEFICIT

CUMULATIVE DEFICIT
FOR PAST YEARS

CURRENT
REVENUE DEFICIT
THE SOLUTIONS

-*\ CUT EXPENDITURES

Y^

CHOICES

I

1.

PAY FROM CURRENT REVENUE

Temporary Moratorium?
BREAK INTO INSTALLMENTS.
ADD MORATORIUM: PAY IN
INSTALLMENTS FROM CURRENT
REVENUES

2
1.

2.

MAINTAIN ESSENTIAL SERVICES

CUT EMPLOYEE COSTS
•VOLUNTARY NEGOTIATION
•HIRING FREEZE
•REDUCTION IN RDRCE
•FEDERAL BANKRUPTCY

3.

3.

4.

RESTRUCTURE EXISTING DEBT
•AS PERMITTED BY EXISTING
CONTRACTS
•USING FEDERAL BANKRUPTCY

ISSUE DEHCrr FUNDING BONDS

RESPOND TO LITIGATION BY
JUDGEMENT BONDS FUNDED AND
PAID OVER YEARS

4

CHOICES

LEGISLATIVE TRANSFER RESPONS-

MUNICIPALITY ISSUES BONDS:
ISOLATE AND "BANKRUPTCY PROOFREVENUE SOURCE

1

IBIUTY FOR EXPENDrrUR&SERVICE TO
ANOTHER GOVERNMENTAL ENmY
•TRANSPORTATION
•SCHOOLS
•WASTE WATER TREATMENT
•COURTS

•INACTIVE SUPERVISION
2.

•SOCIAL SERVICES

OVERSIGHT AUTHORITY ISSUES

BONDS
•ACTIVE. DISCIPLINED SUPERVISION

INCREASE REVENUES

1.

WHO IDENTIFIES AND CONTROLS REVENUE SOURCE
MUNICIPALITY?
MUNICIPALTTY IMPLEMENTING ACTION REQUIRED?

2

IS

3.

MONrrORING OF PERFORMANCE

-12-
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It

may

met before

be appropriate to encourage states to

their municipalities

can enter Chapter

set

up additional

which must be
do so by Federal law

criteria

9, since attempts to

could run afoul of constitutional prohibitions. Moreover, it may be that developing criteria
on a state level for a state commission will result in more meaningful tests for that particular
state.

Based upon the

criteria that are

whether or not continued investment

•

developed, the municipal bond market can then decide

in the state in

question

is

prudent and warranted.

Uniform State restructuring Legislation
Another possible approach might be the development of uniform laws for

states to

consider which would provide for a legislative alternative to an immediate Chapter 9

filing.

A

municipal deficit financing and oversight authority could be made part of the statute
which would supervise the workout process and would have to approve any Chapter 9
filing.

An example

of such legislation has been adopted in Pennsylvania. •'^ Such state law

can assure the market that there will never be a premature or surprise filing such as in the
case of Orange County or that a municipality will act contrary to state law such as has taken
place in California.

The first step in developing uniform state restructuring legislation is to understand the
needs of financially distressed municipalities through an analysis of alternatives. The needs
are graphically portrayed on the following chart.

J''

Pa. Stat.

Ann.

tit

53

§

12720.101

et seq.

-13-
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NEEDS OF A FINANCIALLY DISTRESSED CITY
$$FOR
CUMULATIVE
DEFICIT

$$FOR
ANNUAL SHORTFALL

$$

FOR FUTURE DEFICITS

•Grants from State

•NEED:

CASH INFUSION

•Loans from State
•Loans from Institutions

Borrowings

•Interfund

•Anticipation of Receipts from State
•Legislate

•NEED: LEGISLATION
REQUIRING AND SUBSIDIZING (IF NECESSARY)

New Revenue Source

•Legislative Relief
for

(in

return

Progress on Plan)

BALANCED BUDGET FOR
CURRENT FY
•Adoption of Long Term Plan

•NEED:

REDUCE

EXPENDITURES

•Negotiation

Employees/Unions

•Enforcement of Discipline
•Transfer Duties/Expenditures from City
to State or

•NEED: ACCESS
TO CAPITAL

witfi

•Restructure Existing Debt

New

Entity

•Creation of Oversigfit or
•Identification

New

and Dedication

of

Financing Authority

new revenues

MARKETS-short

•Create Credible Perception that workout

term and long term

will

•NEED: CREDIBLE
FINANCIAL RECOVERY

be followed and

financial health restored

•Carrots and Sticks through

all

of the

above

PLAN

Then consideration should be given to the possible responses a state may make
The following chart summarizes those responses.

financially distressed municipality.

-14-
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RESPONSES BY THE STATE TO A
FINANCIALLY DISTRESSED MUNICIPALITY
NEEDS OF THE MUNICIPALITY
(See Preceding Chart)

STATE

State Agencies or

Policy Decision:

|

Inactive

State Legislation dealing with

or

|

|

Active?

f

Financially Distressed

Municipalities

•Provide Legislation
•Provide Money
•Provide Ongoing Discipline

•Formulate Plan
•Appoint Coordinator or
Commission or Finance
Authority
•Publicize,

buy time

•Permit Federal Bankruptcy

Short

Term

Legislation:

•Subsidize or provided

annucd budget

•Temporary Cash Infusions
(funding and repayment?)

New Revenue Stream

•Identify

Who

from

relief

deficit

and grant new revenue

Longer Term Legislation

Controls?

[

•Create Oversight and Financing
Authority

•Revenues to Municipality?
•Revenues/Tax to

New
New

Finance Cumulative

Authority?

•Strong or

Deficit

•Provide Annual Financing
•Provide Discipline through

Weak

Authority?

Monitoring, Publicity,

and

rewards and
withholdings

system

of

•Transfer Functions and

Expenditures from Municipality
to
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Finally, a structure for a successful rehabilitation of a municipality may very well
involve an oversight or refinance authority which is a tried and true success story (New
York City and Philadelphia). An outline of such an authority appears as follows.

SCEN.\RIO FOR Sl'CCESSFUL MUNICIPAL FINANCIAL OVERSIGHT
STATE OR
STATE AGENCY

Financial

MUNICIPALITY

Trouble

GATHER

INFORMATION

FINDING OF
FINANCIAL

DISTRESS

APPOINT COMMISSION

COMMISSION AUTHORITY
OR COORDINATOR

•APPROVE COMMISSION
AUTVIORrTY OR COORDINATOR
PLAN. OR
ADOPT ALTERNATE PLAN

•*

AUTHORfTYOR
COORDINATDR

•GATHER INFORMATION
•NEGOTIATE WITH CREDITORS
LEGISLATIVE
•FORMULATE PLAN
RESPONSES
•PRESENT PLAN TO MUNICIPALITY

HEARING ON PLAN
•GRANTS/LOANS

1-YEAR OR MULTIPLE YEAR
TAX INCREASE

POSSIBLE FEDERAL

BANKRUPTCY

FILING

1

.

2

OR

3

FOLLOW PLAN AND
RETURN TO HEALTH

4

Amend Balanced Annual Budget/Appropriations
New Revenue Sources
New Municipality Borrowing Authority
Allocation and Protection of New
Revenue Sources

5.

to

Cure Problem

Creation of Deficit Financing/Oversignt

Authority
6.

Moratorium

Code itself, over time some fine-tuning may be
appears to cry out for immediate adoption at this time. Additional Bankruptcy Code provisions may not be required at this time but certainly could be
Returning

appropriate.

to the

issue of the

No amendment
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studied.'^ However, while such clarifications could be useful, it may be that a clearer
understanding of the risks involved in a particular investment is what is called for. It
appears that market expectations may not have been consistent with the realities of

bankruptcy or

state constitutional restrictions.

The requirement that municipalities act in a fashion consistent with state law already is
embodied in Sections 903 and 904 of the Code. While a laundry list of additional points to
clarify by statute can be expanded, the real problem with Chapter 9 is how it is interpreted
by potential debtors. It is not the Bankruptcy Code as presently drafted that has created the
problem. It is the application of the statute by certain individuals which has created
concerns. Further, many problems may have been created by a lack of understanding of the
meaning of the Bankruptcy Code and, in particular, the protections accorded special
revenues and the nature of the debt instruments being invested in. What is needed is a
clearer appreciation of the Bankruptcy Code, the affect of constitutional debt limitations, and

the municipal finance vehicles being marketed.

It

does not make sense to enact a Bankruptcy Code with provisions that are so

restric-

A Code

which decrees
that, under all circumstances, municipal bond holders will be paid 100 cents on the dollar as
those payments become due is of little utility. Such a Code would have been a liability to the
Colorado special districts and the restructuring of the widely held general obligation bonds.
However, Chapter 9 should not be a remedy which permits avoidance of obligations just
because they are inconvenient. New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Bridgeport and others
have had difficult financial situations. They did not choose to repudiate their obligations;
they worked with their creditors. They, and not Orange County, should be the models to
tive that the statute offers

no remedy

to the troubled municipality.

follow.

III.

9 Create Incentives that adversely
AFFECT THE MUNICIPAL MARKET?

DOES Chapter

Chapter 9 was not intended

market

It

was

to create

an incentive to adversely affect the municipal

structured to help a municipality which, because of a very desperate situa-

The following

listing of topics is for discussion purposes and such should not be construed as indicating
Bankruptcy Code is imclear or that any problem exists with the present Code. Such topics to be
considered include the interplay between the automatic stay and the traditional rule that municipal obligations are payable constitutionally only out of the receipts of a particular year; reconciliation between the
concepts of perfected liens on cash flows (tax receipts) and the concept of secured versus unsecured debt;
clarifying the nature of a general obligation bonds entitled to full faith and credit vis-^-vis other creditors;
incorporation of the repurchase agreement provisions and similar provisions of the Bankruptcy Code into
Chapter 9 so lenders can liquidate collateral without worry; clarification by statute of the standard for
modifying collective bargaining agreements and retirement benefits in a Chapter 9 context; and some
consideration of the status of certificates of participation in the Chapter 9 process. At the time of the
enactment of the Municipal Bankruptcy Amendments, it was not anticipated that state treasurers would be
investing in repurchase agreement instruments. If that Code provision needs clarification with regard to
Chapter 9, it could be accomplished.

that the
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was designed as the last,
was not the inconvenience
of paying but rather the sheer impossibility of being able to pay under the agreed upon time
frames that Chapter 9 was intended to address; debt adjustment and not debt elimination was
tion,

needed a restructuring of

not the

first,

resort

when

its

debt.

In other words. Chapter 9

a municipality faces fiscal problems.

It

the goal.

—

only 492
Chapter 9 or its predecessor statute hpve been used sparingly
Between 1937 and 1972, there were three hundred and sixty two (362)
cases filed pursuant to Chapter IX. These 362 cases involved admitted debts of approximately $217 million. In these Chapter IX cases, the amount paid on such debt exceeded
$140 million and the amount of loss to bond holders was approximately $77 million. Since
In the past.

times since 1937.

1937 to date, approximately 492 Chapter 9 petitions have been

filed.

FREQUENCY OF MUNICIPAL BANKRUPTCIES
(as of S/31/9S)

-18-
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The municipal bodies
ties,

that filed

bankruptcy proceedings were for the most part,

special taxing districts or small towns and cities that had

little

times of economic hardship.

CHAPTER NINE FILINGS BY TYPE

•

1980-1995

(asor5/3i;95)

MuroapaJ
Utiliaes

Hospital.

Health

Cue

Special

MunicipaJ

Distha

-19-
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Obviously, some states have had more filings than others because of special tax
which were the victim of economic downturns.

districts

CHAPTER NINE HLINGS BY STATE

•

1980-1995

(as of 5/31795)

AL AK AZ CA CO CT FL KY MI MS MO MT NE Kh
(2)

(1)

(3)

(8)

(19)

(2)

B

is

Attached as Appendix

C3)

a

(2)

list

(2)

(1)

(4)

(1)

(38)

(1)

t^>

(1)

OK PA SC TN TX UT WA WV
(2)

(2)

(1)

(5)

(17)

(1)

(3)

(2)

of the 121 Chapter 9 cases filed since the effective

date of the Bankruptcy

Reform Act of 1978. Generally, those Chapter 9 debtors have
bond obligations. Indeed, in the San Jose School District Chapter 9,

attempted to pay their
the debtor made it clear from the outset that it did not intend to impair the obligations of its
public bond holders and the municipality did pay the interest on the municipal bonds
throughout the bankruptcy. 19 There has been little in Chapter 9, as we have experienced it
to date, that has adversely affected the municipal market.

On the other hand, the automatic stay which is part of the bankruptcy process is a
powerful protection: creditors cannot bring suit against the municipality that has filed for a
Chapter 9 protection. There is no statutorial limitation on the time in which the debtor
19

In re

San Jose Unified School

Dist..

No. 5-83-02387-A-9 (B.C. N.D. Cal. 1983).
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must produce a plan, and creditors are not permitted to propose a plan. Thus, it is theoretino solution to its problems could hide in a Chapter 9

cally possible that an entity that has

proceeding until the bankruptcy judge has lost patience. It also is possible that some debtor
could perceive, based upon the Orange County matter, that there are protections or benefits
available in a Chapter 9 proceeding. Time should prove those perceived benefits to have
been illusory. But certainly, it is premature to determine that the effect of the existence of

Chapter 9 in and of

IV.

itself is

so adverse to the market that

it

should be eliminated.

ARE THERE INCREASED INCENTIVES FOR MUNICIPALITIES TO
DECLARE Bankruptcy in the future?

All eyes wili be on Orange County for the next several years.

be the price Orange County will pay

if it

Of

great interest will

takes the expedient road of denying past obliga-

improper uses of revenues and bond proceeds to
its debts or seeking to raid the revenues of
perceived that Orange County can do these things without a

tions, attempting to transfer the pain of past

the bondholders, avoiding

other municipalities.

If

its

it

is

responsibility for

markets or in the courts, then certain municipalities may wonder
why they should go through extensive pain and suffering to meet their debts as they become
due. Chapter 9 was enacted to provide a means for financially devastated municipalities to
price, either in the capital

work

•

their

way

out of their problems.

Chapter 9 Has worked for Special Districts

For example. Chapter 9 has been of real utility to the Colorado special districts where
bonds were issued assuming they would be paid by real estate taxes but where development
never occurred. The special districts and their creditors have found themselves in a death
spiral where the application of procedures in a Chapter 9 for adjustment of debt may be the
only real chance to find a solution. Similarly, prior to the enactment of the original municipal bankruptcy legislation following the Great Depression, there was no protection against
annihilating litigation and endless disputes for troubled municipalities.
Municipal
bankruptcy, to provide debt adjustment and not debt elimination, was conceived of as a way
to provide support to municipalities when all else fails. Traditionally, there has been a real
stigma connected with the filing of municipal bankruptcy, and this stigma has kept such
proceedings to a minimum. However, if a wealthy issuer such as Orange County is able to
utilize the mechanism to avoid obligations it could meet with a minimum amount of inconvenience,20 Chapter 9 certainly will be viewed in a new light. This would be a perversion
of Chapter 9.

20

60 (Bankniptcy District D
impose a special assessment as they had a right
insolvency. Rather, it was held that such failure to do so

In the case of In re Sullivan County Regional Refuse Disposal District, 165 B.R.

N.H. 1994), the court held

that the failure

of the debtors

to do, did not raise a question with respect to their

was relevant with regard

to

good

faith.
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Orange County will provide an important test of the
Beneftts of Chapter 9
way in which
market viewed Chapter 9. Moreover, there has not been extensive experience
in the practical effect of a Chapter 9 proceeding on a large, multi-faceted municipality.
Most of the Chapter 9 debtors to date have been special purpose corporations without the
myriad of problems facing an operating municipal entity such as real "politics" with a large
constituency, union issues, employee pension obligations and the need to deliver vital
government services. If the Orange County case pends for a long period of time, other
municipalities will more clearly be able to assess whether Chapter 9 was a vehicle which
Previously, Chapter 9 had been viewed as a last resort because of the

the municipal

proved beneficial to a large municipal debtor or whether, given all of the circumstances, the
Chapter 9 filing created as many problems as it solved. 21 The municipal market has
previously established that it will raise capital and lend into a troubled situation if it has the
appearance that there is an ultimate willingness and ability to repay in full.

Should Orange County Have Declared Bankruptcy?

•

be asserted that the Chapter 9 Filing was an
EXTREME STEP WHICH COULD HAVE BEEN AVOIDED

IT Can

Clearly Orange County and others
serious liquidity problem.

knew

prior to

Actions were taken to

try to

December

6,

1994 that there was a

ameliorate the problems but, given

market conditions and posturing by a number of the players, the situation deteriorated. As
has been stated repeatedly. Orange County was not the typical Chapter 9 candidate. Orange
County was not an aging metropolis with a shrinking tax base, failing infrastructure and
seemingly insurmountable fiscal problems. Rather, Orange County faced a serious liquidity
crisis on account of investments which were unwise, to say the least. If there had been a
state agency charged with providing guidance to fmancially distressed municipalities within
the state and which was a gatekeeper for access to Chapter 9, or if there had been a state
mechanism whereby a troubled municipality could obtain a stay of litigation while working
through a state commission to solve its problems, perhaps bankruptcy could have been
averted. Obviously, the immediate goal of the bankruptcy was to prevent certain reverse
repo participants from offsetting the securities held; if that was the goal, the filing was

21

One of the unknowns about any

debt restructuring in bankruptcy will be whether or not the finished product

subsequent challenges on a

state constitutional level by taxpayers. It is entirely possible that
and the bankruptcy court could spend the time and money to develop a plan
and issue restructured obligations which are in whole or in part payable from taxes. It is then possible that
after the bankruptcy proceeding is concluded, taxpayers vdll once again revolt, but that this next revolt will
occur in the state courts and will challenge the stale constitutional validity of the new taxes which are to pay
off the restructured obligations. Everyone should be very careful about their current and ongoing

will withstand

the bankruptcy bar, the debtor

perceptions about incentives until the Orange County matter

-22-
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The otiier apparent purpose of the bankruptcy was to prevent litigation by
bondholders and other creditors throughout the country, which indeed could have been
ineffective.

To

aimihilating.

•

that extent, the filing has

been successful.

THERE Should Be less Drastic Ways to Obtain Reuef from
LITIGATION

As

indicated above, relief from litigation

was one of the reasons why municipal

bankruptcy was developed as a concept following the problems experienced by municipalities during the Depression.
In 1975, when the City of New York faced serious financial

moratorium law was passed which attempted to limit court actions against the
This law was later determined to be unconstitutional.22 However, the real benefit of
that law was to give a breathing period to allow a municipality to attempt to solve its prob-

difficulties, a

City.

lems.

As

described in the previous section, serious consideration to state laws, supported by

which encourage limited stays of litigation under specified circumstances,
While other municipalities, Philadelphia for example, have attempted to
take action by developing remedial plans before the fiscal problem became too large to deal
with. Orange County appears to have seized upon bankruptcy as an easy solution to a tough
situation. It may be impossible to assess the ultimate success of the Orange County filing
federal legislation,

may

be beneficial.

until the

case

is finally

resolved.

It

certainly is fair to say that other large municipalities

have not chosen the bankruptcy route when faced with similarly difficult issues. The
manner in which Orange County is concluded, and in particular the price it pays and the
pain ultimately suffered by the bondholders and other California municipal borrowers, all
will dictate the final judgment as to the propriety of the filing.

VI.

DO THE Orange County

losses and

Subsequent

Bankruptcy represent a future Trend in State and
local finance or represent an isolated incident?

•

Similar situations

may be few although the investment

POLICY of Orange County May not be Unique

As

previously noted. Chapter 9 of the federal Bankruptcy

Code can be an acceptable

alternative both to fiscally troubled municipalities and the municipal

bond market, provided

the principles and practical realities of municipal financing are not disturbed.

Orange County
districts.

Many

filing, the vast

of the special purpose districts were formed in the western states to finance

infrastructure for residential real estate development.

In the special district bankruptcies,

the principal creditors are the holders of special district bonds,

22

Prior to the

majority of Chapter 9 filings have involved special purpose

Flushing National Bank

v.

which are forms of special

Municipal Assistance Corporation. 390 N.Y.S.2d 22, 358 N.E.2d 848 (N.Y.

App. 1976).
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assessment bonds sometimes masquerading as general obligation bonds. Prior to the
emergence of the investment problems suffered by Orange County, the clear trend was that
Chapter 9 was utilized primarily by debtors with few creditors who needed to restructure
bonded indebtedness, but who were unable to obtain the state law requisite consent of 100%
of the creditors. Subsequent reports foUowing the Orange County bankruptcy filing reveal
speculation with regard to investment losses in other states such as West Virginia; Cuyahoga
County, Ohio; the State of Wisconsin; and Escambia County, Florida. Nevertheless, it is
hoped that the attitude exhibited by Orange County is an aberration.

•

Orange County Could provide an important lesson of

WHAT to avoid
The desperation caused when

municipalities are faced with a tax cap (artificial caps on

revenues) can lead to an investment policy

doomed

At the same time, it is the
bond market to
municipal finance serves a legitimate public purpose. While others can and will
to failure.

responsibility of municipal officers and tiiose involved in the municipal

ensure that

comment

at these

ties, it is

clear that investment

hearings with regard to the investment policies and criteria of municipali-

gimmicks and

artificial

mechanisms should be discouraged.
methods of avoiding legitimate

Utilization of off balance sheet liability structures as well as

limitations on investments and financing can be dangerous.

the

Orange County problem has been

One of

the beneficial aspects of

the opportunity for other municipalities and states to

on their investment policies. To the degree that such policies benefited fi-om review
and correction where appropriate, the troubles of Orange County have had a positive effect.
reflect

VII.

ARE States Taking adequate

Steps, Including
REEVALUATION OF APPLICABLE STATE STATUTES, TO IMPROVE
THE INVESTMENT PRACTICES OF STATE AND LOCAL

GOVERNMENT?
Clearly, given the adverse publicity and litigation surrounding the

debacle, investment practices are being scrutinized by state legislatures.

Orange County
would not be

It

unexpected to see increasing restrictions on exotic investments such as derivatives. On the
other hand, some have argued against a blanket prohibition with respect to investment in
derivatives as long as there is extensive disclosure.
Individual state treasurers, rating
agencies and bond insurers are developing investment policies and guidelines so that unsound
investment practices are avoided in the future. In particular, the treasurer of the State of
Ohio has been at the forefront of recommending sound investment practices. Historically, it
has been assumed that municipalities invested their funds in a prudent way. It was artificial
tax caps which, in large part, caused municipal officials to overreach. Now that attention
has been focused on this problem, there has been extensive attention directed to investment
practices on the state and local level.

From

the federal level, all investors, including

municipal investors, can benefit from an increased focus on "suitability standards."
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VIII.

SHOULD Disclosure or Other rules Governing
MUNICIPAL debt issuance BE CHANGED TO REFLECT
MUNICIPAL INVESTMENT POLICIES?

EXISTING

•

when

Law requires disclosure of Material Information

Certainly, disclosure should reveal

all

issuing securities, fail to disclose

all

material facts.

To

the extent municipalities,

material facts, they already have a serious

The law governing disclosure as applied to municipal debt
fair.
However, as we all know, whether it is
corporate or municipal debt, disclosure is only as good as the candor and quality of people
involved in the transaction. Certainly after the Washington Public Power Supply System
default and ensuing securities firaud litigation,23 there was heightened awareness on the part
problem under existing law.

obligations appears to be reasonable and

of municipal issuers as to the importance of disclosure, particularly with regard to any legal
questions presented by the transaction. Indeed,
part to the enactment of Rule 15c-2-12 and to

it

its

was the

WPPSS

default

which led

in large

recent amendment.

Reaction to the Orange county Problem, as it Relates to
Disclosure

•

Because of the adverse publicity arising from the Orange County matter, some are
reevaluating the detail which should be specifically required to be disclosed with respect to

municipal investment policy. Municipal issuers already are required to disclose information

could affect the market's evaluation of their municipal bond issues under the securities
law anti-fraud provisions. As previously alluded to, state investment issues generally fall
under the jurisdiction of the states and not, for example, the Securities and Exchange
Commission, with the exception of potential violations of the securities laws anti-fraud provisions. As is well known, the Tower Amendment prohibits the SEC and the Municipal
Securities Rulemaking Board {"MSRB") from adopting rules requiring municipal issuers to
file registration statements before their offerings are made.24 The Amendment was added to
the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 when the MSRB was created in 1975. However,
for example, the GFOA guidelines recommend continuing disclosure in the secondary
market of material developments as well as for official statements.
that

The SEC's new amendment

to

Rule I5c-2-12 went into effect on July

will require "obligated persons" with respect to municipal securities to

23

In re Washington Public

24

Section 15B(d)(2) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

Power Supply System

Securities

-25-

1995 and

This new rule should be of sigmarket have the current information

disclosure to the municipal marketplace of material events.
nificant help in assuring that investors in the municipal

1,

make continuing

Fraud Litigation

(MDL

No. 55

1).
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Market participants are currently in the process of analyzing and implementing what will be required for compliance with the new Rule, and Orange County with
its problems is certainly on everyone's mind as this process takes place.
that they require.

HOW Might

the responsibilities of regulators (Both
FEDERAL AND STATE), ISSUERS, RaTLNG AGENCIES, LAWYERS
AND Market Makers Be altered to Minimize the Use of
Speculative investment policies, losses and
Bankruptcies of Municipalities in the Future?

IX.

As noted above, the ability of units of local government to issue municipal debt has
brought great rewards to our country, providing an infrastructure that is unparalleled.
Now, the means of providing the capital which funded that infrastructure is being threatened
because of the ability of a municipality to place itself in bankruptcy and contest the validity
of

its

own

obligations.

The time has come when

investment policies are not followed. Sometimes
tive

an investment

is until

the losses

become

it

clear.

states
is

need

to

ensure that speculative

impossible to determine

how

specula-

Obviously, higher than average benefits

However, some investment policies are unsound
and increased state supervision, perhaps even a pooling on the state level of cash
and investments, could provide a uniform approach and comfort to the market. Surprise
bankruptcy should be discouraged by state statutes, perhaps by following the Pennsylvania
model or other states which require a municipality to work through a commission before
frequently bring higher than average risks.
at the outset

Such commissions may insist upon a balanced budget and demand actions to be taken
which meet the needs of both a balanced budget and the municipality. Sometimes incentives
are offered in the form of possible grants or loans from the state. That approach clearly
would lead to fewer bankruptcies, if not the elimination of the fear that another major
municipality or entity will go into a Chapter 9 proceeding without exhausting all other
avenues. A uniform statute for adoption by the states which governs municipal financial
distress could be developed. Legislation providing a temporary protection from litigation
could be adopted. Some have suggested that simplifying the arbitrage regulations might lead
to a greater understanding of just what was happening with regard to municipal investments.
Other possible changes include requiring written investment policies and periodic markedto-market practices. It cannot be forgotten that many municipalities received significant
investment income by adopting sophisticated investment strategies. What needs to be done
filing.

now

is

damage

control

when

the strategies unexpectedly create problems.
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CONCLUSION
To summarize, the following may be helpful
Orange County crisis:

to prevent the occurrence of another

(1)

Correct market perception and understanding of the structure of transactions
and the risks inherent upon the occurrence of default and bankruptcy.

(2)

Provide a federal statutory means for municipalities to be shielded from
annihilating litigation without resort to bankruptcy.

(3)

Discourage

artificial

and unrealistic tax caps by

states

which force

local political

leaders of cash-starved municipalities and market participants to

employ

speculative investment practices and to create unwieldy and difficult to

understand borrowing structures.

(4)

(5)

Discourage waste in government but provide
support necessary municipal services.

realistic levels of tax

revenues to

Strengthen state and local investment guidelines by reference to nationally
recognized and respected models such as the

GFOA

guidelines.

(6)

Promote disclosure to the primary and secondary markets to avoid surprises
and educate and inform the market of the true condition of the municipal issuer
with more extensive review by municipal analysts.

(7)

Encourage

states to set

up municipal finance assistance commissions

to

work

with financially troubled municipalities and to act as gatekeepers to Chapter
Ideally,

such filings would be only after

state efforts to

remedy

9.

the situation had

failed.

(8)

Encourage
ipalities

state statutes supported by federal legislation providing that municcannot repudiate debt that they had previously represented to be validly

issued.

(9)
/

Reaffirm the stigma of bankruptcy and discourage easy access to Chapter 9.
Chapter 9 should be painful enough in the market and elsewhere to be truly
only a last resort

-27-
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The Experiences of

New York, Cleveland
AND Bridgeport, Connecticut

APPENDIX A
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THE NEW YORK AND CLEVELAND EXPERIENCES
In the spring of 1975, New York City was unable to market its debt because the bond
market had discovered that New York had, for more than ten years, been using questionable
accounting and borrowing practices to eliminate its annual budget deficits.' The banks
refused to renew short-term loans that were maturing or to loan additional cash to the city,
and only state cash advances were keeping the city afloat. The city's spending for operating
piuposes exceeded operating revenues over several years, and the accumulated fund deficit

could only be resolved by increasing amounts of short-term borrowing.

New York

City

had no funds to meet its short-term obligations. According to at least one analysis, the
causes of this revenue short-fall included changing population and economic characteristics,
national economic difficulties, state and federal government action, and inaction and
weaknesses in the political system itself.- New York nearly defaulted on the payment of its
itself

notes in October, 1975, and

it

was predicted

that a default

was

likely in

December

in the

absence of federal aid.^

At

this time, the existing

Chapter IX was examined to determine

viable solution for the problems facing

New York
show

City.

It

did not.

if

it

Specifically,

presented a

when

filing

proposed plan of composition had
creditors,^ and the Act did not provide a mechanism

a Chapter IX petition, a municipality had to

that a

been accepted by 51% in amount of its
for raising funds to pay the municipality's postpetition expenses. Further, the experience of
Ft. Lee, New Jersey, indicated the need for continuing court jurisdiction
over execution and implementation of the Plan of Adjustment. In both Ranger and Ft. Lee,
difficulties were experienced in the timely meeting of the requirements of the Plan. As

Ranger, Texas and

was modified by subsequent proceedings

referred to previously. Ranger's 1940 Plan

in

1946

and 1971.

1

For a detailed study of the New York City fiscal crises see Shalala & Bellamy, A State Saves a City:
The New York Case. 1976 Duke LJ 1119 (1976); United States Congress, House of Representatives
Committee on Banking. Finance and Urban Affairs. Subcommittee on Economic Stabilization, Securities
and Exchange Commission Staff Report on Traasactions in Securities of the City of New York (95th

Cong

1st Sess,

August 1977).

& Bellamy, A State Saves a City:

2

Shalala

3

New York Times,

4

A

October

The New York Case. 1976 Duke

19, 1975. Section

4

at

New

at

1

119-1 120.

1.

major obstacle would be reaching the holders of bearer instruments.

individuals or families held S4.89 billion in

U

It

was estimated

that 160,000

New York City bonds, about two-thirds of the S7.35 billion
October 19. 1975, at 48, Col. 2. Some may state that the

York Times.
(the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, Pub L No.
97-248) should have solved these problems. However, as those experienced in registered bonds can
attest, there are many situations where tlie bonds are held in nominee names (sometimes as many as 95%
are in broker, bank or other nominee's names) and it is difficult to quickly and effectively communicate
in outstanding bonds.

registration requirements of

with bondholders.

TEFRA
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Although New York City's then-existing financial crises were averted through use of a
deus ex machina in the form of the State Municipal Assistance Corporation which issued
securities on behalf of the City,^ the ineffectiveness of the old Chapter DC to a financially
troubled major city provided the impetus for a substantial revision to municipal bankruptcy
legislation.
New York City's problems then and now are no different than most major
metropolitan

unusual for

cities:

increasing labor costs in a period of decreasing revenues.

60%-75%

It

is

not

of municipal budgets to be for labor costs.

December of 1978,

on $15.5 million of bond anticiemergency was declared by the state auditor in 1980,
Cleveland had overdue accounts payable in excess of $36 million and a large general fund
In

pation notes.

When

the city of Cleveland defaulted

a financial

Again, as in the case of New York, general fund expenditures exceeded revenues.
it appeared that restricted funds had been used to meet general obligations.
Cleveland was able to solve, at least for a time, its financial problems by borrowing $15

deficit.

Further,

million from the State of Ohio to pay overdue debts, and through the issuance and sale of

$36.2 million

in

bonds

to

Cleveland banks.

Although the provisions relating

debt adjustment had been amended following the

New York

municipal

to

case, a resort to municipal

bankruptcy was not considered.^

City of Bridgeport, Connecticut
In 1991, the City of Bridgeport, Connecticut created a

stir in

the municipal finance

community by filing a petition under Chapter 9 of Federal Bankruptcy Code. Bridgeport
was the first city of major proportions to so file and was the largest city in Connecticut.
district bankruptcies which have been common in recent years,
Bridgeport is a "real" city with many different creditors with competing interests.
Bridgeport had over $200 million in long-term bondholders. At the same time, some 4,000
people were employed by the City pursuant to union contracts to deliver services to

Unlike the special purpose

approximately 150,000 citizens. The financial problems of the City did not arise overnight.
Previously, the State of Connecticut had enacted special legislation known as the State Act to
recognize the otherwise illegal deficits of the City, to provide a financial oversight review

board to supervise and discipline City finances and

to

provide certain financial assistance to

a monopoly on fiscal woes. In 1990, the New York State Financial Control
Board noted the negative impact of the national and regional economics on the city's revenue base, the
turmoil affecting one of the city's major revenue sources. Wall Street, and increased borrowing costs.
The Financial Control Board, essentially dormant since the mid-1980's, can be reactivated if certain

The 1970's did not have

conditions are triggered, including the inability of the city to meet debt service payments.

Buyer, November 30, 1990, pp.

1,

The Bond

45.

For an analysis of the factors leading

to tlie default

see Feldsiein,

What

Really

Went Wrong

in

Cleveland

The Municipal Bond Handbook 687 (1983). Mr. Feldstein attributes some of the problems to
the weaknesses caused by a mayor wliose term of office was only two years and who had limited
powers and by the city's limited taxing power.
in 1978.

A-2
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the City7 The State Act authorized the financing of the deficit and provided certain
payments to be made by the State to bondholders of the City in order to enhance the creditworthiness of the troubled City. This intercept mechanism which functions in connection
with the oversight board review is not uncommon but could be subject to challenge in the
Chapter 9 proceeding. After the City of Bridgeport filed for bankruptcy, the State of
Connecticut moved to dismiss the bankruptcy petition on a number of grounds. Specifically,
the State objected to the bankruptcy filing on the grounds that Bridgeport was not authorized
to be a debtor under State law, was not insolvent, that the petition was filed in bad faith, and
that the Mayor was not properly authorized by the Common Council to file the petition.
The bankruptcy judge ruled on several of these issues. With respect to the argument that

Bridgeport was not authorized to be a debtor under State law, the bankruptcy court rejected

argument of the State that for a city to be generally authorized to be a debtor, there must
be express authorization in a state statute, i.e., specific words in the nature of bankruptcy or
debt adjustment or reorganization. The court concluded that Bridgeport was generally
the

authorized to be a debtor

if

State

law delegated

to

it

home

rule authority over such matters

as finances, property, borrowing and public services and the corresponding rights and

powers necessary to achieve the purpose of such home rule.^ Referring to the general
statute which provided that Connecticut municipalities shall have the power to sue and be
sued and institute, prosecute and maintain and defend any action or proceeding in any court
of competent jurisdiction, the bankruptcy court in Bridgeport concluded that baiikruptcy was
Further, the court concluded
Act did not prohibit Bridgeport from being a debtor under Chapter 9.

a proceeding within the scope of that statute.

However,

was not

As

insolvent

that the Special

concluded that Bridgeport
and therefore the petition should be dismissed.^

after hearing extensive testimony, the court

when

it

filed its petition

referred to above, the test for an insolvent municipality

is

that the municipality is

pay debts as they become
due. It was undisputed that on the date of filing, Bridgeport was paying its debt as they
became due. Therefore, the issue was whether on the date of filing Bridgeport was unable
to pay debts as they became due. The court concluded that it had not been presented
persuasive evidence that the City would be unable to pay its debts anytime in the future.
While. the court rejected the State's argument that the analysis of insolvency could not be
prospective in nature, the court found that the evidence established that Bridgeport will not
generally not paying

its

debts as they become due or

is

unable

to

run out of cash during the fiscal year 1991-1992. The court disagreed that the cash flow
analysis demonstrated that Bridgeport would run out of cash early next fiscal year.

According to the court, financial difficulties short of insolvency are not a basis for Chapter
9 relief. Therefore, the court concluded that Bridgeport was not insolvent when the petition
was filed, the petition must be dismissed and Bridgeport must continue with the budget and
collective bargaining process.

7

The

8

In re City of Bridgeport, 128 B.R. 688 (D. Conn. 1991).

9

In re City of Bridgeport, 129

State Act. Special

Act No. 88-80 signed by the Governor on June

BR. 332

(D. Conn. 1991).

A-3

8,

1988.
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In

wait until

summary, while
it

runs out of

the court agreed with Bridgeport that a city should not

money

in order to qualify for

demonstrate as a condition precedent

to filing that in the

Chapter 9 protection,

near future

it

have
it

will run out of

to

must

money

pay its debts as they become due. Because of the election of a new Mayor
in Bridgeport, it appears that pending appeals of these rulings will not be pursued.
Therefore, there will be no review of these District Court rulings.
and be unable

to

A-t
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Chapter Nine Cases Filed
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Chairman and members

Mr.

Advisors)

of the

Subcommittee, FGiC Advisors,

serve

to

government

entities.

We

management needs

cash

the

are an

affiliate of

Our investment products

Capital Corporation.

government marketplace. Over the past

of

governments

local

1 1

and

Company

Financial Guaranty Insurance

(FGIC), one of the largest municipal bond insurers

local

(FGIC

the advisor to "FGIC Public Trust," a family of no-load funds created

is

specifically

GE

Inc.

the country and a subsidiary of

in

and

specifically serve the municipal

years, our affiliate

FGIC has created

long-term relationships with the financial officers of states, counties and municipalities

across the nation.

It

on

is

this

foundation of strong relationships and understanding of

the financial needs of municipalities that

Mr Chairman,

FGIC Advisors would

v^^e

and

local

government

is built.

appreciate the opportunity to submit to you our opinions.

like to

Identify solutions to the

FGIC Advisors

commend you and

your Subcommittee for your efforts to

growing problem of detrimental investment losses at the state

levels.

FGIC Advisors suggests

such solutions, the

that to find

Subcommittee should focus on increasing disclosure requirements and

mechanisms (meaning a system

of

checks and balances)

for

internal control

local

government

operated investment pools.

The investment
turning point

because

in

of the

loss of the

California investment pool

marked a

the ongoing examination of government investment losses, not only

tremendous

highlighted the fact that
better

Orange County,

amount

dollar

of the loss, but

because,

in

our opinion,

it

government investment losses can best be prevented with

and more frequent disclosure

FGIC Advisors understands
and therefore some may engage

--

with their ability to sustain such risk

government investors can

find

of information to pool participants.

that investment

successfully

-

needs
in

of local

high-risk strategies that

Even without the option

themselves

in

a

governments

vary,

comply

to invest in derivatives,

dangerous

situation

simply

by

567

purchasing long-term, triple-A rated securities

in

We

combination with borrowed funds.

are not suggesting that governments be barred from pursuing a high-risk, high-reward

investment strategy.

We

however, suggesting that the state governments work

are,

together to eliminate the iron wall of secrecy that separates state and local govennment
pool participants from the information they need to

make an accurate comparison

of the

and municipal

which

pool's objectives to their own.

This

is

especially important for those municipalities

are required to invest

their state or

in

entities

Under the current

county investment pool

system, these entities lack not only the appropriate information to determine whether or
not the strategy and investments of their pool

appropriate for their needs, but also

is

lack the opportunity to withdraw their funds should they so

FGIC Advisors would submit
treasurers

and

their

to

choose

the Subcommittee that

one way

to

investment decisions appropriate for their needs

is

to

mandate disclosure

to

make
based

upon those required by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
registered investment

Why

use

SEC

company

ensure

njles

pool participants receive the necessary information

for

SEC-

products.

disclosure requirements as the standard?

SEC

requirements are

the most widely-accepted disclosure and internal control guidelines currently available.

They are not designed
and reviewed
has a

to

significant

volatility of

to

be a

static set of regulations, but

are continually monitored

ensure they address current needs and issues

amount

of experience with investment

In addition,

the

SEC

company products and how

the

the financial markets can influence the value of pooled investment products.

A case

in

point

is

the evolution of

applies to the operation of

investments

in

Rule 2a-7.

SEC-registered

all

regulations put forth by this rule,

SEC

it

mandates

is

money market

that the

a standard rule that
funds.

Among

the

average weighted maturity of the

money market funds cannot exceed 90

constant net asset value of one dollar per share.

This

days, so as to help maintain a

This 90 day

limit

was

instated after

568

the

SEC

was

discovered that the original average maturity of 120 days

most money market funds
This

dollar invested.

examine the

is

to maintain their ability to

a simple example of

effects of the marketplace

how

pay back one

SEC

the

is in

too long for

dollar per every

a strong position to

and adjust operating procedures accordingly.

But most important, SEC-registered funds are created to operate and provide
liquidity in

a crisis environment.

They are designed

State and county pools are

market conditions.

based on assumptions both with regard
liquidity

to

all

too frequently designed to function

market conditions and the participants'

needs. They are structured to assume that the funds flowing

sufficient to sustain a strategy

under the worst

to offer this liquidity

whereby the pool invests

in

into

them

will

be

long-term, high-yield, high-

risk securities.

Given

all

this,

one may wonder

been adopted by investment pools
question,

we would

description of

how

like to

states

take a

in

--

the

"Why
first

moment

haven't

SEC

As

place?"

to provide the

a

disclosure requirements

means

Then we would

like

to

answering that

Subcommittee with a

have allowed independent parameters

types of investment pools.

of

move on

to

develop

to

our

brief

for different

of specific

list

recommendations.

A

Brief Description of the Creation of Investment Pools

Generally, investment pools were created

based on the

structure of state

in

one

of

two ways:

and county "cooperatives,"

state legislation to operate independent of cooperatives

and

or they
to

they were either

were created by

be managed

usually by

state treasurers.

State

and county "cooperatives" were

originally

created

as

a

means

for

their

money

together to buy goods or services, such as school text books or office supplies.

Given

municipalities to take

advantage

of their state's buying

power by pooling

569

the original purpose of these cooperatives, the level of regulation necessary for

purchasing financial securities was not implemented

had

Municipalities

on

returns
libraries,

their local

hospitals,

diminished

CD

traditionally relied

bank

police

into their structure.

on taxes, federal and

certificates of deposit

and

But

protection.

fire

returns, slashed state

and federal

state aid,

and high

(CDs) to fund such services as
the past twenty years, with

in

budgets and voters' tolerance for

aid

taxes decreasing rapidly, counties and municipalities sought ways to increase their
returns on their investments as a

means

of funding

needed services

growing

for their

populations.

governments began seeking investment alternatives

Local

insurance companies

-

their traditional

financial crises hitting these

two areas

One

means

legal structure of cooperatives as a
local

investment vendors

--

because

of industry-wide

of those alternatives consisted of using the

for developing "investment pools" to

government purchasing power beyond goods and services and

securities.

into

expand

financial

These pools were exempt from SEC-registration.

Another
themselves and
structure.

banks and

to

alternative

consisted

their counties to

These pools were

managed and

underwritten

manage

also

by

of

the

their

money independent

exempt from SEC
treasurers

provisions

establishing

states

registration

who were

not

for

of the cooperative

and

typically

necessarily

were

investment

professionals
Initially,

the

investments

available

to

both

cooperative-based pools consisted mostly of short-

government

securities

high-yielding,

and some agency debentures.

complicated investment products

state
to

In

became

and

county

pools

and

intermediate-term fixed-rate
the past decade, however,
available

These products

included mortgage-backed securities, asset-backed securities and derivatives of stocks,

bonds or commodities.
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Many
pressure

state

and

local pools, the participants of

decreased

of

investments by investing

some

and

state

local

for

these new. high-yielding securities.

many

of the risks involved in these

The Need

higher

government pools even borrowed money

Unfortunately,

strategies.

in

sought

and tax revenues,

aid

which were feeling the

treasurers invested before gaining a

new

many

In

to

full

Greater Disclosure Increases, But

Is

(generally municipalities) to gain

be

fully

different from pooling

is

understood

in

greater buying

arbitrage

understanding

money

to

money

power and

buy books, with a set

of their

ultimately

However, the nature of

financial

need

of nsks that

to

order to protect oneself from substantial monetary losses.

was

But a system for understanding those risks simply

requirements for disclosure of investment pool

activities

reporting of the pool's value, portfolio composition

disclosure

situations,

in

Not Met

achieve a greater return on the pooled money.
investing

their

products.

Generally, both types of investment pools sought to combine the
participants

on

returns

engage

financial

may have been

appropriate for the era

in

not

in

place.

Initial

state

were minimal, with infrequent

and performance.

This level of

which investment pool

portfolios

consisted only of short-term fixed government securities, but as more high-risk, highreturn

products

became

available,

their

potential

nsks exacerbated the need for

standardized, frequent disclosure requirements similar to those already being followed
This level of disclosure would provide investors with the

by SEC-registered products.

opportunity to understand the risks and withdraw their funds as they

may deem

necessary.
States

have

always

had

the

sole

authority

for

mandating

requirements of the investment pools operating within their junsdiction.
states enacted legislation to

Some have

exempt

their

own investment

pools from

SEC

disclosure
In

addition,

registration.

attributed this decision to the idea that the SEC-registration process

can be

571

cumbersome and expensive.
understand the
In

some

In

SEC

intrinsic benefits of

disclosure

any case, most states have the

municipalities

and

is

it

not

illogical

for

perhaps the states

situations

and

just

didn't

internal control requirements.

responsibility of legislating the activities of

them

to

assume

its

that their respective state

regulatory agencies are capable of monitoring these situations.

Another major flaw
is

that they are not

in

the structure of

if

they invest one

But the fact

mentioned
funds

to

is,

of the unregistered investment pools

designed as money market funds, but are often regarded as money

market funds by pool participants.
that

some

they

dollar,

many

In

will

cases, investment pool participants believe

receive at least

investment pools are not required

earlier, this rule

applies to

all

one

to

when

they withdraw.

As

comply with Rule 2a-7

money market

funds,

maintain certain standards, including a 90-day maturity

as to help maintain a constant net asset value of one

dollar.

that this potential for investment pools to "break the buck"

many

dollar

and mandates such

limit

on investments so

FGIC Advisors believes

would come as a surprise

to

pool participants.

The

detrimental government investment losses that have surfaced over the past

few years have sent a clear message:

the current system of voluntary, non-standard

investment disclosure at the state and local level needs

Reasons

Why SEC

to

be changed.

Disclosure Guidelines Should be the Basis for

New

Investment

Pool Disclosure Standards

We've suggested
creating

new

SEC

disclosure guidelines be used as a foundation for

disclosure requirements for investment pools,

general reasons
like to outline

that

why

some

the

SEC

and provided you with

guidelines are the most widely accepted.

Now we would

specifics about the structure of SEC-registered products,

to the operational characteristics that

we

and

point

believe should be considered for adoption.
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To

start with, only

SEC-registered funds

fall

under the

direct jurisdiction of three

federal laws:
1.

The

2.

The

Securities Act of 1933, which

Exchange Act

Securities

mandates

of 1934,

specific disclosure to participants;

which sets anti-fraud rules regarding

purchase and redemption of fund shares, and;
3.

The Investment Advisers and Investment Company Acts

of

1940,

which

regulates mutual funds and their advisers.

These three

require certain operating standards be

are also subject to state laws
In addition,

funds that
1.

SEC

federal laws are additionally enforced by

in

met and maintained.

the states

in

regulations, which

SEC-registered products

which the products are sold.

there are six essential operational characteristics of SEC-registered

make them

a valuable investment option:

They are required

to

report

standardized performance calculations,

which

provide for easy comparison of funds;
2.

They are required

to

disseminate timely and accurate information regarding their

holdings, performance,
3.

They are required

to

management and general investment

have

their

investment policies and

policy;

activities

supervised by

a board of trustees, at least 40 percent of which must consist of independent
representatives.

"Independent"

is

relationship to vendors of the funds,
4.

They must maintain the

5.

SEC-registered

defined

as those persons

and are not

participants

Any

individual

the funds;

daily liquidity of their shares;

money market funds and

other investment

are required to value their portfolios on a daily basis.
6.

in

who wishes

to sell

And

company products

finally;

SEC-registered products must earn a license

with the National Association of Securities Dealers

(NASD)

These procedures

ensure that the sales agents of an SEC-registered product have
of their responsibilities

who have no

and agree

to

be accountable

full

knowledge

for their sales activities.
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These

qualities

six

ensure that registered funds remain

collectively

liquid

investments and distribute timely and accurate information about their value.
registered mutual funds, by

law/,

on any day the funds are open
mandatory

disclosure

and

must stand ready
for business.

As

to

redeem any

all

of their shares

additional protection for investors,

requirements

operational

or

All

are

outlined

funds'

the

in

all

prospectuses, which are updated annually.

With

all

these benefits

to investors,

it

often

is

difficult to

understand why SEC-

registered investment products are not available to local governments
Clearly this type of investment would be
municipalities

who

most appropriate

government

recommend

FGIC Advisors would
to

states.

medium

sized

availability of

SEC-registered products

investors.

Which SEC Regulations Should be Considered

given

24

are seeking a low-risk, liquid investment for their short-term cash.

Consideration should be given to expanding the
to local

for small to

in

SEC

adopting the following

for

to the

Adoption?

Subcommittee

disclosure

regulations

that consideration

be

as requirements for

investment pools and other permissible government investments:
•

Mandatory reporting on the part
portfolio,

on a

to value their portfolios

county

Most

daily basis.

on a

investment pools

imposed on them
substantial

managers
beginning,

book
that,

they

of investment pools of the

state

market value of

and county investment pools are not required

daily basis.

Some managers

have acknowledged

that,

What

is

most shocking

had they been required
would

have

employed

to

is

and

of certain state

should

a

requirement

to price their portfolios daily, their respective pools

losses.

their

be

would suffer

the admission by

some

pool

price their portfolios daily from the
entirely

different

and

much

more

conservative investment strategies. Their entire investment policy would have been

574

changed,

simply

because

of

a

requirement to

convey

important

additional,

information.
•

Mandatory adherence
created

to standardized

own standard

its

The SEC has

performance calculations.

calculations for registered

funds

If

this

action

was

adopted, investment pools could base their calculations on the SEC's method,

which

is

reported by independent firms such as Lipper Analytical Services or

Past performance should not be sold by the funds' sponsors as a

Momingstar.
prediction

performance -

of future

performance yesterday

is

no

government

for

indication that

it

investors,

a

return pnncipal to

will

pool's

its

stellar

participants

today.
•

Mandatory

liquidity,

Most important,
fully

•

understand

meaning investors have the

this

includes understanding the terms of exit

how and when

Mandatory dissemination

--

if

need

be.

the investors must

expect the proceeds of their redemptions.

of information regarding the pool's investment objectives,

holdings, maturity, duration
•

to

the pool

ability to exit

and

liquidity

on a frequent and scheduled

Mandatory disclosure of any investment strategy employed

basis.

that entails the

use

of

borrowed funds, and the amount of such borrowed funds. This requirement serves
to reveal the
•

amount

of risk

Mandatory supervision
with at least

It

would be

ensure

commensurate

of investment policies

40 percent

of

its

and

activities

by a board of trustees,

members being "independent" as we defined

their fiduciary responsibility to

his or her

with a given investment strategy.

earlier.

monitor the investment pool's manager to

investments are consistent with the needs and objectives of the

pool's participants.
•

Mandatory

licensing

accountability

NASD.

of

the

and compliance

pool's

sales

force

with sales practices

with

the

NASD

to

ensure

approved and monitored by the
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*

Mandatory dissemination of the credentials of the pool's manager and members of
the board of trustees.
In addition,

to offer

we recommend

that the states

required by the rating agencies

interest rate scenarios

when a fund seeks

consistent with the recent recommendation

Association

in its

on January

investors

the

in

opinion of

6,

for the federal

In

rated.

is

in

which

This concept

Government Finance

it

to protect local

of the appropriateness of

conclusion,

it

is

government

way

list

of

use technology and

In

to prevent a national catastrophe

make an accurate

an investment

our opinion that the tax-exempt marketplace increasingly

legislation to

of this marketplace,

for

timely

and accurate disclosure

It

FGIC

improve upon

its

this

is

new ways

disclosure processes.

As

solution.

Thank You.

this

a

Advisors, Inc. appreciates this opportunity to share

our suggestions for providing greater disclosure for government investors, and

stand available to serve

the

government

understanding that prompts the tax-exempt marketplace to continually seek

member

is

also

is

Officers

strives to protect individual investors.

investor with the information necessary to

understands and values the need

to

of the

information that

Advisors, an examination of the ever increasing

arm each government

assessment

the

government

investment losses shows that the most effective
to

be

This

1995.

same manner

FGIC

made by

to

.

testimony to the Senate Committee on Banking. Housing and Urban

The time has come

is

requirements

an extra element of protection and disclosure: mandatory dissemination

pool's performance under various

Affairs

SEC

go beyond these

Subcommittee

further as

it

continues

its

we

search for a
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201 N.E.
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•

1-«00-324-«a51

CTTY,
•

FAX

OKLAHOMA 7310S
(405) 326-7560

July 23. 1995

The Honorable

J.C.

Wuu. It.

HouM of Representatives
1713 Longwortli House Oifice Building
Washington DC 20S1S-3604

U.S.

Dear Representative Waits:
Julie

Reding from your

office lias contacted

me

relative co (he

upcoming hearings on debt issuance and Investment

practice* of state and local governments.

Although
sour.

I

I

can understand the federal government's concern when investments of local govemmeat
like to urge caution before developing any regulatory language.

entities

go

would

I'm sure you're aware, the Oklahoma statutes set forth very rigid requirements regulating Investment practices
and towns, counties and schools in Oklahoma. For your Infoimation. Via enclosing a copy of Title 62
{348.1 and $348.3, both dealing with those regulations.

As

for cities

Due to these
govemlng

regulations having been in place for a

governments,

in

number of years and due

to regulation

on investments by local

long time. I'm not aware of any problems experienced by municipal
particular, dealing with their investment practices. I have been working with cities and towns for

entities In

well over 3S years

in

our

state for a

Oklahoma.

Orange County California situation which has brought this problem to ligfat Is a very tare occurrenca
govenimentt throughout the United States. Again, 1 would Just raspeotfUly urge you to proceed with
caution as you represent the vlawpointi of city and town officlab In your district and throughout our state. We
believe that we have adequate eentret already in place and do not need additional controls, especially Gnom the
ftderal government.
I

feel

6at

among

the

local

would also like to express disappointment that one of the largest organizations representing cities and towns in the
United States, the National League of Cliles, was not invited to offer testimony during the hearings. At least I did
not see them listed on the lists provided by Julie.
I

Thank you
our

state

for requesting our input on this important matter.

and know that you

will

do the right

We appreciate your representation

tiling In this particular matter.

Very

truly yours.

Hu^'
William A. Mayer.
Bxeeuttve DIreetor

CAB

Enclosure

WAM^s
Smmng tht OtficMs of OtUatiomMt Caivt S Towna

of ilie

citizens in
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County, ahall iMue a roccipc to the owner of such
property and the owner of iiuch wurant* or bondit
to the extent of all tuch improvement laxes and
liena on said property, whether due or to become
due, to the anMunt of the face of »uch warrants or
bonds tendered in payment, includioK the interest
due thereon, and thereupon said Clerk of such City
or Town or the County Treasurer of such County
hall cancel said warrants or bonds, so delivered in
discharge of such assoicnvents or liena, or endorse
said payment on said warrant or bond in case the
amount due on said assessment st said time is less
than the face value of said warrants or bonds so
tendered.

Ls»«

1933.

Miuueipal

c

58. p. 105. i Z,

amers.

sff.

April 17. 1933.

CorponUeu mti\.

VciMHy
Seetkui

Ul

ct toq. of

Mt

UU*.

u*

in»l>d wttK iwapMi (o bond*
Omrii t. MeCuUBd, ISX OkL

prior u CMdment »l lUluu.
TSPJd UI8a»38).

iMUtd
4S.

I

343.

Assessment

installments

or

delin-

—Dtscharf* of Hen

quent

In the event any such pavln); or Improvement
assessments or installments thereof mentioned in
Sections 1 and 2 of this Act are delinquent and In
the hands of the County Treasurer of the County in
which such City or Town is locaud, for eollecUon,
then said receipt issued by the Qerk of such City or
Town, as provided by Section 2 of this Act, may be
presented by the holder thereof to the county treasurer of such county who shall thereupon endorse
upon his records the satisfaction and discharge of
the paving or improvement taxes upon the property
for the installments described in such receipt, and
thereafter such property shall be free and discharged of and from all further lien for such assessments or tnstaUmeats thereof.
Uwa ]»33, c 58. p. 106, | 3, amere. off. April 17, 1933.
'

I

S«tioni 141,

M2 of

tttii

tiUa.

Huudiial CorpontiofU ^SIXS).

Saction

laawd
IS

Ml

ariar ta atiartwain tt •luals.

PM Ills (IMS).

{ 344.

Oa*la

».

McCaatanS, 181

OU.

Assessments-

PenialUe»— Delinquent

u

Inunt of Act— Face Value of warranto

{ 345.

or bonds
the intent and purpose of this Act to silow
the owner of any paving, drainage or street itnprovement warrants or bonds heretofore or hereafter issued, as described in Sections 1 snd 2 of this
Act,' to use the same
the extent of their face
value in the payment >I>3 satisfsction o
psviag,
drainage and st^:)t Improvement ssseumints
which have been ''''Aed upon his p- .i^erty locsted Id
the paving, di^iiage, or street improvement district
in and for tmjch such paving, drainage or improvement warTSnts or bonds were issued In payment,
whether such assessments or installments are due
or to become due, snd to the extent of the fsee
value of such warrants or bonds tendered in payment thereof, snd to cause sll pcnslties hereafter
collected, and aQ such penalties heretofore collected,
which msy be identified, by the County Tresiurar
on such drainsge assessments to be credited to snd
placed in the funds of such diatriet from which oolj
the warrants and bonds of such district and the
interest thereon, issued for the construction of uid
improvements, may be paid and discharged.
Laws 1933, e. SB, p. 106. | &. amsrg aff. April IT,
It ia

^

:'..

»&

I

Sectiefia S4I,

which such assessments were made.

Uwa

ISaa,

c %,

Onlna^SS.

p. 106, } 4,

amenc.

aff.

April 17, 1933.

thla

Muaieipal Carper»Uon»

49.

TS PJri

nil

tttla.

^S21.

(ISSS).

ParUal

{ S4«.

Invalidity, effect

If any part of this Act' is for any resson
declared void, such invalidity shall not affect the
validity of the remaining portions of this Act.
Laws 19S3. c. 68. p. 10«. « 6, energ. eff. April 17, ISSt

Soctke S41

at aoq. of tSia

lilte.

»S4(IX

'^-^

'ho,*.
aaadaaS41 at iaq. afthk Ulk, ara ionUd wiu> .p, -la baa*
iaauad paior to aeactmaal of aianita Da<na *. McCulu,.'
OU

«. IS pjs

^^

UU ann.

Credited to Funds
All penalties hereafter collected and all penalties
heretofore collected, which may be identified, by
any County Treasurer of the State of Oklahoma, on
any delinquent assessments for any drainage shall
be paid and credited to the funds of such drainage
district, snd shall be used only in the payment of
the warrants or bonds and the interest thereon,
issued for the construction of the improvement for

S4t of

Sactioo S41 at aaq. of thla cMa, u« htiraM with retpact ta baadi
iaiuad prior to tnactmantof ttsniia. Din> r. McCaalaniL 18t Okl

I

M Mq. of \>m Otic, arc inralid with nspacl lo boodi

u

BcMiaii S4I ac aaq. ot thtt UUa, urn ianlU wiui raapact
boadt
aaoMnaai »t tuiiiw. Oarla •. M«Caalaa<l, 1S3 OkL
TS PJd Ills (UUV

iauad prior
49,

Stalutaa

VaSdlty

49.

VaaeRy

INVESTMENT OF FUNDS
Investment*— Dltiposltk)o
of income
Except as otherwise provided for by law, a eonntjtreasurer, when authonxed by the board c>f count;
commissioners by a writtsn investment policy, ordinanee or resolution or the treasurer of any dty,
town, or school dis'tTScCf irhen suthoraed by the
appropriate governing body by a written investment
i

348.1.

Authorised

policy, ordinance or resolution, shall invest
in

the custody of the treasurer

in:
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ox im

1.
direct obligationt
of the United Stmteii
its ag«neie« or inatrumentalitie.1 to the
parment of which the full faith and eradit of the
fv'micc.-:. of the United States is pledged: or

GOTtmnMnt,

2.
collateralized or insured certificates of depositi of lavinsi and loan associations, banks, savlnga
bsaks and credit vuiion* located in this stat«, when
th« certificates of deposit ar« secured by accepuble
collateral as provided in Section 616.3 of this title,
or fally insui^ certificates of deposit at banks,
Mviags banks, vavings and loan associations and
CKdit unions located out of state; or
3.
savings accounts or savings certificates of
uvings and loan associations, banks, and credit
Buoas, to the extant that the aeoeuats or eertifieates are fully insured by the Federal Deposit Inivanoe Corporation; or

investments as authorixed by Section 348.3 of
which are fully collateraliMd in investstents ipedfted In paragraphs 1 through 3 of this
nction, and where the collateral has been deposited
with a trustee or custodian bank in an irrevocable
cnst or escrow sccount established for such pui^
4.

title

this

poMs; or

county, municipal or school district direct debt
for which an ad valorem tax may bo
hTied or bond and revenue antidpatioo notes, money judgmenbi against such county, muoieipaiity or
Khool district ordered by a court of record or bonds
or bond and revenue snticipatlon notes issued by a
pablic trust for which such county, municipsJity or
leiaol district is a benefleiary thereof;
5.

obligation

pledged to secure public funds shall be
fihied at no more than market value. The income
ncflived from that inveatment may be placed in the
gtntral fund of the governmental subdivision to be
BMd for general governmental operations, the sinkmf food, the building fund, or the fund from which
tbe investment was made.
All collateral

U*t IMS.

emerg. aff. P«b. 26. 1943; Uws
emerg. eff. Feb. 8, 1U6; Uwt ItU, pp.
toMra. tit. May Z3. 19M; Uw« \96a. c.

p. 144. I 1,

IMS, p. t4T. t I.
MT, 348, If 1. a.
G. i 1. mn«rg. aff.

Mav

naerf. aff. Mst 18,
Acnl 23, 1970:

U, 1971;

Uwt

La«« 13U,
1984.

C

c

IZ, (

M. Scpc

IMS:

2,

Uw«

IMT;

Uwt

tO.

1971.

c

Uwa

1970,
69. }

aff.

30, 1988;

Nov.

Uwt

1,

1S6T,

c 8M,

810, (

1.

{

1.

ainarg.

emerg. eff. Apnl
emerg. aft May 1. 1974:

1974. e. 120, f 1,
141, I 1, emerg. eff.

1.

c.
1.

May

Uwt

23.

1983;

Uwt

lBl4;
1988. & 319. ( 13.
1991. c 124. | 20. eff. July 1.

1991.

<flL

^M4.

M8.2. Repealed by
July 1. 1991.

fnai:
p. 144. I
ItSt, p. S4T. i

I
L

IMl

t.

Lawi ISU,

Um
Um

p.

Mk I

QUes and counties-Written

inveat-

Investineota
A. In sddition to the investments authorised by
Section 348.1 of Title 62 of the Oklahoma Sututea,
the governing body of a city with a population of
not less than three hundred thousand (300,000) persons according to the latest Faderal Decennial Census or of a county with a population of not less than
four hundred thousand (400,000) persons according
to the latest Federal Decennial (^nsus may adopt a
written investment policy directiDg the investment
of the funds of the city or county and any of its
public trusts or authorities.
If such a policy is
adopted by the governing body, tuch funds shall be
invested pursuant to the provisions of the policy.
The written policy shall sddreat liquidity, diveni^
cation, saiety of principal, yield, maturity and quali>
ty and capability of inveatment management, with
primary emphasis on safety and liquidity. To the
extent practicable, taking into account the need to
use sound investment judgment, the written investment policies shall include provision for utilisation
of a system of competitive bidding in the investment
of municipal funds. Such system shall be designed
to maximise yield within each class of investment
instrument, consistent with the safety of the funds
invested.
B. The written investment policy may authorize
the city Lreaaurer or county treasurer to purchase
in any or all of the folkrving:

and invest

Obligations of the United States government,
agencies and instrumentalities;

I.

its

Collateralized or insured certificates of depos'i.
and other evidences of deposit st banks, savings
banks, savingv and loan associations and credit union« located in this state, or fully insured certificates of deposit at banks, savings banks, savings
and loan associations and credit unions located out
of state;
it

3.
Negotiable certificates of deposit issued by a
nationally or state-chartered bank, a uvings bank, a
savings and loan association or a state-licensed
branch of a foreign bank. Purchases of negotiable
certificates of deposit shall not exceed tan percent
(10%) of the surplus funds of the dty or county
which may be invested pursuant to this section.

Not more than one-half

i'h) of the ten percent (10%)
any one fiMincial instituparagraph;

limit shall be invested in

tion specified in this

Prime banker's acceptances which are

eligible

for purchase by the Federal Reserve System and
which do nut «zc««d two hundrad seventy (270)

^tM'^.

HuieQal Cofpefauona

348J.

ment policies— Authorised

4.

OouaijM

{

{

62 §348.3

Purchases of prime banker's acceptsnccs thall not axceod ten percent {\VP) of the
surplus funds of tho city or county which may be
invoatsd pursuant to Ihia section. Not more than
one-half (W) of the ten percent (10%) limit shall be
invested in any one commercial bank pursuant to
this paragraph;
days' maturity.

Laws

1991.

c

124. } 3S.

579
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62 §348.3

'sw"
oj. iin

Prime eommcreial pnper which Khali not have
a maturity that «xcccdx one hun<lred eij^hty (180)
days nor represent mor« than ten percent (10%) of
the outstanding paper of an iasuintc corporalion.
Purchases of prime commercial paper ishall not exceed seven and one-half percent (7 W^) at the
surplus funds of the city or county which may b«
invested pursuant to this section; and
6.

6.

Repurchase airreementa that have underlyinf^

collateral consisting of those items speafied in para-

grmphfl 1 through 5 of this subsection.

Investments shall b« made with judgment
C.
and care, under dreumstancos then prevailing,
which persons of prudence, discretion and intelligence exercise in the manogemeat of their own
not for speculation, but for investment,
considering the probabls safety of their capital as
well as the probable income to b« derived.

by the

rertiwr |
dtfliMtl

194, i 14. operative July
July T. 1991.
I 21.

e.

Uwi

M.

iUJ. imtvni from

'gmmin

1.

1987;

boBrd",

wu

Uwi 1948. n. U4. | I. vhicli
rtpMltd by !«•>* IMA, p. MS,

l«-

Securities lending program—Cities or
I 348.4.
counties which qualify'—Collateral requirements

A.

Aa used

in this section:

program" meant any prugr«m, arrangement or agreement whereby the city
or the county deposits securities with a trust eompaay or a state or national bank for the purpose of
such institntion lending such securities to a borrower approved by a city ttoasurer or county treasurer
in return for a fee or charge paid by such borrower
for the use of such securities; and
1.

"Securities lending

"Market value" shall mean on any date the
2.
average of the bid and aakad prices for such security for the business day preceding the date nn which
toch detarmlnation is mads, in the principal market
oa which such securities were traded or quoted in
the Wall Street Journal, plus any coupon interest
•earned but not yet due and owing at the dale of
dctarmiaatioD.
B. llie governing body of a city with a population of not leas than three hundred thousand (300,-

000) peiBons according to the latost Federal Decennial Census or of a county with a population of not
lass than four hundred thousand (400,000) persons
according to the latest Federal Decennial Onsus
may autboriie and direct the city treasurer or county treasurer to enter into a securities lending program with a trust company or a state or national
bank and to loan any securities held by such city or
county pursuant to any investment of the funds of
the dty or county in the Investments authorized by
Section 348.1 or 348.3 of Title 62 of the Oklahoma
Statutaa.

securities lendlne

program anUrwl

into

treasurer or county treasurer shall proborrower shall deposit with the securities lending institution, for ths benefit of '/> city -r
county, eollataral consisting of cash or securities
insured by the United States government scccpuble
lo the city treasurer or county treasurer.
The
collateral shall have s market value equal to one
hundred percent (100^) of the principal amount of
any securities being loaned u> such borrower and
shall be revalued and adjusted accordingly on each
banking day.
city

vide that the

U»t

1389,

c.

M2,

f 1. ttt.

ISSUE

Kov.

1,

19«9.

AND SALE OF BONOS

Sales of bonds must net par value snd

{ 361.

affair*,

Laws \9V.
1991, c 124.

Any

C.

Interest
It shall be unlawful for any board of county
commissioners, dcy councC or dty eommissionan,
town council, township board, school district board,
board of education or any other officer of any such
municipal eorporatiooE, or any officer of any other
political corporation, or subdivision of this suie, to
sell, sgree to sell or contract to sell any bonds
issued by a vote of the people for any sum leas than
par with accrued interest added, and any and sD
oommiasion allowed any firm, person or corporatioa
for the sale of such bonds mjat, after beio^ deduct'
ed from the sum total for wh.ch said bonds are sold,
leave in the treasury the sum equal to the par value
and accrued interest thereci.

Uw*

191S.

e.

165, p. S79. {

CJ.Itai, t *Bl. SLltSl.
Munlrdptl

i

1.

&K7.

Coipontiom »«1(II.

G itutiisDlon vtt s^peMtlen
AppbesuoA o< OkUuamt Tumpik* AollioHiy, 20( OkL (17. US
PJd tr (lNI>i T»*ii at OksniM r. CnMUjr Bim.. IT6 Okt SI,
PJd SU (ISSSk: Amwmw r. SmlltT. I4X Okl. 8. ffii r .»
(USOk TowB «f Bafttl* «. Wslkcr. IK Okl. S. itt P. 7M USUI
SI

Snie at less than
I 361,
moval^Llabllity on bond

Any member of any board
era, any member of any dty

par— PtnaJtics— Beof county commitsioDcouncil, or tnember of

any board of dtr commiMtoners, any member cf
any town eauneu, any member of any township
board, any momber of any city board of education,
any momber of any school district board, and uiy
other officer of any of the aforeuJd political corp»
rations or subdivisions of this state, or any other
any political corporation or subdivision of
this state, who shall sell, or sgree to sell, or contract to sell at leas than par, any bonds of his
respective county, dty, town, township, school diatriet, or other political corporation or sobdiviiioa,
shall be guilty of a misdtmeanor, forfeit and be

officer of

removed from

office,

and

in addition,

be

liable

on

offidal bond for the difference between the

his

sum

MATT FONG
^tate of Caltftirma
September 20, 1995
Honorable Richard H. Baker
Chairman, Subcommittee on Capital Markets,

and Govermnent Sponsored Enterprises
Ted Beason
2129 Raybum House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Securities

c/o

Dear Representative Baker:

Thank you

for

your

letter

of August

the subcommittee's July 26 hearing.

I

4,

1995 seeking additional input to questions from

believe that the subcommittee's intention to conduct

further review of the federal bankruptcy code, municipal disclosure and state oversight

municipal investment practices
assistance

appropriate and

is

I

encourage you to

upon

of

my office for

you may need.

In regard to risk involved with certain investment products,

us to eliminate the risk factor that
to

call

minimize

this risk

I

believe that

present in municipal investing. However,

is

we

it is

possible for

should attempt

through our efforts to educate and train municipal Treasurers, and by

On the

providing better information about derivatives and other forms of structured financings.
other hand,

I

do support reasonable

limitations

on the use of certain types of investment

instruments within a local government's investment portfolio.
eliminate certain investment instruments will quickly

we must rely upon

local officials to exercise

common

On the issue of municipal bankruptcy,

Any attempt to completely

become outdated as

now pending

now
am

California, along with several other states,

allows municipalities to access the federal bankruptcy statutes at their

sponsoring legislation,

the market evolves, so

sense through prudent investment policies.

own

discretion.

in the California Legislature, to require

I

a review and state

approval by the statt fiscal officers prior to any declaration of bankruptcy by a municipal

government.

I

believe that the potential financial consequences of the bankruptcy process for

other municipalities in the state justify a state interest in this act.

Future Orange County fiscal collapses and subsequent bankruptcies should be eliminated

with the reforms passed this year
Please call upon

in the California Legislature.

me if I may be of any further assistance.

Mattl
State Treasurer

MF:RB

915

CAPtTOL MALL

ROOM

110.

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

95814 (916) 653-2995 (916) 6533125
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California State Auditor
MARIANNE P. EVASHENK

KURT R. SJOBERG

CHIEF UEI'UTY STATE AUDITOR

STATH AUDITOR

August

11,

1995

Mr. Ted Beason, Staff Member

Committee on Banking and Financial Services
US. House of Representatives
2129 Raybum House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Mr. Beason:

Congressman Richard Baker has asked
questions regarding

ease of responding,

Question #1

my
I

that

have provided

submit a written response to several

my comments

You have recommended to the

:

use of derivatives

I

recent testimony on local government investment practices

and other

in

For

a question and answer format.

slate legislature that municipalities limit the

Would you

structured investments.

agree, therefore, that

certain complex instruments, while not to blame themselves, increase the risk that

a

Treasurer may misuse them or not uitderstand them?

Answer

#1: Yes,

I

agree that certain complex investments increase the risk of misuse or

misunderstanding by Treasurers.

Because many of these derivative investments are

structured from AAA-rated, government securities,

them

as volatile investments

it

is

Therefore, outside scrutiny

often difficult to even identify
is less

Further, the market risk and

a Treasurer to misuse them.

structured investments are difficult to determine.

effective and could lead

coupon

Consequently,

rate

many

purchased them were unaware that they were difficult to price and
placed principal and interest at

bankruptcy

is

a

Treasurers

sell,

who

and that they

risk.

Should the law require the

Question Wl:

of many of the

State,

last resort after all rational

not the rmmicipality, to assert that

and feasible

alternatives have been fully

explored?

Answer #2:
I

Since

do not believe

I

we have

not done any audit work on the use of Chapter 9 bankruptcy,

can provide any insight into

this issue.

BUREAU OF STATE AUDITS
660 J

Street, Suite 300,

Sacramento, California 95814

Telephone: (916) 445-0255 Fax: (916) 327-(X'19
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Mi. Ted Beason, Staff Member

Committee oa Banking and Financial Services
August 11, 1995
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fVhen you drew up your recommendation for legislative action, did you

Question #3;

study the investment limitations used by other states?

Answer

To

#3:

we

a limited degree

contacted a few states regarding their current and

pending investinent limitations, however,
local-state

We

Maryland

also

we

did not believe any

fit

the California

The states we contacted were Ohio, Texas, and
contacted the Government Finance Officers Association, the

government model very

well.

California State Treasurer's Office, and the major rating agencies for input.

Their ideas

were considered when we drafted our recommendations.
Question #4: What have you done to reduce risk in the county you identified
audit which had a leverage factor of 29 to 17

Answer

The county you

#4:

are referring to

area 40 miles north of Sacramento.

is

Colusa County, located

We found that Colusa County's

had an average weighted maturity during 1994 of 28.4

years,

in

in

your

a rural fanning

investment portfolio

and

it

had a duration

March 1995. This duration factor means that a percent
rise in future interest rates would equate to a 24.2 percent decline in the value of its
investment portfolio In our June 1995 report, we recommended that the county treasurer
As an independently elected
sell his high risk, long-term holdings as soon as practical
analysis factor of 24.2, as of

local official,

1

he did not agree with our audit findings, but stated he had independently

decided in December 1994, to divest himself of his derivative holdings.

We

will track

the county's progress at liquidation over the next 12 months.

In conclusion,

important.

It

we believe that the
was an honor

to

findings and lecommendations.

concerning

my testimony

Sincerely,

KURT R SJ^ERG
State Auditor

subject of your subcommittee's hearing

was timely and

be asked to provide the California Bureau of State Audit's

^~^

^

Please feel free to contact

me

for any other information
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July 27, 1995
The Honorable Richard H. Baker
Committee on Banking and Financial Services
U.S. House of Representatives
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-6050
FAX 202-225-3692
Dear Congressman Baker:

Thank you so much for the opportunity to participate in
hearings before the House Banking Subcommittee on Capital Markets,
Securities and Government Sponsored Enterprises regarding the
Orange County bankruptcy.
Per your invitation yesterday (July 26, 1995) I would like to
submit a few brief responses to questions posed and responses given
during our panel.
,

State
Regarding the need for greater disclosure.
(1)
Treasurer Fong indicated that disclosure would be a "remedy" to
Chapter
9
many of the problems which results in the filing of
I disagree.
bankruptcy by Orange Coiinty on December 6, 1994.
Disclosure is at best a necessary condition to a remedy, but it is
Disclosure is a means, but absent
not the remedy itself.
accountability for the actions pursued by public authorities,
disclosure alone is basically useless.

One question has continued to plague me since the county filed
for bankruptcy: If John Moorlach, a local CPA and GOP political
activist, was able to get information sufficient to raise concerns
about the prudence of Mr. Citron's investment strategies, why was
this information unavailable to the S.E.C., Moody's, Standard and
Poor's, Merrill Lynch, the California State Auditor, the State
Treasurer, and the Board of Supervisors? How was Moorlach able to
get access to information not available to any other private or
public entity with an interest in Orange County's investment
portfolio?
We had disclosure long before the Orange County bankruptcy,
courtesy of the information laid out by Mr. Moorlach long before
the bankruptcy filing on December 6, 1994. The disclosure didn't
do any good however because the watch dogs didn't bark.

KUZ
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(2) Regarding the creation of an "oversight board" tcft Orange
County's investments. Orange County had an oversight board already
prior to the bankruptcy.
It's called the Board of Supervisors,
five individuals, elected by districts, and paid handsomely to work
full-time on the public's behalf. The Board of Supervisors failed
to exercise their statutory authority and responsible to oversee
the Treasurer's Office.
Indeed, as I said in my testimony, by
their own admission, members of the Board did not even know they
had the static cory authority to supervise the Treasurer's Office
until this was brought to their attention by reporters from the
Orange County Register .
There's ns reason to believe a group of
volunteers would be any more capable or skilled at overseeing
county investments than the full-time, duly elected members of the
Board of Supervisors.

Regarding the prudence of Orange County's Chapter 9
(3)
bankruptcy filing on December 6, 1994. Permit me to emphasize two
points made in my written testimony. First, other non-bankruptcy
options were provided by a financial consultant in the county's
employ.
Board members claim they were never informed of these
options. As reported in the Orange County Register the consultant
Second, only one day following payments to
claims otherwise.
investors in the Orange County Investment Pool, U.S. Bankruptcy
Judge John E. '^yan said the $5.7 billion pool was ineligible for
bankruptcy. Of course, since an elite group of businessmen in the
coiuity had alieady formulated a plan to liquidate the pool (in
secret I might add) and since pool participants had already agreed
to the take-it-or-leave-it settlement agreement (a cohesion
contract if thera ever was one) Judge Ryan's decision was without
any impact. Judge Ryan's ruling should be of great consequence to
other local governments with financial problems similar to those in
Orange County.
,

In my opinion Congressman Baker, the Board of Supervisors was
so completely disengaged from the county's financial investments
that they were caught completely off-guard by changes in the
financial markets. They panicked and filed for bankruptcy without
extensive deliberation or evaluation of all available options.
If you deem it appropriate, I hope you will consider mziking
these additional remarks part of the formal record for the hearing
which took place on July 26, 1995.

Once again, I thank you for the opportunity to participate in
these hearings and remain available to you and your staff for euiy
informational needs which may arise as your deliberations on this
matter proceed.

Sincerely,^/)
Sincerely,
Mark P. Petracca
Associate Professor
Tel.

(714)

824-5175

.

—
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QUESTION FOR MR. PETRACCA
CAPITAL MARKETS SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING ON MUNICIPALITIES
>Ae an outspoken citizen, taxpayer, and stakeholder in Orange County, what do you
intend to do about Orange County's unpaid debts?

Since I am not a public official, the most I can do in responea to the county's
unpaid debt is to help develop and subsequently advocate a sensible bankruptcy
In my view, such a plan should include a numoer of important
recovery plan.
elements:
>A reopening of the pool settlement and the subsequent readjustment
of payment priorities (e.g., public schools and county vendors
should be guaranteed a repayment of 100 cents on the dollar, while
other government investors should be repaid at a lower rate)
>Meucimum debt foregiveness by special districts with funds in the
OCIP (e.g., the OCTA and TCA) and on the part of cities which
borrowed additional funds to invest in the pool (e.g., Anaheim and
Additional debt foregiveness at a somewhat lower rate
Irvine).
should be brokered on behalf of those remaining municipalities with
funds previously invested in the OCIP.

—

>The prioritization of current bondholders based on the date of
I do not
purchase relative to the Chapter 9 bankruptcy filing.
believe we owe speculators, who purchased bonds after December 6th
when Orange County's debt was being liquidated and restructured, 100
cents on the dollar.

—

>Diversion of Measure M transit funds to provide the funds necessary
I would
to refinance the debt owed to pre-bankruptcy bondholders.
prefer this to be done by the voters of Orange County rather than by
the State Legislature.
>Pursue the leveraging and carefully selected sale of county assets.
>Evaluate various proposals for the reform of Orange County
the Charter
from the County Grand Jury,
government
(e.g.,
Commission, and "Partnership 2001") to achieve the goals identified
in my formal testimony. These include the restoration of trust and
faith in county government and the establishment of countervailing
power therein.

—

—

There are serious limits to what a private citizen a Democrat at that can do
to bring about fundamental change in the financial affairs and structure of
governance in Orange County. We're I an elected official, a member of the OC
Business Council, a member of the Lincoln Club, or even an en.ployee of a large
landowner/developer there might be much that I could accomplish directly.
However, until the Board of Supervisors pursues an inclusive approach to county
governance, many of us with ideas for change and reform will necessarily remain
This is a responsible I
limited to service as critics of the current regime.
take very seriously and will pursue with great vigor in the weeks and months
ahead.

Mark P. Petracca
August 13, 1995

.
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UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

20549

OFFICE OF MUNICIPAL
SECURITIES

August 25, 1995

The Honorable Richard H. Baker
Subcommittee on Capital
Markets, Securities & Government
Sponsored Enterprises of the
Committee on Banking and Financial
Services
U.S. House of Representatives
One Hundred Fourth Congress
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Baker:

Thank you for the opportunity to appear as a witness at the
July 26th hearing of the Subcommittee for Capital Markets,
Securities and Government Sponsored Enterprises.
I am writing in
response to questions raised by you in your letter of August 4,
1995, regarding further consideration by the Subcommittee relating
to Chapter 9 of the federal bankruptcy code, the adequacy and
timeliness of municipal disclosure, and state oversight of
governmental investment practices.
I have set forth below your
questions together with the staff's responses.
1.
What would be the benefits of standardized reporting
requirements across the country? What would be the drawbacks?

As set forth in our written testimony of July 26, 1994,'
in 1993, the Commission's Division of Market Regulation
conducted a comprehensive review of the municipal securities
market, which underscored the need for improved disclosure
practices in both the primary and secondary municipal
securities markets.^ The Interpretive Release^ published by

Testimony of Paul S. Maco, Director, Office of Municipal
Securities, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission,
Regarding the Municipal Securities Market, Before the
Subcommittee
on
Capital
Markets,
Securities
and
Government Sponsored Enterprises Committee on Banking and
Financial
Services,
United
States
House
of
Representatives (July 26, 1995) at B-3
Staff Report on the Municipal Securities Market Division
of Market Regulation, Securities and Exchange Commission
(Sept. 1993).
.

.

.
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The Honorable Richard
August 25, 1995
Page 2

H.

Baker

the Commission in March 1994, while acknowledging significant
disclosure practices
in
recent years,
improvement
in
identified several areas of primary market disclosure that
needed increased attention.

Standardized reporting requirements would have the
benefit of facilitating comparison of municipal credits by
investors and would benefit issuers by providing guidance as
Uniform disclosure
to their disclosure responsibilities.
are
available
through
industry
disclosure
standards
guidelines, such as those promulgated by the Government
Finance Officers Association, as well as accounting standards
promulgated by the Government Accounting Standards Board.'' We
anticipate that the increased focus on municipal disclosure
resulting from our recent initiatives will lead to wider
Of course, compliance with
acceptance of these standards.
standardized disclosure requirements would never excuse noncompliance with the overlying antifraud provisions of the
federal securities laws.

Onlfona standards, however, may not be feasible.
In
addition to the 50 states, the District of Columbia, Gueun,
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, the municipal securities
market consists of a variety of issuers organized under, and
often unique to, the laws of each of the 50 states. As noted
in the Joint Response to the Commission's recent proposed
amendments to Rule 15c2-12, "each state's system has evolved
over the years in response to unique economic and political
circumstances."' Mindful of this complexity, the Commission's
Statement
of
the
Commission
regarding
Disclosure
Obligations of Municipal Securities Issuers and Others,
Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 33741 (March 9, 1994) 59
FR 12748 (the "Interpretive Release")
In addition,
the National Federation of Municipal
Analysts has published voluntary disclosure guidelines
covering industry specific sectors.
See Disclosure
Handbook for Municipal Securities 1992 Update National
Federation of Municipal Analysts (Nov. 1992)
.

Joint Response to the Securities and Exchange Commission
on Releases Concerning Municipal Securities Market
Disclosure prepared by American Bankers Association's
Corporate
Trust
Committee;
American
Public
Power
Association;
Association of Local Housing Finance
Agencies;
Council
of
Infrastructure
Financing
,
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amendments to Rule 15c2-12 were aimed at "providing issuers
with significant flexibility to determine the appropriate
nature of that disclosure."*
Before amending existing laws relating to municipal
securities,
the Commission recommends that the recent
disclosure initiatives be given a chance to take hold.' If
the recent reforms do not achieve the intended improvements in
disclosure practices, then consideration of more extensive
measures could be considered.
2.
How can we call disclosure adequate when Orange County sells a
bond issue in June of 1995 with many pages of unaudited financials
from June 30, 1994? Given Orange County's problems, why did the
market accept outdated financial information?

The Commission currently is conducting an investigation
into a number of aspects of events preceding the bankruptcy
It is not appropriate
filings by Orange County, California.
to discuss non-public matters that may relate to the
investigation or that may become the subject of actions by the
Therefore, the staff can
Commission or by other authorities.
comment only generally on the guidance that the Commission's
recent initiatives provide for local government units
regarding their disclosure obligations.
The Interpretive Release discusses the
obligations of participants in the municipal

disclosure
securities

Authorities; Government Finance Officers Association;
National Association of Counties; National Association of
State Auditors, Comptrollers and Treasurers; National
Council of State Housing Agencies; National Federation of
Municipal Analysts; and Public Securities Association,
August 11, 1994, p. 5. "It is virtually impossible to
define uniform national rules with any specificity given
the different types of issuers and obligations issued by
separate borrowing entities." Id.

Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 34961 (Nov. 10, 1994) 59
FR 59590.

Testimony of Arthur Levitt, Chairman, United States
Securities and Exchange Commission,
Concerning the
Municipal Securities Market, Before the Committee on
Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives (Jan. 12, 1995)
at 30.
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markets under the antifraud provisions of the federal
the Commission
Among other things,
securities laws.
emphasized the need for a municipal securities issuer to
provide ongoing and timely disclosure of its financial
condition.
The Commission also stated in the Interpretive Release
that after extensive discussion with market participants, it
appeared that, for the most part, audited financial statements
of municipal issuers for the most recently completed fiscal
year are available within six months after fiscal year end.
The Commission also endorsed the use of unaudited and interim
financial information in the absence of current audited annual
statements. Nevertheless, the market routinely will accept an
offering without audited or interim financial information.
Indeed, when the Commission proposed that municipal issuers
provide audited financial statements on an annual basis, many
commenters stated a strong objection that such a requirement
could not be applied to all issuers. In many cases, municipal
issuers are only audited by the state auditor every two or
Thus, any requirement for audited financial
three years.
statements could have an adverse impact on an issuer's ability
to gain access to the public markets.
3.
The SEC has seemed reluctant in the past to bring anti-fraud
actions against municipal issuers based on misleading disclosures.
Is there a role for more aggressive enforcement in this area?

Where the Commission finds that investors have been
defrauded, it will not hesitate to take enforcement action.
The Commission believes that its enforcement program is an
indispensable part of its efforts to improve disclosure in
In one of his earliest public pronouncements.
this area.
Chairman Levitt identified the municipal securities market as
Commission.*
interest
for
the
of
heightened
an
area
Reflecting this emphasis, the Director of the Commission's

Testimony of Arthur Levitt, Chairman, United States
Securities and Exchange Commission, Concerning the
Municipal Securities Market, Before the Subcommittee on
Telecommunications and Finance, Committee on Energy and
Commerce, U. S. House of Representatives (Sept. 8, 1993).
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Division of Enforcement, William R. McLucas, stated earlier
this year that the municipal securities area was a top
priority for the Division.'
Since June 1994, the Commission has instituted six
enforcement actions that involved participants in either the
Four
primary or secondary municipal securities market.
actions were brought in federal court, and two were filed as
Each of
administrative proceedings before the Commission.
charged
the
defendants
actions
or
enforcement
those
respondents with one or more violations of various antifraud
securities
laws
or
violations
of
the
federal
provisions of
certain rules of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board
(the "MSRB") that the Commission enforces. All but one of the
in part,
enforcement actions discussed above involved,
material misstatements or failure to disclose some material
of
municipal
securities."
investors
in
an
offering
fact to
The individuals and firms charged represent a broad crossSee SEC Official Says Bond Enforcement Major Priority,
The Bond Buyer (Jan. 26, 1995).

Securities and Exchange Commission v. Stifel. Nicolaus
(W.D. Okla.), Lit. Rel. No. 14587
and Company. Inc.
(Aug. 3, 1995); Securities and Exchange Commission v.
Harold
Tzinberg (E.D. Minn.), Lit.
Michael Goodman and
Rel. No. 14471 (April 19, 1995); In the Matter of Joseph
LeGrotte
Securities Act Rel. No. 7200, Securities
Exchange Act Rel. No. 36036, Administrative Proceeding
File No. 3-8763 (July 31, 1995); In the Matter of Sidney
Gould, Securities Act Rel. No. 7201, Securities Exchange
Act Rel. No. 36037, Administrative Proceeding File No. 38764 (July 31, 1995) ; Securities and Exchange Commission
v. Nicholas A. Rudi. Joseph C. Salema. Public Capital
Advisors. Inc.. George A. Tuttle Jr. and Alexander S.
Williams
(S.D.N.V.), Lit. Rel. No. 14421 (Feb. 23,
1995) ; Securities and Exchange Commission v. Terry D.
Busbee and Preston Bvnum
(N.D. Fla.), Lit. Rel. No.
14387 (Jan. 23, 1995) and Lit. Rel. No. 14508 (May 24,
John
1995) ; In the Matter of Thorn. Alvis. Welch. Inc.
E. Thorn. Jr.
and Perry 1 W. Peden Securities Act Rel.
No.
Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 34248,
7069,
Administrative Proceeding File No. 3-8400 (June 23,
Securities
1994) ; and In the Matter of Perry 1 W. Peden
Act Rel. No. 7069, Securities Exchange Act Rel. No.
35045, Administrative Proceeding File No. 3-8400 (Dec. 2,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1994)

.
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section of market participants and include underwriters of
a
municipal
municipal securities and their employees,
securities broker, financial advisors, underwriters' counsel
and bond counsel. At the same time, the Division has provided
substantial assistance in two criminal actions where a total
of four individuals were charged, three of whom have pled
guilty.
In addition, without commenting about any particular
matter, the Division of Enforcement has more than twenty
investigations underway that involve different aspects of the
While it is not possible at
municipal securities markets.
this time to say how many of those investigations will result
in enforcement actions, the matters under investigation
include possible false and misleading disclosure by municipal
securities issuers.
4.
The SEC's emerging municipal securities regulatory framework
seems to put a substantial amount of the responsibility for
mistaken or misleading disclosures by municipalities on the
shoulders of market participants like underwriter [s] and dealers.
Is this a deliberate policy decision or is it merely because the
securities laws are drafted to give you so little jurisdiction over
municipal issuers relative to market professionals? Would you like
more authority to directly regulate municipal disclosure?

The regulatory scheme applicable to municipal securities
represents a deliberate policy, undertaken pursuant to the
Commission's antifraud and municipal
securities dealer
authority, to prevent abuses in connection with the purchase
and sale of municipal securities.
Brokers, dealers, and
municipal securities dealers serve as the link between the
issuers whose securities they sell and the investors to whom
they recommend securities.
Investors, especially individual
investors,
place
their
reliance
on
these
securities
recommendations
regarding
municipal
professionals
for
securities.
Brokers, dealers, and municipal securities
dealers, in recommending the purchase or sale of securities,
are subject to both sales practice standards arising from the
antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws," and the
The courts and the Commission have long emphasized that,
under the general antifraud provisions of the federal
securities laws. Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of
1933 ("Securities Act") and Sections 10(b) and 15(c)(1)
and (2) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange
broker-dealer recommending securities to
Act")
a
,
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suitability and other fair dealing rules of the MSRB.'^
Issuers of municipal securities also are subject to the
antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws."
The
focus of the municipal securities regulatory scheme on
deterring fraudulent practices associated with the purchase
and sale of these securities represents a careful balancing of
the relative burdens associated with such deterrence on
issuers, brokers, dealers, and municipal securities dealers in
light of the Commission's authority.
investors implies by its recommendation that it has an
adequate basis for the recommendation. Consistent with
this
in
the
Commission
view,
1988,
issued
an
interpretation regarding underwriters' obligations to
have a reasonable basis for recommendations, and their
responsibility, in fulfilling that obligation, to review
in a professional manner the accuracy of the offering
statements with which they are associated.
See
Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 26100 (Sept. 22, 1988)
53 FR 37778.

NSRB rule G-19 requires brokers, dealers, and municipal
securities
dealers
that
recommend
any
municipal
securities transactions to have reasonable grounds, based
information
upon
available from the issuer and facts
disclosed by the customer or otherwise known about the
customer, for believing the recommendation is suitable.
See MSRB Manual (CCH) H 3591.
MSRB rule G-19 also
requires such brokers and dealers to make reasonable
efforts to obtain information from non-institutional
customers concerning the customer's financial status, tax
status,
investment
objectives,
and
other
similar
information. Id.
Rule G-17 requires brokers, dealers,
and municipal securities dealers to deal fairly with all
persons.
See MSRB Manual (CCH) ^ 3581.
The MSRB has
interpreted rule G-17 to require that a dealer disclose
all material facts concerning the transaction which could
affect the customer's investment decision and not omit
any material facts which would render other statements
misleading. See MSRB Manual (CCH) 5 3581.30. MSRB rule
G-30 requires brokers, dealers, and municipal securities
dealers to ensure that the prices set for customer
See MSRB Manual
transactions are fair and reasonable.
(CCH)

5 3646.

Section 17(a) of the Securities Act and Section 10(b)
Exchange Act apply to issuers of municipal securities.

The Honorable Richard H. Baker
August 25, 1995
Page 8

As Chairman Levitt has stated in testimony before
Congress,'^ the Commission's municipal disclosure initiatives
provide a foundation for substantial enhancement of disclosure
and offering practices in the municipal securities market.
The amendments to Rule 15c2-12 are consistent with the
Commission's authority to promulgate rules and regulations to
define, and prescribe means reasonably designed to prevent
fraudulent, deceptive, or manipulative acts or practices.
Legislative action to change the largely exempt status of

municipal securities issuers under the federal securities
disclosure laws would have profound effects on the municipal
market, and, given the 52,000 issuers of municipal securities,
could require significant resources to administer.
As indicated in the Interpretive Release, the Commission
supports legislation addressing the exempt status of conduit
securities under the federal securities laws.
Bonds used to
finance a project which is to be used in the trade or business
of a private entity are, from an investment standpoint,
equivalent to corporate debt securities issued by the
underlying obligor, in which the investor looks, and can only
Investors need the
look, to a private entity for repayment.
same disclosure regarding the underlying municipal corporate
obligor under the same regulatory and liability scheme.
5.
Merrill Lynch appears to have played different, and potentially
conflicting, roles in its relationship with Orange County.
What
concerns exist when the same firm plays potentially conflicting
combinations
of
roles
including
certain
the
following:
underwriting offerings made for investment purposes, lending the
issuer money to purchase investments, acting as financial advisor,
and selling the issuer investment products?

Brokers,
dealers,
and municipal securities dealers
participate in a broad range of financial and business
relationships, arrangements, and practices in the course of
their dealings with issuers. Many of these arrangements are
customary and appropriate.
For example, it is common for
dealers to arrange repurchase agreements that effectively
finance government securities purchased from such dealers.

Testimony of Arthur Levitt, Chairman, United States
Securities and Exchange Commission, Concerning the
Municipal Securities Market, Before the Committee on
Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives (Jan. 12, 1995)
at 30.

.

.

.
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Nevertheless, the combination of some functions, particularly
dealer activities and financial advisory functions may,
without careful consideration,
result in conflicts of
interest, breaches of duty, or less than arm's length
transactions.''
Because of the infinite variation in
relationships with issuers, brokers, dealers, and municipal
securities dealers must be aware of duties that arise in the
course of their dealings with issuers, and must prudently
manage their activities to avoid these problems. Similarly,
issuers must develop appropriate internal controls and
guidelines to assure themselves that they are obtaining the
best possible services at appropriate prices and without undue
risks, including risks created by conflicts of interest.'*

Existing rules call for certain disclosure by offering
participants. MSRB rule G-23'^ establishes ethical standards
and disclosure rec[uirements for brokers,
dealers,
and
municipal secvirities dealers who act as financial advisors to
issuers of municipal securities.
Specifically, rule G-23
requires that financial advisory relationships, including the
basis for compensation, be set forth in writing; sets forth
the conditions vuider which a broker, dealer, or municipal
seciirities dealer may act as an underwriter for an issuer with
which it has a financial advisory relationship; and requires
disclosure to customers of the existence of dual financial
advisory and underwriting relationships.

Securities and Exchange Commission v. Stifel.
Nicolaus and Company Inc
(W.D. Okla.), Lit. Rel. No.
14587 (Aug. 3, 1995)
(acceptance by underwriter of
undisclosed payments from third parties that sold
investments to municipal bond issuers)

SSS.

.

.

See HSRB Reports, Vol. 11, No. 3 (Sept. 1991) at 11 (MSRB
statement encouraging underwriters and state and local
governments to maintain the integrity of the process of
selecting parties Involved in the underwriting of
municipal seciirities) ; MSRB Reports, Vol. 13, No. 3 (June
1993) at 15 (MSRB determination to meet with issuer
groups to discuss whether measures could be adopted by
issuers or state legislatures to ensure that political
contributions do not influence the underwriter selection
process)
See MSRB Manual (CCH) f 3611.
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In addition, the Interpretive Release addressed questions
of conflict of interest, and noted that information about
financial and business relationships and arrangements among
the parties involved in the issuance of municipal securities
may be critical to an evaluation of the offering. Failure to
disclose material information concerning such relationships,
arrangements, or practices may render misleading statements
made in connection with the offering process, including
statements in the official statement about use of proceeds,
compensation,
and other expenses of the
underwriters'
offering.

Please
I hope these answers are responsive to your questions.
do not hesitate to contact me if we can provide you and the
Subcommittee with further information.
Sincerely,

''

..'

/

.'

•

Paul S. Maco
Director
Office of Municipal Securities
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MUNICIPAL SECURITIES RULEMAKING BOARD

September

19,

1995

The Honorable Richard H. Baker
Chairman, Subcommittee on Capital
Markets, Securities, and Government
Sponsored Enterprises
United States House of Representatives

2129 Raybum House Office Building
DC. 20515

Washington,

Dear Chairman Baker:

Thank you

for allowing

me the opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee on Capital

Markets, Securities, and Government Sponsored Enterprises during the hearing on July 26, 1995.
I

am glad to

respond to the additional questions

in

your

letter

of August

4, 1995.

Question: What would be the benefits of standardized reporting requirements across the
country?

What would be

the drawbacks?

Response: The SEC has begun to standardize issuer disclosure requirements. Under
amendments to Securities and Exchange Commission Rule 15c2-12, issuers must provide
notice of 1 1 specified material events to the Board and to national information repositories. The
specification of 1 1 material events will provide for some uniformity in the type of information to
be disclosed to the market, although the format is left to the discretion of the issuer. The
amendments also provide for annual financial information to be disclosed by issuers. The
Commission defined aimual financial information to be financial information or operating data,
recent

at least aimually, of the type included in the final official statement with respect to a
person obligated to repay the bonds. This definition gives issuers flexibility to determine the
format and content of the financial information to be provided. Hopefiilly, these requirements

provided

will give issuers sufficient

guidance regarding the type and amount of information to disclose to

the market while allowing

them to adapt these requirements to their specific situation. While
must receive usefiil, timely information. The

this flexibility is a benefit to issuers, investors

Board believes that, prior to additional effiarts to standardize requirements, it is preferable to see
if the SEC's flexible approach results in needed information reaching the investor community.

I

1

50

8TH STREET. N W SUITE 400
WASHINGTON. DC 20036
1

.

TELEPHONE 202-223.9347
FAX 202-872-0347
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entities

Question: At present, the Bankruptcy Code leaves to the States whether its inunicipal
can avail themselves of the Federal Bankruptcy process Should the law require a

municipality to confer with the State government before

commencing bankruptcy''

Question: What do you think of Mr. Spiotto's suggestion that a uniform statute be
all states which governs municipal financial distress?

adopted by

Question: Should the law require the
bankruptcy

is

a last resort after

all

rational

State, not the municipality, to assert that

and feasible alternatives have been

fully explored''

Response: This response addresses these three questions which are joined by the
subject matter of municipal bankruptcy The Board's rulemaking authority extends
only to securities dealers and only to their municipal securities activities The main focus of the

common

Board and

its

rules

is

role,

The Board does not have

the protection of municipal securities investors

authority to write rules governing the activities of municipalities

Similarly, the

Board has no

or expertise that would be helpful to the Subcommittee, in municipal bankruptcies.

However, the Board
toward

is

concerned that uncertainty regarding the intentions of municipal issuers

their general obligation debt has

had a negative effect on the market, and would be

in

favor of any procedure that would provide for greater stability and confidence in this large and

important market.

Question:
in

How can we

call

disclosure adequate

when Orange County

sells a

bond

issue

June of 1995 with many pages of unaudited financials from June 30, 1994? Given Orange

County's problems,

why

did the market accept outdated financial information?

Response: Until recent Commission approval of amendments

its

Rule 15c2-12 dealing

with secondary market disclosure, the municipal securities market cculd review only the

information voluntarily provided by issuers in order to determine whether to purchase the
securities

Rule 15c2-12

now

requires issuers to provide annual financial information, which

may be unaudited However, if audited financial statements are prepared, they must be made
available to the market The financial information must be made available once a year, but the
timing of release during the year

is left

to the

judgment of the

issuer.

When

the issuer

commits

must specify the type of financial information and operating
data to be provided, specify the accounting principles under which the financial information will
be prepared, state whether the annual financial information will be audited, and specify the date
to provide financial information,

it

on which the annual financial information will be provided Hopefully, the new requirements
improve issuer disclosure of financial information to the market

will
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I

am pleased to have been able to

securities market. Please feel free to call

respond to further questions regarding the municipal

upon me again

if I

may be of any further

assistance.

Sincerely,

Christopher A. Taylor

Executive Director

.
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QUESTIONS FOR MR. HEIMOWITZ
CAPITAL MARKETS SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING ON MUNICIPALITIES

A

of the Orange County Investment Pool was invested in Government
Such notes carry low credit risk but high market risk.
Such notes, therefore, carry a triple-A rating, which can be misleading to investors. Could
you please comment? Should such notes also carry some sort of market-risk rating?
1

significant portion

Sponsored Enterprise structured notes.

2.

How

problems,

3.

we call disclosure adequate when Orange County sells a bond issue in June of
many pages of unaudited flnancials from June 30, 1994? Given Orange County's
why did the market accept outdated financial information?

can

1995 with

What percentage of Orange County's revenues came from investment

returns?

How

did

the rating agencies take the magnitude of that percentage into account?

4.

Do

the rating agencies look into whether municipalities have a game-plan for financial

emergencies

—

for

privatization, sale

example, refinancing, special taxes

of

assets, differentiation in levels

of

like sales

and

airline ticket taxes,

staffing, etc.?

At the time of Orange County's bankruptcy, its securities were rated by the agencies in
and were eligible for investment by money market funds. It was
well-known before the bankruptcy that the Orange County Investment Pool was highly
5.

their highest rating category

leveraged and invested in derivatives.

This included information in annual reports and

information regarding the riskiness of funds during Citron's reelection campaign in 1994.

Why

didn't the other public information regarding the riskiness of the Pool have an impact

your ratings?

on
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The Honorable Richard H Baker
Chairman, Subcommittee on Capital
Markets, Securities

&

GSEs

House of Representatives
2129 Raybum House Office Building
Washington,
20515
U.S.

DC

Dear Chairman Baker:

Thank you for your letter of August 4 and the opportunity to
provide the
Subcommittee with additional information Set forth below are
Moody's responses to
the additional questions posed by the Subcommittee
The enclosed materials are
referenced in our responses to those questions
I

With regard to the market risks of GSE structured notes, we
assume that
your question relates to the market generally and not
Orange County
(where we are not aware of any facts which would indicate
that County
were confused as to the characteristics and risks of these
Moody's has commented on this aspect of GSE structured
and we have enclosed some of our more recent statements
on the

officials

instruments)
notes,

subject.

2

With

specific regard to the

Refunding Recovery Bonds and Teeter Plan
sold by the County this summer, Moody's

Revenue Bonds offered and

rating did not reflect security provided

by Orange County. Rather, as
our rating opinions (copies of which are enclosed), security
for the Recovery Bonds was provided by MBIA
insurance while
discussed

in

the

Teeter Bonds were secured by a

Bank of Japan.

letter

of credit provided by the

Industrial
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Congressman Richard H. Baker
Page 2

With regard to the June 1995 Refunding Recovery Bonds, based on
information received from the County and its representatives, it was
Moody's understanding that the bankruptcy filing delayed the completion
of the County's audit. Generally, in the absence of audited figures, it is
accepted practice

in the market to review the most recently available
and to then review such figures in light of prior audited

financial results
financial results.

3-4

The

financial data presented by Orange County and its representatives
included figures for interest on the County's investments, including those
in the Pool
The County's Official Statements, Including, for example, the

TRANs Official Statement, generally summarized sources of
the County's revenues, as did the County's audited financials, which were
generally attached as exhibits to the Official Statements.
July 1994

A municipality's ability to
expenditures

is

raise revenues and/or reduce or control
always part of our evaluation of creditworthiness As

we rate, Moody's discussed with Orange County
what contingency plans existed for dealing with shortfalls in
or other budgeted revenues or increases in expenditures. As

with most municipalities
officials

interest

noted

in

our rating opinions on Orange County, the County had a good

track record of meeting budget targets,

when needed, and

making timely budget adjustments

generating surpluses and maintaining or building

operating reserves even during times

when

the State of California

was

increasingly diverting property tax revenues

S.

The

basis for

Moody's

generally in the

ratings

of Orange County's

A to Aa range) is set forth

(which were exhibits to

my

in

securities

Moody's

(which was

rating opinions

written testimony to the Subcommittee) and

was summarized at pages 3-4 of my written submission to the
Subcommittee As we have said, Moody's relies on the information that
is disclosed to us by the issuer, its underwriter, bond counsel
and other
professionals Moody's did not rate the Pool In rating the County's
obligations, Moody's took into account many factors affecting the
also

County's general creditworthiness, including the County's historical
financial performance, its strong and diverse economic base, its moderate
levels

of debt, and a history of sound fiscal management
and growing reserves

reflected in stable

that

was

m
Congressman Richard
Page 3

H

Baker

Once again, thank you for giving Moody's the opportunity to provide information
Subcommittee on the important issues raised by the events in Orange County.
Also enclosed is a corrected copy of the transcript of my testimony.

to the

'

truly yours.

i.-'//^-^-^
Daniel Heimowitz

Enclosures
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The Credit Risk

Exchange Forward Transaction

of a Foreign

& Motivation

•

Introduction

•

Background: The FX Forward and Credit Risk

• Analysis of the
• Credit
•

FX Forward Contract

Exposure

at Arbitrary

Confindence Levels

Summary

Introduction & Motivation
The purchaser

of a conventional

note or bond bears the

risk that

the issuer

will fail

to

coupons and principal. This "credit risk" has two
components: the probability of issuer default and the severity of loss upon default. The
second component is relatively straightforward. The investor stands to lose the entire
market value of the debt security which we shall take to be par. Though the creditors in
honor

its

contractual obligation to pay

bankruptcy proceedings often receive a non-zero recovery, debtholders should consider
the entire par value to be "at

risk."

Let us define the "credit exposure" as the potential loss to the investor

in

the event of

Then the purchaser of a $ 1000, twenty-year, non-amortizing bond has
credit exposure of $ 1 000 for the next twenty years to the issuer. The issuer, of course,
has no credit exposure to the investor since the investor has no future obligation (i.e., required payment) on which to default.
issuer default.

Consider as well that an equity investor has no credit exposure to the equity issuer
since the issuer has no schedule of
tainly fare poorly, but

See L

Carty,

D

the risk

is

mandated payments. Such an investment can

not credit

cer-

risk.

Lieberman, and J.S Pons. 'Corporaie Bond Delsults and Default Rates 19780-1994," Moody's Special Report,

January 1995

continued on page 3
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Typical financial contracts (otherwise

known as

"derivative transactions") include option pur-

chases and forwards and swaps on interest rates, commodity prices, foreign exchange rates, and
equities. Most financial contracts specify scheduled payments to and from each party to the contract. Thus, unlike debt securities, financial contracts generally expose both parties to the credit
risk of

the other.

Though one may reasonably

the probability of counterparty default from a Moody's counupon default can vary widely. For example, two
parties may enter an at-market interest rate swap "today". If one of the parties defaults tomorrow,
there will be no credit loss since the swap value is zero (neglecting the single-day movement). But
The answer, of
if one party defaults in six months, what will the loss to the remaining party be?
course, is we don't know. The loss will be zero if the swap is in-the-money to the defaulting party
and it will be the swap value, if otherwise. Since we have no certain knowledge of market variables
at future times, the extent of potential loss is uncertain. Hence, estimation of the loss upon counterparty default is not nearly as straightforward for financial contracts as it is for the loss to the investor in a conventional bond default.
infer

terparty (or senior debt) rating, the severity of loss

To assess the severity of loss in derivative transactions, then, financial practitioners must develop models for the evolution of the market value of these contracts over time. The calculation of the
expected loss severity with these models is quite complex, varies considerably with the nature of
the contract and the specific terms thereof, and requires significant expertise and sophistication regarding the stochastic evolution of correlated market variables. Monte Carlo simulation provides
the best framework for such calculations since it readily permits the incorporation of intricate and
detailed models for yield curve fluctuations, exchange rate movements, ef cetera. Investment bank
risk analysts routinely employ Monte Cario simulation in their assessments of credit risk exposure
as well as in their approximations of market risk and exotic instrument pricing.
The Monte Carlo simulation itself, unfortunately, is an operational risk. The algorithm merely reports a numerical answer and thus imparts very little "intuitive feel" to the analyst. The computer
programs, usually

C

or

FORTRAN,

that perform the

Monte

Carlo simulations often contain errors

and the analyst must be ever vigilant in his/her assessment and reporting of simulation results.
One tool in the "debugging" of any computer program is the definition of a simple problem that
one may solve analytically (i.e., in terms of closed-form equations). One simply runs the program to
determine if it gives the correct answer as given by the analytical solution. This Special Comment
poses a simple problem, the foreign exchange (FX) forward transaction, and provides the analytical
solution for the credit risk exposure. The FX forward provides a good case study since such transactions generate high credit risk levels and since a common contract, the cross-currency swap, is
a netted pool of FX forwards and interest rate swaps.

tecfcggotimliiT1l#F3tFbri^^ ami Credit Risk
we enter a forward contract to buy F units of a foreign currency for one US
T in the future. Clearly, if we enter this contract "today", then the parameter F (the
"forward exchange rate") is set to the value that gives the forward contract zero value. But we shall
allow F to be arbitrary in order to compute the credit exposure of an existing contract that is potenLet us imagine that

dollar at a time

in-the-money or out-of-the-money.
credit risk "thought process" is to worry about the prospect that the contract will move in
our favor. If, say, six months down the road the forward has positive value to us and the counterparty defaults, then we suffer the loss of this contract (minus any recovery). If, on the other hand,
the forward has negative value when the counterparty defaults, we suffer no explicit loss (though a
bankruptcy court may compel us to settle the contract prematurely with a cash payment).
There are three market variables that impact the value of the FX forward contract: the yield
curves of the two currencies and the spot exchange rate. In practice, fluctuations in the spot exchange rate dominate those of the yield curves. Hence, we shall take the yield curves to be constant. (One should exercise caution with this simplification with highly correlated currencies - such
tially

The

as the

US and Canadian

dollars.)

}

recoveiy for the nofMjefaulting party
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Analysis of the

FX Forward Contract

With no further ado, let us write the equations that relate the FX forward value to the market
variables. With r and q the constant, continuously compounded risk-free Interest rates for US dol-

and the foreign currency, respectively, and ''• the current spot exchange rate
eign currency per dollar, the current forward value per (US) dollar of notional is
leirs

V

in units

of for-

Fe

«

(1)

where, again, F is the forward exchange rate (in units of foreign cunrency per dollar).
To analyse credit exposure, we must contemplate what the value of this contract may be
future. Thus, we write the value of the forward at time t from the present as

Fe

V(r)

In

the

(2)

/^o
The forward exchange

rate remains fixed by nature of the contract while we've merely

assumed

for

convenience that the interest rates r and q are constant. Obviously, we do not know what H') will
be. But we do know the probability density function (pdf) for this market variable and thus we
know the pdf for the forward contract value V(t).
As a first step in writing this pdf for the contract value at future points in time, it is helpful to
make a "change of variables". Let us define a new varizible y in terms of existing varieibles and parameters by
y<P.e-

we may

Altematively,

refer to equation (1)

and

(3)

write this as
(4)

This new variable y is dimensionless and has a convenient interpretation in terms of the value of the
forward contract. If y is equal to one, the contract has zero value. Altematively, when y is greater
or less than one the contract is in-the-money and out-of-the-money, respectively.
Substituting the variable y for F in this manner changes the forward value equation to

v(0

The

intrepid reader will

reply

is

that efficient

^m

wonder why we bothered

(5)

to complicate the issue in replacing

F by

y.

Our

market theory dictates that the quantity
log

4(0
has a normal density function with mean value
volatility of

-a'tll

the exchange rate (typically at or above

1

and variance o^f where o is the annualised
for the most important currency pairs).

0%

Credit Exposure at Arbitrary Confidence Lcnrels
We can define the quantity
is

a standard

'^'

is

the forward contract value at time

sen value

4

^'' as the value of the forward FX contract at a time f in the future that
deviations (of the logarithm of the exchange rate) above the median. More precisely,

of

Special

a prescribes the confidence

Comment

t in

the future at a particuleir confidence level. The cho-

level.

For example, an a of

1

.65 implies

95%

confidence

607

level.

levels.

Further,

a values

of 2.0

and 3.0 corresDond,

The mathematical expression

for

•'''

respectively, to

97.73% and 99.87%

-a'r

vA')

confidencs

is

1

+

y

exp

(6)

7^^
2

With a foreign exchange forward, of course, the peal< exposure will occur at contract termina= T. The depiction at arbitrary t is helpful if one wishes to integrate (/.e., average) the time dependence. For typical values of volatility and maturity, it is not advisable to approximate the credit
exposure by the square root of time.
Though the technique is approximate, it is remarkably useful. First, we incorporate effortlessly
the possibility that the contract has non-zero initial value. Most credit risk computation methods
consist of two pieces: initial value and potential change in value. Such a decomposition is often
misleading since the pieces are not independent of one another. Second, one may quickly ascertain the credit risk for the reverse transaction in which we would sell foreign currency forward (instead of buying forward). The risks can be quite asymmetrical. (There is more credit risk, expressed in USD, in buying foreign currency forward than in selling forward.) The "sell forward" vertion: t

sion of

'^''

is

simply the negative of the "buy forward" version of equation

(6)

with "a" replaced by

^imniary
Accurate determination of the credit exposure of typical financial contracts represents one of the
greatest challenges of quantitative finance. Monte Cario simulation represents the state-of-the-art
for this credit assessment due to its inherent ability to incorporate sophisticated stochastic models.
Yet the potential for operational risk in the form of computer program errors Is large.
We provide an analytical solution for the credit exposure of a simple and typical derivative contract: the foreign exchange forward. To serve our purpose of an analytical treatment, we specified
flat and constant yield cup./es in the two currencies. Equation (6) embodies the final result and permits all risk analysts to compare their Monte Carlo simulations with the "correct answer."
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Structured Notes and the Investor's Risk

'''

• Introduction
• Definition of

Structured Notes

•

Examples

•

Risks of Structured Notes

•

Summary

of Structured

Notes

Introduction
Structured notes are receiving intense scrutiny. They bnng the risks and the rewards
of denvatlve instruments to

a broad range of investors: large and small: sophisticated

and unsophisticated. Their

utility for

ety

increasing risks

well publicized financial events.

in

has stated publicly that

it

will

The

in

Securities

investment portfolios gains notori-

and Exchange Commission (SEC)

soon propose appropriate

risk

measures

for structured

notes.

response to numerous requests

In

for basic information, this

Special

Comment

defines

structured notes, details a variety of examples, and discusses the risks of these instru-

ments.
quite

Many

structured notes

common and
may

tured notes

(e.g., floating-rate

notes and callable notes) are actually

are well accepted by investors at

the other hand, structured notes are newsworthy for
virtually

that

any

some

'This Special

all

levels.

Furthermore,

some

struc-

actually exhibit less market nsk than their conventional counterparts.

risk position or

market view that an investor may wish to take with the

structured notes are far

Comment

more

volatile

than their maturities

may

Future Moody's publications

will

address

result

suggest.

derives from a presentation entitled "Structured Notes!" delivered at the

Moody's Investors Service "Speakers' Corner
tative and historical detail.

On

good reason. They accommodate

November 1994
more quanti-

this subject in

cor\tmued

or\

page 3
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Definition of Structured Notes
A

conventional note (or bond) is a debt instalment in which the investor expects to receive a
payment (par) at maturity as well as periodic, fixed-rate interest (coupon) payments. A
is simply a derivative instrument of some sort added to (or embedded in) a conventional note. As a result, the final principal payment, the coupons, the note maturity or all three are
no longer predetermined quantities; rather they depend on a market vanable.'^
The definition of the preceding paragraph focuses, as does the remainder of this exposition, on
the class of structured notes arising from conventional notes. There also exist structured notes
specific

structured note

based on "mortgage notes" or "mortgage bonds" "' A conventional mortgage bond passes
through both principal and interest payments from an underlying pool of mortgages. Derivative
(i.e., embedding derivatives to modify the coupons, selectively passing
some claims on principal and interest to other claims,
produce structured notes.
Since a (nonmortgage) structured note is a conventional note with one or several embedded derivatives, there is literally no limit to the types of structured notes one may design. The following
enumeration offers three broad properties of structured notes:

variants of this prescription

only principal or only interest, subordinating
et cetera)

•

Coupon-linked structured notes.

• Principal-linked structured notes.
•

A sp«!cific
It

note

Extension-linked structured notes.

may have any combination

of these properties.

soon become clear that our definition is quite expansive in that it pins the "structured note"
mundane, nonthreatening, debt instruments. Some market participants obthis broad brush in that they would add "high risk" and "complex" to the qualifiers for a

will

designation on various
ject to

structured note definition. But this practice

is analogous to defining "snakes" as "only those
snakes that are dangerous to people." The additional qualifiers are imprecise, ad hoc, and detrimental to a deeper understanding of exotic instruments and their risks.

Coupon-Linked Structured Notes
Moody's defines structured notes in which the periodic coupon payment is not a fixed value
8 %) as "coupon-linked." They are equivalent to conventional notes (with fixed coupons)
plus a swap of some kind in which the noteholder effectively pays the fixed coupons and in tum receives another consideration. That other "consideration" is most often a series of payments on the
coupon dates that vary according to one or more market variables.
The single constraint of this new coupon payment is that it must never be negative (which would
imply a-mandatory payment from the noteholder to the issuer). An investor m a coupon-linked
structure desires a debt investment with a more customized risk profile (i.e., more or less risk than
a conventional note). The maturity and par repayment of the note remain unchanged.
(e.g.,

Principal-Linked Structured Notes
and fixed coupon payments are unalrepayment obligation at matunty, however, is no longer the face value of the
note. Rather, this repayment may be a simple or a complex function of prevailing market variables
or of the precise values of market variables dunng the life of the note. Investors generally request
In

purely principal-linked structured notes, the maturity

tered.

The

issuer's

in order to take specific derivative positions for hedging or speculation
purposes. The associated note structure acts as collateral for the derivative position.

principal-linkage features

[2]

Them

exist

whom we've spoken wtw might obiect thai this definition is too broad. As the reader shall find in a sutsaquertt
we include several common and well-understood instruments within the family of structured notes (eg, floating-rate notes and
issuers obiect that only 'nsJty* ano/or 'complex* deot issues should tie considered structured notes

promrnent sTructured nole issuers with

discussion o( specific examples,
callable notes/bonds)

Some
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Extension-Linked Structured Notes
Extension-linked notes contain options or other mechanisms that either reduce or extend the
impose an amortization schedule on the note face value. The principal repayment obligation, as well as the fixed coupon (on remaining face value), remain unchanged.
Most commonly, either the issuer or the investor have the option to terminate the note before mamaturity of the note or

turity.

Examples

of Structured

Notes

Here we present an Illustrative compendium of examples of structured notes, which leads the
reader to observe that many "structured notes" are quite common and inoffensive in the sense that
the risks are less than or comparable to those of conventional notes.

Roating-Rate Note

We shall

begin with the most benign example. Suppose one adds a bid-side (i.e., "pay fixed")
note so that the swap payments match the note coupon payments in
time. In effect, the investor then receives the coupon payment, immediately transfers all or part of
the coupon as a fixed swap payment, and receives LIBOR, (London Inter-Bank Offer Rate), as per
the swap agreement.
As a result, this structured note returns par at maturity and pays a coupon equal to LIBOR plus a
spread (the difference between the underiying note coupon and the fixed swap payment). Hence,
the market variable upon which the coupon payment depends is LIBOR. We call this case "benign" for two reasons.
First, most investors would immediately recognize this "swapped note" to be the familiar floating-rate note (FRN). Second, appending the swap greatly reduces the note price sensitivity to yield
curve fluctuations. This structured note is arguably much safer than the underiying conventional
note (per our later discussion of the risks of structured debt). Figure 1 illustrates the cash flows of

swap

a

to the conventional

typical

FRN.
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Callable Note
Callable notes and bonds are ubiquitous in the marketplace. The call feature is an embedded
option that gives the issuer the right to redeem the note at a fixed pnce (generally par) at one or
several points in time before maturity. Like the FRN, the callable note is less volatile than its conventional counterpart. To establish that point, consider the investor's vantage point. The convenwill rise (fall) in value as interest rates fall (rise). The value of the call option behaves
That is, it rises (falls) when interest rates fall (rise). But the investor is short the call option. Hence, the value of the callable note, which is an extension-linked structured note, is the
value of the corresponding conventional note minus the value of the note call option.

tional

note

similariy.

Step-Up Callable Note
is another extension-linked note that varies slightly from the previous
has a scheduled increase in the coupon that coincides with the first call date.
Therefore, if the issuer elects not to call the note, the investor receives an increased coupon until
maturity or call. Again, one will see that the step-up callable will have a lower sensitivity to interest
rate fluctuations than the comparable conventional note. Yet a further variation on this theme is to

The step-up

callable note.

callable

It

specify multiple step-up dates within the

call period.

Inverse Floater

we now

create a coupon-linked structured note by pairing a conventional note
"pay floating") swap. (Recall that the low volatility FRN consisted of a conventional note plus a bid-side swap.) The investor's coupons now consist of a large fixed rate (the
underlying note coupon plus the swap fixed rate) minus LIBOR. This structured note is an "Inverse floater" because Its coupon decreases as LIBOR Increases. The price sensitivity of this
note will be significantly greater than that of a conventional note because the coupon decreases,
instead of remaining fixed, while interest rates rise. (See Figure 2 for cash flows of a typical inverse
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Corridor Note
The

a coupon-linked structure in which the coupon is initially
at the high value as long as LIBOR remains
within a predesignated "corridor" (or "range" or "band"). For every day that LIBOR is outside this
conridor, the coupon accrues at a value of zero. Hence, the true coupon for any payment period
will lie somewhere between zero and the initial value."^
The investor has essentially sold digital caps and floors on LIBOR. While dependent on the precise corridor, the volatility of the corridor note will always be greater than that of the corresponding
conventional note. (See Figure 3 for typical cash flows of a corridor note.)
corridor note (or "range bond")

set to an above-market value.

is

The coupon remains
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Figure 3
Gold Forward Note
Next consider a one-year, principal-linked structured note in which the investor receives fixed,
of the difference between
semi-annual coupons of, say, 5% and at maturity receives par plus 1
450 and the prevailing gold spot price (quoted in dollars per ounce). If, for example, spot gold is
precisely 450 at maturity, the investor receives par. If gold is 400 or 500, respectively, the investor
recoups 150
of par.
of par or 50
Cleariy, both the investor's receipt of principal at maturity and the structured note value before
maturity are highly volatile and dependent on the gold price. This structured note embeds a gold
forward as the derivative component. Typically one might also give the investor a gold cap
struck at 550 so that the Investor would never owe money at maturity. The investor would likely
pay for the cap in the form of a lower-than-market coupon.
Instead of gold, of course, this example could have emphasized a dependence on oil, the yendollar exchange rate, a general commodity index, or some other variable. An investor might seek
this note for hedging or for speculation purposes. Furthermore, investors are frequently fund managers who may not be permitted to invest directly in commodities but are not yet forbidden to purchase what appear to be debt instruments with the desired commodity exposure. (See Figure 4 for
the potential structure of a gold forward note.)
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"Woif-in-Sheep's-Clothing" Note
Unfortunately, a structured note may seek to obscure the true risk of an investment. Here
find a particularly blatant example. Consider a highly rated issuer who premises to pay a high,
fixed coupon as long as another (lowly rated) corporate issuer is not in default. Furthermore, the
highly rated issuer will pay the face value of the note at maturity only if this other corporate Is undefaulted. Both the coupons and the principal repayment are credit denvatives in that they depend

we

on an external credit quality. Hence, this note is both coupon-linked and principal-linked.
The most sensible manner in which the highly-rated issuer will create this investment is simply to
buy underlying debt of the lowly rated corporate and pass through the coupons minus a spread.
There may be no rational, economic motive for structunng the transaction in t' is manner. Rather,
the issuer, the dealer, and, possibly, the investor may expect that the rating agencies will assign
the (highly rated) issuer's debt rating to the structured note. If so, a fund manager whose guidelines permit the purchase only of investment-grade debt would be able to buy this structured note
and, presumably, earn coupons substantially greater than those of conventional investment-grade
instruments.

"Immature-at-Maturity" Note
Next consider a similar ploy. A dealer buys Aaa five-year notes and places them in a bankruptcy-remote trust. The dealer then offers to investors a one-year structured note that passes through
the coupons of the five-year notes in the trust, minus a spread. Upon maturity of the one-year
note, the investors get the market value of the longer maturity notes. This is a principal-linked
note since the payment at maturity is dictated by a market variable (the value of the longer-

term notes).
The likely investor in this note is the fund manager who is not permitted to purchase fixedcoupon notes with a maturity greater than a specified limit (e.g., one year). This note gives this
vestor the ability to satisfy the maturity limit and gain exposure to a five-year risk.

in-

Index Amortizing Note

A conventional amortizing note has a predetermined schedule of principal payments over the
note maturity. (Market participants refer to conventional notes as "bullets" since they require total
principal repayment at one point in time ... maturity.) With index amortizers, however, the principal
payment schedule is uncertain. The schedule varies with an index such as the LIBOR setting on
specified dates. Thus, neither the issuer nor the investor owns an option. The note is neither

The pnncipal steps down in accordance with a formula based on the index.
The risk of such an extension-linked structure may be greater or less than that of a conventional
note depending on the precise amortization indexation. These notes typically hedge a mortgage

callable nor puttable.
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position in that the investor chooses the schedule relating the index to the amortization to mimic
the expected behavior of mortgage prepayments.

Risks of Structured Notes
A discussion of the risks of structured notes is also well served by a segmentation of product
type into "coupon-linked", "principal-linked", and "extension-linked":
•

Coupon-linked notes have

• Principal-linked

interest rate risk

notes have other derivative risks

• Extension-linked notes generally
• All structured

have

interest rate risk

notes have varying degrees of liquidity risk

Coupon-linked notes have interest rate

risl(

Coupon-linked notes almost invariably specify coupons that are functions of a benchmark interest rate such as six-month LIBOR. That is, the risk of coupon-linked notes, like that of conventional notes, is primarily Interest rate risk. The most prominent exception to coupon dependence on
LIBOR or a similar interest rate variable is that of the "wolf-in-sheep's-clothing" note whereby the
coupon dependence Is a credit issue. Other counterexamples include structures with coupons tied
to specific commodities, a commodity index, or to an equity index.
The nature and extent of the risk of a coupon-linked note vary with the coupon prescription. As
a baseline discussion, consider the risk of a conventional note (i.e., with fixed coupons). The value
of such a note at any time prior to maturity is simply the present value of all future coupons and
principal payments. One computes the "present value" of future cash flows with the issuer's current yield curve which, in turn, constitutes the general level of interest rates and the issuer's credit
quality. The value of a conventional note falls as interest rates rise due to the diminished present
values of all future payments.
Alternatively, one might observe that an Increase In general Interest rate levels Implies that a particular Issuer must increase the coupon of a conventional debt instrument that it wishes to sell
today at par above the coupon of a previous Issue. An investor who purchased this previous Issue
at par in the low interest rate environment must therefore have suffered a market value loss.
Coupon-linked structured notes ordinarily have variable coupons for which this straightforward
thought process Is not applicable. Imagine first a floating-rate note (FRN) with a coupon of LIBOR.
(We take the Issuer credit spread to the LIBOR/swap yield curve to be zero.) As Interest rates rise,
the present value of a fixed future cash flow falls as per our previous discussion. But the Increase
In the investor's coupons acts to increase the value of the FRN. To a large extent the two tendencies cancel each other and the net interest rate risk of a FRN is much less than that of a conventional note of equal maturity.

Another view of this risk reduction emerges from the decomposition of the FRN into a convennote and a bid-side swap. The Investor's note falls in value as rates rise while the bid-side

tional

(pay fixed, receive floating)

swap

increases

in

value.

Having found reduced market risk In the FRN, let us consider the inverse floater. This note
coupon equal to a high fixed rate minus LIBOR (or another Interest rate benchmark). As

specifies a

Interest rates rise, then, the coupon for the inverse floater falls (as LIBOR will generally rise with
other rates). Thus, we see that the Inverse floater will fall In value for two reasons as Interest rates
rise: greater "discounting" in the present value calculation; and the explicit fall In coupon levels.

With no further analysis, we can certainly conclude that the Inverse floater is more risky than the
conventional note (and obviously much more so than the FRN).
"Derivative decomposition" of the Inverse floater Is quite useful. This debt instrument Is a conventional note plus an offer-side (pay floating, receive fixed) swap. Both the conventional note and
offer-side swap fall in value as rates rise. From our eariier analysis of the FRN, we know that the
swap and fixed-coupon note sensitivities are roughly equal. Thus, the Inverse floater has about

8
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twice the market risk of a conventional note.
The conidor note is our last and most sophisticated example in this category. Our corridor note
description of this article, as well as a prior communication,'^ show that the investor is short a series of caps and floors on a benchmark interest rate such as LIBOR. Interest rale movements that
bring either the caps or the floors "into the money" will decrease the value of the corndor note to
the investor. This observation is fascinating since it implies both that the corridor note risk exceeds
that of the conventional note and that the risk profile is asymmetric."' The degree of corridor note
appreciation as rates fall will be much less than the degree of note depreciation as rates rise. The
above-market coupon of the corridor note compensates the investor for this skewed risk exposure.

Principal-linked notes have other derivative risks
payment at maturity that depends on a margenerally the case that the risk of this uncertain maturity payment is comparable

Principal-linked structured notes specify a principal

ket variable.

It

is

and coupon payin a previous example embeds a large degree of interest
this
principal
the
maturity
payment
because
repayment
is
essentially
a forward contract
rate
on the five-year underiying note. The settlement price of the forward contract \'aries with this longterm note value which, in turn, is primarily interest rate nsk and secondarily credit quality transition
to or greater than the (interest rate) risk of a conventional note of equal maturity

ments. The "immature-at-maturity" note
risk in

risk.

Unlike the "immature-at-maturity" note, most principal-linked notes consist of denvatives based
on market variables other than interest rates. An investor seeks a specific mari-et position in gold,
oil, foreign exchange, and other commodities, and simply employs the structured note as the vehicle for this position (thereby avoiding the need for the issuer/dealer to take the investor's credit
risk). The "gold forward" note, discussed eariier, typifies these instruments. Not surpnsingly, the
risks of such notes are similar to those of the risks of the embedded denvative transaction. The interest rate risk of the structured note remains comparable with the (interest rate) risk of a conventional note of the same maturity, but the additional denvative risk is often dominant.

Extension-linked notes generally have interest rate risk
In principle
would be possible to design structured notes which amortize eariy or extend beyond a desired maturity based on the behavior of a noninterest rate, market variable. We have
never seen such an example in practice, though. Extension-linkage generally refers to standard (issuer) call and (investor) put features or to index amortizing provisions in which the "Index" is invariit

ably an interest rate variable.
With regard to call and put features, we've already

commented that issuer-ca'iable (and inand
coupon payments. From the investor's perspective, a callable note is a conventional note and a
short call option. The conventional note will rise (fall) in value as interest rates fall (rise). The value
of the call option also rises (falls) when interest rates fall (rise). Hence, the value of the callable

vestor-puttable) notes have less interest rate risk than conventional notes of equal maturity

is the value of the corresponding conventional note minus the valup of the note call ophas offsetting components. The call option reduces the total market risk.
Index amortizing notes tend to be more difficult to assess in this manner because the amortization schedule is not as clear as that of the callable note. Nevertheless, imagine such a note in
which the principal amortizes in a well-defined manner based on the value of LIBOR at each
coupon payment date. Let's say that the principal falls if LIBOR is less than g tc;get value (which
may differ at each amortization date). If interest rates (e.g., LIBOR as well) nses, the note falls in

note, which

tion,

value due to the ubiquitous "discounting" and falls in value as well due to the effective extension of
the note maturity in a rising rate environment. Thus, the index amortizing note volatility is greater
than that of the conventional note of similar duration.
All

structured notes have varying degrees of liquidity risk

Structured notes of all types are inherently customized securities. Investors and dealers often
collaborate to design the embedded market view and risk profile. It is not at ail unusual for a sin[5]
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gle investor to buy an entire structured note issue.
This tailoring of the debt instrument, which is clearly to the investor's benefit at inception, vastly
limits the secondary market into which the investor may wish to sell the notes prior to maturity.
Very few investors in the market choose to assume the risks of all but the simplest products (e.g.,
LIBOR floating-rate notes and standard callables). Rather, any secondary market depends almost
completely on the willingness of investment banks to purchase the structured notes and swap out
the exotic features. The original dealer often agrees to make such a market. The number of other
market makers, and hence the number of competing bids an investor may receive, vary with the
nature of the risk. A gold forward note, for example, will have a larger secondary market (and, thus,
more efficient pricing) than a note that pays principal based on the Thai baht - US dollar exchange

rate.

Summary
structured notes are state-of-the-art debt instruments that generate considerable controversy
to their novelty, complexity, and, in some cases, heightened risk to the investor. By careful definition of these "new investments, we found that some existing, well understood, low-risk products are, in fact, "structured notes."
Conversely, many structured notes embed much more risk than one finds in comparable conventional notes. Market awareness of these risks is essential. In both the definition of structured
notes and delineation of the risks, it is helpful to distinguish coupon-linked, principal-linked, and
extension-linked variants. By their nature, principal-linked notes tend to have the greatest risk and
the most exotic (i.e., noninterest rate) risk because the note structure exists primarily as a "delivery

due

vehicle" for the
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Market Risk of the Step-Up Callable Structured Note
Introduction

Description
Pricing

Market Risk
Market Risk Implications

Introduction
Structured notes are conventional debt instruments with
tions (generally forwards

and

The

options).'''

derivative

embedded

components

impact significantly the nature and magnitude of the market nsk

denvative transac-

of structured notes

of the security.'^'

Investors should therefore be thoroughly conversant with the derivatives lurking within the

assets ttiey plan to purchase. Failure to acquire this expertise

may

lead investors to pay

excessive prices for structured notes and to expose themselves to unsuitable market
risks.

One

of the

most prevalent structured notes

is

the "multi-step-up callable" for which the

government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) appear to be the primary
describes this "step-up" callable and
puttable debt instruments.

we

issuers. This article

elder cousins: the "plain vanilla" callable

We find that a thorough

requires the ability to price the

imate pricing methodology,

its

and

understanding of these investments

embedded denvative

transactions.

Armed

with an approx-

design and execute a Monte Carlo simulation to assess

the market risk of these structured notes.

We conclude that the volatility of the
is

market value of these callable and puttable notes

actually less than that of the underlying conventional notes. While not surprising

hindsight, a valuable lesson from this exercise

crease, as well as increase,

community. Subsequent

mortgage

(1)
[2]

risk.

Moody's

articles will

is

that

embedded

in

derivatives can de-

offers this analysis as a service to the investor

focus on the risks of other structured notes and

derivatives.
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ana Market Risks
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Description
Conventional callable and puttable debt Instruments have proliferated
note, the issuer has the right to

The

maturity.

issuer

redeem the note

must declare

at

for

decades.

In

a callable

a fixed price during a defined period prior to

this defined period

and the redemption price upon sale

of the

securities.

Though not as common, puttable notes also have a long history. Such securities give the insell the note back to the issuer at a fixed pnce during a defined period. Cleariy,
w/ithout any further thought, one may conclude that a puttable note must be more expensive than a
vestor the right to

similar instrument without the put provision since this latter feature

By the same token, investors pay

due

less for a callable note

must have value to the

ceded

to the call provision

investor.

to the is-

suer.

Let us

now

consider the multi-step-up callable note. The concept

of the conventional callable.

with time.

As

in

most

The underiying note has a

callable notes, the step-up

generally coincides with the

is

is

a straightforward extension

coupon that increases
coupon dates beyond the first
scheduled increase in the coupon. The issuer
variable, not fixed,

callable at

all

call.

This

may

prefer the step-up callable note over the conventional callable note since the

coupon

first call

of the former will

first

be less than that of the

initial

(lowest)

latter.^'

Pricing
The investor who purchases a callable bond risks having the bond called interest rates fall sufby a call date so that the underlying bond (without the call provision) would trade above the
call price. The issuer is long the option and the investor is short. The call price is at par or above
and the issuer may call the bond at any coupon date from the earliest call to maturity.
As
If the call price is at par, say, then the bond call option is equivalent to an option on a swap.
justification, consider that the issuer may buy the bond for par at a call date. Suppose instead that
the issuer had an option to enter a swap to receive a fixed rate equal to the bond coupon and pay
a LIBOR-plus-a-spread floating rate. If the issuer invokes the swap, the issuer will have converted
the spread in the swap is equal to the issuer's
the fixed-coupon bond to a floating-rate bond.
credit spread (measured with respect to the LIBOR/swap curve), this new floating-rate bond will
trade at par. Hence, the option on the swap allows the issuer to convert the bond to a par-value
if

ficiently

If

instrument.

Since both the

call

option of the

bond and

the option on the

swap produce

same result (a
we consider the call

the

par-value investment), the values of the two options must be identical. Hence,
option problem to be a swaption problem.
Unfortunately, we've neglected the issue of the credit spread. That

spread even when the

to call the

bond due

nificantly.

We are not aware of any treatment of the call

We

shall ignore

it

as

to a nan-owing of

well.

its

credit

As we demonstrate

in

the issuer might choose

has not

fallen sig-

option that incorporates the credit spread.

Appendix

significantly less than that of the interest rate option

is,

yield curve

when

I,

the value of the credit spread option

the issuer credit quality

is

high

(eg.,

is

Aa

The credit portion Decomes increasingly relevant as the issuer debt rating declines.
The bond put option is analogous. The investor's long put option is equivalent to a long position

or Aaa).

in

an option to enter a pay

[3]

While possibly valid

tional callable

in

some

misses a key

fixed, receive floating

circumstances, this

Intuitive

swap.

explanation of

for

the debt issue

tors are witling to

-

at

buy

why an

facet of the structured note market. Issuers usually

sues. With the callable or step-up callable notes, then, the issuer would

issuer might prefer the step-up callable note to the conven-

"swap out" the derivatives embedded

likely sell

the

embedded swaption

to

at the

pnce most favorable

structured debt

in their

a counterparty

issuance. Hence, the choice ot whether to issue the callable or step-up (or any other possibility)

-

is*

often the dealer

depends on what

invers-

to the issuer.
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Like the callable note, the step-up callable note

is

simply an underlying note (with variable

The fixed-rate legs of this swap
match the variable note coupons. Hence the requisite analysis for pricing and for market risk assessment Is equivalent to that for the conventional callable and puttable notes.
Appendix describes in detail our analytical approach to the embedded swaptions that comprise
callable, puttable, and step-up callable structured notes. The most prominent conceptual assumpcoupons, though) and a short

(to

the investor) option on a sw/ap.

II

tions are that the party long the option

geous

to

volatility

will

invariably exercise

when

it

economically advanta-

is

do so and that the "Black framework" is valid. The model accepts a term
and appears robust, consistent, and sensible.

structure of

Market Risk
A

simple and useful measure of market (interest

rate) risk is the "effective duration" of a debt
Adding either a call or put provision will generally reduce this duration measure, and
hence the market risk, significantly. While a useful indicator, however, the duration is not a com-

security.

plete risk

assessment

callable,

tool.

measurement, we ask what will be the "likely values" of conventional,
and puttable notes at some point in the future. Cleariy we can compile at best "probabili-

To improve

this risk

ty density functions" for future values of

Monte Carlo simulation

these instruments.

We generate these functions with

a

of the term structure of interest rates. This simulation allows the yield

curve to vary stochastically

(i.e.,

probabilistically) with imperfect correlation

on the curve and with an input term structure

each point

of volatility. At

in

among

different points

time the algonthm re-

and all embedded swaptions. Each Monte Carlo trial generates a different note
By running tens of thousands of such trials one maps out a plot (the probability density

prices the note
price.

function) of the relative frequency of occurrence of

A comparison

of a conventional

and

each particular potential note value.

callable note

appears

below:'*'

Probability Density Functions for Callable

Conventional Notes after

0.9

and

Two Years

1.1

1

Note Value as a Fraction of Par

This figure describes the range of values of the five-year notes three years prior to scheduled

[4]

The

[5]

The conventional note pays a semi-annual coupon

effective duration is ttie negative (calculus) denvative of the security

any coupon data thereafter

two years or

at

suer and the

UBOn/swap yield
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28%

wtiile ttie

pnce
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respect to a parallel

callaUa note coupon

is

shift in tfie yield curve.

8.24%. The issuer may

call

the latter after
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maturity

(i.e.,

two years

consistent with an

initial

after issuance).

value of par.

diately following the first call

implies that the

peak

at

date of the callable note.

bond was indeed

is

set at the value (7.28%)

called at par.

The

In fact,

a value of par

in

time imme-

for this callable

callable note density function

note

has the sharp

par and "zero probability" at note values greater than par while the conventional note has

the gradual density function that

Next

The conventional note coupon

We chose this two-year point as that moment

we

is

consider the puttable

nearly symmetric about par.

note:"*'

Probability Density Functions for Puttable

Conventional Notes

after

Two Years

and
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this

note

will

be above

par.

and puttable note density functions results fronn
our choice of the time (two years) coinciding with the first call/put exercise date. The impact of the
call/put provision on the note price is still significant at times prior to the sequence of exercise
dates as demonstrated by the second of the two preceding graphs.
The callable note probability density function is still narrower and more peaked than that for the
conventional note. Further, though difficult to see in this reproduction, the callable note distribution
remains asymmetric. That is, the likely values are not evenly distributed about par but rather are
skewed to sub-par values. Both tendencies are less pronounced when compared with the eariier
distributions after two years since there is significant "time value" remaining in the swaption at one
year after issuance.
Clearly the abrupt cut-off feature of the callable

The Multi-Step-Up

Callable Note

As a specific example of the step-up callable note, imagine a five-year note with semi-annual
coupons with value near par "today". Consistent with the example in Appendix
the Issuer may
call the note at par in two years or at any coupon date thereafter. Let the scheduled coupon be
8.1 % for the first two years, 8.4 % for the third year, 8.8% for the fourth year, and 9.25% for the
fifth year. Thus, the first call date matches the point at which the coupon steps up from 8.1 % to
8.4%. Again, this particular choice of coupon scheSuIeTmpties^ffHmtial debt instrument value of
par (with the market yield curve of March 1995). The issuer's beginning coupon of 8.1% is less
than the 8.24% fixed coupon of the earlier plain vanilla callable note.
Below we attach plots of the probability density functions for this step-up callable note value after
one and two years:
II,

Probability Density Functions for Step-Up Callable

Conventional Notes after

0.9

1

1.1

Note Value as a Fraction of Par

6
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Probability Density Functions for Step-Up Callable

Conventional Notes after

0.9

0.8

Two

and

Years

1.1

1

Note Value as a Fraction of Par

Our earlier observations regarding the probability density function of tfie "plain vanilla" callable
note apply here as well. The impact of the step-up feature is two-fold. First, the investor's downside is slightly diminished in the step-up callable (which is a reasonable benefit given the investor's
lower coupon of 8.1 %). Second, and quite related, is the observation that the issuer is more likely
to call the step-up note after two years than it is to call the standard callable note. The issuer has

more

incentive to avoid paying the next 8.4

%

coupon than

to avoid the

8.24% coupon

of the

standard structure.

Market Risk Implications
The figures in this memorandum paint a clear picture. The variance in future values of callable
and step-up callable notes is significantly less than that of conresponding conventional notes. (This
statement stems from our association of the width of the security price probability density function
with the vanance of these prices.) By any sensible measure, then, a "volatility rating" or "market
risk rating" on a step-up callable structured note will not indicate that this instrument has enhanced
market

risk.

One may

certainly argue that

sweeping observation. But the

we've considered a very narrow range of examples
result

is

arguable

in

much

for

simpler terms. An investor

such a

who buys

a

fixed-coupon note has interest rate risk. In selling the call provision to the issuer, the investor is
short an instalment (the American put swaption) with the same (direction of) interest rate sensitivity
as the underiying fixed-coupon note. Thus, the presence of the call provision reduces the investor's net long position on the yield curve. The same tautology reveals that puttable notes are
less volatile than conventional, fixed-coupon notes as well.

have "re-investment risk". That is, the issuer
have fallen in order to replace its funding at lower cost.
The issuer thereby compels the investor to accept his/her investment back at a time when interest

As a

will

parting shot,

opt to

call

a note

one often hears

when

rates for re-investment are low.

is true.

A

Though

technically correct, these statements

do not

imply, as

have "more" nsk than conventional notes. Just the opcallable note has smaller day-to-day fluctuations in market value than does its

many people suppose,
posite

callable notes

interest rates

that callable notes

conventional counterpart.
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Appendix

Credit Spread Option Value

I:

We noted

earlier that we have not incorporated in our valuation of the bond call and put provicomponent due to varying credit spread of the issuer. That is, a bond value nnay rise
above a strike level and be called, or fall below a strike level and be put to the issuer, due to fluctu-

sions the
ations

in

the credit spread instead of interest rates. This appendix approximates the credit spread
in omitting this tenm in our eariier analysis.

contribution for the purpose of gauging the inaccuracy

As a crude exercise

for estimating the issuer's credit

spread option value

in its call

provision,

we

take the forward credit spread equal to the initial value (an oversimplification). We then employ
the standard Black put option valuation with an expiration of two years for comparison with the
European swaption example of the memorandum. With a volatility of 40% that loosely reflects our
experience with credit spreads, we find the option value to be 50 bp per 100 bp of original spread.

first

initial spread is 100 bp (typical of a Baa or A issuer), then the option value is 50 bp.
spread is 20 bp (typical of a Aaa issuer), then the option value is 10 bp and so on. In
this simple approach, the credit spread option embedded in the investor's put provision is identical
(since the option is at-the-money with our assumption that the present and forward credit spreads

That
If

is,

the

if

the

initial

are equal).

we find typical European swaption values to be 1 16 bp and 177 bp for the call
In Appendix
bp spread option of a Aaa issuer has only a small,
and put provisions, respectively. Hence, the 1
though not completely negligible, impact on the total swaption value. If the issuer were of speculative grade (spread of 300 bp or more), however, the credit component would equal or exceed that
due to interest rate fluctuations.
The message is cleariy that it appears reasonable to omit the credit spread contribution when
the issuer is of high credit quality (e.g., Aa or Aaa). Such an omission becomes less and less tenable as credit quality declines. We expect that this statement holds when comparing the American
credit spread option with the American interest rate swaption.
II

Appendix

11:

Pricing the

Embedded Swaption

European Swaption valuation is ttie first step
We shall refer to the interest rate swaption in question as "American"

TTie

even though we must qualmight be more precise to use the term "Bermudan" to
denote the feature that the option is exercisable at a fixed set of dates in the future and not at any
arbitrary time. It appears to tie accepted market practice to retain "American".
Second, both "American" and "Bermudan" are somewhat misleading in that the terms fail to
convey the point that the option payout changes at each expiration date when the holder chooses
not to exercise the option. That is, if the option holder exercises the swaption "today", he/she reify

this adjective with

two comments.

First,

ceives the value of the underiying swap.

If

it

the holder declines to exercise, the underiying

swap

of

the swaption changes.

us consider the simpler case of a European swaption. Imagine a
coupons that is callable in two years and at no time thereafter. The
existence of only one call date is unusual. As discussed previously, the issuer is long an option on
a swap to receive fixed and pay floating. With only a single call date, the swaption is European.
We adopt a "Black-type" valuation framework for the European swaption. The underiying swap
extends from year two to year five (with the first payment exchange at two years and six months).

As a "warm-up

exercise",

let

five-year note with semi-annual

Let

F be the forward

year two of

all

ments made
of the

[7]

sum

Observe

value at year two of

floating

is,

the issuer

payments

Special

swap payments. Let X tie the forward value at
is the "zero coupon discount factor" for pay-

fixed

Comment

and

t is

the time

call
put

is

for

to 'sell* the

a Bond

until expiration.

The

volatility

a.

swaption for bond

has the option

Conversely, the equivalent swaption

8

all

Further, z

at the option exercise date (at year two)

of floating

thai Itie equivalent

swaption. That

swap payments.

swap

{i.e..

receive the fixed rate

in

opton

exchange
option

is

a p

for the
is

a

u
ftoabng rate) to the invesior/wnter.
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X—

The option payout is max {0 ,
F}. Given the similarity to equity and foreign exchange opand the plausibility of a log-normal process for the sum of floating payments, we argue that

tions

the option value

is

simply the Black expression:'^

Swaption value
where the "Black put function" Bp

zB^{X,F,o,t^

-

is

with

d = \ log(F/X

)

^{x) =

and

I

For the corresponding investor's
is

max{0 F
,

— X}. Here

bond put option

call

+ ^''y^ "VcrVT

J du

function"

B^

B^

e"'^

one exercise

with only

the bond put option value

Swaption value
where the "Black

(2)

= X<D(-rf+aV?')- F<^(-d)

fi

(1)

is

date, the swaption payout

a similar Black expression:

= zB^{X,F,a,t)

(3)

is

=

F^{d)

-

X^{d-Oy[t)

(4)

is somewhat crude in that the forward value of
payments is not truly a constant value as is the strike of a conventional option. TTiis sum of fixed-rate payments is not constant since the yield curve with which the future
payments are discounted fluctuates. A consolation is that this fixed-rate payment term is significantly more stable than the floating-rate payment counterpart.
Further, the market legitimizes the Black-Scholes view of swaptions by quoting "swaption
volatility" to express the value of a particular swaption. In fact, it would make sense for the swaption volatility o to be less than, but neariy equal to, a typical volatility for a forward six-month LIBOR
rate. The validity of this prediction qualitatively vindicates the Black-Scholes framework.
We shall briefly quote numerical results for the unusual call and put provisions of this section.
Without such provisions, a Aa issuer would set the semi-annual coupon at or near 7,28 % to sell
the five-year notes at par. The issuer's option to call the notes at par after two years (and at no
time thereafter) has a value of 1 16 bp upon evaluating equations (1) and (2). To sell these callable
notes at par, the issuer would raise the coupon to 7.67 %.
If instead the investor has the option to put the note at par after two years (and at no time thereafter), equations (3) and (4) place this option value at 177 bp. The investor should expect a reduced coupon of 6.64 % to compensate the issuer for the put option. The upward slope of the
yield curve renders the put option more valuable than the call option.

The application

the

sum

of

a Black-Scholes framework

of fixed-rate

The next le¥el

is the American swaption

To some extent the previous section was largely irrelevant because all issuer call and investor
we are aware are of the "American" variety as opposed to "European".
Still, the European framework provides an intuitive and analytical foundation upon which we shall
build the valuation scheme for the American swaption.
put provisions of which

[8]

Numerical results o1

this

memorandum employ

the

USD swap

and Treasury

yield

curves of

late

March 1995
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When we

say that the taie call provision Is "American", what we mean is that the issuer has the
call date except the last to call the bond at the pre-designated price or to wait until
date. That is, the issuer's decision is not simply to call now or never call (as in the

option at each
the next

call

European example

of the eartier section).

This observation raises two points.

First, the American swaption must be more valuable than its
European counterpart since the latter invokes "all-or-nothing" while the former is "all-or-something". Second, for both the current valuation and subsequent Monte Carlo simulations, we must
consider what will be the rational exercise criterion. For the European swaption, the issuer will exercise when the underlying swap has positive value. For the American swaption, the issuer may
choose to accept the underiying swap or an American swaption of reduced maturity. The
American swaption exercise decision, then, rests on the relative values of the swap and diminished
maturity swaption. The issuer will exercise the swaption if and only if the swap has greater value

than the diminished swaption.

We dewelop 'isadcMvani recwsiorf'' for the ibnerican svwapti^
This section develops a valuation technique for the American swaption. As a broad overview,
find it easiest to work backwards. That is, imagine we have a five-year note with semi-annual
coupons that the issuer may call at year two or at any coupon date thereafter. We first find the

we

value of the swaption with exercise date at 4.5 years after issuance
maturity).

years.

Given

Then we

(i.e.,

just six

months

prior to

year swaption value, we find the value of the swaption exercisable at 4
get the swaption value at 3.5 years and so on until we reach the true (first) exercise
this 4.5

date at 2 years.

Why do we

manner? Though it may not be obvious, it greatly simplifies the
American swaption at any point in time depends on the values of the
"subordinate" swaptions associated with subsequent Cedl dates. Thus, it is sensible to compute
these "subsequent call date swaptions" first.
The derivation that follows harbors an approximation above and beyond that of the BlackScholes construct. One may defend the approximation qualitatively on the grounds that we substitute a mean value term within an integrand and that the subsequent integration reduces the eoor
due to cancellation of over-compensating and under-compensating regimes. But qualitative assurances are not sufficient. We provide a more detailed error discussion at the point we introduce the
problfim.

proceed

The value

in

this

of the

approximation.

Consider the

illustrative

sketch below which

X

,

may

help explain our notation:

F.

,

X

.

,

F

AV—
i

"today"

=

n-2

i

=

n-I

matunty"

= n" denote the final three coupon payThe points in time labelled "i = n - 2" "i = n - 1" and
ment dates with the last date also coinciding with bond maturity. The symbols X„., and F„., stand
"/'

[9]

We choose

this

10

to explicity

wnte only the UmeKlependenca as an argument

swaption value vanes with
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for the fixed

and (expected) floating payments, respectively, in the final coupon period of the bond.
and F„.2 signify the sums of expected fixed and floating payments over the final two

Likewise, X„.2

coupon periods.
Our "backward marching" (or "backward recursion") method begins by valuing the last swaption
with exercise time at / = n - 1 This swaption is effectively European since there are no "trailing"
which we call n^ (/,
•swaptions. Hence the value of the (put) swaption for a bond call option
replicates the European swaption expression of equation (1):'"
.

—

—

,

where

f„.,

and

z„., are,

respectively, the time to the call date (at

count factor for payments
put option,

"V"''

made

at this call date.

replicates equation

zero), the

swaption payouts

=n

-

7)

and the zero coupon
a

(call)

dis-

swaption for a bond

(3):

We now move to the penultimate swaption values:
t„.2 is

/

Similarly, the value of

•' ^ -''

and

"'

*•

"''
.

At exercise

(i.e.,

when

are:

n„., (O)

= max [X,., - F.,

,

n,,(A) ]and

r.,(0)= max[F.,-X„.,,r.,(A)]

The ^ in these equations is the time period between coupon payments (i.e., one-half year in
our current example). At exercise, the option holder will enter the underlying swap if the first of the
two bracketed terms exceeds the second. If instead the second term exceeds the first, then the
subordinate swaption has more value than the current swap and the holder's rational decision will
be to defer exercise of the swaption.
The greater challenge lies in deriving this penultimate swaption value prior to expiration. As is
typical of option pricing endeavors, we write the (put) swaption value for the bond call provision as
the present value of the swaption payout weighted with the risk-neutral probability density function
(pdf) of

By

the forward floating rates:

writing

max [^.-,-1.-2

we

.

n.,(A)] = n.,(A) + max [x

,-7j,_,

- n,.,(A),

o]

find

n..

(cJ

=

n

Z.,/jdri„Jdr]^_, p{n^_,,r]„_-,F_^,F_,)

(r„.,)

+

,

max

[x„.,

-

??„.,

- n.,(A), o]
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We now reach

the point of our analytical approximation. The
''•-'

tion of the floating rate variable of integration

say nothing of an elegant

result, to

make

.

Yet

it

n..,(A)

within the integrand

is

a func-

provides a tremendous simplification, to

the replacement.

n.k.X

n.,(A)

The term on the right-hand side above is just "today's" value of the swaptlon to be exercised at
= n - 1 divided by the zero coupon discount factor. Hence, this right-hand side is the forward
value of the put swaption. The substitution is essentially that of replacing a variable within the integrand by a mean value.
What effect does this substitution have on the eventual accuracy of the swaption value? When

i

the swaption
grals of the

is far

two

in-the-money, the approximation should be exceedingly accurate since the inte-

quantities

n.(rj>

and

n,_,(A)

multiplied by M,'7,-2 '^,-1 ''",-;' '',-1 J are equal. Also, the case in which the swaption is far out-ofthe-money presents no difficulty since the integral contribution to the swaption value, even if inaccurate, will be much less than the contribution of the subordinate swaption value (i.e., the additive
term). The remaining case is that of the swaption at-the-money. Here the approximation will overestimate the integral term by an amount that Is difficult to quantify without performing direct comparisons with presumably accurate numerical simulations. As an estimate. It appears the error
could approach or exceed ten percent of the true swaption value. A comforting feature Is that the
backward recursion technique we develop here will tend to damp error growth. That is, £in overestimate of the swaption value at one step will depress the value of the swaption with the next earlier

exercise date.

With

this

approximate substitution,

n,., ('._,)

- n.,

we get

(/..,)

+ B,[jf^,

-n. ,(/..,) F
,

,

,

r^,]

(7)

where ^ - 2.*. and ^. ~ ".^. This is great! The penultimate swaption value Is a simple function of
the subordinate swaption value and has the Interpretation as just a modified European swaption.
.

The progression

swaptions expiring

for valuing the

the subordinate swaption at

i,

n,, (c,) - n,

The corresponding expression

at

/

= n

the value of the swaption at

(0

for the (call)

r,

(/,.,)>

+

s

[j?,.,

-

/

3,

/

=n

- 7 Is

n,(0

,

f

4 and so on

-

is trivial.

Given

just

,

,

r,

,]

(8)

swaption pertaining to the bond put provision

r (0 * s [:?,., *r(/,),f,.r..]

is

(9)

The call/put optioir algorithms have appealing properties
and (8) describe completely the technique for valuing the American put swaption
and (9) serve the same purpose for the call swaption. The key idea is that one
first values the last piece of the swaption as European and then progressively adds new components moving backward until one reaches the true first exercise date.
Equations

(5)

while equations

12
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First, it is easy to implement. Though it may
mind that such pricing formulae are always evaluated
in computer codes and spreadsheet programs. Hence, this American swaption valuation is only
slightly more cumbersome than European swaption valuation.
Second, the form of the recursion (equations (8) and (9)) clearly shows, for example, that put or
call American swaptions with first exercise at two years are more valuable than those with first exercise at any time greater than two years. This property is fairly obvious without the mathematics,
but it is nonetheless heartening to see it replicated so painlessly by our approximate valuation.
Further, it is clear that if the nearest swap is well out-of-the-money so that swaption exercise at the
upcoming call/put date is highly unlikely, the swaption valuation essentially reduces to that of the

This construction has several distinct advantages.

seem unwieldy

in its

recursive form, bear

in

subordinate swaption.

bond

Third, the recursive expressions easily admit the possibility that the

require a premium. That

pnce premium I
"payment".

,

we

is,

the

call

simply add

price
this

may be above par

amount (discounted

We make a similar adjustment for a

or the put price

call/put provision

below

par.

For a

may
call

to present value) to the floating rate

put price premium

Equations

(8)

and

(9)

be-

come:
n,., (».,)

- n,

(0

+ B,[^,_,

-n,(0 f. +
,

§,.,

,

(8a)

',,]

(9a)

Finally,

the formulation lends

itself

well to flexibility

in

the input specifications. That

no additional labor required to impose a term structure of (swaption)
premium and strike level at each exercise date.

volatility or to

is,

there

is

vary the call/put

Preliminary Results
us consider again the call and
imagine a Aa issuer that would
to sell the debt issue at par. The
set the semi-annual coupon on five-year notes at or near 7.28
issuer's option to call the notes at par after two years (or at any coupon date thereafter) has a value
of 243 bp upon evaluation of the recursion of equation (8). To sell these callable notes at par, the
issuer would raise the coupon to 8.24 %. (The comparable European swaption values were 1 1

As a preliminary demonstration

of the results of this analysis, let

put provisions of the eariier section on European swaptions.

We

%

bp and 7.67 %.)
If instead the investor has the option to put the note at par after two years (or at any coupon
date thereafter), the recursion of equation (9) places this option value at 377 bp. The investor
should expect a reduced coupon of 5.81
to compensate the issuer for the put option. The upward slope of the yield curve again renders the put option more valuable than the call option. (The
comparable European swaption values were 177 bp and 6.64 %.)
These examples produce drastic changes in the coupon level due to the high value of the
call/put provisions. IVIore typically, such bond call and put options would specify premiums that
would reduce the option values and hence produce less dramatic changes in coupons.

%

The call/put provisions were more than twice as valuable in the "American form" than in the
"European form". The inequality is sensible from a qualitative standpoint since the party long the
option has much more flexibility (i.e., option value) in the American exercise mode. The two-to-one
ratio in option value will change with any modification in the terms and conditions of the swaption.
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Credit and Market Risks of Corridor Notes/Swaps
New

exotic denvatives magnify profit

downside

risk.

and

loss

and leave some investors ignorant

of their increased

new

class of derivative

Corporate issuers and (inanciai firms have recently created a

and commensurately high risks. The "corridor note"
(or "range note/bond"), a specific example of a "structured note", and "accrual range floater" (or "corridor") swap are similar in form to conventional notes and swaps. But the investor receives an abovemarket note coupon or generous swap tetrns in exchange for agreeing to forgo coupon or swap payments in the event that LIBOR (the London InterBank Offer Rate) falls outside prescribed bounds (the
instruments to provide investors with high yields

"corridor").
is challenging. The potential exists tor the investor to seriously underestiand swap vanants." The most widely publicised
BankAmerica Pacific Honzon Prime fund ($67.9tvl capital injection) and the
Piper Jaffray Institutional Government Income Portfolio (reported 23% fall in the $3. SB fund value).
The bulk of the losses in the latter stemmed from mortgage derivatives. In this Comment we examine
the nsk of corridor notes and swaps in detail with the aid of analyticai pricing methods and Monte

Pncing these products

mate the

"corridor risk" in evaluating both the note

losses are those

of the

Carlo simulations.

Though we do

flesh out

some

credit risk issues, our

emphasis

is

primarily mari<et risk.

Moody's of-

as a service to the investor community. Subsequent articles will focus on the risks of
and mortgage denvatives. The complex nature of these instruments in concert
with an investment grade credit rating of the issuer (e.g., Aaa government agencies) obscure the extent of the investors' risk. We wish to banish this obscunty.
fers this analysis

other structured notes

Description

LIBOR

•

The

•

The corridor-enhanced FRN coupon has more LIBOR

•

A range

•

A

•

The

•

Other notes and swaps have variable corridor ranges

coiridor note

coupon varies

with daily

settings
sensitivity

floater

swap

netted with a standard note produces a corridor-enhanced

floater

swap

netted with a floating rate note produces a corridor note

FRN

The
A

range

corridor note

corridor note

is

similar to binary

coupon

LIBOR

varies with daily

municipal bonds

LIBOR settings

note might have a two year maturity and pay an 8.5% coupon semi-annually. (For
consider the issuer to be highly rated so that its yield cun/e is equivalent to the
LIBOR/swap yield cun/e. The specific numerical values we employ throughout this report are appropriate for the USD interest rate environment ol eariy August 1994.) The mari<et coupon for a conventiontypical corridor

simplicity,

we

shall

note is more than two hundred basis points lower at 6.4%. But the investor receives the nigh
coupon only when (six month) LIBOR is in the range 4.5% to 7.5%. (Note that "today's" LIBOR is
5.25%.) The taie coupon is computed on a daily accmal basis. Thus, LIBOR fj^ls inside the range
for half of the days of the semi-annual coupon period and outside for the other half, the investor receives only half the 8.5% coupon. Mitsubishi Finance recently issued a corridor note of this type.
al

if

and Exchange Commission (in a 30 June 1 994 letter Irom Itie Director ol tfie Division ot InveslmenI
General Counsel oJ the Investment Company Inslrtule), Otfice ot the Comptroller ot the Currency (in
Structured Notes." OCC AL 94-2. 21 July 1994). and the Federal Reserve (in "Supervisory Policies Relating to
Structured Notes." SR 94-45, 5 August 1994) have issued advisory warnings to banks on the risKs ol structured notes such
as corridor notes See the Swaps Monitor issues ol 4 July. 18 July. 1 August, and 15 August 1994 as well as the 11 July and
•

Ttie Securities

Management
"Purchases

18 July

1

to the

ol

994 issues

ot

Denvatives Week.

continued on page 3
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The corridor-enhanced FRN coupon has more LIBOR sensitivity
Or consider a "corridor-enhanced" floating rate note (FRN) of the same maturity in which the four
coupon payments are LIBOR plus 280 basis points when LIBOR is between 4.5% and 7.5% and zero
otherwise (computed, as before, on a daily accrual basis). The 280 basis point spread here and the
210 basis

point spread (8.5%

ridor note value

A

range

we

floater

discuss

in

minus 6.4%)

of the previous

example arise from our analysis

of the cor-

the next section. Both notes should trade at par with these spreads.

swap and a note produce a corridor-enhanced FRN_

generate his/her own synthetic corridor-enhanced FRN by adding a type of "accrual
range floater" swap to a conventional, fixed coupon note. The investor would pay fixed (6.4%) in this
two year, at-the-money swap and receive LIBOR plus 280 basis points when LIBOR is within the corridor range of 4.5% to 7.5%. The swap payment to the investor, like the coupon payment of the associated note, follows a daily accrual calculation. See the diagram below:

An

may

investor

LIBOR

"CORRIDOR"

* 280 bp

(When LIBOR

in

SWAP
COUNTERPARTY

range)

6.4% Fixed
6.4% Fixed + Principal

CONVENTIONAL

NOTE
A

range

and standard FRN make a corridor note

floater

investor may synthesise the corridor note by pairing a conventional FRN
for each coupon) with an offer-side accrual range floater in which the investor
pays LIBOR and receives 8.5% when LIBOR is inside the corridor and zero when LIBOR is outside.
We shall base the remainder of this comment on these four cases (two notes and two swaps).

By the same token, the
(which pays

The

LIBOR

is similar to binary LIBOR municipal bonds
LIBOR setting on a note/bond coupon is also evident, though much more proLIBOR municipal bond {"Goldman Embeds Binary Structure in New York Mum
Derivatives Week, 20 December 1993 and "Street Adds Equity Derivatives, Accrual Notes to

corridor note

The impact
nounced,
Deal,"

of the

in

the binary

Muni Market," Derivatives Week, 10 January 1994). This binary bond coupon is quite generous for an
period but falls to zero for the remainder of the bond tenor if LIBOR on a specific date exceeds
The prescription of all future coupons based on a single day's LIBOR setting distin-

initial

the strike level.

guishes the binary bond from the corridor note. The analysis of the former
than that of the

is

more

straightforward

latter.

Other notes and swaps have variable corridor ranges
There also

exist

note maturity or
varies with time

notes and swaps of this sort in which the corridor range is not constant. When the
swap tenor exceeds two years, actually makes more sense to specify a corndor that
due to the upward slope of the yield curve (and hence forward rates). Of greater interit

a corridor that varies with LIBOR. PEMEX (Petmleos Mexicanos) recently issued a three year
note in which a "floating corridor" spans the range from LIBOR minus 25 basis points to LIBOR plus
50 basis points where the LIBOR-dependent corridor is set at each coupon payment.
est

is

Pricing
•

Standard Monte Carlo pricing

•

The comdor note contains

•

Investors underestimate

• Tfie

corridor-enhanced

is insufficient

daily digital

thie

FRN

for our study

caps and

floors

corridor risk

also has standard caps

and

floors

Standard Monte Carlo pricing is insufficient for our study
A Monte Carlo simulation would provide the most expedient pncing method

for

these sorts of transac-
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to their complexity. The financial engineer's custom software would permit the yield curve to
a risk-neutral manner over the two year tenor, record all coupon payments based on the
LIBOR history, and repeat the process for tens of thousands of Monte Carlo trials to get expected values with high confidence." But this methodology is computationally too expensive for our analysis. We
wish not only to pnce the note or swap today but also to examine the probability density function for

due

tlons

vary

in

swap values at future tjmes. Construction of this density function requires its ovm Monte
Cario simulation. The "nesting" of multiple levels of Monte Carlo simulation is prohibitive. Hence, we
must work to define the mathematical expressions relevant to pricing these note and swap vanants
given all data including time to maturity, current yield curve and past history of LIBOR to eliminate one
note and

level of stochastic simulation.

The

corridor note contains daily digital

caps and

floors

Of the two notes and two swaps described in the previous section, it is sufficient to look simply at the
swaps. The two corndor notes are simply conventional notes, which we already know how to pnce,
added to the swaps. Let us consider in particular the offer-side swap in which the investor pays LIBOR
and receives a fixed rate accrued at 8.5% for LIBOR in the corndor and accrued at zero when LIBOR
outside.

is

Furthermore,

we momentanly

simplify the

cal case, the investor receives precisely

problem by ignonng the accrual feature. In this hypothetifor LIBOR (measured only at the beginning of the semifor LIBOR outside. We re-wnte this descnption of

8.5%

annual penod) inside the corndor and precisely zero

what the investor receives as

follows:

Investor receives 8.5%

The reader may

LIBOR

(all

settings)

Investor pays 8.5%

If

LIBOR > 7.5%

Investor pays 8.5%

if

LIBOR < 4.5%

easily venfy that the net result of these three statements

pronounced: that the investor receives 8.5%

if

and only

if

LIBOR

is in

is

what we had previously

the corndor (from

4.5%

to

7.5%).

But the three-statement version is actually more useful. One recognises the payments of the second and third lines as those of a digital cap and digital floor, respectively, with payout 8.5%." The investor is short the options. Thus, our simulation need only price correctly these digital caps and floors.
This requirement is fairiy standard in the industry. One analyses the yield curve to get the appropnate
forward rate (which doubles as the nsk-neutral expected value of LIBOR) and inserts a volatility value
into a digital option valuation expression. Caps are calls, of course, on the value of LIBOR while floors
are puts. The appendix lists the appropriate mathematical formulae for conventional and digital caps

and

floors.

stated above, this formulation gives great weight to the LIBOR setting at the beginning of the
(semi-annual) payment penod. The payout of each cap and floor is either zero or 8.5% for the entire
year period. We must now relax the simplification in which we omitted the accnjal aspect of the

As we

half

payment determination. Instead of specifying only one cap and floor for each penod, we have in fact a
cap and floor tor each day. Every digital option within a payment penod pays its contnbution at the
end of the penod. Our simulations do not literally specify a cap and floor for every day. Rather, we
space ten to twenty cap/floor combinations within each penod.

Investors underestimate the corridor risk
Before we continue, we note that this is the point at which investors generally underestimate the 'corndor risk". It is quite possible that the forward curve (of nsk-neutral expected LIBOR values) lies entirely
within the corndor over the swap tenor. Thus, the total intrinsic value of the digital options the investor
has sold is zero. The investor may therefore have the erroneous impression that he/she is likely to receive the

full

quite high.

coupon

And

it

is

for the

life

of the

precisely this

The corridor-enhanced

swap.

component

In fact,

though, the time value of the

of the option

value that

is

most

digital

difficult to

options

is

estimate.'"

FRN also has standard caps and floors

swap variant. The investor pays fixed (the martlet two-year swap rate of
6.4%) and receives LIBOR plus the 280 basis point spread when LIBOR is within the comdor. Again.
Let us

'

now consider

the other

Ttie "risk-neutral' evolution

market vanalsle

is

is

appropnate

tor

pndng such

derrvative products. Ttie future

expected value

of tt)e urxlertying

today's forward value

~ A "dlgitaT

or "binary" optk>n pays a lixed amount upon exercise ttiat is indeperxlent of the underlying asset value or interest rate as long as (he "exercise condition" has t>een met For example, a digilaJ equity put option pays a fixed anxsunt when
the equity value finisties lower than the sinke.

"" Ttw

4

an option is simpfy
The "time value" is the remainder

"tntnnsic value" of

teresl rate

Corritjor

Notes/Swaps

the option payout formula evaluated with the present forward asset value or
of the total option value.

irv
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when LIBOR

the investor receives nothing on a daily accrual basis

we seek

to

is

outside the corndor.

As

before,

re-wnte the payment the investor receives:

Investor receives
Investor pays

LIBOR + 2.8%

LIBOR - 7.5%

Investor pays 7.5% + 2.8%
Investor receives 4.5%

-

if

if

LIBOR

settings)

LIBOR > 7.5%

if

LIBOR

Investor pays 4.5% +2.8%

(all

LIBOR > 7.5%

if

LIBOR < 4.5%

LIBOR < 4.5%

The complexity of this case is greater than that of its predecessor. In order to "capture" the payout
LIBOR plus 280 basis points in terms of standard caps and floors, we must employ two caps and
two floors. The conventional cap pays LIBOR minus strike. The digital cap pays whatever fixed
amount we specify. To get our desired payout, then, we must set this digital fixed amount to strike
plus 280 basis points. The same comments pertain to the floor. Careful consideration reveals that the
investor is actually long the conventional floor. Thus, we now have four options: a short conventional

of

cap, a short digital cap, a long conventional floor and a short

digital floor.

a conventional swap loaded with four daily options - which
we again approximate as ten to twenty sets of options per payment penod. Pricing the individual options presents no difficulty. We merely aggregate them and combine payments at the end of each pe-

Our simulation then would

ideally specify

riod.

We mentioned

we shall
comment at

earlier that

or tied to LIBOR). Let us

not explicitly consider vanable corndors (either pre-determined
this point that

a vanable but pre-determined corridor range

quires only sensible adjustments to option strike levels and

(digital)

When

payouts.

re-

the corridor limits

are tied to LIBOR, the caps and floors acquire a "resettable" or "forward-slarr nature that

one may

easily incorporate into the mathematical valuations.

Credit

and Market Risks
the expected loss of the corridor derivatives

•

Credit risk

•

The pdf

•

Our simulations give pdf s

is

(probability density function) provides

•

The range

•

The

floater

has

of accrual

range

a snapshot

floater

significant probability of

is

market

risk

severe losses

corridor note pdf's are similar to those of the

Credit risk

of

swaps

swaps

the expected loss of the corridor derivatives

credit risk of a conventional note or bond measures the expected loss the investor will suffer due
incomplete pnncipal and/or coupon payments. A corndor note or corndor-enhanced FRN simply
One requires a custom credit nsk analysis pnmanly for the associated
(accrual range floater) swaps. A mutual fund, for example, that synthesises its own corridor note with
a conventional note and the corresponding swap must compute the composite credit risk as the sum
of expected losses on the two components." Likewise the investment bank that transacts the swap

The
to

carries the issuer's credit rating.

with the fund

must measure

its

credit

exposure

to

the fund.

The pdf provides a snapshot of market risk
f^ari<et risk is relevant for both the notes and swaps. Our approach will be to calculate the probability
is really just a histogram of) note and swap values at an intermediate time
between issuance and maturity. Since our examples have two year tenors, we examine the distribution of note and swap values immediately after the coupon and swap payments at twelve months.
This point in time gives roughly the greatest vanance in values emerging from the competing factors
of time to maturity and extent of yield curve movements.

density function for (which

The previous

section disclosed our ability to value these

of creating the probability density function requires that

we

swaps and

notes.

The more arduous

task

simulate the yield curve fluctuations over

time and value the swaps and notes at each point along the way. For the sake of clanty, we do not
consider the note issuer credit spread as a separate vanable in this analysis. Inclusion of the credit
is not difficult, but it would obscure our comparative analysis. The credit spread
conventional and corndor notes.

spread

is

common

*
The "expected loss" is the sum ot credit losses In all conceivable scenarios (e.g.. note default, swap default,
both the note and swap, et cetera) weighted with the probability ol each scenano

to

joint default ot

Corridor Notes/Swaps
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Our simulations give pdf's of accrual range floater swaps
We begin with "today's" UBOR/swap yield curve. Our program takes adjustable
one week) and varies each

of about

The changes

in

point

yield values (apart from

on the

drift

time steps (generally

yield curve with historical volatilities

and

correlations.

implied by forward rates) are taken to be log-normal.

We

continue a repetitive process by which we take steps in time, adjust the entire yield curve and re-value
the swaps and notes with the embedded caps and floors. We continue the time steps until we reach
the end of our simulation time (which in this case would be just more than a year). A simulation over
the full two years would be uninspiring since the note price would finish at par (in the absence of de-

and the swap value would

fault)

return to zero.

Distributions of

Two Year Swap Values after One Year

-0.12

0,00

Swap

Value as Fraction of Notional

Figure 1 plots the probability density functions for two offer-side swaps resulting from fifteen thousand Monte Carlo trials. The curve that is neariy symmetric and has its peak near zero swap value
corresponds to a standard swap in which the investor pays LIBOR semi-annually and receives the
market fixed rate of 6.4%. The second curve, with peak position to the right of the standard swap, descnbes the accrual range floater swap in which the investor pays LIBOR and receives 8.5% fixed or
zero depending on whether or not LIBOR is within its corndor.

The
very

density function for the standard

slightly

skewed

to negative values

swap coincides
as one expects

The distnbution is
swap based on an upward
swap value distnbution to be

nicely with one's intuition.
In

an

offer-side

sloping yield curve. While there exists no law of economics requiring the

symmetric, the rough symmetry of the standard swap is certainly plausible since there is no reason to
suspect a mari^ed asymmetry. Cleariy the portion of the density function with swap value greater than
zero corresponds to Monte Car/o-generated market environments with low
portion with swap value less than zero corresponds to high LIBOR levels.

The range

floater

has

significant probability of

LIBOR

levels while the

severe losses

But the accrual range floater swap is a different story entirely. The peak at approximately two percent
of the swap notional represents the investor's position if LIBOR essentially does remain well within its
corridor over the course of the first year. But this upside cuts off abruptly above two percent.* Both
positive and negative deviations of the yield curve tend to decrease the swap value and hence produce the extended downside tail on the distribution. Negative swap values arise both from LIBOR
moving outside the corridor and from increased option values as LIBOR simply approaches the corri-

dor boundaries.

These
tial in

probability density functions

make

the point cleariy.

the accrual range floater relative to the standard

swap

The investor has a greater upside potenbut also a greater exposure to loss. In a

The sHa/p cul-olt Is eminenlly reasonable From ihe mveslors point ol view, the best scenano is that LIBOR is within the
we could Ignore Ihe lime value ol the shon tloors and caps, we see that the investor will
bottom half o( the corridor range
receive two 4
payments in Ihe linal two semr-annuaJ cash llows when LIBOR is near the 4 5
lower band ol Ihe corridor
That IS. Ihe investor pays 4 5
and receives 8 5
(both multiplied by one-hall since Ihe payment penod is hall a year) It
LIBOR talis below 4 5 %. then the investor will not receive Ihe lull 8 5
Thus, ignonng Ihe lime value ol lloors and caps,
possibly
wonh
rrwre
swap
cannol
be
than
ol
Ihe
4
notional with one year remaining Factoring in Ihe value ol Ihe short
lloors and caps,
Is certainly plausible Ihal the dislnbulion ol values lor this range tloater swap should cut oil at aljout 3
"

II

%

%

%

it

ol notional
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$ 100 m swap, the investor has significant probability (about 14%) of expenencing a loss after one
year of more than $ 6 m. The probability of a loss of this magnitude in the associated standard swap,
on the other hand, is essentially zero (less than 0.01%).

Or consider the investment bank that has engaged the investor in this swap. The bank has credit
when the swap is out-of-the-money to the investor. The expected loss to the bank should the inswap after one year is 0.7% of the notional. The expected loss on the accrual range floater swap is three times greater at 2 % of notional. Furthermore, this more exotic swap
is less amenable to credit enhancement in the form of a loss reserve fund due to the long loss tail of
the swap value distnbution.
risk

vestor default on a standard

Figure 2 provides the probability density functions for two bid-side swaps.

2

Figure
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One Year
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The more symmetric of the two curves depicts the standard swap in which the investor pays the
6.4% market fixed rate and receives LIBOR. In the accrual range floater version, the investor pays this
6.4% rate and receives LIBOR plus 280 basis points accaied only when LIBOR is within the corridor.
Many of the qualitative observations for the first example concerning the shapes of the distributions
hold here as well. The downside is somewhat more limited in this case since the investor's worst scenario

is

that he/she

ends up paying the

fixed rate

and receiving nothing.

In

the earlier swap, the

in-

vestor might also have received nothing but would additionally pay (a potentially increasing) LIBOR.

The diminished downside risk is also evident in the expected losses (credit risk) of the bank transswap with the investor. These values are 0.4% and 1 .3% of the notional, respectively, for
and accrual range floater bid-side swaps. This result is consistent with the observation
is bid-side in a swap as opposed to
that a party has greater credit risk with a counterparty when
offer-side. The investment bank is offer-side in this example of the investor's bid-side swap.

acting the

the standard

it

The corridor note pdf's are

similar to those of the

We now consider two fixed coupon
note that
tions

appear

in

swaps
6.4% coupon and the
The probability density

notes: a conventional note paying a

pays 8.5% accrued when LIBOR

is

within the corridor range.

corridor

func-

Figure 3.

The distribution for the conventional bond is the more symmetric of the two curves. It is not surprisshape of the corndor note distnbution is similar to that of the offer-side accrual
range floater swap of our first example. The corridor note is just a conventional note "swapped" with
the range floater. Here we simply see the additional interest rale risk of the underiying note. The earlier observations are still valid. The investor in the corridor note will find his/her note value at less than
94% of par after one year with probability 14%.
ing that the general

As a

final

example,

parison with the fixed

The

in Figure 4 we show the density
coupon note.

distribution for this version of the corridor note

function for the corridor-enhanced

is

FRN

in

com-

similar to that of the previous version with the

exception that this distribution is somewhat more sharply peaked. This result is sensible since the
coupon of this note is LIBOR plus 280 basis points accrued when LIBOR is within the corndor. Thus, it
has more "character" of a conventional FRN (the coupon of which would simply be LIBOR). Floating
rate notes, of course, have very little price variation. In fact, we chose not to plot the conventional FRN
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probability density function here since

which the price variance

As a

final remaric,

longer tenor,

for

we

is

it

simply stiows a narrow spike at par. (For this

maximised would be

two reasons.

limited to this

just

pnor

to

chiose to scrutinise two-year notes

We were able

to

single corridor specification. Also, essentially

been

of Par

FRN,

the lime at

a coupon payment/reset.)

and swaps, as opposed

to

those with

leave the problem as uncluttered as possible with a

all

two year tenor/maturity. But

the notes
it

is

and swaps

nature we've seen have
such instruments in longer

of this

certainly clear that

tenors would Kiave correspondingly greater price uncertainties.

Summary
We've performed a quantitative analysis of the market and credit risks of several types of "corridor
notes* and "accrual range floater swaps'. We find that it Is indeed the case that one may possibly
enjoy higher returns, but a clear downside exists
non-intuitive price distribution. This

ment and

8

downside

in

the form of

is relatively

an extended

implies significant probability of severe market losses.
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tail in

the

oddy skewed,

impervious to (reserve fund) credit enhance-
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APPENDIX: Cap and Floor Valuations
Mathematical expressions for valuing conventional and digital caps and floors are widely understood
in the finance comnnunity (although there do exist unresolved theoretical issues concerning interest rate options). The relevant formulae are:

and accepted

Conventional

Cap zcdf
:

Conventional Floor

Digital

zcdf period'

:

Cap

Digital Floor

period'

[

[

F4>(cO -

X^[d-a4t)

- FO(-d) +

1

X^[-d+a4t)\

zcdf period' payout' ^{d-a-H)

:

zcdf

:

period' payout' <l>{-c/+aVf)

these equations that vye must define. The time until option expiration
until option payment) is f and zcdf is the zero coupon discount
factor for the payment time. The period measured in years "controlled" by the cap or floor is period.
The digital payout (e.g., 8.5 %) is payout. Fand X stand for the fonward LIBOR setting at option expiration and strike rate, respectively. The character o is the LIBOR volatility. <i>{x) is the standard normal

There are several terms
(which

is

in

generally less than the time

cumulative density function

I

and the parameter dis defined

to

cft/exp(-uy2)

be

log(F/X) +

1

(T^f

d =

where

swap

"log"

denotes the natural logarithm. Further, one should multiply

all

option values

above by the

notional.
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Are Pension Plans Ready for Structured GICs?
•

Opinion

•

How

•

And Now, Structured GICs

Conventional GICs Work

• Pitfalls of

Structured GICs

Opinion
Conventional guaranteed Investment contracts (GICs) serve a valuable role

in

the financial

markets by permitting investors (primarily municipalities and pension plans) to
date their uncertain future need of funds.
called
bility,

to

"structured GICs"

Moody's believes

is

It

now appears

that a

new market

in

accommowhat are

emerging. Although they offer undeniable advantages

that structured

GICs also bear new dangers

in flexi-

that are quite similar

those of structured notes.

The responsible

fiduciaries will best dispel these

their ultimate suitability of risks for the municipal

the

inability of

new dangers

— such as determining

taxpayer/pension plan participant, and

the municipal and pension plan fund managers to price the investment

contract accurately

— by

fully

disclosing

all

structured

GIC

activities.

continued on page 3
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How Conventional GICs Work
Guaranteed investment contracts (GICs) are customized financial instalments that generally allow
investors to put all or part of their investment back to the Issuer at face value if and when the investor has a demonstrated need for the funds. This put provision!''! (also known as a "draw" capability) is primarily beneficial to investors with cash to invest today but with uncertain investment
horizons.

Investors in GICs: Municipalities

For example, a municipality may be flush with the proceeds of a recent bond issue.
for which the municipality raised capital may not come due for two to

The expenses

three years (as

expenses

in

an extended construction

Further, the precise timing of the

project).

be uncertain.
In this scenario, even investments in usually "safe" Treasury notes are not acceptable
because a forced sale of such assets prior to maturity as a result of an unexpected
eariy expense may result in a market loss. (That is, the market value of the assets prior
to maturity may be less than face value due to an adverse interest rate environment.)
will likely

Investors in GICs:

Employee Pension Plans

Employee pension plans

offer

another example of current cash and uncertain future needs.

estimate places the aggregate volume of these plans

in

the United States

in

excess of $300

One

B.Pl

Pension plans face uncertain draws when employees leave the affiliated company or when they
new investment options for their retirement funds. Again, investing the entire net
worth of a pension plan in conventional instruments does not protect the plan from the possibility
of market losses due to draw-induced, premature sales of the assets.
Privately negotiated GICs resolve this dilemma. An issuer and investor jointly agree on an Investment that resembles a conventional, fixed- or floating-coupon note/bond in virtually all respects save for the investor's unusual draw provision.
Such instruments must by their nature be customized and private. It would not make sense for
the investor to buy a conventional asset with an embedded put option striking at par simply because the investor may have no desire for protection from adverse interest rate movements.
Rather, the investor needs protection from its own financial circumstances (e.g., eariy municipal expenses or withdrawal of pension plan participant). One protection the investor relies on is
that most GIC issuers bear Moody's ratings of Aa3 or above.
simply elect

And Now, Structured GICs
in the GIC market: structured GICs. Like a structured
a structured GIC differs from a conventional GIC in that it harbors a derivative transaction
some sort. There is literally no limit on the types of structured GICs that dealers and issuers may

We've

recently leamedPl of an innovation

note,!*!

of

create.

To shorten the discussion, we shall simply state that an Issuer may transform virtually any
structured note concept to a structured GIC. The specific example of our footnote, for example,
pays coupons tied to the difference between an actively managed high-yield bond fund return and
the retum of an investment-grade bond fund.
It is likely that structured GICs will never be principal-linked (as opposed to coupon-linked or extension-linked) due to the fundamental GIC property that the investor may draw the remaining principal upon demonstrated financial need. The investor may still suffer losses or gains due to deriva(1)

The

provision

is

*pu1 provision* ot a
[2]

not equivalent to a out option

GIC

IS

to give the investor

An

access

investor would exeioise a put option wtienever sucn
to his/her

funds

(at

face valuel

when

[31

iCiba^CergyWooedby Novel

[4]

See.

lor

JP

A

Curry. 'Structured

Notes ar^

\tie

Investor's Risx.'

need

tor the

i,

intei

funds

GtC Stable Value Assoaaocn suppon

Atorgan SyntftelK GIC Structure. "Derrvaftves WeeHrlVie). page

example. J.M Pimbley and

an act)on would provide economic benefit The

the investor can docun^ent the

Figures corT>piled by Access Reseaich. GrBermtcti S Assoaates. Eager A Associates, ana Vne

this estimate
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tives

embedded

in

Structured GICs

•They

will

the

coupons

have many of the advantages and disadvantages of structured notes:

will

allow the investor to further customize the instrument to get a precisely

defined risl<-retum profile

•The

or extension features.

risk of

in

addition to the

draw

a structured GIC may be less than

provision.

that, or greater

than

that, of the corre-

sponding conventional GIC.

•The structured GIC may embed a derivative transaction that efficiently hedges an
entirely different exposure to which the municipality or pension plan may be subject.

However, there
diminished

is

liquidity of

one major difference between structured notes and structured GICs:

GICs because GICs, with

Pitfalls of

the

structured notes does not translate to a similar shortcoming of structured
their inherent customization,

do not have a secondary market.

Structured GICs

Unfortunately, structured

GICs have

potentially negative ramifications as well:

The existence of such extreme investment flexibility under the njbric of guaranteed investment contract may tempt financial proprietors to assume risks (either in character or
'Unsuitability of risk:

in

magnitude) that are neither apparent to, nor appropriate for, the ultimate affected parties: mupension plan participants. The investor and issuer could dispel this "suitability"

nicipal taxpayers or

concem by
not yet

full

exist,

disclosure of

even

in

all

structured

GIC

activity.

However,

this level of disclosure

does

the worlds of structured notes and derivative transactions.

conventional GICs are free to get multiple offers
need not have intimate knowledge of the GIC market
and/or the overall state of the economy. They need merely consider the coupon offered by a GIC
issuer and the contract's Moody's rating.
But it is unlikely that structured GICs will have multiple offers. Intelligent investing therefore demands that the investor possess the requisite financial and quantitative skills to determine the fair
price for proposed GIC structures. Most investors, including municipalities and pension plans,
generally do not have this expertise for all but the simplest instruments.
'Investor financial sophistication.

Investors

in

(quotes) ior their business. Thus, the investor
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Special Tax (Letter of Credt)

July

5,

1995

Orange County Special Financing
Authority, Caiifomia

(LOC:

sale information:

Legal

Bank of Japan)

Industrial

Name

of

Orange County Special

Issuer:

Key Contacts:

Financing Authority

Trustee:

Limited obligations of tbe Aulbority payable solely from revenues consisting of deliquent tax
payments paid by taxpayers under tbe County's TeeSecurity:

ter

Plan program, additionally secured by a

letter

of

credit.

First Interstate

Francisco (415) 393-7542.

Tender Agent: Fust Interstate Bank of California, Los Angeles (213)614-2399.

Bond Counsel:
Dote

Of Bonds:

Denomination:

June

1,

1995

bury Madison

Delivery:

7100.

June 30, 1995

,

20 1

Optional Call Features:

Pills-

& Suiro, Los Angeles (213) 488-

Foreign EnforceabiOty Counsel: Tokyo
Kokusai Law Offices, Tokyo 03-3584-6508.

Maturity (SOOOs)
1

& Gallagher, New

Letter Of Credit Enforceability Counsel:

thereof.

:

Willkie Farr

York (212) 821-8000.

$5,000 and integral multiples

Date November
Amount:

Bank of California. Los

Angeles (213)614-2399.

Remari(eting Agent: Goldman Sachs Co., San

$155,000

On any payment date

with surplus funds in tbe debt service account

Preference Counsel: Willkie Farr
New York (212) 821-8000.

Managing

Underwriter:

& Gallagher,

Goldman Sachs

& Co,

San Francisco (415) 393-7542.
analyst: Heottier Singer
(212) 553-7937
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Moody's Addresses Credit Quality of Orange Co., CA, Refunding Recovery Bonds

NEW YORK, NEW YORK - JUNE 12, 199S
$295 million Refunding Recovery Bonds tomorrow, June 13. Moody's
insurance policy provided by MBIA. although aspects of the insured
transaction warrant further discussion. In addition, Mood/s is providing comment on the underlying credit
quality of the bonds. The bonds represent one component of the county's attempted recovery plan and. as
such, have a bearing on the outcome of this unprecedented bankruptcy. Moody's continues to watch these
Orange County.
will

rate the

California, plans to sell

bonds

developments

Aaa based upon an

closely,

and we

will

continue to

comment on

financings, whether credit

all

enhanced

or not. for

the implications on the county and more broadly on the public finance marke'

Aaa Rating Based on MBIA Claims Paying

Ability

and Commitment

The Refunding Recovery Bonds will be used to partly compensate for losses tc participants in the Orange
County Investment Pool. The county's deadline for meeting that obligation is June 16. The Superior Court of
California entered its default judgment on validation proceedings for the bonds on Monday. June 5. that the
bonds are valid obligations issued in accordance with state law. The county piesently plans to deliver the bone!;
on June 16 in accordance with its deadline to participants. This transaction is fully insured, and we have
received assurance from MBIA that the policy covers the validity of the underlying bond obligation.
Underlying Credit Quality Linked to Well-Below Investment Grade Debt Outstanding

The Refunding Recovery Bonds must be examined in the context of the county's bankruptcy and present state
of distress. As we have stated previously, any new debt obligation of the county would have to be financially and
legally insulated from the county to have credit quality above the county's current long term debt rating ol Caa
Under the current circumstances, the credit quality of the Refunding Recovery Bonds, absent the insurance.
would be substantially below Investment grade for reasons outlined below. The bonds present appropriate
elements of protection, but there is a presumption that current problems will be solved: either the sales tax will
t>e approved by voters, or the county will have sufficient budget flexibility in the future, notwithstanding legal
pressure and uncertainity of access to the markets for cash flow. In fact, events to date point in the opposite
direction and include the county's threat of debt repudiation.
Legal Structure Uses Bankruptcy Toots and State Intercept

The bond indenture provides

five levels of security:

(1)The bonds have a general obligation pledge, payable from
raise taxes to pay debt service.

all

(Continued)

lawfully available funds.

The county cannot
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(2)Debt service has a super administrative priority claim under Section 364(c)(1) of the Bankruptcy
claim would expire when the county emerges from bankruptcy.

(3)Under Section 364(c)(2) of the Bankruptcy Code, debt service has a
general creditors, including existing debt holders.

priority lien

Code

This

over the interests of other

(4)ln addition, the county has pledged to the payment of the bonds the Motor Vehicle License Fees collected by
the state and distributed by formula to cities and counties.

(5)The county has elected in the Indenture to have the state intercept the Motor Vehicle License Fees and
provide them directly to the trustee for payment on the bonds. This mechanism results from legislation (SB-8)
recently enacted by the state to assist Orange County.

Limitations on Security
of security to bondholders. However, its value is limited. First.
intended to enable the municipal entity to continue operations while addressing its
claims. The superpnority lien and senior claims granted to the bonds are thus subordinate to the county's
operating costs, particularly its obligations to meet the health, safety and welfare needs of its residents. The
bankruptcy court cannot interfere with the exercise of these police powers. Further, the county has specifically
made the superpnority lien junior to payment of the county's attorneys and consultants.

The indenture provides an enhanced degree
Chapter 9 bankruptcy

Fees to the bonds dedicates a revenue stream that averages S90
The intercept recently approved by the legislature provides a
removes the county from the flow of funds to the bondholders: however, the
as enacted in SB-8 does not protect bondholders against future bankruptcy. Further, the state is not
its ability to alter the funding formula and divert revenues from the county.

The pledge
million per

intercept
in

of

the Motor Vehicle License

year

mechanism
limited

is

to

the repayment of the bonds.

that potentially

competing interests of the debt service and the county's operational obligations, these
be examined in the context of the county's ability to aftoi d the debt. Orange County's
discretionary general fund budget for fiscal 1996 is 40% lower than the 1995 budget with a 16% decrease in
staff planned, yielding reduced services throughout the county. These cuts aie untested, and could impair the
county's ability to meet the fundamental health, safety and welfare obligations to its constituents. Difficulty
meeting these operational requirements could result in litigation that might interrupt the flow of funds for debt
service on these bonds.

Given the

potentially

security features must

Even

If

the county

1/2 cent increase
to repay
is far

The

all its

is

in

debt.

successful with

its

budget cuts, they remain inadequate to meet all obligations. Without the
will consider on June 27, the county does not have a viable plan
and passage

the sales tax, which voters

The sales

tax continues to receive no support from the Board of Supervisors,

from certain.

Recovery Bonds is most evident in the debt's structure. The up
pay interest only for the next five years, and only begin principal
be issued shortly to refund outstanding notes and provide
the county. These revenues result is a zero net cost for the Recovery Bonds in 1 996.

lack of effort by the county in paying the

front cost of the debt is

amortization

revenues

to

in

minimal The county

the sixth year. Teeter

bonds

will

will

Credit Quality Reflects Ability and Effort

While the Refunding Recovery Bonds are separately secured from the county's other obligations now rated
Caa or SG (Speculative Grade), they are not insulated financially and legally from the county. Their credit
quality remains entwined with the county's other obligations. We cannot review the credit quality of one
obligation In isolation while the county is approaching default on other obligations.

The county has proposed an extension with holders of other notes due this summer, while retaining its rights to
invalidate certain of these obligations. The county also continues to use reserve funds to make payments on its
certificates of participation and, again, has retained the right to seek to invalidate of these obligations. The sales
tax that could make the county's recovery plan achievable may lack the support needed for a successful vote
Without an intensive effort by the county to address its revenue requirements and honor all of Its debt

,
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obligations, the credit quality

on the Refunding Recovery Bonds, absent credit enhancement,

is

consistent

\

the county's other obligations, which are well below investment grade.

Contacts:

Mary Francoeur
Assistant Vice President

(212)553-7240
Karen

S.

Krop

Assistant Vice President

(212) 553-4860

Barbara Flickinger
Vice President and Assistant Director
Manager. Far West Regional Ratings

(212)553-7736
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MOODY'S RAISES QUESTIONS ON ORANGE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA REFUNDING RECOVERY BONDS
Obligations Enter

Little

Charted Waters

in California

New York New York - May 24, 1995 - Orange County, California, is moving
forward with several bond issues designed to facilitate the county's recovery
from the fiscal crisis that precipitated its December 6, 1994 bankruptcy filing
Permanent financing of the Recovery Notes is a priority in the county's financing
plan These obligations will fund part of the county's settlement with the school
,

and other local agencies that participated in the Orange County
Investment Pool (OCIP) In the settlement agreement, the county is obliged to
make the notes equivalent to cash by June 16th. Refunding Recovery Bonds,
the county's initial and preferred mechanism, are encountering challenges from

districts

county creditors The form of the permanent financing
attempts to devise a marketable security.

Moody's analysis
multi-tiered

the debt.

of the

First is

Refunding Recovery Bonds,

as the county

is in flux

like

any

of

our ratings,

is

the fundamental issue of the authority of the issuer to issue

We look to an unqualified opinion of recognized bond counsel that

is authorized under state law and is a valid and legally
binding obligation of the issuer, without relying on bankruptcy court proceedings.
The second tier of analysis reviews the security provided to the bondholder. In

states that the debt

Orange County, this question centers on the ability to insulate the
new debt from the general credit of the county. Third, we look at the particular
credit aspects of the issuer, such as finances, coverage, debt levels and
management

tha case of

Continued
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Before Moody's can assess the security or credit quality of the bonds, the firstconclusion on the validity of the debt must be established While validity is
often clear for municipal bonds, Orange County's authonty to issue the
Refunding Recovery Bonds is less clear. Thus, Orange County is pursuing
proceedings through the state court system to receive a judgment on the validity
of the debt. If successful, the county would move ahead with the sale of the
bonds with the current structure and security, presumably in June. Moody's
believes that the untested nature of municipal bankruptcy and the unique state
law issues that drive the nature of the bonds warrant.a full discussion of the
tier

uncertainties that might otherwise go unaddressed

move

in

the county's urgency to

forward with the settlement.

Orange County Explores New

Territory with Recovery Refunding

Bonds

Under the California constitution, debt issued by local governments must be
approved by two-thirds of the voters, unless the bonds meet the criteria for an
exception. One such exception is obligations that result from an "involuntary
obligation imposed by law.' The Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
entered by the bankruptcy court in connection with the settlement of the pool
states that the claims settled by the agreement are "claims arising in tort or
pursuant to obligations otherwise imposed by law The county is seeking a
judicial determination that the warrants (the obligation to pay the pool
participants) and the bonds (that would refund the warrants) result from an
involuntary obligation imposed by law and thus, fall within the judicial exception
to the constitutional debt limitation.
"

Moody's has expressed concern to Orange County and its advisory team about
the application of the constitutional exception for obligations imposed by law to
the Recovery Refunding Bonds These questions include:

Are the Warrants and Bond Obligations Imposed by Law?
If the 'tort judgment" contemplated by the Settlement Agreement and approved
by the bankruptcy court order is not an obligation imposed by law, the county's
obligations under the Settlement Agreement would be invalid as contrary to the
constitutional debt limitation and the applicable California statutes would not
authorize issuance of the warrants Even if the tort judgment were to constitute
an obligation imposed by law, the county's financing mechanism might not
necessarily constitute such an obligation

The

California

cases have

all

involved obligations imposed by action of the

None address

the issue of whether an obligation
imposed by law may be imposed by a federal bankruptcy court on a political
subdivision of a sovereign stale, or what the effect of the county's consent to

legislature or state courts
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such an obligation may mean

to

its

voluntary nature.

The bankruptcy code

protects debtor municipalities from intrusion on their operations. The obligations
might be construed as such an intrusion and thus not under the purview of the
court or subject to repudiation by the county at a later date

budgetary

if

pressures became too severe.

Orange County's Obligation to Issue the Recovery
Voluntary or Involuntary?

Is

Bonds

to

Pool Participants

The

California courts have repeatedly stated that an obligation imposed by law
must be involuntary to fail within the judicial exception. The judicial exception
has developed in cases involving (1 ) specific statutory duties imposed by law
and (2) liabilities imposed as a result of tort judgments. Obligations that a
county voluntarily incurs are not entitled to be treated as obligations imposed by
law and would be subject to the constitutional debt limitation, unless otherwise
excepted

The

facts and circumstances related to Orange County's bankruptcy and
subsequent actions appear to involve voluntary as well as involuntary conduct.
The Settlement Agreement represents a negotiated arrangement among the
county and pool participants before adversarial proceedings had developed to
any meaningful extent Even the findings of the bankruptcy court acknowledge
that the agreement between the county and the pool participants was
consensual

None of the pool participants who will receive the warrants under the settlement
litigation against the county. The agreement has been crafted to
characterize the claims against the county as sounding in tort, but fails to identify
pursued
those

torts

The

torts that

may be

alleged against the county are unlikely to

fall

clearly within the judicially determined tort liabilities at issue in the California

based on
breaches of trust, they may not constitute torts. Under these circumstances, the
California cases do not clearly support the conclusion that the county's actions
are "involuntary" within the meaning of the judicial exception.

decisions.

In addition, to

Validation Proceedings

The

the extent that claims against the county are

- Benents and Limitations

California code ot civil procedure provides a process by which questions of
municipal authority can be addressed by the state courts through a validation
process A municipality files a complaint seeking a court determination of the
validity of the municipality's action under state law and gives notice to the public
The court considers the municipality's arguments and, If no party challenges the
validation, typically enters a default judgment.
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Municipal governments have used the validation process vA\en issuing debt
under the exception of an "obligation imposed by law." The principal court
cases related to the debt limitation exception for "obligations imposed by law"

date back to 1919. In the absence of more recent court rulings, bond counsel
have sought judicial validation of transactions through a judgment in superior
court. There is limited case law on the validation process itself, and the
California

Supreme Court has

not opined on the constitutionality of the validation

process.

Orange County has filed a complaint in Supenor Court seeking validation of the
warrants and refunding bonds to be issued as exceptions to the constitutional
debt limitation as an obligation imposed by law. Moody's raises the following
questions:

.

What assurances does

the validation proceeding provide on the validity

enforceability of the warrants

Validation

is

an

-_;

t

and

and the bonds?

interpretive process.

Its

scope

is limited to rely

on

interpretations of existing law. Validation does not authorize the courts to confer

municipal power where such power does not exist under state law or where such

power may exceed

constitutional limitations

Validation has

been used

in

several states, including California, to provide a judicial determination that

and
clarifies ambiguities and inconsistencies in bond
constitutional provisions, particularly in the absence of a sufficient body of case
law on which bond counsel might otherwise rely Moody's has rated debt of
California municipalities that has been validated by state superior court.
related statutes

Orange County and its bankruptcy and the issues that are
be resolved through a judgment obtained in a validation proceeding
raise significant legal issues. It appears that the validation proceeding is using
the bankruptcy court order to confer municipal power on the county that does not
otherwise exist or to validate an obligation that may fundamentally violate

The

facts related to

sought

to

constitutional restrictions.

Is

a judgment subject to collateral attack?

California's Validation Act contains a broad provision that cuts off

all

rights of

a validation judgment on issues that ./ere or could have
been raised in the validation proceeding This broad statutory provision clearly
precludes a future effort to overturn a court's validation judgment with respect to
matters of statutory interpretation. However, several issues of constitutional
significance are raised by the statutory validation procedures and the facts
related to the County and its bankruptcy, including whether the validation
proceedings can cut off the right of an interested person to claim that the bonds
violate the state constitution Without conclusive determinations from the

any person

to contest

.
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Supreme Court on the validation process, future challenges might
successfully brought against the validity of the obligations.
California

be

Satisfactory ansvi/ers to these questions, accompanied by an unqualified bond
counsel opinion, may provide Moody's with sufficient comfort that these bonds
are valid and legally binding obligations of the county. This would satisfy the
first tier of the analytic process. However, an investment grade rating would

require closer scrutiny of the structure

To Achieve Investment Grade
Orange County
.

and

Status,

credit quality of the obligations.

Bonds Must be

Insulated

From

.

to the validity of the Recovery Bonds, there are
must be examined. Moody's currently rates the
long-term debt of Orange County below investment grade at the Caa level Even
if the county is successful in emerging from bankruptcy, it will face severe
financial pressures going forward due to the loss of interest earnings which
supported the General Fund, the loss of accumulated reserves in the investment
pool, and expense of new obligations to repay pool participants, as represented
is unlikely that the county's credit position
by the Recovery Bonds As such,
will be significantly strengthened in the near future

Moody's can obtain comfort as

If

many

levels of credit quality that

it

Given the County's current weak

credit position,

it

may seek

to find

ways

of

strengthening the credit quality of new bond issues through unique security
features or issuance structures It is Moody's position that any future bond
issues will have to be both financially and legally insulated from the county in
order to achieve a credit rating better than the county's existing credit rating.
would look for a specific pledge of a revenue stream to bondholders
providing a lien that would survive a future bankruptcy filing by the county.
Otherwise, repayment of the bonds could be subject to budgetary pressures for

We

the provision of health, safety

and welfare, services with which the bankruptcy

court cannot interfere

.

.

.

And Bonds Must Possess

the Credit Qualities of Investment

Grade Debt

Finally, once Orange County has satisfied concerns over the validity of the
bonds and the ability of such bonds to withstand future county fiscal distress,
must still demonstrate that has.the ability and willingness to repay that debt.
This will be indicated by the quality of the revenue stream backing the bonds
and the legal security provided to bondholders through the various provisions of
the bond indenture Moody's will look to traditional indicators such as overall
debt levels, coverage of debt service by the pledged revenue stream, the ability
to issue parity debt, and the impact of the debt issuance on other county
operations as well as on the holders of outstanding debt
it

it
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In the case of the Recovery Bonds, which will be paid from the county's General
Fund, there could be a negative effect on existing certificate of parlicipation
holders whose debt may be subordinated to the new debt. Further, the diversion
of a General Fund revenue source without replacement by the increased sales
tax, should that not receive the required voter approval, could impair already
reduced General Fund operations. These are not indicators of investment grade

credit quality.

Conclusion
Municipal bankruptcy

Bonds, the

first

is relatively

unknown

The Recovery Refunding
in its plan to emerge from
state law The interaction of

territory.

financing proposed by Orange County

bankruptcy, go deeper still into untested areas of
municipal bankruptcy and state law will be key to Moody's analysis of the validity
of the obligations and will start with Moody's looking for the unqualified opinion

bond counsel

any obligations issued by the county are valid and legally
Only from there can we assess the credit quality of the
obligations based on their structure, security provisions and other fundamental
of

that

binding under state law
credit characteristics.
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Moody's Comments on Orange County, Califomia
Teeter

Bond Credit Quality

NEW YORK, NEW YORK- JUNE 23, 1995
Orange County. Califomia, plans to sell $1 55 million Teeter Plan Revenue Bonds on June 27 through! a newK
formed Joint Powers Agency, the Orange County Special Financing Authontv The bonds will be secured by a
irrevocable direct-pay letter of credit to be issued by The Industrial Bank of Japan. Limited Although the atmo
on the bonds will reflect the credit quality of the IBJ letter of credit, Moody's is providing comment on the
underlying credit quality of the bonds. As with the Refunding Recovery Bonds sold on June 1 3. the Teetei
Bonds represent another component of the county's attempted recovery pla-- Moody's continues to mon toi :'-county's proposals and we will comment on all financings, whether credit enhanced or not. tor the implicaiio'":
on the county and more broadly on the public finance market.
Teeter

Bond Structure

The county is issuing the 1995 Teeter Bonds in part to refund SI 75 million o* outstanding 994-95 Taxab ea Tax-Exempt Teeter Notes. The balance of the funds needed to retire the notes will come from money availao'e
in the existing Teeter Fund. The one-year notes mature June 30. 1995 (S1 1
Tiillion taxable notes and Sc4
million tax-exempt notes) and were backed by a standby purchase agreement with the Orange County
Investment Pool. The county must issue the 1995 Teeter Bonds in order to avoid defaulting on the 1994 Teetc
notes. Bond proceeds will also be used to purchase new propeity tax receivables and to fund in part the Tax
Loss Reserve Fund.
1

1

Credit Quality of
Participants

As

with other

Bonds Issued by Joint Powers Agency Derived from Below Investment Grade

bonds being Issued by Orange County, the Teeter Bonds must be examined

in

the context

ot the

county's bankruptcy. Moody's has stated previously that any new debt obligation of the county would have tc bi
financially and legally insulated from the county to have credit quality above the county's long-term debt latino
of

Caa.

The county has attempted to insulate the Teeter Bonds from the county by selling the property tax receivable?
to the Authority and having the Authority issue the debt. While this approach does achieve some degree ot
separation, the county
the Authority,

is

not making a "true sale" of receivables to the Authonty. retains significant contiol cvt

and the county

insulated from the current or

by the Authority would

will

any

act as servicer for the receivables.

As a

result,

the Authority

is

future bankruptcy of the county. Therefore, the credit quality of

reflect the credit quality of the Authority's participants.

(Continued)

not

fully

bonds issued
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June 23. 1995
Moody's Comments on Orange County, California
Teeter

Bond

Credit Quality

— economics, legal provisions, and the provided bondholder,
— do indicate stronger credit quality than the county currently provides to other long-term debt. However.
Certain elements o1 the bond structure

lien

its

to

Ihi

its

exposure to bankruptcy risk results in
grade tor the reasons outlined below.
Teeter

credit quality,

absent the

letter of credit, that

would be below inveslmenl

Bonds to Be Issued through New Joint Powers Agency

The Teeter program

is

a method

of distributing

secured property taxes

to local taxing agencies. Participating

agencies, which include the county, all school districts, and other cities and special districts who have chosen tc
participate, receive the full amount of their share of property taxes on the secured roll, including property taxes
that become delinquent which are yet to be collected. The county forwards the delinquent taxes to the other
entities in exchange for the right to collect delinquencies with interest and penalties. The county issues debt to
fund the payments owed to the agencies and repays that debt through the collected tax delinquencies, interest

and

penalties.

bonds through the Orange County Special Financing Authority, which is a joint power t
Orange County and the Orange County Development Agency. The primary reasons for
financing through the joint powers authority are to separate the Teeter Program from the operations of Orange
County, and to allow the issuance of longer-term bonds than the county would be permitted to issue itself foi
The county

is

issuing the

authority consisting of

program. Historically, counties were limited to issuing one-year notes to finance the Teeter Plan, but now
can issue seven-year debt. There are no limits on the maturity of the bonds it issued by the JPA,

this

Links between County and Authority Limit Ability to "Bankruptcy Proof"
Although the county intends the Teeter Program to economically self-supporting, there remain significant
linkages between the county and the Authority, such that a future bankruptcy filing by tne county could impai
the Authority's ability to make timely debt service payments.

The Authonty

is

made up

of the

county and the County Development Agency The County Board of Superviso'

i

Development Agency and the Joint Poweis Agency County staff acts as the
will be the staff of the JPA. The county will be the servicer with respect tc
the delinquent tax payments and the receivables. The county is not making a "true sale" of the receivables to
acts as the Board for the both the
staff of

the Development Agency and

the Authority.

Future County Fiscal Distress Could Impair Authority Debt Service Payments
Although the bond documents say that the county is selling the receivables to the Authority, the transaction
more closely resembles a secured transaction; that is. the county is giving the authority a lien on the asset
rather than selling the asset outright. Since the county

is

not transferring

all right, title

and

interest in the

it would in a true sale, the receivables would be subject to the
a bankruptcy court both in the current bankruptcy and in the event of a subsequent bankruptcy
The court could determine that the sale arrangement, for purposes of bankruptcy law. constitutes debt of the
county. This would subject debt service payments to an automatic stay unless the consent of the bankruptcy
court is obtained to make debt service payments even from funds held by the trustee.

receivables after the sale to the Authority as

jurisdiction of

Bondholders will have a lien on the delinquent tax revenues and associated interest and penalties. This lien
would survive the current and any future bankruptcy filing so that bondholders would ultimately receive full
payment if the revenue stream is adequate. However, timely payment could be interrupted in a subsequent
county bankruptcy.

The county will also act as the Servicer of the Teeter Program. It will be responsible for collecting delinquent
taxes and transferring them to the Authority. Any future insolvency or bankruptcy could impair the county's
ability to adequately perform Its obligations under the Servicing Agreement. Further, in a bankruptcy filing, the
county could reject the Sale and Servicing Agreement itself as an executory contract.
The county is also retaining some of the benefits associated with the revenue stream since it will be receiving up
$10 million annually for the General Fund. However, the county is not taking on any obligation to make debt

to
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service payments on the Teeter

and

Bonds from any sources

other than the delinquent taxes, penalties. Interest,

tax loss reserve fund.

Teeter Expected to Be Self-Supporting Revolving Program
to the Sale and Servicing Agreement, the county will sell its current and future property tax receivables
The Authority will use the delinquent tax. Interest and penalty revenues derived from that sale
pay debt service on the bonds; (2) purchase new tax receivables each year: and (3) transfer excess funos
not to exceed $10 million to the county's General Fund.

Pursuant

to the Authority.

to

(1

)

appears to be sufficient to make all of the above payments. The county has a five-yea'
which delinquent property is foreclosed and sold. The county typically recoups taxes,
exceeding the full amount of the original delinquent taxes within three years. Amounts
collected In the fourth and fifth year are excess revenues that the county can use for any purpose and are
essentially compensation for the nsk taken by the county In advancing full property tax revenues to participati'^g

The projected cash

flow

collection cycle, after

penalties

and

interest

agencies.

The proposed Teeter structure appears to work economically. The existing revenue stream is adequate to
support debt service and annual purchases of receivables while generating excess to be transferred to the
county. In fact, the Issuance of the bonds using the proposed structure could be used by the county to meet
other obligations since

It

will

Its

enhance General Fund resources.

Legal Provisions

The county is also pledging to bondholders the Tax Loss Reserve Fund (TLRF) All counties that participate .•the Teeter Plan are required to maintain a TLRF In prescribed amounts in case the sale of foreclosed property
does not fully cover delinquent taxes. Historically, the TLRF has not been pledged to bondholders. Orange
County proposed this legislative change which was enacted In SB 7. the legislation which also allowed for ihe
transfer of the

TLRF

from the county to the Special Financing Authority

an additional bonds test that requires the county to maintain a 1 5 asset-tolimit on and a coverage test tor the amount of excess revenues that car.
and a requirement to maintain a minimum fund balance m the Teeter Fund.
Exclusive of the implications of the county's bankruptcy and current legal and financial problems, these legal
provisions do provide some protection for bondholders over the life of these bonds

Other

legal provisions include

llability ratio for

be transferred

.

1

the Teeter Program, a

to the county,

-

Teeter

Bonds

Potentially Stronger than County's Direct Debt but

Still

Not Investment Grade

The Teeter bonds exhibit some characteristics that support a credit rating above that of the county's direct dec.
Including the lien and other legal protections provided to bondholders, and the self-supporting nature of the
revolving revenue stream. However, while the county is fiscally distressed, ir bankruptcy, and threatening to
repudiate debt, the Teeter Bonds would be below investment grade due to the close relationship between the
county and the Authority and the lack of a true sale of the assets by thecouniy to the Authonty.
Contacts:

Karen S. Krop
(212)553-4860

Mary Francoeur
(212)553-7240
(212)553-

P1274F0O
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QUESTION NO.

3:

You stated in your written testimony that the Orange County
bankruptcy has cost other counties millions of dollars in
increased borrowing costs for short-term debt, even though their
This is
credit fundamentals remain as strong as they ever were.
Do you expect this to continue?
an important observation.

ANSWER TO QUESTION NO.

3:

S&P has not specifically followed market trends concerning
S&P's prior statements -the borrowing costs of counties.
concerning increased borrowing costs -- were simply based on
public comments by issuers and on reports in the news media.

S&P is unable to predict the future effects of Orange
County's bankruptcy. However, S&P has observed other major
financial crises within the past twenty years, including those in
These
New York City, Philadelphia, Massachusetts, and others.
historic examples suggest that until a distressed issuer starts
to stabilize or improve, other issuers with similar
characteristics pay a higher risk premium on their net interest
costs, regardless of their own credit quality.

QUESTION NO.

4;

You also stated in your testimony that S&P reissued its
published guidelines for evaluating pool safety. What rating
would Orange County have received under these reissued
guidelines?

ANSWER TO QUESTION NO.

4:

S&P "issued" published guidelines for evaluating pool
The guidelines
safety; S&P did not "reissue" such guidelines.
Instead they are merely benchmarks
are not formal requirements.
that may cause S&P to make further inquiry about an issuer if its
profile varies significantly from the guidelines.

Orange County's investment policies did cause S&P to ask
numerous questions of Orange County, and S&P received what it
believed to be satisfactory answers at the time. Unfortunately,
since Orange County's bankruptcy filing, it has become clear that
S&P did not receive adequate or reliable information in response
The rating of a particular issuer
to many of its questions.
For these reasons, S&P is
takes into consideration many factors.
unable to state what rating Orange County would have received
under these guidelines.
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QUESTION NO.

5:

What percentage of Orange County's revenue came from
investment returns? How did the rating agencies take the
magnitude of that percentage into account?

ANSWER TO QUESTION NO.

5:

S&P did consider and monitor the magnitude of the percentage
of Orange County's revenues that came from investment returns.
As per the 1994-95 budget, adopted in June 1994, Orange County's
investment earnings were estimated to be the following amounts
and percentages of the total estimated revenues for 1993, 1994,
and 1995:
Year
92-3
93-4
94-5

Rev,

from use of money
$ 96.3
$235.6
$179.0

($ millions)
Total revenue
$1,733.0
$1,983.7
$2,069.8

%

of Total revenue
5.5%
11.9%
8.6%

1993-4 was a year of relatively higher investment earnings
for Orange County, partly due to the increase in the use of
Orange County was
taxable notes for investment purposes.
planning a larger taxable note issue for 1995. However, there
was a lower assumption of investment earnings projected for 19945.
In addition. Orange County indicated that its average return
on funds for 1993-4 was 6.25%, plus approximately $50 million
from high yield investments from a $400 million taxable note
transaction that year.
Further, Orange County indicated in its June 1994 budget
that it had allocated $141 million to a fund for economic
uncertainties as a carry-over reserve fund balance. That fund
could be used to temper the effects of any unexpected revenue
shortfall, and it represented about a 6.8% budget cushion, which
is well above average for city or county governments.

QUESTION NO.

6:

Do the rating agencies look into whether municipalities have
for example,
game-plan for financial emergencies
refinancing, special taxes like sales and airline ticket taxes,
privatization, sale of assets, differentiation in levels of
staffing, etc.?

—

a

ANSWER TO QUESTION NO.

6:

S&P could request such a "game-plan" if particular
circumstances made that appropriate. S&P does try to identify
potential budgetary risks, such as overly optimistic revenue
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However, a
assumptions, or unrealistic cost estimates.
"gameplan" would not typically be requested from issuers with a
long history of stable financial operations and maintenance of
On the
fund balance reserves against unexpected developments.
other hand, as issuers reduce their fund balance reserves or
begin to expend more than their annual revenues, or begin to
"liberalize" their revenue or expenditure assumptions, S&P
analysts will undertake an analysis of revenue-raising and
S&P could inquire about
expense cutting flexibility.
"contingency plans" and their likelihood of achievement if a
municipality's finances deteriorated significantly. Some
contingency plans are under the sole control and discretion of
the municipality (such as raising taxes and fees within legal
These plans are
limits, or reducing discretionary spending)
given more weight in S&P's financial analysis than are
contingency plans based on expectations of state revenue
increases, spending relief on mandated programs or bond
refinancing for budget relief. These latter plans require the
continued good will of lenders to renegotiate or underwrite new
debt.
.

QUESTION NO.

7:

At the time of Orange County's bankruptcy, its securities
were rated by the agencies in their highest rating category and
It was wellwere eligible for investment by money market funds.
known before the bankruptcy that the Orange County Investment
This
Pool was highly leveraged and invested in derivatives.
included information in annual reports and information regarding
the riskiness of funds during Citron's reelection campaign in
1994.
And, you stated that the information he received regarding
How
the Orange County Pool's strategy proved to be unreliable.
was the information unreliable? Why didn't the other public
information regarding the riskiness of the Pool have an impact on
your ratings?

ANSWER TO QUESTION NO.

7:

The April 24, 1995 issue of CreditWeek Municipal contains
The
S&P's analysis of Orange County's investment position.
publication reveals the areas in which S&P believes that
information provided to it was unreliable. Attached to this
response are pertinent portions of that publication.
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ADDED TO VOLATILE DERIVATIVE/HYBRID RATINGS

S&P

will begin highlighting certain derivative

and hybrid

securities

by attaching an

Y

symbol

to its ratings to alert investors that the instru-

"Adoption of the

Y

symbol is one of

many steps SiP tias

ments may experience high volatility or dramatic
fluctiutions in their expected returns because of
market risk.
Because S&Ps debt ratings address credit risk
only, the addition of the V symbol neither modifies nor changes ratings. S&P is applying the new
symbol to certain derivatives and hybrid securities to clarify its rating defiiutions for investors.

taken recently to
increase

ttte

market's

awareness of the

growing number of
risks incorporated

into today's
securities.

Since the
to serve as

tinue

its

new

Y symbol's principal function

is

an investor alert, S&P intends to condevelop miarket-risk measures

efforts to

that quantify noncredit risks

Ultinutely,

S&P

hopes to develop a systematic approach to quantify market risk on an individual security basis.
In introducing the Y symbol, Leo C. O'Neill,
president of S&Fs Ratings Group, said: "Our
paramount goal in establishing the 'f symbol is
to ensure that investors
large and small
understand that our ratings define and illuminate
the degree of credit risk, but do not speak to other
sigiuficant risks. By identifying certain securities
with our 'f symbol, we hope to alert investors
that their returns may be markedly affected by
noncredit factors beyond what would be defined
by credit ratings.
'The market has used ratings as a proxy for
total return, even though ratings prinurily address credit risk," said Mr. O'Neill. "However,
with many derivatives and hybrid obligations, a
calculation of expected return based primarily on
ratings may be misleading."
The 'f symbol %vill be used when S&P believes
that noncredit risks may have a sigiuficant impact
on an obligation's valuation. For example, expected return can be affected by equity or commodity risk, unknown and possibly severe pre-

—

—

payment

risk, or currency risk.
"The absence of an 'f symbol should not be
taken as an indication that an obligation will
exhibit no volatility or variability in total return.

Earlier this year,

S&P introduced

a

new

rating

system for mutual bond funds, designed to help
investors gauge the market risks that can affect
the value of their investments. In addition, last
year S&P conducted a survey of the hybrid debt
market to determine whether its ratings were
accurately understood by key market participants in these itutruments.
In addition to applying the 'f symbol to appropriate new issues, S&P has identiiied more than 800
outstanding issues that warrant the iKitation being
attached to their existing ratings. S&P believes these
issues may experieiKe a high degree of \-olatibty or
variability in their expected returns due to noiv
credit risks. By adopting the 'r' symbol, S&P will i¥)»
be liberalizing its current approach to ratings. All
market sectors will be affected by the new policy. A
list of affected securities will t>e published in the July
\S.\99iCrtdilWexk.

SMALL MARKET SEGMENT

When derivative and hybrid securities were
created, they occupied a small segment of the
market and were used primarily by sophisticated
investors. However, there is now growing evidence that derivative and hybrid securities are
being used in mutual funds and other investment
vehicles that have a much broader investor base.
Government and regulatory authorities also have
voiced concern about investor understanding of
these compUcated instruments.
The 'f symbol is attached to derivative, hybrid
first

certain other obligatioiu that S&P beUe\-es
may experience high volatility or high variability

and
in

expected returns due to Ttoncredit risks created
obligation. Examples of such

by the terms of the

obligations are:
• Securities whose principal or interest return
is indexed to equities, commodities or
currencies;
• Certain
• Interest

swaps and options; and
only and principal only mortgage

securities

GROWING RISKS
Adoption of the

S&P

'r'

symbol

is

one of many steps

has taken recently to increase the market's

awareness of the growing number of risks incorporated into today's securities. S&P has continually expressed concern about the adequacy of
disclosure and of investor understanding of ratings that address the obligor's ability to repay its
obligation.

nAMDAlB • POOB't CMBtTWUR

The 'f symbol is attached for some of the
lowing types of securities:
• Interest-only

fol-

and principal-only mortgage se-

because of their extreme variability
caused by mortgage prepayments;
curities,

•

Mortgage residuab, if the issue contains elements of risk associated writh either lOs or
POs. (Most mortgage residuals would not be
included, because they predomiitantly are ^

JIMT 11, 1*«4 31
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,l,(,ri-term issues

with fixed payment

Y, because

the instrument passes additional
market rate of return to the

risk of earrung a
,

Structured notes whose interest payments are
derivod from a swap that could terminate at
anv time While the total return of a terminating swap could be positive, it may not be what
the investor was expecting;
Debt or preferred stock whose terms provide

automatic conversion to common
stock, because the buyer could be better or
worse off with the common stock at the end
of the set period. However, conventional convertible debt will not be highlighted with a
symbol, because it only converts if it benefits
for the

'SiP is not indicating
that securities

designated with an

'r'

symbol are not
acceptable
investments,

•

simply saying that they
carry risks other than
credit risk that

need

to

be examined as part of
the investor

decision-making

the investor.
Debt issued by a corporation or

government

principal is dependent upon the performance of an index that could either rise or
fall, such as debt repayment tied to the stock
market or currency exchange rates. However,
an obligation that can only benefit the investor, and carmot reduce expected repayment,
will not be assigned an V;
• Leveraged inverse floaters that do not move
parallel to an index, but expand and contract

whose

it is

process."

relative to the index,

depending upon the

terms, will receive an

Y because of its addi-

tional risk;
•

•

Obligations with interest rates linked to noninterest related indices, such as the price performance of a basket of stocks; and
Obligatior« with fixed interest rates, if the rate
has been reduced in anticipation of gains from
a third-party noncredit related source. For
instance, some bonds are sold at rates well
below market rates, because there is an expectation of additional returns from a third-party
source, such as tax credits, a pledge of a percentage of the company's revenues, or the
positive performance of some index. Bonds
with provisioi\s like those would receive an

investor.

Securities will be added or deleted from the list
designation based largely on the
receiving the
degree of investor understanding of the risks associated with certain hybrid and derivative into an issue
struments. S&P will not assign an
that is indexed to a commotJy used interest rate,
such as LIBOR, or Cost of Funds Index (COFl).

Y

Y

While S&P is identifying issues that may exhibit significant noncredit risk, such issues may
be prudent and appropriate securities for certain
investors. For example, sophisticated investors
often use derivative and hybrid securities to
hedge some preexisting risk in their portfolios,
reducing their overall exposure. S&P is not indisymcating that securities designated with an
bol are not acceptable investments, it is simply
saying that they carry risks other than credit risk
that need to be exanuned as part of the investor
decision-making process.
As noted earUer, S&P is continuing to review
its outstanding issues to identify the derivative
symbol.
and hybrid securities that warrant the
During the course of the review, S&P will adjust
and will review any
any issues that warrant an
outstanding security upon request.
symbol, S&P surBefore aiuiouncing the new
veyed a cnKS section of market participants, including issuers, investors and govenunent/ regulatory
authorities. As S&P continues to review its practices
relating to derivatives and hybrids, it will issue
additiorwl notices to the investor commuixity Most
importantly, S&P welcomes comment on its activities as it responds to the dynamic needs of the

Y

Y

Y

Y

.

fixed-income marketplace.

nomas G Cillis (212) 208-1573
Solomon B Samson (212) 208-1630
Cleim S Goldberg (212) 208-8880
Joanne W. Rose (212) 208-8327

BELL ATLANTIC/NYNEX DEAL HAS NO RATINGS IMPACT
Bell Atlantic Corp.'s. ('A+' implied senior rating)

and

NYNEX Corp.'s

CA' senior unsecured debt)
combine their cellular mobile telephone businesses will have no near-term impact
on credit quality. The conversion of outright
ownership of individual cellular units into equity
positions of comparable value in a single combined cellular venture does not change the fundamental economics of the companies' invest-

agreement

to

ments.

The creditworthiness
its

of the joint venture,

and

longer-term impact on the partners' credit

be mainly a function of the financial
strength and operating performance of the joint
venture as the business evolves. Since the two

quality, will

companies will contribute assets with significant
market value (estimated at $13 billion by the
companies) to the joint venture, S&P would also

SI •fANMUW « roeC't CUDITWIIK

consider parent support in any rating of joint
venture debt.
The joint venhjre entity, to be owned 62.35% by
Bell Atlantic and 37.65% by NYNEX initially, will
be managed 50/50 by the companies. Each company intends to account for its investment in the
joint venture using the equity method. The two
cellular operations combined, have about 55 mil-

lion POPs (population of a cellular service area
multiplied by ownership percentage), 1 .8 million
customers, and armual revenues of $1 .2 billion.
After elimination of overlapping markets, the
joint venture will rank among the top three U.S.
cellular companies, with more than 50 million

POPs.

The companies continue

to seek additional

partners for the wireless joint venture, particularly with respect their plan to bid aggressively

JULY 11, 1*«4
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importani lo

recognize Ihal the lerm

'government securities'
applies to a wide variety

some

focus to specific characteristics of these investments. Even without dramatic examples, it is important to recognize that the term "government
securities" applies to a wide variety of issues that
may have provisions such as call features, payment delays, or interest-rate formulas, and investors must scrutinize them closely The terms of

attention this year.

may have

provisions such as
features,

call

payment

year,

government

markets have become
and investors should re-

securities in today's capital

more complex,
of issues that

SECURITIES' DIVERSITY REQUIRES ANALYSIS

securities have
received attention in a number of news articles,
and recent investor losses have brought a new

Over the past

"II is

COMMENTS

view

all

S&P

generally,

aspects of a security before purchasing

it.

believes the obligations of the U.S. and

whose securities would be
government securities, are of very
However, a credit opinion
quality.
strong credit
does not take into consideration noncredit factors, such as market risk, which arc a part of the
certain other issuers,
classified as

delays, or interest-rate

formulas,

and investors

must scrutinize them
closely.

overall investment decision. Investors should ex-

amine the terms of any security carefully to be
sure that it meets their needs.
The term "government securities" is often associated with exemptions under the Securities
and Exchange Act of 1934 Included are:
• Direct obligations of, or obligations

guaran-

teed as to principal or interest by, the US:
guaranteed by corpora-

• Securities issued or

that are designated by the Secretary of
the Treasury for exemption where there is a

as mortgage backed securities (MBS), and

others as structured notes.
Structured notes have generated
is

used

to

much

of the

The term "structured notes
descnbe debt that is customized for the

Some link payment of pnncipal to a
nonfixed source such as the price of a currency or
index. More typically, in today's market, structured notes pay interest linked to dual indices, or
a formula specifically designed for the investor
investor.

MBS

have always been subject

to

prepayment

but certain MBS magnify this risk with interand prinapal-only classes. More recently, MBS have taken on new complexity, as
REMIC structures are used to back new issues
known as re-REMICs. The terms of one re-REMIC
issued by FNMA provide for interest payments
only if there is sufficient cash flow from the collateral Interest payments may not be made, depending on the performances of the underlying
REMICs Accrued interest may be made up subsequently if excess cash flow is available
fhe universe of government securities is dyrisk,

est-only

namic Many of the complex MBS and structured
notes were not issued ]0 years ago As economic
and other conditions change, the types of debt
issued and the terms of the issues also may
change going forward

hons

public interest: and

by or guaranteed by any
are specifically exempted by

• Securities issued

corporation that

Congress

in a federal statute.

government securities
more that 1 5 different
US. government and cor-

Securities that qualify as

are issued or guaranteed by
entities/agencies of the

porations created by acts of Congress Some are
backed by the full faith and credit of the US., and
some are not. While many issues continue to be
straight-forward debt, the world of government
securities has

become

increasingly complex and

diverse.

The most common examples of government
securities are direct issues by the U.S. government, but also include direct issues or issues guaranteed by agencies or corporations such as
and the Agency for International Development (AID). Debt issued by government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) such as FNMA, the Shjdent Loan Marketing Association (SLMA), and
the Federal Home Loan Bank System are govern-

GNMA

ment securities. Some are issued as straight debt.

tTiUIDABD

« POe«'S CUDnWIlK

GOVERNMENT-BACKED OBLIGATIONS
The direct and guaranteed obligations of the
US. government, where the securities are backed
by the full faith and credit of the US, are considered 'AAA' Full faith and credit, when used with
federal government securities, is an explicit obligation to which the full tax and other revenues of
the federal government are pledged to the payment of an obligation However, a full faith and
credit pledge does not always mean timely payment of principal and interest or call protection
the federal government is only committed to pay
under the terms and conditions of the specific
U.S.

offering or the guarantee.
The U.S. issues the vast majority of

its

obliga-

Department of the Treasury.
Most of these issues are noncallable bills, notes,
and bonds. However, not all Treasuries are noncallable. The Treasury has issued callable bonds,
and Treasury bonds with call features are outtions through the

standing.

GNMA
pal

guarantees timely payment of princi-

and interest, backed by the full faith and credit
However, these are MBS and are sub- ^

of the U.S.

JANUMIY*, 1»*S 3*
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prepayment. Unscheduled prepayments of

principal on the underlying mortgages are
passed through to the investor. Recently,
has begun to issue REMIC securities, some of
which contain interest-only and principal-orJy

GNMA

Interest is paid semiai\nually. An optional reis provided for principal on any mandatory sinking fund payment date and also upon
30-60-days' notice. In the event of a default, the
Maritime Administration can either continue
paying on the bonds or accelerate the issue.
AID guarantees payment on notes issued in the
capital markets, and that guarantee is backed by

securities that are
eligible

investments

by trustees

in

'AM'

rated structured

ISSUES WITHOUT EXPLICIT U.S. BACKING
S&P has assigned a limited number of ratings,

on

request, to issues that are not backed by the
and credit of the U.S. government. Rated

transactions. Securities

full faith

backed by the

issues include the two 1989 Tennessee Valley
Authority issues, certain debt issued by the Fed-

full faith

and credit of the

U.S.

government all have
'AAA' credit quality."

and other obligameet business and financing needs. As

ing.

S. Maritime Administration guarantees
and interest on bonds, and that guaranbacked by the hill faith and credit of the U.S.

demption

list

tions to

ing receipt of notice.

tee is

a

market risk driven by pre-

risk.

All of the entities issue debt

the full faith and credit of the U.S. Payment on the
notes is guaranteed by AID. If payment is not
made by the borrower, AID will pay the guaranteed amount within three business days follow-

The U.

principal

"S&P maintains

payment

economic, business, and other conditions change,
the types and terms of the securities they issue
may change. For example, the housing GSEs have
increasingly issued callable debt in the past several years to finance mortgage purchases.
The Federal Home Loan Bank System issues
structured notes that contain market risk along
with credit risk. In a recent offering of a global
debt program, the Federal Home Loan Bank System provided for a vride variety of issuances.
Principal may be repaid at par, a specified
amount above or below par, or an amount based
on one or nu>re interest-rate or exchange-rate
indices, or otherwise. While the information
memorandum provides this geiteral information
on the program, investors should review the specific terms of each bond issuance prior to invest-

classes.

of categories ol

tional n\arket risk or

Home Loan Banks, FNMA, and FHLMC, and
number of MBS issued by FHLMC.
While the majority of these securities ue not
rated, S&P does view securities issued by certain
government-sponsored entities to be of high
credit quality, and these securities are included as
eral

a small

A popular security in the MBS area aiul in other
instruments is the inverse floater. For example,
one class of a FHLMC REMIC issue pays variablerate interest at 24.085% minus the product of the
Seven-Year Treasury Index and 2.14. Interest
payments would not be greater than 23.55% and
not less than 0% on that class. Thus, payments
float inversely with current market rates, declining in a rising interest-rate envirotunent and increasing in a falling interest-rate environment.

QUALIFIED INVESTMENTS FOR AAA' FINANCINGS

The diversity of government

securities offers a

rated as high as 'AAA'. The U.S. government has
no legal obligation to support these securities.
S&Ps assessment of these securities are biised on

wide variety of investments. S&P maintains a list
of categories of securities that are eligible investments by trustees in 'AAA' rated structured
transactions. Securities backed by the full faith

links to the federal goverrunent

and evidence of
support for the outstanding securities. The analysis S&P uses to come to a conclusion is specifically
for the securities issued by these GSEs and is not
a default risk analysis for the agency or corporation (S&P's full criteria are available upon request).

and credit of the U.S. government all have 'AAA'
credit quality. S&P must review other securities
that are not backed by the full faith and credit of
the U.S. government for credit quality prior to
inclusion on its list. But not all government securities are appropriate for every investment, and

GSEs are the largest issuers of government sebacked by the U.S.
government. While historically GSE debt issues
have been discount notes and other fixed-rate
instruments, more recently certain GSEs have issued debt with embedded derivatives. Many of
these issues are draws from medium-term note
programs. In addition, the housing-related GSEs,

some may not be appropriate at all

eligible investments in structured transactions

curities that are not explicitly

FNMA

and FHLMC, issue MBS. MBS contain
prepayment risk, but specific tranches of MBS
by these GSEs may have addi-

structures issued

40 tlANDABD « BOOK'S OUDITWniK

for structured
financings. Securities such as stripped MBS that
are purchased at prices exceeding principal
amounts and securities that do not have a fixed
par value or whose terms do not promise a fixed
dollar amount at maturity or call date would not
be considered eligible investments. While these
securities may be appropriate investments under
other circumstances, structured financings need

the certainty of fixed principal payments.
Am^ie L. Wogan, Washington, D.C.
(202) 383-7940
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THE AUTHORITY ON CREDIT QUALITY
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'A

S&P on

UNIQUE DISASTER'

April 12. 1995 hosted a

conference to discuss

^^^^'

Orange

County, Calif's bankruptcy filing and its impact on the credittvorthiness of municipal debt.

The conference was attended by
150 investors, issuers, hankers,
financial advisers, and state officials. The following article is
adapted fiom a speech delivered
by S&P director fane Eddy. A
speech about Orange County in-

vestment pool participants delivered

by

S&P director Steve

nation

—as was the case

deal

in

Philadelphia in 1990 and
Cleveland in 1978 or from
overbudgeting or "cooking
the budget books"
like

—

—

New York City in
was

1975.

Nor

the result of issuing
short-term debt to mask opit

erating deficits or accounting lapses or shortfalls. Finally, the problems do not
stem specifically from intergovernmental cuts, although
the transfers nude by the

and 1994 of
what previously were

Nelli can be found in the Credit

state in 1993

Comments section.
It would be nice to be able
to start by putting Orange

county funds and the limits

County's situation in a context that allows comparison
with historic precedent
However, Orange County's
situation is unlike any other
fiscal crisis.

The county's problems do
not stem from economic stag-

imposed by Proposition 13
have pressured all Califorrua
counties

What occurred is a unique
and the path taken
thereafter^bankruptcy an
unprecedented approach.
One of the truly unique facdisaster,

—

ets of the

Orange County

is

the

way

in

which 180

govertunental units have

been involuntarily drawn
into the bankruptcy of both
the county and the pool.
Could the county have
avoided taking the enormous step of filing for bankruptcy, an action that will
raise questions over the long
term about its willingness to
honor its obligations? The issue of whether the county
might have managed the
situation by negotiating
with the broker-dealers and
pool investors remains unresolved and probably will
never be fully answered.
However, through the bankruptcy filing, county officials sent the message that
they did not necessarily
tend to repay all the

in-

Continued on page 26

or-

imi^^m^^^^^^
MlHIUlHll^i
ORANGE COUNTY POOL PARTICIPANTS:

VICTIMS

OR ACCOMPLICES?

At a recent conference on Orange County, Calif 's bankruptcy, S&P director Steve Nelli
discussed the role of participants in the county's investment pool. Excerpts from his speech
are reproduced here.

THREE MAJOR CATHOUC HEALTH SYSTEMS PROPOSE MERGER
Three of the nation's major Catholic health systems
letter of intent to

late last

week announced

the signing of a

evaluate consolidation of the three systems by the end of 1995

SOME DEFAULTS ON CALIFORNIA SPECIAL DISTRICT DEBT SEEN
While most California Mello-Roos and special

begun

to creep up, as

S&P predicted

district

several years ago

debt remains current, defaults have
Most of the troubled districts are not

rated by S&P.

TEXAS RULING ALLOWS LEASING FOR SCHOOLS
A

Texas Supreme Court ruling that upheld the state's school financing system lets school
advantage of 1993 legislation that permits them to enter lease agreements to
address major capital needs
districts take

(SEE PAGE 3 FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF ISSUE CONTENTS.)

—
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county's obligaKons. In most
other cases of severe municipal fiscal stress even those
involving default the debt-

—

—

or continued to try to pay its
obligations and did not hint
at any desire to abrogate

them
Should the county and

honor

reverse repurchase agree-

—
—

ments generally six
months and the average
2.1

steps that signal their intention to fully

tween the term of the

maturity of their securities
years leveraged to a 3
1 /2-year duration. They explained that they could man-

its

residents take substantial
their obli-

gations, the impact of the

leveraged from about $8 billion to $20 billion. They described the mismatch be-

fil-

age the exposure this strategy introduced because of

ing might be lessened. But,
the bankruptcy is an action

the following;

creditors will continue to be

of their securities was anticipated, as 75% of the funds

First,

mindful of, as the county has
demonstrated that it views
bankruptcy as an option, not
necessarily even an option of
last resort

INFORMATION PROVIDED
Before discussing the out-

look for the county's ratings,

would

like to outline

I

some of

the information county

offi-

pro\ided to S&P and
that we relied on in assigning
and maintaining the county's

cials

debt ratings Hopefully, this
will answer some of the questions asked us and clarify the
record. Unfortunately, a number of outstanding questions
about the pool remain that
preclude a full accounting of
it

currently.

S&P relied —as

ways done

—

it

has

al-

on the accuracy
and completeness of information provided by county
officials

when assigning rat-

ings to the county's debt obligations. S&P frequently dis-

cussed the pool's condition
with county officials, includ-

no early liquidation

were invested in the pool on
a mandatory basis according
to state law. Based on precedent and a sun'ey of each involuntary member, the
county had determined that,
on average, these funds remained in the pool for five
years. Of the 25% of futvls invested on a voluntary basis,
50% was expected to be on deposit for five yeeirs or more,

and

30°'o for

years.

three to five

County

officials

claimed they had a track record of forecasting cash flow
r\eeds with a 95% accuracy.
The term of the deposits was,
therefore, anticipated to ex-

ceed the term of the securities
which S&P understood were
to

be held to maturity.
Second, county officials as-

serted their ability to

man-

age the pool's potential exposure because of their policy
of maintaining a high level
of liquidity According to the
information

we were given,

ing the chief administrative
(CAO), the assistant

the liquidity position of the
pool ranged between $1 bil-

CAO for finance, the assis-

from the
end of 1993 through Septem-

officer

and the assisand
repeatedly was given assurtant treasurer,

tant auditor/controller

underlying
strength. These officials addressed the queshons S&P
posed and provided purportedly reliable information.
Unfortunately, this information did not foretell the collapse of the pool
Last spring, county officials told S&P the pool was
ances of

its

a* STANDAKB « POOR'S CRtOfTWIIIC MUNKIPAl

lion

and $1 .8

billion

S&P was aware that a portion of the portfolio was invested in inverse floaters
and other interest rate-sensitive derivatives. Given these
positions and the nusmatch
between the duration of the

reverse repurchase agree-

ments and the

securities,

S&P was concerned about
the sensitivity of the portfolio to rising interest rates.

Again, in respotxse to our
questions about these issues,

county officials asserted that
their investment strategy
was not a cause for concern.
In

May, they

lateral calls

told us that colof $300 million

or 3.8% of the value of the
unleveraged investments

had occurred since January
1994. They stated that the
$700 million then held as unpledged securities would
fully cover collateral caUs
that might ensue upon an
additional 100-basis-point in-

crease in the six-month

Treasury

was

bill rate,

which

the treasurer's bench-

rturk. Furthermore, Ihcy

stated that the county could

manage even a

200-basis-

point increase without

sell-

ing securities at a loss.

Should this scenario arise,
the county said, it would
use

some of the

$1.5 billion

of liquidity in the pool
and /or some portion of the
$1 billion of revenues antici-

pated to be received
through December 1994 to
satisfy collateral calls or pay

down the reverse

repos.

Importantiy, county officiaU also told S&P that they

planned

hedge against inswings and exer-

to

terest rate

ber 1994 In addition to these
funds, during this period,

cise the option,

the county claimed to have

interest rate increases, to un-

between $200 million and
$700 million of unpledged
securities on hand.

wind the reverse repurchase
agreements.
The county's claim that
the pool could withstand in-

Third, county officials
pointed to the high credit
quality of the investments,
with over 75°i> by par value
in U.S. Treasury or agency
obligations.

terest-rate

seemed

upon

further

movements

entirely reasonable,

since the n2-basis-point in-

crease in rates from January
to May 1994 had led to orJy

AMHLS4, %*9»
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ORANGE COUNTY: A UNIQUE DISASTER'
on the motor ve-

in net proceeds.

Assuming

$300 million of collateral

tercept

calls.

hicle license fees

County officials told S&P
that two pools existed: the
bond fund and the commin-

the state collects for the

bonds over the next nine

county;
Issuing S500 million ol
debt backed by tip fees
collected by the Integrated Waste Mar\age-

months, county officials
have stated that their first-

gled fund.

•

S&P understood

former was marked
to market ai\nually, while
that the

the latter

marked

was

to

not formally

lowed

ment

market Howe\cr,

the county stated that
a practice of

it

fol-

meeting

manage

pool's position actively

and

prudently They also asserted
that the securibes would be
held to maturity
Furthermore, S&F was assured that the board of super\isors understood and
approved of the investment

•

tween

Had

The plan includes

the following elements:
• Selling $750 million of

bonds secured by an

•T«MnM» « reec't camrwuK MwnarAL

in-

challenge the constitutionality of its $600 million of taxable notes in order to "legally
default on them. As I men-

up

tion of the pool,
•

Sellmg about $240 million of so<alled recovery
notes backed by an enhanced general fund
lien. This would provide
school districts that invested in the pool with
90% of their pre-bankruptcy deposits and all
other non<ounty entities

80%;
•

Placing before voters a
referendum to increase
the sales tax by one-half

• Establishing asset sales

and
•

"

honed before, proceeds also
would be dedicated to refunding the $240 million of recov-

which the county
hopes to monetize this spring.
These three obligations add

er\- notes,

up

to $1 billion, close to the

$11 bilbon the county expects
to receive on a net basis from
bond sales This leaves $100
million to cover a gap of $785
million for

sale-lease back ar-

rangements; and
Cutting the discretionary

funds and the subordinated
repayment claims of pool

members
The county expects

the

sales tax increase to yield

$130 million per year, but
only about $60 nrullion of
these revenues would be
available to pay the remaining claims; the net amount
of the sales tax yield simply

pledgmg

ing For
relying

or

45% of

bankruptcy

its

pre-

levels.

also

is

pursu-

ing legislative changes that
might ease the cost of funding state mandates.
If it is fully enacted, the
plan would raise $1.4 billion
from bonds or $1 .2 billion
over the next nine months
of which the county would
receive just over $11 billion

—

MVLF reve-

full

repayment of

lOUs, county

its

fund by around $207 mil-

The county

the

nues to debt service on the
expected $750 million financ-

portion of the general
lion,

amounts due ven-

dors, county losses in other

plugs the gap created by

cent;

of

county also forecasts that its
$463 million discretionary
budget will have a $188 million structural budgetary
shortfall for fiscal 19%.
The county has proposed a
plan to address both gaps.

recently reiterated threat to

Refinancing $175 million

$60 million in reser\es,
Providing pool participants with, on average,
76% of their prebankruptcy deposits from cash
and short-term securities
derived from the liquida-

•

THE COUNTY TODAY
very tight The
county estimates that the
general fund carries a $2 billion lOU, representing monies owed to noteholders,
pool investors, vendors, and
other county funds. The

years,

—

been
today we would be
enjoying the luxury of discussing the baggage handling system at the Denver

is

two

tion that could free

May and November

The current condition

to

ing the amortization for
up to 25 years an ac-

that information

the county

one

owed to pool participants on a secured basis Unfortunately, this statement
must be heard in connection
with the county's earlier and

tions);

coming
due this June and stretch-

reliable,

Airport ii\stead of a potenhalSl.l billion default.

lion

of Teeter notes

strategy

Unfortunately, a huge
question mark surrounds
the collapse of the investment pool S&P was provided purportedly reliable
information indicating that
the pool could manage the
six-month Treasury bill mterest rate movement of 105 basis points that occurred be-

and the estimated $342 mil-

given legal considera-

the

prionty payments among
the $2 billion ol debts is to
cover the shortfall of $430
million due to noteholders

lion of this financing can-

for

posture of the pool, allow-

ing the county to

District for trash

the successful sale of the

disposal (about $200 mil-

not be effected, according to county estimates,

frequently with several broker-dealers to assess the overall

(NfVLF)

on

all

officials are

litigation settle-

ments, asset sales and other
miscellaneous potential revenue sources
The county estimates that
asset sales

and

sale-lease-

back financings could yield
about $100 million from the
proposals that could be implemented with any certainty. Over the past few
days, there has been more
discussion about ceding

AMdl»«, 1»*S S7
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Other key players include
county residents and the
board of supervisors. A majority of county voters must
approve the sales tax hike before it can be implemented.
The adoption of the increase
appears far from certain. For
their part, the board still
must adopt the tip fee adjustment, which increases these
fees to $35 per ton from

quires the cooperation of the
state, the public markets,
other pool participants, or

pliance of the airport with

$22.75. This increase orJy

bonds are sketchy; however,

FAA

covers debt service on $300
million of debt, not the $500
million described previously.

we would consider

ownership of the John
Wayne Airport to the county
transportation authority in

exchange

for financial assis-

tance to the county of about
$200 million, on a net basis.
We will evaluate the proposal
with an eye to understanding
what, if any, impact the trcinsfer might have on airport
bonds, the transportation
authority's debt,

and the com-

regulations

THE PLAN'S VIABILITY

How achievable is this

The second

plan?
First,

It

requires

many par-

Hes to cooperate. The state
legislature has to amend current law to allow the stretching of the Teeter notes and
possibly sign off on environmental permitting for the imposition of higher tip lees.

County

officials also believe

the state must enact legislation strengthening the inter-

cept mechanism to attract
potential buyers of the
MVLF-backed bonds.

County

officials

hope

that

these legal chcinges will be

adopted this spring.
Others who must cooper-

The

step,

and

a

pair\ful but necessary one to
allow for the full $500 million
of bonds, reqviires the county
to change laws to allow trash

to

be imported into the

county. This

is likely

to

be con-

troversial, especially in the

three cities

where the

landfills

perhaps some combination
of the three.

S&P's VIEW

How does S&P view the
plan? Naturally,

time.

The board

also has to en-

great for a

years
Given the county's recent
unwillingness to honor
bond covenants, we are
hard pressed to assume as

have not yet been

we might

realized,

although operating departments are optimistic about
achieving their targets. Cuts
of the

magnitude required

—

stances

sales past the note
dates and probably into
or winter.

due

The county believes

cur-

its

fall

rent resources for repaying

noteholders are short by $430

and asserts its inability
to cover this gap without promillion

ceeds fixjm the proposed longterm debt issues. For these reasons, the county has proposed
extending the note maturities
by a year and is trying to obtain
the consent of its notdv>ldets.

a« STANDAKO • POOB'I CRIDnWIlK MUNIOPAL

court-

and

services

and

library-related

among others. The
spending reduc-

tions, especially in health

care, result in losses of state

and

federal matching aid,

amplifying the effective

re-

ductions. Whether these cuts
are sustainable and ultimately
acceptable remains to be
proven. It is important to note
that, even before the bankruptcy, the county's general

fund operations were considered "lean" and overstaffing
was not an issue

Other participants

critical

plan are pool investors. It appears that the
county will receive a quorum agreeing to the plan,
but only if it can monetize
the $240 million of recovery
notes by June 5. This reto the

in other in-

that the

county

honor its obligations to
bondholders if difficult decisions about allocating mo-

significant

care, public protection,

—

will

27 t>ecause of the ramifications for the general fund.
They also do not believe

bond

for these

number of

sary to balance the fiscal
1996 budget. The $40 million
of cuts made in fiscal 1995

act the dramatic cuts neces-

is

system bonds until the environmental permitting issues
are settled. These factors
push the timing of these

Competition

linuted resources will be

are located.

nies

the solid waste

essen-

lems of the general fund in
order to consider assigning
investment-grade ratings to
future financings. General
fund resources are terribly
strained and probably will
remain that way for some

for fiscal 1996 will lead to

sell

it

tial that debt security provisions shield bondholders
from the tremendous prob-

significant losses in health

they can

it

financing structure for the

county does not believe it
can issue the MVLF bonds
unless (he voters approve
the sales tax increase on June

ate include noteholders.

we hope

successfully adopted and
implemented. Details on the
is

becomes necessary, as
A demonstrated
pay on

likely

lack of willingness to

the part of the county

problem

is

a

that will influence

our evaluation of the
county's creditworthiness
for a long time.
Furthermore, to create a
potentially creditworthy obligation, the repayment reve-

nue stream to bondholders
must be bankruptcy-proof
Any security for the bonds
must survive a subsequent
bankruptcy without the possibility that an automatic
stay could disrupt the flow
of funds to bondholders.

Again,

it

would be naive

to

once out of
bankruptcy, the county
would never again choose
that option should tough
times arise.

assume

that,

Jane

Eddy

(212) 208-8686
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1

SHOULD THE LAW REQUIRE THE STATE, NOT THE MUNICIPALITY, TO
ASSERT THAT BANKRUPTCY IS A LAST RESORT AFTER ALL RATIONAL AND
FEASIBLE ALTERNATIVES HAVE BEEN FULLY EXPLORED?

.

Orange County, there appears

In the aftermath of

to

be a strong feeling

crisis, six states

could

ipality

as supported
states are

Chapter
ter 9,

had expressly required approval by

Orange

state authorities before a

munic-

a petition under Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code.l

file

It

must be assumed,

by the extensive press coverage given the Orange County Chapter 9

becoming increasingly aware of

the potential

filing, that

problem of unfettered access

In order for a municipality to be able to successfully seek the benefits of

9.

its state

must affirmatively

act to

many

prior to the

quarters that Chapter 9 indeed should be viewed as a last resort.

County

Even

in

A summary

adopt legislation.

to

Chap-

review indicates that

thirty-one states have not yet acted so that a Chapter 9 proceeding in those states should not

be lawful

This

at this time.

is

probably an excellent state of affairs because

has the

it

salutary effect of requiring state action and involvement in any municipal financial crisis in
If a financial crisis

those states.

1

Only twelve

were

to

develop for a municipality in one of those

(12) stales have specifically authorized their municipalities to

Ala.

Code

§

1

Ark.
Cal.

Ann.

§ 35-603.

Mont. Code Ann.

Code Ann. § 14-74-103.
Gov't. Code § 43739.

Okla. Stat.

SC Code Ann.

Tex. Local Gov't.

218.01.

§ 6-1-10.

Code Ann.

§ 140.001.

state authoiities before

a municipality

under the federal bankruptcy laws:
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 39-619.

MSA

§

NJ Rev.

On

by

§ 7-7-41 11.

62. § 283.

Ha.

In addition, six (6) other states statutes expressly require approval

may file

Ut.

Colo. Rev. Stat. § 32-1-140.
Stat. §

Ch^ter 9 petitions:

Idaho Code § 67-3903.
Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 66.400.

1-81-3.

Ariz. Rev. Stat.

file

states,

5.3188(222);
Stat. §

MCL

§ 141.1222.

52:27^0.

the other hand, at least

one

(1) state

NC Gen. Stat. § 23-48.
Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 133.36
Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 53, § 11701.261.

has specifically forbidden municipalities from

petitions:

Ga. Code Ann. § 36-80-5.

-2-
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Chapter 9
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that municipality

would have

Chapter 9 debtor.

would

to

In light of

seek State legislation before such municipality could be a

Orange County,

at least publicize the financial

it

is

likely that the state political process

problems before the municipality could commence a

Chapter 9 case, so that the market would not be surprised.

That same

political process

should also compel the state legislature to balance the interests of both the debtor and
creditors and other constituents.
legislation in sixty percent

built in

its

Thus, the current lack of appropriate state enabling

(60%) of the

states

may have

the effect of providing an implicit,

"cooling off period."

As mentioned

in

my

written testimony prepared for the Hearings

on Debt Issuance and

Investment Practices of State and Local Government, dated July 26, 1995 {"Written

Testimony"), the Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1994 responded

to a split in

lower court

decisions with regard to the nature of the state authorization to be a debtor under Chapter 9

of the Bankruptcy Code.

Previously, a municipality qualified as a Chapter 9 debtor

"generally authorized" as such by state law.

may be

a Chapter 9 debtor only

as a municipality or

viewed as an

by name

invitation

to

if,

by

Now, pursuant

state law,

it is

"specifically authorized" in

to the states to

was

to Section 109, a municipality

be a debtor under Chapter 9. This 1994

by Congress

if it

its

capacity

Amendment can be

develop state legislation creating an

orderly process in which the state itself will supervise a municipal financial crisis.

As

a result, the existing Bankruptcy

of municipal debt

is

primarily a state responsibility. While

the states to respond to the

Chapter

9, certainly

Code does acknowledge
it

that the financial integrity

might be prudent fust

to

allow

1994 invitation of legislation on proper safeguards for access

Congress could

revisit the

Section 109 of the Bankruptcy Code.

It

concepts of "specifically authorized"

to

in

could establish more specific requirements as

-3
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preconditions for a Chapter 9 filing which would compel the state to

involved

in a

As

municipal financial

become more

crisis.

a troubled financial situation evolves into a crisis and just prior to any filing of a

Chapter 9 proceeding, there are some competing

overall solution.
to

The

it

can develop an

and constituent taxpayer-citizens, required accurate

creditors,

The

interests that should be balanced.

debtor needs protection from litigation and enforcement of claims so that

mation

actively

infor-

be disclosed about the financial situation, possible solutions, and possible time

frames.

A

possible modification to Chapter 9 could permit resort to Chapter 9 only

governmental officer or organization empowered by

state

if

a

law had specifically reviewed the

financial condition of the municipality and had specifically authorized the entity to be a

debtor under Chapter

9.

Such

a state approval process could require that the prospective

debtor also submit a proposed plan of adjustment to the state as part of this state
precondition-approval process: such a requirement should have the effect of forcing the
municipality to have a proposed solution to

its

"sunshine laws" should be publicly aired, before

by Chapter 9's automatic stay on

litigation

problems, which of necessity under state
it

receives the powerful protection provided

and the enforcement of claims.

Additionally,

not present in other types of finance which

there is an element in municipal finance

which

could be addressed by the state

approval process: municipal obligations must pass

muster under
tax citizens.

in this

state constitutional limitations

A

Federal bankruptcy court

resolve such state constitutional issues.
issues, the state approval for a

is

on the power of municipalities

may

to incur

debt and

not be the appropriate forum in which to

In an attempt to assist in the resolution of such

Chapter 9 filing could be required to be accompanied by a

statement of state legal officials or attorneys employed by the state to the effect that the

4-
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actions proposed to be taken by the debtor in effectuating a plan of adjustment were legal

under existing state law, including the constitution of such
state oversight

filing

and approval,

was made

good

in

otherwise had been sold

However,

legal.

In

my

faith

In the

absence of such

could be required that the bankruptcy court find that the

and not for the purpose of repudiating indebtedness which

in interstate

a statutory

states are willing to take

it

state.2

change

commerce
in the

to the investing public as valid, binding

Bankruptcy Code should not be necessary

if

and
the

such action on their own.

written testimony,

I

suggested two possible reforms which would not require

any extensive revision of Chapter 9 and which should not be inconsistent with the Tenth

Amendment. The

first

suggestion was for a Federal statute which would stay the effect of

litigation against a financially distressed municipality for a period of six

governor of the state approved the request for such a
suggestion in

my

response to your next question.

development and encouragement of uniform
alternative to an

ipal financial

in

New

filing.

I

There

is

if

the

more discussion of

this

The second suggestion was

for the

laws which would provide a legislative

believe that as states are faced with munic-

problems, they will look to some of the models provided by existing legislation

Jersey,

A

immediate Chapter 9

state

stay.

months

New

York, Ohio and Pennsylvania which have been successfully applied.

potential criticism of additional statutory limitations on access to Chapter 9

is

that

they effectively eliminate the benefits and protections of Chapter 9, in particular the relief

provided by the automatic stay and ability to modify contracts without the consent of

2

all

the

Consistent with this strengthening of the slates' role in overseeing municipal investments, amendments to

Code could include a requirement for more slate involvement in municipal disclosure in ihe limited area
where a municipality seeks the protection of Chapier 9. A slate could be required to provide a certificate as
to the accuracy of the disclosure submitted to the market by any of its municipalities that are in Chapter 9.
Through this certification process, the state could encourage appropriate disclosure guidelines by troubled
the

municipalities.
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parties to that contract.

tions

beyond

that

Until the

Orange County bankruptcy

is

concluded and the ramifica-

Debtor have been thoroughly studied, more drastic changes probably

should be kept to a minimum.
If

it

would be of assistance

federal or state legislation
to furnish

to you,

on a temporary

you with copies of existing

financial crises, and, if

you

like, to

we would
litigation

be happy to prepare some suggested

moratorium.

state legislation dealing

comment on

We

also

would be happy

with supervision of municipal

that legislation.
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2.

DO THE PROBLEMS

IN ORANGE COUNTY SUGGEST THAT CHAPTER 9'S
HALT ON LAWSUITS AGAINST THE FILING MUNICIPALITY COULD BECOME A
MAJOR INCENTIVE FOR TROUBLED LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TO DECLARE
BANKRUPTCY?
In fact, the legislative history surrounding the

enactment of the original municipal

debt adjustment legislation during the 1930s indicates that the desire for relief from
annihilating litigation led to the passage of the original Chapter IX. Municipalities suggested
to

Congress

time that they be allowed

at that

under federal bankruptcy protection

The automatic

litigation.

affords a debtor

is

a

debt in a formal proceeding

order to avoid the costs, expense and uncertainty of

stay and the shelter

from

litigation that the existing

major part of the benefit of Chapter 9. There

benefit of the automatic stay

When

in

to adjust their

is

no question

is

must determine how

to address its

problems.

it,

like

Many

who remain

any other entity

in

times this involves a

decision as to which creditors to pay and which creditors to rebuff.
creditors

that the

a major incentive in a Chapter 9 filing.

a municipality finds itself in financial difficulty,

financial distress,

Chapter 9

Eventually, those

unpaid take legal remedies which distract the municipality's energies,

resources and personnel.

Litigation

problems of a municipality.

is

expensive, time-consuming and compounds the

Chapter 9 can bring

litigation to a halt.

However,

just as the

automatic stay can be of benefit to a municipality, a municipality can use a Chapter 9

proceeding

from

to hide

its

problems.

Although the judge

deadline for the filing of a plan pursuant to Section 941, there

plan in the statute
considerable time.

As

itself,

is

Chapter 9 case can

set a

no deadline for proposing a

and some municipalities have remained

in

Chapter 9

for

Moreover, disgruntled creditors cannot propose an alternative plan.

a result, in

my

written testimony,

Chapter 9 could be developed on the
legislation.

in a

I

suggested that state legislation short of

state level, in

conjunction with parallel federal

This legislation would allow for a stay of litigation against a municipality for a

-7-
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six-month period pending a resolution of the municipality's problems, with the possibility of

renewal where appropriate.

The

stay could be granted

by the designated

state official or

agency, and could apply to any piece of litigation against a municipality once the authorized
state official finds that a financial

level,

emergency

provide relief from litigation,

refinance authority, appears to be

New York

in

conjunction with the efforts of a state oversight or

more constructive than an immediate

some of

State tried to create

law prohibiting suits on the City's notes
notes for long-term debt.

The

Legislation which would, on a state

exists.

legal

the

in

same

retreat to

benefits for the City with

its

Chapter

9.

moratorium

conjunction with an exchange of the short-term

problem with

moratorium3 was that

that

it

attempted to

force a resolution on the debtholders as opposed to halting lawsuits pending a consensual

resolution on a creditor-by-creditor basis or a refinancing that

over time.

The

stay envisioned in

my

would pay

the noteholders

testimony should not run afoul of Constitutional

requirements or violate Section 903 of the Bankruptcy Code which reserves to the states the

power
is

to control municipalities.

The

stay is not an

impairment of contract because the stay

The product of

granted as part of a voluntary debt restructuring.

a voluntary debt

restructuring in negotiations with creditors could be, under certain circumstances, a

prepackaged Chapter 9.
bankruptcy but a
or

filing in

If resort to

Chapter 9 became necessary,

which the ultimate outcome

more could give breathing room

is

predictable.

to a troubled municipality

absent unless the protections of Chapter 9 are invoked.
leadership in

3

its

it

It

would not be a

fi-eefall

The

months

which now appears

unconstitutional in Flushing National

N.Y.S.2d 22, 358 N.E.2d 848 (N.Y. App. 1976).

8-

Bank

v.

to

be

could also assist local political

task of explaining the ramifications of a financial crisis to

The law was declared

stay of six

its

electorate.

Municipal Assistance Corporation, 390
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AS YOU AND SEVERAL OTHER WITNESSES HAVE MENTIONED IN YOUR
WRITTEN TESTIMONY, ORANGE COUNTY HAS RESERVED THE RIGHT TO
REPUDIATE CERTAIN TAXABLE DEBT THAT THE COUNTY INITIALLY
REPRESENTED WAS A LEGAL, BINDING AND VALID OBLIGATION. IS
THERE, IN YOUR OPINION, A NEED FOR STATE STATUTES THAT REAFFIRM
AND ENFORCE SUCH REPRESENTATIONS OF VALIDITY AND LEGALITY
AGAINST LATER REPUDIATION BY A MUNICIPALITY?

3.

The

when

validity of a municipal obligation is a unique and often difficult issue, particularly

the obligation

obligation."

is

of a type that

As previously

stated,

of the relevant state constitution.

who have

hand, creditors

given

indebtedness should be repaid

is

payable from taxes and

is

viewed as a "traditional

such an obligation must pass muster under the limitations

There are two sides

money

in the

to a

to the validity question:

on the one

municipality in exchange for an evidence of

manner bargained

on the other hand, taxpayers

for;

should be protected by the provisions of their state constitution from illegal acts taken by
political leaders in providing a particular

Board situation

illustrates

some

of the

unlawful source of payment. (The Chicago School

dilemmas

that

can arise for the federal and

state

courts and for the bondholders.)'*

Undei our system of Federalism, no one can propo.se
municipality should be forced to bear any tax that

However,

a municipality

which has received

fair

is

that the taxpayers of a troubled

unlawful under their state constitution.

consideration in exchange for an evidence

of indebtedness which that municipality represented to be valid and lawful should not be

permitted to avoid

its

repayment obligation.

In particular,

proceedings under the Bankruptcy Code to invalidate what

it

should not be permitted to use

it

represented as valid.

Indeed,

an issuer of an "invalid obligation" should be subject to a fraud claim under state and federal

*

Burman

Board of Education of the City of Chicago, 360 111. 535, 196 N.E. 464 (III. 1935), the court
which long-term general obligation bonds were issued to
refund unpaid warrants. The court held that since the original warrants were not debt, were non-recourse
In

struck

v.

down

bail-out legislation pursuant to

obligations and were payable solely out of the tax revenues to the extent such tax receipts were available in
the particular year, such warrants could not be validly refiinded with debt at the expense of taxpayers.

-9-
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amount

securities laws in an

that at least equals the

may

possible that state constitutional provisions

ment of such an obligation must be changed

in

amount of

the "invalid" obligation.

It is

ultimately require that the source of pay-

order to comply with the state constitution,

but the claim itself must not be permitted to be wiped out by proceedings in the Bankruptcy

The Bankruptcy Code should recognize

Court.

may be

unlawful under the state constitution,

that,

if

while a designated source of repayment

the debtor has received consideration, the

evidence of that indebtedness nonetheless represents a valid claim against such debtor

This approach

Chapter 9 proceeding.

is

consistent with Articles

in

any

of the Uniform

Commercial Code.
For some time, there have been efforts made to ensure that municipal securities,
after issuance as being

which purportedly were validly issued, could not be challenged
invalid or not binding

on the

issuer.

In the 1860's, at least 13 states repudiated their indebt-

edness following the Civil War, and the municipal market, by the force of

its

purchasing

power, required states to examine their statutes to provide assurances and remedies to bond-

Bond counsel and

holders that the debt issued would be honored.
the outgrowth of the concern that there be
issuer to claim that

what

it

had represented

no technical reasons
to

credit rating agencies are

to

permit a governmental

be a legal, binding and valid obligation could

be repudiated because of some legal or structural flaw.

Further, court validation proceed-

ings (particularly in the southern states which had the history of 19th century debt
repudiation) have sometimes been used to provide assurance to the market that what

is

valid, binding

and

legal.

However, most

issuers

do not want

expense of a court-approved validation proceeding except
court order as a necessity.

-10

to

is

issued

go through the time and

in those situations

which

dictate a
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As
debt

is

a general rule, the premise of the municipal market has always been that municipal

honored by the municipality and

that there rarely, if ever, is

previously-issued security being legal, valid and binding.

As

markets would be viewed as poor receive better treatment

any question about a

a result, credits

in the

which

in

other

municipal market because

of the general tradition and assurance that municipalities generally live up to their obligations.

It

would be appropriate

proceeding

to assure the

to assert that securities

Code

that

no one

will enter into a

which previously had been represented

and binding obligation.s were unenforceable.
Federal Bankruptcy

market

As noted above,

to

be

Chapter 9

legal, valid

there could be added to the

Bankruptcy Court could not enforce any

a provision that the

determination by the municipality or otherwise that an obligation was not valid, binding and
legal if the municipality

was

had previously represented

in interstate

commerce

that the security

a legitimate obligation.

Section 202 of Article 8 of the Uniform Commercial

Code already provides some

limited investor protection against assertions that the securities are invalid if those securities
are in the

hands of a good

Commercial Code

faith

purchaser for value.

in their jurisdictions

the delivery of a customary

States could clarify the

so that a representation by the municipal issuer or

bond counsel opinion

statutory authority takes precedence over

to the effect that the issuer

any subsequent statutory analysis

At the same time, even attempted repudiation will not mean
should escape

demonstrated

all

liability for

in the

money borrowed

Orange County

Uniform

case.

Even

if

in a

is

to the contrary.

that the municipality

bankruptcy, as

a contract claim

had the

may

very well be

deemed unenforceable

because of some alleged lack of authority, there will be allegations and claims of unjust
enrichment, fraudulent misrepresentation, negligent representation and, obviously, various

forms of federal and

state securities laws.

Given the broad definition of "claim"

11

-

in the

688

Bankruptcy Code, each of these potential causes of action could lead
against the municipality in at least the
the municipality's total obligations

may

amount of

its

bankruptcy claims

the debt that had been issued.

Therefore,

not be reduced by an attempt to repudiate the indebt-

edness, although the nature of the claims could change.

received the proceeds for

to

use and benefit,

it

municipality will have to return the funds or pay

market could only term as a fraud.

12

is

Further,

if

the municipality actually

inescapable as a legal matter that the

some claim

for participating in

what the
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I
BANKINC AND RNANCIAL SERVICES

Congresfsi of tte Bniteli States;

AHO GOVtP«NMtNT SPONSO«£0 £'

^oufiie of 3^epre£ientatibes>

IBastjmgton. 1B€ 20515-4325
Augusts, 1995

(Jtai 47s-a8fiT f

The Honorable Richard H. Baker
Chairman
Subcommittee on Capital Markets, Securities
and Government Sponsored Enterprises
2129 Raybum House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

SUITE

2<

MISSOURI Cirv
(7131

»i

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I

am

writing to request that you include the enclosed materials in the Subcommittee

Hearing Transcript on Derivatives from July 26 and 27, 1995.

The

materials that

I

submit are written correspondence between Merrill Lynch and

former-Treasurer Robert Citron with Orange County relatedc to the Orange County bankruptcy
case.

These

demonstrate that both parties were aware of the risks associated with the

letters

derivative securities that

Orange County invested

in.

1

believe that

should be included in the official record of this hearing to clarify

During the hearing,

1

for

I

that these letters

is critical

interested parties' intent.
I

would

like the

spoke about.

your consideration of this request.

these hearings and look forward to working with

you on

1

certainly enjoyed participating in

future securities issues.

With kindest personal regards.
Sincerely,

^ennetn

E.'

Member of Congress
KEB:be

it

referred to these materials in questions to witnesses and

hearing record to include the actual documents that

Thank you

all
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Merrill

Lynch

Pttnt. Fcnncr

&

Snuih

inc.

MtorM Fuuncul Cciucr
Noflh To*<'*f

New

Yoit.

New

York 10281-1323

212 449 1000

»

Merrill Lynch

M«r^31,1993

Mr. Robert L.

Ckra

Oiwi§fr CoB&ty TrcAMiicr

Bi oadwiy Roos 209
SanUABa.CA 92702
£30 H.

.

Dear Bob,

m

iaveatorjr of the iUmui ad Mc^an Term Notes loid bjr Menill Lyack to, aad
ovned by, Oraafe Cootjr. AceofAag to mf lacoidi, tiat is a <UH i| ifJf. Bat as of the dale of
(hb letter. The aBacfaed sefaednle reflettt oar Uds as of the dose ef basiHSi. March 31. 1993. Ujoa
are iaterested is teiliat aqr or al of yoor portfoGo we woold be pleased to opdate these bids safa^

Fnrlo«r«l please fiad

correatly

i

to changed fowditioaa ia the marketplace.

As WK hawe disniwfd ia the past, the prices of thasa leuahias eaa flactaaie. I aioaid She to ickeraiethat the market for these notes «3I be atbcted bjr a aaaiber of bctors mdepeadeat of the
oediiwoftliiBeisoftheiBaenaadihevahieofiheappGalileaneaqroriatercalrMamdex. Srrm^trj
market bids may be aflected by the volaiiSty ef the appBfabla OBicacy or iaienat late iadei, the time
reaaiaiag to matvity of each aote, the amooat ooiaiaadmg of sacfc aoles aasd faaeral
i

While the Botes which Oiaaie Cooaty owH haws been stractared to afoid priadpal risk at maratiqr. the
price Oucmatiaa of these aotes prior to maturity may be volatilBdae to levcsafs. For eample; a 3 year
ievcrafcd lecarity with a coopoo of 15% • 2 (6 moaih LIBOR) nffl have ptiea vobiaky eoaipanUc to
three S year Treasuries dae to the fact that 3 bad rate aoias are naad as the craaiaoa of the aaeatiiy.
It is impoitaat to keep ia miad that despite a telati«dy moitiat or tisia| curraat yield, the ultimate
price of the aote is derived from a mnkipla of the iiaal maturity's ca patabis Traanty.

m

rinir rrir-

th^ rnrlnsrd frrinrlir

T

i

liial i ii rririai

aU of theae bids

for

Sincerely,

Michael

G

Director

Muaidpality Uail

MGS:dac

Bapil

aial

rriirt

ma

immiiiB n al]!

me would Ihsa be raeaptiwe to year
a period ef 30 days from the data of this taur.

questjoas. Subject to the laramaet forth above,

if

Ihria aia

luipowaloaay or
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ilOatMT

L. '-•Ol'

crriioti

COUMTV TKEASuMCA— T*( COU.SC'
AOMINISTRATIOM
FINANCE tUILOlNC
RM. ZOt. 130 N IROAOWAT
fO. aOX 4$IS

SAMTA AMA.

CALIFOHMlil #2702

OFFICE OF THE TREASURER-TAX COLLECTOR

April 26, 1993

Michael G. Stuenson
Dirsctor, Municipality Unit
Harrill Lynch
Plarca, Fanner & Salth, Zne.
101 Caliromla straat, Suita 1400
San Franciaco, CA 94111

-Hr.

Oaar Mika:
Thia la in raply to your lattar of March 31, 1993. Thank you for
offaring to saka a aacondary aarkat for r^urehaaa of darivatlva
aacuritiaa that wa hava pravioualy purchaaad froa you.
At thla
point in tiaa, and avan projacting into tho far futura, wa do not
baliava that va would ba intaraatad in aalling thaaa darivatlva
Ha hava alwaya baan awara that Harrill Lynch would
aactxritiaa.
aaintain a aacondary aarkat in all aacuritiaa that wa hava
purchaaad froa thaa.
Your letter explained the alleged volatile intereat coupon
atructure of theae derivativea. He have alwaya been awara of the
viciaaitudenary nature of the derivative aacsuritiea that we hava
aainly bought froa Merrill Lynch and othera. Although there aay be
an alleged intereat rata riek in thaaa type of aecurities, we
believe becauae of future low intereat rataa that the aecuritiea
that we now own aay ba avan aore valuable thaa they are today. Za
fact, Mike, it waa only after extanaive consultation with highly
placed Merrill Lynch offieiala by conference call, in person, and
in writing well over a year ago that we felt secure in investing an
even larger percentage of our portfolio in derivative securities.
Z would eatiaate that 95% of these securities were purchased fora
Merrill Lynch and 5% froa other dealera.
Sincerely,

Robert L. Citron
County Treaaurer-Tax Collector
RLCtjg
cc:
Matthew R. Raabe
Assistant Traaaurar

'

'
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ifWiiuiianilStto
101

CdWamUSbtci

Mm 1400
Merrill Lynch

^mwu"^^""^^^
June

Mr. Robert

16.

1993

L Citron

Trusurar
Orang* County Trusuror
630 N. Broadway. Room 209
Santa Ana. CA 92702
Dear Bob:

Thank you for your prompt rasponsa to my mamo datad March 31. 1993. Wa
undarttand that you do not wish to safl your darivativo saeurttias at this tima and
consider the investment a lono-tenn investment However, we would Bee to comment
on MenflTs ability to "maintain a secondary market in al securities tttat wa have
purchased from them*. While wa certainly endeavor to maimain secondary markets in
securities we sel, we are not atewe d to guarantee the eidstence of any secondary
market and would not want any investor to be under ttte impression that we would. VV»
have always token pride in the iquidity provided by our trading desks, but could not
legally and do not represent that such a merket ««uld be in effect at any point in tttf
future or what prices might be appicable. I belabor this point to emphasize that our
March 31 bid letter was a specific offer to repurchase derivative securities Merrfl hed
sold to

you

in

the past

appredato ttut you are aware of the risks Invalved In purchasirx)
and your expecution of k>w or lower interest rates in the future.
am also aware of our discussions with economists and marttet sliategists at Merrii
Lynch, but. would not and could not represent that Orange County should base
portfofio strategy exclusively on Merrii interest rato projections. The reason for our
March bid letter was to aRow Orange County tt>e opportunity to lower its' rtsk profie in
derivative securities at a profit While no one knows for certain the Erection of interest
rates, we thought it eppropriato to advise Orange County of the profitable mertcet
opportunity at this time. WhUe the decision is yours to make, it was our fwpo to assist
you in bringing the O.C. portfolio in line with e risk prolie that is less leveraged end
better positioned to perform in the event of unanticipated moventents In interest ratos.
In addition.

I

derivative securities

I

W

The success of Orange County's irtvestment portfoio. under your management,
has been outstanding. We wish you continued success and offer any resources at
Merrill that might help you In itte ftjture.
Pleese feel ftae to cal ma at any point to
discuss any of these issues and opportunities in the future.

MGS:mk

'
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MR. SIGAL'S ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
CAPITAL MARKETS SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING ON MUNICIPALITIES
1.

Should the law require the State, not the municipality, to
assert that bankruptcy is a last resort after all rational and
feasible alternatives have been fully explored?

A municipality is, generally speaking, a creature of the
Accordingly, I
State and derives all powers from the State.
believe that the law should require that the State, not the
municipality, provide by law that bankruptcy should be the
last resort and only after appropriate alternatives have been
fully explored, including utilizing the municipal borrowing
In other words, if the
power as well as its taxing power.
municipality (or a municipal assistance public authority) has
access to the financial markets through the borrowing power
and therefore can settle out any deficit or judgment, it can
In
achieve a work-out without resorting to bankruptcy.
effect, that is exactly what New York City, Yonkers and others
have done when facing significant fiscal distress.
Yes.

2.

Under what conditions was your contract with Orange County
terminated?
Under the condition that it no longer required the
services of our independent bond counsel firm.

3

.

legal

Did Orange County officials declare bankruptcy to keep from
getting sued? If so, is it your is^ression that filing for
bankruptcy has proven to be an effective way for Orauige County
to limit its litigation expenses?
We were retained by Orange County only after it declared
bankruptcy and, therefore, cannot answer the first question.
With respect to the second question, I have no information
with respect thereto.

4.

Do the problems in Oramge County suggest that Chapter 9's halt
on lawsuits against the filing municipality could become a
major Incentive for troubled local governments to declare
b««ikruptcy?
In general, I believe that a troubled local government should
not declare bankruptcy unless it has explored all of its
options.
Certainly, I can imagine a certain category of
lawsuits such as those relating to environmental pollution or
the like which, if alleged as a complaint in major amounts
against a municipality, may suggest that bankruptcy is the
only solution whereas losses, (such as cumulative operating
deficits or investment losses) that are more quantifiable and
able to be ascertained provide the municipality with the
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opportunity to explore financing options without resorting to
bankruptcy. In other words, if the licdsility exposure of the
lawsuits are ascertainable, then the municipality has at least
However, if the
the ability to consider a financing option.
extent of liability exposure in connection with the lawsuits
cannot quite be determined, then it may be analogous to
certain private corporation situations such as with respect to
asbestos, etc., wherein bankruptcy may be the only viable
alternative. Therefore, the question becomes academic, if the
bankruptcy law is amended to require filing only as a last
resort after all rational and feasible alternatives have been
fully explored, as discussed in question 1, then the nature of
the lawsuit or lawsuits would determine whether or not
bankruptcy is the only viable alternative.
As several witnesses mentioned in their written testimony.
Orange County has reserved the right to repudiate certain
taxable debt that the County initially represented was a
legal, binding and valid obligation.
Is there, in your
opinion, a need for state statutes that reaffirm and enforce
such representations of validity and legality against later
repudiation by a municipality?
In my opinion, there is no need for state or federal statutes
to reaffirm and enforce representations of validity and
legality against later repudiation by a municipality because,
the
last
time
I
looked,
there
is
still
a
federal
constitutional provision precluding states and municipalities
from impairing their contracts. Repudiation, in its technical
sense, is a revoking of a valid contract which I do not
believe is permitted by the Federal Constitution nor allowed
in bankruptcy court as such.
As I understand it, the
bankruptcy court does not repudiate contracts as such but
determines how much will be paid on such contracts, etc.
In
California
there
is
a
concept
of
"certificates
of
participation" which by their terms are not legal, binding and
valid obligations in the same sense as a general obligation
bond for which a municipality has pledged its full faith and
credit. Accordingly, in California there needs to be careful
analysis of the debt instrument itself to determine the actual
terms of the obligation.
For example, there can be a valid
obligation to pay,
subject
to
appropriation;
if
the
municipality fails to appropriate,
then
there
is
no
"repudiation" of that obligation in the technical sense in
that the holder of the certificate took the risk that the
municipality would not appropriate the debt service.
This
obviously has credit rating concerns and results for such a
municipality but it is not technically a repudiation of its
legal obligation.
It may be on this question that there is
some confusion about the actual obligations that Orange County
issued.

APPENDIX

July 21, 1995

(6©5)
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Summary

of Testimony
of

Timothy H. Riordan, President
Government Finance Officers Association
and
Director of Finance
City of Dayton, Ohio

Introduction

GFOA

a professional association of state and local government officials whose

is

responsibilities include all the disciplines related to public finance.

members

The GFOA testimony emphasizes five major points about
management and debt administration practices.
1.

GFOA's

10,000 govermnent

include both elected and appointed state and local government officials.

The

state

and local government cash

current regulatory fi-amework, which includes local policies, state laws and
oversight,

federal

has

successfully

governed

cash

management and debt

administration practices and provided adequate investor and taxpayer protection.

2.

GFOA believes the problems experienced in Orange Coimty, California have many
causes, but are primarily rooted in an investment strategy that
It

is

clearly an issue

of importance, but

intervention in state and local government cash

The problems

practices.

3.

State

and

local

in

is

it

was

seriously flawed.

not an issue justifying federal

management and debt administration

Orange County do not

reflect a national trend.

governments have taken and should continue

to take steps to

improve

management and debt administration by adopting sound financial poUcies.
GFOA strongly urges S-L-Y investing. Safety and liquidity must be given priority
over yield when investing public funds. GFOA also recommends that governments
reaffirm their commitment to full and timely repayment of all debt.
local cash

4.

GFOA

is

working

to facilitate self-regulation

of local financial

practices.

It

will

continue to undertake various projects to assist state and local governments improve
their practices, including publications, training

adoption of best practice statements.

members

to use

programs, technical assistance and

For example, a year ago

GFOA

urged

extreme caution when investing in derivatives. In addition,

will continue to

work with Congress,

further these objectives.

federal agencies

its

GFOA

and the private sector

to
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The

5.

government should confine

federal

markets, those

who

regulatory activities to regulation of

its

trade with state and local governments, and the instruments

themselves.

Cash management can be defined
availability

sometimes

maximum

and

Where such

conflict with each other.

and educational programs

The power

that safety

borrow

to

is

by special

legal restraints

One of

state's

and controls

GFOA cautions

state

in all its literature

yield.

and local governments to raise the funds needed for
to

meet

their cash-flow needs.

It is

government may organize, perform any function, tax

its

its

is

citizens, or receive or

of

that

political subdivisions.

No

spend money

Thus, local governments, as political subdivisions of the

and regulations

governed

at all levels.

public finance activities and those of

state.

cash

another of the most consequential activities undertaken in

and programs, as well as

own

without the consent of the
to state statutes

maximum

These twin goals

the ftinctions implicitly reserved to the states by the Constitution

management of a
local

conflicts exist,

and liquidity have a higher priority than

government finance. Borrowing permits
large-scale capital projects

as all activities undertaken to ensure

investment yield on a government's idle cash.

states,

look

for direction regarding permissible investments, debt financing,

pension fund management and other

ftinctions.

Federal intervention in cash

management and debt

administration would be a departure fi-om the principles of federalism.

Su ggestions

for

GFOA

Improving Cash Management and Debt Administration

believes that there are

many ways

that participants in financial markets, including

federal regulators, state policy makers, local officials and others, can improve state

govenunent investment and borrowing
Local Actions

.

and

local

practices.

Local public officials are undertaking a review of their authorized

investments and an analysis of their portfolios. They should be looking particularly at whether they

have a written investment policy and

if so,

determining whether their policy addresses derivatives

only generically (such as providing authority for U.S. government agencies) or more specifically (by
description of particular products themselves). Local governments should develop debt policies and,

review them to make sure they are adequate and current.

if they

have such

level

for all state-administered fiinds as well as their state laws relating to local

policies, they should

State Roles

.

Many

state

governments are reviewing

investment policies and investment pools.

We

their policies

at the state

government

caution state legislatures not to overreact to the

current environment by passing overly restrictive legislation that
officials to

and holdings

may

tie

the hands of local finance

engage in prudent yet flexible investing appropriate for a specific local jurisdiction. States

should review their

state

laws governing debt administration and their other oversight and technical

assistance activities to determine whether there are sufficient safeguards to avoid defaults,

bankruptcies and other financial emergencies. States

also should ensure that

mechanisms and
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procedures are in place for dealing with a financial emergency in one of its subdivisions, including

determining under what circumstances a jurisdiction would be permitted to
Federal Oversight

Among

.

the recommendations

regarding the regulation of markets, those

who

GFOA

makes

for bankruptcy.

file

to federal regulators

trade with state and local governments and the

instruments themselves are expedited rulewriting on the part of the relevant regulators, strong

enforcement of suitability

adoption of rules requiring improved disclosure by brokers and

rules,

dealers of derivatives products to

all

customers, promotion of the use of volatility ratings and other

evaluation tools, and monitoring of municipal market disclosure practices in light of new

and the

SEC

Interpretive Release

on

SEC

rules

disclosure.

Congress can improve investor protection and debt administration by enacting investment
adviser legislation, monitoring the sufficiency of sales practice rules written by federal regtilators,

ensuring that financial services legislation does not hinder the enforcement of sales practice rules,
closing regulatory gaps related to securities firms and their affiliates regarding derivatives activities,

continuing oversight of the derivatives market, passing balanced securities litigation reform
legislation,

reviewing federal bankruptcy laws, and refraining ft^om imposing any

bond disclosure requirements on

GFOA

Activities

state

and

municipal

House and Senate

In addition to presenting testimony before both the

.

new

local governments.

Banking Committees and monitoring investment and debt-related

legislation

and regulation,

GFOA

recommended practices and policies that serve to
educate its members. Examples of such recommended practices and policies are described in the
next section. GFOA will continue to work with federal, state and local governments, as well as the
will continue to offer training, publications,

private sector, to maintain confidence in the investment practices and debt administration of state

and

local

finding

governments and

in the financial

new ways of strengthening

markets

in general.

The Association

is

committed

to

investment practices and promoting investor protection.

Overview of Cash Man agement Practices
For many years, the Association has undertaken a number of activities

management

practices.

governments,

full

GFOA

to

promote good cash

has supported model investment legislation for state and local

disclosure for local government investment pools, legislation providing for sales

practice rules for brokers and dealers of U.S. government securities, and legislation providing for

more

fi'equent inspections

and more thorough oversight of investment advisers.

The Association has
governments.

Recommended

and local
promoted dealing with issues such

also developed a sample investment policy for state
practices have been adopted and

as collateralization of public funds; precautions to take in investing in mutual funds; selection of

investment advisers; recommended investment instruments for public funds; guidance for public
entities considering the use

of derivatives; market risk

(volatility) ratings; risks associated

with

reverse repurchase agreements, leveraging, and prudent investment practices; support for mark-to-

market practices for

state

and local government investment portfolios and investment pools;
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development of master trust and custodial bank security lending programs; and support for written
investment policies.

GFOA supports the clarification or issuance of suitability rules for derivatives to assure that
the products
entity.

recommended by

Suitability obligations

a broker or dealer are appropriate for the state or local government

on the

part of brokers

and dealers

arise

with respect to the relationship

between a particular recommended instrument and a customer's constraints and
Because of the

risk associated with

some investment

affinity for risk.

vehicles, a given instrument

may

not be

appropriate for a specific investor. Given the characteristics and needs of a particular jurisdiction,

even a profitable investment

It is

may be

unsuitable.

GFOA's view that the Government

for a regulatory structiire to be developed that

products

Securities

Act Amendments of 1993 already provide

encompasses many of the troublesome derivatives

now being used by investors. The National Association of Securities Dealers,

Inc.

(NASD)

has just issued rules imder this statute, and Congress should ensure that the final regulations, to be

approved by the Securities and Exchange Commission, are consistent with Congressional intent and
that "sophisticated" investors, including governments, are not excluded fi-om suitability obligations.

Overview of Debt Administration

The act of borrowing is one of the most potent and profound activities undertaken in
government finance and it encompasses such activities as deciding whether to incur debt and
determining whether the jurisdiction has the

fiscal capacity to

repay the debt, selecting consulting

specialists, obtaining public support for general obligation issues through a voter referendum,

designing the structure of the debt, preparing the security agreement for bonds that are not backed

by a pledge of the

fiill

faith

and

credit

of the

issuer,

marketing the bonds, and managing the

outstanding debt.

State

governments have constitutional responsibilities over local governments' debt
Strong state supervision of debt practices is often accompanied by the fear that

administration.

always exists that a local jurisdiction might over-commit
thereby impairing the efforts of other local units in a
State requirements

capital.

type of debt issued.
variety

may

differ,

itself and default

state,

on

and perhaps the

its

repayment of debt,

state itself, to obtain

however, depending on the type of government issuer and

Direct state involvement in local govenunent debt

management can

take a

of forms.
Local governments control their own debt practices through the adoption of debt policies that

are developed within the context of existing state laws. Debt policies typically address types of debt
to

be issued, acceptable levels of indebtedness, permitted purposes,

priorities

among

types of

projects to be fmanced, policies regarding the use of tax-supported versus self-supporting (revenue)

mix between the use of current revenues and borrowing to finance capital and other needs,
and the appropriateness of and acceptable levels of short-term indebtedness. Debt policies are
submitted to a jurisdiction's elected officials or governing body for consideration and approval.
debt, the
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While the federal government does not directly regulate state and local government
borrowing practices, several federal laws significantly affect state and local issuers. The federal

income tax code

specifies the rules for determining if a state

and locd government bond may be

issued on a tax-exempt basis and severely restricts bond issuance procedures and the investment of
bond proceeds in higher yielding securities to limit arbitrage earnings.

State

and

local

government

securities

federal securities laws since the 1930s.

have been subject to the antifraud provisions of the
securities laws provide an exemption for these

The

from the registration and information reporting requirements that apply to corporate
based primarily on the principle of intergovernmental comity. In general, federal
regulatory efforts primarily have been focused on brokers and dealers of mimicipal securities through
securities

securities,

rules adopted

Congress

prohibits the
sale

by the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (MSRB), which was established by
mid-1970s. The Tower Amendment to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934

in the

MSRB and the SEC from requiring municipal issuers to file any document prior to the
MSRB or the SEC. The MSRB was ftirther prohibited from requiring

of the securities with the

any information

to be furnished

by an issuer to prospective purchasers

after the securities

have been

sold.

SEC

Rule 15c2-12, adopted

in 1990, requires underwriters to obtain

statements for municipal issues they are underwriting, to
available to potential investors and to

file

make

and review

official

copies of those offering documents

those documents in the Municipal Securities Information

Library, a central repository operated by the

MSRB. Amendments to

Rule 15c2-12 adopted

prohibit dealers from underwriting municipal securities of $1 .0 million or

more unless the

last fall

issuer or

an obligated person has undertaken in a written agreement or contract to provide annual financial
information, which includes financial and operating data, and material events disclosure on a timely
basis.

Chapter 9 of the Federal Bankruptcy Laws
governmental entity to work with

its

is

creditors to adjust

designed to provide a mechanism for a

its

debts. Chapter 9 recognizes the special

circumstances of governmental financial emergencies and

is primarily for the purpose of debt
by the state is necessary for a local government to file for
bankruptcy. Additionally, the government seeking bankruptcy protection must demonstrate that it
is insolvent, meaning that its liabilities exceed its assets.

adjustment.

A

specific authorization

GFOA has placed significant emphasis on the identification and use of best practices for debt
administration, including support for the development of a comprehensive debt jwlicy; undertaking

a comprehensive analysis of debt capacity on a routine basis; factors to consider

when imdertaking

an advance refunding of outstanding debt; the sale of derivatives products such as floaters, forwards,
futures and options by state and local governments; support for a merit-based process for the
selection of underwriters and other finance professionals; opposition to the issuance of tax-exempt
securities for the sole or primary purpose

exempt

of investing the proceeds

obligations; support for comprehensive

in higher yielding taxable or tax-

and timely disclosure

in the

primary and secondary
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GFOA; and

markets consistent with guidelines developed by

selection of the sale of

bonds on a

competitive or negotiated basis.
Policy statements of the Association address such topics as support for commercial bank
underwriting of municipal revenue bonds; elimination of the application of the alternative

on tax-exempt bonds; relief from overly burdensome tax code restrictions
area; and support for balanced securities litigation reform legislation.
tax

in the

minimum

tax-exempt bond

GFOA has undertaken or has planned several significant projects to improve state and local
debt administration, including the provision of guidance to issuers about primary and secondary

market disclosures

in connection

with the sale of bonds through

Guidelines for State and Local Government Securities

:

its

financial reports consistent with generally accepted accounting principles

videoconference on the

new

compiled a reference guide for
about the

new SEC

publication, Disclosure

recognition for governments preparing

(GAAP); and an upcoming

disclosure responsibilities of municipal issuers.
its

GFOA

has also

members and other government officials that contains information

rules that will facilitate their compliance efforts.

GFOA worked extensively with the SEC and other market participants in the development
of recent amendments to

SEC

Rule 15c2-12 affecting secondary market disclosure practices. The

Association supports the rule changes approved by the
regulation

is

The

needed and

it

SEC

strongly opposes repeal of the

existing regulatory

last

believes no

new

in deterring defaults

and

November.

It

Tower Amendment.

framework has performed admirably

number of issues coming to market each year of varying size and
number of governments that have issued debt. The SEC and others

bankruptcies in view of the large
sophistication and the large

verify that municipal bankruptcies
local

attached to such actions.

governments are advised
to full

and defaults are

rare.

This

is

a direct result of state involvement,

governments' commitment to strong financial management, market forces and the stigma
In a

recommended

practice adopted in June

by the

GFOA,

that their debt policies should explicitly recognize a long-term

and timely repayment of all debt as an

intrinsic

local

commitment

requirement for entry into the capital markets.

.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

My name is Timothy H.
Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) and Finance
Director of the City of Dayton, Ohio. GFOA is a professional association of state and local
government officials whose responsibilities include all the disciplines related to public finance. Our
Association is almost 100 years old, and our 10,000 government members include both elected and
appointed state and local government officials. Our Association is honored to have this opportunity
to appear before the Subcommittee on the Capital Markets, Securities, and Government Sponsored
Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee.

Riordan.

I

am

President of the

Enterprises.

Today,

I

want

emphasize

to

five

major points about

state

and

government cash

local

management and debt administration practices.
1.

The

current regulatory fi-amework,

has

oversight,

federal

which includes local policies, state laws and
governed cash management and debt

successfiilly

administration practices and provided adequate investor and taxpayer protection.

2.

GFOA believes the problems experienced in Orange County, California have many
causes, but are primarily rooted in an investment strategy that
It

is

clearly an issue of importance, but

it

is

was

seriously flawed.

not an issue justifying federal

intervention in state and local government cash
practices.

3

State

and

The problems
local

in

management and debt administration
Orange County do not reflect a national trend.

governments have taken and should continue to take steps to improve

management and debt administration by adopting sound financial policies.
GFOA strongly urges S-L-Y investing. Safety and liquidity must be given priority
over yield when investing public funds. GFOA also recommends that governments
reaffirm their commitment to full and timely repayment of all debt.
local cash

4.

GFOA

is

working

to facilitate self-regulation

of local financial

practices.

It

will

continue to undertake various projects to assist state and local governments improve
their practices, including publications, training

adoption of best practice statements.

programs, technical assistance and

For example, a year ago

GFOA

urged

its

members to use extreme caution when investing in derivatives. In addition, GFOA
will continue to work with Congress, federal agencies and the private sector to
fiirther these objectives.

5.

The

federal

government should confine

markets, those
themselves.

who

trade with state

and

its

regulatory activities to regulation of

local goverrmients,

and the instruments

..
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SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING CASH MANAGEMENT AND DKBT
ADMINISTRATION

n.

GFOA believes that there are ways that participants in financial markets can improve state
government investment and borrowing practices. Local governments must concentrate
on practices and policies, states must review their statutes and other forms of
involvement and the federal government should focus on regulatory activities related to the markets,
those who trade with state and local governments and the instruments themselves. What follows are
and

local

their efforts

suggestions for implementing improvements.

Local Governments

1

Given the current

of concern among

level

state

and

local elected officials regarding

investment policies and portfolio holdings, local public officials are imdertaking

reviews of their authorized investments and an analysis of their portfolios. They
should be looking particularly
if so,

at

whether they have a written investment policy and

determining whether their policy addresses derivatives only generically (such

as providing authority for U.S. government agencies) or

more

specifically (by

description of particular products or characteristics of products).

2.

Local governments should develop debt policies and,
should review them to

make

if they

have such

policies, they

sure they are adequate and current. Particular attention

should be paid to the use of short-term debt, which

if

used inappropriately, can

trigger financial difficulties.

State

Governments

1

Many

state

for all

governments are reviewing

their policies

and holdings

at the state level

state-administered funds as well as their state laws relating to local

govenmient investment policies and investment pools. States should also review
their regulation of insurance company affiliates that are dealers of derivatives
products to ensure that state insurance regulations are adequate with regard to these
activities.

2.

While

GFOA

believes such reviews are important, the Association cautions state

legislatures not to overreact to the current

legislation that

may

tie

the hands

environment by passing overly

of local finance

officials to

engage

flexible investing appropriate for a specific local jurisdiction.

restrictive

in prudent yet

GFOA

urges state

governments to work closely with local public finance professionals in determining
solutions to problems that

3.

may

exist in their jurisdictions.

States should review their state laws governing debt administration and their other

oversight and technical assistance activities to determine whether there are sufficient
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safeguards to prevent defaults, bankruptcies and other financial emergencies. In the

event that a local unit experiences financial difficulties, states also should ensure that

mechanisms and procedures are in place for dealing with a financial emergency in
one of its subdivisions, including determining under what circumstances a
jurisdiction would be permitted to file for bankruptcy.
States also should carefiilly review their campaign disclosure laws in response to
concerns about inappropriate linkages between campaign contributions and the
selection of consultants who assist in municipal bond transactions. Information

about political contributions should be collected on a timely basis and made easily
accessible.

In addition, steps should be taken to ensure that there

is

a

fiill

and

fair

accounting of the amount and sources of political contributions.
Federal Regulatory Agencies

Regulators should expedite rulewriting, provide strong enforcement of suitabihty
rules,

and take steps

to

improve transparency, which

is

disclosure of information

regarding not only pricing but also fees and mark-ups on instruments.
Regulators should adopt rules requiring improved disclosure by brokers and dealers

of derivatives products to

all

customers regarding the types of transactions being

entered into and possible risks associated with those transactions.

requirements imposed on Bankers Trust

Company by

applied routinely. These include getting prior approval to
disclosing to customers

We suggest that

the Federal Reserve

how the value of the contract will

sell

Board be

leveraged derivatives,

be affected by changes

in

the markets, ensuring that customers have the capability to understand the derivatives

being marketed, agreeing not to

sell

complicated derivatives to unsophisticated

customers, and disclosing to customers

how profits and losses are calculated on each

trade.

Regulators should encoiuage the use of volatility ratings and other evaluation tools
in order to assist investors in

gauging the risks associated with particular products.

Regulators should monitor municipal market disclosure practices in light of new
rules

and the

SEC

SEC

Interpretive Release concerning disclosure responsibilities of

issuers to ensure that state and local governments have
assistance. In addition,

SEC

ample guidance and

cooperation with market participants in the preparation

of informational resources and the delivery of educational programs will be key to
the successful implementation of the

new SEC

disclosure rules.
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Congress
Expeditious enactment of investment adviser legislation

is

essential in order to

provide for more frequent inspection and additional oversight of those

themselves out as investment advisers to

state

who

hold

and local governments and other

investors.

The appropriate committees should

exercise oversight of the sufficiency of sales

practice rules written by federal regulators under authority of the
Securities

Act Amendments of 1 993

directives of the legislation

Any

to ensure that

and accompanying committee

financial services reform legislation

Government

such rules are consistent with the
directives.

exempting banks from regulation of

broker/dealer activity with respect to certain securities activities or transferring
regulation of newly acquired securities activities to the banking environment must

ensure that such provisions do not hinder the enforcement of sales practice rules.

Regulatory gaps related to securities firms and their
activities

affiliates

should be closed in order for the activities of such

regarding derivatives

affiliates to

be subject

to scrutiny as are their parent firms.

The

appropriate committees must continue their oversight of the derivatives market

to determine if additional legislation is

needed regarding the creation or marketing

of derivatives products.
Passage of balanced

litigation

does not immunize from

reform legislation that protects investor rights and

liability professionals

who

assist issuers is crucial to

a safe

marketplace.

Review of federal bankruptcy laws may need

to be imdertaken, as has

been done

periodically, if needed changes are identified as a result of the resolution of the

Orange County bankruptcy and

default.

Congress should refrain from imposing any new municipal bond disclosure
requirements on state and local governments. The

be given a

fair

new SEC

disclosure rules should

chance to be implemented and evaluated. The focus should be on

SEC enforcement of existing rules rather than the adoption of a new federal mandate.

Rating Agencies

GFOA applauds projects already underway by the national rating agencies such as
Fitch Investors Service and Standard and Poor's in establishing volatility ratings for

.
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mutual funds.

GFOA

urges them to continue to examine instruments and

work
ways to provide additional and continuing
regarding new and complex investment instruments.

toward an industry standard
information to investors

in finding

In addition, the rating agencies have heightened their scrutiny of the investment
practices of state and local governments, especially those involving pooled

investment instruments.
credit analysis.

This heightened scrutiny will be an ongoing process of

GFOA urges rating

either positive or negative, that

of similar

agencies to closely review investment results,

may be

contrary to general market results and those

entities.

GFOA
Professional associations such as

GFOA must continue to offer training, publications,

recommended practices and policies that serve to educate their members. GFOA
will continue to work with its membership in assessing their needs for additional
training and guidance and will continue to work to this end by developing more
recommended practices such as the ones described in the next section and promoting
the use of such practices.

GFOA believes that by working together with federal, state and local governments,
as well as the private sector, confidence in the investment practices and debt

administration of state and local governments and in the fmancial markets in general
will

be maintained.

GFOA

looks forward to the opportunity to find

new ways of

strengthening investment practices and promoting investor protection so that
financial emergencies such as

III.

Orange County's can be avoided.

OVERVIEW OF CASH MANAGEMENT

As a professional association, GFOA's mission is to enhance and promote the professional
management of governmental financial resources. For many years, the Association has been the
recognized leader in the area of cash management, which encompasses such activities

as:

1

the receipt and deposit of cash and negotiable payments,

2.

custody of monies and securities of the state or local government entity,

3

reimbursement of fionds upon proper authorization,

4.

selecting and dealing with financial institutions,

.
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investment of cash in instruments that are authorized under applicable statutes,

5.

policies and guidelines,

6.

cash budgeting and forecasting, and

7.

short-term borrowing to meet temporary cash-flow shortfalls.

One of

the functions implicitly reserved to the states by the Constitution

management of a

state's

local goverrunent

may

own

public finance activities and those of

organize, perform any function, tax

without the consent of the

state.

its

its

is

that

political subdivisions.

citizens, or receive or

of

No

spend money

Thus, local governments, as political subdivisions of the

states,

look

to state statutes £ind regulations for direction regarding permissible investments, debt financing,

pension fund management, and odier functions. With respect to cash management, state regulation
sets the outer limits

of local investment

investments and concentrations in types

policies, authorized

of investments, as well as collateralization requirements and other procedures.
constraints, local

government

own

entities then formulate their

authorized investments even further.

guidelines,

Within

many of which

State laws also govern the creation

state

restrict

and management of

investment pools.

The

~

role

of the federal government has been

of those

regiilator

primarily financial institutions and broker/dealers

~

or

who trade with these entities
many of the instruments

regulator of

themselves, but not the regulator of state or local government entities or their financial policies.

Such intervention would be a departure from the

principles of federalism that reserve certain

powers

to the states.

GFOA Model Legislation
for State

In 1984,

.

and Local Governments

GFOA developed and approved Model Investment Legislation

that provides a universe

of appropriate investment instruments and

outlines a series of considerations that should underlie the application of an investment policy at the
state or local

government

These guidelines have since been updated as needed and are

level.

currently undergoing review.

The GFOA model
model legislation

includes
local

the

legislation, in addition to providing

for local

governments and are placed

model

a

list

of appropriate instruments, also

government investment pools. These pools consist of funds from

in the custody

of the

state

legislation refers specifically to state pools, the

to pools administered locally as well.

and managed by state officials. While
same operating principles should apply

In the past, local pools have been

viewed favorably as they

allow small investors to gain the expertise and economies of scale generally available to only larger
funds.

The model

legislation includes provisions relating to:

method of establishing such a

1

the

2.

creation of a local government investment board, including a

pool,

treasurer's office, a representative

of county

officials,

member from

the state

a representative of local

.
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government finance

officers,

a representative of school business

professional in the field of investment and finance

3.

who

officieils,

and a

holds no other public office,

board ftmctions, including rules for prudent and necessary investment of ftmds,
selection of an investment officer or agent, reporting to pool participants, budgeting

and approval of expenditures for the

ftind's

administrative costs, and contracting for

legal or other professional assistance,

4.

adoption of rules and regulations necessary to administer the pool, including
authorized investments,

minimum amounts

payment of expenses, equitable

to be deposited for pool participation,

distribution of earnings or allocation of losses to pool

participants, procedures for deposit

and withdrawal of

ftinds,

and procedures

for

custody and safekeeping of funds,

GFOA

5.

authorized investments,

6.

accounting and controls procedures, and

7.

collateral for public deposits.

Sample Investment Policy

.

from its members for more specific
Committee on Cash Management recently released the

In response to requests

guidance on their investments, the

GFOA

GFOA Sample Investment Policy.

The purpose of the policy

in the preparation

funds.

of their

Entities are

encouraged to use

comply with their own

state

and

The

this as

to aid

GFOA members and others

investment of short-term operating

a model and to customize

it

to

fit

their

needs and

GFOA Model Legislation, and
House Banking Committee Chairman Leach when GFOA testified

local laws.

addresses a concern expressed by

before the committee

is

own jurisdiction's policies guiding the
It is

a complement to the

last fall.

GFOA Sample Investment Policy speaks to the following:

1

the objective of investment activities,

2.

standards of care,

3.

safekeeping and custody,

4.

suitable

5.

investment parameters,

6.

reporting requirements, and

and authorized investments,

.
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7.

investment pools, adapted from the National Association of State Treasurers'
guidelines.

We have
management

incorporated by reference applicable

area,

which

are discussed in

more

GFOA Recommended

Practices in the cash

detail below.

GFOA Recommended Practices and Policies on Cash Management
Another aspect of GFOA's efforts ta promote good cash man^ement practices and
is the adoption of public-policy positions. In the cash management area, the Association
has developed recommended practices for state and local governments and policy statements
addressing federal legislative and regulatory activities that aflfect cash management.
procedures

Our recommended
1

practices deal with such issues as:

the appropriate use of repurchase agreements as an integral part of an investment

program,

2.

support for collateralization of public deposits through the pledging of appropriate
securities to fully guarantee the safety

of funds and support for other risk control

procedures,

3.

4.

when

precautions to take

investing public funds in mutual fiinds,

support for competitive bidding in securities purchases and the acquisition of written

documentation of price mark-ups from securities dealers prior to the completion of
a transaction that

is

not competitively bid,

5

the selection of investment advisers,

6.

recommended investment instruments

7.

support for the creation of state-administered investment pools and other investment

for public funds,

pools created through joint powers statutes and other intergovernmental agreement
legislation,

8.

and
entities thinking

guidance to public
officers to exercise
their use only

about using derivatives, which urges finance

extreme caution in the use of derivatives instruments, to consider

when

they have developed a sufficient understanding of the products

and the expertise to manage them, and to evaluate the appropriateness of such use for
their jurisdictions, including applicable statutes, risk awareness, establishment of
internal controls,

and relationships with brokers, dealers and investment managers

dealing in derivative products.

8

.
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In June 1995, the Association passed a number of new recommended practices
management. These practices include:

1

for cash

support for the use of market risk (volatility) ratings in evaluating investment
instruments,

2.

caution about the use of reverse repurchase agreements, leveraging, and prudent

investment practices,

3.

endorsement of mark-to-market practices for
portfolios

state

and

local

government investment

and investment pools,

4.

development of master trust and custodial bank security lending programs, and

5.

support for written investment policies.

Policy statements of the Association address such topics as:

1

support for the Model

developed by the

2.

Investment Legislation for State and Local Governments

GFOA Cash Management Committee,

endorsement of the National Association of State Treasurers' Statement in Favor of
Full Disclosure for Local

3.

Government Investment Pools.

support for federal legislation

providing for sales practice rules for brokers and

dealers of U.S. government securities,

4.

support for federal legislation providing for more frequent inspections and more

thorough oversight of investment advisers, and

5.

support for clarification or issuance of suitability rules for derivatives to assure that
the products

recommended by a broker

or dealer are appropriate for the state or local

government entity, an accelerated accounting standard-setting process

for derivatives

products by the Financial Accounting Standards Board, setting reasonable capital

requirements for brokers and dealers, and the closing of regulatory gaps related to
securities firms

and insurance companies

that are dealers

of derivatives products.

Suitability

One of GFOA's

particular concems in all financial markets is the issue of suitability.
on the part of brokers and dealers arise in discerning the relationship between
a particular instrument and a customer's constraints and affinity for risk. For example, because of
Suitability obligations
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the risk associated with

in

some investment

vehicles, a given instrument

may

an instrument that results

in a better-than-expected return, or

it

may have a mix of investments that

include both winners and losers, resulting in no net loss. In either case,

may have been unsuitable

not be appropriate for a

A jurisdiction may invest

Loss alone, however, does not determine unsuitability.

specific investor.

some of those investments

given the characteristics and needs of the jurisdiction.

Similarly, size alone is not determinative of knowledge or sophistication. Proposals are often

made

to exclude

from

on the

suitability obligations

part of a broker or dealer those investors,

including governments, whose budget or investment portfolio exceed a given level, based on the

assumption that these

entities are

somehow deemed

to

be "sophisticated." Recent events confirm

and

that size does not necessarily equal sophistication,

whether there

that

is

a suitability issue

depends not only on the level of expertise, knowledge and ability of the investor, but on the
circumstances of a given case, including the fact

that, as

facts

and

custodians of public funds needed for public

purposes, state and local government jurisdictions have a

much lower

risk tolerance than their

private-sector counterparts may.

Finance officers report that derivatives are being aggressively marketed to governments that
are assured in

many

cases by the sales force that die products are safe, government-guaranteed, and

will protect principal.

instrument

falls

within

Based on these representations, finance officers may determine that an
parameters of a jurisdiction's investment policy, while remaining unaware

liie

of the risks associated with the instrument. If the value begins to decline, some finance officers have

been assured that
been misled and

it

will

bounce back. In

that ilncse products

many cautious fmance officers

short,

have been misrepresented, in part due

to

believe that they have

a lack of understanding

by the broker/dealer trading them. Many of those selling these products played no part in creating
may have only limited knowledge themselves regarding the risks. However, these brokers

them, and

and dealers earn large commissions from the

sale

of these

securities.

Unfortunately, there

is

a

decided lack of unbiased information available to investors regarding specific derivatives, even fix)m
outside investment advisers or bond counsel,

who are often called upon

for advice, but

who

also

may

not be familiar with these complex instruments.

Federal law

now

authorizes sales practice rules governing suitability, price mark-ups and

churning in the government securities market.

of Securities Dealers,
addition,

Inc.

(NASD)

It is

under

this authority that the

National Association

has issued a rule on suitability obligations of broker/dealers. In

GFOA and the Public Securities Association are developing a Broker/Dealer Agreement.

These

initiatives are discussed in

Other

GFOA Efforts in
GFOA

the

detail

below.

Cash Management Area

has undertaken several other significant projects to improve state and local

government cash management

GFOA-MBIA

more

practices.

Survey of Government Investment Practices
10

.

GFOA

and the

MBIA

Insurance
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(MBIA) recently conducted a survey of over

Corporation

and Canada to determine the nature of their investment
is

This survey indicates that

attached to this testimony.

restrict

and

1,300 govemmenial units across the U.S.

practices.

A copy of the results of this survey

many government investment

policies

investments in derivatives, that most governments follow conservative investment practices

that they

do

little

investing in exotic instruments.

The survey

also icand that a significant

proportion of the respondents have reviewed or revised their investment policies since the Orange

County bankruptcy

filing.

GFOA Cooperation uath Other Public Sector Organizations GFOA is also cooperating with other
.

state

and

local

government organizations

this year, three

improve cash management practices. Earlier

seminars were held in conjunction with the National Conference of State Legislatures

to address issues relating to state
is

in efforts to

investment statutes and local government investment pools.

currently working with the National Association of State Treasurers to update

investment pool guidelines, which you will hear more about today fi-om

its

local

GFOA

government

NaST.

GFOA Broker/Dealer Agreement As part of its continuing effort to encourage responsible cash
management and appropriate investing, GFOA is working with the Public Securities Association
(PSA) to reach consensus on a broker/dealer trading agreement that would provide guidelines for
.

establishing a trading relationship between broker/dealers and governmental units.

expect nor advocate that dealers become insurers against losses

that

fluctuation or miscalculation by the investor. Instead, this agreement

may

would

GFOA does not

result

from market

assist all parties to

a

transaction in understanding the information to be disclosed by broker/dealers and governmental
investors and to recognize the participants' respective responsibilities for dealing with the suitability

of investments.

Many GFOA members are ah«ady using some version of the GFOA Broker/Dealer

Agreement successfully

in their

arrangements with their brokers and dealers.

Federal Legislative an d Regulatory Reforms to Improve Cash Management.

GFOA
Branch

it assists Congress and the Executive
government cash management practices and in pursuing
and regulatory reforms that would lead to better management of public funds.

has also been active at the federal level as

in understanding state

effective legislative

Government

Securities Act

activities related to state

protection issues.

Government
and

dealers,

and

locsil

Amendments of 1993
and

The Association took

Securities

Act

be included

.

GFOA has long been in the forefront of federal

local public finance issues, particularly v.ith regard to investor

the initiative during the reauthoiization process of the

in insisting that sales practice rules,

in the reauthorization.

which include suitabiUty

for brokers

GFOA testified several times before both House and

Senate committees concerning this legislation. The Government Securities Act

Amendments of

1993, as passed, include authority for rulemaking for both bank and non-bank regulators to write
sales practice rules dealing with practices such as suitability,

mark-ups and churning.

view that the Act already provides for a regulatory structure to be developed
of the troublesome derivatives products now being used by investors.
11

that

It is

GFOA's

encompasses many
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comments submitted to the NASD regarding its proposed sales practice rules issued imder
which focusfd particularly on the suitability obligation, GFOA urged the NASD to
strengthen its draft by requiring certain affirmative duties on the part of broker/dealers in making
a suitability determination. The NASD rules have just been issued and are subject to approval by
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Financial institution regulators are currently
drafting their versions of sales practice rules. This is a priority issue for state and local government
In

the Act,

investors,

and

will continue to receive the attention as well as the active

involvement of the

GFOA

membership.
General Accoimting Office

GFOA also cooperated with the General Accounting Office (GAO) in

.

on the use of derivatives and actions needed to be taken in this market, which was issued
1 994 (Financial Derivatives: Actions Needed to Protect the Financial System, GAO/GGD-

its

report

in

May

94-133).

GFOA assisted in drafting the survey sent to public finance officers and participated in
GAO and Congress regarding the results. GFOA also conducted its

follow-up meetings with the

own

survey regarding use of derivatives for debt issuance

in

conjunction with

MBIA, which was

released in Jime 1994.

Congress and the Executive Branch
Senate Banking Committees,

.

In addition to presenting testimony before both the

House and

GFOA also is monitoring investment-related legislation, such as H.R.

20, introduced by Chairman Leach earlier this year regarding derivatives activities of financial
institutions.

We note that this legislation contains several provisions specifically related to training

and standards

in the use

of derivatives by

GFOA is particularly committed
undertaken

this effort during

to the

each of the

and

state

local governments.

enactment of investment adviser legislation and has

last several

Congresses. This legislation, which would

provide a mechanism for flmding additional oversight by the
financial planning industry,

is

SEC

of the investment adviser and

needed to address the explosive growth

in this industry.

State and

government investors frequently engage such assistance to help them imderstand some of the
more complex transactions they may undertake and to get professional advice that might not be
local

staff. In addition to the well-documented losses of over $100 million,
which resulted from the advisory practices of Steven Wymer, recent news reports note the role such
advisers have played in the current volatile market. Yet, despite passage by both houses in previous
Congresses, investment adviser legislation has not been enacted. GFOA has submitted comments

available from their ov.-n

to the

SEC

in support

of its

initiatives

under

its

current statutory authority in this area.

GFOA has worked closely with a number of

federal regulators such as the Federal Reserve

Board, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, the Department of the Treasury, and the
Securities and Exchange Commission on issues such as how state and local governments use
derivatives,

what

what the purposes of their use

restrictions

are,

how derivatives are marketed to

finance officers, and

should or should not be placed on the use of derivative instruments, and by

whom.

GFOA submitted formal comments to the CFTC regarding proposed exemptions from regulations
in the

swaps markets and

is

represented on the newly reinvigorated Advisory Committee

State Cooperation.

12
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GFOA

has participated in meetings with the President's Working Group on Financial

Markets and other

state

and local government organizations

occurred on behalf of each of these groups.
indicating that, in this ongoing effort,

by public

policies

entities

Private Sector Initiatives .

A

examining what

in

was issued by

joint statement

activities

had

the participants

we intend to continue to promote the use of sound

investment

through a number of methods.

Two

initiatives largely

driven by the private sector, but coordinated by

federal agencies, are the efforts of the Derivatives Policy

Group (DPG),

led

by the

SEC and

the

CFTC, and

the

(Principles),

headed by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. The DPG, comprised of six leading
framework intended to address issues regarding

Principles and Practices for Wholesale Financial Markets Transactions group

industry firms, has formulated a voluntary oversight

over-the-counter

(OTC)

derivatives activities, including

management

controls,

evaluation of risk in relation to capital and counterparty relationships.

comprised of six organizations representing industry participants
to establish a set

While

of "best practices" for both dealers and end-users

drafters

OTC

in the

Principles' group,

market, was formed

wholesale market.

GFOA was not involved in the DPG, we have recently been invited to contribute to

the discussions regarding the formulation of the Principles.

comment

in the

enhanced reporting,

The

The Association has submitted

several

and has met twice with the Principles' drafting committee in order to inform the
about the state and local governments who are end-users of many financial products. These
letters

discussions continue.

IV.

OVERVIEW OF DEBT ADMINISTRATION
The Orange County,

California, bankruptcy

and default on outstanding notes have raised

questions about the practices and procedures of local governments related to debt planning and
issuance as well as the
tightly regulated

management of outstanding

and closely scrutinized

activities

historically placed special legal restraints

debt.

The power

to

borrow

is

one of the most

of local governments. State governments have

and controls on

their local

governments' borrowing

behavior and have involved themselves directly in supervising and assisting different aspects of the
local

borrowing process. Local governments themselves develop debt policies that address various

practices and establish guidelines about the use of debt consistent with the state-law framework.
Finally, the federal

govenmient strongly influences

practices through provisions of the federal

code.

The
1

act

state and local government debt policies and
income tax code, securities laws and the bankruptcy

of borrowing encompasses such

activities as;

deciding whether to incur debt and determining whether the jurisdiction has the fiscal
capcicity to repay the debt,

2.

selecting consulting specialists such as the financial advisor,

underwriter to assist in the transaction.

13

bond counsel, and
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3.

4.

obtaining public support for general obligation issues through a voter referendum,

designing the structure of the debt which includes the maturity schedule, bond

denominations, coupon

5.

and

call provisions,

preparing the security agreement for bonds that are not backed by a pledge of the
faith

and

facility

6.

rates,

credit

of the issuer detailing

how bond

proceeds will be disbursed,

full

how

revenues will be used and what covenants have been made,

marketing the bonds, which includes determining the method of sale (competitive or
negotiated), preparing sales

documents such as the

a rating, obtaining bond insurance, advertising the

official
sale,

statement (OS), obtaining

reviewing the bids, selecting

the underwriter and closing the sale, and

7.

managing the outstanding debt which includes maintaining records, investing bond
proceeds, complying with federal arbitrage regulations, maintaining relations with
rating agencies and investors, providing secondary market disclosure information

and monitoring refmancing opportunities
rates

to reduce

borrowing costs when

interest

fall.

State Regulatory Activities

.

States are the sovereign

and superior governmental

entities for the

geographic areas they encompass and have constitutional responsibilities over local governments
within their boundaries.

management.

As

such, they

vary widely. Strong state supervision
jurisdiction might
efforts

may

over-commit

of other local units

is

itself

all

State requirements

in a state,

its

repayment of debt, thereby impairing the

and perhaps the

state itself, to obtain capital.

state statutory controls

Local

over their borrowing powers.

may differ, however, depending on the type of government issuer (county

and type of debt issued (general obligation versus revenue bond

in local

aspects of debt issuance and

often accompanied by the fear that always exists that a local

and default on

governments generally operate under several
city)

exercise control over

Individual state approaches to the control of long-term and short-term borrowing

debt). Direct state

government debt management may take a variety of forms, such

versus

involvement

as:

collection of fmancial and other information related to local government finances,

1

maintenance of central data

files

and dissemination of data about

local

government

debt issues,

2.

provision of educational materials and programs regarding debt issuance and

management,
3

.

advisory review of legal and fiscal aspects of debt issues and state involvement in the
preparation of bond documents, or

14
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mandatory approval ofdebt issues either in particular or as an
supervision of local financial decisions and budgets.

'

4.

The

many

level of an individual state's involvement in local debt

For example, the

factors.

may

state

integral part

of broader

management

is

dependent on

take the view that a strong state role

is

not necessary

because the municipal market serves as a sufficient regulatory force. Rating agencies, bond insurers
and underwriters are presumed to have sufficient knowledge and a significant financial stake in
transactions to analyze the borrowers themselves and to restrict market access if necessary.

Additionally, the state

on bond counsel

may

not aggressively enforce those requirements that are in effect and rely

of the transactions, including compliance with state laws.

to attest to the legality

The political and public financial
Problems of

finance practices.

prompted some
role.

The

size,

of a state also can influence its involvement in local
and financial solvency dating back to the 1930s

become heavily involved

states to

governments have faced

history

fiscal integrity

little

number and

in local debt practices.

been

financial difficulty; hence, there has

diversity of local

governments

in a state

In others, local

need for a large state
have an impact on the

little

may

design and operation of state programs and the quality of financial management achieved by
individual local governments without state involvement may forestall an expansive state role. If

home-rule powers are granted

to local

governments, the

state role

may

be limited as

it

applies to

these jurisdictions.

Most, but not

all, state

restrictions

exempt general obligation debt and
general obligation debt

may

include

its

on

government borrowing have been aimed at taxState involvement in long-term
of the following:

local

pledge of taxing power.

some or ail

1

the requirement of a voter referendum to approve the debt,

2.

a prescribed

3.

the requirement for a competitive sale,

4.

establishment of a debt limit,

5.

state

review of proposed debt issues, and

6.

state

approval of bond issues prior to the

maximimi maturity on the

If a state permits the issuance

1

restrictions

2.

limits

debt,

sale.

of short-term debt, some key features of state involvement

on the uses

for short-term borrowing,

on the maturity of short-term

15

debt.
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3.

limits

4.

state

on the amount of short-term

debt,

and

approval of short-term debt prior to the

sale.

Other state-law provisions that may influence debt issuance are tax and expenditure
and state laws limiting revenue bases that may be taxed by local governments because
they affect future revenue-raising powers; state blue-sky laws that impose registration, disclosure
limitations

and other requirements on

issuers in a state;

cover bankruptcies within the

and

state or require

laws regarding municipal bankruptcy which

state

a state agency to assist a local government prior to

bankruptcy and perhaps assume control over a financially troubled local government
Local Debt Policies

.

Local govenunents control their

own

unit.

debt practices through the adoption of

debt policies that are developed within the context of existing state laws. Debt policies typically
address types of debt to be issued (tax-exempt versus taxable), acceptable levels of indebtedness,
permitted purposes for debt issuance, priorities

among

types of projects to be financed, policies

regarding the use of tax-supported versus self-supporting (revenue) debt, the mix between the use

of current revenues and borrowing to finance capital and other needs and the appropriateness of and
acceptable levels of short-term indebtedness. Debt policies are submitted to a jurisdiction's elected
officials or

governing body for consideration and approval. Debt policies establish

criteria for the

issuance of debt obligations so as not to exceed acceptable levels of indebtedness, they transmit a

message

to investors

to financial

and

rating agencies

who

value such evidence of a community's commitment

management and provide consistency and

continuity to public policy development by

providing a set of guidelines to govern local decision making.

Federal
local

The

may

Tax Law

Restrictions .

While the federal government does not

government borrowing practices, several federal laws significantly

federal

income tax code

directly regulate state

affect state

specifies the rules for determining if a state

and

local

and

and

local issuers.

government bond

be issued on a tax-exempt basis by differentiating between governmental bonds and private

activity bonds.

Federal tax law also severely restricts tax-exempt bond issuance procedures and the

investment of bond proceeds in higher yielding securities to limit arbitrage earnings, which refers
to the interest

reinvestment

income

attributable to the difference

Other

rate.

restrictions

on

between a government's borrowing

private activity

these bonds under the individual and corporate alternative
refiindings,

on which

which

the

refers to a refunding

rate

and the

bonds include taxation of interest earned on

minimum

taxes, prohibitions

on advance

of an outstanding issue of tax-exempt bonds prior to the date

bonds become due or are callable, limitations on the use of proceeds to acquire existing

property and land, public approval requirements and restrictions on the use of bond proceeds to pay
for

bond issuance

Federal Securities

costs.

Law

Restrictions

.

State

and local government securifies have been subject to

federal securities law regulation since the original

adopdon of the

federal securities laws

and the

application of the federal antifi^ud provisions to securities of state and local government in the mid-

The antifi-aud provisions in the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of
1934 generally prohibit fi^udulent and deceptive practices in the offer, purchase and sale of
1930s.
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municipal securities.
registration
in

this

However, the provision of an exemption

and information reporting requirements

landmark

from the

was included

This exemption was based primarily on the principle of

legislation.

intergovernmental comity.

for these securities

that applied to corporate securities

In general, federal regulatory efforts

have primarily been focused on

brokers and dealers of municipal securities, resulting in the creation of the Municipal Securities

Rulemaking Board (MSRB)

some municipal

in the

mid-1970s in response

In 1990, an important regulatory initiative

adoption of

SEC

Rule 15c2-12.

was undertaken by

statements for municipal issues they are underwriting, to
file

fall

SEC

the

the

SEC

that

culminated in the

make

copies of those offering documents

those documents in the Municipal Securities Information

Library, a central repository operated by the

concerns about the availability of
Last

concerns about the sales practices of

This rule requires underwriters to obtain and review official

available to potential investors and to

information.

to

market brokers and dealers.

securities

MSRB. The

rule

was intended

to address

important

information prepared by issuers and the timeliness of the

adopted amendments to Rule 15c2-12 that prohibit dealers from

underwriting municipal securities of $1.0 million or more unless the issuer or an obligated person

has undertaken in a written agreement or contract to provide annual financial information, which
includes financial and operating data, and material events disclosure on a timely basis.

Federal Bankruptcy

mechanism

Laws

.

Chapter 9 of the Federal Bankruptcy Laws

for a governmental entity to

work with

its

is

designed to provide a

creditors to adjust

municipal bankruptcies include bond defaults, large court judgments,

its

debts.

Causes of

and poor financial planning

or management. Since governments cannot liquidate their assets and cease to function. Chapter 9
recognizes the sp)ecial circumstances of governmental fmancial emergencies and

purpose of debt adjustment.
in the corporate area,

and a

A municipal bankruptcy proceeding does
local

being recognized as a debtor by the
is

government must meet certain
state to file for

necessary for a local government to

file for

bankruptcy protection must demonstrate that

bankruptcy.

is

primarily for the

not excuse the debt as

eligibility

it

may

requirements such as

A specific authorization by the state

bankruptcy. Additionally, the government seeking
it

is

insolvent,

meaning

that

its liabilities

exceed

its

assets.

GFOA Recommended Practices and Policies on

Debt Administration

many years GFOA has provided training and publications related to debt administration
members in understanding the debt planmng, issuance and management processes.
Additionally it has developed many policy statements to guide its activities to influence federal
For

to assist its

legislation

and regulations affecting debt administration.

significant emphasis

on the

More recently,

of best practices in

the Association has placed

and other areas and the
development of official positions recommending the use of these best practices by its members.
identification

17
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Our recommended

practices for debt administration deal with such diverse topics as:

support for the development of a comprehensive debt policy by

1

all

jurisdictions

intending to issue debt,

2.

the desirability of undertaking a comprehensive analysis of debt capacity
basis to ensure that the

amount of debt

that is issued is affordable

when undertaking an advance

on a routine

and cost

effective,

refianding of outstanding debt,

3.

factors to consider

4.

the sale of derivatives products such as floaters, forwards, futures and options by
state

5.

and

local governments,

support for a merit-based process for the selection of underwriters and other finance
professionals so that there

is

no linkage between

political contributions

and the

consultant selection process,

6.

opposition to the issuance of tax-exempt securities for the sole or primary purpose

of investing the proceeds in higher yielding taxable or tax-exempt obligations
order to make a profit from the investment,

7.

in

support for comprehensive and timely disclosure in the primary and secondary

markets consistent with guidelines developed by

GFOA in the primary and secondary

markets, and

8.

factors to consider

when deciding to

sell

bonds on a competitive or negotiated

basis.

Policy statements of the Association address such topics as:

»1

.

2.

support for commercial bank underwriting of municipal revenue bonds,
elimination of the application of the alternative
interest,

3.

Other

minimum

tax on tax-exempt bond

and

relief from overly

burdensome tax code

restrictions in the

tax-exempt bond area.

GFOA Efforts in the Debt Administration Area
GFOA has undertaken or has planned several significant projects to improve state and local

debt administration.
Disclosure Guidelines

.

GFOA

has been a leader in the provision of guidance to issuers about

18
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primary and secondary market disclosures in connection with the sale of bonds.

was

Its

publication.

Disclosure Guidelines for State and Local Government Securities

,

updated several times, most recently in 1991

now underway. These

.

Another revision

is

first

published in 1976 and
extensive

voluntary guidelines have received widespread acceptance and adherence, and are

recommended by
the SEC. Among other things, the Guidelines call for the preparation of an OS and recommend that
there be a discussion in the OS of the principal factors that make an offering speculative or one of
high risk and the possible consequences for investment

risk.

Among

the examples of factors that

the Guidelines give are fiscal problems of the issuer or other parties that could interrupt or reduce

revenues available for payment of debt service, the financial condition of the issuer and the nature

of activities or businesses

which the

in

The Guidelines recommend

engaged or proposes

issuer is

to engage.

the provision of annual financial information that indicates

important factors related to the financial condition and results of operations of the issuer and the
release of information concerning major developments about the issuer as promptly as possible,

including information about the likelihood of default in any outstanding indebtedness and relevant

changes in assets, revenues,

liquidity,

and cash flow, among other things.

GFOA Certificate of Achievement in Financial Reporting GFOA recommends that state and local
.

governments prepare
principles

their fmancial reports in

(GAAP), which

and

for state

accordance with generally accepted accounting

local

governments are primarily established by the

Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB), and have

their financial statements audited in

accordance with generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS).
standards and prepare a comprehensive annual financial report

GFOA's

Governments

(CAFR)

that

meet these

are eligible to apply for

Under GAAP,

highly coveted Certificate of Achievement in Financial Reporting.

balance sheet of a government presents the investments of the reporting jurisdiction and

the

GAAP

require substantial note disclosure about such investments. This note disclosure includes a

list

of

investments by type as well as disclosure of market value for each type of investment. Recently,

GASB provided fiirther guidance to preparers of financial statements about the types of disclosures
that should be presented for derivatives

Disclosure Videoconference

and similar debt and investment transactions.

Next October,

.

GFOA,

the National Association of Counties and the

Public Securities Association will conduct a national videoconference on the
responsibilities

of municipal issuers

disclosure rules and explain

to

new

disclosure

inform elected and appointed officials about the

how to comply with the rules. The videoconference

also

make government officials aware of their other disclosure responsibilities under the

is

new SEC

intended to

federal antifi^ud

provisions and relate the disclosure issues presented by the Orange County bankruptcy and default
to the

new SEC

rules

and other disclosure

Disclosure Reference Guide

government

.

GFOA

responsibilities.

has compiled a reference gxiide for

officials that contains information

about the

new SEC

its

members and

^ther

rules that will facilitate their

efforts. The document includes SEC guidance, information about national repositories
and sample langiiage concerning the ongoing provision of information.

compliance
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Federal Legislative and Regulatory Reform to Improve Debt Administration

The
for

many

GFOA has taken an active role in issues related to debt administration at the federal level

years in an effort to

make

the debt issuance

to avoid unnecessary federal regulation

Federal

Tax Reform

.

GFOA

and management processes more

efficient

and

of state and local government debt administration.

strongly supports the exemption for state and local government

municipal interest in the federal income tax code and has worked particularly for changes in the

law that would provide relief for state and local government issuers of tax-exempt bonds
from the overly harsh and burdensome restrictions that were contained in the Tax Reform Act of
1986. The legislation had major consequences for the purposes for which tax-exempt debt could be
federal tax

issued, the procedures to be followed, the ability to structure public-private partnerships and the

ultimate value of such investments to investors.

Among

the changes

GFOA

and others have

proposed are replacement of the arbitrage rebate requirement with more appropriate restrictions on

GFOA also supports the restoration of the bank interest deduction
which would permit banks to deduct the interest costs they incur to
purchase and hold tax-exempt bonds. Loss of this exemption has drastically reduced bank demand
for tax-exempt bonds. Repeal of the alternative minimum tax on tax-exempt interest also is
the investment of bond proceeds.
for all govenunental bonds,

endorsed.
Financial Services Reform .

commercial banks

GFOA

to underwrite

has long-standing policy supporting legislation to permit

revenue bonds issued by state and local governments.

The

Association believes that increased competition in the underwriting of securities will lead to lower

borrowing costs for
bill

state

and local government bond

issuers.

The House

financial services reform

(H.R. 1062) would permit commercial bank underwriting of municipal revenue bonds.

SEC

Regulation of Municipal Issuers

.

Legislation has been introduced in the

Senate (S. 114) to eliminate the municipal securities exemption from
continuing disclosure requirements and to repeal the so-called

was added to

House (H.R. 14) and

SEC

the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 during deliberations

on the creation of the

and has served

to limit the federal regulatory role regarding municipal securities.

MSRB

SEC

and the

securities with the

from requiring municipal issuers to

MSRB

or the

SEC. The

MSRB

file

was

registration

and

Tower Amendment. This amendment
It

MSRB

prohibits the

any document prior to the sale of the

fiirther

prohibited from requiring any

information to be furnished by an issuer to prospective purchasers after the securities have been sold.

GFOA

would require mountains of paperwork and a
by municipal issuers to hire experts and pay new fees and other expenses to
comply with myriad SEC rules and regulations that are constantly changing. The SEC could delay
the registration of an issue and require issuers to respond to numerous requests for additional
information or clarifications. The municipal market is akeady highly regulated and, by its adoption
and modification of Rule 15c2-12 and the promulgation of interpretive guidance, the SEC has
strongly opposes these bills because they

significant outlay

demonstrated that

it

has ample authority to ensure that information about municipal issuers

available to investors in the primary and secondary markets.

Amendment does

not

make any

Furthermore, repeal of the

sense in light of the purpose and responsibilities of the

20
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is

a self-regulatory body responsible for the development of broker/dealer

Amendment clarifies

Congress' intent that the

self-regulatory bodies do not set disclosure standards and neither should the

believes the

SEC

The Tower
Other

MSRB. The GFOA

Tower Amendment should remain.

Disclosure Rules

GFOA worked extensively with the SEC

.

the development of recent
practices.

rules.

MSRB confine itself to broker/dealer concerns.

amendments

to

SEC

and other market participants

in

Rule 15c2-12 affecting secondary market disclosure

the rule changes approved by the SEC last November. They
do not impose overly burdensome requirements on municipal
latitude in the form and content of disclosure documents, the

The Association supports

are responsive to investor needs, but
issuers.

By

providing significant

changes are sensitive

of the marketplace and respectful of the special status of
No changes should be made in the current

to the diversity

municipal issuers in our federal system of goverrunent.
federal regulatory system applying to municipal bonds.

The SEC

rule changes,

which began

to take

on July 3, 1995, are being phased in over a six-month period. The rules, in conjunction with
the March 1994 SEC "Interpretive Release on Disclosure Obligations of Municipal Securities Issuers
and Others," will effect a sea change in disclosure and should be given a fair chance to be
effect

implemented.

Federal Securities Litigation

Reform

.

GFOA supports reforms in the securities litigation process,

but does not support legislation passed by the House (H.R. 1058) and Senate (S. 240) that would

more difficult for investors to bring securities fraud suits, would limit liability in such a way
immunize from liability certain professional groups, and would impose a short statute of
limitations. Since our members are issuers of securities, as well as investors in securities, GFOA

make

it

as to

supports reforms that will deter frivolous lawsuits and the adoption of appropriately clear standards

on aiding and abetting a securities fraud. Those professionals who assist state and local governments
in bond issues should not be able to avoid liability when investors in municipal securities file
lawsuits. Municipal bond issuers will have greater confidence in the lawyers and other professionals
who advise them in municipal market transactions knowing that these advisers will not be immune
from

A

liability if they are

not sufficiently cautious in serving their state and local government clients.

longer statute of limitations,

we

believe, is a deterrent to the filing of fiivolous lawsuits

beneficial to state and local governments in their capacity as investors and issuers.

believe the private securities litigation system
activities

of the

SEC

and

that

it

is vitally

effective remedies against those persons

is

and

Finally,

is

we

an important complement to the enforcement

important to maintain investor confidence and provide

who

violate the antifraud provisions of the federal securities

laws.

Municipal Bankruptcy Reform

.

For many years,

revisions to the federal Bankruptcy

Code enacted

GFOA worked with the bankruptcy bar to have
that

would recognize fundamental differences

between corporate and municipal finance. In 1988, Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code was modified
to clarify that a filing under Chapter 9 would not terminate the pledge of special revenues dedicated
Without the changes, liens on revenue sources dedicated
payment of debt service on municipal obligations could have been invalidated once a local
government filed for bankruptcy, regardless of whether the lien was valid under state law. This

to the

repayment of municipal obligations.

to the
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change prevented the diversion of revenues dedicated to the payment of debt service to other
municipal uses such as the payment of salaries. GFOA supported these efforts to maintain the
effectiveness of liens granted

on revenues and other monies

to secure indebtedness.

MSRB Rules GFOA frequently submits comments to the MSRB concerning its proposed rules and
.

may

comment on MSRB-approved

subsequently

Most recently,

rules that are before the

GFOA filed comments with the MSRB

of municipal fmance consultants by broker/dealers to circumvent

imposed by Rule G-37 on
areas of interest to

which

political contributions,

GFOA

have been the

MSRB's

SEC

for final approval.

on proposed Rule G-38 concerning the use
is

political contribution limitations

being challenged in a federal court. Other

Municipal Securities Information Library and

Continuing Disclosure Information System.

Local Government Credit Problems

The words

default and bankruptcy are

vocabulary of debt administration.

government

The

problems resulting

credit

relatively

Some would

low number of

local

two of

the

most awesome words

in the entire

say they are the most gruesome. Fortunately, local

in bankruptcies

government

and defaults have occurred very infrequently.

credit

problems can be attributed

to the

many

controls over the debt administration process established by state governments and by local

governments themselves who recognize the value of sound fmancial policies. The private sector also
has contributed by serving as a strict gatekeeper to the municipal market.
Historically, the

number of defaults in the municipal area has been low. According to a 1993
SEC, entitled Staff Report on the Municipal Securities Market, it was

report to Congress by the

noted that mimicipal bonds have had significantly lower rates of default than corporate and foreign
risk

of ultimate non-payment for municipal
outstanding and total municipal debt in

is slight,

default,

SEC

when compared to total municipal debt
because payments may have only been interrupted.

govertunent bonds. Moreover, the
debt

found that the

both

rates vary considerably with the type

the lowest incidence of default.

It

was also noted

that municipal default

of bonds issued; general obligation bonds typically experience

The SEC

report cited various recent studies that have been

imdertaken to calculate the mimicipal bond default

rate

and

to

compare municipal defaults

to

corporate defaults.

Municipal bankruptcy is a mechanism for working out local government financial problems
one remedy for a default. Primarily, it is a means by which the fmancial obligations of a local
government can be restructured to allow an orderly repayment of debts. The federal Bankruptcy
Code has a special section applying to local governments because these governments provide

and

is

essential services

might.

and are not able

to cease operations

and liquidate their assets as a corporation

A good source of information on mimicipal bankruptcies (and defaults)

is

the

ACIR

Bankruptcies. Defaults and Other Local Government Financi al Emergencies (19851.

study,

During the

period 1960-1971, ten bankruptcy petitions were filed and, from 1972 through mid-year 1984, 21

cases were filed under Chapter

9.

Changes

in the

22

Code

in the

mid-1970s may have accounted for
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greater reliance on Chapter 9 to solve financial problems
problems have been equally infrequent.

The existing

regulatory

framework applying

in the later period.

to municipal debt has

More

recent financial

performed admirably

in

deterring defaults and bankruptcies in view of the large

year (approximately 8,000 in a

number of issues coming to market each
normal year according to the PSA) and the large number of

governments of varying

size and sophistication that have issued debt (estimated at 50,000 by the
MSRJB). This is a direct result of state involvement, local governments' commitment to strong
financial management, market forces and the stigma attached to bankruptcy and default. One

observer has said that the

memory of investors,

when

and nothing shakes investor confidence

comes

it

to a default

Members of

investment analysts, and
like

all

others

is

elephantine

a default.

community are all concerned about an individual
bond market because of the broad implications for borrowing costs,
market access and investor perceptions about the market. At a recent meeting of the GFOA
Committee on Governmental Debt and Fiscal Policy, finance officers talked of the seriousness of
meeting debt obligations. Some even spoke of the promise to pay as if it were a sacred trust. In a
recommended practice adopted that same day by the Committee and subsequently approved by the
GFOA Executive Board and membership, GFOA advises local governments that their debt policies
should explicitly recognize a long- term commitment to fiiU and timely repayment of all debt as an
government's

intrinsic

the municipal finance

travails in the

requirement for entry into the capital markets.

Attachment

For additional information about

GFOA

this testimony, please contact Betsy

Federal Liaison Center, 1 750

202/429-2 750,

FAX:

K Street, NW, Suite 650,

202/429-2 755.
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1995

GFOA/MBIA Survey

of Investment Practices by
State

—

—

and Local Governments

Most governments follow

conservative

investment practices
•

57%

invest in certificates of deposit

•

49%

invest in Treasury bills

•

45%

invest in Treasury notes

•

56%

invest in state-run investment pools

Many governments participate

in

investment pools
•

56%

place

some of

their funds in state

investment pools
•

Of those,

9°'o

have

all

of their funds in

state pools
•

12%

place

some funds

in pools

run by

other local governments
•

14%

place

some

("unds in pools

run by

private entities

About half of those responding invest
only in short-term securities
•

Of those

governments responding to
the question and which combine funds
from all sources (except pensions) l"or
investment purposes, maximum
investment horizons

-

For 22"'o

-

For

23%
19%-

For

9%

For

-

-

are:

6 months
6-12 months
1-2 years

over 5 vears
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Most governments do not

invest in

exotic instruments
•

Less than

5%

have any investments in

inverse floaters, reverse repurchase

agreements, or flexible repurchase

agreements
•

Less than 10°o have any investments
in step-up securities, collateralized

mortgage obligations such as
mortgage-backed securities, or
interest- and principal-only strips

Many government investment policies
restrict investments in derivatives
•

43%

report investment policies that

prohibit any investments in derivatives
•

5%

report investment policies permitting

limited investments in derivatives
•

1%

report policies that

do not

restrict

investments in derivatives
•

39%

have policies which are silent on the

of deri\atives

issue

Governmental investors believe
derivative investments should be used
cautiously, if at all
•

46%

of respondents believe that derivatives

should never be used
•

24%

believe thev should be permitted

sparingly to hedge against risk
•

9%

believe rhe\- should be permitted to

maximize in\estment
appropriate

return,

where
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The majority ofgovernments do not
leverage funds for investment purposes
and are opposed to doing so
•

78%

do nor leverage

invescment

for

purposes
•

63%

believe funds should never be

leveraged
•

10%

believe leveraging

is

appropriate for

meeting unexpected cash flow needs
•

3%
to

believe leveraging should be permitted

maximize investment returns

Many governments mark

their

investments to market regularly
•

Of those

governments responding to
which combine tunds

the question and

from

all

sources (except pensions) for

investment purposes:

- 10% mark
- 28% mark
- 16% mark

to

market daily

to

market monthly

to

market annually

Most governments have investment
policies which are reviewed by the
jurisdictions governing body or
investment board or committee
•

•

78%

follow a written investment policy

Of these, 77%

of policies are reviewed

bv the governing body, and
•

24% of policies are reviewed by an
investment board or committee
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In most govemmentSy the investment
Junction is the responsibility of an
appointed official^ not an elected
official
•

81%
tor

indicate that ultimate responsibiliry

investment management

appointed
•

90%

lies

with an

official

indicate that day-to-day

of investments

is

management

handled by internal

staff

rather than external managers

Most governments have not modified
their investment practices since the

Orange County bankruptcy
•

25%

have reviewed their investment

policy since
•

7%

Orange Countv

have modified their policy since

Orange Countv
•

49i)

have adopted

a written policv since

Orange County
•

4%

withdrew tunds from external pools

•

3%

have ceased purchasing derivatives

•

1%

have sold their derivative holdings
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How do

state

their funds?

and

governments invest

local

And, have

their practices

changed since the Orange County
investment pool

filed for

bankruptcy?

The Government Finance

Officers

Association, the professional association
for state

MBIA,

and

local finance officials,

and
bonds

a leading insurer of municipal

and provider of investment

services,

discovered the answers to these and other

questions about investment practices

through their annual jointly-sponsored
survey of finance practices.

This survey comes

at a critical time.

The

investment practices of state and local

government have been under intense
scrutiny following

some highly publicized

losses incurred in large

portfolios.

Those

losses

investment

were the

result

government managers attempting

of

to

achieve higher yields through the use of
risky investment practices.

The GFOA/MBIA survey found
investment

officials

that

most

follow a conservative

approach and do not support the use of
derivatives or leveraging for the investment

of public funds.

A

significant proportion,

though not a majority, of the respondents
have reviewed or revised their investment

Orange County bankruptcy
While most jurisdictions have

policy since the
filing.

adopted a written investment

policy, a

732

significant minority reports that

it still

does

not have such a document.
Responsibility for investment
is

management

generally under the purview of appointed,

rather than elected, officials and over half

the respondents place

some of their funds

in

state-run investment pools.

Findings are based on responses from
over 1,300 governmental units across the

United States and Canada. The survey
covered investment of all kinds of

governmental funds except pension funds.

Over

half of the respondents

investment portfolios of

less

manage
than $25

million (excluding pension funds) and two
thirds of the responses

municipalities as

governmental

We

are pleased to provide

those

who

to other types

of

units.

summary of the
all

come from

opposed

you with a

survey's findings

and thank

took the time to answer the

survey questions.

Watt

Francie Heller

Patricia C.

MBLA

Government Finance
Officers Association
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TESTIMONY
of the

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE TREASURERS

regarding

Investment of State and Local Funds

before the

Subcommittee on Capital Markets, St-curities and Government Sponsored Enterprises
U.S. House of Representatives

presented by

Roben

Seale

President

National Association of State Treasurers
and State Treasurer of Nevada

July 27, 1995

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, thank you for extending to
opportunity to

come

to

Washington

to testify

on

state

and

local

me

an

government investment

practices.

I

am Bob

Scale, Treasurer of the State of

Association of State Treasurers (NAST).

Puerto Rico,

Guam

All

Nevada and President of the National
plus the District of Columbia,

fifty states,

and American Samoa, are represented

in

NAST.

State treasurers are

the chief financial officers of their states, responsible for the functions of cash

management,

debt management, public pension fund investment, and a variety of other functions

in their

respective states. Treasurers are elected by voters in thirty-eight states, appointed in eight
states,

and

by one of

legislatures

my

choose the treasurer

fellow treasurers.

Ken

in four states.

I

am

joined today on the panel

Blackwell of the State of Ohio, representing the

National Association of State Auditors, Comptrollers and Treasurers

(NASACT).

take a minute to explain the difference between our two organizations.

Many

Let

me

treasurers,

such as myself and Treasurer Blackwell, belong to and panicipate in both organizations.

However

NAST represents exclusively state

treasurers, while

.NASACT also

represents state

auditors and comptrollers.

All of us in state

unwise practices

in

and

local

which a few

State Treasurer Matt

government were certainly made aware

local fiscal officers

Fong yesterday addressed

even before Matt Fong was installed as

were engaged.

year of the

believe that California

the issues in California.

state treasurer.

1

I

last

1

would note

that

Governor Pete Wilson appointed
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him

head up the

to

state's efforts in dealing

with the situation

pleased that both Treasurer Fong, as well as Treasurer

NASTs

Ken

Blackwell, are

Task Force on Local Government Investment Pools, created

review and update our 1989 guidelines for state-managed LGIPs.
that

we

is

I

am

members

am
of

earlier this year to

also pleased to say

represented today by

am

both a state

Tim

official

Goverimient Finance Officers Association (GFOA),

Riordan.

charged with managing investment of public funds and

operating a state pool, as well as President of

NASTs

NAST. My

two-part goal today

is

to offer

perspective on the questions you have raised for the subject of this hearing, and to

share with you

NASTs work

to put together the

investment management by public

Mr. Chairman, no duty

is

recommended

in this era of tight

more important

budgets and growing

demand

NAST has been working since before
for prudent investment

best practices for prudent

entities.

in public finance

day management of public monies. This responsibility

management of

education directed toward improving the
this

I

I

continue to maintain and enhance our working relationship with our colleagues in

local government, represented by the

which

Orange County.

in

1989

is

than the prudent day-to-

more important today than ever

for services.

area of improving the best practices

in the

public funds.

Indeed

all

ability of state treasurers

most important area of cash management, both

for

of our programs include

and our

staff in

handling

our state funds as well as the local

737

funds entrusted into our care.

education
right

now

initiative,

known

has undertaken an ambitious continuing

as the National Institute for Public Finance,

at the University of

Mr. Chairman, when
I

NAST

In fact,

indicated at that time that

I

which

is

taking place

Delaware.

appeared before the Senate Banking Committee

NAST had

begun work

to

in January,

review investment guidelines for local

govertmient investment pools and to take other steps which would serve to improve

Now

investment management.
review of our 1989
first

LGIP

it is

July,

guidelines.

I

and

am

I

want

to report that

we have completed our

pleased to inform you that your committee

to see these new, revised guidelines as well as the results of our

We

specifically call

participants, calling for

your attention to the revised guidelines for

LGIP

is

the

survey.

LGIP managers and

an even greater emphasis on improved and continuing disclosure of

pool investment policy and operation to participants including, for example, disclosure of

any off-balance sheet obligations.
third-party oversight

and input

The

revised guidelines also

into the policies

recommend independent,

and procedures of the LGIP through

establishment of an advisory board. Next, the document recommends that the broker/dealer

community adhere
private sector

is

to the

of conduct applying to treasurers, and that the

equally responsible for carrying out disclosure and suitability practices in

service to participants.

officials

same standards

Further, the revised guidelines call for ongoing education of public

to maintain their expertise

increasing array of investment options.

amidst changing market conditions, and an ever-

The

guidelines, however, continue to stress that the
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overriding goal of any

of principal

The
disclosure,

first,

LGIP

investment strategy

and should remain

that of assuring safety

then liquidity, and then yield.

three most important points

and

is

disclosure.

Under

each participating local entity

will

made by

the

NAST

the disclosure practices

know

guidelines are disclosure,

recommended by

the guidelines,

the risks and benefits of pool participation.

Items

for disclosure to participants include the following:

•

the legal authority for and investment objectives of the pool, including any potential
limits

•

on the

ability to access funds;

the accrual, frequency, and

method of

distribution for earnings, yield calculation

methodology, safekeeping practices, and policy on allocation and amortization of
gains and losses;

•

administrative costs and procedures for proposed changes to those costs,

and maximum account
portfolio holdings

size policies,

minimum

monthly statements, distribution of quarterly

and market values (with monthly

availability),

and a copy of the

independent accountant's opinion and report.

This communication to participants and disclosure of information will also go to an
oversight board contributing to an effective system of checks and balances, something which
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was lacking
find

little

in

Orange County and other

now

solace right

instances.

The

residents of

Orange County may

with this increased emphasis on oversight, but other citizens

across the country will be well-served by systems which prevent crises before they reach the
taxpayer.

recommendation of ongoing education

In keeping with the guidelines'

officials,

NAST,

Public Finance.

as

have mentioned,

I

It is

is

now

holding

later today.

I

am

a week-long, college-level education program. Indeed

it is

joined at the Institute by eight of

intensive effort to help

become

better

management. These

topics confront us

you that the

is

will

annual National Institute for

its first

from the campus of the University of Delaware where

Institute

a great success, and

staffs

my

am

I

be continuing the program on an annual

on a

fellow state treasurers in this
issues of cash

daily basis.

even more pleased
basis,

have just come

I

being held and will return there

managers regarding the
and our

for public

which

will

I

am

to tell

and debt

pleased to

you that

allow even

tell

NAST

more

state

treasurers and treasury staff, and other state and local finance officials, to participate in this

invaluable educational opportunity.

Among

those public finance officials participating at

the inaugural Institute are not only the nine state treasurers and investment staff from

twenty-one

states, but

other state and local finance

new Orange County Treasurer-Tax

The Public Finance
including Paul

Maco

including John Moorlach, the

Collector.

Institute faculty features

of the

officials,

expens

SEC; Robert Dean Pope,

a

in the field of

public finance,

bond lawyer from Hunton and
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Williams;

Roben McKnew, from

Securities Association;

first

and

Tom

Bank of America and representing

the

Hayes, the former California state treasurer

expert called in tc help resolve the Orange County situation late

of the Institute

is

Donald Haider, from

Northwestern University.

You

should be

hearing, Mr. Chairman, and since
think

it

some

commended

are

among

government investment

is

last year.

the

The Dean

for

those

your choices of witnesses for

we have chosen

for

our

at

this

faculty, I

tailored to the responsibilities carried out by state

officials.

It

includes such topics as

the correct usage of credit enhancements.

addressed by the

NAST LGIP

The products

of our

Many

bond

how we might

better

of these responsibilities were also

Task Force.

LGIP Task

Force effort include the guidelines, as well as the

found that state-operated local government investment pools

manage more than $39

and

and negotiation, and

pricing

results of a survey of all fifty states concerning the current status of their

Of

who was

Graduate School of Management

finance public investments, the intricacies of municipal

states

Public

indicates they are the best working in public finance today.

The vigorous curriculum
local

the Kellogg

the

billion in local assets

LGIPS.

NAST

exist in thirty-two states.

and almost $30

The

billion in state assets.

thirty-three total pools (North Carolina reported having two), twenty are available to

both state and local agencies, and thineen are limited
mark-to-market procedures for valuing
requirements.

More

assets,

to local assets.

and twenty-one

states

Twenty-six states use

have diversification

than 15,500 local governments participate in the pools.

A copy of the
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survey attached to

my

testimony will allow you to see what treasurers in your

states,

if

applicable, are doing to assist local governments in maximizing investment returns, while at

the

same

time, maintaining the safety of the principal of their investments.

In January

norm.

I

I testified

do not have a

that

I

believe

Orange County represented an exception, not the

crystal ball allowing

states are the appropriate level of

regulatory authority in place.

me

governance

to

make any

in this area,

Federal legislation

is

guarantees, but

and that there

is

I still

think the

already enough

not needed at this time.

However,

in

those individual instances where unanticipated losses have occurred, states have advanced

remedies that are appropriate to address a
state finances

and take steps

to

make

situation. Treasurers continue to closely

the possibility of losses

our survey results and the revised

NAST

and

local cash

local policymakers, state

public

-

and

your constituents and mine

safe-keeping.

Thank

you, Mr. Chairman.

-

more remote.

I

monitor

believe that

guidelines will be a useful tool for federal, state

who

managers, and the public.

entrust their

money

After

all, it is

the

to us for prudent, careful

.
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for Local Government
Investment Pools

GuideHnes

I.

Statement of LGIP Objectives and Practices

A written

statement of objecuves should be prepared
each LGIP. The statement should be provided to eadi
pool parddpant and prospective parddpants. The statement should contain, at a minimum:
for

Purpose
The Nadcnal .Assoaanon of State Treasurers' GuideGovemmeat Investment Pools >LGIP) is

lines for Local

provide a framework for die fonnuiadon of
prudent polices and disclosure guidelines for LGIPs.
Managed by states for the benefit of their localities, such
pools should be administered according to the statutorvrequirements of each state, pnidently placing safety- of
funds over liquidity and yield.
The Naoonal .Association of State Treasurers (NASTj

intended

1.

LGIP and a definition of pool
parddpant eligibility. Statement regarding the relationship between die Pool Manager and the Pool Parddpants.
2.

disdose and describe procedures established by the
pool to ensure liquidity. Pardapants should be informed of any potential limits on dheir ability to access their fiinds.

3

ernments.

NAST believes

that

an overwhelming majoncy of the

paraapants in public finance, and particulariy an overwhelming majority of state and local public officials, operate in an ethical and professional manner and serve
the public interest cffectiveiv and efficientlT. N'AST believes. howe\-er, that it is

imperative that treasurers act to

remove all doubts about their commitment to integrity in
the public Snance market bv- proactively adopting selfregulation measures which nwy also serve as models for
other public offidais. In that regard. NAST recommend'5
treasurers follow the prindpies as outlined in its Standards of Condua Resolution, adopted in 1994.
N.AST fiirther recommends that the brokerrdealer community govern itself to follow the same standards of condua NAST has recommended for treasurers. The pnvate sector community is equally responsible to disdose

i.

s

objectivxa.

Advisory Board

LGIP fiinds should have an mdependent .AdvisoryBoard. It is the responsibilitv of the Board to monitor
the acnvides of the investment manager and see diat
they arc in compliance with the investment objectives
stated in the prospectus. The board should be established

NAST recom-

3.

Seeeiai

Reccn or

L.SiP's

at least

some independent parddpadon

Custodian of Securities
Disdosure of safelceeping practices induding the safeguards insatuted to protect dieir assets, detailing the

minimum

safeguards for the pool. .All security transon the basis of delivery vs.
payment to an independent third party custodian in
die name of the pool consistent with industry pracactions should be setded

tices.

NAST

'vitfa

with a dear deiiiudon of its role and responsibilities.
Board members should be urged to receive continuing education in public finance matters.

mends

that treasurers obtain a signed agr eem ent of understanding with their brokers/ dealers to this effea.
NAST recommends that states operating Local Government Investment Pools adopt appropriate investment
guidelines and disdosure poliaes, as they are consistent
with stamton- law in each of the states, as soon as practical. Following are items suggested bv NAST that should.
when applicable, be induded in any formulated guidelines and disdosure poliaes.

Yield Calculation. Eaminfs and Disclosure
-All funds should uise a standardized .Assodaaon for
Investment Ivlanagement and Research (.AIMRySecundes and Exchange Commission (SEC) yield, as appropriate which provides a uniform method of companng performance. .All yields should be quoted net
of fees. The statement should disdose the frequeno'
of yield calculation and the methodology utilized (e.g..
marketvalue. amortized value, etc). Relative to earnings, the statement should also disdose the frequency
and basis for the accrual, frequency and method of
distribution, and the method of the distribution calculation. The statement should indudc a policy on
allocation and amorazadon of gains and losses.

All

all fund management practices to the clients and communides diey serve. The investment altemadves offered
by brokers/dealen to public £baance ofSdals should be

suitable for the public endty

Investment Objectives

A statement of pool objeoives. The Statement should

recognizes that potenuai pool participants have numerous altematr.'e investment vehicles from which to choose.
The goal of the guidelines is to insure that local government investment ofBdais. when choosing among their
available investment opaons, are fiiily aware of ngnificant investment and admimscratrvc policies, practices and
restnctions of the pool and ire thereby able to make informed investment decisions on behalf of the local gov-

Introducdon
Legal authority for the

to

.
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LGIP Account Administration
Disclosure oi dne maximum and muiimum size of ac-

6.

Compliance
Each LGIP shouid be audited at least annually fay an
external auditor mdeperident of the investment function and Treasurv, A copv of the opinion and

10.

counts which will be allcuved. Disclosure of ma-xunum
and minimum transacaon sizes that atH be allowed
for deposits and withdrawals as well as any pr.or notice that may be required. .Uso. disclosure of anv requirements relating to changes in auchorizauon.

accountants report should be provided

to ail

pool

Disclosure shotiid be made regarding
commingling of state, pension, or other fiinds in

partiapants.
the

the pool.

LGIP Expenses

7.

LGIP secunt\' transactiorj. fund performance, and
fund nsk should be moni'.ored on a regular basis by
a neutral party extemai to the investment fiinction
to assure compliance v,ith the written investment

Disclosure of administradve costs and all other fees
that are or may be imposed Disclosure of the procedures for changes to fees (e.g., notification requirements, potential input by LGIP participants, etc).

polio.

Communication with Pool Participants

3.

LGI? partiapants should have a regular flow of infor-

.\rbitrage Disclosure

1 1

A

mation firom the pool in order to be prudent investors. The type and frequency of communication could
include, but not necessarily be limited to. the foEow-ing;

statement as

;o

whether che pool

is

appropriate

for •Jie jivesnnent of bond proceeds.
12.

Other Dtsclostire
.Any other information that the investor

Statements of account should be pnyvided monthiv
and should include, at a minimum, ail information
necessary for the partiapants to account for. and assess their activities with, the pool for that period.

sonably expect ;o recei\-e

•

might rea-

enable them

to

make more informed decsions.

II.

Detailed reports of portfolio holdings should be distributed at least quarteriv and available monthly - to
include CUSEP nuunbers. full descriptjons of securities, current market values and anv off-balance sheet
obligations (such as leverage).

t.hat will

Written investment Policies

•

•

The

portfolio's

least quarteriv,

market value should be disclosed at
and a^'ailable monthly on request,

pool participants as well as the advisors- or oversight board and to the designated neutral partv external to the investment function responsible for
assuring compliance with the 'ATittcn investment
to

is the primary responsibility of every public investment officer/offiaal. Docoraentcd investment poliaes and practices provide a ?ife environment for the investment of public funds given disclosed levels of risk. X
separate ^^ritten investment policy should be prepared
for each pool. Following are items suggested by N'.AST
•Jiat should when applicable, be inchiaed in LGIP investment poiiaes:

Safety

1.

.-v.

policy.

•

A copy of the independent accountant's opinion and
report

•

The

actual average maturity for the portfolio.
2.

9.

Funds

Investment Objectives
description of investment objectives. This shouid
include disclosure of how the investment policy is designed to meet the pool objectives, as well as a dear
and detailed description cf the risks associated with
these objectryes. NA5T bclie-/es that the primary objectives, an priority, shcjuid be safety, lic^dity and yield.

NOT Guaranteed

Most important, there should be complete disclosure
about the risks associated with che
LGIP, including a statement that makes it dear che
state or government entity docs not guarantee invested
to the participant

monies.

Authorized Investments
A description oi eligible invesmicnt instruments induding descnption(s) ofany speculative and high-risk
strategies and instruments, as weU as any restnctions
on their use. A description of the credit standard of
investments, induding bodi mimmtim and weighted
average credit standards for the pool investments, spcdficallv

minimum

ratings for investments

ces regarding 'onrated paper or

and

poli-

split-rated paper.

lAST 3Dec;ai ^soor; ;n
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The

Poiicv should disclose;

5.

•

the maximum allowable dollar -velghted average
ponfolio maturity; and

*

die maximum allowable matunty of individual ponfolio secundes indudiag disdosijre of the maturity
used for die calcuiadon, i.e., stated final maturity

Standards of Care
The investment policy should disclose the investment
standards, such as the "prudent investor' srandard.
dial apply as well as a statement relating to ethics and
prohibitions against conflicts of interest.

A descnpaon of procedures regarding changes to the
established investment guidelines to
stances

3.

Investment Parameters
The Policy should describe the maximum allowable
amount or percentage of pool assets to be invested ui
the securidcs of all types aiid maturides of any single
The pool should ds^•e^slf> its investments so

issuer.

that

it

of its

does not invest more than a stated percentage
of any one issue.

total assets in securities

The weighted average matunty range for
lio

the portfo-

should also be disclosed.

Floating rate note polices - die maximum maairiues
of floating rate note mstruments, acceptable reference
reset rates (recommended limited to money market
rates),

maximum reset frequencies, and willingness to

buy structured notes.

Borrowing may be done fti^ the purposes of shon term
cash flow enhancement: and interest rate arbitrage
when appropriate. Borrowing for interest rate
arbitrage should only be done on a matched book basis.
BorrOTvuig should he ILnuted to stated percentages of
the portfolio and these percentages be properly disclosed.
4.

Valuation

The

Policy should disclose the frequency widi

which

portfolio securities are valued. It is recommended that

the portfolio be marked- to-market at least on a
montiily basis. It is also recommended that the portbe determineii either by an independent
pricing service or by obtaining and utilLring multiple
assessments to formulate an average ^aluation.
folio value

The method

utilized for cfcuat valuation (current market value, cost, amortized '/alue, etc) should be dis-

closed.

Should an LGIP

maintaining a conappropriate to
consider Rule 2a-7 of th« Securines and E.xchange
Commission to minimize "Jie likelihood of a diveraencc
between a fund's constant share i-aluc and the true
stant share value

is

mdude notifica-

tion of who

or cffecdvc matunty.

feel that

critical

it

may be

market value.

"lAST Soectal Reoor on lGIPs

mav change the guidelines, the circumunder which they may be changed, and the

type of notification required to Pool participants.
6.

Other
Other policies, procedures and guidelines applicable
to the LGIP. The investment policy should demonstrate the cxerdsmg of the judgment and care, under
the drcumstances then pre%-ailing, which individuals
of prudence, discrenon and intelligence exercise in
the management of their own affiurs. not in regard to
speculation but in regard to the permanent disposiaon of their flmds. considenng the probable income
as

wdl

as the probable safet>- of their capital.
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SPECIAL

REPORT
A

Publication of the National Association of State Treasurers

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
INVESTMENT POOLS
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Special Report

NAST Seoeial Task Fere» on Loeal
Govwnnwnt lnv«stm«nt Pd«ls

A Publication of the National

In 1989. the National Aiiociauon of State
Treasurers (NASD brought together the senior
Ssance offioali of the 30 satei to unaninously
pass a "Statement in Favor :}f Ful! Disclosure for
Local Covonment Investnjcot Pools" (LCIPs).
The Statement provided ih? framework for the
formulation of disclosure poiides for LCIPs and
served as the model to dev^op the 1995 guidelines which allow the pools to be administered
according to the statuior) requiicments of each
state.

curred. Even before the new^ broke on the investment losses. NAST recognized the urgent
need to either provide wrir.er. guidance or educational opportunities for ioexperienced investors. The earlier planning for a Nadonal Institute for Public Finance irogressed and in the
Summer of 1995, the i&at.j;urai Insdtutcwas held
for both sate and local public finance managers.

In addition, the Speda' Task Force on Local
Government Investment paolswas formed to set
forth opnona that would be shared with all types
of governments and indct>endent endues allowing for informed investment decisions to be
made on behalf of the eiti:ens and insdtudons
they serve. This report

is

tlw eulfflinadon of the

work of the Task Force.

NAST Special Task Forc^ en

Local

Gov«min«nt Invastmam Pools
HoiL Robert L. Seale. ChaiiTnan
Treasurer
Hon.J. KeimethBIacfcwcli

— Nevada State

— Ohio Treasurer of

Suie
Hon. Matthew K. Fong

— Califomia Stale Trea-

surer

Hon. Jim HiD

— Oregon State Treasurer
— Pennsylvania

Hon. Catherine Baker Knoll

State

Treasurer
Sally

GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT POOLS

Background
anti fint the half of the 1 990s have posed tiatinting
cfaaflen^ to state and local govemmencs. States and
localities have been hard-pressed to balance the fiscal needs inher-

The 1980s

— Kansas State Treasurer
— Virginia Treasurer

ent in trying to provide the maximum in government services at
the same time these governments arc dealing with reduced ptiblic
suppon (oT financing these services.
State and local government officials have been faced with the
difficult and unpopular choice of cuttine services or bolstering revenues by raising taxes. As a restilt antl since 1973, one way that
states have worked to assist their localities with this problem has
been to offer Itxal government investment pools (LGEPs or pools)
as a better altemadve for managing local funds. LGtPs ofiEer local
officials another opdon for managing their cash reserves, minimizing the risk of prindpal, while at the same time maintaining liquidicy and maximizing yield. Encrusted with the fiduciary responsibility for, in maay cases, billions of public dollais. state treasurers
have provided thetr technical expertise, and that of their investment sta&,
assist local govennmencs chat want to pool available
resources as a cash management cool.

»

in LGIPs, local govemments can take
advantage of investment opportunities formerly available only to
larger accounts (i.e. larger governmental units). A pool serves as a
voluncary, state-managed invesmient opdon for the surpltis operadng fiintls within a state. Local gtsvemmencs combine (<jr pool)
their excess operating ftinds toge^er in an operation much like a
money market mtuual fund, but with the added benefit of being
strucmred to meet the imique needs of goveniment investors. Although all funds are pooled for investment ptiiposes, each locality's
parciapacion in the pool is reported separately. In essence. LGEPs
nincdon as finanaai intermediaries between local governments and
Snandai insdtudons by using their techiucal expertise to invest the
funds on behalf of those governments who contributed to the pool.
These LGIPs have consistendy provided iirvestment benefits of
pariicuiar importance co local govemmencs: safe investmencs and
daily liquidity. VVith more than 15,000 local govemmencs parddpadng in 32 state-opeiated pools. LGI?s oversee over S39 billion
in local asseo. and almost S30 billion in state assets, and continue
to realize a reputation as a successful ttx>l of investment manage-

Through partiapadon

ment.'

Thompson

Hon. Ronald L. Tilleti

State

Hoa Martha Whitehead— TexasStaie Treasurer

2

LX3CAL

gnar.cial

In the winter of 1994-95. semral local govenimenis and entides independent of state government have recently reported dramadc losses
of principal due to hazardaas investment practices. Had the NAST "Statetnent in Favor otFull
Disclosure" been followed, as they were by the
state pook which experienced no losses, the forfeitures of principal wo<jid likely not have oc-

Hen.

Association of State Treasurers

NAST Seacial Raoorc ati LGIPs

'From the

NAST Sur«ey on Local Covemment

Investment Pools, .Mar 1995.

I
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In 1989, the National Association of State Treasuren
its first suggested guidelines for LGIPs,

(NAST) released

which gained widespread popularity as a resource for state
and local cash managers. Now, in response to the growing use and interest in LGIPs, NAST has conducted a study
that outlines the key features of state-sponsored LGIPs in
1995. In additioa NAST has developed a revised policy
statement which expands upon the prinaples of full disclosure and updates guidelines for pool operations (see

pagt

7).

of Deposit

and Withdrawal

Since most investment pools require no minimum
amount for partiapation, the deposit and withdrawal requirements are very flexible. Most LGIPs allow partidpants to select any denomiiuuon for mvestment, but
some have set very low minimum requirements: the highest minimum amount is SS.OOO; the lowest is SSOO. Usually deposits can be made by wire or chedt. and pool
investments generally begin eanung income the day of
invesuueiit.

Objective of LGIPs

Partidpants

objective of the local government investthe prudent management of public funds on

The primary

ment pool is
behalf of the local government investor. The strategy for
meeting the objective is fundamental and the investment
of pool assets is prioritized as follows: safety of principal,
then liquidity, and then yield. Because of shared resources
and generally lower costs, LGIPs have historically become
more efficient and compentive cash management too!.

a

Financial Structure of

LGIPs

There are similarides between LGIP operations and Sccurides and Exchange Commission-registered money
market mutual fund.^. Both may use the cash of local
governments to invest in a diversified portfolio of money
market instruments with earnings paid to partidpants in
proportion to dieir total investmenL When a local gov-

ernment

invests in a pool, it essentially buys "shares* of
the total pool. Since pools place few limits, if any, on the

timing or amotinc of deposits or redemptions an LCIF
partidpant can make, the funds must remain comfortably
liquid.

Methods

To maintain high liqtudicy. most pools find it nec-

essary to invest their funds

m

high-grade marketable sewith reladvely short maturities (under one year).
Typically, pool portfolios will indude certificates of deposit, U.S. Treasury and agency obligadons, and other
securides rated high in their respective categories. Because of their soructure, LGIPs offer small governments
the ability to earn interest daily and at the same rate as the
large investors in the pool.
curities

may typically withdraw ftmds at any time

(or by a designated time) each day and by a variety of
means. This serves the local government's imperative
for daily liquidity.

The most common means of redemp-

tion are wire transfers to the parridpant's bank.
transfers enable partidpants to

telephone the pool

Wire
indi-

amount to be withdrawn and the pool then
wires that amount to the partidpant's bank account, usually on the same day. In some cases, a parddpant may
draw a check on the LGIP account: and those funds continue to draw interest until the check has deared with
cating die

the LGIP's custodian.

Investment

Management and Supervision

The state treasurer typically manages

the actual pool's
operations with the assistance of an investment board or

management committee composed of pool partiapants.
Although some pools are operated under contraa by
private investment advisors, the state treasurer

is usually
responsible for receiving fiinds. making mvesanents on
behalf of partidpants, and appointing a custodian bank

for the fiinds.

The management

staff

is

responsible for

handling the portfolio, making investment deasions.
mamtaining an accounting system to keep track of individual accounts, and calculating and (reditmg iiuerest
payments. Usually the actual custody of the pool's assets
IS delegated to an in-state bank. Although the state treasurer

and management committee have administrative
Ae pooL sate law and investment polio-

control over

control the selection of investment instruments for use
in the pool's portfolio.

Bigibiltty

Local government units within a state parddpate in that
pool on a purely voluntary basis. Parddpans make
deposits and withdrawals as they see fit, and in most cases
no coimtiitmenc is made to the pool by the pamdpant as
to the length of its contribution to the pool Four states
have minimum investment times for short-term pools
ranging from one to 30 days.
state's

LGIPs usually have both internal and external conon the selection of investment insvumeno. Most
pools have adopted internal guidelines establishing administrative procedures and investment policy. As LGIPs
rapidly grow larger, a written statement of the pool's objectives and the polides designed to meet those objectives becomes impcratrve. Internal g\udeiines should
ffols

identify

aedit standards, eligible instruments, allowable
limits of portfolio ooncentration

matunty ranges, and

for each security type.

The

internal controls shotild es-
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tablish and explain ih« frequency and method used for
olculadng vaiuadon. yields, and earnings. Further, each
internal policy should require monthly statements of accounts, detailed monthly portfolio reports on holdings,

and audit opinions on the pool.

Advisory Boards

sate treasurer's office to provide technical expertise. The
administrative costs are fiirtber minimized by tiie economies of scale available by pooling sate aod local funds,
whether they are managed in-twuse or by outside management. Management fees most often are disclosed in
monthly statements.or reports.

Advantages of LGIPs

Advisory or policy boards exist in 2S states to provide

and to improve communication between the
participant's and the pool's money managers. The Boards
are frequently comprised of members of the user group,

Research has shown that prudeniiy managed

oversight

but also consist ofstate^de elected officials. V/hile these
Brards are very helpful, written internal safie^;uards are
essendal for the protection of the pool's integnty and the
ability to properly monitor pod activity.

*

Of paramount importance
set for

pool operadon

is

in

as individual accounts.
*

Because local governments are a to^or source of capital to the money markets, pooling may increase the
compeddveness of finanrial insdtutioDS vying for local mmies. Therefore, rates on abemative investments

*

LGIPs provitie a safe investment for local govenuneiui.
Althou^ no investmeu is fbQy guaranteed, LGIPs
emphasize diversifying the investment instruments as
a means of proteaii^ against possi3>le losses. In addi-

adheiii^ to guidelines

are maintaining understood policies

and

mayinoease.

guidelines.

This regular review can be accomplished in several
ways.

First,

don to the safe investment instruments utilized in
pools. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation coverage for coiificates of deposit generally applies to the

individual portfolio tiansacQons, as well as

^gregatc pool composidon maoirities, can be reviewed
on a monthly or more frequent basis to ascertain any discrepancies between policy and actual practice. Both potential and real problems can then be more readily cor-

propordonate share of each account, thereby reducing the uninsured portimi of each deposit Somestaies
even insure a portion of a local government's ooneri-

minimizing the negative impact on the LCIFs
operadon. Second, an outside agency should condua an
rected, thus

audit and report the findings to policy-makers and pool
parddpants on a regular, timely basis. Tlie review process should also contain a mechanism for modifying and
enhancing the existing policy. Such a review of operations provides insurance that the

policy

and a forum

meeting

its

to

LCIP complies

judge the pool's

with

effective ness in

goals.

Administrative Costs
Administrative costs usually are deducted from the
earnings paid to the participants. Generally no sate or
local appropriadons are required to operate a pool, as
many pools utilize existing investment persoimel in the

governments can
V/hen local governments comexcess capital, economies of scale are creiirvestment fiinds, local

hig^ yields.

bine their
ated that allow poob to obtain the rrchnifai es^ertise
and purchasing power needed to oeate a diverse portfolio that is usually not available to local govonmenis

the need to regularly reconcile

the investment activity of d)s pool ^vith sate law and policy.
Periodic review of pool investment transactions and ponfolio holdings will confirm to investment personnel,
policy-makers, and parddpants that the pool operations

By pooling
realize

In addition to internal controls, state laws fisnish guidelines in the fbrmuladon of an investment policy. Inmost
cases the law pemuB pool managers to pursue, at a minimum, the same investment options as sate governments.

Monitoring Pool Transactions

budon
*

to the

pool

Pools provide an affordable, yet flexible, tool for cash
manaJgemenL Most LGIPs invest in short torn instruments. This helps ensure liquidity for participants
to use ti^ir money on short notice. Such

who need

investments further assure the safiety of the prindpal
by minimizing exposure to interest rate fluctuations
overtime. AAmm^rrarivr rncn arf TnininiiT.fri by dg.
ducting the expense from the tamiings accrual, thus
makii^ it unnecessary for cash manners to appropriate addidonal monies that could be invested. Further, the lack of minimum denominations for investment in many cases, coupled with daily liqui^ty not
only eiiminaies the need to mainain iwn-inierest bearing demand balances, but also preserves the ability to

5ne tune die amount invested.

«

NAST Snecial Raaen on LClPa

po^ oon-

tinue to demonstrate the ability to bear tiet yields higher
than those of comparable alterixative investment options.
The following benefits can also be attributed to LGIPs:
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•

Pools offer a variable rate of return, usually reported
monthly, and many pools provide daily rate quotes
alon with a moving average of the rate.

gional or local institutions. Because smaller tinanaal
insdtudons cannot compedtively bid on large stuns of
fimds. they may be precluded from receiving invest-

•

LGEP partidpadon is voUintary. So while investing in
a pool may mean chat local caish managers have Little

ments from local governments. However, many local
governments already invest substantial amounts of
money in federal securides and independent studies
conducted bv state pools have shown the impact of
removal of money from local economies to be mini-

J

direct control over the actual investment instruments,
the local cash managers are positioned to choose how

much to

invest

and the length of ome

local

fimds are

mal.

invested.
•

•

Many pools have established kxal advisory councils that
provide advice to pool managers and set basic operating policies. Such advisory boards assure that local
officials have a voice in the pool's operanon.

Limitations of

LGiPs

While the benefits available to local governments
through LGIPs are considerable, there are limitations that
shouldbe ctjnsidered prior to joining or forming an LGIP.
•

Any capital

loss, as

participants.
lish

with any gain, must be borne by

One answer

to this

concern

is

bond yields. U.S. Treastiry regulations
governing bond proceeds reqtiire that securides be
purchased at market prices, and that interest be allocated property in commingled pools. Indeed, states
have modified their pools to reflect the new firfcral
arbitrage r^jate reguiadons and are acdveiy assisting
their parndpants with compliance.

Conclusion

to

the safest possible instruments, restrict maturities and

monitor pool transactions on a regular

lool governments to rebate investment income in
excess of their

all

to estab-

a specific investment policy, limit investments

Bond proceeds in pools are subjea to federal arbitrage
reguiadons. The 1986 Tax Reform Aa requires many

basis.

Siace-sponsored local gtjvemment investment pools,
administered by state treasurers, have established impressive records in terms of pool eaniings and ino'eased parddpanon. An LGI? is particularly advantageotis to small

governments that may choose to combine their idle
make shon-term investments equal to those affbrtled to state government or larger local governments.
A careftollv designed pool with articulated objeoives and
polides will consistendy maintain the integrity of local
hinds within a diversified and safe portfolio, provide liquidity nearly equal to a savmgs account, and offer rates
of return on invested monies compendve with compalocal

•

Marketlossesinavresultifthercisa"run''onthepool.
The liquidity offered by pools creates the risk of having a significant nuinber of pool participants make
withdrawals firom the pool in a short time period.
Three states have reponed "runs' on their invesanent
pools (Table 14 describes the handling of these situations). In each case, dedsrve action by the state treasurer resulted in the local gt>vemffient participant

being made whole, both as to principal and interest.
counter the risk of loss of prindpal, many pools
insdtute maturity limits for investment instruments:

To

maintain su£5dau liquidity to meet large redemptions:
amortize market gains or losses over a specific period
of dme by raismg or lowering monthly mcerest distributions: and, some indude both state and state agency
dollars in the pool to increase the monetary resources
and thus assure its stability. In general, longer term
instruments are avoided unless they are tnatdied to a
specific liability and generally be held to maturity.
•

LGIPs may remove money from

local economies and
reduce fijnds available for local loans. Investing in
certificates of deposit of Snandai insdtudons that of-

fer competitive rates within the state is one method of
dealingwith this concern. However, large insritudons
with state-wide branches will be less affected than re-

cash CO

rable alternative investments.

Although LGIPs have operated in both up an^down
market condidons, and in a changing and chaQanging
past 22 years, they nave proven to be
innovaove cash management tools for local governments

economy o»er the

and
LGIPs wiU continue to be a valuable
way for state treasurers to assist local governments and
all state and local taxpayers as we approach the 2 1st Cenas chey seek to serve their taxpayers at miniinai risk

utmost effidency

tury.
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INVESTMENT POLICIES FOR STATE AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ENTITIES, PREVENTION AND
MANAGEMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT
FINANCIAL DISTRESS, AND
THE INTEGRITY OF STATE AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT DEBT ISSUANCE
Prepared for the
Subcommittee on Capital Markets, Securities, and Government Sponsored
Enterprises

Committee on Banking and Financial Services
United States House of Representatives

J.

Kenneth Blackwell
State Treasurer
State of Ohio
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WRITTEN STATEMENT OF
J. KENNETH BLACKWELL,
STATE TREASURER OF OHIO
The hearings conducted by
Capital Markets, Securities, and

the United States

House of Representatives Subcommittee on

Government Sponsored Enterprises of the Committee on

Banlcing and Financial Services address matters that are of great concern to
the State of Ohio, as they are to

all

state financial officers

I

am

me

as Treasurer of

providing this statement

in

my

capacity as State Treasurer of Ohio, a Constitutional officer of the State, as the former Vice

Chairman of the Cincinnati Ohio Employees Retirement System, and also as a member of the
Executive Committee of the National Association of State Auditors, Comptrollers and Treasurers

(NASACT).

NASACT is the professional

NASACT has over
Treasurer

170 members,

in their states.

for the free

association of the chief financial officers of the states

all

NASACT's

of whom perform the functions of Auditor, Comptroller, or
constitutional purposes include encouraging

exchange of information among

state financial officials,

federal financial officials, and providing a national

and between

and providing
and

local, state,

forum for the promulgation and dissemination

of state positions concerning effective governmental

financial administration.

This statement focuses on the establishment of investment policies for state and local

government

entities,

the prevention and

management of local government

the integrity of state and local government debt issuance

intricately inter-related financial issues that state

state

and

local

governments are creating

and

effective

local

financial distress,

and

These are only three of the many

governments face

and appropriate

legislative

It is

my

belief that

and regulatory
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responses to deal with these issues, that recent

initiatives

Commission may adequately address

markets information needs, and that further federal

government intervention

in

securities

of the Securities and Exchange

or regulation of state and local government financial administration

is

neither warranted nor advisable at this time

State

and Local Government Investment

Policies

Generally, state legislation or regulation establishes accounting, reporting, auditing, and

standards for state and local government financial administration

adherence to basic investment policies and often

list

These

typically prescribe

permissible investments.

They

also prescribe

actions that must be taken to safeguard assets, such as collateralization requirements

Piistorically

these have applied to general purpose units of government such as state agencies, counties,

cities,

towns, and certain special purpose units of governments such as public colleges and universities,
school

districts,

water

districts,

and sewer

districts.

State governments are currently reassessing the adequacy of those requirements and

policies in their content, scope,

government

in light

and as to

of the recent

investment portfolios

I

their applicability to other non-general

volatility

of interest

recently proposed a

bill

rates,

to the

purpose units of

and concerns about leveraging

Ohio Legislature

that

would

limit the

maturity of investments held by local governments and local government investment pools, and

would

prohibit the use of certain derivative instruments and leveraging practices

also prohibit the creation

office,

The

bill

would

of local government investment pools outside the State Treasurer's

and require governments to adopt certain investment policies and

policies with the State Auditor's office.

file their

investment
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Local Government Financial Distress

A

National Conference of State Legislatures report State

Local Governments, published

in

March of 1993,

Programs

to Assist Distressed

indicated that 13 states had statutory provisions

to assist distressed local governments and that in 6 other states the legislatures had approved

special acts to help specific local

Ohio was the

From
in

its

enactment

first state

in

governments during the previous

emergency law.

to enact a comprehensive municipal financial

1979 to 1992

only 22 municipalities

3 years

fiscal

emergencies, under the terms of the law, were declareci

Sixteen of these municipalities had the declaration

lifted

upon

successfijl

recovery fi-om financial distress.

The

Integrity of State

The United

and Local Government Debt Issuance

States Securities and

Exchange Commission (Commission) noted

September 1993 Staff Report on the Municipal Securities Market
the Chairman of the United States

Commerce and

default "

at the request

of

House of Representatives' Committee on Energy and

securities

and foreign government bonds
both

prepared

the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance of that

Committee, "municipal

slight,

,

in their

when compared

The Commission

have had

significantly

Moreover, the

risk

lower rates of default than corporate

of ultimate non-payment for municipal debt

is

to total municipal debt outstanding and total municipal debt in

report also cites studies indicating that over the

1

1

years between

1980 to 1991 no municipal general obligation bond had defaulted, only 1/4% of the dollar volume
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of rated bonds, and only

2% of the

Recent Commission

dollar

initiatives

volume of the non-rated bond issues had defaulted

focus on the need for greater transparency

government issuers

On March

in

providing information

I

shall

comment on

1994, the Commission published the Statement

9,

the municipal

and the responsibilities of state and

securities markets, better information flows to the market,

local

in

these last

two

initiatives.

of the Commission

Regarding Disclosure Obligations of Municipal Securities Issuers and Others

(Interpretive

Release) which outlined the Commission's views with respect to the disclosure obligations of

market participants under the antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws

in

connection with

both primary and secondary market disclosure. This Interpretive Release was effective
immediately and

is

currently considered by issuers, their advisors and counsel in providing

information to the public.

On March

1994, the Commission also published Securities Exchange Act Release No.

9,

33742, which requested comment on proposed amendments to Rule lSc2-12. The amendments
to Rule 15c2-12 were proposed to enhance the quality, timing, and dissemination of disclosure in
the municipal securities market by placing certain requirements on brokers, dealers, and municipal

securities dealers.

It

was

the Commission's specifically stated intention that these

further deter fraud by restricting securities professionals' activities in securities

current information

is

recommendation of municipal

comment

where

little

or no

available to the market concerning those securities because "... Investors,

especially individual investors, place their reliance

After an eight

amendments

securities professionals for their

securities."

month comment

letters representing

on these

period, over

which the Conmiission received over 390

over 475 groups and individuals, the Commission issued Release

"
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No. 34-34961, the

final rule

Exchange Act of 1934

adopting amendments to Rule

Generally, the

amendments

1

5c2-12 under the Securities

prohibit the underwriting

of municipal

securities unless the issuer, and/or other obligated parties, has undertaken in writing to provide

notices of certain material events and annual financial information similar to that provided in the

official

statement accompanying primary market issuance to Nationally Recognized Municipal

Information Repositories

(NRMSIRs) and

to a State Information Depository (SID), if one exists.

Furthermore, the amendments require that securities dealers have procedures

in

place that provide

reasotiable assurance that they will promptly receive any notices of material events disclosed by

issuers.

The requirement

to undertake to provide information and to provide notices

events only became effective on July 3 of this year

information only becomes effective for

fiscal

The requirement

years ending after

of material

to provide annual financial

December

3

1

of this year

It is

apparent that there has not been enough experience with these initiatives to determine whether
they will be effective

in

The Commission

states in the release that

it

considers that the amendments,

concert with past Commission interpretations of the responsibilities of securities dealers and

various Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board rules, which require that dealers disclose material

facts

of a transaction to a customer and that dealers ensure that any transaction recommended to a

customer

is

suitable for that customer,

satisfying their obligation to

among

other requirements, will assist securities dealers in

have a reasonable basis to recommend municipal securities to a

customer

NASACT and

its

members have worked

diligently with the

Commission, other

professional associations, and securities professionals to improve the provision of accurate,

relevant, reliable,

and timely state and

local

government

financial disclosure in a cost -effective
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NASACT research has disclosed the extent

manner.

on

to

which

securities professionals

have

relied

state-collected information in both primary market issuance and secondary market trading

Currently

activity

Rule

1

many

states are considering the designation

5c2- 1 2 amendments and are working with

Commission

interpretation

of SIDs, as provided for under

NASACT to ensure national comparability.

of the Rule 15c2-12 amendments within the past month may

facilitate

increased state involvement in Rule 15c2-12 reporting which could result in improved issuer and

obligated party compliance with reporting requirements.

In

state

summary,

I

believe that the existing regulatory structure and current initiatives at the

and federal levels are adequate to deal with the recent incidents of financial distress and

potential defaults

on the servicing and repayment of local government

debt.

Subcommittee to monitor and evaluate the enforcement of the existing
self-regulatory organization rules cited in this testimony

Subcommittee

will find that the great majority

I

of state and

will find that state

local

government

I

financial

also believe that the

in

the world.

I

hope

this statement,

and those of my esteemed colleagues,

information for the Subcommittee to reach appropriate conclusions.

answer any questions

to the

and

appreciate the opportunity to provide a statement to Congress on this issue of national

importance.

to

federal regulations

and local government securities are some of the safest

investments available to investors anywhere

I

encourage the

believe that in doing so the

administrators are highly qualified and perform their duties well.

Subcommittee

I

fi"om the

Subcommittee and

Subcommittee should they so

request.

will

I

will

provide sufficient

welcome the opportunity

endeavor to provide further information
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Testimony of Philip M. Dearborn, Director of Governmental Finance Research
U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
on
Municipal Bankruptcy — Orange County
U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Banking and Financial Services
Thursday, July 27, 1995

Mr Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Philip M. Dearborn, Director of
Government Finance Research of the U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
(ACIR). My statement today is based on the ACIR reports: City Financial Emergencies 1973,
and Bankruptcies. Defaults, and Other Local Government Financial Emergencies 1985. In
addition to being the director of both studies, I was also an expert wimess in both the South
Tucson and Bridgeport municipal bankruptcy cases. Also relevant to today's discussion is the
ACIR report. Understanding State and Local Cash Management 1977.
.

.

.

In 1971,

ACIR

undertook an investigation of the financial condition of major

cities to

determine what might cause financial emergencies, and to recommend the respective roles that
states and the national government should have in the prevention and treatment of financial

emergencies

in local

governments.

This study included a review of past municipal defaults,

bankruptcies and other financial emergencies.

1973, were that unsound financial management

emergencies, and that

it

the report issued in

most important potential cause of financial
prevention and treatment should be primarily a state responsibility.

ACIR recommended
remedy, but

The general conclusions of

concluded

the

is

retention of Chapter

that, "...the

9 of

the U.S. Bankruptcy

Law

as a stand-by

Federal courts are not well equipped to render financial

advisory service to a troubled municipal unit.

If

guidance or supervision

is

needed to put a

municipality on a sound economic basis, the courts should recognize that a State agency or court

appointed commission islikely to be better qualified to render financial management assistance."

The 1985 ACIR

report updated the review of the occurrences and causes of local
emergencies that had occurred since the preparation of the earlier report. Based on this
review, it found that "there was no evidence that local governments generally are experiencing
financial

increased financial emergencies, or that they are likely to

do so

in the future."

I believe that finding is still valid, despite the Bridgeport and Orange County declarations
of bankruptcy. In both these instances, the circumstances were unusual, and there has been no
widespread pattern of local financial emergencies reported. Any emergencies that have occurred

appear to have been resolved by state or local actions, generally carried out without national
publicity, except perhaps for Chelsea,

Mass.

The ACIR investigations of financial emergencies have found that historically the causes
have been "unsound financial management." Typically, bad budgeting practices, often coupled
with unaudited financial reports, resulted in unbalanced budgets, accumulated fund deficits, and
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ultimately, losses of liquidity and financial emergencies.

Two additional causes were identified in the 1985 report as "unwise investment policies"
and large court judgements against small local governments. Ironically, the finding about the
threat from investment policies was based, in part, on the experience of the California city of
San Jose that lost $60 million from bad investments in the early 1980s.
The Orange County financial emergency was a clear result of unwise investment policies.
The ACIR recommendation for preventing such emergencies is, " strict fstatel laws covering
government investments of inactive cash, and careful adherence to those laws. A local
government must time its investments so that funds will be available when needed: it should
invest only in U.S. Treasury securities, certificates of deposit with full collateral or insurance
protection, and other similar conservative investments ."
local

It is

now obvious

that the State

of California did not have

strict

laws governing local
Preventing similar

investments, and as a result, Orange County did not invest conservatively.

problems in the future should remain a responsibility of state governments, and any
have not followed the ACIR recommendations regarding investments, should do so.

recommending ways

In addition to

ACIR

government

financial emergencies,

made recommendations about what should be done to relieve
do occur. The principal recommendation is that, because local

has also reviewed and

financial emergencies that

financial emergencies are usually caused

of

to prevent local

states that

states to correct

by unsound management,

it

should be the responsibility

them.

In our federal system states provide the basic constitutional and statutory authority for

the operation of local governments.

As

a result,

management of local governments

responsibility of states, not the federal government, except in the

administration of federal grants.
state

and of

the state,

all

ACIR

of

its

is

the legal

narrow circumstances of

and fmancial reputation of the
government are judged by the events that take place within

In addition, because the credit

units of local

believes the principal response to local financial emergencies should rest with

the state.

The

shows that ultimately state actions are successful in
For example, the successful experiences in a number of cities in Ohio
and in local governments in New York show that states can and do respond to correct problems
in their local governments. Although New York City, because of the disproportionate size of
its budget, needed some temporary help from the federal government, it was the state that
assumed responsibility for finding a permanent solution to the city's problem. In the Bridgeport
bankruptcy case, the problem was finally resolved when the federal bankruptcy judge dismissed
the case and returned the matter to a state oversight board.
history of financial emergencies

resolving the problems.

In

some

instances, such as in several

overseen corrective actions for

cities

Michigan

cities, state

courts have successfully

experiencing fmancial emergencies.

bankruptcy case, the federal bankruptcy judge sent the case back to the
successfully resolved.

Tucson
where it was

In the South

state court
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There have been no instances investigated by ACER, or me, in which the federal
government or federal courts played an important role in resolving a local government financial
emergency, except New York City. The few local governments that have used the federal
municipal bankruptcy provisions have done so mainly to delay or avoid actions that they would
otherwise have been required to take by state orders or rulings of state courts. There is no
indication that this pattern has been changing.

One

clear possibility that could change this outlook, however, is if

succeeds in avoiding

its

financial obligations

by use of the

Orange County

federal bankruptcy law.

Many

local

governments have been forced by budget problems to make very hard choices involving
increased taxes or reductions in vital services. Any evidence that such hard choices can be
successfully avoided by use of the bankruptcy law, could trigger other similar efforts.
Nevertheless,

ACER

has recommended that the federal bankruptcy law be retained to be

instances arise in which state remedies are clearly inadequate.

However, such use should
have been exhausted, specific state permission for
the filing has been granted to the local government, and there is clear evidence of insolvency.
If a pattern of abuse of the municipal bankruptcy law should develop as a result of Orange
County, then the law should be amended to ensure that it is used only in the very limited
used

if

only

come

after all available state remedies

instances in which

it is

appropriate.
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U.S.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SubcoRuninee on Capital Markets, Seninties, and
Govemment Sponsored Enterprises of the

Commiaee on Banking and Financial

Services

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY TO BE GIVEN BY
CHARLES W nSH
The Conuninee has asked if there has been a fiindamental shift io ibe lelatioDship between the
and the investors. The answer to thai question is "yes." As tlv market has evolved, grtming ever
larger and more complex, so too has there been an increase in the investors needs to niaintsin oonAdcocc
in this market's integrity and liquidity. The fundamemal shift has lieen a neptive one The market seems
less liquid today with fewa true markEt-makers and the Orange County defande has undermined sunding
preoe|Xs with regud to a oommuniiy's obUgaoon, ability and willingocs to live up to ttK pronuso made
issuers

to invesion.

As
answer

is

to the queition

abaoluteiy not!

fiindamental changes are

of whether or not Orange County's bankruptcy

is

an isolated incideni, the

may not happen tomorrow • it may not happen next year But it will happen if
not made in the way many states are filing to pixTvide t-^c^nn^ii leadership and

It

supervision.

Oversghi of a puMic treasurer conducted by elected
amounts to no oversight.
I

reoommend

thai the state

must provide

officials

for the tcgulation

practices of any political subdivision within the state.

with no expertise whatsoever

and monitoring of the investment

Any mvcstmem

practioe

tliat is

inconsistent with

either the spirit or tiw letter of sute investment policy guidelines should require the suie's approval

advance. Fuither,

if

a puUic treasurer wishes

to accept deposits for investment in a

common

pool,

m
it

should be required by the state to provide such depositors with a prospectus that clearly sutes the strategic
objectives of the pool and the specific investments they will employ in reaching thote objectives. The use

m

of any tactic or invrstinent vehicle that

is not clearly provided for
the prospectus should be against the
law For obvious icasoas, an independent third party custodian should be required to hold all the assets of
the pool. The custodian would be required to provide each pool partiapam with a monthly suiement of

the market value of the pool's asaets.

I

recommend

debt include the

best of circumstances,

own

that the states take such action as is necessary to ensure that every issue of public

of an independem trustee or fiscal agent A municipality cannot, und^ the
honor the obligations it should have towards the bond or noteholder and protect its

aangnmem

interests simultaneously.

I

have observed numerous situaoons where a

fiscal

agent or trustee,

who

has tsen charged with

acting as aiiomey-in-bct for the Ixxidholders, seemed to be taking their direction solely from the issuer

don't have a specific reoommcndation to <iBa.
in this area.

The appropriate bank

States

must require

Any

official or

do

fbel that there is a ooRSidEiable

need

for

1

improvement

regulatory atithonties should pursue remedies vigorously

that covenants

the responsibility (or monitoring

I

appbcable to a new issue be accompanied by an assignment of

and disclosing the

issuer's

yiva nuiental body holding the

compUanoe with those covenants.

responsibility for overseeing the activities of a

public treasurer should be required to demonstrate that they either possess the financial

and

legal expertise

necessary to effectively comhici such overagfai or that they have retained that capability through a
property credentialed, i ndependent outside firm.
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Suboommiiue oo CaptuJ Maikeu. Secuntes, and
Govenunent Sponsored Enterpmes of the
Conuninee on Banking and Financial Services

SUMMARY OT TESTIMONY TO BE GIVEN BY
CHARLES

W

FISH

The Conuninee has asked if there has been a fundamental shift in the relationship between (he
issuen and the investors The answer to that question is "yes " As the market has evt)tved. growing ever
larger and more complex, so too has there been an mciease in the investor's needs to nuuntatn confidence
in this market's integrity and liquidity Tbe fiindamenial shiA has been a neguive one. The martet seems
less liquid

today with fewer true market-makers and the Otange County detaade has undetnuned standing

preoepis with regard to a oonununity's obligatioii, ability

and willingneas to

live

up

to the

promises made

ID investon.

As
answer

to the question

abaolutely not!

is

fiindamenial changes are

of whether or not Orange County's bankruptcy

is

an isolated

incident, the

may not happen tomorrow - it may not happen next year But it will happen if
not made in the way many states are filing to provide i^cmpfi leadership and

It

supervision.

Oversigbt of a public treasurer conducted by elected ofiknals with oo expertise whatsoever

amounts

to

I

no oversight.

reoommcnd

practioes of

any

that the state

must provide

rcgulaQoo and monitoring of the investmcni

for the

political subdivision within the sate.

Any mvestment

practice thai

is

inoonsistent with

either the spirit or the letter of state investroeni policy guidelines should require tbe state's approval in

advance. Funher, if a puUic acasurer wishes to accept deposits for investment

m

a

common

pool,

it

should be required by the state to provide such depositors with a prospectus thai clearly states the strategic
objectives of the pool

and the

specific investments they will

of any tactic or investment vehicle that

is

employ

in reaching (hose objectives.

law For obvious reasons, an indepcodeni third patty custodian should be required

The custodian would be required

the pool.

The use

not dearty pn>vided for in the proapectus should be against the

lo provide each pool

to

hold

all

the assets of

pertinpam with a moDthty statement of

the market value of the pool's asaeu.

I

lecommend

that the slates take such action as is necessary to ensure that every issue of public

debt include the assignmcm of an independent trustee or fiscal agent
best of circunstances.

own

honor the obligations

it

A

municipaiity cannot,

und^

should have towards the bond or noteholder and protect

the
its

iatcreils sinuiltaneously.

I

have obaerved numerous situaaons where a

fiscal

agem

or nustee,

who

has been charged with

acting as aoomey-in-fact for the boodholders. seemed to be taking their direction solely from the issuer

don't have a specific rcoommcndation to oflcr.
in this area.

The

States

appropriate

must requite

bank regulatory

official or

do

fixl that there is

I

a oonsideiable need for improvement

authorities should pursue remedies vigorously

that covenants applicable lo a

the responsibility for monitoring

Any

I

and disclosing

new

issue be

aooompanied by an assignment of

the issuer's compliance with those covenants.

p^^ii H uni'Tl body holding the responsibility for overseeing the aoiviiies of a
demciunate that they either possess the financial and legal expertise

public treasurer should be required to

necessary to efiectiveiy ooiKhiet such oversight or that they have retained that capability through a
property cwdmiiatod. i ndgpendriit outside firm.
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July 27, 1995

U

S

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Subcomminee on Capital Markets, Securities, and
Government Sponsored Enterprises of the
CoRunittee on Banking and Financial Services

Dear Honorable Mennbers.

you with my perspective on the events
effect on the municipal market as a
whole I have prepared my testimony knouring that which has become common knowledge
and amicipating the knowledge that will be impaned to the Committee by fellow panelists
I am, therefore, focusing my comments in hopes of bringing to light the failures of the
industry as currently configured to address the welfare of the investor For those of you

Thank you

for the opportunity to provide

surrounding Orange County's bankruptcy and

that don't

know me,

let

me

state for the record that

municipal securities industry
division

(all in

&

I

have spent twenty-five years

California), ten years

of a money center bank and about

founded Fish

its

five years

in the

of which was with the investment

with a major securities firm

We

Lederer Investment Counsel ten years ago

I

co-

are aaively engaged

m

managing both taxable and tax-exempt municipal bonds for high net worth individuals and
commercial banks. From 1990 to 1993 I served as a member (attd Chairman in my third
year) of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board. I am a long time resident of Orange
County where my buaness is located. Although this affords me a very broad perspective,

my testimony
is vitat^

reflects

my

that the municipaJ

primary concern, which

markets remain

the interests of

is

ethical, fair

The Orange County bankruptcy has brought
of public finance

entire arena

problem as

I

am

in the State

and

clients to

I

am

identifying

it

its

it

in the

as a California

a strong advocate of the state's responsibility to firmly control

of public finance within

whom

of shortcomings

to light a host

of California

my

liquid.

all

aspeas

borders Just as the agencies of the federal government exercise

absolute authority over "Wall Street," each state must insure that the highest standards of
fiscal

managemem and

prudent borrowing are adhered to at

all

times by their respective

political subdivisions

Since recently taking office. State Treasurer Matt

tirelessly to bring this

about in California. However,

As

much more needs

Fong has worked

to be accomplished

to the question of whether or not Orange County's bankruptcy

incident, the

answer

next year But

it

will

is

absolutely not!

happen

if

It

may

not happen tomorrow

fundamental changes are not

made

- it

in the

is

an isolated

may not happen
way many states

are failing to provide essential leadership and supervision. Before investment policies are

changed, codes rewritten, regulatory responsibilities changed, etc

,

it

is

imperative that

you all view the problems fi'om the vantage point of the investor I am such an investor
and I can tell you without hesitation that the view from these trenches is frightening The
recommendations that I now make are those that I have concluded from personal
experience to be absohitely necessary.
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Oversight of a public treasurer conducted bv elected o fficials with no expertise
Only the state has the authority, resources and
whatsoever amounts to no oversight
expertise necessary to provide the oversight that will actually bring about the checks and
" Additionally, the state is in a far
balances necessary to prevent other "Orange Counties
that may be
better position to prohibit the intrusion of the agenda of a local politician
motivated by self-serving interests and in conflict with the best interests of both the

telling

you, on the record, that

issuer

had consciously

failed

I

My inquiry led me to

documents
rate

be thinking this is a bit harsh Nevertheless. 1 am
have sold highly rated bonds after discovering that the
to honor the rate covenants guaranteed in the bond

You may

electorate and the investors

conclude that the only possible explanation was that the

should automatically have been imposed were blocked by local
fisared incurring the displeasure of constituems that would have to pay

increases that

who

politicians

higher fees.

No

alarms sounded, no bells rang

Were

it

not for

my own

investigation,

I

dark The trustee knew nothing, the rating agencies didn't have a clue
If any of the government staff to whom the violation must have been obvious were
concerned about the rights of the investors, that concern was not sufficient to overcome

would

still

their fear

be

in the

of losing

nowhere

parties,

is

their jobs.

Although covenants are clearly stated and understood by

disclosing the status of such covenants
issuer,

failure to

We

are entirely dependent

on the

integrity

of the

was sorely lacking The coveiumts are put there for a reason and
comply with them not only impairs the credit, but in certain cases can put the tax

which

exempt

all

there any assignment of responsibility or procedure for monitoring and

statiis

in this

case

of the debt

in

jeopardy

RECOMMENDATION

All states should insure that the issuance

of any debt

must be accompanied by the assignment of the responsibility for monitoring and disclosing
an issuer's compliance with

all

applicable covenants.

It

seems most

logical to

me

that this

task &11 to the trustee.

Trustees and
spelled

fiscal

agents are not alwavs adhering to the investment policies

out in bond documents

.

Don't get

me

wrong.

I

am

well

aware

that

the

ovcrwhelmmg majority of the banks engaged in this type of business conduct themselves
adnurably. However, over the years I've observed numerous situations where a fiscal
agent or trustee

who

has been charged with acting as attorney-in-fact for the bondholders,

seemed to be taking

their direction solely

impression that they

fidt

from the issuer I have been left with the distinct
no obligation whatsoever to me as a bondholder Perhaps the root
of the problem is the inherent conflict of imerest when trustees are paid by issuers, not
investors, and it is in their interests to respond to the requests of an issuer who is capable
of providing them with ongoing business. As a very recem example, in the days following
Orange County's declaration of bankruptcy, I discovered much to my chagrin that a bank
acting as fiscal agent for a local school district had, at the direction of the issuer, invested
the bond reserve fiinds in Mr. Citron's investment pool. When I confi-omed him with the
language in the governing resolution that did not include Mr Citron's pool as one of the
eligible

investments for reserves and further stipulated that

all

investment secunties

credited to such fund shall be valued by the fiscal agent at current market value, which

was obviously an impossibility in the case of Mr Citron's pool, his only response was that
it was all right in this case because the issuer had ordered it and that he had that in writing
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RECOMMENDATION
that there

don't have a specific recommendation to offer

I

a need for improvement

is

in this

I

do

feel

area and that the appropriate bank regulatory

authorities should pursue remedies vigorously

Even though

some problems

there are

mav

involving independent trustees, thev are

in an issue wherein the
chosen to name itsdf as tfte trustee, paving agent or fiscal agent Such was the
case with the largest smgle holding my clients owned in an instrument effected by the
county's petition of bankruptcy In the days following December 6, 1 met face to face with

nothing compared with the problems that

confront an investor

issuer has

this city's finance director

some

vohinteered

and chief administrative officer I explained my background and
may wish to start pursuing as early as possible in

solutions that they

case they were unable to repatriate sufficient funds from
their debt service

on June 30, 1995

I

told

them

Mr

Citron's pool in time to meet

that the Depository Trust

Company (DTC)

would require their authorization to release the names of the other noteholders and that I
would like to explain to them all that the meeting had occurred and ask if any of them had
any flirther input. I had no intention of forming a noteholders committee at that time, but
told them that I would not be fiilfilling my obligation to my clients if I didn't take
advantage of the time available to be as organized as possible should worse come to worse
and the city default on its debt I soon found out that DTC, who requires the permission of
can release the names of holders, had not even

either the issuer or the trustee before they

been contacted by the

city

I

made numerous

additional attempts in subsequent

weeks

to

of other holders from both the issuer and the underwriter — to no avail I was
also refused my request to hove my name and number distributed to the other holders so
that if they wished they could contact me, I reminded the city that in the absence of an
obtain a

list

was certainly
it
more of their noteholders might not even be aware that there was
explained to the city's representatives that if we were to gain the cooperation

outside trustee, they had certain fiduciary responsibilities and that

conceivable that one or

a problem.

I

of ail the noteholders to any
surely the sooner

we

investigate a letter

of

alternative should the city not

started talking with

in

&

be able to meet

better

I

all

The

noteholders shared the cost.

Poor's (which had originally given the city

its

its

also expressed

credit or possible insurance arrangement that

affordable in the event that

Standard

them the

debt service,

my

desire to

would only become
city sent a lener to

highest note rating of "SP-1*")

response to the rating agencies request for an update on the city's plan to honor their

obligations in the

evem

matter of public record,
later

fiinds
1

from the pool were not available

requested a copy of the

letter.

My

with the explanation simply that the letter was in a

therefore

I

file

Since this was a
was denied two days

in time.

request

marked "confidential" and

my staff had to spend countless
we had identified enough other

could not have a copy In the end,

calling likely purchasers at

persuade the dealer
disclose our

random

until

who had marketed

name and number

twenty minutes to obtain from

RECOMMENDATION

were not the underwriter)

the securities (they

to the remaining investors.

DTC. wound up
I

recommend

hours cold
holders to

What should have

to

taken us

wasting over two valuable months.

that

the states take such action as

is

necessary to ensure that every issue of public debt include the assignment

independent

trustee

or

fiscal

agent

circumstances, honor the obligations
protect

its

own

it

A

municipality

cannot,

under

the

of an
best of

should have towards the bond or noteholder and

imerests simultaneously
1
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I stated that oversight of a public treasurer conducted by
no expertise whatsoever amounts to no oversight Surely the most
blatant example of this was on June 14, 1994, when the county supervisors approved as a
consent agenda item Mr Citron's request to issue $600 million in taxable notes They
violated their own county policy in the process, which stipulated that no item of greater

Early in this tesdmony

elected officials with

than SSO million would be placed on the consent agenda. In fact, the board had not
Mr Citron's requests for years because it was easier to abdicate their

challenged any of

responsibility for oversight rather than to seek

outside expert help in fulfilling their

obligation to property supervise the treasurer's activities

As

the press has been fond of

Board Chairman Thomas Riley who was quoted as
"
but he makes us look good every year
saying that "I don't know ho«» he does it
Keep in mind that the largest single revenue source in the annual budget was "interest
income " Yet, they apparently felt no need to know how he did it
pointing out,

it

was

recently retktd

Just as blatant, but overlooked

by almost everybody, were

Mr

Citron's actions

in

regard to the $1 10,200,000 County of Orange Taxable Pension Obligation Bonds, Series

I994B This

issue, with a stated maturity

day put option that allowed any or

all

of September

1,

2008, had a bondholders seven

bondholders to tetider their bonds

at

par (100) plus

accrued interest with seven days advance notice.

A

recommended through a syndicate headed by CS

Boston, the remarketing agent for

First

credit

arrangemem had been

the bonds Apparently without consulting any other pool participams,
that

Mr

Citron, claiming

he could save the county some money, insisted that the county treasurer's investment

pool be used to

facilitate the

purchase of tendered Senes

B

bonds and emered into a
1, 1994 This was just 96

standby withdrawal agreement to that eSecx, dated September

when Mr

days before the county declared bankruptcy and well beyond the period
surely

knew how

precarious the pool's liquidity

RECOMMENDATION:

The

of the investment practices of any

state

Citron

was

must provide

for the regulation

the state

political subdivision within

and monitoring

Any

investment

practice that is inconsistent with either the spirit or the lener of state investment policy

guidelines should require the state's approval in advance. Further,

wishes to accept deposits for investmem
state to

in

a

common

pool,

if

a public treasurer

should be required by the

it

provide such depositon with a prospectus that dearly states the strategic

objectives of the pool and the specific investmems they will
objectives.

The use of any

tactic or investment vehicle that is

employ

in

reaching those

not clearly provided for

in

the prospectus should be against the law. For obvious reasons, an independent third party

custodian shotild be required to hold

all

the assets of the pool

The custodian would be

required to provide each pool participant with a nwnthly statement of the market vahie of
the pool's assets.

Any

ofRcial or governmental body holding the responsibility for overseeing the
of a public treasurer should be required to dononstrate that they either possess
the financial and legal expertise necessary to effectively condua such oversight or that
they have retained thai capability through a properly credentialed, independent outside
activities

firm.
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The Comminec has asked if there has been a fundamental shiA in the relationship
between the issuers and the investors The answer to that question is '*yes." As the market
has evolved, growing ever larger and more complex, so too has there been an increase in
the investor's needs to maintam confidence in this market's integrity and liquidity The
fundamental

shift

has been a negative one The market seems less liquid today with fewer

true market-makers and the

Orange County debacle has undermined standing precepts
ability and willingness to live up to the promises

with regard to a community's obligation,

made

to investors.

The MSRB's Rule G-37 has gone
concerns with regard to the abuses related to
regarding

CDI

a long

way toward

political contributions.

addressing investors'

The SEC's new

rules

(continuously disclosed information) are of tremendous importance to the

They address what has been the most conspicuous shortcoming of the municipal
The confidence that this should
bring to the investor is offset in large part by the hue and cry from issuers that seem to feel
that they are severely put upon for having to disclose information that every other
investor

market, the absence of timely relevam credit information

borrower knows they must provide to the lender If it truly is too difficult for them, I
suspect that they themselves, like the Supervisors of Orange County, are conducting their
financial afbirs with inadequate knowledge They need and should receive technical
assistance fi-om the state If they
for

all

concerned

bond bank or

still

their local

commercial bank, rather than trying to borrow from the public

Respectfiilly submitted.

Charles
Fish

W

Fish.

CDI is too great a burden, it would be bener
need to borrow by going through a state municipal

feel that

if they satisfied their

Chairman

& Lederer Investmem Counsel
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Summary
Investment Strategy

•

some fomi of risk. It is vitally important that investors fully understand the
which they are exposed by various financial instruments and how those risks relate to their
investment strategies and overall portfolio.
All investments involve

risks to

•

Investment losses suffered by Orange County are not attributable to particular financial instruments.
Rather, they are attributable to an investment strategy that exposed the County to excessive market
risk.

Municipal Bankruptcy

•

General obligation bonds represent a pledge by a community to exhaust

all

repayment, including tax increases or drastic spending cuts. E)efault rates

bonds are close
•

possible avenues of debt

among

general obligation

to zero.

Bankruptcy and default in Orange County is not an indicator of a national trend. Few if any
communities engage in the type of investment practices that Orange County did. Moreover, there are
huge economic disincentives to default and bankruptcy.

Municipal Investment Practices
•

Addressing perceived lapses
investments to a narrow

•

in state ovCTsight

of instruments

list

is

of local investment practices by limiting permissible

short-sighted.

Responsible rules governing state and local investment practices should encompass sound investment
guidelines, mark-to-market requirements, reporting and oversight,

and standards of qualification for

public investment managers.

Respective Responsibilities of Securities Dealers and Institutional Investors

•

Securities dealers have a well-defined

means by which

to

buy and

advisors, which, for a fee, provide

•

A

and unique role

sell securities in

buy and

the open

sell

in the market: to

provide investors with a

market Securities dealers are not investment

recommendations.

workable contractual agreement between securities dealers and

state

and

local investors should

recognize the arm's length nature of the dealer-investor relationship and should acknowledge the
responsibility of institutional investors to accept responsibility for investment decisions.

Municipal Disclosure

•

New SEC rules related to ongoing municipal disclosure have the potential to drastically improve the
These
any additional policy actions are undertaken.

availability of financial information regarding municipal securities issuers.

the opportunity take effect before

rules should

be given
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Thank you, Chakman Baker, and good morning.

I

am Robert McKnew,

morning as Chairman of the Public Securities Association (PSA).
President of

Bank of America,

I

and

I

appear here

diis

am also an Executive Vice

NT & SA.

PSA is the international trade organization of securities firms and banks that participate in the
fixed-income markets. Policy issues related to state and local government finance and public

investmentpracticesareof profound interest to PSA's members. Recent events in Orange

County, California and elsewhere have roiled our markets. Congressional attention to issues
related to these events is warranted

Chairman Baker,

is

commendable.

The unfortunate events

that

and welcome, and your leadoship in calling

this hearing.

We i^reciate the opportunity to participate.

have transpired

in

Orange County over the past several nranths are a

watershed in several respects. Losses suffered by the County's investment fund have raised
questions related to the prudent use of certain financial instruments such as derivatives and

structured securities.

The highly leveraged investment strategy employed by

caused state and local officials around the country to rethink their

Orange County's bankruptcy

filing

and

its

own

the

County fund has

investment policies.

subsequent attempts to devise work-out strategies have
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-2raised questions regarding the use of repurchase agreements as a financing technique and the

status of outstanding general obligation debt securities not just in

Orange County or the

state

of

California, but around the country.

The Subcommittee has heard testimony from witnesses who
County
there.

situation than

I

am and who

are closer to the evolving

Orange

are better suited to address the specifics of recent events

My statement this morning will instead focus on more general policy issues related to

investment strategy, municipal bankruptcy, state and local investment policies, the responsibilities
of securities dealers and institutional investors, and municipal information disclosure.

Investment Strategy
Virtually all investments involve

some form of risk.

It is vitally

important that investors

understand fully the risks to which they are exposed by a particular instrument and
risks relate to their investment strategy, goals

participants in recent years

and

their overall portfolio. Financial

have become quite adept

at creating

how those
market

instruments with very specific and

focused cash flow characteristics. These instruments can be used efficiently to hedge exposures
associated with an investor's portfolio and reduce overall risk. In addition, if an investor seeks to

structure a portfolio that performs well under certain specific interest rate environments, financial

instruments can be tailored to implement that desired strategy.

the investor assumed, those instruments

understand that

if interest rates

would perform

well.

If interest rates

behave the way

However, the investor should

do not behave as assumed, the instruments may perform quite

771

-3poorly.

ability

The instruments themselves are not the culprits

if

the investor loses money.' Indeed, the

of an investor to purchase instruments that isolate risks that he or she wishes to manage

resulting in

more

efficient

hedging opportunities

—

is

—

a major benefit of today's financial

marketplace.

The

losses suffered

factors. First,

by Orange County's cash management fund are

Orange County invested

securities, are subject to

securities generally

fell

market

even more

medium-term notes which,

risk as interest rates change.

to leverage

By borrowing against its portfolio,
securities.

like all fixed

income

Throughout much of 1994, such

substantiaUy in price because of interest rate increases. Second, Orange

County used short-term borrowing
holdings.

in

attributable to three principal

its

the

investment portfolio to several times

County was able

its

original

to raise additional funds to

buy

This strategy can amplify the effects of price fluctuations, up or down.

Third, the County invested in certain interest-rate-sensitive structured securities, instruments

typically created to

meet a

specific investor need. Often, entire issues of structured securities are

purchased by a single investor. Consequently, such securities are hard to value and therefore less
liquid,

a factor that likely contributed to problems suffered by the County. In short, the County

apparently structured a portfolio that would perform very well in an environment of stable or

falling interest rates but

'

would be exposed

to substantial

market risk

an envirorunent of rising

in

Finns acting as dealets of stnictured securities generally do not undertake to advise investois on trading
Rarely do finns that sell structured securities to institutional investors ever have full knowledge of the

strategies.

contents of a customer's portfolio or the trading strategy being empk>yed. Indeed,
investors view information regarding their portfolios and strategies as proprietary
to prevent dealers

from gaining

full

knowledge of their situations.

it is

often the case that

and confidentia) and take steps
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-4interest rates. It should

come as no

surprise, therefore, that as

investment strategy, as rates rose throughout

Rxed-income investments

much of

a result of the county's one-sided

1994, the County suffered excessive losses.

throughout most of 1994. For example, the

in general fared poorly

Treasury's 6-1/4 percent 30-year bond due in August 2023 was priced on

98-21^ to yield 6.35 percent

By early November

1994, the yield on the

December

31, 1993 at

same bond had

risen to

8.23 percent at a price of 78-09, a drop in price of nearly 21 percent (By comparison, on the day

of the 1987 stock market crash, the Standard

its

The

value.)

yield

& Poors 500 stock index lost just over 20 percent of

on the Treasury's 5-3/4 percent 10-year note due

5.79 percent in DecembCT 1993 to 8.00 percent in
percent from 99-20 to 85-31.

1998 rose from 5.19 percent
falling

the

from 99-23

Lehman

November
historic'

The

November 1994 as the

August 2003 rose from
price fell nearly 14

on the 5-1/8 percent five-year note due

December 1993

in

to 7.64 percent in

November

in

December

1994, widi the price

market

to 91-05, a nearly nine-percent drop. In the overall Treasury securities

Brothers Treasury

Bond Index

1994, a drop of over

The

yield

in

1 1

fell

from 5509

in late

December 1993

to

4898

in early

percent Losses in the fixed income markets in 1994 were

overall negative 5.01 percent return

on the Treasury's five-year note was the worst

one-year performance of that security ever. The loss in 1994 on Treasuries with 20 years to
maturity

was

the second worst ever. Although

bond

prices

have risen significantly since

late

1994, fixed-incooK losses last year were substantial.

Prices of Treasury bonds are quoted here in points and 32nds of a point

A price of 98-21

means 98 and

21/32nds.
'

"niomas T. Vogel,

Journal,

December

Jr..

"After Plunging in 1994,

30, 1994. page Al.

Bond

Prices

May Take Long Time to Recover," The

Wall Street
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Orange County's investment losses are not
portfolio.

The County's investment

attributable to specific instruments in the

began

to raise interest rates in early

investors suffered losses.

The

losses suffered

the overall

1994 and bond prices

fell

When

precipitously,

Orange County's losses were magnified as a

the Federal Reserve

many fixed-income

result of its risky strategy.

by Orange County's cash management fund were excessive, even

market However,

strategy the

which employed

losses are the result of a failed strategy

leverage to expose the portfolio to excessive, unhedged market risk.

County's

it

is

relative to

important to draw a distinction between the investment

County employed and the instruments

it

used to implement

its strategy.

Fmancial

instruments such as medium-term Treasury and federal agency notes, structured securities and

repurchase agreements are neither good nor bad by themselves. They are simply tools which

market participants can use to achieve certain goals. Indeed, with respect to credit

risk,

such

instruments are extremely safe. However, their values are affected by changes in market interest

rates.

Used properly, these instruments provide a powerful opportunity

investments.

Used improperly, they can

result in excessive risk

to

manage

risk

and

exposure and poor investment

performance.

Municipal Bankruptcy

As you know,

general obligation

credit of the issuing

issuer

due

the full faith and

community. The nature of a general obligation pledge varies from issuer

to constitutionally

slates. In general,

(GO) municipal bonds rqjresent debt backed by

imposed limitations on taxation and spending

that exist in

to

some

however, a general obligation pledge implies that the issuing community

will.
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good

faith,

"use any and

becomes due."* The

all

available revenue-producing

powers

to

pay the obligation as

issuer essentially pledges to exhaust all potential avenues of

debt, including tax increases or drastic spending reductions.

bonds were second

On December 6,

in credit quality

was taught

When I began my

that municipal general obligation

1994, Orange County, California filed for bankruptcy protection under ChaptCT

referendum to increase the County's sales

which could have been used

tax.

defaulted on a large

it

The tax

in the

volume of outstanding debt

will

year.

to satisfy debt obligations

governments who had invested money

debt obligations,

its

and security only to U.S. government debt

Nine of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code. In June of this

local

I

payment on

A general obligation represents

perhaps the most important financial commitment a community can undertake.
career in the public securities markets 25 years ago,

it

be the

first

Orange County

iitcrease

citizens defeated a

would have generated revenue

and permit at

least partial

payments

to

County's fund. In recent weeks, the County

securities.

If in the

end the County

fails to

pay

its

major general obligation bond issuer to do so since the

Depression.

The importance

that municipalities place

on the general obligation pledge

performance of GO bonds. Defaults among

low

—

Among

the

few

the end failed to

*

Robert

p. 26.

two percent The default

less than

S.

all

rate

municipal securities,

among

GO bond issuers that have defaulted,
meet its

I

P. Gillette,

the credit

GO and revenue, is extremely

general obligation bonds

is

close to zero.

know of none in recent memory that has in

financial obligations, including

Amdursky and Clayton

is reflected in

New York City in the mid-1970s.

Municipal Debt Finance Law,

Little,

Brown and Company,

Given

1992.
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investors and others to recent events in

—

is

no

Orange County

—

first

bankruptcy, then several defaults

surprise.

Developments
investors

in

Orange County have affected

who have no direct connection

state

and

local

governments and municipal bond

to events there. In the

defeated referendum to increase the local sales tax, prices of

all

days following the County's
municipal bonds, especially those

issued by California communities, suffered. Fortunately, die effect of the Orange County vote on

the overall municipal market

perception

is

by

all

call into

was not as severe

among some market participants

as

many predicted

that defaults in

it

would

be.

Orange County

standards affluent and that certainly has the economic

means

to

—

meet

There
a

its

is

a

community
obligations

that

—

question general obligation pledges everywhere. However, most investors, issuers and

others correctly recognize that the County's bankruptcy and defoults

similar occurrences elsewhere. Furthermore, actions taken

do not forebode a rash of

by county and

state officials in the

conrung weeks and months will indicate whether the failed sales tax vote represents a repudiation

by county citizens of their debt obligation or whether
the preferred

The

means of settling

situation in

it is

the county's bankruptcy.

Orange County

is

unique.

Very few

simply a statement by voters regarding

I

suspect and hope the

state or local

govonments knowingly expose

themselves to the level of financial risk that the County did through
vast majority of local governments

employ prudent

oversight of their investments. Moreover, there

municipal financial mismanagement

is

latter.

its

financial policies

investment practices. The

and maintain adequate

a strong, market-based disincentive for
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The biggest deterrent to municipal bankruptcy and
actions. If a local

government defaulted on

be extremely limited and would

come

at

its

default is the cost associated with those

debt, its future access to the capital markets

an extraordinarily high cost Moreover, a banknq>t or

defaulted issuer is tainted with the stigma of those actions for years, perhaps even decades.

today, for example,

Even

New York City is burdened by the effects of its fiscal crisis in the mid-1970s.

In the end, bankruptcies

investors. States

would

and

and defaults can hurt citizens and taxpayers as much or more than

localities

imposed by the market. After
one of borrower and lender.

recognize the severe consequences of fiscal mismanagement

all,

the relationship between a

Few if any investors

bond issuer and a bond investor

are willing to lend

money

is

to a defaulted

borrower, and even then, only at extremely unfavorable costs to the borrower.

For

this reason,

municipal bankruptcy

is relatively rare.

proceedings' filed under the Federal Bankruptcy

available, only nine

were municipal bankruptcies

Code
filed

Of the

nearly 70,000 business bankruptcy

in 1993, die last year for

under Chapter

which data are

Nine.*" In general,

PSA does

not believe that Chapter Nine creates incentives that adversely affect the municipal market

also

do not believe

that wholesale

certain technical or clarifying

changes to Chapter Nine are warranted.

changes to Chapter Nine, for example, to

We

PSA would support

clarify that all provisions

under the Federal Banknqjtcy Code related to repurchase agreements, securities contracts and
certain other contracts

and instruments apply

in

Chapter Nine proceedings.

'

Business bankniptcies include those filed under chapters seven, nine,

'

Administrative Office of the U.S. Couns, Annual Report of the Director.

1 1

and

13.
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Munlclpal Investment Practices
The management of public funds by municipal
bear risk, and

when

officials represents a sacred trust All investments

investing public funds, municipal officials put at risk citizens'

intended to educate children and provide for health and safety.

It is,

money

that is

therefore, vital that officials

charged with the responsibility of investing public funds have the capacity to understand fully the
nature of their investments and the risks to which their funds are exposed.

In the

wake of recent developments

hasty response to what

practices.

Some

investment

states

is

in

Orange County,

certain public officials have

perceived as a lack of state oversight of local government investment

have enacted or are considering enacting laws which

in entire categories

sighted for several reasons. First, there

is

appropriate for

is

its

citizens

risk.

all local

governments

bills

responsibility to

that are appropriate

manage public funds wisely and

"You may

may do

a

and consistent

wouU eam a higher yield.

of permissible investments, this approach avoids the

instruments in which public funds are invested.

stated,

of permissible

of the shratest maturity

with the government's financial goals and risk tolerances and that

list

list

is short-

in all circumstances.

by foregoing investment opportunities

Third, by simply shortening the

This approach

no single investment strategy or

Second, a local government that invests solely in Treasury
disservice to

int>hibit or restrict

of instruments. In some cases, these laws would limit public

investment to only those instruments that bear the lowest market

instruments that

undotaken a

to understand the benefits

and risks of the

As SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt has eloquendy

as well avoid the dangers of wiring a house

by outlawing

electricity.

One of the
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ways

to

hedge against risk

is to diversify,

which

is

to increase choices.

Rather than eliminate

investment tools, steps should be taken to assure they are well understood, and wisely

employed."^

PSA feels

that the regulation of municipal investment practices is within the regulatory jurisdiction

of state and local, as opposed to federal, regulators. Although

policies that too severely restrict permissible investments,

PSA

we do

opposes public investment

support guidelines and related

measures to help ensure that public funds are managed responsibly, including the following:

•

Investment guidelines.

PSA

believes that each local government that invests

on

its

own

behalf

should develop a well-defined set of investment guidelines. Local officials charged with

making investment decisions should bear the responsibility of compliance with

the guidelines.

Compliance with the guidelines should be demonstrable.

•

Mark

to market.

We support proposals to require that the reported value of public

investments be adjusted periodically to reflect changes in market prices. Marking to market

daily, as required for regulated

investors.

However, marking

investment companies,

to

market monthly

may not be practical for most public

or, at the

very least quarterly,

is vital to

monitoring the performance of public investments.

Aithur Levitt, "Public Funds and Public Trust at the Dawn of the Twenty-fiist Century," remaiks before
Govenuneni Finance Officers Association, June 13, I99S.
'

the
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Reporting and oversight.

We also support proposals to require periodic information reporting

related to public investments, such as portfolio composition, marked-to-market price data and

investment performance analyses. In addition,

we

support requirements that public officials

charged with making investment decisions be subject to ongoing oversight

•

Standards of qualification. Fmally,

we support standards of qualification for public

officials

with responsibility for investing public funds. Investment and finance professionals employed

by broker-dealers are required

to pass

one or more

certification

examinations administered by

the National Association of Securities Dealers and other self-regulatory organizations. Public

investment officials should be required to meet similar professional standards.

we commend efforts such as the National
Institute, currently

developments

in

underway, which

debt and cash

is

Association of State Treasurers' Public Finance

designed to educate public officials on the

latest

management

Public investment policy recommendations of this nature have been

California

To that end,

Task Force on Local and State Investment

recommended by

Practices, chaired

the

by California State

Treasurer Matt Fong, which undertook a comprehensive analysis of local investment practices in

California in the

wake of the Orange County bankruptcy.

Treasurer Fong and other

government investment

members of the

policies.

task force have

We commend the contribution that
made

to the debate over local
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A bank or securities firni that acts as a securities dealer carries out a well defined maricet function:
providing a means by which investors can buy or
securities dealer is to facilitate the purchase

transactions

markets

—

—

sell securities in

The role of a

the open market

and sale of securities among investors.

In principal

the type of transaction that is prevalent in the over-the-counter fixed

income

a securities dealer acts as a market-maker, assuming a counterparty role of buyer or

seller.

The role of a

name

securities dealer is

sometimes confused with

suggests, an investment advisor

some cases, decisions,

—

for a fee

that

of an investment advisor. As the

— makes buy and

sell

recommendations

or, in

for a client Unlike a securities dealer, an investment advisor has a

fiduciary responsibility to his or her client and, also unlike a securities dealer, does not provide the

means by which the client buys or
advisor

is

to help ensure that

sells securities in the

open market The job of an investment

a client's investment choices are wise.

The roles of broker-dealers and investment advisors

are often confused,

reasons. First, in their role as market facilitators, securities dealers often

for sale, suggest investment strategies, provide research

I

believe, for

recommend

two
securities

and analytical services and perform other

functions in addition to quoting prices and facilitating transactions. These functions are incidental

to a securities dealer's role as a market-access provider.

provided by investment advisors. Second,

However, similar functions may also be

many banks and

securities firms also offer investment

advisory services, either directly or through affiliated companies, in addition to their roles as

securities dealers.
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In order to clarify the relationship

securities,

PSA

between broker-dealers and local governments that buy or

and the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) have worked together

periodically over the past several years to attempt to develop a sample contractual

The sample agreement would

sample agreement

that

situations.

to all

Each investor-dealer relationship

PSA,

agreement that

At

government

would be applicable

useful in providing a general

is

agreement

define the roles and responsibilities of a broker-dealer in

transactions involving a counterparty local

relationships.

sell

framework

therefore, is

for

—

is

It is

probably not possible to draft a

or necessarily even any

—

dealer-client

unique. However, a sample agreement could be

agreements which could then be tailored

committed to continue working with the

GFOA on a sample

agreeable to both parties.

the very least, a sample agreement should recognize the nature of the relationship

securities dealers

to specific

and

institutional investors.

between

We agree with the characterization of the investor-

dealer relationship contained in the voluntary "Principles and Practices for Wholesale Fuiancial

Market Transactions," drafted under the coordination of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York,
which makes clear
deal with

them

In addition, a

investors,

at

that institutional

market participants should expect that

their counterparties

arm's length.

sample agreement should embody the principle that investors, especially

must bear responsibility

securities dealers carry

that as long as

institutional

for their decisions. Efforts to shift investment losses to

ominous implications

for our markets.

A dealer must know with certainty

a transaction was undertaken lawfully and in good

faith,

it is

binding. There must
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buyer.

A nurket where investors are permitted to re^ the benefits of a rising market but are able

to transfer losses incurred in a falling

work.

shifts firom seller to

market back to the dealer

If institutional investors, including those

who sold the securities can

who invest public funds,

are protected

consequences of their investment decisions by recourse to the securities dealers with
dealt

on die basis of an

oversight to

the

after-the-fact

make an infomned

not

from the

whom they

claim that they lacked the knowledge, competence or

decision, the efficiency of our markets is

doomed.

We agree with

GFOA that in the case of state and local government investors, "the ultimate responsibility for

investment decisions rests with die public finance

This

is

official."*

not to imply that securities dealers are without responsibility in dealing with institutional

investors. Dealers are appropriately

transactions.

bound

to legal

and ethical standards

These include a clear and complete description of die

of the instrument, disclosure of any

known

in facilitating

securities being sold, the price

characteristics of the security that could affect pricing,

and efforts to ensure investor understanding of how the instrument could affect his or her financial
situation.

However, once these

responsibilities

have been met, a dealer should be able to rely on

the certainty that once a security is sold, financial risk shifts to the buyer.

Municipal Disclosure
Events in Orange County have highlighted questions regarding the adequacy of information
disclosure by state and local government

'

Conine M. Larson. "An Introduction

bond

issuers.

to Broker/Dealer

Finance Officers Association, April 1994.

The issue of information

disclosure

by

Relabons for Slate and Local Govenunents," Government
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Securities

Act Amendments of 1975,

legislation

which eventually led to the SEC's rule requiring

the dissemination of ofGcial statements in conjunction with the primary offering of municipal

securities.

PSA has long

municipal market

It is

been a consistent supporter of improved information disclosure

in the

our strongly held belief that municipal bond investors deserve access to

continuing information concerning the municipal entities in whose securities they have invested.

In fact, in

1993 testimony before the House Energy and Commerce Committee, Subcommittee on

Telecommunications and Finance.

PSA

agreed to "support legislative action granting regulatory

PSA also helped draft, along

and enforcement authority to require" greater municipal disclosure.^
with

1 1

other groups representing municipal securities issuers and analysts, the

"Joint Statement

on Improvements

in

Municipal Securities Market Disclosure" which

recommended some of the provisions adopted by

Most

recently,

PSA

December 1993

the

supported the adoption by the

SEC in

later releases.

SEC in November

1994 of changes

to

Rule

15c2-12 which generally would require issuers to pledge to release aimual financial information

and statements of material changes

in financial condition before dealers

would be permitted

to

underwrite their bonds. Those rule changes took effect earlier this month. In addition, in March

1994 the

SEC issued

an interpretive release describing the application of the anti-fraud provisions

of federal securities statutes to municipal market participants, including both issuers and dealers.

That release, which

'

PSA

supports, encompasses certain aspects of information disclosure by

Statement of Gerald P. McBride, Oiainnan, Municipal Securities Division, Public Securities Association before

the

House Commiaee on Energy and Commerce, Telecommunications and Finance Subcommittee October 7,

1993, page 7.
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products."'" For example, die release states that "disclosure documents need to discuss the

market risks to which [municipal bond] issuers are exposed, the strategies used to

and the exposure to both market risk and credit

The recently adopted changes

to

SEC Rule

risk resulting

from

alter

such risks

risk alteration strategies.""

lSc2-12 effectively require municipal issuers to

provide annual information of the type and scope included in the final official statement

accon^anying the primary
disclosure of which

offering.

The change also provides a

would be required. Given

specific

list

of material events,

the significant progress that has been achieved in

improving disclosure by municipal bond issuers and given that new rules governing continuing
disclosure took effect just

weeks ago. PSA believes

changes are warranted at this time.
regime

diat

no additional

legislative or regulatory

We urge Congress and the SEC to allow the new disclosure

to take full effect before assessing die

need for further action.

Summary
Recent events in Orange County have focused new attention on the unique nature of the

trust

associated with the investment of public funds. Developments in Orange County have also

focused attention on policies and practices necessary to minimize die risk that such an unfortunate

series

of events could threaten the financial health of other communities.

" Securities and Exchange Commiisiaii (SEC), "Statemem of the Commitnon Regarding Disckmae Obligations
of Mnnicipa] Securities Issuers and Others." Release No. 33-7049; 34-33741; FR-42. March 9, 1994. page 20.

"SBC.
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my strongly held

officials

belief that

do not undertake

Orange County represents a unique

the type of risky investment decisions in

Orange County ^propriately

observers, policy makers and others,

Nevertheless,

we

we

should not assume

it is

should not ignore the opportunity to rethink

with sound state and local financial

management and

Most public

which Orange County's fund

managers engaged. Nor are bankruptcy and default viable financial
municipalities. In short, although

situation.

alternatives for U.S.

raises

concern among market

an indicator of a

trend.

some of the principles

associated

the nature of investor responsibility.

It is

appropriate, for example, to question the use of imprudent investment strategies, the soundness of

municipal investment practices, the adequacy of state and local information disclosure and the
extent to which institutional investors are willing and able to bear responsibility for their decisions.

The subcommittee's attention

to these

opportunity to participate, and

we

and similar issues

is

commendable.

look forward to working with

We appreciate the

members and

staff in the future.
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SUMMARY
The recent

filing for

bankruptcy by Orange County and the magnitude of the investment
many issues with which this Subcommittee,

losses suffered by the County has raised

through these hearings,

is

appropriately addressing.

These issues are very important

to

the investing public; to state and local government issuers that need the financing
provided by the municipal market, and to state and local taxpayers who not only enjoy the
public

works and services funded by municipal bonds but also must stand behind the

issuing authorities.

Much has been made
investments.

It

is fair

in

the popular press about the

Orange Country pools and its
were not bad but, rather, the

to say that the investments Qer se

investment strategy itself that was severely flawed. Some have characterized the
leveraged borrowing strategy as nothing more than speculating with the taxpayer's

money.
While unfortunate,
legislation

aimed

municipal bankruptcy filing does not warrant enactment of federal
curbing the use of derivative instruments. Any effort to restrict this

this

at

market, including the

ability of certain

participants to

would increase costs and burdens, as

on

additional interest rate

engage

in

derivative transactions,

market participants.
banks and other market participants taking
risk, or alternatively making less credit available to local
many banking institutions could be denied the ability to acquire

Specifically, restrictive legislation

well

as

could result

communities. In addition,
investment securities appropriate to that

risks, for derivative

in

institution's particular

investment philosophy.

Moreover, municipal and county governments are property within the jurisdiction of their
Consequently, should an examination of all the issues involved reveal that the
County's investment policies and/or risk management controls were deficient, the cure, the
ABA and ABASA would respectfully submit, is more a matter for state and local, and not
federal, lawmakers.
states.

It is, however, imperative that the Orange County bankruptcy have limited effect on
municipal securities offerings of other state and local government issues. A spillover effect
could have very negative consequences for other municipal offerings, as well as the
market as a whole.

It

would appear

bankruptcy

that, to date,

filing.

parties breathing

The very

room

the market has largely withstood the Orange County

act of

filing for

bankruptcy appears to have given

all

affected

to sort out their financial affairs.

numerous investor protection initiatives undertaken to date by both the
and the industry itself have had a calming effect on the municipal
securities market. These initiatives have largely centered on getting improved disclosure
to investors in both the primary and secondary municipal securities markets.
In addition,

the

regulatory authorities
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The

ABA and ABASA

believe that these initiatives, taken to ensure that the municipal
markets operate in the sunshine, should be allowed to proceed. Only, if after
sufficient time has elapsed and analysis reveals that additional action is needed, should
this Subcommittee then consider further initiatives in this regard.
securities

This

Congress does, however, have an historic opportunity to improve municipal market
Tax proposals currently under review by the House Ways and Means Committee
enacted, encourage bank investment in municipal securities.

liquidity.
will,

if

the full House Banking Committee has put forth legislation that would allow
banks to underwrite municipal revenue bonds. If enacted into law. state and local
governments will have better access to the capital markets and their securities will achieve
In addition,

increased
state

and

liquidity

local

which,

in turn,

governments and

borrowing costs, inuring to the benefit of
taxpayer constituents.

results in lower
their

The ABA and ABASA would strongly urge the Subcommittee to continue to support the
ability of commercial banks to underwrite municipal revenue bonds and to support
ongoing efforts to revise the Internal Revenue Code to allow banks to invest more in
municipal securities.
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Introduction

I.

Mr.

Chairman and members

Subcommittee,

of the

am Theodore

I

Graver, Executive Vice

President and Corporate Treasurer of First Interstate Bancorp, located
California.

located
billion.

in

First Interstate

the

1

Bancorp

is

the parent

in

bank holding company

Los Angeles,

of

1

6 banks

3 western states. The consolidated assets of the Corporation are $57

As Executive Vice President and

Treasurer,

I

am

responsible for managing the

Corporation's venture capital, investment, mortgage and consumer asset portfolios, as well

as

its

funding and capital issues.

I

also

am

a

Committee which manages the Corporation's

member

of the Asset

interest rate risk

and

Liability

and Chairman

of the

Investment Committee which has fiduciary responsibility for our pension and 401
Finally,

I

have

responsibility for the Corporation's broker dealer

operations (including municipal

bond

acquisitions. l.appear here today

and the ABA's
Directors.

of the

is

an

affiliate

of the

in

the smallest banks to the largest bank holding companies.

Mr. Chairman,

I

total

its

Board

entire

The ABA

is

of

to

the

banking industry, from

ABA members

represent

assets of the banking industry.

appreciate the opportunity to be here today to discuss the municipal

finance market generally
their affiliates.

serve on

the securities area.

and professional association representing the

about 90 percent of the

I

American Bankers Association ("ABA") created

represent the interests of banking organizations
national trade

and mergers and

American Bankers Association ("ABA")

Securities Association ("ABASA"), the latter of which

ABASA

plans.

and bank dealer

underwriting), insurance products

on behalf

(k)

and

That market

particularly

now exceeds

as that market relates to commercial banks and
$1.2

trillion in

outstanding issues.^

Source: Securities and Exctiange Commission ('SEC"); Public Securities Association ('PSA').
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Consequently, the issues raised by
state

and

local

government issuers

this

panel are very important to the investing public; to

that

need the financing provided by the municipal

market, and to state and local taxpayers

who

not only enjoy the public works

funded by municipal bonds but also must stand behind the issuing

In

general,

my

testimony

will

and services

authorities.

focus on those aspects of municipal finance with which

commercial banks are generally involved, namely the underwriting and investment
municipal securities.

I

will

leave to others

more experienced than

I,

the plethora of issues

concerning municipal investment standards and municipal bankruptcy

Before discussing these issues, however,

I

would

like

to briefly touch

seemingly implicated by the Orange County bankruptcy
Both the

ABA and ABASA

County and

its

their detriment.

are concerned that

much

filing.

filings.

on one issue

That issue

is

derivatives.

of the discussion concerning

investment losses has improperly focused on these instruments,

I

share

in that

concern and wish to state

for the

in

Orange

much

to

record the banking

industry's position with respect to these instruments.

II.

Derivatives

As the Subcommittee

is

aware, the term "derivatives"

include contracts the value of which

depends

underlying asset, reference rate or index.

is all

encompassing. Derivatives

on, or derives from, the value of an

Examples include forwards,

futures, options

swaps. Many of these instruments, such as futures and some options, are traded on

and
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organized exchanges. As
contract size

are

custom

and

such, these instruments are standardized as to maturity,

delivery terms.

Others, such as

swaps and

derivative contracts both as

end users and as

other corporations, commercial banks use derivative instruments to
institution's risks

and

derivative contracts,

and

"derivatives" is also

that

used

For the

number

is

first

Much

dealers.

manage

to reduce their funding costs, thereby enabling

credit available in their local communities.

The term

contracts,

tailored contracts traded in the over-the-counter ("OTC") market.

Commercial banks use

used

exchange

foreign

them

their

to

quarter of this year,

like

own

make more

627 banks

expected to grow.^

to describe derivative securities,

such as structured

debt obligations. These instruments are generally securities whose interest

rate,

redemption amount or stated maturity depend on one or more indices, and/or have

embedded fonwards

or options.

Examples

include step-up bonds, inverse floaters

of these structured note securities

and range bonds. U.S. government sponsored

enterprises ("GSEs"), such as the Federal

Home Loan

Banks, Federal National Mortgage

Association, Student Loan Marketing Association, Federal

Home Loan Mortgage

yields.

'

Farm

Credit

Bank and Federal

Corporation have issued most of these structured notes.

Commercial banks both
securities,

would

invest

and deal

in

these securities. As U.S. government-agency

these investments are generally perceived to be good credit risks at attractive

Over 4,600 commercial banks, or 47%

of the industry, held structured

Source: Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ("FDIC*)

notes
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4
valued

at

portfolio

$44

billion in their portfolios at

managers

end

of

A

994.^

1

revealed, however, that structured notes

the dollar value of securities held

Much has been made
being invested

the

in

in

bank investment

make up

only four percent of

portfolios.*

the popular press about the

in interest rate

recent survey of bank

Orange County investment pools

sensitive derivative securities, especially inverse floaters.

While there are others on this panel as well as those that have preceded more familiar with
the details of the situation than

I,

I

think

it

is fair

to

say that

se that were bad but, rather, the investment strategy
Indeed,

some have

itself

it

was

that

not the investments Qer

was

severely flawed.

characterized the leveraged borrowing strategy as nothing

more than

speculating with the taxpayer's money.

Specifically, that strategy

caused the

interest rate sensitivity of the

Orange County

investment pools to be magnified several times over by the use of reverse repurchase

agreements to acquire additional

securities paying higher rates.

When

interest rates rose

during 1994, the securities subject to these reverse repurchase agreements declined

in

market value requiring additional commitments of securities to back the cash exchanged
for securities.

This

call for

additional collateral,

if

you

will,

combined

with requests for

withdrawal of funds and reduced interest return on the structured notes purchased

generated a cash flow problem that precipitated the

'

ABA

*

American Bankers Association,

estimates based on data received from
Portfolio

its

filing for

bankruptcy.

1995 Portfolio Managers Survey.

Managers Survey Report

1995.
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Mr. Chairman, while unfortunate, this municipal bankruptcy

enactment

of federal legislation

effort to restrict this

Specifically, restrictive legislation

on

ability to

participants to

well

could result

as
in

engage

addition,

In

many banking

in

risks, for derivative

banks and other

additional interest rate risk, or alternatively,

credit available to local communities.

denied the

ability of certain

would increase costs and burdens, as

financial intermediaries taking

does not warrant

curbing the use of derivative instruments. Any

at

market, including the

derivative transactions,

market participants.

aimed

filing

institutions

making

less

could be

acquire investment securities appropriate to that institution's particular

investment philosophy.

Furthermore, should the
risk to capital

i

efficient

formation with

all

execution of these derivative transactions be hampered,

of

its

negative ramifications could result, including the

distinct possibility that the derivatives business, or, at least, portions of

shore.

Derivatives are essential to

needs the

ability to

move

capital

an

efficient

around

remain internationally competitive. Any

in

market.

Our

is

the most efficient

federal legislation.

This position

risk.

to commercial

regulators are appropriately supervising

is fully

move

manner possible

in

bank

Those

risks

banks and

activity in this

off-

order to

efforts to restrict the derivatives activities of

not to say that derivatives are without

managed, however. With respect

might

financial services industry

and others could severely disable our industry and the markets we

This

it.

banks

serve.

can be adequately

their affiliates, the federal

area and no need exists for

supported by the Federal Reserve Board ("FRB"),
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the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency ("OCC"), the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation ("FDIC"). and the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), as well as

numerous

industry leaders.

Risks associated with state and local government investment policies should also be

adequately

managed and

governments are property

appropriately supervised.

As municipal and county

within the jurisdiction of their states, their risk

management and

supervision should also be a matter for state and local lawmakers.

Consequently, the

many

regulators

have the

ABA and ABASA would

and

industry experts alike,

effect of inhibiting the ability of

urge the Congress to follow the advice of the

and not pursue

which would

restrictive actions

banks and other market participants

to enter into

these financial transactions.

Investment

III.

in

Municipal Securities

Commercial banks invest heavily
Specifically,

1

municipal securities

commercial banks invest

or for others through their trust

bank

in

in

a variety of capacities.

municipal securities for either their

and brokerage departments and

portfolio holdings of municipal securities

995.^

in

These holdings were down only

equaled $95

slightly

affiliates.

billion for

from year-end

1

994

represented a significant decrease from the 1985 peak of $231.7

the

own

Commercial

first

totals,

portfolios

quarter of

but

billion.®

Federal Reserve Board, Flow of Funds Accounts, Financial Assets and Liabilities, Q1'95; The
Buyer, June 16, 1995 (hereinafter cited as Flow of Funds Data and Bond Buyer).

Bond
Id.
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commercial banks and

addition, over 2,700

trust

companies exercise discretionary and

nondiscretionary authority for over 10 million trust accounts with assets

These accounts

trillion/

Finally,

with

approximately

1

combined assets

directly

hold over $156

of $521 .5 billion'.

in

Data

for first quarter of

excess of $327

billion in

1

The vast

that

municipal securities.

Commercial banks not only

1

,700 mutual funds,

majority of these funds comprise

are significant investors

995 reveals

excess of $9

municipal obligations.®

20 banks serve as investment advisers to over

money market and bond funds which
markets.

billion in

in

in

the municipal securities

money market and mutual funds

hold

^°

invest in municipal securities, but also assist in the issuance of

these securities. Specifically, commercial banks also serve as trustee to municipal

bondholders.

In

1

993, over

1

,300 banks and trust companies served as bondholder

trustee for over 70.621 different municipal issues.''

these issues

'

was

in

excess of $932

Total dollar value outstanding of

billion.'^

Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council, Trust Assets

•

1993, at 8-9 (hereinafter cited

as -FFIECV
'

Id.

This figure does not include the $83

trust accounts.

^

Source: Investment

Company

'"

Flow of Funds

Bond Buyer

"

FFIEC

"

Id.

Data;

at 98-99.

Institute.

billion in

money market mutual funds

held

in

bank
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Trustees perform a variety of services

in

connection with

a default, the trustee's duties are basically administrative
issue

goes

into default, the nature of the trustee's duties

fiduciary in nature.

are treated

in

From

that point on. the trustee

bankruptcy proceedings

fiduciary responsibilities, the trustee

including serving

on

official

in

the best

may be

their municipal

Prior to

When, however, an

nature.

in

accounts.

change from being contractual

must ensure

manner

to

that bondholders' claims

possible.

required to perform any

To

these

fulfill

number

creditors' committees, preparing proofs of claim

of functions,

and

organizing and attending bondholder meetings.

The Orange County bankruptcy presents a host
Subcommittee has
well as

a

fiduciary, perspective,

limited effect

A

identified for discussion at

on municipal

it

is

of important issues,

many

of which this

these hearings. From both an investor, as

imperative that the

Orange County bankruptcy have

securities offerings of other state

and

local

government

issues.

could have a detrimental effect on other municipal offerings, as well as

spillover effect

the market as a whole.

It

would appear

that, to

County bankruptcy
parties breathing

filing

date the market as a whole has largely withstood the Orange

filing.

room

The very

the

filing for

bankruptcy

to sort out their financial affairs

appears to have done

In addition,

act of

is

meant

to give

all

affected

and the Orange County bankruptcy

just that.

ABA and ABASA

believe that the

numerous

investor protection initiatives

undertaken to date by both the regulatory authorities and the industry
calming effect on the municipal securities market. These

initiatives

itself

have had a

have largely centered

797

on getting improved disclosure to investors
securities markets.

For example, the

SEC

in

both the primary and secondary municipal

has issued

interpretive

primary and secondary market disclosure obligations of

all

guidance outlining the

municipal market participants

under the antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws/^ The

SEC

has also brought

the municipal dealer community into the disclosure process through Rule 15c2-12.
Collectively,

these disclosure

should result

in significant

initiatives will

improvement

in

become

on January

fully effective

the quality

and

availability of

1,

1996 and

information

pertaining to municipal securities.

The concept

of requiring disclosure for

secondary market trades

is

not new.

From the

very earliest stages of this issue, the banking industry has played a leadership role with

respect to secondary market disclosure.

In early

1990, the ABA's Corporate Trust

Committee, representing bondholder trustees, proposed disclosure guidelines
corporate trustees.

In

for

Committee sought not

issuing this proposal, the Corporate Trust

only to assist the efforts of other industry groups to formulate secondary market

disclosure guidelines, but also to answer the
participants, including the dealer

1990

draft guidelines

were

community,

for

of

many

draft,

incorporated into the SEC's recent

as well as the

amendments

municipal market

increased trustee disclosure. While the

significantly revised prior to their final

important elements of the 1990

'^

demands

final

adoption

1991,

guidelines, were, nevertheless,

to Rule 15c2-12.

Release No. 33-7049, 59 Federal Register 12748 (March

in

9,

1994).
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In addition, efforts

are currently underway to allow municipal market participants better

access to price and volume information concerning municipal securities trades.'*

such as these,

to

improve price transparency enhances market

encourages investor confidence

in

These

just

efforts are,

happen

however, only

overnight.

It

be able

now

to determine

Specifically,

I

whether these
in

refer to the tax

initiatives

increased bank investment

in

not

will

market

their stated goal of

improve municipal market

proposals currently being considered by a
in particular, will,

if

sister

enacted, encourage

municipal securities.

in

municipal securities has reduced

That reduction has largely occurred because of changes to the tax code.

1980, banks held
to 9.6%.

These

have met

historic opportunity to

As noted above, commercial bank investment

dropped

will

the municipal market.

committee of the House of Representatives. One,

dramatically.

Improved disclosure

which to develop and operate. Only then

Congress does, however, have an

liquidity.

getting underway.

an evolutionary process and the Congress should allow these very

is

improving the quality of information

This

and depth, and

the municipal market.

significant initiatives sufficient time in

participants

liquidity

Efforts,

41%

all

tax

exempt

securities, but

by the end

of

1994

that figure

had

This decline has continued into 1995.

efforts are

the PSA.

of

In

being put forth by the Municipal Securities Rulemal<ing Board ('MSRB*) and
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Tax reform

legislation in 1982,

could claim because of

their

1984 and 1986 each reduced the

holdings

in

municipals,

making

interest

expense banks

their after-tax return

on these

investments less than other investments. The enactment of the alternative minimum tax on
corporations further reduced the desirability for banks to hold tax exempts. These
provisions affected the cost of and.

in

some

cases, the availability of municipal credit,

especially for small communities, school districts

and other issues

which are often unrated and do not have an established market

In

1

986,

Congress retained a

rules, in particular

banks

to

deduct

that, prior to

portfolios.

demand

1

80%

for their debt.

"small issuer" exception to the interest

because communities which issued

year largely relied on the

ability to sell their

bonds

less than $1

to local bankers.

of the carrying costs associated with these

986, this deduction

As the data

of debt obligations

was

available for

cited indicates, this tax law

for municipal securities.

change has

Reduced demand

million in

debt each

That exception allows

bonds.

We

bonds held

municipal

all

expense disallowance

effectively

would note

in

bank

reduced bank

results in higher borrowing costs for

the issuing municipality.

Communities

that qualify

advantage generally

in

as issuers of so-called "bank

bonds enjoy a

yield

the range of 20 to 30 basis points, but that yield advantage has

been as high as 100 basis
public

qualified"

points.

In short,

need more economically because

small coriimunities are able to finance their

of the

borrowing needs of small communities have

bank

qualified provision.

risen, the $1

million limit

While the

has remained

at the

800
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level

established

recommended

in

that

1

it

The Anthony Commission Report

986.

be raised

to

$25

million,

many bankers

financing needs.

Let

me

feel

illustrate

bidder.

In

million.

their local

government

in Illinois,

CEO

of

explained that his local public school

felt

they had an obligation to support the community. They were the only

cap, banks are effectively shut out of the market, and the municipal borrowers have

difficulty

borrowing funds.

is

clear that

local obligations to

bank

banks have

little

We join

choice but to

qualified small issue

representing state and local government

limit their

bonds. At least

officials

them and again urge the Congress

amount

"

$25

cases, however, where the community issuer has needs over the outdated $1

The evidence

the

to

in

issued a $500,000 anticipation warrant, on which the bank submitted a bid

because they

more

989

point by recalling the testimony of a fellow banker

South Holland Trust and Savings Bank

million

limit

a strong commitment to support

my

1

House committee. That banker. Chuck Waterman, Chairman and

before another

district

October

and the Ways and Means Committee has,

the past, taken action, supported by the ABA, to raise the

Mr. Chairman,

in

1

8

purchases

and

different associations

support raising the $10

to act to raise the limit

million limit.

^^

and consider indexing

for the future.

letter of May 18, 1995, to Rep. Bill Archer, Chairman, Committee on
from State and Local Government Issuer Trade Associations.

See

of state

Ways and Means,
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IV.

Dealing

in

Municipal Securities

Commercial banks service
different

ways

their state

and

local

government customers

in

banks underwrite and deal

bonds, to a very

Banks want

local

general obligation

in

to

expand the range

bond

of services offered to these

underwriting. Allowing

banks

bank

while

in

securities

municipal revenue

customers by engaging

way

to serve municipal

as

Moreover,

some would

it

is

is

to offer

is inefficient

of history that

and leads

Congress made

clear that the continued underwriting

role for

efficient

in 1

and

and

of products to

other products

banks have been denied the

bonds since Glass-Steagall was enacted

was a proper

all

to increased costs

municipal revenue

it

most

them a whole array

Carving out securities products from

have,

an accident

customers

that the

in

revenue

the bank recognizes that securities and banking products targeted to state

serve their financial needs.
offered,

and

financial advice.

to underwrite municipal

governments have been developed side-by-side and

effective

bonds

of

limited extent.

municipal revenue

bonds

in

but not banks themselves, can also underwrite and deal

affiliates,

number

including offering treasury services to handle accounts receivables

accounts payable, providing cash management accounts, and providing
In addition,

a

and burdens.

ability to

underwrite

933. At that time.

and dealing

in

public securities

banks. With rare exception, state and local governments, however,

issued, at that time, only general obligation Isonds; revenue

bonds were

virtually

unheard
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Clearly,

of.

if

state

and

local

governments had then issued revenue bonds with any

frequency, banks would have been authorized to underwrite and deal

as

in

these securities

well.

The

Financial Services Competitiveness Act, H.R. 1062, favorably reported out of the

House Banking Committee and

recently reported out of the

would allow banks to underwrite and deal
important to
better

my

access to the

borrowing costs
local

bank, as well as to
capital

many

in

House Commerce Committee

municipal revenue bonds.

others.

markets and increased

It

will

allow state

liquidity

which,

and

is

local

governments

in turn,

governments and

their

taxpayer constituents. Moreover,

many

Wall Street

regional brokerage firms have ignored, as less profitable, the underwriting

regional

results in lower

as well as underwriting costs) inuring to the benefit of state and

(yield

small communities.

very

This

Giving banks the

and community banks

ability

to undenwrite revenue

to serve the capital markets

needs

bonds

and

needs
will

of

many

allow

of these small

communities.

Moreover, H.R. 1062 contemplates that the existing regulatory and oversight structure
general obligation bonds

applicable to bank undenwriting and dealing

in

any revenue bond underwriting and dealing

activities

regulatory structure
generally.

not,

is

Specifically,

exactly the

all

same as

conducted

in

will

the bank.

continue for
That

that applicable to municipal securities dealers

municipal securities dealers, whether they are bank dealers or

operate under the rules of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board ("MSRB").

Those

rules are

and

will

continue to be enforced by the entity's primary regulator: for
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banks,

be

will

it

generally

it

enforce the

will

primary bank regulator, while for municipal securities dealers

their

be the

MSRB

SEC

securities activities.

and.

activities

in

First,

addition,

Consequently, before any

must

first

approve

Significantly,

will

rules.

should be noted, however, that the

It

who

or the National Association of Securities Dealers

the

SEC

SEC

is

not without authority over bank municipal

has general antifraud

jurisdiction

over bank securities

has oversight responsibility with respect to the MSRB.

MSRB

rule

can be amended, modified or adopted, the

SEC

it.

both the

SEC and

state

and

local

governments are on record

in

support of

banks underwriting municipal revenue bonds.'* The banking industry appreciates
support and the work of the
will

V.

In

House Banking Committee

in

putting forth legislation that

banks to underwrite municipal revenue bonds and, thereby,

allow

state

full

and

local

this

further serve their

governments.

Cortclusion

sum, the

efforts

ABA and ABASA

believe that the current regulatory initiatives

and voluntary

taken to date to ensure that the municipal securities markets operate

sunshine should be allowed to proceed. Only,

See testimony

if

after sufficient

in

the

time has elapsed and

of Arthur Levitt, Chairman of the SEC, before the Subcommittee on
Telecommunications and Finance and the Subcommittee on Commerce. Trade and Hazardous
Materials of the Committee of Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives, June 6, 1995; See
Letters of June 7, 1995 to Rep. Thomas Bliley, Chairman, and Rep. John Dingell, Ranking
Minority Member, Committee on Commerce, from State and Local Government Issuer Trade

Associations.
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analysis reveals that additional action
further initiatives.

In addition,

the

is

needed, should

ABA and ABASA would

to continue to support the ability of commercial

bonds and
to invest

will

to support

more

have the

ongoing

this

banks

Subcommittee then consider

strongly urge the

to underwrite municipal revenue

efforts to revise the Internal

Revenue Code

of their investment portfolio in municipal securities.

beneficial effect of increasing the breadth

securities markets.

Finally,

derivatives legislation

is

the

Subcommittee

ABA and ABASA would

and depth

to allow

banks

Together, these actions
of the municipal

reiterate their position that

neither necessary nor appropriate at this time.
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I.

Executive Susninary
Considerable controversy has surrounded the filing by Orange County for

As

protection under Chapter 9 of the United States Bankruptcy Code.

bonds of
result

all

from

types,

it)

will

we

insurers of municipal

are concerned about the impact this case (and the case law that will

have on the municipal market.

In that regard,

I

have discussed

in detail

below the following concepts:
•

The municipal bond market
of

its

issuers.

functions

on

trust,

Orange County's reservation of

honor, and the character

rights to recharacterize,

invalidate, or challenge security interests in certain of

reflects

on Orange County's character

Furthermore,

if

the

its

in the municipal

County exercises these

securities

bond market.

rights there will

be a

fundamental and negative impact on the municipal bond market.
•

Changes should be made
eligibility

to

Chapter

9,

which include

stiffening the

requirements for filing under Chapter 9, prohibiting

recharacterization of municipal finance transactions, permitting the

appointment of a trustee

in

bankruptcy, restricting the use of funds held

by indenture trustees for the repayment of municipal

securities,

permitting the payment of creditors' bankruptcy professionals, and
requiring a showing of best efforts to pay debt in

full

before a

809

bankruptcy court can approve a municipal debtor's plan of adjustment

which impairs
•

creditors.

States should enact or revise existing parameters

on investment

policies

and practices, and municipalities should adhere to those parameters.

Moreover, a municipal investment manager should be required
regularly to the local legislative

body on the

status

of that

municipality's investment portfolio, and managers should

mark

market the securities held by the mimicipality on a periodic
•

Insurance costs will reflect market
exercises any of

securities, the

However,

it

is

its

risk.

To

the extent

"reserved rights" regarding

market

its

to report

to

basis.

Orange County

outstanding

will consider all similar instruments to

be

riskier.

too early to determine the direct impact of Orange

County's bankruptcy on municipal bond insurance pricing.

n.

Introduction

Chairman Baker and members of the Subcommittee:

My name

is

Robert Genader.

I

am

the Chair of the Association of Financial

Guarantee Insurers ("AFGI") and Executive Vice President of
Corporation
today.

("AMBAC").

It is

in

my

capacity as

The members of AFGI appreciate

AFGI

AMBAC

chair that

I

Indemnity

appear before you

the opportunity to share their views with

stand ready and willing to assist the Subcommittee as

it

you and

addresses critical issues affecting the

municipal securities industry as a result of the Orange County bankruptcy.

A.

AFGI
AFGI

is

comprised of nine

triple-

A

rated U.S. -based companies, seven of

which serve as primary insurers of Municipal Bonds:2

•

AMBAC;

Capital Guaranty

810

Insurance

Company ("CGIC");

("CMAC"); College

Capital Markets Assurance Corporation

Construction Lx)an Insurance Association ("Connie Lee"); Financial Guaranty Insurance

Company ("FGIC");

Financial Security Assurance Inc. ("FSA"); and

Corporation ("MBIA").

The two

additional

MBIA

— Capiul

AFGI members

Insurance

Reinsurance

— provide reinsurance to the primary

Company and Enhance Reinsurance Company

The Municipal Bond insuntnce industry was founded

in 1971

The concept of Municipal Bond insurance

is

and

AFGI was formed

A

simple.

issuers.

in 1986.

Municipal Bond

insurance policy provides an irrevocable and unconditional guaranty that Bondholders will
receive timely interest and principal payments.

Thus, Municipal Bonds which are insured

carry the public credit rating of the insurer, not that of the imderlying issuer

-'

year history of the Municipal Bond Industry, no issue of Bonds insured by an
has been downgraded, and no investor in an insured
insured

AFGI member

issue has failed to receive

an

Bond payment.

Demand
percent of

all

for

Bond insurance has grown

the shift in Municipal

Bond ownership from

Several factors have contributed to this

shift.

The

are confident of their

own

ability to evaluate

Bond insurance

provides.

American households.

ftinds or insured unit

lost

Second, these companies generally

little

need for the added

Bond insurance appeals most

individual investors, and has brought individual investors to the Municipal
either through direct

reflects

banks and insurance companies have

Bonds, and they have

Rather,

five

more than 38

more insurance

institutions to individual

First,

when just

In recent years,

trend towards

the tax advantages of holding municipal debt.

security that

rapidly since 1981

newly-issued Municipal Bonds were insured.

percent of newly issued Bonds were insured.^'

some of

Bond

In the 24

strongly to

Bond market,

ownership of Municipal Bonds or through investment in insured mutual
investment

trusts.

3
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Attached hereto as Exhibit
insurance generally.

Exhibit

II

hereto

is

I is

AFGI's 1994 Annual Report.

table demonstrating the rapid climb in the use of

forth the ownership structure of certain

AFGI and Bond

a brochure describing

Bond

AFGI member

insurance.

Exhibit

Today, the Municipal Bond market

is

comparable, in overall

At the end of 1994, there were $1.2

trillion in

contrasted with $1.3 trillion in corporate bonds.-'

the Securities and

is

a

sets

44 percent of

U.S. corporate bond

Approximately 50,000 different

Exchange Commission ("SEC"), individual

the market in 1983 to

capital markets.

outstanding Municipal Bonds, as

municipal market (including those investing in mutual and

Security.-'

money market

76 percent of the market

state

and

According to

investors' holdings in the

in 1993.-'

contains a brief description of certain aspects of the Municipal

funds) grew from

Exhibit

V

hereto

Bond market.

Scope of Comments

C.

The Subcommittee posed a number of provocative questions

Many

these issues.

we have

To

to the panel

of these issues have been the topic of lively debate from time to time in the

Municipal Bond industry.

role,

IV hereto

modem

size, to the

governments are authorized to issue some form of Municipal

members.

hereto

companies.

Municipal Bonds have become a major component of

local

III

Overview of Municipal Bond Market

B.

market.

Exhibit

Accordingly,

AFGI

the extent certain issues are

appreciates the opportunity to publicly address

more

relevant to

focussed our attention on those questions.

AMBAC

and AFGI's industry

-
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m.

Has There Been a Fundamental
Issuers of State

m the Credit Relationship Between the

Shift

and Local Debt and Investors

in the

Debt as a Result of the

Orange County Bankruptcy?

The Municipal Bond Market Functions On Trust, Honor, and the

A.

Character of

Issuers.

its

Because the basic underpinnings of municipal finance are found in the moral
and legal obligations of a municipal borrower to pay
fimctions

on the basis of

repudiation

is

and honor.

trust

its

Bond market

In stark contrast to corporate debt, municipal debt

Some of

bankruptcy case go to the heart of

the past, financially-strapped cities such as

New

the rights

this matter

of

In

trust.

York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, and

Washington, D.C. have managed to work through
debts,-'

debts, the Municipal

almost unheard of in the Municipal Bond industry.

reserved by Orange County in

Bond

its

fiscal crises to

avoid defaulting on their

and the market sees no reason why Orange Coimty cannot do the same.

According to a municipal bankruptcy expert

who

Subcommittee, "[t]he confidence of the Municipal Bond market

also

is

testifying before this

is essential,

and

municipalities traditionally have

made^very^ effort to honor

their public debt obligations."-'

Therefore, whenever Municipal

Bond

a possibility, the Municipal

defaults have

become

market has reacted by demanding corrective action to ensure payment.
distinction

between market cultures, the default

rate for

As

Municipal Bonds

is

Bond

a result of this

lower than the

default rate for corporate Bonds.

In the

wake of

the

Orange County bankruptcy, commentators are questioning

the security of an investment in Municipal Bonds, and the potentially hidden risks inherent in

such Bonds.

may

Orange County, tmlike other

seek to avoid payment of

its

jurisdictions

which have faced similar problems,

debts to Bondholders and has specifically and repeatedly

5
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reserved the right to do so.-

Thus, there

fear in the Municipal

is

Orange County could undermine general investor confidence
market that

its

relies

on confidence. Orange County's willingness

Bondholders, as

I

describe below, has cast a

Bond market: Orange CounQ'

is

summed up

that

Municipal Bonds.

In a

to take legal positions against

shadow over the

Investor's Services ("Moody's") has appropriately

the Municipal

in

Bond market

entire

Moody's

market.-

the sentiment of panicipants in

violating the trust that underlies the entire

Municipal Bond market.-'

Because of the historically low level of default, investors generally consider
Municipal Bonds a safer investment than private corporate securities.-' Investors in
Municipal Securities are

less

concerned with the risks of competitive markets than are

investors in private corporations, partly because Municipalities usually have access to a

reliable

revenue stream from which to pay debt service.-

views the investment as more secure where there
tap to pay the principal and interest

on

its

is

The Municipal Bondholder

a broad source of funds the issuer can

obligations.

Therefore, credit markets view;

general obligation Bonds

("GO.

issuer as a highly secure

form of debt, assuming, of course, sound

issuer.

Under

GO.

Bonds"), which are backed by the

credit markets generally consider

typically bought

full faith

fiscal

Bonds, the issuer promises to do everything within

Bondholders, including exercising

its

power

to levy taxes

G.O. Bonds

to

more

and credit of the

management of
its

power

to

the

pay

where applicable^' Because

be a secure form of debt, these Bonds are

by the most conservative investors.

However, because they represent

long-term commitment of tax revenues, G.O. Bonds normally require a popular vote.

a

Thus,

as a partial result of public hostility towards tax increases, the trend over the last decade has

shifted

away from

issuing

Bonds secured by a pledge of taxing power

to issuing

Bonds

814

secured by revenue other than taxes, such as water and sewer charges.

known

as "Revenue Bonds.

In his testimony before the California Debt Advisory
hearings, Stephen

credit

Commission ("CDAC")

Ward, the Chief Investment Officer of Charles Schwab Investment

Management, recounted JP Morgan's 1912 testimony before
subject of credit.

These Bonds are

"-'

In that testimony JP

was based on

Morgan

is

purported to have said that conmiercial

money and property.- As

character, before anything else, including

Mr. Ward correctly pointed out

"[t]he character of the public

being tested by the

opportunity for a timely and satisfactory solution

crisis. If the

and a wave of defaults

results,

short-term public finance."-

Although
statements of

its

it

is

intention to pay

is

its

Bond

obligations,

note that

its

missed,

-

statements stand in

bankruptcy proceedings.

troubled by the County's reservation of

its

rights to repudiate

it

its

its

In particular,

debt in the future,

obligations as something they are

After negotiating the Comprehensive Pools Settlement ("CSA"), the County's

how

to timely repay the

Certificates of Participation ("COPs").

obtained much-needed breathing space
note debt

debt.

we

its

primary focus has been on

its

is

cautiously optimistic about Orange County's repeated

void certain security interests, and "recharacterize"

not.-'

in California is

State of California apparently shares that view.

has taken in

stark contrast to the legal posture

AFGI

fmance market

could permanently and adversely change the structure of

The

AFGI

on the

a congressional hearing

upon maturity

in the

In this regard,

when

summer of

Holders of the County's Bonds, including

Orange County recently sought and

recognized that

it

1995.

To

it

(the "Rollover

its

short-term

avoid a default on this short-term Bond

Orange County negotiated the highly-publicized (and often

and Debt Extension Agreement

could not pay

Agreement").-'

criticized)

Note Rollover

Despite the negative

response of the rating agencies and the attack on fundamental elements of the agreement by

7
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the Official Investment Pool Panicipants

Committee, over 99 percent of County Bondholders

agreed to extend the maturity of their debt, even though they are no closer to receiving

However,

the Rollover

Agreement

right to challenge the validity of

$600 million

in

payment than before.

retain over

$400 million

specifically reserved the County's

Taxable Notes, and permitted the County to

in cash reserves dedicated solely to the

repayment of short-term

debt.

Notwithstanding progress in paying certain of

its

obligations.

repeated insistence (as described below) on reserving certain rights which
California's municipal finance

scheme has angered

"character" into serious question.

the markets

In addition, both

AMBAC,

generally, are particularly troubled by the ambiguity of

restructure

its

COPs and

leases underlying the

its

COPs

Validity of

COP

is

and brought Orange County's
in particular,

and AFGI,

transactions.

its

to Restructure or Challenge the

Securities

is

its

right to challenge the crucial lease-debt

the foundation of the Certificate of Participation or

"COP"

structure.

an undivided interest in a stream of lease or installment purchase payments.

words. Orange County makes lease payments for the use of a public building
parking

lot) for

which

it

previously received a lump

"Certificates of Participation" in those lease

lease payment.

to

reservation of rights to challenge the characterization of the

Orange County has reserved
which

the core of

Recharacterization of Certificates of Participation

1.

distinction

lie at

Orange County's recent plan

Orange County's Reservations of Rights

B.

Orange County's

(i.e.

sum payment. Holders of

payments receive a proportional

A

In other

a jail or a

the

interest in

each

816

Under decided case law, a Chapter
as debt.

This tactic

is

routinely

force the debtor to assume

its

leases,

bankruptcy case law to

its

seek to recharacterize leases

to avoid creditors' efforts to

to forcibly restructure lease obligations.

available to a municipal debtor, but Chapter

claiming

filed extensive briefs

alter the characterization

As deuiled
authorizes

is

and

Orange County has

it.

may

employed by corporate debtors

unclear whether recharacterization

expressly preclude

11 debtor

of

COP

issues

and

it

9 does not

can use federal

their related transactions.

in Section IV, a state's characterization of the Securities

it

Municipalities to issue should not be questioned in a municipal bankruptcy.

public statements and bankruptcy court documents. Orange County has reserved

recharacterize

It is

its

COPs

its

would dramatically undercut the use of

raising instrument for Municipalities in California

this essential

As

and other states.-

passage of Proposition 13 in California 17 years ago, the use of

COPs

right to

A

as either secured or unsecured debt, rather than a lease.

successful recharacterization

In

revenue

—

a result of the

has developed into a

widespread and well-accepted approach to obtaining much-needed financing without seeking
popular approval. 22'

The COPs

structure,

and

its

ability to

provide revenue in compliance

with California debt restrictions, has been validated by the California courts, provided a
transaction adheres to certain structuring principles.-

itself

of both the validity and the

utility

of

this

COP

Orange County repeatedly availed

Orange County benefitted from approximately $480 million

A

Between 1989 and 1994,

strucmre.

in

COP

financings.

bankruptcy court's intrusion into matters reserved to the

states

can lead to

disastrous consequences for state systems of municipal finance.

If successful, creditors

be required to reassess the value of the

COPs

as the jail or parking lot in the

collateral underlying the

example above). Given the

difficulty

(i.e., the assets

such

of valuing governmental

single-purpose assets, such valuation battles are likely to be costly and contentious.

9
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-
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Even worse,
the municipal marketplace

COPs, on

the

its

obligation to pay the leases under

are disguised debt, they are void

try to repudiate

its

Bond marketplace pause, and

debt, such a strategy

Orange County's

power

initio

existing

under the

to reduce

its

is

conceivable.

COPs

transactions

would change materially

likely

are structured and priced throughout the country.

entity has the

ab

its

Although a recharacterization of a lease as debt does not necessarily

successful recharacterization of

give the Municipal

COPs

COPs

County would then

A

conceivable that the County might commit the ultimate sin in

and repudiate

the theory that if

California Constitution.

mean

it is

For example,

if

the

long-term obligation to the declining value of a single-

participants with

structure

be reappraised regularly.

that assets

is

few benefits

way

a governmental

purpose asset through the use of a Chapter 9 recharacterization, market participants

mandate

would

to anyone.

This added cost would affect

Alternatively, the market

all

may

market

may determine

the

COPs

simply too risky.

As

discussed below, the ability of a Municipality to recharacterize publicly-

offered municipal debt

is

inappropriate under concepts of federalism, and

Chapter 9 which should be revised.
authorizes those Securities which

form of such

state

it

is

one aspect of

Under well-accepted concepts of federalism, a
believes are appropriate for

its

state

subdivisions to issue.

The

municipal finance schemes should not be subject to challenge in

bankruptcy court by a cash-strapped municipal debtor,

who

benefitted

from these same

finance methods.

2.

Statutory Liens Created Pursuant to

Tax and Revenue

Anticipation Notes

Orange County challenged
finance

when

it

a fundamental premise of California municipal

declined to set aside property tax revenues pursuant to a lien created for the

10
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by California Municipalities
over the course of a

make

set asides

creates a lien

declined to

TRANs
thus,

fiscal

(as well as in other states) to provide

To

year.-

on such taxes and revenue.

make such

set asides,

After filing

and challenged the

holders sought a ruling that

its

would survive Orange County's

filing.-'

secure payment of the

was

lien

filing.

result, held that the

situation

"-

by the U.S.

District

that the lien

was

TRANs
was

("NFMA").-

County's bankruptcy

market.
swift

by organizations such

NFMA

issued a press

Orange County

municipal credits, especially short-term

all

The bankruptcy court decision was

recently overturned

and thus survived the bankruptcy

filing.

TRANs

meantime, California
that heretofore

will be.

Regardless, the

issuers

may now have

found

The County has

damage has been done.
to seek credit

on appeal

district court

appealed the district court's ruling to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, and

what the ultimate outcome

and

sided with the debtor,

Court for the Central District of California.^' The

statutory,

and

A group cf

liens.

their "concerns regarding the

and potentially serious implications for

issuers, in California.

fiscal year,

lien did not survive the

to the bankruptcy court's ruling

1995 to communicate

18,

of the

The bankruptcy court

TRANs

issuer pledges to

"statutory" rather than "consensual,"

as the National Federation of Municipal Analysts

on April

TRANs, an

bankruptcy petition. Orange County

validity

This ruling was viewed as a mortal blow to the

The response

release

its

are issued

an even flow of revenue

of property taxes and certain other revenue during the

however, and as a

TRANs

Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes ("TRANs").

benefit of holders of

it is

unclear

In the

enhancement, something

had not been necessary.
3.

No

Security Interests in
less

ominous

is

Bond Repayment Accounts

the long-term implication of

Orange County's

unwillingness to recognize repayment accounts which were funded by the proceeds of various

11
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County note

offerings.

At the time the County's 1994-1995 short-term debt was issued, the

proceeds of the offering were deposited into an account (a "Repayment Account") and

Orange County Investment Pools

invested in the

Account were pledged

to

pay the Bondholders,

by purchasing the Bonds.

Like

all

(the "Pool").

who had

The funds

in the

Repayment

provided the County with

other investments in the Pool, funds in the

its

funds

Repayment

Accounts were depleted by roughly 23 percent as a result of the County's highly-leveraged
investment strategy.

But the important point

is

that pursuant to the

Comprehensive

Settlement Agreement ("CSA") which liquidated the Pool, approximately 77 percent of the

original deposits in the

control.

Accounts
those

Repayment Accounts remain under Orange County's management and

Nevertheless, the County has refused to return the funds in the

to the applicable

Moreover, the County reserved

Bondholders.

Repayment Accounts (although

monies for certain purposes).

it

Repayment
its

right to use

has agreed to only use the Repayment Account

Finally, the

County has reserved the

right to challenge

Bondholders' security interest in the Repayment Accounts.
In contrast, five school districts also issued taxable notes for arbitrage

purposes which they invested in the Pool.

They too

lost

approximately 23 percent of their

respective investments (although to date they have recouped approximately

their original investment in the Pool).

depleted

After implementation of the

Repayment Accounts were returned

arbitrage notes.

Unlike Orange County,

all

CSA,

to the school districts that

five school districts took

90 percent of

the significantly

had issued such

immediate steps to

demonstrate their good character and assure the market of their willingness to repay.

At

this

time, these school districts have paid or have arranged to pay in full their Bondholders,

despite the losses they suffered as a result of

Orange County's investment

strategy.

This

evidence of their character in handling the repayment of their debts will benefit these entities

12
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when

in the future

they seek access to municipal debt markets.

Meanwhile. Orange County

Bondholders have been denied the funds held in their respective Repayment Accounts, and

were forced

to agree to a

County reservation of

rights to challenge the validity of their

security interest in such accoimts.^'

4.

Potential Challenge to the Validity of Taxable Notes

Orange County's most shocking act has been
challenge as void ab initio

exercised, this reservation,

of credit markets.-

would not be

$600 million taxable

its

more than any

TRANs

issue

The Municipal Bond market has made

that the

its

rights to

issued in 1994.

If

other, will stain the County's character in the

it

lightly tolerated,^' although the recent issuance

Bonds suggests

it

to reserve

view

clear that such an action

of Orange County's Recovery

County's access to the municipal marketplace has not been

completely severed as yet.^'

C.

Insurer's

Are Investors

in the

Municipal Market

Concurrent with the significant growth of Municipal Bond insurance as a form
of credit enhancement in the Municipal Bond market
investors in Municipal Bonds.

AMBAC

combined had $6.3

is

the increased presence of insurers as

For example, as of December 31, 1994,

billion invested in

MBIA. FGIC and

Municipal Bonds out of a combined

investment portfolio of $7.2 billion.

D.

Money Market and Bond Funds Are Wary
County

as a Result of the

Orange

Filing

Many money market and

mutual funds have warned that without credit

enhancement, they are no longer willing to purchase Securities from the same Municipalities
as they did in the past.

Others urged swift California legislative action

if local

Municipalities

were to be assured of a receptive market.^' Whereas investors previously had overlooked
13
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certain balance sheet issues, in response to the sanne balance sheet issues, investors

require credit enhancement in the

the credit bar has

been raised as a

for high quality Municipal

money market funds

that

Bonds

form of a
result of

still

letter

of credit or Bond insurance.

Orange County's

exceeds supply, in

filing.

now

In essence,

However, the demand

of the number of Bond and

light

need to purchase Municipal Bonds.-

Theoretically, pricing of municipal debt should reflect ability of Municipalities

under

state

law to

raise taxes to

pay

States without California's stringent tax

their debts.

constraints (i.e., Illinois) should receive

more favorable treatment by

the credit markets.

Nevertheless, the market has not reflected this difference in the past, and

whether
IV.

it

it is

too soon to

tell

will recognize these distinctions in the future.

Should Chapter 9 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code Governing Municipal

Bankruptcy be Changed?
A.

Background on the Use of Chapter 9

in the

Orange County Case

The Orange County bankruptcy has provided a
positive

demonstration of the

full-scale

and negative aspects of Chapter 9 of the United States Bankruptcy Code (the

The County used

"Code").

the protections of Chapter

diminishing Investment Pool, stabilized
breathing space for

it

its

9

to avoid a run

fiscal condition,

to formulate a plan for

payment of

its

on the rapidly

and obtained much-needed

numerous

obligations.

These

benefits are fundamental to the purpose of Chapter 9.

Unfortunately, the Orange County case has also revealed the dark underside of

Chapter

9.

Along with

its

constructive results, Chapter

9 has emboldened

(or threaten to use) aspects of Chapter 9 in highly destructive

Simply put, the County,

in

practices typical of Chapter

its

1 1

effort to free

up

debtors based

assets

on
14

legal

and find

the

County

to use

ways as we described above.
liquidity, has

engaged

in

and economic premises which have no
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place in a Chapter 9 case.

As described above, Orange County has reserved

the right to

recharacterize certain Municipal Securities and their underlying transactions and to repudiate

liens that heretofore

had been considered "bankruptcy-proof, " which, when taken together,

threaten the foundation of California's entire system of municipal fmance.

because Chapter 9 in

its

Unfortunately,

current form does not accoimt for states' needs to regulate their

Municipalities' fiscal affairs, the State of California and

Orange County creditors are

constrained in their ability to prevent Orange County from undermining the municipal finance
•

system in California.

The

basic differences between municipal and corporate debtors justify

some

disparate treatment between creditors of municipal and corporate debtors under the Code.

The Code must account
corporate debt.

way

for the

As previously

issuers

described, the municipal markets have long presumed that

Municipalities will do everything in their

bondholders make no such assumption
into the terms of the bargain.

and credit markets view municipal debt versus

—

power

to

meet

their debt obligations.

"bankruptcy risks" are well

The current

Corporate

known and

structure of Chapter 9 does

little

factored

to prevent

Municipalities from impairing their debt and taking positions which potentially undermine the

access to credit markets of other municipal borrowers from their

of this problem

is

the degree to

own

state.

A

major source

which Chapter 9 permits a debtor, via bankruptcy court

jurisdiction, to upset firmly entrenched state systems of municipal finance.

Chapter 9, however. Congress could reaffirm

states' roles as the

financial condition of their political subdivisions.

With revisions

primary overseers of the

In addition. Congress could offset debtors'

considerable leverage and create mild disincentives to municipal bankruptcy by vesting

certain

powers

in creditors

and providing for the payment of creditors' professionals.

15
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showing of best effons

Finally, plan confirmation requirements could be revised to require a

b\ the municipal debtor to pa\'

its

debt in the future.

Proposed Changes to the Bankruptcy Code

B.

AFGI

posits that basic principles of federalism, in addition to notions of

creditors' rights, necessitate a rethinking of the

Accordingly,

AFGI

Code's approach

suggests a few general changes to Chapter 9 which would help

ameliorate the problems discussed in this testimony.

proposals are

in the

•

to municipal bankruptcy.

AFGI

most general terms and are preliminary

notes, however, that these

at best.

Diminish the level of intrusion into areas traditionally reserved to
states,

by

(1

protection,

stiffening the eligibility requirements

)

and

(2)

expressly

amending Chapter 9

for Chapter 9
to limit the abiliry

of

debtors to seek recharacterization of Municipal Securities and their

underlying transactions.

The current Code hinders
Therefore.

municipalities

AFGI

fundamental federalism concerns.
the

Code

submits that

at the

a

govern the

minor revision

fiscal affairs

of their

Code would

to the

vindicate

These policy goals could be achieved merely by amending

to require states to decide

Chapter 9 petition

states" ability to

whether

to authorize a particular

time the Municipality encounters

its

simply classifying types of Municipalities authorized to file.-

fiscal

Municipality to

file a

problems, rather than

Filing-specific

authorization could be accomplished directly by a state legislative action or by the action of

an authorized

state panel or official.

authorization,

would push

would not only recognize
subdivisions,

it

Requiring Municipalities to obtain such express

states to accept responsibility for the filing.

This requirement

states" inherent right to regulate the fiscal practices

would give them an opportunity
16

to

state

of their

design alternative financial solutions.

-
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In addition, certain

powers of the debtor

to seek

bankruptcy coun

recharacterization of Municipal Securities and their underlying transactions as

above should be cunailed.

Although Congress"

it

arguably vests bankruptcy

the authority to characterize obligations of municipal debtors in

seriously impact state municipal finance systems.

Orange County has reserved

described

scheme of municipal bankruptcy

legislative

takes pains to avoid federal interference with state law affairs,

couns with

we

ways

that could

For example, as previously discussed.

the right to recharacterize the existing

COPs

as

debt.'

with

potentially disastrous results for California municipal debt issuers.

Vindicating such federalism concerns in

purposes.

First, vinually all

derivative of

its

yet. states ultimately

States have delegated their authority to various

ensure the health, safety, education and welfare of their populace;

remain obligated

to render public services

to

perform these functions

AFGI

own methods

if

Municipalities are unable

Accordingly, states should be

because of budget constraints.-

permitted and encouraged to develop their

stress.

regard serves two primary

of a Chapter 9 debtors public functions and duties are

states police powers.

political subdivisions to

this

for dealing with public financial

recognizes that there are undoubtedly situations where resort to bankruptcy

coun protection

is

necessan.

.

However, because plans of adjustment have

affect public service functions delegated to Municipalities

by the

the potential to

states, states

determine on a case-by-case basis whether to permit the use of Chapter

should

9.

Second, through the bankruptcy coun and the application of the Code,
municipal debtors have the ability to sabotage state municipal finance principles.

Orange County

County has challenged

For

example,

in the

to secure

municipal debt issues, which liens had been created under the aegis of state

statutes.

When Orange County

case, the

the viability of liens created

challenged these liens, they challenged a form of financing

17
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which Municipalities

in the State

annuall> over the past few fiscal

borrowed

COPs

years-

each of the

billions annually

recharacterize

of California have employed to raise billions of dollars
California state and local governments have

Orange County's

three years.-

last

threat to

could undermine a favored method of municipal finance

a result of constitutional debt limitations.

in California as

Ever}' state has an interest in preserving

access to credit markets as well as access by

its

subdivisions.

Thus,

states

its

own

should be

permitted to regulate their subdivisions' access to Chapter 9.

For
undesirable results.

this reason.

A^GI

believes that Chapter 9 should be revised to avoid these

State law (in conjunction with federal

income

regulations* dictates the nature of and authority for virmally

all

tax statutes

and

Municipal Securities

issues.

Holders of these Securities bargain for a particular type of instrument, and pay consideration

accordingh

Recharacterization by a municipal debtor through the bankruptcy

cun deprive the Holders of the benefit of their bargain

in insidious

ways.

coun process

Accordingly,

state

law characterization of these issues should control, and municipal debtors should not be

pemiiiied lo undermine state municipal finance schemes in efforts to avoid debt obligations.
•

Permit a trustee to he appointed

in

a Chapter 9 case: and allow

paxment of creditors professional fees.
'

Chapter

w

ithoui the

1

1

is

appointment of

cenain conduct by debtors

designed to permit a financially troubled company to reorganize

a trustee.

in the

However. Congress recognized

that certain cases,

and

Chapter 11 context, could necessitate the appointment of a

third pari> lo protect the interests of creditors.-

Chapter 9 should be revised accordingly.

Although the limitations on bankruptcy court jurisdiction are necessar}'
clause requirements, the absence of a trustee in Chapter 9

reasoning for permitting recourse to a trustee

is

18

no

less

is

to satisfy

supremacy

particularly troubling.

compelling

in

Chapter 9

The
The
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prospect of a trustee acts as an imponani check on the Chapter 11 debtor.

in a

Chapter 9 case, including the

state in

which the Municipality

Interested parties

located, should therefore

is

be permitted to seek the appointment of a trustee.
Additionally, because municipal debtors are not required to pay creditors"
professional fees, as are corporate debtors. Municipalities do not have this panicular

financial disincentive to the filing of a

The

Chapter 9 petition.-

distinctions

between

municipal and corporate debtors simply do not justify exempting municipal debtors from

payment requirement, thereby jeopardizing the

fair representation

this

Moreover,

of creditors.

to

the extent professional fees constitute a cost of bankruptcy protection, municipal debtors

require the

same disincentives
•

as corporate debtors in this regard,

if

Require a showing of best efforts to pay debt

not

more

in full before the

bankruptcy court can approve a plan of adjustment which impairs
creditors.

The

make

a

exit

showing of best

requirements for Chapter 9 should be revised to require a debtor to
efforts before the court

may confirm

a plan

which impairs

creditors.

Unlike corporate debtors, most municipal debtors have the power to levy taxes and raise
revenue.

and

Even

in California,

statutorj' limitations.

to corporate debtors.

where taxing powers are severely

Orange County has

restricted

the ability to raise revenues in

However. Chapter 9 adopts Chapter

ways unavailable

11 standards of plan

which were developed for corporate debtors who have no similar
revenues.

by constitutional

legal

power

confirmation

to raise

Chapter 9 therefore may have the unintended consequence of creating an apparent

way of circumventing

the essential precept of municipal finance

used to meet debt obligations.

Imposing

—

a best efforts requirement

19

that all resources

would help avoid

must be
this
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perverse incentive, and would accuratel> reflect the different revenue-raising abilities of

municipal debtors and the different cultures of municipal and corporate bond markets.
•

Establish thai funds

related to

trust

Bond and

and accounts,

especially debt senice resene funds,

Certificate of Participation transactions are held in

for the benefit of the Bondholders and do not constitute property

of the debtor.

Amounts deposited

in

funds and accounts created by Bond financins documents

constitute security for the issuer's obligation to repay

reserve funds funded from

Bond proceeds

Bonds.

its

act as a buffer

In particular, debt service

between the Bondholder and an

issuers temporary inability to generate revenues sufficient to pay debt service, and are

critical security features

upon which

substantial reliance

Although Orange County consented

market.

is

to the use of

placed by the Municipal Bond

monies

in the Cenificaie of

Participation debt service reserve funds for scheduled principal and interest payments.

Bondholders should not be subject

to the risk that a particular

acquiesce to the use of those funds for their intended purpose.

Chapter 9 debtor may not

Funhermore. project

construction, capitalized interest, or other accounts which were funded from original

Bond

proceeds should be restricted by bankruptcy law to repayment of the bondholders.

A

process has been initiated to consider these issues and to propose concrete

solutions to these problems.

Recently, a broad-based coalition of municipal finance industry-

members formed an Ad Hoc Group
Group

is

considering

many of

to

propose amendments to Chapter 9.-

the problems discussed in these hearings, and

toward a comprehensive proposal

to

be issued

safe harbor for truly insolvent Municipalities.

in

1996

to

make Chapter 9

The Ad Hoc
is

into

working
an effective

-

-
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V.

Does Chapter 9 Create Incentives That Adversely Affect the Municipal Market?

Are There Increased Incentives for Municipalities to Declare Bankruptcy

in the

Future?
Although Chapter 9 arguably offers Municipalities few incentives (except,
perhaps impairing creditors with minimal showings of attempts to raise revenue),
provide offsetting disincentives to

its

Of

use.

it

course, as insurers of municipal debt,

fails to

we

with the basic premise that no Municipality issues debt with the expectation of availing

of the protections of Chapter
to use the breathing

financial

woes of

9.

in fact,

most

states

space provided by a Chapter 9 filing.-

b\ the rating agencies and the Municipal

prudently

to a state-appointed

manage

In fact, in

a far less severe magnitude than those experienced by

resulted in state intervention in municipal affairs.

management

have not authorized

its

overseer

itself

their Municipalities

many

states,

Orange County have

Such intervention has been well received

Bond markets.is

stan

This potential loss of day-to-day

a powerful incentive for a Municipality to

fiscal affairs.

.Mthough the bankruptcy process

entails certain direct

the ability to repudiate or impair municipal debt

fees to a cash-strapped Municipalit\

may be

and indirect

well worth the cost of professional

In addition, as discussed in Section IV. creditors"

committee professionals and representatives are not afforded the same
the debtors" estate as they are in a

should be some "costs

"

costs.

Chapter 11 proceeding.

As

right to

insurers,

associated in employing bankruptcy as the

we

payment from

believe that there

means of resolving

municipal financial crisis.- and believe that the aforementioned proposals would help
create appropriate disincentives.

21
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Should Orange County Have Declared Bankruptcy?

VI.

As an
to

comment on

association of insurers,

advance

succumb

this

to hindsight, but

Subcommittees

County

for

Chapter 9 protection

it

we

are the appropriate parties

is

days leading up

in the

filing.

We

to the filing.

are

It is

does not appear that such an examination will

deliberations.

and the market should address

file

not believe

moral propriety of Orange County's bankruptcy

the legal or

not privy to the considerations facing the

too easy to

we do

Perhaps the question which

this

Subcommittee

under what conditions a Municipality should be permitted

in the future.

As discussed

in

to

Section IV. states ultimateh

should be accountable for the decision to allow their subdivisions to

tile

for Chapter 9

protection.

VII.

Do

the

Trend

Orange County Losses and Subsequent Bankruptcy Represent a Future

is

It

sitting

and Local Finance or Represent an Isolated Incident?

in State

difficult, if not impossible, for

bankruptcy

filing

entities filed for

will

have with respect to municipal bankruptcies

under Chapter 9

is

not unheard of:

Chapter 9 protection.-

largest Municipality to file

But.

under Chapter 9

it

is

chief economist

is

at

Moody's

a seminal event.

AFGI

A

well

known

that

Orange County

is

the

of municipal bankruptcies, and

upon municipal

finance.

As John Lonski.

Investors Service, has noted. "(f]or municipal finance.

Orange

"-

believes that to a certain extent, the long-term implications of this

bankruptcy depend on
able to rehabilitate

in the future.

Between 1980 and 1992. ninety-four

in the histor>'

therefore, this case will inevitably have an impact

is

or any of the esteemed panelists

before you to predict with absolute cenainty what long-term effects the Orange

County bankruptcy

County

AFGI

how
its

the issues are finally resolved, the extent to

financial situation and pay off both

22

its

which Orange County

Bondholders and other

830

and the new case law which

creditors,

will

undoubtedly be written interpreting previously

untested sections of California law and Chapter 9.^

While the Orange County case
certainly not the

first,

and

cities, counties,

difficulties

an increase

—

nor will

be the

last.

states are all finding

the biggest municipal bankruptc\

more

is

the possibility that

in the

an e\en greater burden on

many

rash of bankruptcies.-

is

will

years to

raises the possibility of

come.^
will

make

The

It

come

may

fear

is

that these higher rates could

financially-strapped Municipalities, perhaps precipitating a

imponant

to

emphasize

that if there is a trend in

seek protection.

may

file a

Under Chapter

9.

only states have the

petition for bankruptcy,

Thus, as discussed

in

and under which

Section IV. a Municipality's

declare bankruptcy should be contingent upon explicit state approval.

stales are willing

and able

municipal

as a result of state inaction and a failure of states to adequately

determine which Municipalities

circumstances they

abiiit> to

which

borrowing costs for Municipalities nationwide, thus placing

regulate and oversee municipal financial activities.

ability to

is

hesitant to purchase Municipal Bonds, forcing Municipalities to provide

cause a dramatic increase

it

in the

—

Orange County's bankruptcy

higher rates of interest in order to attract investors.

bankruptcies,

it

themselves facing varying degrees of financial

number of municipal bankruptcies

in the

.

Across the nation, an increasing number of

panially the result of poor investment choices

Further, there

investors

it

is

to intervene

So long

and take an active approach, the Orange County

bankruptcy should remain an isolated incident rather than an incipient trend.

23
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Are States Taking Adequate Steps. Including Reevaluation of Applicable State

VIII.

Statutes,

To Improve
we can

Before

the Investment Practices of State

assess whether the steps being taken by states are adequate,

important to determine what problem needs to be addressed.

that

and Local Governments?

Orange County's bankruptcy

is

attributable solely to the

derivatives, in reality, the reasons underlying the

approximately S2 billion loss are

Despite the

common

it

is

perception

County's decision to invest

in

Orange County's Investment Pools

much more complex.^

The genesis of

the loss suffered

by the Orange County Investment Pool was more a question of unlawful and imprudent
leverage than investment in speculative derivatives.

While

it

is

true that

Orange County's

decision to invest in high risk, interest-sensitive securities was in large measure responsible

for the debacle, the sheer

the

County's decision

magnimde of

to leverage

its

the loss

is

attributable not to derivatives, but rather to

investments so highly.

Orange County's investment strategy was
Investmeni Pool, primarily U.S. Treasury
shori-icrni at

low mieresi

rates.

to use

funds currently in us

notes and bonds, as collateral to borrow

bills,

The proceeds of

the

borrowings were then invested

in

term corporate bonds and securities bearing higher mterest rates with longer maturities.
ot stable or falling interest rates, these investments are profitable, but

tinie'N

rales rise, longer

temi bonds suffer a greater decline

mteresi rates rose in 1993 and 1994. such

These

was

the interest

As

Orange County Pool.

however, were exacerbated by the extent to which Orange

losses,

The leveraging of

In

value than do shon-term bonds.

the case for the

Couniv had leveraged the securities used as collateral

mone>

in

when

mid-

in

securities in this case allowed

in securities as collateral for

loans that enabled

it

24

order to borrow and invest more

Orange County

to purchase

S20

billion

to use

S7.5 billion

worth of

securities.

-
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and

if

is

leveraging which

this

is

the real reason for the

magnitude of the County's

losses.

The massi\e

loss suffered h> the

Orange Count> Pool has

resulted in a

reassessment by most state legislatures of their municipal investment policies.

according

Standard

to

&

Poor's, there has been "a

flurr\'

In fact,

of state and local legislative acti\

it>

focused on reviewing current guidelines to provide a higher level of safet> of invested public

monies

-

Such

government.

activit\

is

states

may engage

For example,
ith

on

a national level,

in overkill

at all different levels o\

in California, a

and eliminate effective financing tools

number of

bills

aimed

at

changing current law

respect to disclosure requirements and investment restrictions ha\e recentlx passed the

California State Senate, and are headed toward the Assemble

consideration

in

from investing
(ii>

and

Instead of merely clarifying or tightening a few questionable provisions,

however, cenain

w

taking place

California include;

in deri\atives.

(i)

.

The changes under

prohibiting the legislative body of a local agency

repurchase agreements and reverse repurchase agreements.

deleting the legislative approval e.xception to the prohibition against investments that

mature

in

o\er five years, and prohibiting the use of inverse floaters. 7-da\ floaters and

leveraging in the investment of surplus local funds and local funds generally

the legislative bod> oi a local

no longer than
for the

a

agency

one-year period;

to delegate

its

(iv) requiring that

performance of financial services be subject

presumption

that a local

agency

is

:

(liii

allowing

authority to invest local agency funds for

any contract awarded b> a local agenc>
to competitive bidding;

an unsophisticated investor with respect

and (v) creating a
to

investment

transactions with a broker-dealer and providing the local agency with a right of rescission in

such transactions.-

833

Ohio

which

virtually prohibits municipalities

in leveraging.

Legislation passed by the Ohio

recentl> adopted legislation

engagmg

investing in derivatives and/or

from

Senate would prohibit municipalities from investing in mutual funds.

Florida

proposal that would require

investment policies

all

local

its

TexPool fund

the fund

book value and banned the use of derivatives.

pools.

restrict

maximum

maturity on

all

considering a

investments

months from three years; brought the average maturity down

to 13

90 days from 270 days; and prohibited

would

to file their written

Texas has reduced the

with the state auditors office.
within

governments

is

mutual fund investments by

In fact, legislation of this sort

is

from

Texas

falling

is

below a Si

ratio of market-to-

also considering legislation

state agencies, municipalities,

to

and

state

which

investment

being introduced in state legislamres nationwide.-

Perhaps the greatest obstacle to appropriate reform remains the failure

to

achieve a consensus regarding the definition of derivatives and the extent to which

As noted by

Municipalities should be prohibited from investing in them.-

the

Chairman

of Public Securities Association.

"I

would

like to

draw an imponant distinction between investment
one employed by Orange County and the financial

strategies such as the

instruments used to carry out those strategies.
carry

some form of

risk.

It

is

vitally

Virtually

understand fully the risks to which they are exposed
investments and
their portfolio,

Infonunately. many involved

how

and

all

investments

important that investors
in particular

those risks relate to their investment strategy,

their overall financial situation.

in this analysis

seem

"-

to miss the distinction articulated

by Mr.

McKnew.However.

AFGI

it

is

important to recognize that the system generally has worked.

believes thai overreaction

which would
effectivel)

tie

is

not warranted, and drastic measures should not be taken

the hands of Municipalities and prevent

Although derivatives have a

distinct

26

them from managing public funds

and particular

set

of credit considerations.

-
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cenain derivatives

may have

a legitimate place in a well-diversified

Municipal Bond

investment portfolio.

Should Disclosure or Other Rules Governing Municipal Debt issuance be

IX.

Changed

to Reflect Municipal Investment Policies?

As

the

members of

this

Subcommittee are well aware, the question of whether

Municipal Securities should be registered with the

AFGI

SEC

is

being debated

in

many

quarters.

does not support these well-intentioned efforts which are premised on the notion

registration

is

acknowledge

tantamount
that a

few

to protection for the

issuers

Holders of the Securities.

that

While we

might benefit from such third-party scrutin>

.

the primarx

impact of such a requirement would be to further drive up the costs of municipal borrowing,
time of increasingly tightening budgets and shrinking revenues.

at a

Other regulatory
the

SECs

recent

amendments

initiatives

to

have been positive.

Rule 15c2-12 which

more

emerge and

all

members of

As

AFGI

become readih

In addition, other

SEC

months have had a beneficial impact on the market.

example. Municipalities should be required

least

the data

does endorse cenain rule and guideline changes, however.

(2) report to the applicable legislative

applauds

the municipal marketplace will be able to

effectively assess the risks of a particular investment.

regulatory changes during the past 19

AFGI

will ensure a regular stream of valuable

information to both the primar>- and secondary markets.

available, trends will

In panicular.

(1) adopt written investment policies:

to:

body no

For

less than

quanerly; and (3) mark to market

quanerly securities which constitute their investment ponfolio or account balances.

at

The

appropriate use of derivatives, repurchase agreements and reverse repurchase agreements

must be dictated
federal

at

government

the state or local level.-

to set those policies.

We

do not believe

However, such
27

policies

it

appropriate for the

must be clearly aniculated
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in

each Municipalit>

followed.

To

and or access

X.

How

"s

written investment policies, adequately disclosed, and scrupulously

the extent the market believes such decisions are imprudent, rating, pricing

to the

market

will be affected.

Might the Responsibilities of Regulators (Both Federal and

State). Issuers.

Rating Agencies, Lawyers, and Market-Makers Be Altered to Minimize the Lse

I

of Speculative Investment Policies. Losses and Bankruptcies of Municipalities in
the Future?

We

agree that the SEC. on behalf of the federal government, has a

fundamental responsibility to ensure a Municipal Bond market which provides timely,

We

accurate, and adequate disclosure.

government have an

interest in

Both federal and

A

also believe that both the federal and state

maintaining a stable market.

state regulators play a critical role in the

municipal market.

consistent and standard approach to disclosure applicable to the entire Municipal

market can only be accomplished

at

the federal level.

Group" was established by E.xecutive Order

in

function as follows:

"To promote information sharing

Newman
among

approaches for dealing with serious market issues as they

described the

recently enhanced

were an imponant step forward

in

SEC

arise,

and

disclosure requirements

providing market

stability.

Groups

regulators, to discuss various

to

encourage consistent

and coordinated regulatory actions across markets and market panicipanis

The

"Working

federal regulatory

March of 1988. which should help provide

Acting Treasury Secretary Frank E.

such consistencv

A

Bond

"'-

embodied

in

Rule 15c2-12

Rule 15c2-12 now ensures a

timely and accessible stream of information to the secondary as well as the primary markets.

Furthermore, the

market.-

SEC

has taken numerous steps to enhance the integrity of the municipal

-
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local investment pools are not subject to either the Investment

Although

Company Act
the

of 1940 or the Investment Advisors Act of 1940. they are generally subject to

same degree of

particular instruments in

pool such instruments
Association

State stamtes or regulations typically specify the

state regulation.

which an investment pool may invest (and often the percentage of

may

comprise).

("GFOA").- and

a

Furthermore, the Government Finance Officers

other industry participants (such as the rating agencies)

encourage formulation of and compliance with well-defined guidelines.
Consistent with our discussion of federalism concepts.

AFGI

believes that

of investment policies by Municipalities should be

enhanced

state substantive regulation

enacted.

Particular emphasis should be placed

on appropriateness of certain categories of

investments, enhanced disclosure of investment practices and results to municipal governing

bodies and state officials, and periodic market validations of investment portfolios.
In addition to the preventive steps outlined

above which regulators can take

to

seek to reduce the risk of significant municipal investment portfolio losses, the Orange

County bankruptcy case reveals
flexibility

and federal regulators

maintain

to

with respect to the unique situations which can give rise to such losses.

Regulatory enforcement that
underlying

the need for both state

spirit, risks

is

driven solely by the

of the law, and not by

its

producing outcomes which are inconsistent with the public policies

that led to their original adoption.

AFGI

supports, for example, the

contmued careful monitoring of the Orange County
with numerous

letter

money market funds during

County Bonds (primarily

Most

led

recently, the

money market funds

to permit the

which

the early days of the

subsequently during the debt rollover debate.
action letters which allow cenain

case,

it

to

recent and

work

effectively

Orange County

SEC

crisis

and

has issued several no

to continue to hold their

money market funds
29

SECs

Orange

to maintain a stable net asset

§37

value)

Had

the

SEC

noi so clearly understood the ongoing developments in the

Count) case, the municipal marketplace, and the funds" requirements,

this

Orange

outcome could not

have been achieved.
Regulators, to the extent authorized by state

warning signs which could help stave off

to identify the early

investment losses.

la\^'.

We

urge

state auditors

who have

should also be

fiscal crisis or

in a position

massive

regular responsibilities of investigating

municipal holdings and investments to ensure that such funds are held as required b> law and
subject to legal protections contained in appropriate security documents.

To

the e.xient state

auditors or state finance officials do not have such responsibilities, appropriate

to state law

should be considered.

It

requirements

rule

IS

imponant

SEC

in

that the

Rule 15c2-12 be

In addition, the

Muevtmeni policies

new and
strictly

e.xpanded secondarv market disclosure

adhered

to

by the "obligors' subject

to that

need exists for Municipalities to adopt and scrupulously follow

as discussed elsewhere in these remarks.

Other issuer responsibilities have emerged
in ihc

amendments

Orange Count> case

in light

For example, we recommend

of what has been uncovered

that all

repayment funds, reserve

account^, capitalized accounts, and project funds be held by third

pam

actions do not necessarily help avoid losses or bankruptcies, they

do provide some measure

of

e\tr;i security

insulate in this

for

Bondholders

if

such events occur.

manner tunds expressly pledged

Securities will give added

comfon

to those

to the

who

tru.stees.

The willingness of Municipalities
payment of

deal and trade in their respective Securities.

MunicipalitNs investment pool. Municipalities must take

all

in a

actions to protect the security

Bondholders and the legal requirements regarding such funds must be

30

to

specific Municipal

Regardless of whether such funds are held by a third pany or

interests of

While such

838

scrupulously followed.

Bondholders

appalling that Orange County did not do what

is

It

would do with respect

it

repayment funds-

to their

it

promised

At a minimum. Orange

County's actions constitute an impairment of the contracts which the County entered into
with

Bondholders when

its

We
pan of

their

it

issued

ongoing budgetary balancing process, and

We

However, such

unethical activity

still

The

significant investment earnings as

that

such earnings not be the result of

this

goal should be a matter

to

provide essential goods and

reliance can only lead to the type of leveraging and illegal and

being unravelled

in the

Orange County

rating agencies are also a critical

For example, the

S&P

all

pan of

who

case.

the municipal marketplace.

panicipate

in the

Municipal Securities

Pool Guidelines provide guidance not only

to those

manage such

pools, but to insurers, other credit enhancers, and purchasers of such

Securities.-

The Moodv

established

its

's

government cash flow notes,

items that should be considered by rating agencies and others

who

is

do no more.

It

is

a road

map

of

critical

invest in such instruments.

But. while the rating agencies can guide Municipalities (as they have)

rating

who

Municipal Credit Repon. dated April 12. 1995. which

rating criteria for local

the\ can (and should)

left to

on such earnings ma>' become more prevalent

1990s to satisfy their obligations

Their pronouncements are followed closely by

industry

on

However, effectuating

realize that the tendency to rely

as Municipalities stram in the

services.

obligations.

further suggest that issuers not rely

speculative investment decisions.

the states.

its

on investment policy.

appropriate that their ratings reflect compliance with

agency investment guidelines, thereby wielding an effective club against

nonconforming

issuers.

However,

the rating agencies, like any other market panicipant. can only rely

on the information provided by the

issuer.

They
31

are not in a position to. nor should they.
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conduct independent audit investigations.
agencies will discover

participant

that there

They can be

information

is

falsified,

the victims of fraud as can

it

is

unlikely rating

any other market

a credit to the character of the participants in the municipal finance industry

is

It

it.

If

have been so few problems

The

in the past.

rating agencies can be an effective barometer of the market.

For

example. Moody's issued a scathing analysis of the recent issue by Orange County of
"Recovery Bonds."-

Although

Moodys was

because they were insured by an
claims-paying ability of

should not be

lost.

MBIA

AFGI

forced to grit

its

teeth

MBIA. Moodys

participant.

and

rate the

was. in

and not the creditworthiness of the County

Moody's was

firmly on point in

its

its

Bonds

fact, rating the

This distinction

assessment of the underlying credit

risks involved.

The market has

not yet adjusted

its

pricing to reflect that fact that ver\ few

states currently authorize their municipalities to file for

market will require new protections
addition, market

the structure of

in the

makers

Bond

Orange County

less risk

or adjust their prices accordingly.

will probably turn to independent

Those

issues

In

bankruptcy counsel to review both

issues and certain items of disclosure in light of

case.

The

which are strucnired

what we have learned

to subject their

Holders

to

of impairment through the bankruptcy process might fare better in the marketplace.

Similarly, insurers

filings.

in the future

Chapter 9 protection.-^

They too

may

adjust

premium

prices in light of the enhanced risk of bankruptcy

will increasingly turn to

independent bankruptcy counsel for advice on

structure and securitv features.
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Has the Demand

XI.

Bond Insurance Increased and/or

for

the Price of Insurance

Increased Since the Orange County Bankruptcy and Have Other Investment
Losses Have Taken Place at Municipalities?

The
credit

enhancement

Unfortunately,

enhancement, whether bv

Countys Chapter 9

filing or

is

it

letter

NFMA-

tell

whether an increased use of credit

an amalgam of Orange County and other considerations.
this spring

why

credit

For

have been enhanced, but a careful analysis

enhancement was used

in a

panicular

the heightened municipal credit concern engendered by the

County bankruptcy

is

of credit or insurance, will be a direct outgrowth of Orange

needs to be conducted to determine

Whether

This

and statements by various municipal and money

too early to

example, many California Bond issues

issue.-

for insurance and other forms of

Orange County case.-

will increase as a result of the

consistent with statements by the

market funds.

demand

press has indicated that the

results in a greater long-term increase in the use of credit

Orange
enhancement

pan. depend on whether the Countys short-term and long-term obligations are

will, in large

fully paid.

It

also

too early to

is

insurance pricing overall.

however.

It

Insurance pricing

tell

what

effect the

in

its

is

a question of perceived risk

past municipal offerings, and

the risk analysis.

Bonds

"

in

pan

The

cost of insurance for

refiected

situation will

have on

has clearly had an effect on recent Orange County financings,

revenue source, as well as specific security provisions.

borrower

Orange County

Orange County

s

its

which

differs by issuer

and

Clearly, the "character" of the

proven willingness

to pay, will play a part in

Orange County's recent issuance of "Recovery

character issue as well as the other risks associated

with this unprecedented offermg.
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Nevertheless,

we

believe that

payment defaults by Orange County on any of

Municipal Securities will have a direct impact on the pricing of similar Securities
future.

Insurers will include the experience of the

risk analysis

XII.

when looking

Do You Think

its

in the

Orange County payment defaults

in their

at similarly structured instruments.

the Criteria and Guidelines on

Which Bond Insurance

is

Based

Warrant Revision?
The current
result

criteria for

of the Orange County

crisis,

Bond insurance need

though certainly the insurance

investment practices of Municipalities to a

guidelines for insurability

bankruptcy.

much

may change depending on

the

industr\' will scrutinize the

However,

greater degree.

outcome of

Prior to the Orange County filing, at least one

uncomfonable with the

not necessarii) be revised as a

If

Thus, each individual

XIII.

COP

due primarily

Orange County defaults on

obligations for reasons other than abatement, the perceived risks for

increases dramatically

Orange County

AFGI member was

risks inherent in California lease-backed issues,

concerns over natural disasters and abatement.

advisability of insuring

the

the overall

AFGI member

will

all

COPs

its

to

COPs

issues

be forced to rethink the

transactions, panicularly those in the California market.

Please Describe Insurance Provided to

Orange County Bonds Before and After

Bankruptcy, and What Bond Insurers Have Paid and Currently

Owe

for

Orange

County Bonds.
Potential exposure as a result of the

categories:

First,

for the benefit of

AFGI

Orange County case

falls into

two general

exposure due to non-payment of Municipal Securities issued by or

Orange County; and second. AFGI exposure due

Municipal Securities issued by or for the benefit of a participant

34

to the

in the

non-payment of

Orange County
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Pool-

Because of the significant financial

members have been

by Pool participants.

loss suffered

AFGI

carefully monitoring these governmental entities.

As of

AFGI members

19. 1995.

Julv

have an aggregate par exposure

to

Orange County obligations of approximately S542 million and an aggregate exposure
obligations of

Orange County Pool

What Type

XIV.

Who

Lose

participants of approximately $3.3 billion.

of Legal Recourse

Money

to

or, as in the

Do Bond

Insurers

Have Against Municipalities

Case of Orange County, Refuse to Raise Taxes

to

Pay Their Obligations?

An

insurer" s legal recourse varies

from transaction

insurer usually does not have any independent remedies:

Bondholder once

it

pays a claim to that Holder.

it

to transaction.

an

First,

stands in the place of the

Second, remedies are

set forth in the

underlying Bond financing documents and are limited both generally and specifically by state
constitutions, statutes, and case law.

Chapter

9. the exercise of

of course, that

it

Third,

insurers remedies

has a claim)

is

determined

a Municipality files for protection under

if

is

stayed and

in the

its

ultimate recovery (assuming,

Plan of Adjustment.

State law regarding the exercise of remedies against

reflection of

all

of

its

numerous

For example, because

subdivisions

is

a

a Municipality usually cannot liquidate

operations and cease to exist.- most states limit real propeny foreclosure rights

against such entities.

is

factors.

its

A

threshold question in most states

is

whether the municipal property

held in a private or proprietary capacity, as opposed to being held for a public or

governmental purpose.activity

Courts often use open-ended

undertaken by a Municipality

beyond the reach of

creditors.

is

tests,

however, so

that virtually

considered a governmental function, and

However, some couns have been willing

execution against property held by the Municipality in a

35

is

any

thus

to issue writs of

strictly private capacity .-

-

.
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The same public/private

analysis applies

bondholder) pursues a monetary judgment.
Municipality's financial assets

is

when an

insurer (or the original

For example, a garnishment action

essentially an action against

money

instead of real propen\

Thus, courts often use the same public/private distinction discussed above.
state restrictions

thai fiscal year), lead to the result thai

on which

not exceed revenues received during

while a Bondholder

may have

a valid claim,

it

has no

an issuer defaults on a G.O. Bond secured by the issuers taxing power,

Bondholder (or insurer, as the case may be) may seek a writ of mandamus against the tax

levying officials of the issuer.

Such

a writ directs the officials to levy

pa\ debt service out of funds in the treasury.

w Tit

may

execute a judgment after the expiration of the fiscal year.-

to

When
the

Furthermore,

such as the provisions of Anicle XVI, Section 18 of the California State

Constitution (expenditures from a given fiscal year

assets

to seize a

if

ii

u

ill

result in preventing

the issuers financial viability.

mandamus

to

impose taxes

Revenue Bonds, when an

m

to issue a writ, they

Funhermore. courts

A

solely

have structured

its

terms to protect

will generally refuse to grant a writ of

In the case of

issuer fails to satisfy an obligation to maintain rates at an

mandamus may be

Bondholder or insurer who can demonstrate
to pa>

Bonds and

that

issued directing the issuer

amount of

particularly relevant in the context of

from the revenue of

that a Municipality has collected

such payments have not been forthcoming, will

usuallv be entitled to an accounting to ascertain the

is

essential municipal functions.

-

revenues intended

This remedy

its

excess of constitutional tax limitations.-

appropriate level to pay debt service, a writ of

u> raise the rates

to

Courts, however, are reluctant to issue such a

an issuer from performing

Even where courts have been willing

and collect taxes or

a specific project.

36

collections and distributions.

Revenue Bonds, which are payable
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While injunctive

couns are

relief

is

remedy

a potential

for Bondholders and insurers,

reluctant to interfere with the governance of a Municipality

will grant injunctions only

Bondholder can show

when

that net

the

remedy

is

Generally, courts

when

expressly provided for by statute or

the

revenues from a Bond-financed project are being diverted to

purposes other than the required payment on the Bonds.
Finally,

financed project, a

a Municipality has defaulted on

coun may appoint

a special receiver

who

Bond payments

Bonds, control over municipal finances

to grant receiverships

statuton,' authoritN to

is

implicated.

where Revenue Bonds are involved.
appoint a receiver

is

for a publicly

and manage the

will operate

This remedy, however, requires stamtory authorization where, as

project.

GO.

when

in the

case of

Couns have been more
Nevertheless, even

inclined

when

provided, courts will exercise great caution in

using their discretion to impose a receivership.-

Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code, however, establishes

While

remedies and procedures
proceeding

is

beyond

a brief discourse of creditors' rights

the scope of this testimony.

I

its

set forth in

set

of

under a Chapter 9

respectfully refer the

our earlier discussion on possible changes to the Code

own

Subcommittee

to

Section IV of these

remarks.

-XV.

Do You
as

Rel> on Different Criteria,

do the Rating Agencies?
By and

greatly

and Do You Receive the Same Information,

from

that

large, the information

which

is

needed by each of the insurers does not

requested by the rating agencies.

however, depending on the type of Bond being issued.

Bonds

Such information does vary,

For example, unlimited

are routinely less document-intensive, and therefore require

37

var>'

much

tax

G.O.

less information

845

than

more complicated

transactions, sucii as student loan

bonds or single family housing

bonds.

on

In the typical case, such information includes,

legal

documents, including, as appropriate,

orders, including

all

bond indentures,

amendments and supplements

pertinent

basic financing documents.

all

the legal side, copies of the

resolutions, ordinances or

thereto,

which constitute the

If necessary, authorizing legislation, legal opinions, disclosure

documents, and any ancillary contracts and agreements may also be requested.

On

the underwriting side, a Municipal

informed credit judgment, needs

to

know,

at

a

Bond

minimum,

analyst, in order to

make an

the purpose of the issue, the

particular characteristics of the issuer or the enterprise, the contents of the financial

number of

statements of the issuer or the enterprise, system characteristics (for instance, the

entities served

by a water and sewer project, or demographics for general obligation debt),

and the service area background.

In addition, a discussion with the issuers

management

usually required.

»

This does not imply
agencies use this information
piece of information.

,

in the

Criteria

however,

that

each of the insurers and each of the rating

same way or place equal importance on each

employed by each company

developed mdependently by each company.
criteria for

Just as

The

rating agencies do.

is

its

is

doing business which

38

its

is

own

underwriting criteria

however, review the underwriting

insurer to satisfy themselves that no insurer

discrete

essentially similar, but

each rating agency develops

each Bond type, so does each insurer develop

independently.

is

is

criteria

of each

considered too risky.

846

XVI.

Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, the Municipal Bond insurers are an

integral

pan of

municipal finance industry, and are committed to preserving the deep level of

been the foundation of
preliminary

this industry.

comments

process of reform.

to the

As

these

AFGI,

Subcommittee

comments

the

trust that

has

representing these insurers, offers these

in the

indicate,

hopes of contributing to a necessar\

AFGI

feels that the

Orange County

bankruptcy has raised issues which require a serious, but measured response on man\ levels

and

in

many forums.

We

look forward to being a part of this anticipated process of reform.
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NFMA

900 Municipal Bond specialists. It correctly noted the
Orange County default would have on the borrowing costs of other

represents over

effect an

ripple

California governmental entities, such as cities, school districts, and special districts
29.

See

Memo

to California

Bankers. Financial Advisers. Bond Counsels and Note

from National Federation of Municipal Analysts, dated April 18. 1995; see
also Thomas T. Vogel. Jr. and Fred Vogelstein. "Bond Funds Protest Orange County
Treatment." Wall St. J. May 18. 1995.
Issuers

.

30.

See In re Countv of Orange

31.

See Extension Stipulation

32.

The County

first

.

(CD.

Cal. Juls

13. 1995) (Ruling

on .Appeal).

at 1 9.

announced

its

intention to reserve this challenge in a

March

16.

1995

was formally adopted as pan of the
Extension Stipulation approved by the Bankruptcy Court on June 27. 1995. Immediately after the County's news release, a press release issued by Moodys Investors
Sen'ice ("Moodys) stated that if Orange County exercised its reservation it would
"totally undermine any hopes the County may entertain to regain credibilit> in the
financial community." Tracy Weber, "County Recovery Plan Hinges On A Word:
'If: Bankruptcy: The Blueprint For Repaying Debt. Released Last Week. Depends
On A Number Of Variables." LA. Times March 27. 1995 (Orange Co. Ed).
Subsequently,

press release.

this reservation

.

33.

Barbara Flickenger. a

analyst stated that

it

"would be very, very hard for
No investors would

to ever recover

believe them."

See Debora Vrana. "Default Studied As Last-Ditch Strategic Move."

LA. Times
34.

Moodys

Orange County

Moodys

.

from

[a

challenge on the debt].

April 11. 1995. at Al.

addressed the issue of Orange County's character

County's Recovery Bonds offering.

In

its

when

it

reviewed the

release dated June 12. 1995.

Moody

s

stated that:

"The county has proposed an extension with holders of other notes due

this

summer, while retaining its rights to invalidate cenain of these obligations.
The county also continues to use reserve funds to make payments on its
certificates of panicipation and, again, has retained the right to seek to

invalidate of these obligations.

recovery plan achievable

may

The

sales tax that could

make

the county's

lack the support needed for a successful vole.

Without an intensive effort by the county to address its revenue requirements
and honor all of its debt obligations, the credit quality on the Refunding
Recovery Bonds, absent credit enhancement, is consistent with the county's
other obligations, which are well below investment grade."
Similarly. Daniel Heimowitz. executive vice president of

Moody's

stated in response

Measure R defeat, that what Orange County is saying is tantamount to "(w]e
took your money, and now we don't owe you money." "Critics calling Orange
to the

851

County Names After Unthinkable Rejection of Tax." Orange Countv Register July
.

2.

1995,'

35.

See letter dated May 15. 1995 to Governor Pete Wilson, et a], from Alliance
Corporate Financial Group Inc.. The Benham Group. Franklm Resources. Inc.. PNC
Charles
Inc
Institutional Management Corporation. Sanford C Bernstein & Co
.

Schwab
36

We

&

.

Co.. Inc.. and Vanguard Group of Investment Companies.

&

note, however, Standard

Poor's recent rating downgrade of

Money Market Fund and Benham's

California Municipal

Benhams

California Tax-Free

Money

Market Fund to Single "A'-plus from triple "A", as a result of the rating agency s
view that Orange County had defaulted in its SI 69 Million Tax and Revenue
Anticipation Notes Series A. See "S&P Lowers Rating on two Benham Mone\
Funds." Standard & Poors Ratings Group, July 19. 1995. Accordmg to the S&P
Release dated July 19, 1995. these downgrades came "as a result of positions both
funds hold in Orange County Notes." See Peter Heap. "Two California Funds
Downgraded By S&P Following County Defaults." The Bond Buver July 20. 1995.
.

at 5.

37.

As discussed

later, the

accompanying

Ad Hoc Committee

(described at endnote 44 and

text) is considering similar questions regarding

should be required to take to authorize

under discussion

is

Municipalities to

its

what action

file.

One

a state

suggestion

permit states to continue to adopt blanket authorization
such legislation be enacted after Congress has

to

legislation, but to require that

considered and adopted revisions to Chapter 9 which reflect Congressional concerns

about use of the Code
38.

39

in the

See Section 111(B)(1).

For example,

in Butt v. State

Supreme Coun held
otherwise deprive

CDAC

its

of California 4 Cal. 4th 668 (1992). the California
.

that the State

constitution, to intervene

40

Orange County bankruptcy.

when

of California has

the budgetary'

a duty,

based on the

problems of a school

state

district

would

students of basic educational equality.

reports that Municipalities (which

TRANs

approximately S9.8 billion

in

approximately S7.5 billion

in the fiscal

"California Public Debt Issuance by

it

designates "Local Issues") issued

in the fiscal

year ended

December

year ended December 31. 1994

Type and Refunding

31. 1993 and

See

for the Period January

1.

1993 to December 31, 1993" and "California Public Debt Issuance by Type and
Refunding for the Period January 1, 1994 to December 31, 1994" published by
In his testimony before CDAC at the hearings on the Credit Implications of
Orange County Crisis, Tom Kenny. Senior Vice President and Director of the
Municipal Department for Franklin Advisors, stated that, assuming $19 billion in
TRANs issues, a "50 basis points in yield penalty would total approximately S95
million a year: 100 basis points would total $190 million." CDAC Report of Hearings

CDAC.
the

at 38.

41

Id

:

see also endnote

40 and Comments of

the

Honorable Matt K. Fong. California

852

State Treasurer and

Hearings

titled

Chairman of

CDAC

at the

Februar>' 22. 1995

CDAC

Public

"Credit Implications of the Orange County Crisis."

42.

See 11 U.S.C. § 1104.

43.

For a funher discussion of Chapter 9 incentives and disincentives, see Section V.
supra

44.

.

Members

include:

Katten Muchin
45.

As of 1993.
and

&

there

A.G. Edwards. AMBAC. Chapman & Cutler, Fidelity Investments.
Latham & Watkins and NatWest Markets.

Zavis,

were 15

states

which

political subdivisions to file for

specifically authorized their Municipalities

bankruptcy protection (Alabama. Arizona.

Alaska. California. Florida. Idaho. Kentucky. Louisiana, Montana.

New

Jersey.

North Carolina. Ohio. Oklahoma. Pennsylvania, and South Carolina). See Jonathan
J Spitz. "Federalism. States, and the Power to Regulate Municipal Bankruptcies:

Who May

Be a Debtor Under Section 109(c)?" 9 Bank. Dev.

J.

621. 632 and n.86

(1993).
46.

For example, when Troy. N.Y. faced a recent

fiscal crisis, the State

established a Municipal Assistance Corporation

Troy from

filing for

bankruptcy as long as the

("MAC") and

MAC's

of

New York

legislatively prohibited

bonds remained outstanding.
Under New Agency. Board

Christina Pretto. "Troy. N.Y., Could Enter Debt Market

Aegis." The Bond Buver July 3. 1995,
.

47

at 1.

Direct costs include payment of debtor professionals hired to provide bankruptcy
related services (i.e.. lawyers, accountants

and underwriters) and the cost of such

professionals for creditors to the extent the debtor agrees.

The Orange Countv

Register has reponed that attorneys and professionals in the Pool case submitted over
S2. 847. 271 in fees and expenses from

December through March

31. 1995. alone.

Ronald Campbell. "Suddenly Meek Attorneys Answer Questions on Billing." Orange
CountN Register June 23. 1995. This number does not include County attorneys and
.

professionals or Creditors" committee and subcommittee attorneys and professionals.

vendor and other charges for goods and services
which cannot be quantified accurately at this time.

Indirect costs include the increase in
in the future

48.

—

Orange County officials argue that the County has suffered
it has been forced to
However, too many see that as a benefit to the populace, not a penalty.

downsize.
49.

We

do not discount the tremendous potential disincentives imposed by the municipal
in the form of increased borrowing costs and limited market access.
However, we believe it is too early to quantify such impacts.
market

50.

James E

Spiotto. "Municipal Insolvency:

Alternative Remedies." State

Gelfand. ed.). 1991
51.

at

&

Bankruptcy, Receivership, Workouts and

Local Government Debt Financing (M. David

Appendix 13F.

Bemice Napach. "Orange County: Lesson
Dailv. December 30, 1994, at Al.

in

Risk Management." Investor's Business

s
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52.

As noted above, while

it

According

Bond

to the

Bond

too early to fully discern even the short-term

is still

implications of the bankruptc\

.

the empirical evidence

we have

so far

is

mixed.

Investors Association ("BIA"), the frequency of Municipal

defaults has risen sharply in 1995. in stark contrast to the declining trend over

The BIA reponed

the past four years.

been 26 disclosed defaults

that

during the

first

half of 1995 there have

municipal market totaling $745 million, which

in the

is

a

65 percent increase over the $451 million in defaults recorded by the association
during the first two quaners of 1994. Donald Yacoe. "Research Shows Alarming
Rise in Defaults, The Bond Buyer July II. 1995, at 7. BIAs Richard Lehman,
.

"

comes from Orange County,"
Orange County bankruptcy there has been only a
volume of Municipal Bond default. Id. Again, it is difficult

stated that "nearly all of the increase this year

indicating that excluding the

marginal increase
to

in the

determine whether

this constitutes a trend,

and

if

so, for

how

long this trend will

contmue.
53.

In the

wake of

the

Orange County bankruptcy, Moody's

identified a

number of

California municipal investment pools for further review, including those operated b\
the Counties of

San Bernardino, San Diego, Monterey, Placer, Solano and Sonoma.
Lesson in Risk Management," Investor"

See Bernice Napach. "Orange County:

Business Dailv December 30. 1994, at Al. Moody's also placed its Aa rating for
Walworth County, Wise, under review for a possible downgrade after learning of
.

investment losses due to collateralized mongage obligations
Id^ Standard & Poor's
announced ihat after examining 25 California county investment pools (as a result of
the Orange County bankruptcy), it found that 13 of them did not meet
Standard & Poors guidelines. "Standard & Poor's Creditweek Municipal,"
Januar>' 26, 1995. While investment pool losses or investment practices in and of
themselves may not portend an imminent onslaught of municipal bankruptcies, they do
indicate that there have been a number of municipal investment pools which have
invested public monies in excessively risky investments, thus exposing them to

excessive risk
54.

In

examining the impact

bankruptcies,

we

that the

Orange County bankruptcy

think perhaps the best place to start

is

will

have on future

an examination of the

circumstances and events which caused the bankruptcy.

There can be little doubt that
blame for the bankruptcy is attributable to California's Proposition 13.
which in 1978 cut property taxes and the revenues associated with them. This
watershed event led to tremendous pressures on those municipal officials entrusted

pan of

the

with the investment of public funds to obtain above-average returns on investments to
replace revenues lost due to Proposition 13.

revenue as a means of paying for

This trend towards using investment

was precipitated by Proposition
13s undesirable effect of limiting tax revenues available to fund such services.
Compounding this problem, post-Proposition 13 revenue-raising limits have
hamstrung the County
55.

As

stated

in

its

vital

public services

effons to deal with

its

fiscal

emergency.

by Alan Greenspan, Chairman, Federal Reserve Board,

question from Senator

Dodd during

in

response to a

the January 5, 1995 Hearings of the Senate

Committee on Banking. Housing and Urban

Affairs:
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"The use of derivatives
strategies

is

derivatives

in that

probably not

do

is

all

panicular set [Orange County] of

that relevant, because

make an arcane investment

be implemented without derivatives

what
which can

strategy

less costly.

And

so that

if

he had no derivatives but insisted upon the same strategy that he

was involved
problem,

it

the difficulty

would have come up with the same
would have cost him a little more. And I think

with, he

just
is

that it's the investment strategy, the portfolio

which the treasurer of Orange County embarked upon,
which is the problem. That derivatives were involved is really a
strategy

passing issue."
56.

For a more detailed explanation of leverage, see Testimony of Roben D. McKnew.
Chairman. Public Securities Association, before the United States Senate Committee
on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs on January 6, 1995 (hereinafter the "McKnew
Testimony").

57

Standard

"S&P
58.

&

Poor's, "Local

Government Investment Pool." June 1995

(hereinafter

Pool Guidelines").

See e.g.

.

California State Senate 1995-96 Second Extraordinarv Session. Senate Bills.

13.

20 and 27.

59.

See

S&P

60

See Valerie C. Carlson. "Derivatives Slow GFOA Panel's Investment Policy Vote."
The Bond Buver February 13. 1995 at 7. Kieran Beer, et al.. "Treasurers Say Pools
Need More Disclosure. Not Federal Regulation. The Bond Buver February 13.

Pool Guidelines for a discussion of these legislative responses.

.

.

'

1995.

at 1.

McKnew

Testimony.

61

See

62.

However, action is being taken by public finance organizations, such as the
Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA). National Association of State
Treasurers (NAST). and the Municipal Treasurers Association (MTA). who have all
recommended changes in existing law. See David Kaplan. "Committee to Discuss
Model Investment Rule." The Bond Buver June 9. 1995. GFOA Annual Supplement,
at 4A.
NAST met in mid-February to formulate a policy on investment pools. While
there was disagreement as to whether greater disclosure and better accounting
standards would be sufficient to protect the public, or whether intervention by the
SEC was necessary, there was a virtual consensus that something needed to be done.
See Kieran Beer. "Treasurers Say Pools Need More Disclosure. Not Federal
Regulation." The Bond Buver Februar)' 13, 1995, at 1. The GFOA previously
adopted a model investment policy, and is urging Municipalities to adopt written
investment policies. The three organizations have even begun considering formulating
.

.

an industry standard for municipal investment policies.
these studied measures before adopting

new

legislation.

We

urge states to consider

855

63.

Chairman

Levitt

summarized

during 1993 and 1994

the

SECs

proactive measures in the municipal market

testimony before the House Conunitlee on

in his

Commerce on

January 12, 1995 as having:
•

issued in

March 1994 an

interpretive release addressing the application of the

antifraud prohibitions of existing securities laws to the municipal securities markets.

The

release noted,

among

other issues, the Conunission's views about municipal

issuers" disclosure practices with respect to their derivatives activities, both as issuers

and end-users; and reminded municipal issuers
their statements that

that the antifraud provisions

apph

to

can be reasonably foreseen to affect the secondary market for

their securities;

• adopted extensive revisions to existing rules applicable to municipal securities
brokers and dealers that will facilitate better annual disclosure of financial information

and timely disclosure by municipal securities issuers of material events

that affect the

value of municipal securities;
•

taken steps to improve price transparency for the municipal securities and other

debt markets; and
•

initiatives and approved MSRB
from the municipal bond market.

encouraged industry

play

"

practices

rule

G-37 eliminating "pay-to-

AFGI acknowledges the benefit of these measures, but believes
abandon any discussions to require registration.

McKnew

64

See

65

The Workmg Group was reactivated

SEC

should

Testimony.

the Secretar\ of the Treasury

Reserve.

that the

1994 by Secretary Bentsen. Its members are
CFTC and the Federal

in

and the chairs of the SEC.

See Testimony of Acting Treasury Secretary Frank N.

Newman

before the

Senate Committee on Banking. Housing, and Urban Affairs on January 6. 1995.

66

See Levitt Testimony.

67

In 1984.

GFOA

developed and approved "Model Investment Legislation for State and
This model suggests a

Local Governments."

list

of appropriate investments and

provides a form of model legislation.
68.

See endnote 62 and accompanying

69.

See Section

III.

supra

,

text.

which discusses Orange County's reservation to challenge the
Bondholders have in their repayment funds.

validity of the security interest

70
71.

S&F
See

Pool Guidelines, endnote 57 supra

Moodys

Investors Service Rating

Orange County
72.

CA

.

News, "Moody's Addresses Credit Quality of

Refiinding Recovery Bonds," June 12, 1995.

See endnote 45 and accompanying

text.

.
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73.

See

e^, Bemice

Business Daily

Napach. "Investors Demanding Insured Muni Bonds." Investor's
Al: Michael Utley. "California Notes Find Fans

Jan. 24. 1995. at

.

Scarce as Orange County Skips Set- Asides," The Bond Buyer
74.

75.

See endnote 29 and accompanying

.

May

18. 1995, at

1.

text.

For example, the County of Los Angeles obtained a Letter of Credit by a consortium
It
its $1,300,000,000 TRANs series issued on June 21. 1995.
would be simplistic to suggest that any one factor led to Los Angeles County s
reliance on credit support to market note debt which it had issued without credit

of banks to support

support in previous years.

TRANs

survivability of the

The Orange County bankruptcy, the question of the
lien (see Section III), and Los Angeles County's

most certainly each played a factor in Los Angeles" decision
See Michael Utley, "Market: California Shon-Term
Debt Issues Key Paying Orange County Realty," The Bond Buyer July 7, 1995. at
20; Jeffrey L. Rabin. "Banks Warily Grant Loan to L.A. County: Credit: Mindful of
worsening financial

to obtain credit

crisis

enhancement.

.

Orange County's Deadbeat Stams, They Attach Stock Letter of Credit
Billion Package," L.A. Times July 4, 1995, at Bl.

to

L.A.s

S1.3-

.

76.

Political sub-division participants in the

water and sanitary
77.

We

Orange County Pool included

redevelopment agencies and special purpose

districts,

districts

cities,

school

such as transportation,

districts.

say "usually." because in limited circumstances certain special districts could cede

their obligations to another political subdivision.
district's obligations

For example, a

might be transferred to a local water

district.

local sanitation

Even under

this

scenario, however, certain assets essential to the sanitation district's activities might

need to be transferred, along with
78.

79.

Amdursky

&

its

obligations, to the water district.

Gillette § 5.4.3 n.37.

For instance, the Supreme Court of Alabama held that a lot of land located outside
and not used for any governmental purpose was subject to levy and sale

city limits

Murphree v. City of Mobile 18 So. 385 (1932). Likewise, the
Supreme Coun of Ohio found that an automobile owned and used by the city
waterworks division was subject to sale under a writ of execution. State ex rel.
Baldine v. Davis 204 N.E. 2d 91 (1964). On the other hand, some jurisdictions,
such as Illinois and Maryland, refuse to make the ambiguous public/private distinction
and simply deny execution against any municipally-owned property. Amdursky &
under execution.

.

,

Gillette § 5.4.3 n.51-52.

80.

See Weaver
English

v.

San Francisco 43
,

P.

972 (1896); accord

.

W.W. Montague &

Co.

v.

119 Cal. 225 (1897).

.

&

81

Amdursky

82.

See e.g.

.

W. Va.

207. 151 S.E.2d 102 (1966) (holding that once some service

Gillette

§5.4.1.

State ex rel. Allstate Insurance

Co.

v.

Union Public Service

District
is

charges to users must be raised to an amount sufficient to pay bondholders);

Amdursky

&

Gillette § 5.4.2.

.

151

provided,

857

83.

84.

See Willard

v.

Citv and County of Honolulu

Amdursky

&

Gillette § 5.4.5.

Amdursky

&

Gillette § 5.4.7.

.

323 F. Supp. 666 (D. Haw. 1971);
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EXHIBIT

AFGI

I

Brochure
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Municipal Bond Insurance
Hill' INC

To

IJUILI) AMf.

RICA

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Good

schools, hospitals, highways, airports, environmental systems

America.

With

and

federal support for such projects in decline since the

assumed primary

networks are

transit

Outsunding new municipal bonds

issued

prosperous

1980s, sute and local governments have

The municipal bond

responsibility for replenishing the nation's infrastructure.

eflecnve financing tool.

critical for a

by sute and

local

governments and

is

their

most

their agencies

are currently estimated at t1.2 trillion.

At the time of issuance,

all

insured municipal bonds receive the highest possible rating, triple- A, fix)m at least one of the

major credit rating agencies such

Service, Inc.

bond

Moody's

Investors Service, Inc., Standard

financing, these savings can be substantial.

American

&

Poor's Corporation, and Fitch Investors

Insurance enables states and municipalities to save on their borrowing costs

the taxes or fees they must pay

The

as

investors

American

citizens

Association of Financial Guaranty Insurers (AFGI)

is

investment portfolios.

guaranty iiuurance

graded, and

no

company

of a

typical

are safer

and more

afibid necessary projects.

stable than

And

uninsured bonds.

comprised of nine triple-A rated U.S. -based companies.

All follow conservaave poUcies in selecting issues for insurance, in setting aside capital reserves,

own

the Ufe

bene6t direcdy from these saving;, which reduce

American communities benefit by being benet able to

bene6t by gaining access to securities that

Over

and

in

maiuging

their

Since the founding of the bond insurance industry in 1971, no monoline financial

has been

investor in an insured

downgraded, no

bond

issue insured

has failed to receive a

by

ai.

AFGI member company

bond payment.

has been

down-
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1994

•/!

,

IMS ifM

MUNICIPAL BONO:

A

THE

A

state

insmunem

or local government to borrow

capital markets.

pal

a debt

is

bond

From

fifDm the canals

and

pan

money

railroads

in building

of the

yean of the po<i-VM>rld War

In the

pace.

bond mariet grew

From just t4A

at

in 1982. Thereafter,

America

—

more than

economic boom,

is

trillion in

tripled to a peak

of

bonds outstanding

at

the dose of 1994)

systems to sewage treatmem piants

gener ating

plants.

of private projeca

strive to

and agencies, both

upgrade their existing

large

and

and

facilities,

small,

meet new

environmental standards, respond to population

development.

By

issuing bonds, they can

underake

important projects without imposing undue financial

burdens on their taxpayers or ratepayers.

issuer's existing debt.

ically

low

bonds are used to refinance an

When

levels in 1993.

interest rates feO to histor-

many

issuen took advantage

of the opportunity to lefinance. As

They

» court houses to

also finance certain

that serve important public

colleges,

and

In 1994. general purpose/public

interest races rose

JedineddMcyly

TAX-EXEMPT STATUS

maa tran-

purposes such as low- and moderate-income housing,
private hospitals

of Palm

Regional Transportation Commission in California,

in 1994.tfacouiiAcrofrefiiniliny

1994).

kind of public capital pcoiect. from bridges co

types

Utility Authority

tal projects, "refiinding"

Muntcipil bonds ate used to finance vinuaDy every

electric

imi i*m

Beach County, Florida to the San Diego County

(estimated at

(estimated at $1 .3 trillion in bonds outstanding at the

sit

t

While "new money" bonds serve to fioioce new capi-

bond market

compaiabie to the U.S. corponte bond maiket

end of

i«ti

i*tt

1,

growth, and capitalize on opportunities for economic

an accelerated

billion in 1993.

In overall size, the municipal

tl.2

Ji N

the Dallas-Fort Worth Airport Authority ro

ninete<*nth century

billion in 1952. annual issuance

it

•> -5

.

Hampshire's Merrimack Village School District,

and fiom the Seacoast

of long-term municipal debt dimbed to S77.2 bdlion

1290

3A

'.

New

municipalities

II

N

i«n itn imo

in the

to the airports and container ports of the iweniieth.

the municipal

.

From
thai enabiet a

in origins in 1812. the munici-

has played a vital

mr

V

FLEXIBLE. POWERFUL FINANCIAL TOOL

WORK BONOS 00

municipal bond

A

Since the introduction of the federal income lax in
1913. interest income fiom

been exempt fiom
advantageous to
allows

industrial facilities.

improvement bonds

lepiesented the laigesi seaor of municipal issuance.

this tax.

state

and

moK municipal bonds has
Tax e oe mptiui is very

local

them to borrow money

est rates.

j

i

governments because
at

bdow-matket

it

inter-
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Investors are willing to accept a slightly lower rate
interest

on

bond

a

if

the income. Precisely

how much

lower the investor

depends on the marginal federal income

will accept

tax rates in effect at any given time.

more

tax rate, the

—

of

they do not have to pay tax on

The

higher the

valuable the exemption to investors

and, therefore, to issuers.

In the current environ-

ment, tax exemption saves municipalities substantial
dollars in interest costs.

Nationwide, tax exemption

means

in savings

and

billions

local

of dollars

every year for state

governments.

pledged to pay principal and

bondholders

such

faith

securities are either general obligation

ultimately,

by

and

credit

its

power

of the issuing government
to levy

—

uxes and to take any

other steps necessary to repay bondholders. Since

G.O.s are

a

revenues

long-term commitment of tax revenues,

state

generally

is

or local government,

monopoly over an

are, therefore,

In 1975, just one-third

issued municipals

local

essential ser-

reasonably secure.

of all newly issued municipal

bonds were revenue bonds. By 1994,

65% of all newly

were revenue bonds. For the most

growing pressure on

state

governments to finance infi^tructure

ments without

bonds (G.O.s) or revenue bonds. G.O.s are backed by
fill!

Its

schedule, to

turnpike authority or an electric power

as a

authority, that has a
vice.

are legally

on

interest,

of a revenue bond

issuer

part, this shift reflects the

STRUCTURES TO MATCH NEEDS

the

The

an independent agency of a

and

Most municipal

These revenues

water system upgrade

raising taxes.

Unlike

invest-

G O.s, revenue

bonds can be issued without voter approval.

Some

municipal bonds have a hybrid structure that

combines G.O. and revenue bond

bonds

backed by

are

Other

such

as

gaso-

highway bond or hotel occupancy

line taxes for a

for a

features.

specific tax revenues

taxes

convention center bond.

they normally require voter approval. General obligation

bonds have often financed

roads, schools, prisons,

Long-term financings of 30

and other public buildings.

term of a bond

Revenue bonds, by

contrast, arc

backed by

source of revenue related to a given project
for

a specific

—

finances.
tolls,

example, in the case of a highway project, landing

fees for

years are

common

in the

municipal bond market. Issuers often try to match the

an airport addition, or water charges for

SOURCE: IH! BOND BUVtB

of the project
and ratepayers

join with present ones in paying for

which they

facilities

from

benefit.

a

1994 INSURED MUNICIPAL BONDS
BY SECTOR

issue to the useftil life

In this way, fiiture taxpayers

199^1

ISSUERS OF MUNICIPAL BONDS
S0U8CE

:

IMf

BOND BUYER

it

862

A

SS-E'i

MUlTiTUOE 0'

Appioxinutely jO.IMH) dilTenMic

ments and agencin of government
usue bonds. They are located
in the District

Amencan
ically

ind

state

in

are authorized to

SO sutes.

all

as well as

ofColumbu. Puerto Rjco and

several

potsessioiu overseas. Local governments typ-

account for the

by sute agencies (29.6%) and

in 1994, followed

(1

local

Sute governments (12.1%) and

authorities (17.0%).

public colleges

of issuance (39.6%)

laigest shaie

-mgle issuer iiuv

JiflTer

in I'redit

For the investor, selecting the right

t{uj|it\'.

local govirrn-

subsuntially

municipal bond can be a dauntmg

Bond

one another

fioiii

task.

— Moody's

from independent agencies

ratings

Investors Service, Inc.. Standard tc Poor's Corporation,

and DuffA' Phelps among

Fitch Investors Service, Inc..

— provide objective guidance

others

to investors as

they sort through their alternatives. After analyzing an
issuer's ability

to pay interest

and repay principal

D

triple-A (for the very best securities) and

HOUSEHOLD SAVINGS

A VEHICLE FOR

above are generally considered "investment grade."

households own the overwhelnung majority of muni-

At the end of 1993, the most recent

fig-

ures available, individual households held $584.6 billion

and an additional

(48.0%) of all mumcipal debt

directly,

$321.3 billion (26.4%)

in the

form of mutual and

money-market

For

funds.

muniapal bonds
savings.

are

an

eliminatiiig

long-term

younger people saving

for

owners of municipal bonds.

demand

time, the creation of municipal

bond mutual

widened the

investors.

mum

circle

of potential

investment in

some mutual funds

compared with the $5,000
municipal bond in the

Changes

in the tax

new

typically

The mini-

i^just $1(X),

needed to buy

a

issue market.

third quarter

of 1994, proper-

ty/casualty insurance companies (12.5% of the market)

and commercial banks (8.1%)
bonds, but to a

lesser

still

hokl municipal

degree than in the

past.

BONO RATINGS

pens, existing
fall

condition or in the

issuer's financial

a particular facility, the agencies

bonds fiom

the issuer.

When

.5

hap-

market value, and investors holding these bonds

in

In the municipal

—

loss

bond market, as

is

at least

in

on

paper.

other investment

direcdy related with nsk. Bonds

least interest.

at substantially

higher rates

if

they are to attract

investors.

Municipal bond insurance
an insurer that
pal
its

it

an ironclad guaranty from

is

make timely

will

payments to bondholders
obligation.

quaUty of an

Bond
issue.

As

interest

and princi-

the issuer defaults

on

insurance enhances the credit

The claims-paying

the leading municipal
triple-A.

if

bond

ability

insurers has

a result, every issue they insure

matically rated triple-A

of all

been rated
is

auto-

by the rating agencies. In

by paying a premium, the

issuer

is

able

the insurer's triple-A rating and, theteby, save

1

this

that issuer typically rise or

experience a capital gain or

rowing
are approximately

an

of demand for

sense,

Currendy there

in

rat-

Conversely, riskier, lower-rated bonds must pay interest

law during the 1980s also reduced

Through the

level

the highest credit ratings) pay the

tiinds

the appeal of municipal securities to institutional
imreston.

economy,

bond

changes have occurred in a local

If significant

ofiering the greatest safety and security (and carrying

Ac the same

for municipal bonds.

rating agencies periodically review their

ings.

markets, reward

most other types of u.\-advantaged

investments, tax reforms of the 1980s increased
investor

The

may upgrade or downgrade

individual investors,

attractive vehicle for

Retirees, as well as

their retirement, are large

By

many

(for secu-

already in default). Securities rated triple-B aiMl

rities

Either directly or through mutual funds, American

cipal bonds.

as

scheduled, these agencies assign a credit rating betwe e n

.7%) are also substantial issuers.

a

w "rent"
on bor-

costs.

million different

municipal issues outstanding in the marketplace.

Bond

Because of differences in structure, even bonds from a

issuers

insurance

and

is

a

win/win proposilion

investors alike.

that benefits

863
HOW BOND INSURANCE ADOS VALUE
199A MUNICIPAL FINANCE BY STATE
$ 162.981 MILLION

INTEREST COST SAuiN&S
By boosting

the rating

on

i securir\- to

triple-A.

bond

insurance enables the issuer to save on interest costs.

Suppose, for example, that the G.O.s of the City of
Metropolis are rated A.

if

^1.601

they were issued without

insurance. Metropolis might have to pay 6

1%

1.397

^^

in

2.582

696

With insurance, the bonds would be

annual interest

rated tnple-A, and the interest rate might

On

00 million

a SI

much

as $1

issue.

fall

million in interest costs over the

I
^2.491
2.301

to 5.9%.

Metropolis could save

as

life

of

the bond. These savings could then be passed along
1148

to residents of Metropolis,

lower property

Bond

most

likely in the

form of

696
• 471

taxes.

insurance

is

IB

cost effective for an issuer as long as

the interest cost savings exceeds the

premium

2.318

1765
1.675

pa. J to

MII5

the insurer.

The

riskier the transaction, the higher the

1.618

1923

premium.

^^3.420

Outside the municipal market, bond insurance has also

been applied to

several types

MASSAC HUSITTS

1^4.931

^^a

3.710

^2.963

of securities, including

1.082

1.89S

highly structured transactions backed by revenues from

mortgages or

home

equity loans

1347

These transactions

a 570

^1.301

help financial institutions replenish their capital for
further lending.

American consumers

benefit

use of financial guaranty insurance because

it

from

this

helps to

and second mortgages and home equity

make

first

loans

more

available

and more

affordable.

1920
i.9<n

OTHER BENEFITS TO ISSUERS
For a smaller municipal

be simpler and
rating.

an

less

issuer,

buying insurance may

expensive than applying for a credit

Insurance can also increase the markeubility of

issue.

When

interest rates are in flux, this

very important to the

issuer.

can be

SOUTH CAROLINA

864

LEADING BONO RATING SERVICES

MOODY'S

STANDARD

ft

POOR'S

865

ments did

INSURED MUNICIPAL BONOS

These bonds and notes

lag.

market

lost

None of

value and investors were appropriately upset.
these securities were insured
In 1983, the

$2 25

billion default

of the Washington

— appioprutely

Power Supply System (WPPSS

Public

nicknamed "Whoops") had an even more dramatic
impact on the market. The

utiliry

had issued bonds to

finance the construction of nuclear plants.

bonds were umnsured, but some earned
anty insurance.

When

Most of the

financial guar-

the bonds defaulted, holders

of

the insured bonds received their interest payments in
fill],

1»M

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 199} 1994

^ rCKCENt INSUKEO

VOlUMt INSuaiO

on

schedule. Investors holding

umnsured WPPSS

bonds experienced sigmficant delays and reductions
their payments.

in

This well-publicized default heightened

investor concern about the risks of municipal

bonds

THE GROWING DEMAND FOR BOND INSURANCE

INSURING

Demand

for

bond insurance

grown

has

when just 5% of all newly

1981

were insured.
issued

bonds were

bond ownership from

bonds, and they have

the added security that

bond insurance

class,

municipal bonds are

issue,

— second only

little

need for

provides.

a very secure

Bond

form of

to U.S. Treasuries.

however, municipal bonds do represent

Issue
a

As

a result,

investors have suffered serious losses

number have become aware of the

New York

City's financial crisis

and

broad

During

on payments
same period.

rela-

this crisis, the city

Sute':

a

bond marmoratorium

Urban Development

Corporation also defaulted. In time, both the
the state agency

met

their obligatioiu in

bonds come to market.
In a relatively small

number of cases,

existing

fiill,

city

and

but pay-

bonds are

when

insured in the secondary rm'ket. This occurs

broker or dealer holding

of bonds

a large quantity

were issued without insurance decides

that

it

a

that

would be

advantageous to have them insured.
Financial guaranty insurers thoroughly analyze a

bond

offering before deciding whether

They

it is

insurable

level

of the 1970s was an

is

time the

issuer at the

evaluate the financial strength of the issuer,

to holders of its short-term notes. In the

New York

by the

some

potential for losses.

imposed

full

a far greater

important turning point for the municipal
ket.

by

Great Depression, but they have,

firom time to time, occurred.

governments

of issuing insured bonds. The insurance premium
generally paid in

own

spectrum of risk. Municipal defaults have been
tively rare since the

competing bids fiom sev-

Competition among municipal bond

insurers helps control the overall cost to
insur-

insurance appeals most strongly to individual investors.

As a

otten, the issuer invites

institutions

ance companies are generally confident of their

investment

Most

are typically insured at the time they are issued.

In part, this trend reflects

American households. Banks and

ability to evaluate

bonds

Bonds

eral insurers.

insured.

the shift in municipal
to individual

issued municipal

more than 38% of newly

In recent years,

BOND

A

rapidly since

my.

of indebtedness, and the sute of the

They determine whether

its

total

local

econo-

the revenues dedicated

to servicing the debt are likely to prove adequate over
time. Municipal

bonds

that are,

grade

quality.

bond

on
If

their

insurers focus primarily

own

merits,

on

of investment-

an issue does not meet

its

standards,

an insurer will often suggest changes in the credit
structure that

would make the

a valiuble service to state

and

transaction iiuurable
local officials.

—

866

AfiER

BONO

A

;s<;;se;i

IS

Most municipal bonds

Bond

insurance policies

After

throughout the

monitor the

not vulner.ible to the r^pes of losses experi-

.irc

enced bv many multiline property/casualty insurers

ot'trqujlly loni; durjtuni

nies have suffered
abilitv.

of a bond,

life

it

and

issuer's financial health

continues to
its

compliance

with the bond's covenants. Surveillance of insured
transactions gives the insurer early

In

of

GE

insurer can then intervene to avert or

cases, the

These payments

are

uled under the terms of the
necessarily

on an

nude

claims-paying

C'apital

Corporation.

owned

FGIC

The

entirely

9f'A

is

owned by

other companies have a

partly

is

are jointly

Among AFGI

several financial institutions.

government

During

is

A

CONSERVATIVE APPROACH

A

triple-A claims-paying abihty rating

not

this period,

is

a financial

the bondholders' rights are transferred to the insurer,

guaranty insurance company's franchise. To safeguard

which works with the

their ratings

order to conuin

bond

its

issuer to

own

losses.

remedy

the default in

Since ]')H9, municipal

insurers have experienced an annual loss rate

just .01%.

Over

of this

total

from the

AFGI member companies

Seven

insurers

of

time, the insurers were able to recover

a substantial share

and protect the

on insuring types of securities

grade

quality.

The

Guaranty Insurance Company. Financial Security

conservative.

and Municipal Bond Investors

Reinsurance

Company
mary

— provide reinsurance

insurers.

panies to cede
ticular

It is

Capital

they incur, of par-

These seven primary companies and two reinsurers

members of the

Insurors

(AFGI)

—

—

Association of Financial Guaranty
are

all

below the

well

insur-

Although premiums

is

for municipal

full in

not immediately booked

as

bond

advance, this

income. Ihstead,

held in reserve and recognized as income over
it

represents expire.
a

long period of

monoline companies

solely in writing financial guaranties.

For

time promotes predicuble returns and safety for
investors

In

issues.

shape their books of

business and provides a cost-effective source of capital.

the

is

Spreading income recognition over

risk that

also helps primaries

the loss ratio of the financial

time, as the insured obligations

Reinsurance

importance for very large bond

Reinsurance

a result,

capacity to the pri-

Reinsurance allows the primary com-

some of the

have
issues

industry's accounting principles are also inherently

money

Company and Enhance

As

insurance are normally paid in

Assurance Corporation.

AFGI companies —

all

ance industry average.

Construction Loan Insurance Association. Financial

additional

insurers focus

that, historically,

very low risk of default. In addition,

guaranty insurance industry

Capital Markets Assurance (Corporation, College

Two

To begin with, bond

business practices.

a

of insured bond

they select for insurance are already of investment-

serve as primarv

of municipal bonds: AM13AC' Indcmnitv

Inc.

interest

companies have adopted conservative

investors, these

had

issuers

C'orporation. Capital Cluaranty Insurance ("ompany.

Assurance

a

by holders

onginallv sched-

as

bond and payment

accelerated basis.

in their

owned

the insurer steps in to pay interest and principal to
investors.

is

members. Connie Lee alone

does occur,

a default

AMBAC

publicly traded stock.

Its

owned by

when

downgrades

mix of public and corporate ownership or

minimize the

damage.

in

number of multiline compa-

terms of ownership, the members of AFGI occupy

some

In

a

no monoline company has been downgraded.

broad spectrum.

warning of any

problems that could lead to default

In those rare instances

Whereas

recent years

ue

insurer has promised to pay principal and

:in

interest

tlu-\

arc lotii;-(oriii iihlig.itions.

active

this reason.

managing

their investment portfolios, financial guar-

anty insurance companies also adhere to conservative
sundards.

The

securities

are high in quality

or above.

m

their investment portfolios

with more than

98%

rated single-A

)

867

Adequate

keeping an

capital reserves are critical to

insurance company's clainu-paying ability

A

level.

latest

From

at

lated stress

the triple-

the end of 1989 to the end of 1993. the

AFGI

avaUable period, the qualified capital of the

member companies grew 81%

at

136:1

.

the industry generated from

which measures

:

their ability to pay

comparable to those experienced dur-

ing the Great Depression.

No member of AFGI

has

ever been downgraded.

A

In other words, the capital
its

ti

at a level

During

to S5.2 biUion.

this period, the industry's "risk to capital ratio"

remained cotmant

claims

RESOURCE FOR THE FUTURE

Through conservative

business practices, the financial

highly predicuble earn-

guaranty insurance industry has established a record of
ings base kept pace with the insurance that

it

wrote.

CLOSE REGULATORY ATTENTION
Financial guaranty insurance

business.

They

are also

of the bond insufen

rated claims-paying strength

ate

and assign a raong to every transaction they
test

nation's stock

of schools,

hospitals,

houses, water treatment plants, municipal

which evalu-

To

that they will continue to

insure.

the adequacy of the companies' capital

colleges

is

renewed

will help sutes
at a

more

in the years ahead,

and localibes

triple-

be a

and towns.

valuable resource to America's sutes, cibes

As the

subjea to

intense scrutiny from the rating agencies

resources, the rating agencies apply a

The dependable

A

and reinsurers means

companies must meet the

requirements of insurance regubtors in every state

where they do

exceptional safety and subility.

highways,
utilities

and

bond tnsuren

raise the necessary

funds

affordable cost.

computer-simu-

FINANCIAL GUARANTY INSURERS COMPARED TO PROPERTY/CASUALTY
AND life/health INSURERS
Financial Guaranty

Property /Casualty

Municipal and structured

Actuarial; jurisdicbonal,

assei-backed corporate credits
which historically have i very

unpiedictaUe. and catastrophic
risks. (May include automobile, home, and babibiy insurance, as well as coverage of
natural disasters such as 6rr.

RISK PROFILES
Rjsk Characteristics of
Insured Portfobo

low

More

than
95% of securities insured by
the industry were rated
investment grade before
insurance was provided.
Loss

Management

default rate

floods,

(May include

health insur-

ance and 6nancial products
such as annuities

and earthquakes.)

Immedute payout; no salvage
or recovery claims paid.

Paid over time (up to 30
high recovery of

years);

Actuarial, predictable risks.

Immediate payout; no salvage
or recovery of claims paid.

clainu paid.

More

Quality of Investment

Very high

Portfolio

98% of investments

quality.

than

ate rated

single-A or higher.

High-Risk Exposure

in

None.

Investment PortfoUo

Investment portfobo may
include investment grade and

Investment portfobo may
include investment grade and

junk bonds,

junk bonds,

equities, private

equities, private

placements, and commercial

placements, aiid commercial

real esute.

teal estate.

Commercial real estate and
some junk bonds.

Commercial

ical estate.

BUSINESS
CHARACTERISTICS
Volatility

of Earnings

Suble and predictable earnmgs. Liide

Business Focus

Cycbcal.

volatibty.

Sharp focus on only one bne
of business; wnte to a zero-

Pricing to cover expected

Pricing to cover expected

and catastrophic

losses

losses,

Capita] Base

Ratinp/Trends

and

asset/liability

man-

agement.

loss strategy.

Dedicated exclusively to

Supports mulople lines of

Supports multiple lines of

financial guaranty business.

business.

business.

Triple-A. Suble. Each company is rated triple-A by at

Below investment grade

least

one major

rating agency.

In the 24-year history
industry,

no

of the

insurer has ever

been dovngraded.

to triple-A.

Down.

DouUe-B
Suble.

to

douUc-A.

868
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ASSOCIATION OF FINANCIAL GUARANTY INSURORS

The Association of

on schedule by die

Financial Guaranty

insurer as if there

Insuiois

(AFGI)

is

been no

financing and increasing

had

market acceptance.

Lower

defiuilt.

Member Companies
AMBAC

Indemnity Corporation

costs for
Capital Guaranty Insurance

comprised of nine

Each of die nine bond

municipalides cieare

Company

triple-A rated U. S-

insurance companies

saving which can be

Capital Markets Assurance

based companies that

carries a triple-A

passed

insure or reinsure the

claims-paying ability

For

debt service of munidpal

rating

fiom one or more

of the major

securities. Financial

agencies:

guaranty insurance,

Investors Service, Inc.,

commonly

Standard

"bond

insurance," provides diat,
in the event

of a

by an

of an insured

issuer

defiiult

to taxpayen.

investors,

bond

Capital Reinsurance

credit rating

Moody's

highest possible ratings as
Enhance Reinsurance Company

well as safety and
liquidity.

& Poor's

Corporation, Fitch

of the bond insiuance

Investors Service, Inc.

industry,

and Duffle Phelps

financial guaranty

no monoline

insurance

been dowi^iaded, no

the bondholder as

the triple-A rating of the

issue insured

originally scheduled.

insurance

Generally, the contract

instead

does not provide for the

rating

acceleration

be paid to

of payment

In the event of a

the

fiill

service

defiuilt,

amount of debt
payments is made

company

Company
Financial Security Assurance Inc

MBIA

Insurance Corporation

has

by an

AFGI member

company

of the underlying

of the

Guaranty Insurance

FinarKiat

In the 24-year history

Insured bonds receive

interest will

Company

insurance ofieis the

Credit Rating Company.

bond, principal and

Corporation

Connie Lee Insurance Company

bonds and asset-backed

called

on

of the

issuer

company

has been

downgraded, and no
investor in an insured

bonds.

Tr^le-A

rated

bond

bond

has failed to

insurance benefits issuers

receive an insured

by lowering the cost of

payment.

bond

Glossary of Insurance Terms

CAPITAL RATIO

EXPENSE RATIO

N«t )n$ur«fK* in forte divided
by qualified statutory cepltel.

Underwriting and operating
expenses divided by net

STATUTORY ACCOUNTING
PRACTICES (SAP)
Direct par

premiums written.

plus

COMaiNEO RATIO

amount outstanding

assumed reinsurance,

less

ceded reinsurance.

LOSS RATIO

NET PREMIUMS EARNED

Losses and loss adjustment

CONTINGENCY RESERVES
A

expenses incurred divided by net
premiums earned.

r««erve used In statutory

accounting (SAP) designed
to protect policyholders against
the effect of excessive losses
occurring during adverse

economic

obligations Insured directly by a

primary insurance company.

DIRECT PREMIUMS WRITTEN
premiums

from policies
Issued directly by the primary

All

Insurance

arising

company

policyholders.

to

its

all

obligations (net of

e) covered
>

AMOUNT

and generally

reflect

liquidating rather than a going
I

concept of accounting.

POLICYHOLDERS- RESERVES
rhe sum of

in force.

DIRECT PAR

authorities

The portion of net premiums that
is recognized as Income during

in

procedures prescribed or
permitted by state regulatory

a gh/en period.

cycles.

The principal amount of

Recording transactions and
preparing financial statements
accordance with the rules and

under

and reinsurance
Insurance

in

policies

The aggregate of qualified
statutory cepltel and uneerned
premiums and loss reserves.

force In the

is

the

sum

of

all

unpaid principal and interest, in
respect of the obligations Insured,
assuming payment at maturity In
accordance with the terms of such
obligations, net of refunded
bonds.

that contains

period of policies that has been
collected by an insurer but has

case of a financial guaranty

insurance policy

t

the portion of premiums
attributable to the unexpired

The aggregate of policyholders'
surplus and contingency reserves,
calculated in accordance with

statutory accounting practices.

REINSURANCE
A

procedure whereby an Insurer

transfers ('cedes') to another

insurer a portion of the risk

Insured and a portion of the
related premiums.

not yet been recognized as net
earned premiums and accounted
fori

m
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Insurance Outstandin
NwtPar
(Amounts

in

Municipal

S

millions)

Outstanding
12/31/M
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TO OUR READERS

During 1994, the

financial guaranty insurance

new

industry faced

opportu.iities

unprecedented bankruptcy

filing

substantially

of Orange County,

California at year-end focused attention

bond insurance and provided

the financial guaranty insurance industry has a loss ratio

and challenges. The

on the value of

dramatic argument in

a

favor of insured municipal br inds.

lower than the insurance industry average. In

grown

addition, capital resources have

the

end of 1990,

billion.

Media coverage

ratio

qualified capital has

During the same period, the

was 135:1,

relatively

dramatically. Since

grown 86%

to $5.8

industry's capital

unchanged fiom previous

years.

€mm its

helped concerned investor' and others gain a greater

This means that the industry's

undentanding of the benefit of bond insurance.

highly predictable earning; base, has kept pace with die

While bond insurance does not guaranty market
risk,

amount of insurance

insured bonds consisteiitiy outperformed their

uninsured counterparts during the height of the Orange

County

has written.

WORKING TO IMPROVE COMMUNICATIONS
AFGI took steps during 1994 to improve

neld their value better and

Insured bone*

crisis.

it

capital, created

communications with

its

many

constituencies, including

maintained their marketability while uninsured bonds

became highly

illiquid.

Orange County
comfort and

iiard-learned lessons of

During the Orange County
long stand

will

as a

AFGI

acted swiftly to inform investors about the status

provides.

of their insured debt. With

MARKET CONDITIONS AND ;>ERFORMANCE
bond

4

issuance decline to $'

in 1993. The overall decline

Street Journal

mt 1994 saw municipal

rates throUf,-ri

from $292

billion

was attributable to

1994 new money issuance increased nearly
from $97

billion in

penetration increased to
year, but the smaller

level

ixom 37%

volume of insurance

guaranty of payment to holders of insured bonds.

to

$117

firms reiterated their unconditional

Further, to speak with a single voice for the

insurance industry

when working with

agencies, bankers, and legislators,

bond

issuers, rating

AFGI

created a

committee during the height of the Orange County

42%

crisis.

The group

become

written.

member companies

of AFGI

two

announcement,

AFGI member

of insured

a

The Wall

page ads in

75%

in the prior

marker contributed to

decrease in the dollar

A number

H93.The

3>- ''J

fiill

New York Times just

billion

a

20%

and The

business days after the bankruptcy fiUng

decrease in refiindings fro;n the prior year. However, in

billion

example,

situation, for

reminder of the

bond insurance

safety that

Rising interest

and investment bankers.

investors, legislators, issuers

The

known

provide

a

played such a valuable role that

permanent
the Risk

as

part of AFGI

and

it

has

now

is

Management Committee.

financial guaranty insurance for corporate securities,

AND BEYOND

1995

including asset-backed and other structured finance

While 1995 municipal volume

transactions. The rapidly

likely to

is

1994, there are strong indications that
is

younger than the municipal market and represents

growing portion of the

be lower than

expanding asset-backed market

new

issuance will

a

increase in the years ahead.

Many

municipalities have

industry's total business. In

delayed financings and our nation'

s

infirastructure

needs

1994, the industry insured $25 billion in structured and
asset-backed securities, a

\b%

eventually must be addressed. Additional growth in our
increase over 1993.

business should also

CONTINUED FINANCIAL STi«ENGTH
The

financial results

come fiom

the increasing

asset-backed and structured transacdons that

of AFGi members

some of

reflert

The

value of bond insurance

is

more

volume of

we

fiilly

insure.

recognized

the most conservative accounting practices in the

now

insurance industry. Policyholders' reserves, which are

enters

invested primarily in marketable, high-quality fixed

confidence in our business and look forward to a long and

income

successfiil fiiture serving the

securities, nearly equal the industry's assets.

Premiums, generally collected upfiont and
in reserve

and recognized

as

in

fiill,

income over time

than ever before. As the
its

twenty-fifth year,

bond

insurance industry

we welcome

this

renewed

needs of issuers and investors.

are held

as the

insured obligations they represent expire. The industry's
annuity-like

method of earning premiums promotes

predictable returns

and

Robert

creates financial stability.

Largely as a result of stringent underwriting standards and
the inherendy

low

risk profile

of the

J.

Chairman

SAFETY OF BOND INSURAI^CE

credits

we

insure.

Genader
May

26, 1995
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Combined Financial Highlights'"

Summary for th*
(Amounts

in

$

millions)

1994

1993

Years EiMicd Dacambar 31,
1992
1991
1990

a Outstanding

Insurance Written

$ 78,917

$114,437

$ 83,941

$ 58,125

24,718

21,390

11,783

10,568

10,628

Total direct par insured

$103,635

$135,827

$ 95,724

$ 68,693

$ 48,426

Total outstanding net insured P&l

$785,126

$704,569

$586,579

$500,204

$419,320

Direct municipal par insured
Direct non-municipal par insured

Financial Results

Income Statement
Direct

premiums written

Net premiums earned
Net investment gain

Other income
Losses

&

loss

expenses incurred,

net of salvage received

Other underwriting expenses
Restructuring charges

Net income before taxes

Income taxes
Net income
Balance Sheet

Cash and invested assets

Other assets
Total assets
Losses

and

expense reserves

loss

Unearned premium reserve
(deferred

premium revenue)

Contingency reserves

Other

liabilities

Surplus
Total liabilities

and surplus

Qualified statutory capital

872

$ 37,798
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EXHIBIT

New

Issues of

Total

1984
1985

1986
1987
1988

1989
1990
1991

1992
1993

1994

III

Long-Term Municipal Bonds

Volume
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EXHIBIT IV
Ownership Structure of AFGI Member Companies
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AMBAC — Ownership

Structure

AMBAC

Inc.

Holding Company
Delaware

AMBAC

HCIAInc.i;
Maryland

Indemnity
Corporation
Wisconsin
Insurance Operating

Hospital and Health Care

Information Service

AMBAC

Financial

Services Holdings, Inc.
Delaware
Holding Company

AMBAC

Capital

Management.

GIC Provider

Company

American Municipal
Bond Holding Company
Delaware
Holds Defeased

AMBAC

Financial

Services. Limited

Partnership!]

Swap Provider

Commercial Real Estate
Pro|)erties

± AMBACIm- sold LTHof HCLA Inc throut
J .^.MBAC Financial Vrvic-s Hoidinus. Inc
solf lirnilfd partner and holds a H(K

pann

an
^

initial

public oltcrinK on February 2S. 1995

Ihc sole ueneral panner with a ll«. partnership interest;

AMBAC

Inc.

Delaware

Indemnity- Corporatii

sbip interest

Moody's Investors Service, "Perspective on Bond Insurance; Bond Insurers
1994 Annual Report Industry Overview," 1995
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Capital Guaranty

— Ownership Structura
Capital Guaranty Corporation

Holding Company
Maryland

Capital Guaranty
Insurance Company
Maryland
Insurance Operating Company

CapMAC

Capital Guaranty

Service Corporation
California

Service Provider to Insurance

Company

— Ownership Structure
CapMAC

Holdings Inc.
Holding Company
New York

Capital Markets
Assurance Corporation

CapMAC Management

New York

Delaware

Services Corporation

Moody's Investors Service, "Perspective on Bond Insurance; Bond Insurers
199A Annual Report Industry Overview," 1995
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HoUnp Compmy

Enhance Rnancial Services Group Inc.
(Now Yoilt Btnlnett CotpoiMion)

EM 13-3333448
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FGIC

—Ownership Structure
General Electric Capital Corporation
Delaware

The Sumitomo
Marina & Fire Insurance

FGIC
Holdings Inc.
Holding Company
Connecticut

FGIC Adviton.
Inc.

to F(;iC Public

FGIC Capital

FGIC Securities Purchase

Market Services

(FGIC SPI)
Delaware

Inc.

Delaware
Provides Advisory Services
Trusl

FGIC Plus
Corporslionl?!

Company

vehicle lo

FGIC CorporationUI
Holding Company
Delaware

Inc.

Delaware

GIC Provider

Provides Liquidity on

Insured Floaters

Corporation l2.

FGIC CMSM
Corporation
Delaware

Tnnity-relaledii

Trinity-relaled[3]

FGIC

MRCA_

Delaware

A

Ltd.

Financial Guaranty
Insurance Company
New York
f

Operating

Company

provide non-insurancerelaled product offerinRS

iOwned

Z

by FCiIC Holdings Inc (Wi.) and The Sumitomo

Formed

3) Trinity

m

is

Manne &

Fire Insurance

Company

Ltd

(

1%)

199.S

a Aaa-rated entity. Its principal activities

» ill be the issuance

o(

up

to

S2 billion u( investment contracts

Moody's Investors Service, "Perspective on Bond Insurance; Bond Insurers
1994 Annual Report Industry Overview," 1995
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fSA

— Ownership Structure
Financial Security Assurance Holdings Ltd.

Holding Company

New York

Financial Security Assurance Inc.

New York

Financial Security Assurance International Inc.
Indiana

Financial Security Assurance of

Oklahoma

Inc.

Oklahoma

Financial Security (U.K.) Limited
United Kingdom

Moody's Investors Service, "Perspective on Bond Insurance; Bond Insurers
1994 Annual Report Industry Overview," 1995
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MBIA

— Ownership Structure
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EXHIBIT V

MUNICIPAL BOND INDUSTRY:

A BRIEF OVERVIEW
As

a class. Municipal Bonds-' are considered a highly secure

investment, second only to U.S. Treasury Bonds.-'

Bonds represent

a broad spectrum of risk.

form of

Issue by issue, however. Municipal

Although Municipal Bond defaults have been
have occurred with some regularity at

relatively rare since the Great Depression, they

various levels and in

all

economic environments.-' As a

suffered serious losses and a far greater

result, some investors have
number have become aware of the potential

for

losses.

New York
for the Municipal

City's financial crisis of the 1970s

Bond market.

During

this crisis, the city

was an important turning point
imposed a moratorium on

payments to holders of its short-term notes. In the same time period. New York State's
Urban Development Corporation defaulted on certain of its obligations. Ultimately, both the
City and the state agency met their obligations in full (facilitated by the activist role played
by the State of New York), although timely payments were not made in accordance with
original debt service schedules. As a result. Bonds lost market value, and investors were
appropriately upset. None of these securities were insured. In 1983, the $2.25 billion

—

Washington Public Power Supply System ("WPPSS"
appropriately
nicknamed "Whoops") had an even more dramatic impact on the Municipal Bond market.
WPPSS had issued Bonds to finance the construction of nuclear power plants. Most of the
Bonds were uninsured, but some carried fmancial guaranty insurance. When the Bonds went
into default, holders of insured Bonds received their interest payments in full and on
schedule. Investors holding uninsured WPPSS Bonds experienced significant delays and

default of the

reductions in their payments.

This well-publicized default heightened investor concern about

the risks of Municipal Bonds, and demonstrated the benefit of Municipal

Bond

insurance.

Municipal Bonds are used to finance virtually every kind of public capital

sewage treatment plants,
They also finance certain
types of private projects that serve important public purposes such as low and moderateincome housing, private hospitals and colleges, and industrial facilities. From the DallasFort Worth Airport Authority to New Hampshire's Merrimack Village School District, and
from the Seacoast Utility Authority of Palm Beach County, Florida to the San Diego County
project, including roads

and bridges, mass

transit systems,

courthouses, schools and colleges, and electric generating plants.

Regional Transportation Commission

in California, municipalities and agencies, both large
upgrade their existing facilities, meet new environmental standards,
respond to population growth, capitalize on opportunities for economic development, and

and small,

strive to

address cash flow shortages.

By

issuing Municipal Bonds, Municipalities can finance

V-

1
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important projects without imposing undue financial burdens on their taxpayers or rate
payers.

Local governments typically account for the largest share of issuance of

Municipal Bonds (39.6%)
(17,0%).

State

in 1994, followed by state agencies (29.6%) and local authorities
govenunents (12.1%) and public colleges (1.7%) are also substantial issuers

of Municipal Bonds.-'
Despite the general view of Municipal Bonds as a secure investment, political
forces

may

present risks to the municipal market investor that are not present in the

corporate context.

For example,

may want

the electorate

to allocate scarce dollars to

municipal services, rather than to pay off debt.-' Thus, the interests of Bondholders

fund

may

be

subordinated to the interests of the issuer's citizens in maintaining essential municipal
functions such as schools and police departments.-'

Similarly, voters

may

adopt tax

limitation measures (such as California's Proposition 13 or Massachusetts' Proposition 2'/i)

which could constrain an
short or long-term.-'

do not have a

issuer's ability to

meet

its

budgetary requirements in either the

Also, unlike the corporate context. Municipal Bondholders generally

right to foreclose

on municipal property

in order to satisfy the debt.-

Endnotes
1.

Terms used herein

2.

See Testimony of R. Fenn I*utman, Managing Director of the Public Securities

are defined in

Mr. Genader's Testimony.

Associations ("PSA") before the Committee on
Representatives, January 12, 1995,

first

Commerce of

the U.S.

House of

paragraph of "Secondary Market Disclosure"

section.

3.

Robert W. Collin, "Creditors' Rights and Remedies," State & Local Government
Debt Financing (M. David Gelford, ed.), 1991. According to S.G. Feldstein, over
6,000 defaults of Municipal Bonds occurred between 1839 and 1969. "Municipal
Bond Defaults and Remedies: An Historical Overview," Vol. 4, No. 1 Municipal
Finance at 8, 9 (Winter, 1983).
.

4.

AFGI

5.

Robert S. Amdursky

Brochure, Exhibit

Practice
6.

See,

to

Testimony,

Clayton P.

at 5.

Municipal Debt Finance Law: Theory and

Gillette,

§5.1 (1992).

e^,

Town of Rutherfordton 122 F. 2d 342 (4th Cir. 1941)
payment of a debt would prevent an issuer from performing
government functions, a writ of mandamus to pay creditors will not issue).
Defoe

(suggesting that
essential

&

1

v.

.

if

V-2

.
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Market perception

Orange and Los Angeles County crises are the
Such an analysis is beyond the
scope of this brief overview. But an understanding of the interrelationship between
state and local constraints on revenue sources may be critical to this Subcommittee's
is

that both the

inevitable response, albeit delayed, to Proposition 13.

work.

In addition, courts have generally suggested that the right of Bondholders to

receive

payment

is

subordinate to the right of the issuing Municipality's constituents

not to be taxed beyond a certain point.

S^

Section

actions.

XIV

Amdursky

1,

Gillette § 5.4.

1

of Mr. Genader's Testimony for a brief discussion on foreclosure

Note, however, that Bondholders

Clause (Art.

&

may

also find comfort in the Contracts

§ 10, CI. 1) of the U.S. Constitution.

Pursuant to

this clause, a

law

passed by a legislature subsequent to the issuaiKe of debt, solely for the purpose of
repudiating such debt to Bondholders, is likely to be considered an invalid impairment
of a contractual obligation. Thus, Bondholders expect that a specific revenueproducing law in effect at the time a Bond was issued will remain in effect. Failing
that, at a

minimum. Bondholders do have

a reasonable expectation that sufficient

funds from some source will be available to pay the debt.
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INTRODUCTION

I.

My name is Matthew P. Fink. am President of the Investment Company Institute, the
I

national association of the

American mutual fimd industry. The

Institute's

membership

includes 5,632 open-end investment companies (mutual funds), 470 closed-end investment

companies, and 11 sponsors of unit investment

have assets of nearly $2.4
assets,

am pleased

to

Institute's

mutual fund members

accounting for approximately 95 percent of total industry

be here today

in particular, the recent

II.

The

and serve over 38 million individual shareholders.
I

and

trillion,

trusts.

to discuss the Institute's viev^rs

bankruptcy

filing

by Orange County,

on municipal bankruptcy,

California.

BACKGROUND
Murucipal securities are of vital importance to American investors, to state and local

govenunents that need access to
services,

and

to state

and

capital in order to provide financing for public v^rorks

local taxpayers

mutual funds have been the

who stand behind municipal

and

issuers. In recent years,

largest purchasers of muiucipal securities.

There are two types of mutual funds that invest primarily in mvmicipal securities murucipal bond funds and tax-exempt

'

money market funds." These funds have been an

Municipal bond funds invest primarily in bonds issued by states and municipalities. In most cases, income earned
securities is not taxed by the federal government, and may not be taxed by state and local governments.

on these

Tax-exempt money market funds seek the highest level of federally tax-free income consistent with the preservation of
investment principal. These funds invest in short-term municipal securities issued by states and municipalities to
finance state

and

local projects. See

Mutual Fund Fact Book, Investment Company

Institute 1995.

891

investment choice for millions of middle-class Americans as well as institutions/ Mutual funds

provide millions of individual investors with the
securities,

and thus

to obtain the significant tax

own shares

Investors

gains produced

by

all

return per dollar as those
of

its

which

is

a security representing a

underlying securities. Dividends, interest and capital

these securities are paid out to investors in proportion to the

shares owned. Thus, investors

As

of

broad array of municipal

advantages offered by these securihes.

of the mutual fund, each of

proportionate ownership in

ability to invest in a

who invest a few himdred dollars get the same

investment

who invest hundreds of thousands.

December 31,

1994, there

were approximately

1,012 muiucipal

approximately 5.4 million individual investor accounts and approximately
institutional accounts.

number of

bond fimds with
1.1

million

These funds held approximately $227 billion in municipal securities

(both long-term and short-term obligations), representing approximately

18%

of the total

municipal securities outstanding.

As

of the

same

date, there

fimds with approximately
institutional accovmts.

were approximately 319 tax-exempt money market mutual

1.8 million individual investor

These funds held approximately $111

municipal securities, representing approximately
outstanding.

It is

accounts and approximately 283,000
billion in short-term

tax-exempt

9% of the total municipal securities

our imderstanding that tax-exempt

money market funds held an

mutual funds, there are two other types of investment companies that invest in municipal securities:
and closed-end investment companies. Unit investment trusts own a fixed portfolio of securities
until the maturity of the trust, at which time the trust is dissolved and the proceeds are distributed to unit holders.
Closed-end funds, like mutual funds, are managed on an on-going bctsis, but their shares are not redeemable, and
instead they are traded on one of the major stock exchanges or in the over-the<ounter market. As of December 31,
1994, unit investment trusts held approximately $57 billion in municipal securities and closed-end funds held
approximately $49 billion in such securities.
'

In addition to

unit investment trusts

892

overwhelming majority of the outstanding short-term tax-exempt debt issued by Orange

County prior

to the

bankruptcy

Through their

filing.'

active participation in the municipal securities market,

mutual funds

provide substantial financial support to a wide variety of state and local government projects,
including schools, highways, hospitals, airports, bridges, water and sewer works, and other
public projects.

The following

municipal securities

table provides

an example of the broad types of investments in

made by murudpal bond funds.

lABLE
Distribution of Investments of Municipal

By Purpose

as of

June

($ million)

QsiSSQIX-

Bond Funds

30, 1993*
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OBSERVATIONS REGARDING THE ORANGE COUNTY BANKRUPTCY

III.

Over seven months ago, on December
Orange County investment pool

first

6,

1994,

sought protection under Chapter 9 of the federal

Bankruptcy Code/ Participants in the murucipal
because the

filing

Orange County, California and the

secvirities

market were taken by surprise

involved one of the largest and wealthiest counties in the nation that had

previously issued highly-rated debt.'

The Orange County bankruptcy and
of course,

still

ur\folding.

its

impact on the murucipal securities market

New developments occur on an almost daily basis.

At

can therefore offer only our preliminary views of the impact of this barJcruptcy
municipal securities market and the issues that

As Arthur

Levitt,

Chairman

it

are,

this time,

filing

we

on the

raises.

of the Securities

and Exchange Commission, has so

cogently pointed out in testimony and in speeches on the subject, municipal bonds represent a
"contract"

between the municipality and the public investor

confidence. Public investors trust

on an implicit agreement by

mimidpal bonds,

bound by

trust

and

in part, because they are generally

based

the issuer that "investors will be repaid before cinyone else."'

Orange Coimty's bankruptcy has the potential
market.

that is

of affecting investor cor\fidence in the

An erosion of confidence in the ii\arketplace, even if subtle, may result in higher costs

'

The bankruptcy

'

Before the bankruptcy

filing

by the pool was subsequently dismissed.
filing.

Orange County's debt had received among the highest ratings by the national
Fund Had Green Ratings Light, Wall St. J. (Dec. 6, 1994).

rating

agencies. See Vogel, Orange County

Levitt, The (Municipal) Bonds of Trust, Wall St. J. (Mar. 10, 1995). As Chairman Levitt also states, "Americans trust
murucipal bonds as they do few other instruments." Id.; see also Testimony of Arthur Levitt, Chairman, U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission Concerning Municipal Bond and Government Securities Markets Before the
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, United States Senate (Jan. 5, 1995) ["Levitt Testimony"].
'
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of borrowing for state

filing

some California

and

issuers report that

enhancements or pay a
indicate that there

IV.

its

bondholders

Moreover,

this trust

when issuing securities.'

This would appear to

if

Orange County repudiates

its

obligations to

could be severely undermined.'"

MAINTAINING INVESTOR CONHDENCE IN THE MUNICIPAL
SECURITIES

MARKET

The events

Orange County have put

in

not occur for

some

time,

In a recent speech before state

issuers, the actions of
for the issuer

- and

one

this

and

its

to the test the relationship

between

a

debt instnunents. The final outcome of the bankruptcy

and therefore at

specific suggestions for possible

'

has been necessary for them to obtain credit

may be an increased cost of borrowing for some municipal issuers,

mimicipality and the purchasers of

may

it

slightly higher yield

particuleirly those in California.

certain of

For example, in the wake of the bankruptcy

local governments.'

this point in time,

it

may be prematiu-e

to offer

changes to federal laws or regulations."

Chairman Levitt stated, "In the fraternity of municipal
The consequences of such a default would clearly be heavy
non-general obligation debt, which carries only the moral

local finance officers.

affect the reputation of

would be even more

all.

true of

.

.

.

obligation of the issuer to repay." Levitt-Orange County Default Will Impact Nationwide, Reuters (June 13, 1995).
Grant's Municipal Bond Observer, vol. 2 (June 30, 1995) ("On Tuesday, [June 27, 1995] it was estimated that [Orange
County] paid a penalty of 150 basis points on the borrowing it did in order to repay its so-called Teeter bonds.");
Pasztor, Bankruptcy Aftermath is Modest - Orange County Woes Having Little Impact on Municipal Bonds, Wall St. J.
(July 11, 1995) (reporting that both San Bernardino County and Alameda County in Califonua recently had to
obtain a letters of credit in order as a condition of selling bonds); McEntee, Orange County Losses Cast Shadow Over
Darkened Southeast Market, The Bond Buyer (July 6, 1995). However, some commentators have asserted that the
Orange County bankruptcy has had no significant affect on the municipal securities market. See, e.g.. Burns, Orange
County Didn't Sour Market, Business Week 89 (July 17, 1995). In fact, it may have had some effect, as discussed
herein. Moreover, as stated above, it is simply too early to assess fully its impact.
'

'°

See, e.g., Vogelstein, Voter Revolt Shakes Faith in Muni Sector, Wall St. J. (June 29, 1995) (discussing the rejection by
Orange County taxpayers of a county-wide ballot on June 27, 1995 to raise sales taxes in order to provide funds for
repayment of bonds); Utley, Note Default Sends Tremors Through Municipal Market, The Bond Buyer (July 10, 1995).

" Of course, the barjcruptcy may make a reexamination of Chapter 9 and
other provisions of the Bankruptcy Code
advisable, since there has not been a filing under Chapter 9 of the federal BarJcruptcy Code of this magnitude or

complexity. See Wayne, Banging a Tin Cup with a Silver Spoon - Orange County's Tough Approach Tests Municipal
Finance System, N.Y. Times (June 4, 1995) ("Municipal bankruptcies and defaults are extremely rare
There have

been about 120 municipal bankruptcies since 1979, but most were special tax districts or tiny local governments.").
In addition, the events may lead to further examination by the SEC of its disclosure regulations with respect to the
(Continued....)
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The

Institute

fuUy supports, however, Chairman Levitt's recent statement that

local officials "entrusted

examine

how well

made with
and

the

liquidity

their

money;

above

with public funds would be remiss not to take

funds are managed; to er«ure that they understand

to

risk

and

opportunity to
all

the investments

determine that they are appropriate and prudent and place safety

and

return;

and

to

make

absolutely certain that effective internal

accounting systems are in place to sound the alarm
found. "'^ In this regard,

this

state

if

the slightest problem or discrepancy

we have two recommendations that states and

is

municipalities should

consider to er\hance the protection of these investments and to help maintain investor

confidence in the municipal seciuities market.
First, state

and

local

governments should consider imposing substantive requirements

on the operations and structure of local government investment funds and governmental
pools. In

doing

so,

they should look to the precedent of the Investment

Company Act of

1940,

which imposes detailed, substantive requirements and prohibitions on the structure and dayto-day operations of mutual funds. The Institute believes that, had the California investment

pool been subject to the type of
is

unlikely that the

strict

requirements set forth in the Investment

Company

Act,

it

Orange County bar\kruptcy would have occurred.

The Investment Company Act

requires, for example, that

their shares at their current net asset value,

to-market requirement imposes a discipline
institutions, including state

mutual funds

which must be determined

upon mutual fimds

to

daily.

sell

and redeem

The daily mark-

which other

financial

investment pools, are not subject. In addition, the Act,

among

primary and secondary markets for municipal securihes. The Institute applauds the recent efforts in improving
disclosure in this area made to date by the SEC. See Exchange Act Release No. 34961 (Nov. 10, 1994), 59 FR 59590
(Rule 15c2-12 amendments); Exchange Act Release No. 34-33741 (Mar. 9, 1994), 59 FR 12748 (Interpretive Release on
disclosure obUgations of participants in the municipal securities markets).
" Levitt, The (Municipal) Bonds
of Trust, Wall St.

].

(Mar. 10, 1995).
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other things, requires that mutual fund officers and employees with access to fund assets be

bonded against larceny and embezzlement and

specifies stringent restrictions

Many state officials and other commentators have
Investment

Company Act be applied

to

on leverage."

urged that the principles of the

municipal investment pools. For example, a

preliminary report issued by an advisory board to a special California Senate Committee on
Local

Government investments

recently concluded that, "[cjonsideration should be given to

enactment of legislation parallel
1940 and

ERISA legislation."

'*

to provisions contained in the

Investment

Company

Act of

A conunittee of the Government Finance Officers Association

reportedly has agreed that state legislators should require mark-to-market accounting for local

government investment funds and municipal investment pools." The California Treasurer
reportedly expressed strong support for requiring that local goverrunental pools
portfolio securities to market, reasoning,

"By marking

County pool would have known much sooner
Second,

.

.

.

to market,

that they

were

I

mark their

think those in the Orange

in

deep trouble.""

we believe that it is ironic that, in response to the losses suffered by the Orange

County investment pool - which was

subject to

none of the Investment Company

protections discussed above - several states have considered

Act's

and enacted legislation

to limit

" See Sections 2(a)(41) cind 22 (mark-to-market); Section 18 (leverage restrictions); 17(g) (fidelity bonding) of the
Investment Company of 1940.
" Preliminary Report from the Board of Advisors to the Senate Special

Investments 6 (Feb.
" See

GFOA Committee Adopts

Execuhves (Feb.

Committee on

Lx>cal

Government

16, 1996).

Polio/ Statement on Mark-to-Market Accounting for Funds,

BNA

Daily Report for

3, 1995).

" California Treasurer Urges Regular Pool Furui Reporting to Flag Portfolio Risk, The Bond Buyer (Jan. 17, 1995)
(comments of Matt Fong, Trejisurer). The Texas legislature recently approved legislation that requires any local
government investment pool functioning as a money market fund to mark its portfolio to market daily. See Texas

House Bill 2459. Other commentators also agree that, similar to those requirements imposed on mutual funds,
mark-to-market accounting and regular periodic reporting by unregulated local government investment funds
could provide earlier recognition of portfolio risks. See, e.g., Testimony of Marc E. Lackritz, President, Securities
Industry Association, Before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs 3 (Jan. 6, 1995).
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state

and

local investments in

mutual funds that are regulated under the Investment Company

Act." State and local governments should recognize, in light of the Orange

and other recent problems involving unregulated investment pools,
they are fully regulated by the Investment
professional

management and

liquidity

that

County bankruptcy

mutual funds, because

Company Act, offer superior diversification,

vmder a

strict

and comprehensive regulatory regime.

In this regard, the Institute believes states should encourage, rather than discourage, their

investment pools to invest in mutual funds.

We commend this Subcommittee for exploring the complex, yet important, issues
surrounding municipal bankruptcy.

and would be happy

" For example,
invest in

to

We thank you for the opporturuty to present our views

«mswer any questions.

bills that limit (or hirther limit)

have recently been introduced

the type of mutual

in California

and enacted

hmds
in

that state

and

local

governments may

Colorado, Maine, and Maryland.
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Chairman Baker, Representative Kanjorski, Members of the Subcommittee:

I

am Marc

Lackritz, President of the Securities Industry Association ("SIA")'

I

appreciate the opportunity to participate in this hearing on issues concerning state and local

debt issuance and investment practices.

SIA member firms

are active in

all

phases of

corporate and public finance, serving individual and institutional investors, corporations,

and government

entities.

INTRODUCTION
With respect

to the current status of state

and municipal finance, we would

like to stress the

following three points:
•

First, efforts to

improve public disclosure concerning municipal

securities (and

municipal investment pools) should continue;
•

Second,

state

responses to losses suffered by municipalities should be mindful of

the need for flexibility in

managing an investment

portfolio to get the best return for

taxpayers, and should reflect the reality of the institutional markets; and
•

Third, state and municipal investment managers should be better trained and
qualified to invest funds in a prudent and professional manner.

The

Securities Industry Association

business interests of
for approximately

more than 700

90%

is

the securities industry's trade association representing the

securities firms in

North America, which collectively account
in the United States.

of the securities industry revenue
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NEED FOR ENHANCED DISCLOSURE
Municipal securities investors historically have received

had

less disclosure than if they

invested in corporate securities, particularly with respect to developments in the secondary

market.

When

the federal securities laws were enacted in the 1930s, Congress

exempted

municipal issuers from the reporting requirements because the municipal markets were
relatively free of the abuses

were large

found

Over

institutions.^

in the equity

markets

As

held by individual investors has greatly increased.^
oriented market,

it

is

at that time,

and most investors

the years, however, the percentage of municipal securities

a result of the shift to a

more

retail-

important that investors in municipal securities receive more

comprehensive disclosure of the

risks associated with these investments.'*

In addition to individual investors,

SLA beUeves

the entities that invest in local

government investment pools also need more meaningful disclosure
investment risks and to

make informed investment

decisions.^

to understand

For example, the periodic

disclosure of information regarding the value and overall performance history of an

investment pool would enable investors and taxpayers to evaluate the performance of the
pool's

own

management ~ both

in relation to other

investment pools and in relation to the pool's

investment objectives and parameters. The use of mark-to-market accounting would

Congress amended the Securities Act to require municipal bond dealers to register with
SEC, and created the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board ("MSRB") to oversee municipal
broker/dealers. The Tower Amendment to the 1975 amendments (Section 15B(d)(2) of the

In 1975,

the

Securities Act), however, sp)ecifically precludes the
file

SEC

or the

MSRB from requiring

issuers to

or distribute disclosure documents.

The most

recent data

show

the "household sector" holding $370.3 billion of municipal securities,

with open and closed-end mutual funds holding $256.2 billion,

money market funds holding

$1 16.5 billion, and bank personal trusts holding $1 14.4 billion. This amounts to 73.7% of the
total

amount of outstanding municipal

securities.

Flow of Funds Accounts. Federal Reserve

Board, First Quarter 1995.

SLA

is

hopeful that the amendments to Rule 15c2-12, which generally became effective July

3,

may

prove helpful in ensuring better and more timely information to municipal investors.
We have concerns about the effectiveness of the rule, however, because it places the burdens of
disclosure on dealers, rather than issuers. See 17 CFR 240.15c2-12.
1995,

"Investment (xkiIs" are funds managed by a state or local government and consisting of funds from
governments and agencies. Generally, they allow small government investors to gain the

local

expertise and economies of scale typically available only to larger entities.

analogous to mutual funds for local governments.

They

are roughly
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also be in an important step in improving disclosure, because

unrealized losses in a portfolio

would bring

it

much earlier.^

Development of a standard method of disclosing investment
time, as better
that

methods of measuring and reporting

risk will

undoubtedly take

risk continue to evolve.^

We anticipate

over the next few years, policymakers and the industry will work toward consistent

disclosure practices for the presentation of the risks

-

to light

legislative action is currently necessary to

efforts to

~

such as market, credit, and liquidity

We do not believe, however, that additional federal

that are material to investors.

accomplish these objectives, but encourage

all

improve the transparency of municipal investment fund disclosure.

STATE INITIATIVES IN MUNICIPAL FINANCE
During the past year, SIA has been very active
views on a number of investment guidelines

wake of the
varies,

SIA

bills

in presenting the securities industry's

introduced in state legislatures in the

losses experienced in several jurisdictions.

While the specifics of each

bill

generally endorses efforts by states:

•

To require municipalities

•

To

to establish clear, flexible written investment jxtUcies;

require state and local investment officers to receive

some minimum

and

training in

the principles of finance.

These steps would help ensure

that investment

managers understand the

risks of the

markets without unnecessarily restricting investment choices.

We are concerned, however, with provisions in state investment guideline bills that
would:

SIA is pleased to note that the Government Finance Officers Association ("GFOA") has
recommended that investment pools be marked to market monthly, with quarterly valuation of
individual investments. The Bond Buyer, June 9, 1995. The Government Accounting Standards
Board ("GASB") is also working on new standards to improve disclosure. The Bond Buyer, July
24, 1995, p. 29.

See the discussion of this point in the recent SEC concept release on improving descriptions of
risk by mutual funds. Rel. No. 33-7153; 34-35546; IC-20974 (April 4, 1995) 60 PR 17172.
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•

•

Impose

stringent investment restrictions

in

more

to

manage

detail

on the use of "derivatives. "* As explained

below, such provisions will limit the ability of

their assets to

state

and

local entities

maximum advantage.

Legislate the relationship between municipalities and securities firms in a

which does not

may have

the effect of persuading

manner

of the institutional market. These provisions

reflect the realities

many

reputable securities firms to hmit their

business dealings with municipalities in jurisdictions enacting such

bills,

thereby

denying taxpayers the benefits of the most sophisticated investment techniques.

Taken

as a whole, these responses are likely to drive

up costs

for taxpayers while

decreasing investment returns, and limit the ability of state and local entities to choose the
financial firms with

whom they

wish

to

do business. The ultimate

result of these policies

could be higher state and local taxes, increased fees for licenses, permits, and other
municipal services, or decreased services to

make up

for revenue shortfalls.

Investment Restrictions

A.

One of the most fundamental
whereby investors seek

to

building blocks of

maximize

they are prepared to accept.

A

the return

on

key component of the theory

an economist's version of the old adage, "don't put

According

modem finance

is

all

is

"diversification,"

your eggs

in

return for a given level of risk.
essential that the focus

when

When

of risk

which

is

one basket."

to portfolio theory, prudent investors will create a portfolio

variety of financial instruments that,

"portfolio theory,"

their investment given the level

composed of a

taken as a whole, give them the best expected

analyzing an investment portfolio, therefore,

it

is

be on the portfolio as a whole, and not the individual components.

Limiting the ability of an investment officer to choose certain classes of instruments could

define "derivative" very broadly so as to include a variety of instruments such as
mortgage obligations ("CMOs"), interest only certificates ("lOs"), and principle only
certificates ("POs"). CMOs are securities backed by real estate mortgages. The cash flows of
those securities can be divided into various segments, such as lOs, where the owner receives only
the interest or some part of the interest paid on the mortgages in the underiying pool, and POs,
where the owner receives a share of principal payments on the mortgages. These instruments are
viewed by the securities industry as a variety of cash instrument. By not defining the term
"derivative" with care, restrictions on the use of such instruments could result in unintended
restrictions on portfolio managers.

These

bills often

collateralized
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result in a portfolio that fails to

maximize investment

unexpected market developments, and
investors.^

is

return or that

is

more

susceptible to

harmful to the interests of taxpayers and

Rather than ban investment in a particular type of financial instrument, the real

question should be whether the instrument assists the investor in constructing a portfolio

maximizes return

that

SEC Chairman

for a given level of risk.

Arthur Levitt recently articulated

this point

by means of a

telling

metaphor:

[C]are must be taken not to be seduced by easy cures, such as narrowing

permitted investments to only the safest.

wiring a house by outlawing electricity.
is

to diversify,

which

is

You may

One of the best ways

to increase choices.

lists

of

as well avoid the dangers of
to

hedge against

Rather than eliminate investment

risk

tools,

steps should be taken to assure they are well understood, and wisely employed.'^

Municipalities should not be prohibited from using "derivatives" or any other

investment product. The use of financial strategies whose risks were not fully understood

by the financial manager and/or by affected investors were

Orange County and other jurisdictions. Such a
caused losses regardless of whether
derivatives.
risks in

For the most

ways

that

it

was implemented

part, municipalities

at the root

of the losses in

faulty investment strategy

would have

solely in cash instruments or with

have used derivatives to manage

interest rate

have saved taxpayers significant amounts of money, and limiting

access to such su-ategies will only impede the ability of municipalities to

manage

their

financial

risk.

B

Reflecting the Reality of the Institutional

.

Some

of the

state

attempt to legislate a

investment guideline

new

relationship

bills

we have been

Market

monitoring and lobbying

between municipalities and

securities firms that

does

While some "derivative" instruments have greater volatility than a "typical" fixed income security,
many such products respond to changes in interest rates in a manner opposite to that of ordinary
debt instruments. Thus, used as a hedging mechanism, such instruments can often reduce risk for
a fixed income portfolio taken as a whole.

10

Funds and Public Trust at the Dawn of the Twenty- First Century" remarks by Arthur
Chairman U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Government Finance Officers

"Public
Levitt,

Association, Baltimore, Maryland, June 13, 1995 (emphasis in original).
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not reflect market realities. For instance,

some

transaction

is

guidelines.'

a presumption that any securities

bills create

firm executing a transaction with a municipality

implicitly representing that the

is

appropriate for that municipality and in accord with

•

because most

Compliance with such a provision would be very
state or

municipal entities manage their

securities firms to execute portfolio transactions.

investments and use a number of

would

its

portfolio that is not directly related

indicate that a given transaction cannot

be judged appropriate for an investor without access to the

As

concerning that investor's portfolio.

it

would never

appropriate in

SIA

all

truly

be

range of information

(i.e.,

was

in a position to verify that

all

acting as investment

a particular transaction

is

respects.

fears these provisions will cause

securities firms

— realizing

representations

~

provisions,

full

a result, unless a securities firm had access to

relevant information about a municipality's portfolio
adviser),

investment

Municipal investors typically will not

disclose to a broker-dealer any information regarding
to a particular transaction. Portfolio theory

own

its

difficult, if not impossible,

to refrain

some of the most responsible and

that they are not in a position to

from conducting business with

which can only hurt

state

and

ultimately pay for investment mistakes.

make

They would

from purchasing "execution-only" services from a

covered by such

entities

local taxpayers and/or

careful

the required

bondholders

who

also effectively prohibit a municipality

securities firm,

by requiring the broker

to shoulder the additional risk of an "appropriateness" determination just to sell a particular

instrument from a municipal portfolio.

As

a result, firms

may

increase transaction charges

to those entities to cover the costs of potential litigation, again hurting taxpayers

and

investors.

In addition, requiring dealers to

make

"appropriateness" determinations runs contrary to

a fundamental premise of financial markets that counterparties are ultimately responsible for
their investment decisions. Legislatively altering the relationship

and

securities firms will almost certainly lead to

more

between municipalities

litigation to shift financial

responsibility for unsuccessful investment strategies to broker-dealers. This
destabilize the markets

The problem

is

or very vague.

and give

rise to the

would

kinds of systemic risk that Congress and

exacerbated by the fact that municipal investment guidelines are often inconsistent
It is

essential not only that municipalities establish guidelines but that they

provide meaningful guidance to investment managers and advisers. As noted above, SIA supports
state efforts to establish clear, flexible, written investment guidelines.
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regulators have sought to avert. In our view, Federal Reserve

Greenspan put

.

.

.

it

well

when he

derivatives increase

transactions they choose to

transfer of risk to

For the transfer of risk to be effective and the

it.

must

efficiency to be realized, end-users

notes that there are a

Board Chairman Alan

that:

economic efficiency by allowing the

those most willing to bear

SIA

year

testified last

make

.

retain ultimate responsibility for the

2
'

number of initiatives underway designed

to articulate

guidelines for market participants operating in the institutional markets. '^
efforts will ultimately strike the appropriate balance

and

We hope these

between the respective duties of dealers

their customers.

BETTER FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
SIA

believes

all

participants in the financial markets should be responsible for

evaluating and ensuring that they understand
overall financial position. Regulatory
participants to

meet

and

how

an instrument or strategy will affect their

legislative actions that create disincentives for

this responsibility will interfere

with this objective and prove

counterproductive.

Investment officers

who commit

a municipality to a fmancial obligation that they

understand merit neither sympathy nor a remedy

when

do not

losses result. Municipalities can

retain professional financial advisors to assist investment officers in evaluating transactions

and strategies they do not

fully understand.

On

the other hand, dealers

engaged as financial advisors and who do not have access

'

2

who have

not been

of information

Testimony by Alan Greenspan, Chairman, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
before the Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance of die Committee on Energy and

Commerce, U.S. House of
'3

to the type

Representatives,

at p.

16

(May

25, 1994).

Last year, a group of representatives from investment and commercial banks began meeting under
the auspices of the New York Federal Reserve Bank to draft a set of "Principles and Practices" for

OTC

SIA member
The hope is that SIA and the other trade
associations will ultimately endorse the final product and recommend that their members consider
adopting the "Principles." In addition, the National Association of Securities Dealers ("NASD") is
working on an amendment to its suitability interpretation to provide further guidance to NASD
members on their suitability obligations under the NASD's Rules of Fair Practice when making
the

institutional or "wholesale" fmancial markets.

Several representatives of

firms have been involved in the project from the outset.

recommendations

in equity or

debt securities to institutional clients.
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necessary to evaluate the appropriateness of a transaction should not be held responsible for

such a determination.

Municipal investors and taxpayers who, directly or indirectly, entrust their financial
assets to the

management of others should ensure

management function

are well qualified

that the persons discharging that

and are subject to sensible and prudent investment

parameters. Investors and taxpayers are entided to meaningful and understandable
disclosure regarding applicable investment strategies and parameters, portfolio assets and
liabilities,

and past performance.

CONCLUSION
Mr. Chairman, the issues identified by the Committee
are important.

Although improvements can be made

investment practices,

we would caution

The

harm

More

and

local

this

hearing

government

to taxpayers.

quality of municipal disclosure should be
risks.

connection with

against legislative or regulatory actions that could

lead to higher costs, increased risks, and

investment

in

in state

transparent disclosure

is

improved to shed more

essential for taxpayers

light

on relevant

and investors to

understand the risks to which their funds are exposed. Municipal fund investments should

be subject to clear written investment guidelines that are flexible, yet incorporate
appropriate risk parameters.

In addition, rather than outlaw the use of certain categories of financial instruments,
states

should ensure that the individuals

who invest public

necessary to prudently manage their portfolios.

based on their judgment and

ability to

manage

funds have the flexibility

Investment officers should be selected

the various risks present in the marketplace,

but must ultimately be held accountable for their actions.

SIA does not
objectives.

believe that federal legislation

We appreciate the

interest that this

is

necessary

at this

time to accomplish these

Committee has shown

thank you for hearing our testimony on these matters.

in these issues,

and
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The Honorable Richard Baker. Chairman
Subcommittee on Capital Markets, Securities, and
Government Sponsored Enterprises
Committee on Banking and Financial Services
U.S. House of Representatives
2129 Rayburn HOB
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Baker:

would like to submit this letter for inclusion in the records of your hearings on state
and local government investment policies. My interest in this subject comes from my
duty as the sole trustee of a $2 billion short-term investment fund for state funds and
1 50 local government entities.
I

Your

efforts in this area are quite timely given the recent instances of governments
imprudently and over-aggressively pursuing investment income at the expense of

safety and, ultimately, taxpayer funds.

Making some of the recent losses even more

the fact that they have occurred in pools run by a state or county
government for the benefit of constituent government units. Those of us who
difficult is

manage

investments for the benefit of other jurisdictions have doubly-high responsibilities - to
our own taxpayers and to the taxpayers of jurisdictions that have entrusted us with
their funds. It is vital that our standards are high and our practices are sound.

We

must start with strong, clear and effective investment policies. Our short-tefm
must call for achieving strong returns only after consideration of principal and
liquidity. Safety of principal must always be our first goal, followed by the provision of
liquidity to fully meet the daily cash needs of all of our customers. While many state
and k>cal governments are facing tighiter and tighter fiscal conditions, resulting in

policies

greater pressure to raise revenue through

must

resist

more aggressive investment programs, we

such temptations.

55 Elm Street Hartford, Connecticut 06106-1773
An Equal Opporlunily Employer
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some pools illustrate, effective guidelines must address our
and management controls, and reporting and disclosure practices.
They must also, at a minimum, address the quality and volatility of securities, the
maturities of securities, and the use of borrowing to leverage portfolios.

As recent

difficulties in

goals, safekeeping

In

my

make

view a pod of operating cash is no place to make speculative investments, to
anything but short-term investments, or to chase additional returns through

leveraging.

Connecticut's enclosed short-term investment policy, for example, generally allows the
Investment in only first-tier securities, requires a weighted average maturity of under
one-year (we generally are under 90 days, and currently are at 30 days), and limits
borrowing through reverse repurchase agreements to just five percent of the portfolio
and only to provide temporary liquidity. We have adopted the "prudent expert"
standard, a notch above the "prudent person" standard of care, and we run our pool
with a reserve to cover market kisses or security defaults (which we have never had to

tap in the fund's 23-year history).
monthly.

we

Finally,

we

"mark-to marker our security values

such as strips,
leveraged floaters, dual index floaters, COFI floaters,
and range floaters, which can experience high price volatility with changing market
conditions, and whose market values may not return to par even at the time of an
In

terms of derivatives,

inverse floaters,

prohibit investment in speculative securities,

CMT floaters,

interest rate adjustment.

On the other hand, adjustable rate securities whose interest rates are positively (rather
than inversely) tied to standard money market interest rate benchmarks, are allowed,
given other maturity and credit quality standards. The values of these securities tend
to return to par upon the scheduled adjustment of interest rates. Indeed, such
securities with frequent interest rate resets experience less price volatility than many
fixed-rate securities.

Of course, policies are only as good as the level of compliance with them. To that
end, our investment program is overseen by an independent advisory council, our
transactions are monitored by a performance analysis unit within a separate Treasury
division, arKi compliance will be monitored annually by both state auditors and a
public accounting firm. We also are signifk:antty stepping up our level of reporting

and disclosure to our

investors.
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all jurisdictions differ in their cash flow patterns, available funds, and their
tolerance for risk, and while treasurers and other finance officials can reasonably differ
on some of the subjects discussed above, believe these practices are prudent and
appropriate and serve as a good model for others.

While

I

commend the work of the Government Finance Officers Association in developing
sample investment policy, and its recommended practices regarding, among other
issues, leveraging, derivatives, securities lending, and portfolio "mark-to-markef
I

its

activities.

I

also

commend

the National Association of State Treasurers

in

expanding

its

guidelines for local government investment pools. The latter guidelines are particularly
important, because think it is paramount that we at the state level police ourselves
I

and responsibly carry out our
appropriate given the Tenth

duties.

appreciate the opportunity to share
important issue.
I

I

do not

Amendment

my

believe that federal regulation

thoughts with the subcommittee on

Sincei

/M
Christopher B.

Bumham

STATE TREASURER
CBB\LAWVss
Enclosure

is

to the Constitution.

this
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Investment Policy
Connecticut State Treasurer's
Short-Term Investment Fund

A.

Background
The Treasurer's Short-Term Investment Fund

(STIF)

is

an

investment pool of high-quality, short-term money market
instruments for state and local governments. Operating since
1972 in a manner similar to a money market mutual fund, STIF has
provided a very safe, liquid and effective investment vehicle for the
operating cash of the State Treasury, state agencies and
authorities, municipalities, and other political subdivisions of the
state.

All

State, local

and political subdivisions of the
by CGS 3-27a and 3-27b.

state are authorized

to invest in STIF

B.

Purpose
The purpose

of this

document

is

to specify the policies

guidelines that provide for the systematic

management

and the prudent and productive investment

and
of

STIF

of funds.

Investment
Objectives
C.

STIF seeks as high a
first,

and

participants' daily

D.

level of current

income as

is

consistent with,

the safety of principal invested by the State, municipalities
others, and, second, the provision of liquidity to meet

cash flow requirements.

Safety of

Principal

Safety of principal, STIF's primary objective, shall

number

of

be pursued

ways.

1
Investments shall be undertaken in a manner that seeks to
ensure the preservation of capital in the overall portfolio by
.

in

a
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protecting against credit risks (from security defaults) and
erosion of market prices (from rising interest rates)

tine

The Fund's investments shall be made in conformance with
prudent guidelines for allowable instruments, credit quality and

2.

maturities.

3.

STIF

See Section

adequate

shall maintain

issuers, industries

H.

and

diversification of instruments,

maturities to protect against significant

losses from credit risks and market changes.

be held by a

See Section

H.

third-party custodian.

4.

All

securities shall

5.

All

transactions shall be handled on the basis of delivery vs.
to the custodian bank.

payment
6.

STIF

shall maintain

a reserve

for losses

- which has never

been needed in STIF's 22-vear history - should an unforeseen
problem develop. Annual allocations to the reserve are paid from
investment returns and equal one-tenth of one percent of the
fund's total investments until the reserve equals one percent of
investments.
7. All repurchase agreements shall be fully collateralized, with the
custodian bank receiving delivery of the collateral.

8.

F^everse repurchase agreements

five

may be used only to meet
may not exceed

requirements of the fund and
percent of total fund assets. See Section H.

temporary

While STIF

liquidity

is

managed

diligently to protect

against losses from

and market changes, and though deposits are backed by
high-quality and highly-liquid short-term securities, the Fund is not
insured or guaranteed by any government and the maintenance of
capital cannot be fully assured.
credit

However, STIF - which consists predominantly of funds for which
is sole trustee ~ is managed in a prudent manner

the Treasurer

consistent with the preservation of principal, the provision of

and the earning of competitive yields, as demonstrated
by the Fund's 22-year history of safety and success.
liquidity,
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E.

Liquidity

The

portfolio shall

be structured through

sufficient

investments

in

overnight and highly-marketable securities to allow complete
liquidity for participants. In addition, reverse repurchase

agreements totalling up to five percent of fund assets may be
used to meet temporary liquidity requirements.
Participants have
Participants

full

and quick access

may make same-day

to all of their funds.
(up to 10:00 a.m.) deposits and

Withdrawals are sent via Fed wire, thus
use on the day of withdrawal. No
transaction fees are charged on deposits or withdrawals.
withdrawals of any
funds are available

F.

size.

for

Yield
STIF's investment portfolio shall be designed to attain a market-

average rate

of return

throughout budgetary and economic cycles,

taking into account investment risk constraints

and the

liquidity

requirements of the fund.
portfolio shall be managed with the objective of exceeding the
average of three-month U.S. Treasury Bill rates for the equivalent
period. This index-is considered a benchmark for near-riskless
investment transactions and, therefore, comprises a minimum
standard for the portfolio's rate of return. The investment program
shall seek to augment returns above this threshold, consistent with
stated risk limitations and prudent investment principles.

The

While STIF shall not make investments for the purpose of trading
or speculating as the dominant criterion, STIF shall seek to
enhance total portfolio return through active portfolio
management. The prohibition on speculative investments
precludes pursuit of gain or profit through unusual risk. Trading in
response to changes in market value or market direction,
however, is warranted under active portfolio management.

G. Prudence
Investments shall be made with the care, skill, prudence, and
-- under circumstances then prevailing - that prudent
persons acting in like capacities and familiar with such matters
diligence

.

.
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would use

in

the conduct of an enterprise of a

like

character and

with like aims, not for speculation, but for investment, considering

the probable safety of their capital as well as the probable income
be derived.

to

of prudence to be used by STIF's investment
be the "prudent expert" standard and shall be
applied in the context of managing an overall portfolio. Investment
officers acting in accordance with written procedures and the
investment policy and exercising due diligence shall be relieved of

The standard
officials shall

personal responsibility for an individual security's credit risk or
market price changes, provided deviations from expectations are
reported in a timely fashion in writing and appropriate action is
taken to control adverse developments.
H. Investment
Guidelines

investments must be made in instruments authorized by
3-27C - 3-27e. In addition, the Treasurer has adopted the
following investment guidelines:
All

1.

STIF

may

CGS

invest in the following securities:

Government & Federal Agency

a.

U.S.

b.

Certificates of deposit of the

banks

in

the United States

securities.

50 largest commercial

in

order of deposits and

whose long-term debt is rated at least C by
Thomson Bank Watch and whose short-term debt
rated TBW-1

is

c.

branches of foreign
banks with long-term debt ratings of at least B/C by
Thomson Bank Watch and with short-term debt
ratings of TBW-1

d.

Certificates of deposit of

Certificates of deposit of U.S.

commercial banks and

institutions in the State of

thrift

Connecticut whose long-

is rated at least C by Thomson Bank
Watch and whose short-term debt is rated TBW-1
whose total risk-based capital ratios exceed 10

term debt

percent.

or
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Bankers' acceptances of those banks meeting the
and d. above.

criteria in b.. c.

Fully-coilateralized

repurchase agreements with

primary dealers of the Federal Reserve or qualified
commercial banks, with possession of collateral by
the State's custodian bank.

Commercial paper of companies
one of the following criteria:

that

meet

at least

Short-term debt rated either:

i.

Moody's

S& P

P-1

A-1

Long-term debt rated

ii.

at least:

Moody's Aa3

S&P

AA-

Domestic branches of

iii.

qualified foreign

financial institutions (see c. atx>ve).

Corporate or asset-backed securities rated not less
than:

Moody Aa3

S&P AAD&P AAAsset-backed securities with maturities

of

under one

year rated A-1, P-1 or D-1.

A

line of credit of up to $100 million with the
Connecticut Student Loan Foundation. Any resulting
loans shall be fully collateralized by student loans
with interest and principal 98 percent federally
guaranteed.

The

portfolio currently includes securities issued

by

the State of Israel, which mature in less than six
years, and which, in aggregate, total less than .5

percent of the portfolio value. These notes' interest
rates are reset semi-euinually at the prime rate minus
50 basis points. The Treasurer's Investment
Committee is reviewing the appropriateness of these

5-
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securities in terms of credit quality, liquidity,

and

yield.

2.

Reverse repurchase agreements, in aggregate, may not
exceed five percent of net assets at the time of execution.
While any reverse repurchase agreement is outstanding,
new investments must match the maturity of the shortestterm outstanding reverse repurchase agreement. Reverse
repurchase agreements are to be used only to meet
temporary liquidity requirements of the fund.

3.

No investments may be made in "derivative" securities, such
as futures, swaps, options, interest-only strips, principalonly strips, inverse floaters, CMT floaters, leveraged
floaters, dual index floaters, COFI floaters, and range
floaters. These types of securities can experience high
price volatility with changing market conditions, and their
market values may not return to par even at the time of an
interest rate adjustment.

may be made in adjustable rate securities
move in the same direction as
standard short-term money market interest rate
Investments

whose

interest rates

benchmarks, such as LIBOR. Treasury bills, one-month
commercial paper and the prime rate, and conform with
STIF's other credit and maturity standards. The values of
these securities tend to return to par upon the scheduled
adjustment of interest rates. Some parties in the financial
services industry consider these types of adjustable rate
securities to

4.

All

be

derivatives, others

investments must be

made

In

do

not.

U.S. dollar-denominated

securities.

5.

The dollar-weighted average
individual maturities

6.

may

portfolio maturity (including

may

not exceed one year;
not exceed five years.

interest rate reset periods)

STIF shall diversify its investments to avoid incurring
unreasonable risks inherent in overinvesting in specific
instruments, industry segments, individual issuers or
maturities.

a.

Diversification strategies shall include:

At the time of purchase, no

-6-

more than ten percent

of
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the overall portfolio may be invested in securities of a
single bank or corporation, unless insured or
collateralized.

There

b.

is

no

may be

that

limitation

invested

on the percentage
in

of assets

securities of the United

States government, its agencies or instrumentalities,
or in overnight repurchase agreements.

No more than 25 percent of the net assets of the
may be invested in any industry other than the

c.

fund

financial services industry at the time of

No more

d.

purchase.

than 50 percent of the net assets of the

fund may be invested in the combined total of
commercial paper and non-asset-backed corporate
notes at the time of purchase.
Investments in securities that are not readily
marketable, other than securities that mature within
seven days, may not exceed 1 percent of the fund's
net assets at the time of purchase.

f.

Investment decisions shall be based on the relative and
varying yields and risks of individual securities and the
fund's liquidity requirements.

I.

Interest

Payments
STIF pays interest quarterly based on monthly guaranteed rates
on or before the first day of each month by the
Treasury based on STIF's portfolio and market conditions. In
addition, participants are paid a bonus distribution - based on
actual earnings less guaranteed interest payments, expenses and
the payment to the reserve for losses ~ after the end of each STIF

that are set

year (May 31). The Ixjnus distributions, while not
guaranteed, have ranged from five to 22 percent of previouslypaid interest over the past five years.

fiscal

All

and quoted on the basis of the actual
a year (an "actual-over-actual" basis).

rates are calculated

number

of

days

in

7-
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J.

Administrative

Costs
STIF
fees.

is

provided to participants without sales or management

Administrative costs are paid from investment earnings,

and

STIF participants (including the state and local entities) share
covering the Fund's expenses in proportion to the size of their
investments. Costs have run at between two and three basis
points (or $2-3 per $10,000 invested).
all

K.

in

Delegation

of Authority

The Short-Term Investment

Management

Division

Unit within the Treasury's

manages

STIF's investments.

Cash
Deposits,

withdrawals, participant record-keeping and the distribution of
interest are handled by the STIF Administration Unit within the

Treasury's

L

Cash Management

Division.

Daily

Confirmations
Confirmations of daily deposits and withdrawals are sent the day
after the transaction.

M. Monthly
Statements
Monthly statements of balances, account activity, and accrued and
paid interest are mailed to participants by the 1 0th day of each
month.

N.

Reporta

and annual reports describing STIF's monthly
guaranteed and actual yields, performance relative to standard
benchmarks (90-day Treasury bills, 90-day Certificates of Deposit
Quarterly

and the IBC/Donoghue First Tier Institutions-Only Money Fund
Index), and investments shall be provided to all participants. A
detailed portfolio listing and commentary on economic conditions
shall be provided with each report.

8-
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O.

Participant

Manual

A manual

describing STIF's operating procedures, past
performance, instructions for opening and closing accounts and
making deposits and withdrawals, and methods of distributing
interest, is provided to all participants. There currently are no
restrictions on the size or number of accounts or transactions.

P.

Audit

The Auditors of Public Accounts audit STIF's financial statements
and operating procedures annually. Copies of audit opinions will
be provided to all participants.

Q. Portfolio
Valuation

and

accounted for on an amortized-cost
except for those securities listed in Sections
H.l.j and H.l.k, above, are also marked-to-market on a monthly
basis. Significant deviations of market values to amortized costs
shall be reported to Assistant Treasurer for Cash Management,
the Assistant Treasurer for Pension Funds Management, and the
Treasurer's Investment Committee at the first weekly meeting
STIF's values
basis.

All

yields are

securities,

following such determination.

R.

Internal

Controls

and maintain a system of internal
be documented in writing. The internal
controls shall be reviewed by the Auditors of Public Accounts.
The controls shall be designed to prevent and control losses of
public funds arising from fraud, employee error, misrepresentation
by third parties, or imprudent actions by employees and officers.
The Treasury
controls,

shall establish

which

shall

-9
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S. Investment
Advisory Council

STIF's investment practices and performance, including the
documentation discussed in Section N shall be reviewed on a
quarterly basis by the Investment Advisory Council established
pursuant to CGS 3-1 3b.

T.

Financial

Dealers and
Institutions

The STIF investment officer shall develop criteria for selecting
brokers and dealers. All repurchase agreement transactions will
be conducted through primary dealers of the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York and qualified banks (as defined in Sections
H.1.b., H.l.c, and H.1.d.) which have executed master repurchase
agreements with the Treasury.

U.

Ethics

and employees involved in the investment process shall
from personal business activity that could conflict with
proper execution of the investment program, or which could
impair their ability to make impartial investment decisions.
Employees and investment officials shall disclose in writing to the
Treasurer, or the Treasurer's compliance officer, any material
financial interests in financial institutions that conduct business
with STIF, and they shall further disclose any large personal
financial/investment positions that could be related to the
performance of STIF's portfolio, particularly with regard to the time
of purchase and sales.
Officers
refrain

V.

Bond Proceeds
Bond proceeds may be deposited in STIF. Accounting and
arbitrage rebate calculations are the responsibility of participants.
STIF's investment program is not designed to restrict yield
order to avoid arbitrage rebates.

10

in
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W. Conformance with
Guidelines

The Performance Analysis

Management

quarterly basis to determine compliance with

Auditors of Public Accounts

X.

Funds
on a
this policy. The

Unit of the Pensions

Division shall monitor the STIF portfolio

will

review compliance annually.

Conformance with

National Standards

were
989 disclosure guidelines of
State Treasurers for local government

These guidelines, together with the
designed to meet the December 4.
the National Association of
investment pools.

June

27,

1995

Approved
Itopher B. Burnham
State Treasurer

11

participant manual,
1
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ISDA.
INTERNATIONAL SWAPS AND DEfilVATIVES ASSOCIATION. INC

1270 Avenue ol Ihe Americas
Suite21l8
Rockefeller Canter
New Tbrk. New Vb* 10O2O-1702
(212)332-1200
FAX (212) 332-1212

July 27, 1995

Statenent of
International Swaps and
Derivatives Association, Inc. to the
SubcoaaLittee on Capital Markets, Securities,
and Government Sponsored Enterprises of the
Coamittee on Banking and Financial Services
of the U.S. House of Representatives
The International Swaps and Derivatives
Association, Inc. ("ISDA") appreciates the opportunity to
present this written statement to the Subconunittee on
Capital Markets, Securities, and Government Sponsored
Enterprises of the Committee on Banking and Financial
services of the U.S. House of Representatives in connection
with the Subcommittee's hearings to be held on July 26 and
27, 1995 relating to state and local government debt
issuance and investment practices.
ISDA is an international organization whose
primary membership comprises 163 of the world's largest
commercial, merchant and investment banks and other
institutions that conduct significant activities in swaps
and other privately negotiated transactions. Many of the
issues scheduled to be addressed in the Subconunittee 's
hearings are of great Importance to ISDA and its membership.

ISDA supports the efforts of the Subcommittee to
ensure that adequate steps are being taken to improve the
investment practices of state and local governments. Recent
well-publicized losses by some local government funds have
reaffirmed the necessity of appropriate management controls
and sound risk management strategies.

The legitimate Interest in requiring appropriate
management controls and sound risk management strategies
might lead to unnecessary restrictions on the use of risk
management products that are necessary for state and local
governments to appropriately manage their risks. Limits on
investment authority at the state and local government level
should be focused on (1) ensuring governments have in place
appropriate investment and risk management policies and
procedures, including appropriately structured limits on
risk taking and (11) ensuring continued compliance with such
investment policies and procedures.
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ISDA.
Unfortunately, ISDA has observed several recent
legislative initiatives at the state level that focus on
limiting the use of specific types of Investments, rather
than on investment policies and limits on risk talcing.
ISDA
believes that these proposals are at odds with the stated
goal of ensuring sound investment and risk management
practices. Limits on cen^ain types of investments will not
prevent losses from unsound Investment policies, and In fact
may exacerbate such losses.

Limits on types of allowed Investment products and
transactions may impose unnecessary costs on state and local
governments that attempt to implement sound investment and
risk management policies in the least expensive manner, or
may preclude them from implementing such policies at all.
State and local governments should be encouraged to
effectuate their investment policies In the most efficient
and cost-effective way possible.
Therefore, state and local
governments should be afforded every opportunity to use a
variety of products and transactions to establish their
investment portfolio and to manage the risks associated with
their financial activities.
For both of these reasons, ISDA has opposed
legislative initiatives at the state level that have focused
on types of allowed investments rather than on appropriate
investment and risk management policies.
ISDA believes that
this distinction is crucial, and should be kept in mind by
the Subcommittee during its deliberations on these issues.

The experiences of Orange County bear out the
important difference between appropriate Investment policies
and appropriate types of investment products and
transactions.
Based on public reports, losses experienced
by the Orange County fund were due to the use of a financial
and investment strategy that exposed the fund to significant
risk in adverse market conditions. This financial strategy
utilized a high degree of leverage in order to obtain above
market investment yields. This leverage exposed the fund to
significant risk in market conditions that differed from the
fund manager's expectations about the movement of interest
rates.
The unsound investment strategy of the Orange County
fund could have been implemented through any number of
investment products or transactions, and therefore the types
of products or transactions held by Orange County should not
be the target of prohibitive legislation.

Having said that, the focus of ISDA's efforts as a
financial trade association, swaps and other privately
negotiated transactions, were not involved in the losses
experienced by the Orange County fund. Nevertheless, swaps

.
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ISDA.
and othar privately negotiated transactions have received
Increased scrutiny due to the Orange County situation and
other well-publicized events, even though they are widely
regarded as efficient and safe risk management tools.
Again, the focus must be placed on Investment policies and
good risk management, and not on the products or
transactions used to Implement such policies.
For many years, ISDA has made efforts to educate
municipalities regarding the necessity of implementing sound
risk management policies. Clarifying that state and local
governments have the capacity to engage in the transactions
necessary to effectuate such sound risk management policies
has been a focus of ISDA's efforts. More recently, ISDA has
been involved in several industry Initiatives targeted at
improving risk management practices for all entities that
ISDA believes
regularly engage in financial transactions.
that many of these initiatives express practices that are
equally applicable to state and local governments with
It is
respect to their investment policies and procedures.
only through the Informed development of sound investment
and risk management policies that losses like those
experienced by the Orange county fund can be avoided in the
future.

ISDA is committed to its continuing effort to
educate and inform the public regarding the beneficial risk
management uses of swaps and other privately negotiated
transactions, and therefore appreciates this opportunity to
express its view to he Subeoaaittee in connection with its
inquiry into the investment policies of atate and local

govemmenta
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GOVERNMENT FINANCE
OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
1750 K

Street.

N W.

Suite 650. Washington.

202/429-2750

•

Fax:

DC 20006

202/429-2755

August 25, 1995

Honorable Richard H. Baker, Chairman
Subcommittee on Capital Markets, Securities and
Government Sponsored Enterprises
Committee on Banking and Financial Services
U.S. House of Representatives
2129 Raybum House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Attn:

Ted Beason

Dear Chairman Baker:

The Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) is pleased to respond to the questions
you posed in your letter of August 4, 1995, conceming the regulation of derivatives, municipal bond
disclosure, and municipal bankruptcy. Enclosed you will find our views on these subjects. I would
note that in some instances we do not have official Association positions, but have provided
technical comments about the subject where we have no policy.
I

want

you for including GFOA as li participant in the
The hearing provided an excellent overview of state and local

to take this opportimity to thank

hearing on municipal finance.

government cash management and debt administration activities, clarified the purposes of the
bankruptcy code and brought to light the many factors contributing to the Orange County, California,
bankruptcy and default. 1 also want to thank your staff for the assistance they provided GFOA in
advance of the hearing.

The municipal market
is

is

indeed an important sector of the national capital markets.

pleased to provide additional assistance to you, other

members of the committee and

you proceed with you work in the municipal area. Please feel
Dotson in the GFOA Federal Liaison Center at (202) 429-2750.

fi-ee

to call

Sincerely,

Timothy H. Riordan, President
Government Finance Officers Association
and
Director of Finance, City of Dayton, Ohio
Enclosures

HEADQUARTERS OFFICE
180 North Michigan Avenue. Suite 800. Chicago. Illinois 60601
312/977-9700 • Fax: 312/977-4806

GFOA

the staff as

Cathy Spain or Betsy
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Responses

to

Questions

posed by the

Subcommittee on Capital Markets, Securities and Government Sponsored Enterprises
of the
U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Banking and Financial Services
to the

Government Finance OfRcers Association

The Government Finance

Officers Association

(GFOA)

has prepared the following responses to

Timothy H. Riordan, President of the Govermnent Finance
Officers Association, following his testimony before the Subcommittee on July 27, 1995.
written questions addressed to

Question

You

1

include in your

list

of suggestions to Congress

that regulatory

gaps related to securities

firms and their affiliates regarding derivatives activities should be closed in order to control the
activities

of such

affiliates to

be subject to scrutiny as are the parent firms. Could you please

elaborate?

Response

1

In June 1994, the

Government Finance Officers Association adopted a policy statement
was support for federal

regarding the regulation of derivative products. Included in this policy

action to close the regulatory gaps related to securities firms and their affiliates that are dealers

of derivative products. This reconunendation

is derived fi-om findings in the U.S. General
Accounting Office report, Financial Derivatives: Actions Needed to Protect the Financial System

(GAO/GGD-94-1 33). That report found that, while

financial institutions are subject to periodic

regulatory examinations regarding their use of derivatives, there are no federal regulations

regarding derivatives activities by securities firm

The SEC

is

affiliates.

authorized to regulate activities involving securities firms that buy and sell for their

own accounts and as

agents for their customers. These firms must register with the SEC and
comply with its requirements for regulatory reporting, minimum capital, and examinations. They
must also comply with the requirements of the various exchanges and industry associations. The
SEC monitors broker-dealer capital levels through periodic reporting requirements and regular
examinations. Securities laws, however, do not apply to a securities firm's entire organization,
which may include holding companies or other affiliates. Because the SEC's jurisdiction
pertains only to securities, it does regulate affiliates of broker-dealers whose activities involve
products that are not securities. Because some of these products are also outside the regulatory
jurisdiction of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, the affiliates trading them remain
essentially unregulated.
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The Market Reform Act of 1990 authorized

the

SEC

to collect information

from registered

broker-dealers about the activities and financial condition of their holding companies and
"material associated persons." This information includes the total derivatives notional/contract

amounts, aggregate credit risk of firms' derivative dealer
exposures to individual counterparties. The

and losses on derivatives separate from

SEC

affiliates

and certain concentrated

does not receive information showing gains

securities firms' other trading activities,

which could be

used to assess risks taken through speculation.

In addition, the

SEC

has capital standards that address derivatives, but these standards apply only

to regulated broker-dealers
affiliates

and not

of securities firms. The

affiliates.

It is

to over-the-counter

SEC

(OTC)

derivatives dealers that are

has no authority to examine the activities of these

reportedly for this reason that firms have chosen to conduct

OTC activities in

affiliates.

Closing these gaps to

make

regulation of securities firms' affiliates like that of the firms

themselves and financial institutions will result

in greater assurance that potential

problems will

be identified and addressed on a timely basis.

Question 2

You

include in your

list

of insurance company

of suggestions to State Governments that

affiliates that are dealers

states

review their regulation

of derivatives products to ensure that

state

insurance regulations are adequate with regard to these activities. Could you please elaborate?

Response 2

The

GFOA policy statement on derivatives also called for closing the gaps related to regulation

of insurance company

affiliates.

State insurance agencies are responsible for regulating

insurance companies headquartered and licensed in their respective states. This
function. There
affiliates

by

is little

is

or no state oversight of derivatives activities of insurance

state insurance regulators.

not a federal

company

Derivatives dealer affiliates of insurance companies are

subject to minimal reporting requirements and no capital requirements and are not examined.

Therefore, no information

is

available on these derivative dealers' counterparty credit exposure,

or the sources and types of income earned from derivatives.

As

is

the case with affiliates of securities firms, regulation of the derivatives activities of

insurance

company

affiliates will

allow potential problems to be recognized earlier and hopefully

be avoided.

Question 3

What would be the benefits of standardized reporting requirements across the coimtry? What
would be the drawbacks?
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Response 3
There

is

already

some measure of uniformity and

standardization in municipal disclosure as

described below:

The

GFOA Disclosure Guidelines for State and Local Government Securities provide

extensive recommendations regarding the form and content of primary and secondary
disclosure documents.

The Governmental Accounting Standards Board

•

principles

(GAAP)

requirements for a

for state

and

sets generally accepted

local governments.

fair presentation

accounting

GAAP sets forth the minimum

of financial data in external financial reports and

assures a degree of comparability in financial reporting

among

different governments.

The National Federation of Municipal Analysts has published a Disclosure Handbook

•

for

Municipal Securities that identifies the type of information needed by analysts to make

informed investment decisions. The Handbook

is

prepared on sector-by-sector basis to

highlight the important information needed to evaluate specific credit risk in the primary

and secondary markets.

The National Council of State Housing Agencies and

•

the Association of Local

Housing

Finance Agencies have developed reporting formats for housing issuers which have been
in use for several years.

The Public

•

Securities Association has developed

recommendations for a consistent

presentation of basic bond provisions in official statements that

GFOA Disclosure Guidelines

is

based in part on the

.

GFOA strongly supports the existing regulatory fi-amework for municipal disclosure.
SEC

Rule 15c2-12 will improve disclosure and the Association

It

believes

working

that the

changes in

with

members and other organizations representing municipal market participants to facilitate
One concem the Association has about rigid, standardized reporting in the

its

is

implementation.

mimicipal market

is

that the result

of such a requirement would be the provision of less

information to investors.
to SEC Rule 15c2-12 are now being implemented by state and local
government issuers and we anticipate that there will be more uniformity in municipal disclosure

The amendments

as a result of these efforts. Issuers are reviewing the information provided in their official

statements to determine the best format and to facilitate the provision of annual information that

"mirrors" the information provided in their official statements. Moreover,
considering using their comprehensive annual financial reports

providing their annual fmancial information. The

(CAFR)

statistical section

many

issuers are

as the vehicle for

of the

CAFR provides

mostly trend data and nonfinancial information useful in assessing a government's financial
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condition. This section

is

of greatest

interest to investors

delineates and the nonfinancial factors

a government's

it

identifies

and creditors because the trends

it

can provide crucial insights to those assessing

GASB identifies 15 standard statistical tables that
CAFR if they are relevant. Governments are encouraged to

fiiture creditworthiness.

should be presented in the

supplement these basic tables with other data they believe would be helpful

to readers in

assessing the government's financial condition.

reporting requirements in the disclosure area, which
form and content of disclosure, presumably makes it easier for investors and others
to use information submitted to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). However, this
formal, highly regulated system imposes significant costs on the providers of such information

The corporate system of standardized
specifies the

and

is

ge^edto

a market that

is

significantly different

from the municipal

securities market.

Furthermore, the form and content of disclosure information provided in the municipal market
has not been the subject of criticism. The concerns cited most have been the availability and
timeliness of information. These concerns have been addressed by recent

GFOA_isj|trpngly opposed to a

new

SEC

actions.

federal regulatory structure that forces issuers to disclose

information in the primary and secondary markets on standardized forms for several reasons.

The municipal market
difficult to

is

very diverse in terms of types of issues and issuers and

it

would be very

design standardized forms that would suffice for the wide variety of financings.

Several years ago, the National Federation of Municipal Analysts developed 16 separate

suggested (not mandatory) secondary market disclosure forms for municipal bond issues because

of the great variety in bond financings. Members of the

GFOA Committee on Governmental

Debt and Fiscal Policy reviewed these forms and proposed changes

However,

in

many

approach, but would need modification

if

Copies of two of the forms are attached to
different types

in the

instances, the finance officers noted that the forms

of financings. One form

is

forms to the analysts.

were a good model or

applied to a specific financing in their jurisdiction.
illustrate

how different the

for a general obligation

information needs are for

and the other

is

for a water

and sewer system bond.

Question 4

At

present, the Bankruptcy

Code

leaves to the States whether

its

municipal entities can avail

themselves of the Federal Bankruptcy process. Should the law require a municipality to confer
with the State government before conunencing bankruptcy?

Response 4

GFOA does not have a policy position in this area.

Given

that local

governments are creatures of

the state, this appears to be a matter of state law and one to be determined
basis.

on a

state-by-state
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Question 5

What do you think of Mr. Spiotto's suggestion
which governs municipal fmancial distress?

that a

uniform statute be adopted by

all states

Response 5

GFOA does not have a policy position on this subject.
have on occasion developed model

However,

GFOA and other organizations

statutes to assist state legislatures

and executive branch

staff.

We believe that these types of efforts are worthy and provide technical assistance that is
important in the consideration of legislation. While uniform legislation

may be

desirable,

it

is

not likely to occur once the individual state legislatures take up consideration of the legislation.

In 1979,

GFOA published a study entitled State Roles in Local Government Financial
A Comparative Analysis A major finding of this study was the great diversity

Management:
that exists

.

among

states in the

degree of state involvement in local financial management and

even the diversity that exists within a single

state

depending on the type of government

considered. Therefore, what might be acceptable and even

involvement in a bankruptcy

filing

welcome

in

one

might be vehemently resisted in another

state in
state.

terms of state

The

develop ment of model legislation and the endorsement of such legislation by key organizations

one way to bring focus

to the issues.

Question 6
Should the law require the
after all rational

State, not the municipality, to assert that

and feasible alternatives have been

fiilly

bankruptcy

is

a

last resort

explored?

Response 6

GFOA does not have a policy position on this issue, but given the states' constitutional
responsibilities for local governments,

federal law.

August 25, 1995

it

appears this should be a matter of state law and not

is
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AGE ONE OF FOUR

6.n.r<ii obiig,ti.n

•

SECONDARY MARKET DISCLOSURE

Sgcondaiy Market Disclosure
CUSIP Base#

Issuer

Key

Financial Contact/Position

Telephone Number
Reporting Period

-

Please check box

Fiscal Year

if

audit or

Ended

CAFR

is

requested

D

Secondary Market Disclosure Forms have been designed by the National Federation of Municipal
Analysts (NFMA) to expedite the process of ongoing disclosure. They are intended to cover
information deemed necessary to facilitate continuing credit analysis on a sector-by-sector basis.
This information is intended to supplement the annual audit or CAFR. Additional space for responses
has been provided on page four of this form. Copies of this form may also be sent to the Municipal
Securities Rulemaking Board (MSRB). For information on the MSRB's Municipal Securities
Information Library System, please call Thomas A. Hutton, MSRB, (202)223-9503.

Outstanding Debt Service (as

of
/
/
)
Please provide Information for all tax-supported debt including
special tax txinds, e.g., sales tax/motor fuel - principal only

Total

G.O. debt outstanding

BANs, COPs/lease

rental

bonds and

.

)

)
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Rnanclal Data ( Specify Budgetary or GAAP basis
Budget Summary - General Fund: For periods covering

final

adopted budget

for last fiscal

year and

current fiscal year

Revenues:

(

3

largest

FY

FY

(000)

$_
Interfund Transfers.

Other
Total

Expenditures: (3 largest)

Interfund Transfers

Other
Total

Ending Balance

Please discuss recent revenue trends, including changes

Please provide

for last three fiscal years:

in

rates for major sources

FY_

FY_

FY_

Assessed value ($000)
Full

value ($000)

Tax rate
Net levy ($000)
Current collections ($000)
Total collections ($000)

Please

list

five largest

taxpayers and respective assessed values

Taxpayer
1

2
3

4
5

A.V. ($000)

__^

% of total A.V. of issuer

937

Discuss major revaluations, assessment appeals and results thereof

for largest

taxpayers

-

)

Supplemental information
Please discuss significant
initiatives whicfi

litigation,

would materially

enviromental regulations, proposed or enacted legislation or taxpayer
its revenue base or expenditure requirements

affect the issuer/obligor,

Status of current labor contracts/labor relations environment

Additional

space

for

responses

(

please

site specific

areas

Signature
Prepared t>y.
Title

Address

Phone-Date

Signature.

The NFMA does not wanant the completeness of this form or the accuracy or completeness of any
information provided Ity any issuer hereunder. The information required in this form s intended to produce a
document appropriate for Informing investors. It is not Intended, ttowever, to create disclosure requirements
or a legal obligation to provide any or aH items of information, although careful adherence to this form is

recommended.

FOR ADOmONAL FORMS OR INFORMATION. PLEASE CONTACT LISA GOOD. NFMA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
P.O.

OFBUSMESSAFIVklRS.
14893. PITTSBURQH. PA 1S234

BOX

PHONE:

(412) 341-4898

•

FAX: (412) 341-4894

)

..
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Retail
Sewer
er

•

SECONDARY MARKET

Secondaij Mafkct Disclosure

sfsUm"Bonds

CUSIP Base#

Issuer

Key

Financial Contact/Position

Telephone Number
Reporting Period

-

Please check box

Fiscal

if

Year Ended

audit or

CAFR

is

requested

D

Secondary Market Disclosure Forms have been designed by the National Federation

of Municipal

(NFMA) to expedite the process of ongoing disclosure. They are intended to cover
information deemed necessary to facilitate continuing credit analysis on a sector-by-sector basis.
This information is intended to supplement the annual audit or CAFR. Addition;.- space for responses
has been provided on page four of this form. Copies of this form may also be sant to the Municipal
Securities Rulemaking Board (MSRB). For information on the MSRB's Municipal Securities
Information Library System, please call Thomas A. Hutton, MSRB, (202)223-9503.
Analysts

Outstanding Debt Information (as of
/
Z
)
Please provide information for each separately secured issue or project
consolidated as one

Name

(

parity'

issues

of issue or project

Outstanding principal balance

$

Authorized but unissued debt

Next year's estimated debt service

Maximum annual debt

$
-

FY

(principal

service/year

Debt service coverage ratio for last
(as calculated under indenture)

interest)

$
$

fiscal

year

Debt service reserve fund balance(s) as of
Fully funded
On build-up scheduleQ

Q

&

may be

940

L

Describe exposure to derivatives,

(e.g., interest rate

swaps) including counterparty

O

S

U R

E

risl<

Financial Data

Water System
Please provide

FY_

for last ttiree fiscal years:

FY_

FY_

Number of customers
Water sales (gal. 000)
Average daiiy demand (MGD)
Peak demand(MGD)

Maximum

treatment capacity

Unaccounted

(MGD)

for

New water connections
Water

rate increases

Residential charge - 7,500 gal/mo
Residential connection ctiarge

Please

•

list

five largest

commercial.

oistomers:

Industrial, wholesale, utility

Revenues

Volume

Customer

($000)

(MGD)

type*

or other

Sewer System
Please provide

FY_

for last three fiscal years:

FY-

FY-

Number of customers
Sewage treatment
Average daily flow (MGD)
Peak daily flow (MGD)
Maximum treatment capacity (MGD)
Unaccounted for
New sewer connections
Sewer rate increases
Residential charge - 7,500 gal/mo
Residential connection charge

Please

list

five largest

customers:

Revenues

Volume

Customer

($000)

(MGD)

type*

5
•

commercial.

Industrial, wholesale, utility

or other

.
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Discuss major expansion or layoff/closure plans

for largest

customers

Capital Improvements
Describe recently completed major capital projects and current status of major ongoing projects

and schedule

(

cost

vs. projections)

Describe future capital plans and financing, including federal and state grants

Extraordinary Debt Service Payment Events
Notification of delinquent debt service payments, draws from debt service reserve funds and/or
letters/lines of credit and/or technical violations of bond indenture

Supplemental Information
Trustee contact/firm

Phone number
Please discuss significant litigation, environmental regulations, proposed legislation or compliance
with environmental regulations which would materially affect the issuer or the operation of its facilities

-
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SECONDAR

PAGE FOUR OF FOUR
Additional

space

for

responses (please

I

'MIHWI' l iti

cite specific area)

Signature
Prepared by.
Title

Address

Pho^eJDate

Signature.

T7i« NFMA doss not warrant the completeness ot this form or tite accuracy or completeness of any
by any issuer hereunder. The information required in this form is intended to produce a
document appropriate for informing investors. It is not intended, however, to create disclosure requirements
or a legal obligation to provide any or all items of information, although careful adherence to this form is
recommended.

information providad

FOR ADDITIONAL FORMS OR INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT LISA GOOD. NFMA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS.
P.O. BOX 14893. PITTSBURGH. PA 15234
PHONE:

(412) 341-4898

•

FAX: (412) 341-4894
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INVESTMENT COMPANY INSTITUTE

MATTHEW

P.

FINK

President

August

25,

1995

The Honorable Richard H. Baker
Chairman, Subcommittee on Capital Mzu-kets,
Securities and GSEs
U.S. House of Representatives
2129 Raybum House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Baker:
I am pleased to submit the Institute's responses to questions from the Capital
Markets Subcommittee concerning the recent hearing on municipalities. The hearing has
helped to define the many issues surrounding the recent events in Orange County and
municipal bankruptcies in general. The Institute appreciates the opportiinity to express its
views on such an important matter.

We would be pleased to provide any additional information requested.
Sincerely,

1401

H STREET.

NW

•

WASHINGTON. DC 20005-2148

•

202/326-5801

FAX 202/326-5806

/

/
/
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INVESTMENT COMPANY INSTITUTE
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FROM CAPITAL MARKETS SUBCOMMITTEE

CONCERNING HEARING ON MUNICIPALITIES
August

25,

1995

Question 1 A significant portion of the Orange County Investment Pool was invested
Government Sponsored Enterprise structured notes. Such notes carry low credit risk but
high market risk. Such notes, therefore, carry a triple-A rating, which can be misleading to
investors. Could you please comment? Should such notes also carry some sort of market-risk
:

in

rating?

Response Based on the foregoing, the Institute does not believe that such notes also
should carry some sort of market-risk rating. Mutual funds, and particularly money market
funds, are significant purchasers of stiuctured notes. As the question points out, the triple-A
rating of these notes represents a rating of their credit quality and not an assessment of their
market risk. Portfolio managers and credit analysts for these mutual funds fully understand
the nature and scope of the ratings assigned to these notes.
:

Moreover, mutual fund managers possess the expertise to evaluate independently the
investment risks (including credit' and market risks) associated with the notes. Indeed, such
evaluation is an integral part of the services provided by fund advisers. Finally, the Institute is
not aware of any complaints by its members that the ratings assigned to these notes have been
misleading.

Question 2 The
:

GFOA stated in their testimony that many cautious finance officers

by broker-dealers regarding the purchase of derivatives,
have been misrepresented, in part due to a lack of understanding by
the broker-dealer tiading the derivatives. Could you please comment?

believe that they have been misled

and

that these products

Response The Institute cannot respond to the issue of whether finance officers have
been misled by broker-dealers, since the Institute was not privy to those tiansactions. With
respect to mutual fund purchases of derivative instruments, an Institute survey of its members
showed that the overall level of investment in derivatives by mutual funds is quite modest.
When mutual funds purchase derivatives, most of these investments either are designed to
hedge against portfolio risks or else do not involve risks substantially different from other
:

investments.

'

Specifically,

^

Rule 2a-7 under the Investment

funds, requires that the board of directors (or

Company Act of
its

designate) of a

which governs the regulation of money market
money market fund independently analyze the

1940,

creditworthiness of any portfolio security and any entity providing a credit enhancement for a portfolio security.
See Statement of Matthew P. Fink, President, Investment Company Institute, Before the Subcommittee on
Telecommunications and Finance of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives, on
'
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important for all mutual funds that invest in derivatives
and procedures are sufficient to reasonably ensure that
these investments are consistent with their stated objectives and policies and otherwise in
compliance with applicable law.' We have not received any complaints from our members that
these products have been nnisrepresented to them by broker-dealers.

The

Institute believes that

it is

to ensure that their internal controls

Question 3 Mr. Fish stated in his testimony that trustees and fiscal agents for
bondholders are not always adhering to the investment policies spelled out in bond
documents, and instead take direction solely from the issuer. Could you please comment?
:

Response It is the Institute's understanding that the underlying documentation for a
municipal bond issue usually specifies a list of permitted investments that can be made by the
trustee or fiscal agent who has been charged with acting as attorney-in-fact for the
bondholders. We also understand that the trustee may look to the issuer of the bonds for
investment direction, because the issuer is often in a better position to evaluate the cash needs
of the particular municipality or governmental entity that issued the bonds.
:

If

a trustee

were

to

make investments

at the direction of the issuer that are in

contravention of the investment policies stated in the underlying bond documents, then

would appear
breached.

it

bond documents would have been
any specific situations where this has

that investment guidelines specified in the

We have not heard from our members of

occurred.

Question 4 The extension, or roll-over, of $800 million of Orange County notes has
been characterized as a forced rollover because the noteholders had no other choice. Do you
:

_

agree?

Response Investors in the Orange County notes appear to have been confrontefl with
whether or not to participate in the roll-over plan as proposed by the County.
We are not, however, in a position to agree or disagree with the characterization. The Institute
did not participate in the decision-making process of its members who were faced with the
rollover decision. Each mutual fund that held these notes made its own determination as to
what would be in the best interests of its shareholders.
:

a difficult choice

Investments in Derivatives and Other Mutual Fund Issues 5-10 (Sept. 27, 1994) (reporting the results of an Institute
survey of members' use of derivative instruments and discussing mutual funds' use of derivatives).
'

In this regard, the Institute has

investments

developed a detailed

memorandum

in derivatives. See Investments in Derivatives

Institute (Aug. 1994).

for its

members on

the subject of mutual fund

by Registered Investment Companies, Investment

Company
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Question 5 Mutual funds and other investors rely heavily on RaHng Agency ratings
safety and soundness of an investment. Do you feel you
were well-served by the Rating Agencies' high ratings of Orange County securities? Do you
think that the rating agencies should refine their evaluation of municipal investment practices
going forward?
:

when making an evaluation of the

Response The management of a mutual fund has the ultimate responsibility to make
investment decisions for the fund. Although mutual funds may consider the rating of a
particular security when making an investment decision, the rating is often not the
determining factor. In the case of a money market fund, for example. Rule 2a-7 requires the
:

mutual fund's board of directors
creditworthiness of

the

(or its delegate) to

all securities in

make an independent determination of the

the portfolio of the fund.'

It remains true, however, that the rating agencies had given the notes high ratings on
day before the County filed for bankruptcy protection.* The fact that ratings are not fool-

proof provides further illustration of the dangers in relying upon rating agencies as a substitute
for regulation

by the SEC'

'

See note

1,

'

See, e.g.,

Vogel, Orange County Fund

supra.

Had Green

comment

Ratings Light, Wall

St.

J.

(Dec.

6, 1994).

with the SEC on this issue. Letter to Jonathan G. Katz, Secretary,
Securities and Exchange Commission, from Paul Schott Stevens, General Counsel, Investment Company Institute,
Concept Release Concerning Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations (Release No. IC-20508; File No. S7-23-

'

The

Institute recently filed a

94) (Dec. 6, 1994).

letter
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Securities Industry Association
1401 Eye Street

NW

•

DC

Washington.

20005-222S

•

(202) 296-9410

•

Fax (202) 296-9775

Mmc E. t-acMti
September

14,

1995

The Honorable Richard Baker
Chairman
Subcommittee on Capital Markets,
Securities and Government Sponsored Enterprises
Committee on Banking and Financial Services
2129 Raybum House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 205 IS

Re:

Follow-up

to July

27 Testimony

Dear Mr. Chairman:
I

letter.

am

pleased to have the opportunity to respond to the questions contained in your August 4

Please find these responses attached.

We hope that you find the responses to these questions helpful.

If

you have further questions

or would like us to clarify or amplify our responses, please feel ftee to contact
Senior Vice President, Government Affairs. With best wishes, I am

me

or Steve Judge,

Sincerely youis.

1^Y\a>^C.-^.U^^

120 Broadway

•

New

York.

NY

10271-0080

•

(212) 608-1500

•

Fax (212) 608-1604
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS WITH REGARD TO JULY 27
HEARING BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CAPITAL MARKETS, SECURITIES
AND GOVERNMENT SPONSORED ENTERPRISES
HOUSE BANKING AND HNANCIAL SERVICES COMMITTEE

Question

1

A significant portion of the

Orange County Investment Pool was invested in Government
Sponsored Enterprise structured notes. Such notes carry low credit risk but high market risk. Such
notes, therefore, carry a triple-A rating,

comment? Should such notes

which can be misleading

also carry

some

to investors.

Could you please

sort of market-risk rating?

Response
Credit risk

only one type of risk inherent in investing in fmancial instruments, and

is

important that investors understand the difference between credit risk and market

because of the Government guarantee, the 30 year Treasury bond
but

is

subject to a substantial degree of market risk.

As

is

risk.

it is

Pot example,

regarded as having no credit

a result, a 30 year

risk,

T bond purchased at the

lost more than 20 percent of its value if sold at the
The change in price was due solely to the market

height of the bond rally in October 1993 would have

low of that
risk

interest rate cycle in

of long term fixed income

November

1994.

securities.

TYaditionally the rating agencies have focused solely

However, we imderstand

credit risk.

that the agencies are

upon rating instruments with respect to
beginning to rate instruments on other

now

including market risk. This development should prove useful to investors.

criteria,

Question 2

The

GFOA stated in their testimony that many cautious fmance officers believe that they have

been misled by broker-dealers regarding the purchase of derivatives, and that these products have been
misrepresented, in part due to a lack of understanding by the broker-dealers trading the derivatives.

Could you please comment?

Response
Obviously, since

we

can't

comment upon

with their clients, and

if

we

are not privy to the facts that formed the basis of the

those specific cases.

Of course,

GFOA's testimony,

broker -dealers are required to deal equitably

misrepresentations are proved, the plaintiffs will be free to pursue remedies

already provided under existing law.

With respect

to the suggestion that broker-dealers trading derivatives don't understand them,

many of the instruments lumped under the heading of "derivatives" are
and are not complex financial instruments. Thus, neither pricing the instruments nor
estimating their cash flows are particularly difficult. Those firms that are active dealers in such
instruments are and have been for some time devoting considerable resources to creating and
explaining these instruments to their customers. Over the past decade, many Wall Street firms have
recruited academics from various backgrounds from the leading universities and research centers in the
U.S. and abroad as part of that effort.
we would

first

actively traded

note that
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Having said that we must point out

that tiie difficulty in "understanding" derivatives

can be

grossly exaggerated. For example, while calculating the precise change in the value of a security under

various scenarios can involve

some complex mathematics, understanding how

that instniment will

change in interest rates is a relatively straightforward matter. If Robert Citron understood
he adopted for the Orange County portfolio was heavily dependent upon stable or
declining interest rates, and very vulnerable to rising interest rates, he didn't need a doctorate in Finance
to understand the risks be was ruiming.
react to a

that the strategy

We suspect many if not most of the situations referred to by the GFOA involve the prepayment
risk entailed

by investments

spike of 1994.

in

mortgage-backed

The impact of interest

rate

securities, highlighted

by the very large

interest rate

changes on the value of these secxuities was not

anticipated by the market as a whole, including

some

dealers,

due

to a variety

fiilly

of special factors. This

demonstrates the dangers in generalizing about "derivatives."

We can not overemphasize that

it

is

essential that those

charged with the responsibility of

investing taxpayer funds should ensure that either they understand the instruments they purchase, or
that they retain investment advisers to

perform that fimction for them. This will ensure that disclosure

concerning derivatives transactions will be understood by the municipality's finance ofHcers. After the
fact

complaints by those

who have made imprudent

and/or unprofitable investment decisions should

not be used as a pretext to impose additional responsibilities upon broker-dealers.

Question 3

Can brokerage

firms

do anything through enhanced research or other means

to gel

more

information to the market about the nature of diffeient municipal issuo^' willingness and legal
obligations to repay?

Response
This question concerns credit

risk, since

it

addresses (he ability/willingness of the issuer to

meet its obligations as they mature. As stated in our response to question one, the rating agencies have
always rated municipal securities on credit risk, and have been the primary mechanism in informing
the markets as a whole about the credit worthiness of municipal issuers. In the wake of (he Orange
County default, (he agencies are reviewing (heir procedures in an attempt (o ensure (hat they are
accurately reflecting the credi( risk of municipal issuers. We believe that additional disclosure by
municipal issuers of their investment portfolios would be helpftil in this effort.

Many

broker-dealers also research the municipal market, including the credit risk inherent in

particular municipal securities.

However, the rating agencies have traditionally been viewed as (he
risk, which we expect will continue to be the case.

primary source of information on credit

More

generally, the municipal market has a generally excellent record of issuers meeting (heir

obligations in a timely fashion.

It

would be most unfortunate

if

recent developments in (he municipal

market, or shortsighted attempts to blame dealers for failed investment strategies, led

adopt a casual attitude to meeting their obligations.

MOCSIMONYVIIICQAJXX:

some

issuers to

We suspect that issuers who evidence such an

attitude will find raising additional funds in the capital markets

much more difficult.
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'•- V-'IMATWC

U.S.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SUBCOMMITTEE ON CAPITAL MARKETS. SECURITIES, AND
GOVERNMENT SPONSORED ENTERPRISES

SHNOR SACHUS. ALAUMA

Of THE

COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES

ONE HUNDRED FOURTH CONGRESS
2129

RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON, DC 20515

August

Mr. Robert

4,

1995

McKnew

Executive Vice President
SA
Bank of America NT

&

555 Califoniia Street
San Francisco, CA 94104

Dear Mr. McKnew:

On

behalf of the

Members

Government Sponsored

of the Subcommittee for Capital Markets, Securities, and

Enterprises,

I

want

to thank

you for appearing as a witness

at

the July 27th hearing and for your thoughtful testimony jmd comments.

Through your

participation,

capital markets that

It is

is

we were

able to focus national attention

on a sector of the

important to every American.

our intention to give further consideration to Chapter 9 of the Federal bankruptcy

code, the adequacy and timeliness of municipal disclosure, and state oversight of

have enclosed some additional questions to which
complete the hearing record.
Please send your written responses to Ted Beason at 2129 Raybum House Office

govenunental investment

we would

practices.

I

like to receive written responses in order to

Building, Washington, D.C. 20515.

Sincerely,

H. BAKER
Chairman, Subcommittee on Capital

RICHARD

Markets, Securities

RHB:tb

&

GSEs
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Response of the Public Securities Association
to Questions Posed by ttie
Subcommittee on Capital Martiets, Securities
and Government Sponsored Enterprises
Committee on Banking and Financial Services
U.S. House of Representatives
The Public

Securities Association (PSA) appreciates the opportunity to address questions
Subcommittee on Capital Markets, Securities and Government Sponsored
Enterprises in conjunction with our testimony before the Subcommittee on July 27. 1995. We
commend the Subcommittee's continued attention to issues dealing with the federal bankruptcy
code, the adequacy and timeliness of municipal disclosure and state oversight of government

raised by the

investment practices.

We are pleased to submit these additional comments on specific questions

by the Subcommittee

raised

Q: The

GFOA

in

Chairman Baker's

letter

stated in their testimony that

of August 4, 199S.

many

cautious finance officers believe that

they have been misled by broker-dealers regarding the purchase of derivatives, and that these

products have been misrepresented, in part due to a lack of understanding by the broker-dealer

Could you please comment?

trading the derivatives.

A: In general.
local

PSA

believes that professional, institutional investors, including state and

governments, should assume the

Institutional investors, including state

full responsibility for their

and local governments,

investment decisions.

are,

by defmition. fiduciaries

charged with the responsibility of investing other people's money. They bear the burden of
ensuring that their investment decisions are wise and in the best interests of the beneficiaries of the

blame for poor
them the instruments, dealers then
become de facto investment guarantors. This would carry with it serious and onerous
implications for the efficiency of our capital markets. Ultimately, it would lead to higher costs for
through less Liquidity, greater
all capital markets participants
issuers, investors and dealers
price volatility, higher transaction costs and higher costs of capital. SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt

funds

in their charge.

If

professional, institutional investors are able to assign

investment decisions after the fact to broker-dealers

who

sold

—

—

has enunciated the fundamental principle that "all customers

— whether your neighbor down
— must
it's

die street, your local municipality, or a large, international corporation
for understanding

what they are buying and how

it

fits their

take responsibility

investment objectives."'

Moreover, broker-dealers are virtually never given the

full details

of a customer's

investment strategy or the contents of his or her portfolio. Hence, broker-dealers almost never
posses

all

the

knowledge necessary

to

make informed judgments

as to the appropriateness of an

investment for an institutional customer.

'

Arthur Leviu. Chairman. Securities and Exchange Commission. "Public Tnist and Public Funds." remarks before

the National Association of State Treasurers. October 16. 199S.

page

four.
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This

is

not to imply that securities dealers are without responsibility in dealing with

institutional investors.

Dealers are appropriately bound to legal and ethical standards in

facilitating transactions.

They must be honest and

good

deal in

faith.

They must not mislead.

Their calculations must be accurate. They must employ good-faith assumptions. Perhaps most
importantly, they are liable for fraud. If a broker-dealer knowingly

statements in recommending a security for sale, that dealer

is fully

makes

false or misleading

— and appropriately —

subject

However, once these responsibilities have been met, a dealer should
be able to rely on the certainty that once a security is sold, financial risk shifts to the buyer. As
Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan has said, "markets function most efficiently
to criminal

and

when both

parties to a financial transaction are free to enter into transactions at their

discretion,

unhampered by any perceived need

discipline

civil action.

own

to serve the interests of their counterparties.

... If

from incurring losses from mistakes were mitigated, vigilance would be relaxed. ...

we should start with
own decisions and only

1

believe that

the principle that parties to financial transactions are responsible

for their

use regulation to adjust the balance of responsibilities between

the parties cautiously after the benefit has been clearly established.""

PSA

supports legislation to codify the notion that professional, institutional investors

should bear responsibility for their investment decisions.

We fully support, for example, the

investor responsibility provision in H.R. 2131, the Capital Markets Deregulation and

House Commerce Committee. This bill
would establish a rebuttable statutory presumption against dealer liability regarding investment
decisions made by institutional investors with portfolios of $10 million or more. The bill would
Liberalization Act of 1995, currently pending before the

not affect dealer suitability obligations to retail investors or to institutional investors with
portfolios smaller than

$10

million.

It is

also not designed to affect dealer obligations under the

securities fraud statutes. This proposal represents a sensible

and thoughtful way

large, professional, institutional investors bear responsibility for their

Q: Mr.

ensure that

Fish stated in his testimony that trustees and fiscal agents for bondholders are not

always adhering
direction solely

to

investment decisions.

to the

investment policies spelled out

from the

in

bond documents, and instead take

Could you please comment?

issuer.

A: Bond trustees play a

vital role in the

municipal securities market. In representing the

meet their obligations to investors as
bond indenture documents. However, we do not feel that trustees should be
expected or required to regulate the activities of bond issuers. We believe that issuers themselves
interests of bondholders, trustees help ensure that issuers

spelled out in

should bear a significant level of responsibility for ensuring that they adhere to their obligations

under a bond indenture as well as statutory, regulatory or self-imposed requirements such as
investment and disclosure policies. As

changes

to

SEC

rule 15c2-12,

result in significantly

we

which took

more and

stated in our testimony, for example,

full effect at the

better information

we

support

end of 1995 and which we believe

will

on the financial condition of municipal bond

^
Statement of Alan Greenspan. Chainnan. Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, before
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs. U.S. Senate. January 5. 1995, page three.

the
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-3issuers being

made

available to market participants. In general,

problems exist with regard

to the responsibilities

we do

and actions of bond

not believe that significant

trustees.

Q: Under what circumstances would you put 40 percent of your
securities

portfolio in derivative

on an unhedged basis?

A: This question can only be answered on a case by case
institutional investor,

and especially those

in the public sector,

written set of investment policies and guidelines.

and strategies as well

PSA

believes that every

These policies should reflect an investor's goals
which an investor is willing to

their risk tolerances, including the extent to

risk the loss of principal in

an investment Such a policy should also address the extent

to

which a

commit an investor to instruments which are subject to market risk,
securities." The policy should be fully reviewed and approved by the

manager should be able
including "derivative

basis.

should establish and adhere to a

to

investor's governing body, in consultation with outside experts,

if

necessary.

An

investment

manager's adherence to an investor's policies and guidelines should be monitored on a regular
basis and audited periodically. This is the best way to ensure that an investment manager does not
assume undue risks with the capital under his or her control. We feel very sffongly that blindly
restricting the use of any investment vehicles by any or all classes of investors through statute or
regulation is unwise policy. Indeed, the best way to mitigate market risk is through
diversification, which implies more, not fewer, investment choices.

Q: Do you

believe that counties should be allowed to leverage up by the use of reverse

repurchase agreements?

A: Again,

How much

this questions

leverage

is

appropriate?

can only be answered on a case by case basis.

One

important

element of an investor's written investment policies and guidelines, discussed above, should be the
extent to which a

manager should be permitted

the use of repurchase

to leverage an investor's risk

agreements and through other means. One thing

exposure through

is certain:

repurchase

agreements and reverse repurchase agreements, when used responsibly, can be powerful and
efficient tools for investors

The same

and other market participants, including

state

and local governments.

principle applies to repurchase agreements as applies to "derivative securities."

attempt to restrict their use on a broad basis would create

more problems than

Q: What should be the duration of pooled municipal funds
How do you make that determination?

it

Any

solved.

invested by a county like

Orange?

A:

PSA

their Uabilities.

way for a state or local government investor
match the maturities of their investments with the time of

believes that, in general, the best

reduce exposure to market risk

Long-term

is to

liabilities,

to

such as pension fund payments, should be associated with

long-term investments. Short-term Uabilities should be funded with short-term investments.
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January 5, 1996

Mr. Ted Beason
Senor Professional Staff Member
Subconunittee on Capital Markets,
Securities and Government sponsored
Enterprises

Committee on Banking and Financial Services
U.S. House of Representatives
2129 Rayburn House Office Builc|ing
Washington, DC. 20515
Re:

Questions submitted to Theodore Craver relating to Orange County Hearings

Dear Mr. Beason:
Enclosed please find responses to the questions posed to Mr. Theodore Craver by letter
4, 1995 fi-om Chairman Richard H. Baker. I apologize for the lengthy delay
in responding to these questions.

of August

On behalf of the American Bankers Association and the ABA Securities Association, I
wish to thank you for meeting with myself and Mr. Jeflfrey Powell, Chairman of the
ABA's Corporate Trust Committee, to discuss some of these issues. I hope that that
discussion, along with the responses enclosed herein, will help fiirther the debate.
Please

do not

hesitate to

contaa me

if either

the

ABA

or

ABASA

in this matter.

I

look forward to working with you

Sincerely yours,

T. Craver

D. Shannon

in the very near future.

can be of any assistance
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CAPITAL MARKETS SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING
Q.

The

GFOA stated

in their

testimony that

many

ON MUNICIPALITIES

cautious finance officers believe

that they have been misled by broker-dealers regarding the purchase of derivatives,

and that these products have been misrepresented, in part due to a lack of
understanding by the broker-dealer trading the derivatives. Could you please

comment?
A.

As

a general matter, the

ABA

and

ABASA

believe that broker-dealers

do

understand the derivative products that they are offering to prospective purchasers.
Moreover, any deficiencies in that knowledge have largely disappeared, we believe,
as broker-dealers, as well as investors, have improved immeasurably their collective
understanding of derivative instruments and how they fianction under various
market conditions. That knowledge has improved largely due to several important
hearings on the issue of derivatives held over the last year or so in both the House
of Representatives and the Senate. In addition, federal bank and securities
regulators have added to the industry's collective knowledge by issuing numerous
pronouncements on derivatives and the appropriate use and management of these
products. Finally, the industry itself has issued policies and procedures relating to
wholesale derivative transactions. Together, these government and industry efforts
have assisted broker-dealers, government finance officers and other market
participants in understanding derivative instruments and the important uses they
serve.

Q.

A.

Mr. Fish stated

in his testimony that trustees and fiscal agents for bondholders are
not always adhering to the investment policies spelled out in bond documents, and
instead take direction solely fi-om the issuer. Could you please comment.'

Bondholder

trustees

and

the trust indenture or

agents seldom have investment discretion. Instead,
agent agreement will set forth a detailed list of

fiscal

fiscal

"Permitted Investments," and grant or reserve to the municipality or other issuer
the sole power to direct the investments.

As

a directed trustee or agent, the bank's sole responsibility

is

simply to verify and

confirm:

(1)

the authenticity of the investment instructions; and

(2)

that the investments

fall within the definition of "Permitted
Investments" set forth in the governing instrument, and any special
requirements applicable thereto ( e.g.. prior consent of rating agencies
or insurer).
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There is a default provision in the investment powers found in most government
documents, which grants limited investment discretion to the trustee or fiscal
agent. These clauses typically provide that, failing timely investment directions
fi-om the municipality or other issuer, the trustee or agent

instructed to invest in certain financial instruments.

is

authorized or

However,

this is usually

hmited to money-market sweep accounts, or direa U.S. Treasury obUgations (but
not investment contracts or other types of derivatives).

When

acting as a corporate trustee or fiscal agent, banks generally insist that the
investment powers and duties in the governing document be dear and
unambiguous. If a trustee or agent were in a situation where, after dosing, there
is any uncertainty or ambiguity in the investment language, a trustee or agent
would not seek direction fi-om the issuer , but, rather, would seek either a formal
legal opinion fi-om bond counsel to clarify the ambiguity, or faihng that, would
probably insist on a formal amendment to the governing document. This latter
option would typically require bondholder consent.

Q.

Under what circumstances would you put 40% of your
on an unhedged basis?

portfolio in derivative

securities

A.

There is no right or wrong answer to this question for the answer depends on a
facts and circumstances type of analysis. For example, it may be appropriate to
invest 40% of one's portfolio in derivatives if the investment strategy for that
portfolio

is

to seek a high return fi-om high risk securities.

the investment strategy for that portfolio
principal invested

is

paramount,

it

is

a conservative

On

the other hand,

if

one, ix^, preservation of

would not be appropriate to have

a high

concentration of any securities, derivative or otherwise.

should be noted that high concentrations of securities in bank investment
would generally pose safety and soundness concerns for bank examiners.
Consequentiy, it is highly unlikely that a bank would have a 40% concentration of
any type of securities in their investment portfolio.
It

portfolios

Q.

If a small number of commercial banks held $500-600 million of defaulted Orange
County notes for their own investment accounts and their regulators were
requiring bank[s] to write the assets down, would the ABA's [and ABASA's]
testimony have come out stronger against the Orange County bankruptcy.'

A.

This

is a difficult question to answer for the simple fact that the regulators would
not allow a commercial bank to hold a high concentration of any security. For
example, the Comptroller of the Currency hmits national bank investment in

1 0% of capital and surplus for each obligor.
amount, the regulators would have required the bank to
itself of some of the offending securities.

municipal revenue bonds to

went over

that

If a

bank

divest
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hypothetically, 100 banks each held $5 million in Orange County notes and
because of or in spite of the bankruptcy the notes were trading at 75-80% of their
value, the regulators, we believe, would be more concerned about the downturn in
bank investment earnings, not the insolvency of the municipal issuer.
If,

Q.

Do

you

believe that counties should be allowed to leverage

reverse repurchase agreements?

A.

How much

leverage

is

up by the use of

appropriate?

Again, this is a facts and circumstances issue that will depend on the particular
needs of that county or municipality and whether state or local law allow such
financing techniques.

Q.

What should be
Orange?

A.

There

is

the duration of pooled municipal funds invested by a county like

How do
no

you make that determination?

steadfast rule regarding duration.

Nor should there be. The
on the various needs of

appropriate duration for pooled municipal funds depends

the respective tax bases.

Is

Does the municipality have

there a near or long term need for the invested funds?
a cash surplus

beyond that needed to fund current

government operations?
Q.

Under what circumstances would your bank invest in an
Would you employ a hedging strategy with the asset?

A.

There

sec\irities

inverse floater of a

GSE?

would be deemed high-risk under banking regulatory guidance
my bank nor any other bank, for that matter, could acquire

and, therefore, neither

Banks can, however, acquire these
reduce interest rate risk in accordance with safe and sound
In addition, institutions with strong capital and earnings and adequate

these securities for investment purposes.
securities in order to

practices.

liquidity

may

acquire these securities for trading purposes.

department must, however, have well-developed
handling these high

Q.

policies

The

trading

and procedures

for

risk securities.

Since banks invest and deal in municipal securities, risky investment practices of
municipalities my ultimately cause losses to banks. Shouldn't banks advocate

prudent investment practices of municipalities?
A.

Of course,

banks should advocate prudent investment practices for municipalities.
is prudent for one municipality, may not be prudent for another.
Consequently, we believe that prudence should be defined in terms of investment
under the terms set out by sute and local legislatures with a view to the needs of
the underlying ux base.

However, what
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Q.

3 9999 05570 764 8

owned $44 billion of
These structured notes made up only 4% of
the banks' total investment portfolio of $1.1 trillion. Do you think it strange that
it escaped public attention that the Orange County Investment Pool owned $8
billion of structured notes in a $20 billion portfoho or 40% as of the end of
In your testimony, you noted that 4,600 commercial banks

structured notes at year-end 1994.

November?
A.

It is

our understanding that the Investment Pool's high concentration of

structured notes did not go without notice, at least insofar as the local

community

was concerned. An election campaign was ongoing and it is our understanding
that this issue was raised by the candidate running against the incumbent county
treasurer. We would also note that conventional wisdom has it that the
investments themselves were not problematic but, rather, the investment strategy.
Hopefully, with the advent of the SEC's secondary market disclosure rules, high
concentrations of securities and the investment strategies served by these securities
will be chsdosed to a wider market. Wider and deeper market disclosure should
add needed discipline to the process.
Q.

A.

Would you

explain the "at this time" qualifier at the end of your testimony

need

for derivatives legislation."

That

"

at

the time " quaUfier was used to state that the

on the

ABA an ABASA do not
We believe the regulators

currentiy see the need for federal derivatives legislation.

and the industry

itself

have behaved quite responsibly in issuing numerous

guidelines, standards, principles and practices pertaining to derivative investments

and trading. In addition, the SEC has issued secondary market disclosure
guidelines. The ABA and ABASA believe that these many significant actions
should be allowed time in which to work. Only if these efforts prove insufficient,
should the Congress even consider taking ftirther action. The ABA and ABASA's
worse fear is that onerous and burdensome legislation will drive this very profitable
business offshore.
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